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PREFACE. 

ON  May  23rd,  1925,  when  His  Majesty  the  King laid  the  foundation  stone  of  Lloyd’s  new  build¬ 

ing  in  Leadenhall  Street,  he  spoke  of  “the  extra¬ 

ordinary  and  romantic  history  of  Lloyd’s,  and  its  evo¬ 

lution  from  an  ordinary  seventeenth  century  Coffee- 

House  to  the  great  public  and  international  Institution 

familiar  to  us  all.”  There  are,  however,  many  thou¬ 

sands  to  whom  the  name  of  Lloyd’s  is  familiar,  who 

have  only  the  vaguest  idea  of  its  character  and  func¬ 

tions,  and  the  story  of  its  development,  from  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street  to  the  great  Corpora¬ 

tion  of  to-day,  has  hitherto  been  known  only  very  im¬ 

perfectly  to  the  Members  of  Lloyd’s  themselves.  It  is 
the  object  of  this  book  to  show  both  what  Lloyd  s 

really  is,  and  how  it  became  what  it  is.  In  so  doing,  it 

is  believed  that  new  light  has  been  thrown  on  the 

commercial,  naval,  and  social  history  of  Great  Britain. 

Hitherto,  the  standard  authority  on  the  subject  has 

been  The  History  of  Lloyd's  and  of  Marine  Insurance , 

published  by  Frederick  Martin  in  1876.  Mr.  Martin 

was  given  access  to  the  records  at  Lloyd  s',  but  his  
ac¬ 

curacy,  even  in  direct  quotation,  is  not  always  to  be
  re¬ 

lied  upon,  and,  hampered  by  the  dual  chaiacter  
of  his 

subject,  he  left  many  important  phases  in  the  histo
ry 

of  Lloyd’s  itself  entirely  unexplored.  Since  he  wrote, 

the  researches  of  Col.  A.  N.  St.  Quintin  and  others
 

have  added  to  our  knowledge  of  Edward  Lloyd  and 

his  coffee-house,  and  the  Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  
has 

developed  along  lines  unguessed  in  1876.  ̂ 

For  all  these  reasons,  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’
s  con¬ 

sidered  it  desirable  that  the  opening  of  the  new  pre¬ 

mises  in  Leadenhall  Street  should  be  accompanied  by 

the  issue  of  an  authoritative  history  of  the  Corporation
, 

brought  fully  up  to  date,  and  based  thr
oughout  on 
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PREFACE  first-hand  material.  For  this  purpose,  they  have  given 

the  authors  unrestricted  access  to  the  whole  of  the  re¬ 

cords  at  Lloyd’s,  including  the  invaluable  series  of 
Minute  Books  running  back  to  1771.  These  records, 

together  with  the  business  experience  of  one  of  the 

collaborators,  extending  over  more  than  fifty  years, 

form  the  main  basis  for  the  later  chapters  of  this  his¬ 

tory.  They  have  been  supplemented,  where  necessary, 

and  the  story  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  and  its  trans¬ 

formation  into  Lloyd’s  has  been  pieced  together,  from 
scattered  references  in  contemporary  manuscripts, 

newspapers,  books,  and  pamphlets. 

In  the  course  of  these  investigations  much  new  ma¬ 

terial  has  come  to  light  and  many  pre-conceived  ideas 
have  had  to  be  revised.  It  is  shown  that,  capable  man 

of  business  though  he  was,  Edward  Lloyd  had  nothing 

to  do  with  the  development  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
as  the  headquarters  of  London  underwriting,  which 

came  about,  some  years  after  his  death,  as  the  result  of 

a  measure  regarded  at  the  time  as  the  death  blow  to 

the  private  insurers.  The  story  of  the  Bubble  Act  of 
1720  and  the  creation  of  the  two  marine  insurance 

Corporations  has  often  been  told.  It  is  claimed  that  it 

is  here  shown,  for  the  first  time,  in  its  true  perspec¬ 

tive  in  relation  to  the  development  of  Lloyd’s.  As  a 
background  to  the  story,  an  attempt  has  been  made  to 

reconstruct,  from  contemporary  material,  the  early 

history  of  the  marine  insurance  market  in  this  country. 

Lloyd’s  as  an  organised  society  had  no  existence 
before  1771;  but  from  1720  onwards,  the  frequenters  of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  began  to  dominate  the  world  of 
marine  insurance,  and  Edward  Lloyd  himself  will  al¬ 
ways  be  of  interest  to  those  whosebusiness  organisation 
bears  his  name.  It  has  thus  been  necessary  to  discuss 

the  importance  of  the  seventeenth  and  eighteenth  cen¬ 

tury  coffee-houses  as  business  resorts,  and  to  make  re¬ 
searches  which  have  added  considerably  to  our  know- 
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ledge  of  Edward  Lloyd  and  his  affairs,  have  definitely  PREFACE 

established  the  site  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Lom¬ 
bard  Street  (of  which  an  actual  ground  plan  has  been 

discovered),  and  have  enabled  us  to  trace  the  succession 

of  Masters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  right  down  to  its 
final  disappearance. 

Among  the  new  names  thus  added  to  the  roll  of  Mas¬ 
ters,  is  that  of  Thomas  Jemson,  who  took  part  in  a 

curious  incident  in  the  early  history  of  journalism, 

and  during  whose  tenancy  the  publication  of  Lloyd's 
List  was  added  to  the  business  of  the  House.  An  entry 

in  an  early  Minute  Book  has  enabled  the  actual  year  of 

publication  to  be  definitely  fixed,  a  little  later  than  had 

been  previously  conjectured,  and  the  Post  Office  re¬ 
cords  have  thrown  new  light  on  the  means  by  which 

intelligence  was  collected. 

It  has  long  been  known  that,  prior  to  the  establish¬ 

ment  of  Lloyd’s  in  the  Royal  Exchange,  the  leading 
underwriters  had  seceded  from  Lombard  Street  to  a 

New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Pope’s  Head  Alley. 
The  full  story  of  that  secession  has  now  been  extracted 

from  the  columns  of  a  contemporary  newspaper,  and 

it  is  shown  that  “Old  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House”  main¬ 

tained  its  competition  with  “New  Lloyd’s”  for  some 
years  after  the  removal  to  the  Royal  Exchange,  and 

that  two  separate  “ Lloyd's  Lists"  were  issued  concur¬ 
rently  by  the  rival  houses. 

The  first  work  of  New  Lloyd’s  was  the  revision  of  the 
marine  insurance  policy.  The  reasons  for  this  revision 
have  been  discovered  in  an  old  text  book  on  insurance; 

an  attempt  has  been  made  to  gather  together  the  scat¬ 
tered  material  as  to  the  earlier  development  of  the  marine 

insurance  policy  in  Great  Britain,  and  the  solution  of 

the  great  “S.G.”  mystery  has  been  discovered. 

Almost  from  the  first,  the  history  of  Lloyd’s  has  been 
linked,  through  the  insurance  of  war  risks,  with  the 

naval  history  of  Great  Britain.  It  has  been  necessary  to 
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PREFACE  re-examine  the  growth  of  law  and  practice  relatin
g  to 

insurance  of  enemy  ships,  and  to  discuss  the  
effect  of 

the  War  of  American  Independence  on  British  
com¬ 

merce  and  underwriting.  A  table  of  losses  during  that 

war  has  been  extracted  from  the  Minute  Books.  It  was, 

however,  the  conflict  with  Revolutionary  France  that 

influenced  most  profoundly  the  development  of 

Lloyd’s.  Lloyd’s,  in  return,  exercised  an  influence  on 

the  conduct  of  the  war  itself.  The  minutes  and  corres¬ 

pondence  of  the  Committee  throw  much  valuable  light 

on  the  methods  of  trade  defence  and  convoy  organisa¬ 

tion,  and  show  how  remarkably  they  anticipated  the 

developments  of  a  later  and  still  more  terrible  conflict. 

An  attempt  has  been  made  to  form  a  more  accurate 

estimate  than  has  hitherto  been  available  of  the  ratio 

of  loss  during  the  Revolutionary  War. 

As  regards  the  later  history  of  Lloyd’s,  the  minutes 

and  reports  have  thrown  fresh  light  on  the  early  organi¬ 
sation  of  the  establishment;  the  dramatic  controversies 

leading  to  the  adoption  of  a  formal,  written,  constitu¬ 

tion  in  1811;  the  steps  by  which  the  old  coffee-house 

system  was  gradually  eliminated;  the  growth  of  the 

shipping  intelligence  and  Agency  organisation;  the 

years  of  exile  in  South  Sea  House;  the  rise  of  the  pro¬ 
fessional  underwriter  and  underwriting  agent,  and  the 

gradual  emergence  of  the  Underwriting  Members  as 

the  controlling  interest  at  Lloyd’s;  the  origins  of  the 

Salvage  Association  and  of  Lloyd’s  Salvage  Agree¬ 
ment;  and  the  motives  leading  to  the  application  for 

incorporation  in  1870. 

Still  more  recent  developments,  to  which  special  at¬ 
tention  has  been  devoted,  are  the  institution  of  the 

audit,  the  premium  trust  fund,  and  the  system  of  de¬ 

posits  and  guarantees,  the  growth  of  non-marine  busi¬ 

ness  at  Lloyd’s,  and  the  reactions  of  the  Great  War  on 
London  underwriting. 

This  is  a  history  of  Lloyd’s  as  an  institution,  and  it 
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was  impossible,  without  departing  from  the  plan  of 

the  work,  to  make  use  of  much  valuable  material  con¬ 

tained  in  the  records  at  Lloyd’s,  with  regard  to  the 
commerce,  navigation,  and  social  conditions  of  the 

past.  Nevertheless,  Lloyd’s,  in  its  corporate  capacity, 
has  touched  the  life  of  the  nation  at  so  many  points — 
in  facilitating  the  growth  of  commerce,  in  ensuring 

the  safety  of  life  and  property  afloat,  in  the  encourage¬ 
ment  of  patriotic  effort  at  moments  of  great  national 

peril,  in  assisting  the  organisation  of  trade  defence — 
that  it  is  hoped  this  record  may  be  of  interest  to  readers 
who  have  no  direct  concern  with  the  business  of 

underwriting. 

The  authors  are  deeply  indebted  to  many  who  have 

assisted  them  with  advice  and  materials.  They  are 

under  special  obligations  to  Messrs.  Coutts  for  per¬ 

mitting  a  search  among  the  title  deeds  of  16,  Lombard 

Street,  and  reproduction  of  the  ground  plan  of  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House,  and  to  Col.  Frank  D.  Watney,  C.B.E., 

for  supplying  material  from  the  records  of  the  Gres¬ 

ham  Committee,  relating  to  the  establishment  of 

Lloyd’s  at  the  Royal  Exchange.  The  Hon.  Mr.  Justice 
Mackinnon  has  allowed  free  use  to  be  made  of  his 

notes  on  the  early  history  of  marine  insurance.  Col. 

A.  N.  St.  Quintin,  O.B.E.,  of  whose  earlier  researches 

full  use  has  been  made,  has  generously  communicated 

further  discoveries,  notably  the  approximate  date  of 

Edward  Lloyd’s  birth,  and  has  supplied  much  ma¬ 

terial  relating  to  the  Patriotic  Fund  and  other  early  war 

funds  at  Lloyd’s.  Mr.  G.  E.  Manwaring  has  given 

much  assistance  in  tracing  sources,  and  Dr.  Kenneth 

Rogers  was  of  great  help  in  identifying  the  site  of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  and  its  connection  with  Pon- 

tack’s.  Special  mention  must  be  made  of  the  un¬ 

wearied  kindness  of  the  staff  at  the  Guildhall  Library, 

whose  manuscripts  have  yielded  a  rich  harvest.  Mr. 

Gilbert  Felce  gave  invaluable  help  in  the  chapter  re
- 

PREFACE 
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PREFACE  garding  the  Great  War.  Mr.  Wilfred  Lindley  has  ki
ndly 

checked  the  calculations  in  Appendix  “A,”  and  the 

statistical  argument  as  to  losses  in  the  Revolutionary 

War.  The  Authors  are  deeply  grateful  to  Mr.  Mackin- 

non ,  the  Chairman  of  Lloy d ’s ,  for  his  unfailing  and  most 

encouraging  kindness,  and  they  have  received  constant 

assistance  from  the  Corporation’s  staff.  They  desire 

especially  to  acknowledge  the  services  of  Mr.  Devereux, 

Mr.  Burghes,  Mr.  Boxford,  and  Mr.  Mackie.  Other 

obligations  are  acknowledged  in  the  footnotes  and  List 

of  Illustrations.  For  the  illustrations  themselves  Mr. 

Emery  Walker  is  responsible,  and  both  in  selecting  the 

originals,  and  in  the  general  preparation  of  the  book, 

the  Authors  have  had  the  great  advantage  of  drawing 

on  his  ripe  knowledge  and  experience .  F inally  a  tribute 

is  due  to  the  whole-hearted  co-operation  of  Messrs. 

Blades,  East  &  Blades.  In  order  that  the  book  might 

appear  at  the  date  desired,  it  has  been  necessary  to  ask 

them  for  very  special  exertions  and  facilities,  and  every 

call  has  been  ungrudgingly  met. 

December,  1927. 

c.  w. 
C.E.  F. 
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(BY  EMERY  WALKER  LIMITED). 

JOHN  JULIUS  ANGERSTEIN,  1735-1823,  CHAIRMAN  OF 

LLOYD’S:  ........  Frontispiece 
From  the  portrait  by  Sir  Thomas  Lawrence  in  the  National  Gallery. 

FACING  PAGE 

H.M.  THE  KING  LAYING  THE  FOUNDATION  STONE  OF 

LLOYD’S  NEW  BUILDING,  23  MAY,  1925:  1 
Reproduced  by  courtesy  of  The  Times. 

GROUND  PLAN  OF  LLOYD’S  COFFEE  HOUSE  (No.  16, 
LOMBARD  STREET),  IN  1773: . 16 
Reproduced  by  courtesy  of  Messrs.  Coutts,  from  a  plan  annexed  to 

a  deed  of  1773.  For  explanation  see  pp.  16-17. 

“LLOYD’S  NEWS,”  No.  20,  15  OCTOBER,  1696:  .  .  .22 
Reproduced,  actual  size,  from  the  original  in  the  British  Museum. 

This  issue  contains  an  unusually  large  proportion  of  shipping  news, 

but  has  been  selected  as  containing  the  paragraph  quoted  on  p.  22. 

GENERAL  POST  OFFICE,  circa  1793,  SHOWING  BUILDINGS 

ADJOINING  LLOYD’S  COFFEE  HOUSE:  .  .  .  .30 
From  a  print  in  the  Crace  Collection,  British  Museum.  The  houses  are 

part  of  the  block  erected  by  Thomas  Bowes  after  the  Great  Fire  {see 

p.  16),  two  of  which  were  demolished  in  1793,  for  the  erection  of 

Messrs.  Glyn  &  Co.’s  new  premises.  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  was  in  the 
same  block,  a  little  to  the  east  of  the  houses  shown  in  the  print. 

SIGNATURE  OF  EDWARD  LLOYD,  1692:  .  .  .  .  30 

From  Vestry  Minute  Book  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  in  the  Guildhall 

Library.  Shows  also  the  signature  of  Thomas  Guy,  founder  of  Guy’s 
Hospital. 

SIGNATURE  OF  EDWARD  LLOYD,  1712:  .  .  .  .3° 

From  Minute  Book  of  the  joint  Vestries  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  and 

St.  Mary  Woolchurch  Haw,  in  the  Guildhall  Library. 

THE  FIRST  ROYAL  EXCHANGE  IN  1569:  .  .  .  .4° 

From  a  print  by  Hogenburg  in  the  Crace  Collection,  British  Museum. 

It  was  here  that  the  Office  of  Assurances  was  established  in  1571. 

THE  SOUTH  SEA  HOUSE  IN  1754:  .  .  .  .  ,  .  58 

From  a  print  by  Bowles,  after  Sutton  Nicholls,  made  for  Strype’s, 

Stowe's  Survey  of  London.  The  Great  Hall  at  South  Sea  House,  in 
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Bishopsgate  Street,  was  occupied  by  Lloyd’s  from  1838  to  1844,  pend¬ 
ing  the  rebuilding  of  the  Royal  Exchange  after  the  fire  of  1838. 

THE  EARLIEST  EXTANT  ISSUE  OF  “LLOYD’S  LIST”:  # . 

No.  560,  Friday,  2  January,  1 740/1.  Facsimile  of  the  original  at  Lloyd’s. 

PAGE  OF  REGISTER  BOOK,  1764-5-6:  .  .  .  . 

Reproduced,  actual  size,  by  courtesy  of  Lloyd’s  Register  of  Shipping. 
For  explanation  of  contents,  see  p.  86. 

POLICY  ON  LIFE  OF  NAPOLEON,  1813:  .... 

Issued  21  May,  1813,  to  pay  a  loss  “in  case  Napoleon  Bonaparte  shall 
cease  to  exist  or  be  taken  Prisoner,  on  or  before  the  21st  day  of  June, 

1813.”  Premium,  three  guineas  per  cent.  In  the  possession  of  Lloyd’s. 

THE  SECOND  ROYAL  EXCHANGE,  SOUTH  FRONT,  in  1788: 

From  a  print  by  Bartolozzi,  after  J.  Chapman,  figures  by  Louther- 
bourg,  in  the  Crace  Collection,  British  Museum.  Shows  entrance  to 

John’s  Coffee  House  on  the  right.  It  was  to  this  Exchange/completed  in 

1669,  that  Lloyd’s  moved  in  1774. 

PAGE  OF  ARRIVAL  AND  LOSS  BOOK  AT  LLOYD’S,  1774:  . 
The  columns  show:  Name  of  Ship,  Master,  Port  of  Departure,  Port  of 

Arrival.  The  entries  “1  French,”  “1  Holland,”  etc.,  refer  to  the 
arrival  of  mails.  Size  of  original  20 J"  X  Hi'- 

POLICY  ON  SLAVES,  1794: . 

From  the  original  at  Lloyd’s.  The  policy,  on  the  Guipuzcoa  and  cargo 

is  in  the  form  “Revised  and  confirmed  at  New  Lloyd’s,  on  the  12th  day 

of  January,  1779”  ( see  pp.  147-9).  The  slaves  valued  at  -£45  each. 
Note  marginal  clause,  “Free  from  particular  average  by  insurrection 

under  5  per  Cent.”  (For  insurance  of  slaves,  see  pp.  218-9). 

THE  COFFEE  ROOM  AT  LLOYD’S,  1798:  . 
From  a  coloured  caricature,  artist  unknown,  in  the  possession  of  T. 

Devereux,  Esq.,  of  Lloyd’s. 

THOMAS  TAYLER,  MASTER  OF  LLOYD’S  COFFEE  HOUSE, 
1774-1796:  .  .  . . 
From  a  print  by  Thomas  Fielding,  after  Hugh  Barron.  The  engraver 

was  a  son  of  Tayler’s  partner,  Thomas  Fielding,  the  first  Master  of 
New  Lloyd’s,  as  is  shown  by  the  elder  Fielding’s  will. 

EXTRAORDINARY  NEWS:  CARICATURE  BY  ANSELL, 
SHOWING  DOORWAY  OF  LLOYD’S  IN  1808:  . 
From  a  coloured  caricature  by  Ansell,  in  the  Crace  Collection,  British 
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Museum.  It  illustrates  the  joy  of  the  Londoners  at  the  evacuation  of 

Portugal  by  the  French,  and  their  disgust  when  the  terms  of  the  Con¬ 
vention  of  Cintra  became  known.  The  stout  citizen  has  mistaken  the 

“sixty  rounds  per  gun”  to  be  carried  by  the  French  for  “sixty  Pounds 

a  man.” 

URN  PRESENTED  TO  THOMAS  BACKHOUSE  BY  COM¬ 

MITTEE  ON  AMERICAN  CAPTURES,  1806:  .  .  .182 

Inscribed:  “Presented  by  the  Committee  on  American  Captures  at 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  to  Thomas  Backhouse,  their  Chairman,  as  a 
token  of  their  esteem  and  respect  for  his  able,  zealous  and  indefatigable 

attention  to  the  object  of  their  concerns  for  the  last  ten  years. — London, 

10th  May,  1806.”  Acquired  by  Lloyd’s  in  July,  1925.  For  the  circum¬ 
stances  of  the  presentation,  see  pp.  181-2. 

RISK  BOOK  OF  MR.  JOHN  JANSON,  1804:.  .  .  .190 

Reproduced  by  courtesy  of  the  late  Percy  Janson,  Esq.,  of  Lloyd’s. 
The  columns  show:  Date;  Amount  underwritten;  Subject  of  Insurance 

(Ship  or  Goods);  Premium;  Name  of  Ship;  Master;  Port  of  De¬ 

parture;  Port  of  Destination;  Broker’s  Name.  The  symbol  A= Arrived 
safely;  C=A  Claim  under  the  Policy. 

SIR  BROOK  WATSON,  BART.,  CHAIRMAN  OF  LLOYD’S, 

1796-1806: . .  •  202 
From  a  caricature,  dated  August,  1803,  by  R.  Dighton,  jun.,  at  the 
British  Museum. 

THE  NELSON  PLATE  AT  LLOYD’S: . 208 

This  plate  formed  part  of  presentations  made  to  Nelson  by  the  Com¬ 

mittees  at  Lloyd’s  to  assist  sufferers  by  the  Battles  of  the  Nile,  1798, 
and  Copenhagen,  1801.  It  was  acquired,  in  November,  1910,  by  the 

Committee  of  Lloyd’s,  who  were  assisted  in  the  purchase  by  Cuthbert 

Eden  Heath,  Esq.,  and  other  Members  of  Lloyd’s.  The  two  side  dishes 

are  inscribed:  “Lloyd’s,  1800.  Presented  by  the  Committee,  for  man¬ 

aging  a  Subscription  made  for  the  Wounded  and  Relatives  of  the 

Killed  at  the  Battle  of  the  Nile,  To  Vice  Admiral  Lord  Nelson  and 

Duke  of  Bronte,  K.B.,  &c.  &c.  &c.,  who  was  there  wounded,  As  a 

testimony  of  the  sense  they  entertain  of  his  Brilliant  Services  on  the 

first  of  August,  1798,  when  a  British  Fleet  under  his  Command  ob¬ 

tained  a  most  decisive  Victory  over  a  Superior  French  Force.  J.  J. 

Angerstein,  Chairman.”  The  four  plates  and  centre  dish  are  inscribed: 

“Presented  by  the  Committee  appointed  to  manage  the  Subscription 

raised  for  the  benefit  of  the  Wounded  and  the  Relatives  of  those  who 

were  Killed  in  the  glorious  Victory  obtained  off  Copenhagen  on  the  2  of 

April,  1801,  to  Vice  Admiral  Lord  Nelson,  K.B.,  Duke  of  Bronte, 

&c.  &c.  &c.,  in  testimony  of  the  high  sense  entertained  of  his
  meri- 
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torious  and  unprecedented  exertions  in  defence  of  his  Country,  which 

at  the  peril  and  danger  of  his  life,  he  so  nobly  sustained  previous  to  the 

Engagement,  and  as  a  token  of  his  brilliant  and  gallant  Conduct  during 
the  whole  of  that  ever  memorable  Action.  John  Julius  Angerstein, 

Chairman.  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House.” 

THE  “FAME”  TEA  SERVICE  AT  LLOYD’S:  .  .  .212 

Inscribed:  “A  present  from  the  Underwriters  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
to  Captain  Robert  Hall  for  his  Gallant  Defence  in  the  ship  Fame  of 

Liverpool.”  Acquired  by  Lloyd’s  in  1927.  See  p.  212. 

THE  TRAFALGAR  VASE  AT  LLOYD’S:  .... 

Inscribed:  “From  the  Patriotic  Fund  at  Lloyd’s  to  Edward  Rotherham, 

Esq.,  Captain  of  H.M.S.  “Royal  Sovereign,”  for  his  Meritorious  Ser¬ 
vices  in  contributing  to  the  Signal  Victory  obtained  over  the  combined 

Fleets  of  France  and  Spain,  off  Cape  Trafalgar,  on  the  21st  October, 

1805.”  This  Vase,  designed  by  John  Flaxman,  R.A.,  was  presented  to 

Lloyd’s  in  July,  1918,  by  Cuthbert  Eden  Heath,  Esq.  Similar  Vases 

were  presented  by  the  Patriotic  Fund  to  each  of  Nelson’s  Captains  at 
Trafalgar. 

PART  OF  LETTER  DATED  31  DECEMBER,  1806,  FROM 

LLOYD’S  TO  THE  ADMIRALTY,  WITH  SECRETARY’S 
MINUTE  IN  MARGIN: . 

Reduced  from  original  at  the  Public  Record  Office.  The  letter  relates 

to  sailing  dates  for  convoys  from  the  West  Indies,  and  is  minuted: 

“Directions  to  the  Admirals  on  the  Leeward  Islands  and  Jamaica  Sta¬ 
tions  conformably  to  what  the  Committee  recommend.  Let  Mr.  Ben¬ 

nett  know  it.” 

SECOND  ROYAL  EXCHANGE,  NORTH  FRONT,  IN  1798, 
SHOWING  EXTERIOR  OF  LLOYD’S  ROOMS:  . 
From  a  print  by  Malton  in  the  Crace  Collection,  British  Museum.  The 

Rooms  taken  in  1774  were  on  the  first  floor,  in  the  north-west  angle  of 

the  Exchange.  By  successive  additions,  Lloyd’s  Rooms  came  to  extend 
all  along  the  North  Front. 

LLOYD’S  SUBSCRIPTION  ROOMS  AS  SEEN  BY  ROWLAND¬ 
SON  IN  1800  (in  colour):  ....... 
From  a  print  by  J.  C.  Stadler  after  Pugin  and  Rowlandson,  published 
by  Rudolph  Ackermann,  January,  1800,  and  subsequently  included  in 
his  Microcosm  of  London. 

APPOINTMENT  OF  AGENT  AT  ANTIGUA,  1811: 
From  the  original  at  Lloyd’s.  Bears  the  signatures  of  Joseph  Marryat 
as  Chairman,  and  John  Bennett  as  Secretary.  Bennett’s  son,  the  third 
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John  Bennett,  became  joint-Agent  with  Joshua  Kentish,  the  Agent 
here  appointed,  and  subsequently  succeeded  him  ( see  p.  327). 

ADVERTISEMENT  OF  SALE  BY  CANDLE  AT  LLOYD’S,  1796:  296 
Reduced  from  the  original  at  Lloyd’s.  For  an  account  of  “Sale  by  the 
Candle,”  see  pp.  19-20.  Ship  sales  at  Lloyd’s  continued  until  com¬ 
paratively  modern  times,  the  Great  Eastern  being  sold  there  in  1885. 
Until  1823  the  charges  for  notices  and  sales  went  to  the  Masters.  See 

Accounts,  p.  296. 

PAGE  OF  REGISTER  BOOK,  1775-6: . 304 

Reproduced,  actual  size,  by  courtesy  of  Lloyd’s  Register  of  Shipping. 
It  was  in  this  book  that  the  symbol  “Ai”  was  first  used  ( see  p.  86). 

JOHN  BENNETT,  SECRETARY  OF  LLOYD’S,  1804-1834:  .  326 

From  an  oil  painting  at  Lloyd’s,  by  Moses  Haughton  the  younger. 

Bennett  left  this  portrait  to  his  son  John,  then  Lloyd’s  Agent  at 
Antigua.  On  the  death  of  this  son,  it  passed  to  his  sister,  Mrs.  Julia 

Clarke,  from  whose  daughter,  Miss  Elizabeth  Clarke,  of  Barbadoes,  it 

was  acquired  by  the  Corporation  in  1924.  The  binding  of  the  Minute 

Book  in  this  picture  is  identical  with  that  still  in  use. 

THE  SECOND  ROYAL  EXCHANGE  AFTER  THE  FIRE  OF 

1838:  .  .  •  •  •  •  •  ■  •  .  •  334 
From  a  water-colour  drawing  by  E.  Hassell,  in  the  Crace  Collection, 

British  Museum.  The  tower  shown  in  this  picture  was  substituted,  in 

1821,  for  that  shown  in  the  print  of  1788. 

PART  PAGE  OF  ORIGINAL  INDEX  TO  “LLOYD’S  LIST”:  338 

Reduced  from  the  original  Index  prepared  by  Mr.  James  Bischoff 

(see  p.  339).  The  entries  show  the  names  of  ship  and  Master,  and  dates 

of  the  issues  containing  references  to  the  ship.  Thus  the  Duck ,  Captain 

Shipton,  could  be  turned  up  in  Lloyd's  List  for  3  July ,  1 1  September,  etc. 

THE  TIMES  MEMORIAL  AT  LLOYD’S:  .  .  .  -344 

Designed  by  Sir  William  Tite,  architect  of  the  present  Royal  Exchange. 

See  pp.  343-5. 

OPENING  OF  THE  THIRD  ROYAL  EXCHANGE:  BANQUET 

IN  LLOYD’S  SUBSCRIPTION  ROOM: . 34$ 

Showing  the  scene  at  the  entrance  of  Queen  Victoria.  From  The  Illu
s¬ 

trated  London  News,  2  November,  1844.  See  pp.  341-2. 

“TITANIC”  ENTRY  IN  INDEX  TO  “LLOYD’S  LIST”  OF 

1912  (in  colour):  37° 

Reduced  from  the  original  at  Lloyd’s.  The  references  are  to  the  date 
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and  column  of  Lloyd’s  List.  For  instance,  the  red  entry,  “Sou  Yu/W’ 
means  that  the  sailing  of  the  ship  is  reported,  under  Southampton 

news,  in  Lloyd's  List  of  April  ioth,  cols.  4  and  34.  The  index  is  now 
(1928)  kept  on  the  card  index  principle,  instead  of  in  the  volumes  des¬ 
cribed  on  page  339. 

LLOYD’S  COMMITTEE  ROOM,  1927,  AS  SEEN  BY  A  PUNCH 
ARTIST  (in  colour): . 388 

From  a  coloured  drawing  by  George  Belcher,  showing  the  Lutine 
chair  ( see  p.  388). 

THE  KING  AND  THE  MASON,  MAY  23RD,  1925:  .  .  400 
The  Foreman  Mason  presented  to  H.M.  the  King  at  the  laying  of  the 

Foundation  Stone  of  Lloyd’s  new  building.  Reproduced  by  courtesy of  the  Central  News. 

LLOYD’S  WAR  MEMORIAL: . 418 This  Memorial,  designed  by  Sir  Edwin  L.  Lutyens,  R.A.,  was  erected 

at  the  entrance  to  Lloyd’s  Rooms  in  the  Royal  Exchange,  and  unveiled 
by  Field  Marshal  Earl  Haig,  K.T.,  G.C.B.,  on  January  31st,  1920.  It 
is  being  transferred  to  the  new  building  in  Leadenhall  Street. 

LLOYD’S  ROOM,  1927,  AS  SEEN  BY  A  PUNCH  ARTIST  (in colour): . .428 
From  a  coloured  drawing  by  George  Belcher,  showing  the  “Boxes”  for 
the  underwriters,  and  brokers  passing  down  the  gangway  to  “show” risks. 

436 

THE  “TITANIC”  SLIP: . 
Reproduced  by  courtesy  of  Messrs.  Willis,  Faber,  and  Co.,  Ltd.  A 

specimen  of  the  Slips”  from  which  the  policy  is  afterwards  written  up 
( see  pp.  289,437).  Insurance  on  Olympic  and  Titanic  for  twelve  months, 
on  hull  and  machinery,  valued  at  £1,000,000  for  each  ship.  Free  from 
all  average  under  .£150,000.  In  case  of  damage  above  that  amount  to  pay 
only  on  the  excess  above  .£150,000.  Premium  15s.  per  cent.,  no  dis¬ 
count.  The  first  seven  signatures  are  those  of  Companies. 

ENTRANCE  TO  LLOYD’S  NEW  BUILDING:  .  .  .440 From  a  drawing  by  William  Walcot,  F.R.I.B.A.,  R.E.  Lloyd’s  new 
building  in  Leadenhall  Street  has  been  built  from  the  designs  of  Sir 
Edwin  Cooper,  F.R.I.B.A. 

THE  EAST  INDIA  HOUSE  FROM  THE  EAST:  .  .  .446 Reproduced  by  permission  of  the  Secretary  of  State  for  India  from  a 
water-colour  drawing  by  Thomas  Malton  the  younger,  belonging  to  the 
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India  Office.  It  shows  the  facade  as  rebuilt  according  to  the  design  of 

William  Jupp,  architect  to  the  Company,  and  afterwards  carried  out  by 

his  successor,  H.  Holland.  Lloyd’s  new  building  occupies  the  site  of 
the  East  India  House,  which  was  demolished  in  1862. 

LLOYD’S  NEW  BUILDING:  THE  UNDERWRITING  ROOM: 
From  a  drawing  by  William  Walcot,  F.R.I.B.A. 

LINE  DRAWINGS  IN  THE  TEXT 

LABEL  OF  ARRIVAL  AND  LOSS  BOOK,  1774:  . 

From  the  original  at  Lloyd’s. 

ILLUMINATION  AT  LLOYD’S,  1809: . 
To  celebrate  the  Jubilee  of  King  George  III.  The  illumination  was  in 

the  window  facing  Bartholomew  Lane.  Reproduced  from  The  Times , 

26  October,  1809. 

THE  “LUTINE”  BELL  AT  LLOYD’S: . 
This  Bell,  recovered  from  the  wreck  of  H.M.S.  Lutine,  is  used  for  call¬ 

ing  attention  to  important  announcements  at  Lloyd’s  ( see  pp.  387-9). 
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CHAPTER  I. 

EDWARD  LLOYD  AND  THE  RISE  OF  LLOYD’S 

COFFEE  HOUSE. 

1689-1713. 

IF  Mr.  Edward  Lloyd, “Coffee-Man,”  who  flourish¬ ed  toward  the  end  of  the  seventeenth  century  and  in 
the  earlier  years  of  the  eighteenth,  had  revisited  this 

planet  on  May  23rd,  1925,  he  would  have  been  an  as¬ 

tonished  coffee-house  keeper.  He  would  have  seen  a 
vast  stand  accommodating  three  thousand  persons  to 

witness  the  laying  by  the  King  of  the  foundation-stone 

of  an  enormous  building  called  Lloyd’s.  Assuming 
him  to  be  gifted  with  the  insight  sometimes  attributed 

to  the  immortal,  he  would  know  that  many  ships  of  all 
sizes  and  flags  were  connected  with  his  name,  and  that 

lines  of  steamers  navigating  all  the  oceans  also  bore  the 

magic  name  of  Lloyd’s.  He  would  know  of  the  Nord- 
deutscher  Lloyd,  Lloyd  Americano,  Lloyd  Adriatico, 

Lloyd  Brasiliero,  Lloyd  Chileno,  Lloyd  del  Pacifico, 

Lloyd  Mediterraneo,  Lloyd  Royal  Beige,  Lloyd  Tries- 
tino,  and,  most  wonderful  of  all,  he  would  have  found 

that  a  line  of  vessels  navigating  the  air  bore  the  name  of 

the  German  Aero  Lloyd. 

If  our  friend  were  as  conceited  as  some  personages 

now  living,  he  might  perhaps  have  attributed  these  as¬ 
tonishing  phenomena  to  some  remarkable  qualities  of 
his  own,  whose  existence  he  did  not  suspect  when  he 
carried  on  his  house  in  Tower  Street  or  Lombard  Street. 

Here  he  would  have  been  wrong,  for  his  name  has  been 

immortalised  by  generations  of  traders  and  by  the  cha¬ 
racteristics  and  the  energies  of  those  who,  in  the  course 

of  two  centuries  and  a  half,  have  built  up  British  com¬ 
merce  and  carried  the  flag  to  the  remotest  seas. 
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CHAPTER  I  At  no  time,  so  far  as  we  are  aware,  did  any  group  of 

1689-1713  men  say  to  each  other:  “Go  to;  let  us  make  the  greatest 
centre  of  insurance  in  the  world.”  Even  association 
waited  for  well  over  a  century,  and  incorporation  for 

nearly  two  centuries.  Certain  men  took  their  seats  at  a 

coffee-house  table,  and  pledged  themselves  individu¬ 
ally,  for  a  consideration,  to  take  upon  themselves  the 

perils  of  the  seas,  men-of-war,  fire,  enemies,  pirates, 
thieves,  etc.,  with  all  other  perils  which  might  come  to 

the  hurt  or  detriment  of  the  subject-matter  of  insur¬ 

ance.  The  coffee-house  was  frequented  by  all  and  sun¬ 
dry,  and  the  merchants  of  that  day  found  reliable  men 

at  some  of  the  tables  who  would  give  them  good  assur¬ 
ance.  Amid  all  the  changes  of  the  centuries,  with  the 

growth  of  banks  and  limited  liability  companies,  the 

two  great  principles  of  individual  trading  (each  for 

himself  and  not  one  for  another),  and  unlimited  lia¬ 

bility,  have  been  maintained.  It  is  a  striking  example 
of  evolution  as  distinguished  from  creation.  Condi¬ 

tions  have  been  made,  rules  instituted  not  in  prepara¬ 
tion  for  new  factors  and  developments,  but  to  system¬ 
atise  a  practice  which  had  already  been  adopted  to 
meet  the  requirements  of  commerce  as  they  arose. 

The  founder  of  Lloyd’s  was  not  Edward  Lloyd,  but 
there  is  a  certain  euphony  about  the  name  which  has 
been  helpful.  It  had  no  old  associations  and  conveyed 

no  meaning.  It  was  not  commonplace  like  John’s,  nor 
half  comic  like  Boodle’s.  Neither  familiar  nor  recon¬ 
dite,  it  was  a  name  well  fitted  to  gather  new  associa¬ 
tions  about  it.  And  so  the  business  men  who  resorted 

to  the  house  retained  the  name  throughout  the  cen¬ 
turies,  and  continued  it  when  the  coffee-house  stage 
had  long  passed,  although  Government  officials  con¬ 

tinued  to  address  their  letters  to  “Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House”  right  into  the  present  century. 
It  was  not,  as  we  shall  see,  until  the  year  1771  that  the 

merchants,  brokers,  and  underwriters  resorting  to 
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Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  entered  into  formal  association 
for  the  protection  of  their  common  interests,  and  de¬ 
cided  to  acquire  control  of  the  establishment  where 

they  transacted  business.  The  first  printed  “  List  of 
Subscribers  to  Lloyds,”  issued  in  1800,  refers  specifi¬ 
cally  to  “the  Foundation  in  1771,”  and  the  phrase  was 
amply  justified  if  those  who  used  it  were  thinking  only 

of  Lloyd’s  as  a  society  with  fixed  regulations  and  terms 
of  membership.  Yet  the  men  of  1771  were  not,  in  the 

truest  sense,  the  “founders”  of  Lloyd’s.  For  a  long 
time  before  that  date  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  had  been  a 
great  business  institution  as  well  as  a  place  of  refresh¬ 
ment,  and  neither  the  history  nor  the  present  character 

of  Lloyd’s  can  be  rightly  understood  without  going 
back  to  its  origins  in  the  days  of  Edward  Lloyd  him¬ 

self;  for,  like  all  creatures  of  organic  growth,  Lloyd’s,  at 
its  point  of  highest  development,  retains  many  traces 
of  the  conditions  in  which  it  was  born.  To  understand 

why,  and  how,  Lloyd’s  became  what  it  is  to-day,  we 
must  know  something  about  the  state  of  the  business 
world  when  Edward  Lloyd  opened  his  first  modest 
establishment  in  Tower  Street. 

In  order  to  realise  what  the  rapid  development  of 
coffee-houses  after  the  Restoration  meant  to  the  seven¬ 

teenth  century  merchant,  we  must  carry  ourselves 
back  in  thought  to  a  London  that  differed  in  almost 

everything  but  commercial  importance  from  the  Lon¬ 

don  of  to-day.  We  must  strive  to  form  a  clear  picture 
of  conditions  in  which  a  great  and  varied  trade  had  to 

be  carried  on  without  any  of  the  facilities  we  now  re¬ 
gard  as  essential. 

The  commercial  supremacy  of  the  capital,  in  the  days 

of  Edward  Lloyd,  was  far  greater,  especially  in  foreign 

trade,  than  it  is  to-day.  Liverpool  was  already  a  rising 
port;  but  the  tonnage  of  London  exceeded  the  tonnage 

of  Liverpool  in  the  proportion  of  fifty  to  one.  Bristol, 
with  a  substantial  share  in  the  Plantation  trade,  was  by 

CHAPTER  I 
1689-1713 

London  in  the 

17th  century. 
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CHAPTER  I  far  the  richest  and  busiest  of  the  outports;  but  the 

1689-1713  foreign  trade  even  of  Bristol  was  completely  over¬ 
shadowed  by  that  of  London,  which  yielded,  in  1685, 

nearly  two-thirds  of  the  entire  Customs  revenue  of  the 
country. 

Judged  by  modern  standards,  the  volume  of  trade 

even  at  London  was  very  small,  but  it  had  already  ac¬ 

quired  much  of  its  present  world-wide  character  ;  it 
was  carried  on  with  every  country  of  Europe,  with  the 
West  Indies  and  North  America,  with  India,  and  the 

Guinea  Coast.  It  was,  moreover,  a  vigorous  and  ex¬ 
panding  trade,  stimulated  by  the  growing  maritime 

predominance  of  England,  and  the  rapid  development 
of  the  North  American  and  West  Indian  colonies. 

Capital  was  accumulating  ;  the  goldsmiths  of  Lom¬ 
bard  Street  were  laying  the  foundations  of  our  banking 

system;  the  writings  of  Petty,  Child,  Dudley  North, 

and  other  political  economists  bear  witness  to  a  wide¬ 
spread  interest  in  the  theory  of  commerce  and  finance. 

English  shipping  had  not  yet  seriously  challenged  the 

supremacy  of  the  Dutch  in  the  general  carrying  trade 
of  the  world  ;  but  its  tonnage  is  said  to  have  doubled 

between  1660  and  1688,  and  a  comparison  of  the  re¬ 

corded  clearances  supports  this  statement.1  London,  at 

any  rate,  could  vie  even  with  Amsterdam.  “It  may  be 

said  without  Vanity,”  writes  an  exultant  contemporary 
of  Edward  Lloyd,  “that  no  River  in  the  World  can 
show  a  Braver  sight  of  Ships  than  are  commonly  to  be 

seen  (like  a  Floating  Forest)  from  Black-Wall  to  Lon- 

don-Bridge.”2 With  all  these  signs  of  activity  and  progress,  the 

machinery  by  which  commerce  is  carried  on  to-day 
was  almost  entirely  wanting.  It  seems  needless  to  say 

1  Sir  Josiah  Chilli,  A  New  Discourse  of  Trade ,  1698,  Preface  and  p.  112  ;  Davenant, 
Discourses  on  the  Public  Revenues  and  of  the  Trade  of  England,  1698,  in  his  Political 
and  Commercial  Works,  ed.  1771,  I.  363  ;  Chalmers,  An  Estimate  of  the  Comparative: 
Strength  of  Great  Britain,  New  Ed.,  1803. 

2  Tho.  De-Laune,  The  Present  State  of  London,  1681,  p.  297. 
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that  there  were  neither  telegraphs  nor  telephones;  but 
while  every  schoolboy  knows  the  fact,  it  requires  some 
acquaintance  with  the  workings  of  modern  commerce, 
to  realise  what  that  fact  implies.  The  mails  were  few 
and  uncertain.  A  penny  post  delivered  letters  and  par¬ 
cels  six  or  eight  times  a  day  in  the  heart  of  the  City,  and 
four  times  a  day  in  outskirts  of  the  capital;  apost-bagof 
great  importance  to  merchants  travelled  daily  between 
London  and  the  Downs;  but  letters  from  and  to  the 

most  populous  provincial  towns  were  despatched  and 
delivered  only  three  times  in  the  week.  Communica¬ 
tion  with  Ireland  and  the  Continent  was  maintained  by 

packets — three  boats  being  maintained  for  the  Irish, 
and  three  for  the  Dutch  ports;  two  for  France,  and  two 
for  Flanders.  For  direct  news  from  more  distant  coun¬ 

tries  the  merchant  had  to  rely  on  stray  letters  brought 

by  private  ships.  Even  the  packet  boats  were  very  irre¬ 
gular  in  their  sailings,  for  they  were  always  liable  to  be 

held  up  or  delayed  by  contrary  winds,  and  their  com¬ 
manders  were  apt  to  eke  out  their  scanty  emoluments 

by  smuggling  and  privateering.  Heavy  postage  rates 
further  restricted  the  volume  of  correspondence.  A 

letter  of  a  single  sheet  to  Paris  cost  9 d.  to  send;  for  an 

ounce  the  charge  was  2 s} 

Very  few  newspapers  appeared,  and  those  few  con¬ 

tained  very  little  news.  After  the  passing  of  the  Licen¬ 

sing  Act  in  1685,  the  London  Gazette,  “  Publish’d  by 

Authority,”  became  the  only  genuine  newspaper  in  the 
country,  and  the  Gazette  consisted  of  a  single  leaf, 

under  strict  censorship.  Macaulay  has  remarked  that, 

“The  most  important  Parliamentary  debates,  the  most 
important  state  trials,  recorded  in  our  history,  were 

passed  over  in  profound  silence.”"  It  is  more  to  our 
present  purpose  that  there  was  no  sheet  to  which  the 

merchant  could  turn  for  the  course  of  the  exchanges, 

1  De-Laune,  op.  cit.  345-359  ;  Herbert  Joyce,  History  of  the  Post  Office,  1893. 

2  History  of  England,  Ed.  of  1877,  I.  1 90. 
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CHAPTER  I  the  arrivals  and  departures  of  shipping,  or  the  price  of 
1689-1713  commodities. 

In  these  conditions,  personal  intercourse  was  every¬ 
thing.  The  merchant  who  wanted  to  know  what  was 

importance  the  price  of  indigoes  at  the  India  House;  what  ships 
of  personal  A  •  0  7  jl 

intercourse.  were  sailing  for  Jamaica;  what  reports  had  been  re¬ 

ceived  of  the  activities  of  corsairs  within  the  Straits  ; 

what  firms  had  gone  under  in  a  commercial  crisis;  how 

matters  were  going  between  King  and  Parliament;  had 

to  obtain  his  news  by  the  exchange  of  information  with 

his  fellows.  From  an  hour’s  talk  in  mixed  company  he could  learn  more  than  from  the  Gazettes  of  a  week. 

It  must  be  remembered  that,  while  London  contain¬ 

ed  within  itself  a  far  larger  proportion  of  the  wealth, 
intelligence,  and  commercial  enterprise  of  the  country 
than  it  does  to-day,  it  occupied  but  a  small  fraction  of 
its  present  area,  and  held  less  than  one  twelfth  of  its 

present  population.  The  total  number  of  London  mer¬ 
chants,  as  shown  by  a  directory  of  1677/did  not  exceed 
fifteen  or  sixteen  hundred,  and  those  merchants  still 

had  their  dwelling  as  well  as  their  place  of  business 
within  the  City  boundaries.  The  mansions  of  mer¬ 

chant  princes  rose  in  Basinghall  Street  and  Old  Jewry; 
traders  of  wealth  and  standing  lived  over  their  count¬ 

ing-houses  and  warehouses. 
The  Royal  With  the  mercantile  community  thus  limited  in  size, 
Exchange.  J  r*  1  1  J  y 

and  confined  to  the  same  narrow  area,  the  opportuni¬ 
ties  for  both  commercial  and  social  intercourse  were 

obviously  very  great;  but  to  turn  those  opportunities  to 
full  account  for  the  exchange  of  news  and  the  transac¬ 
tion  of  business,  a  common  meeting  place  was  needed. 
Such  a  meeting  place  was  provided  by  the  Royal  Ex¬ 
change  which  was,  far  more  than  to-day,  the  very 
heart  of  the  City.  It  was  at  least  as  important  to  know 
on  what  walk  of  the  Exchange  a  merchant  was  to  be 

found  during  ’Change  hours,  as  it  is  to-day  to  know 
1  A  Collection  of  the  Names  of the  Merchants  Living  in  and  about  The  City  of  London,  1677. 
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his  postal  and  telegraphic  address,  and  his  telephone 
number. 

There  were,  in  addition,  the  Middle  Exchange  and 

Exeter  Exchange,  of  very  minor  importance,  and  a 

number  of  markets  for  the  sale  of  particular  commodi¬ 
ties.  None  of  these,  however,  catered  for  the  general 

commercial  and  shipping  interests;  there  was  no  Stock 

Exchange  and  no  Baltic  in  the  seventeenth  century. 

The  accommodation  of  the  Royal  Exchange  itself  was 

inadequate,  and  the  citizen  was  often  forced  to  resort 

for  business,  as  well  as  for  pleasure,  to  the  tavern, 

where  he  ran  the  risk  of  spending  more  than  he  could 

afford,  drinking  more  than  he  could  carry  with  a  clear 

head,  and  suffering  vexatious  interruptions  from  sots 
and  roisterers. 

The  coffee-house,  then  a  new  institution,  was  more 

strictly  conducted,  quieter,  and  soberer  than  the  tavern, 

and  its  admirers  were  not  slow  to  point  out  its  superior¬ 

ity  for  “persons  much  concerned  in  the  world”  to 
“  taverns  or  ale-houses,  where  continual  sippings, 

though  never  so  warily,  would  be  apt  to  fly  up  into 

their  brains,  and  render  them  drowsy  and  indisposed 

for  business.”1  In  addition,  it  was  extremely  cheap. 

Every  customer  who  laid  down  his  penny  at  the  bar  was 

entitled  to  a  dish  of  coffee, a  seat,  and,  in  winter,  a  share 

of  the  fire.2  Moreover,  he  could  linger  over  his  coffee  as 

long  as  he  liked,  turning  over  the  news-sheets,  gossiping 

with  friends,  making  new  acquaintances,  or  transact¬ 

ing  business;  just  as  an  hour’s  comfort  and  good  music 

can  be  enjoyed  in  a  continental  cafe  of  to-day  for  the 

price  of  a  bock. 

In  addition  to  supplying  their  customers  with  the 

newspapers  of  the  day,  such  as  they  were,  the  coffee- 

1  Coffee  Houses  Vindicated ,  1675,  Harl.  Misc,  vi,  at  p.  472.  . 

2  At  some  establishments  he  might  have  to  pay  2d.  ;  but  the
re  is  abundant  evidence  that  a 

penny  was  the  general  charge.  See  e.g.  Addison,  Specta
tor,  No.  31,  Misson  Memoirs 

and  Observations  in  his  Travels  over  England,  tr.  Ozell,  1 7 1  9j  PP-  39  4°  (
The  original 

was  written  in  or  about  1698). 
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CHAPTER  I  house  keepers  seem,  almost  from  the  first,  to  have  made 

1689-1713  a  practice  of  posting  up  or  passing  round  letters  on matters  of  general  interest  from  the  ports  and  other 
centres  of  information.  It  was,  however,  the  news 
brought  in  by  customers  themselves  that  made  the 

coffee-house,  during  the  second  half  of  the  seventeenth 
century  and  the  first  half  of  the  eighteenth,  the  chief 
centre  of  political,  social,  and  commercial  intelligence. 
One  had  been  favoured  by  a  great  person  with  a  few 
words  on  the  prospects  of  a  peace  with  Holland; 
another  had  squeezed  his  way  into  the  gallery  at  White¬ 
hall  and  had  seen  the  King  look  coldly  on  a  Minister 
hitherto  high  in  the  Royal  favour;  a  third  had  received 
a  letter  from  a  friend  in  Paris  with  dark  hints  as  to 
French  policy.  The  merchant  brought  the  news  of  the 
Exchange;  an  officer  dropped  in  who  had  taken  part  in 
the  last  sea  fight  with  the  Dutch.  Every  house  was  in  a 
buzz  with  rumours  and  conjectures,  and  the  writers  of 
the  newspapers  themselves,  and  of  the  written  news¬ 
letters  which  supplied,  however  feebly,  the  place  of  a 
provincial  press,  made  their  way  from  coffee-house  to 
coffee-house  to  pick  up  their  material. 

coffee-houses.  It  is  not  surprising  that  the  growth  of  the  new  institu- 

1652-1708.  tion  was  rapid.  It  was  in  1652  that  Pasqua  Rosee,  a native  of  Ragusa,  opened  the  first  London  coffee-house 

“at  the  signe  of  his  own  Head”  in  St.  Michael’s  Alley, 
Cornhill.1  Within  a  few  years  after  the  Restoration 
the  coffee-house  had  become  an  established  London 
institution,  and  in  1708  Hatton,  referring  to  the  prose¬ 
cution  of  James  Farr  in  1657  for  creating  a  nuisance  by 
keeping  a  coffee-house,  estimated  that  there  were  now 

“near  3000  such  nuisances.”2  This  may  be  a  loose  ex- aggeration  and  must,  in  any  event,  have  included  a 
large  proportion  of  small  and  unimportant  establish¬ 
ments,  bearing  the  same  relation  to  Will’s  or  Garra- 

O  p  !'■  Robinson>  The  Early  History  of  Coffee  Houses  in  England,  1893,  85-7. -  H.  Hatton,  A  New  View  of  London,  or,  an  Ample  Account  of  that  City,  1,30. 
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way’s  that  a  Wapping  ale-house  did  to  the  Mitre.There 
is  ample  evidence,  however,  that  the  number  of  coffee¬ 
houses  worthy  of  the  name  ran,  at  the  least,  into  some 

hundreds.  The  names  of  about  one  hundred,  all  pro¬ 
bably  establishments  of  some  importance,  can  be 

found  in  the  newspapers  of  1679-88;  Ashton  collected 
a  list  of  five  hundred  from  papers  published  during  the 

short  reign  of  Queen  Anne.1 
Although  the  coffee-house,  as  such,  was  open  to  all 

comers,  specialisation  appears  to  have  set  in  at  a  very 

early  date.  It  was  natural  that  men  of  like  tastes  and 

similar  occupation  should  resort  mainly  to  an  estab¬ 
lishment  in  convenient  proximity  to  their  usual  haunts. 

Man’s,  the  Royal  Coffee  House,  Charing  Cross,  be¬ 
came,  through  its  proximity  to  Whitehall,  a  place 
where  beaux  and  courtiers  adjusted  the  curls  of  their 

periwigs,  and  exchanged  “  bows  and  cringes  of  the 
newest  mode.”2  At  Will’s,  in  Bow  Street,  Covent  Gar¬ 

den,  wits  and  poets  crowded  round  Dryden’s  chair  on 
the  balcony  in  summer,  or  by  the  fire  in  winter.  The 
Grecian,  in  Devereux  Court,  Fleet  Street,  was  a 

favourite  resort  of  scholars;  Child’s,  in  St.  Paul’s 
Churchyard,  near  the  College  of  Physicians,  drew 
much  of  its  custom  from  doctors  and  clergymen.  In 

the  heart  of  the  City,  a  group  of  flourishing  establish¬ 

ments,  Garraway’s,  Jonathan’s,  Bridge’s  and  many 
others,  grew  up  in  the  courts  and  alleys  round  the 

Royal  Exchange,  and  divided  the  patronage  of  the 

leading  merchants. 

It  is  among  the  frequenters  of  these  great  City  estab¬ 

lishments  that  the  first  progenitors  of  Lloyd’s  must  be 
sought.  The  actual  business  of  underwriting  was 

mostly  carried  on,  on  the  floor  of  the  Exchange;  but  it 

was  at  the  coffee-houses  that  merchants  and  under¬ 

writers  sought  for  news  of  the  ships  in  which  they  were 

1  John  Ashton,  Social  Life  in  the  Reign  of  Queen  Anne ,  1882,  Appendix  B. 

2  Ned  Ward,  The  London  Spy,  Edn.  of  17041  202. 
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CHAPTER  I  interested.  No  one,  however,  had  yet  thought  of  col- 
1689-1713  lating  and  making  public  the  scattered  items  of  ship¬ ping  intelligence,  and  there  were  abundant  opportuni¬ 

ties  for  fraud.  It  was  ££by  great  accident”  that  Pepys learned,  on  November  23rd,  1663,  of  the  safe  arrival  of 
a  hemp  ship  in  which  he  was  interested,  and  his  com¬ 
ment  is  illuminating  as  well  as  characteristic. 

:^L“n  “Nov-  23- 1663.  Up  and  to  Alderman  BackewelPs  where  Sir  W.  Rider, 
1663.  appointment,  met  us  to  consult  about  the  insuring  of  our  hempe 

ship  from  Archangell  .  .  .  Back  to  the  Coffee-house,  and  then  to  the 
Change,  where  Sir  W .  Rider  and  I  did  bid  13  per  cent.,  and  nobody 
will  take  it  under  20  per  cent.,  and  the  lowest  was  13  per  cent,  pre¬ 
mium,  and  13  more  to  be  abated  in  case  of  losse,  which  we  did  not 
think  fit  without  order  to  give  ....  called  at  the  Coffee-house,  and 
there  by  great  accident  hear  that  a  letter  is  come  that  our  ship  is  safe 
come  to  Newcastle.  With  this  news  I  went  like  an  asse,  presently  to 
Alderman  Backewell  and  told  him  of  it  .  .  .  Now  what  an  opportu¬ 
nity  had  I  to  have  concealed  this  and  seemed  to  have  made  an  insur¬ 
ance  and  got  £100  with  the  least  trouble  and  danger  in  the  whole 
world.  This  troubles  me  to  think  I  should  be  so  oversoon.” 

This  pleasant  anecdote  suggests  that  the  Admiralty 
only  thought  of  insuring  when  a  ship  was  overdue.  It 
also  shows  how  insurances  were  effected.  Pepys’s  self- 
chiding  ought  not,  perhaps,  to  be  taken  too  seriously  ; but  his  conscience  as  Clerk  of  the  Acts  was  more  elas¬ 
tic  than  it  became  when  he  was  Secretary  to  the  Ad¬ 
miralty  ,  and  little  deals  such  as  he  suggests  have  not 
been  entirely  unknown  in  later  days. 

A  “cheate."  a  few  days  later  he  has  to  report  a  more  open  fraud, actually  perpetrated  by  an  unscrupulous  shipmaster. 
“To  the  Coffee-house,  where  I  heard  the  best  story  of  a  cheate  in¬ tended  by  a  Master  of  a  ship,  who  had  borrowed  twice  his  money  upon the  bottomary,  and  as  much  more  insured  upon  his  ship  and  goods  as 
they  were  worth,  and  then  would  have  cast  her  away  upon  the  coast  of r  ranee,  and  there  left  her,  refusing  any  pilott  which  was  offered  him- 
and  so  the  Governor  of  the  place  took  her  and  sent  her  over  hither  to 
find  an  owner,  and  so  the  ship  is  come  safe,  and  goods  and  all;  they  all worth  £500,  and  he  had  one  way  or  other  taken  £3,000  ....  Her cargo,  vessels  of  tallow  daubed  over  with  butter,  instead  of  all  butter.”1 

The  Coffee-house  was  probably  Garraway’s,  the 
1  Diary,  30  November  and  1  December,  1663. 
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greatest  and  one  of  the  first  of  the  City  houses;  but  the  CHAPTER  I 

origin  of  the  Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  must  be  sought,  1689-1713 

not  only  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  but  in  any  coffee¬ 
house  of  even  or  earlier  date  resorted  to  by  men  who 

were  willing  to  underwrite  sea  adventures,  or  were  de¬ 
sirous  to  effect  insurance  of  their  ships  and  goods.  It 

will  be  the  business  of  this  history  to  show  how  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  gradually  came  to  distinguish  itself  from 

its  commercial  rivals  by  a  more  complete  and  systema¬ 

tic  collection  of  “  ship  news,”  and  by  the  volume  of 
marine  insurance  business  actually  transacted  under 

its  roof.  In  its  first  beginnings  it  is  indistinguishable 
from  a  score  of  other  establishments  of  the  same  class. 

Among  its  other  functions  the  coffee-house  provided  Houysde\Coffee 

a  convenient  “accommodation  address”  for  persons  Street- 

offering  a  reward  to  the  finder  of  lost  or  stolen  pro¬ 

perty  or  runaway  servants.  It  served,  in  fact,  the  same 

purpose  as  a  newspaper  box  number  to-day,  and  it  is 

to  this  that  we  owe  the  first  notice  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  which  the  most  diligent  search  has  been  able  to 

discover.  In  the  London  Gazette  for  18-21  February, 

1 688/9, 1  there  appeared  an  advertisement  to  which  sub¬ 

sequent  events  have  given  so  much  historical  import¬ 
ance  as  to  warrant  a  verbatim  reproduction  : 

“Stolen  the  ioth  Instant,  from  Edward  Bransby  in  Darby,  five 

Watches;  one  was  a  Pin  Case,  and  a  Silver  Box,  with  a  Silver  Dyal 

Plate,  hours  cut  upon  Harts  (sic),  it  was  a  five  Wheel  Chain,  the  W
atch 

Maker’s  Name  was  Wilkins  of  Leicester;  The  second  was  a  plain  Sil¬ 

ver  Box,  with  a  Glass,  the  Dyal  had  a  Pot  of  Flowers,  
the  Maker’s 

Name  was  William  Corder  in  Darby;  the  third  had  a  Silver  Box 
 with 

a  close  Silver  Case,  a  Pearst  Dyal  Plate  with  the  day  of  the  Month;  t
he 

fourth  had  a  Silver  Box  and  Pin  Case,  many  of  the  Pins  being  come 

out,  so  that  the  Brass  was  seen;  The  fifth  Watch  had  a  S
ilver  Box  and 

Pin  Case,  long  hours  of  the  Dyal  Plate,  and  frosted,  it  was  
a  5  Wheel 

Chain  Watch;  Supposed  to  be  taken  by  a  middle  sized  Man
,  having 

1  It  will  be  remembered  that,  down  to  1750,  the  year  began  o
n  March  26th,  so  that  any 

document  issued  in  February,  1689,  bears  the  
date  February,  1688.  As  this  has 

frequently  led  to  much  confusion,  the  double  date  wi
ll  always  be  given  in  quoting  from 

contemporary  documents. 
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Lloyd  and 
his  family. 

1680-9. 

CHAPTER  I  black  curled  Hair,  Pockholes  in  his  Face,  wearing  an  old  Brown  Rid- 
1689-1713  mg  Coat>  and  a  black  Bever  Hat.  Whoever  gives  Notice  of  them  at 

Mr.  Edward  Loyd’s  Coffee-House  in  Tower-street,  or  to  Mr.  Edward Bransby  in  Darby  as  above,  shall  have  a  Guinea  Reward.”1 

The  pock-marked  thief  whose  exploits  have  thus 
strangely  become  matter  of  history,  appears  to  have 
been  a  man  of  some  enterprise,  for  he  carried  away  his 
plunder  on  a  stolen  horse,  and  the  following  number 
of  the  Gazette  contains  an  advertisement  relating  to 
this  second  theft.  Again,  notice  is  to  be  given  “to  Mr. 
Edward  Eoyd  s  Coffee-house  in  Tower  Street.” 
These  advertisements  do  not,  unfortunately,  enable 

us  to  fix  with  any  precision  the  date  when  Lloyd’s Coffee  House  was  opened.  It  is  clear  that  Edward 
Lloyd  had  lived  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Tower  Street 
for  several  years  before  1689,  for  the  Registers  of  the 
Parish  Church ,  All  Hallows  Barking,  show  that  Edward 
son  of  Edward  and  “Abigale”  Lloyd,  was  buried  there on  September  21st,  1680,  and  subsequent  entries  en¬ 
able  the  father  to  be  identified  beyond  all  question 

with  the  proprietor  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  1689.  ’ It  seems  probable  that  Lloyd  was,  comparatively  at 
least,  a  new-comer  to  All  Hallows  in  1680;  for  the  All 
Hallows  registers  contain  no  record  of  his  marriage,  or 
of  the  birth  of  his  son  Edward,  or  a  daughter,  Elinor, who  was  certainly  born  earlier  than  1680.  Whether  he 
was  in  a  position  to  set  up  a  coffee-house  of  his  own 
when  he  first  came  into  the  parish,  it  is  impossible  to 
say;  but  the  merely  negative  evidence  afforded  by  the 
absence  of  any  reference  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
before  1689  does  not  at  all  preclude  the  possibility  of an  earlier  opening.  The  very  scanty  files  of  the  news¬ 
papers,  for  the  years  1679  to  1688  inclusive,  yield,  as as  been  said,  a  list  of  a  hundred  or  more  coffee-houses 
of  which  a  arge  proportion  have  been  rescued  from 
oblivion  only  by  the  accident  of  a  single  advertiser 

1  55  >3 
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using  them  as  an  accommodation  address,  and  it  is 

clear  that  there  must  have  been  a  far  greater  number 

of  which  not  even  this  poor  trace  remains. 
There  are,  however,  two  or  three  small  indications 

which  point  to  the  probability  that  Mr.  Lloyd’s  house 
had  recently  been  opened,  or,  at  any  rate,  was  just  com¬ 
ing  into  prominence  in  February,  1689.  The  first  two 

advertisement  references  were  followed,  at  compara¬ 

tively  short  intervals,  by  others — a  fact  significant  in 
itself;  and  in  these  later  advertisements  (with  a  single 

exception  in  1697)  the  Christian  name  of  the  pro¬ 

prietor  was  omitted,  as  if  this  additional  mark  of  iden¬ 

tity  was  no  longer  required.  It  is  further  noteworthy 

that  the  Derby  advertisements  alone  spell  the  surname 

with  a  single  “L.”  The  forms  “Lloyd”  and  “Loyd” 
were  used  indifferently  during  the  seventeenth  cen¬ 

tury,  and  to  the  end  of  Edward  Lloyd’s  life  both  forms 
occur  indiscriminately  in  parish  registers  and  other 

documents  where  he  is  named.  Lloyd  himself,  on  the 

contrary,  invariably  used  the  more  familiar  form  in  his 

signatures,  and  that  form  is  always  used  in  documents 

over  which  he  had  any  control.  The  spelling  in  the  ad¬ 

vertisements  of  February,  1689,  certainly  suggests  that 

his  name  was,  at  that  time,  unfamiliar  to  the  printers 

of  the  Gazette ,  and  that  he  lost  no  time  in  making  his 

preference  clear. 

Of  Edward  Lloyd’s  own  birth,  parentage,  and  earlier 

history  next  to  nothing  is  known,  and  but  little  can  be 

guessed.  The  records  of  the  Faculty  Office  of  Canter¬ 

bury  show  that  he  was  “of  the  age  of  about  50  years 
in  1698;  so  that  he  must  have  been  born  in  or  about 

1648;  but  no  reference  to  himself  or  his  family,  earlier 

than  1680,  can  be  identified  with  any  degree  of  pro¬ 

bability.  The  name  was  already  common  in  London 

in  the  second  half  of  the  seventeenth  century.  There 

was  even  a  “Society  of  Lloyds  whose  name  has  come 

down  to  us  as  a  trap  for  the  unwary.  Far  from  being  a 
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Edw.  Lloyd  a 
Framework 
Knitter, 

CHAPTER  I  precursor  of  the  Lloyd’s  of  to-day,  this  was  merely  a 
1689-1713  social  gathering  of  the  Lloyd  clan  in  London,  as  is shown  by  an  advertisement  of  1681,  in  which  the 

Stewards  of  the  Society  desire  “all  their  Namesakes 
that  are  willing  to  increase  their  Society,  to  meet  them 
on  Monday  next,  at  the  White  Lyon  in  Bazing-hall- 
street,  being  their  Feast-day,  for  the  Election  of  new 
Stewards,  in  order  to  continue  their  Weekly  Club, 
etc.”1  There  is  no  one,  however,  among  the  numerous Lloyds  mentioned  in  the  State  Papers  and  news-sheets 
of  the  time,  to  whom  the  famous  Coffee-Man  can  be 
traced  back  with  any  show  of  probability,  and  some 
hopeful  references  to  “  Edward  Lloyd”  in  the  indices of  the  Manuscripts  at  the  British  Museum  lead  us  on 
to  the  track  respectively,  of  a  petty  squire,  a  noble¬ 
man’s  steward,  and  a  Government  spy.2 The  one  plausible  guess  is  that  his  father  was  a  mem¬ 

ber  of  the  Framework  Knitters’  Company.  This Society,  which  was  incorporated  under  the  Protec¬ 
torate  in  1657,  and  received  a  new  charter  after  the 
Restoration,  was  charged  with  the  duty  of  making  by¬ 
laws  for  the  regulation  of  the  stocking-knitting  indus¬ 
try,  and  more  particularly  with  preventing  the  export 
of  frames,  in  order  to  keep  the  secret  of  the  manufac¬ 
ture  in  English  hands.  It  became  a  Livery  Company 
in  1713,  and  still  holds  its  place  among  the  City  Com¬ 
panies,  although  its  “small  but  convenient  hall”  in 
Red  Cross  Street  has  disappeared.  Edward  Lloyd  him¬ 
self  is  described  in  his  Will  as  “Citizen  and  Frame¬ 
work  Knitter,”  and  as  his  career  makes  it  unlikely  that he  served  his  apprenticeship  to  the  craft,  he  probably 
acquired  his  freedom  by  patrimony.3 
2  Pr0teSJ,an‘  a’lf  Tfue  Domestick  Intelligence ,  i5  December,  16S1. 
“  ume  °f  J°hn  L Pyd  °CCUrS  *"the  ReSister  of  All  Hallows  Barking  in  the  year  1664  • 

without  Cl*ZlZTm0n  t0  be  Claimed  as  the  father  Edward  Lloyd 
3  A  List  of  the  Master ,  Wardens,  Court  of  Assistants  and  Livery  of  the  Wars  hit,  ful  Com 

.0  inc  110  6°  enough 
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By  1680  he  was  a  married  man  with  at  least  two  chil¬ 

dren,  and  during  that  and  the  following  year  a  daugh¬ 
ter,  Mary,  and  a  son,  Hugh, were  born  to  him,  and  bap¬ 
tised  at  All  Hallows  Barking,  on  November  29th, 
1680,  and  December  5th,  1681,  respectively.  These 
bare  bones  of  biography  are  all  we  know,  or  can  guess 
of  Edward  Lloyd  up  to  the  time  of  his  first  appearance 
as  a  Coffee-Man  in  Tower  Street.  Of  his  business 

there  we  know  nothing  beyond  what  a  few  advertise¬ 
ments  can  tell  us.  A  green  pocket  book  has  been 

dropped,  evidently  by  a  merchant,  and  the  finder  is 

desired  to  leave  news  of  it  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House;  a 

runaway  is  described  as  “Servant  to  a  Commander 

of  a  Ship”;  a  negro  has  “Run  from  on  Shipboard.” 
There  is  not  much  in  all  this;  any  decent  coffee-house 
in  Tower  Street  could  be  presumed,  without  further 

evidence,  to  have  merchants  and  shipmasters  among 
its  customers. 

It  is  clear,  at  any  rate,  that  the  business  prospered, 

for  in  1691  Lloyd  took  a  step  which  indicates  an  in¬ 
creased  capital  and  rising  ambition;  he  quitted  his  old 

premises  and  acquired  the  lease  of  a  house  in  Lombard 
Street,  a  few  doors  from  the  General  Post  Office.  Here 

he  was  in  the  very  centre  of  the  business  world,  and 

entered  into  competition  with  the  group  of  flourishing 

coffee-houses,  clustering  round  the  Royal  Exchange, 

where  the  leading  London  merchants  were  accus¬ 

tomed  to  gather  for  business,  as  well  as  for  social  pur¬ 

poses — Garraway’s,  the  Barbadoes,  and  Jonathan’s  in 
Exchange  Alley;  the  Marine  Coffee  House,  lately 

Hains’s,  in  Birchin  Lane;  Elford’s,  recently  removed 
from  Birchin  Lane  to  George  Yard,  Lombard  Street; 

Tom’s  and  Bridge’s  in  Pope’s  Head  Alley;  the  Jamaica in  Cornhill. 

Prom  old  title  deeds  now  in  the  possession  of  Messrs. 

Coutts,  who  have  kindly  allowed  them  to  be  tho¬ 

roughly  examined  for  the  purpose  of  this  history, 
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Lloyd’s  new  premises  can  be  definitely  identified  with 
the  house  known  later  as  No.  16,  Lombard  Street,  the 

site  of  which  is  now  occupied  by  part  of  the  City 

Branch  of  Coutts’s  Bank.  Prior  to  Lloyd’s  tenancy  they 

had  been  occupied  for  a  short  time  by  Pontack’s — the 
Ritz  of  the  seventeenth  and  early  eighteenth  centuries, 

where  the  “ordinary”  or  table  d’hote  ranged  from  five 

shillings  up  to  a  guinea  or  two  guineas  a  head.1 

Contrary  to  the  tradition  generally  received,  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  was  not  actually  at  the  corner  of  Lom¬ 
bard  Street  and  Abchurch  Lane.  The  corner  house 

was  No.  17,  then  occupied  by  a  hosier  of  the  name  of 

Peck;  but  Lloyd’s  premises  ran  back  much  farther  than 
Peck’s,  and  extended,  behind  No.  17,  to  Abchurch 
Lane,  where  they  had  a  frontage  of  about  43  feet.  The 

two  houses  formed  part  of  a  block  of  eight  (Nos.  10  to 

17,  Lombard  Street)  erected  by  one  Thomas  Bowes 
after  the  Great  Fire,  and  a  picture  of  the  General  Post 

Office  in  or  about  1793  shows  the  general  character  of 

the  buildings,  though  it  does  not  actually  show  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  itself,  which  was  a  little  further  east. 

Fortunately,  a  plan  attached  to  a  deed  of  1773,  and  re¬ 
produced  here  by  the  courtesy  of  Messrs.  Coutts,  in¬ 

cludes  the  whole  of  the  property  from  No.  13  east¬ 

wards,  and  shows  clearly  the  dimensions  and  ground- 

floor  plan  of  “the  messuage  or  tenement  in  Lombard 
Street  aforesaid  and  Abchurch  Lane  London  called 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  number’d  (16),”  at  a  time  when 
it  was  still  used  for  its  original  purpose. 

The  dark  and  light  shading  in  this  reproduction  re¬ 
present  colours  used  in  the  original  plan  to  show  the 
various  ground  landlords.  Bowes  had  built  the  bulk  of 

his  eight  houses  on  his  own  freehold  land;  but  in  order 

to  complete  Nos.  16  and  17,  he  acquired  from  the  Par- 

1  The  deeds  state  explicitly  that  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  was  “  formerly  called  the  Puntack’s 
Head  situate  in  Lombard  Street  in  the  City  of  London  and  then  in  the  possession  of 

John  Le  Roch.”  John  Le  Roch  appears  in  the  Poor  Assessment  Rolls  of  St.  Mary 
Woolnoth  for  16S7  and  1688.  (Guildhall  MS.  No.  1010. ) 
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son  and  Churchwardens  of  St.  Mary-le-Bow,  the  lease 
of  a  piece  of  ground  belonging  to  that  parish,  whose  re¬ 
cords  have  yielded  useful  information.  The  dark  por¬ 
tion  of  No.  17  was  on  St.  Mary-le-Bow  land,  and  so 
was  the  whole  of  the  light  portion  of  No.  16,  with  the 

exception  of  the  small  irregular  quadrilateral  at  the  ex¬ 
treme  rear.  This,  as  we  learn  from  the  deeds,  was  on 

Vyner’s  land,  and  occupied  by  “part  of  the  Kitchen” 
of  the  establishment.  They  show  further  that,  over  a 

hundred  years  later,  the  kitchen  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  had  been  absorbed  into  “a  large  Room  .  .  . 

used  by  Bankers  as  a  clearing  Room.” 
The  frontage  to  Lombard  Street  was  narrow,  only 

14  feet  6  inches,  and  was  occupied  by  a  lock-up  shop 
which,  in  1698  was  in  the  occupation  of  one  John 

Finch,  a  watchmaker.1  By  the  side  of  the  shop,  a  nar¬ 
row  passage  led  from  the  front  door  in  Lombard  Street 

to  the  staircase  communicating  with  the  upper  floors, 

and  to  the  larger  portion  of  the  ground  floor  itself — an 
irregular  area  of  about  1,050  square  feet,  with  a  depth 

of  43  feet  3  inches  along  Abchurch  Lane,  and  a  maxi¬ 
mum  width  of  29  feet,  corresponding  to  the  Lombard 

Street  frontage  of  Nos.  16  and  17  together.  Part  of  this 

area  was  occupied  by  the  kitchen;  part  may  have  been 

devoted  to  cellars  and  store-rooms,  and  part  seems  to 

have  been  sub-let,  at  times,  to  various  occupants.  The 
Coffee  Room  itself  was  probably  on  the  first  floor,  as  at 

Waghorn’s  and  other  well-known  establishments.2 
The  Coffee  Room  may  be  pictured  as  a  big,  bare 

room,  with  a  sanded  floor,  not  yet  divided  into  boxes 

by  high  partitions,  but  dotted  with  rough  tables, 

round  each  of  which  clusters  a  group  of  traders  and 

shipmasters  eagerly  discussing  the  business,  politics, 

and  scandal  of  the  day.  These  tables  are  not  appro- 
1  Guildhall  MS.  1010. 

2  This  conjecture  is  supported  by  the  fact  that  Finch  and  other  sub-tenants  are  described 

in  the  Poor  Assessment  Rolls  as  “under  Mr.  Loyd”  (su),  or  “  under  Lloyd’s  Coffee 

House.  ’  See  p.  29  infra. 
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CHAPTER  I  priated  to  particular  customers,  for  the  early  coffee- 

1689-1713  houses  were  very  democratic,  and  every  customer  was 
on  an  equality  with  the  rest;  but  those  with  similar 

business  interests  would  naturally  gravitate  to  the  same 
table  and  form  themselves  into  a  sort  of  informal  club. 

At  one  end  is  the  bar,  where  letters  are  taken  in  and  a 

waiter  or  barmaid  dispenses  coffee,  tea,  and  perhaps 
less  innocent  liquids,  although  the  early  business 

coffee-houses  were  often  opposed  to  the  sale  of  intoxi¬ 
cants.  The  waiters  who  carrv  round  these  refresh- 
ments  are  also  on  the  alert  to  see  that  customers  are 

supplied  with  pens,  ink,  and  paper — for  the  coffee¬ 
house  was  a  great  place  for  letter  writing — and  with 
the  newspapers  and  news-letters  of  the  day.  The  air  is 
thick  with  smoke,  and  there  is  a  ceaseless  buzz  of  con¬ 

versation,  except  when  silence  is  requested  while  a 
waiter  reads  out  some  item  of  news  of  general  interest; 
but  the  company  is  of  a  sober  and  respectable  class, 
and  a  few  simple  rules,  prohibiting  quarrelling  and 
gaming  under  homely  penalties  corresponding  to  the 
Oxford  “sconce,”  help  to  preserve  a  different  atmo¬ 
sphere  from  that  of  the  average  tavern.  From  behind 
the  bar  Edward  Lloyd,  good  man,  looks  on  compla¬ 
cently,  proud  of  the  success  of  his  new  venture,  plan¬ 
ning  improvements  in  the  equipment  and  service.;  but 
little  dreaming  that  his  name  will  one  dav  become  a 
household  word  wherever  shipping  and  commerce  en¬ 
gage  the  thoughts  of  men. 

business.  ous  He  has  reason  for  his  complacency,  for  already  he  is assessed  in  the  poll  tax  list  for  1692  on  three  men  and 
two  “mayds”— an  establishment  equal  to  Jonathan’s 
or  Garraway’s— while  neighbour  Bright  in  Abchurch 
Lane  is  taxed  only  on  one  servant  of  each  sex.1  In  this, 
his  first  year  in  Lombard  Street,  Mr.  Lloyd  has  sprung 
into  the  front  rank  of  “Coffee-Men.” 
Lloyd  appears  to  have  acquired  his  new  premises  as 1  Guildhall  MS.  82. 
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from  Christmas,  1691.  He  does  not  appear  in  the  Poor  CHAPTER  I 

Assessment  Roll  for  theyear  1691-2;  but  hewaspresent  1689-1713 
at  a  meeting  of  the  vestry  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  on 

December  31st,  1691.1 

The  earliest  extant  advertisement  referring  to‘  ‘  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street”  did  not,  however, 
appear  until  the  Gazette  of  20-24  October,  1692.  It  is 
of  unusual  interest,  as  it  constitutes  the  first  evidence 

of  that  specialisation  in  shipping  business  which  was 

ultimately  to  make  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  the  centre 
of  the  marine  insurance  world,  and  the  direct  ancestor 

both  of  the  Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  and  of  Lloyd’s  Re¬ 
gister.  For  that  reason,  it  is  worth  giving  in  full  : 

“On  Tuesday  the  8th  of  November  next,  at  Bennet’s  Coffee-House  in 
Plimouth,  will  be  exposed  to  Sale  by  Inch  of  Candle,  3  Ships  with  all 
their  Furniture;  the  Names  whereof  are  the  Teresa,  the  St.  Thomas, 

and  the  Palme,  two  of  400  Tuns  and  the  other  100.  The  Inventories 

thereof  to  be  seen  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house  in  Lombard-street,  London. 
The  said  Ships  are  enter’d  out  for  Barbados  or  Virginia.” 

Sale  “by  the  Candle”  or  “by  Inch  of  Candle”  was  a 
form  of  auction  very  common  during  the  latter  part  of 

the  seventeenth  century,  and  remained  in  vogue  all 

through  the  eighteenth,  especially  for  coffee-house 
sales  of  ships  and  wines.  Its  use  in  remote  parts  of  the 

country  can  be  traced  as  late  as  1873. 2  At  the  opening 
of  the  sale  an  inch  of  candle  was  lighted,  and  bidding 

continued  until  it  was  extinguished,  the  last  bid  before 

the  flame  expired  securing  the  property.  It  is  easy  to 

imagine  the  excitement  in  the  crowded  coffee-room, 

with  its  heavy,  smoke-laden  atmosphere,  as  the  wick 

burnt  low,  and  the  rapid  hail  of  bids  as  the  flame 

flickered  and  sank.  Pepys  has  recorded,  with  his  usual 

vivacity,  such  a  scene  as,  in  later  days,  must  often  have 

taken  place  at  Lloyd’s: 
“After  dinner  by  water  to  the  office  and  there  we  met  and  sold  the 

Weymouth,  Successe  and  Fellowship  hulkes,  where  pleasant  to  see 

Sale  by  inch 

of  candle. 

1  Guildhall  MSS..  1010,  1001. 

2  Ashton,  op.  225,  quoting  The  Saturday  Bristol  Times  and  Mirror  of  29  March, 
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CHAPTER  I  how  backward  men  are  at  first  to  bid;  and  yet  when  the  candle  is  going 

1689—1713  out>  h°w  they  bawl  and  dispute  afterwards  who  bid  the  most  first.  And 
here  I  observed  one  man  cunninger  than  the  rest  that  was  sure  to  bid 

the  last  man,  and  to  carry  it;  and  inquiring  the  reason,  he  told  me  that 

just  as  the  flame  goes  out  the  smoke  descends,  which  is  a  thing  I  never 
observed  before,  and  by  that  he  do  know  the  instant  when  to  bid  last, 

which  is  very  pretty.”1 

Ship  sales  at  the 
coffee-houses. 

1676-1692. 

It  may  be  hoped  that  the  authority  of  the  proprietor, 

or  of  his  better-class  customers,  was  strong  enough  to 

prevent  such  bawling  and  disputes  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee House. 

The  sale  of  ships  at  public  auction  had  not  become 

common  by  1692,  so  far  at  least  as  can  be  judged  from 

the  newspaper  advertisements.  Such  sales  at  Hains’s 

(later  the  Marine  Coffee  House),  Garraway’s  and 
Good’s,  are  recorded  as  far  back  as  1676;2  but  very  few can  be  traced  prior  to  1692.  There  is  some  evidence, 
however,  that  four  or  five  of  the  coffee-houses  clus¬ 

tered  round  Exchange  Alley  were  particularly  fre¬ 

quented  by  persons  interested  in  shipping.  Garraway’s 
had,  by  this  time,  become  rather  a  resort  for  general 
merchants  and  stock-jobbers;  but  Hains’s,  under  its 
new  name  ol  the  Marine  Coffee-House,  had  a  ship  sale 

in  1684,  and  John’s  came  into  the  business  from  1690 
onwards.’  In  the  files  for  1681  there  is  an  advertise¬ 
ment  of  a  ship  about  to  sail  for  Carolina,  in  which 
freight  or  a  passage  could  be  engaged  at  the  Jamaica; 
and  another  by  a  person  wishing  to  buy  a  ketch  or  pink, 
who  desired  offers  to  be  left  at  the  same  house.  Mr. 
Bridge  announced,  as  an  attraction  to  customers,  that 
the  Custom  House  Bills  of  Entry  could  be  seen ,  any  day 
they  came  forth,  at  his  house  in  Pope’s  Head  Alley,  and Elford  s  then  in  Birchin  Lane — had  a  sale  of  salved 

goods  in  1682.  At  Elford’s,  also,  persons  interested  in 
salvage  from  the  Syria  Merchant,  met  in  the  same  year.4 

1  Diary,  3  September,  1662. 

2  City  Mercury,  20-27  Jan.,  16-23  &  23-30  Mar.,  1675/6  ;  6-13  April,  1676. C razette,  Jan.  31-Peb.  4,  1683/4;  May  29— June  2,  1690. 

4  Smith's  Protestant  Intelligence,  10-14  March,  1680  1.24-28  March,  1680/1  ;  The  Im¬ partial  Protestant  Mercury,  22-25  November,  1681  ;  Gazette,  14-17  August  16-20 
November,  1682.  

s 
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Edward  Lloyd  had  thus  plenty  of  competition  to  con-  CHAPTER  I 

tend  with;  but  he  had  doubtless  brought  with  him  from  1689-1713 
Tower  Street  a  useful  connection  among  shipmasters 

and  persons  interested  in  trade  and  shipping,  and  al¬ 

though  there  is  no  record  of  any  ship  being  actually  ̂ ruas^eerss 

sold  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  before  the  year  1700,  at  Lloyd’s. •1  #  *  •  -I  1  f*  •  1  1092*1700. 

there  is  ample  evidence, prior  to  that  date,  01  a  nourish¬ 

ing  business, mainly  commercial  in  its  clientele.  There 

are  advertisements  of  creditors’  meetings  held  at 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  of  tickets  to  be  obtained  there 

for  the  “Huntingtonshire  Gentlemen’s  Feast”  and  the 
Chester  Feast,  of  lost  Exchequer  Tallies,  of  sales  of 

gum  senica,  books,  wines,  and  brandy.1  It  is  significant 

that,  in  the  announcement  of  the  book  auction,  Lloyd’s 

Coffee  House  is  described  as  “near  the  General  Post 

Office,”  suggesting  that,  while  the  establishment  was 

well  known  in  the  City,  a  rather  more  precise  descrip¬ 

tion  became  necessary  when  an  appeal  was  made  to  the 
non-commercial  classes. 

The  sales  thus  advertised  were  probably  only  the 

most  important  which  took  place  at  Lloyd  s  Coffee 

House,  for  a  poem  of  1700,  describing  the  habits  of  
an 

opulent  merchant,  suggests  that  regular,  periodical 

auctions  were  a  feature  of  the  business  : 

“Now  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house;  he  never  fails 

To  read  the  letters  and  attend  the  sales.”2
 

What  was  meant  by  “reading  the  letters”  we  
have  Lloyd’s coffee 

already  seen  in  describing  the  function  of  the  coffee  -  ne
ws  centre, 

houses  as  centres  of  intelligence;  but,  a  few  years  aftei 

his  move  to  Lombard  Street,  Lloyd  made  a  mor
e  am¬ 

bitious  attempt  to  cater  for  his  patrons  thirst  
for  know¬ 

ledge,  by  setting  up  a  newspaper  of  
his  own.  The  ex¬ 

piration  of  the  Licensing  Act  in  1695  led  to  a  g
reat  re¬ 

vival  of  journalistic  enterprise,  and  among  t
he  new 

1  Gazette,  14-17  December,  t696;  ii-iS  March,  16
96/7;  2|  June-I 

22-26  July,  1697;  9-I3  June,  8-1 1,  
11-15  Aug.,  12-15 ,Sept.,  17-20,  20-24

  Oct,  31 

Oct. -3" Nov.,  24-28  Nov.,  1698;  13 
1697/8.  . 

2  The  Wealthy  Shopkeeper  and  Charitab
le  Citizen 

II  L  J  x  ^  J  i  7  /  '  ■  T7'l 

17  Apr.  1699;  Protestant  Mercu
ry ,  18-23  reb. 
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CHAPTER  I 

1689-1713 

‘Lloyd’s  News’ 
established. 

Sept.,  1696. 

candidates  for  popularity  was  Lloyd's  News ,  a  single 

leaf,  appearing  three  times  a  week  and  bearing  the  im¬ 

print  “Printed  for  Edward  Lloyd  (Coffee-Man)  in  Lom¬ 

bard-Street.”  Only  three  issues  are  at  the  British 
Museum,  and  the  first  seven  are,  unfortunately,  wholly 

lost;  but  from  Number  8,  dated  September  17th,  1696, 

onwards,  a  complete  file  is  preserved  at  the  Bodleian. 

It  has  repeatedly  been  asserted  that  Lloyd's  News 
was  not  merely  a  forerunner  but  a  true  ancestor  of  the 

much  more  celebrated  Lloyd's  List ,  which  to-day constitutes  one  of  the  chief  visible  links  between  the 

Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  and  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  of 
the  eighteenth  century.  It  has  as  often  been  claimed 

as  a  tribute  to  the  journalistic  ability  of  Edward  Lloyd 

himself.  Without  any  desire  to  be  iconoclastic,  both 

assertions  must  be  denied.  Lloyd's  News  has  practi¬ 
cally  nothing  in  common,  beyond  the  name,  with  even 

the  earliest  issues  of  Lloyd's  List.  It  is  an  ordinary 
newspaper  of  the  seventeenth  century,  rather  above 

the  average  in  printing  and  arrangement,  but  with  no 
really  distinctive  characteristics.  It  contains  brief  items 

of  foreign  and  war  news  of  an  ordinary  type,  with 
occasional  references  to  domestic  events — trials,  ex¬ 
ecutions  ,  parliamentary  proceedings  and  the  like .  There 
is  a  good  deal  of  shipping  intelligence  from  the  ports, 
and  in  two  or  three  numbers  a  large  proportion  of  the 
space  is  given  to  an  inventory  of  East  India  cargoes — 
but  there  is  no  Course  of  Exchange,  no  price  list  of 
stocks,  no  regular  lists  of  arrivals,  sailings,  or  casualties. 
The  names  of  individual  merchant  ships  are  very  rarely mentioned. 

A  typical  example  of  ship  news  (not  so  distinguished 
by  any  special  heading)  runs  as  follows  : 

“  Yarmouth.  October  12.  Since  my  last  there  hath  passed  through  our Roads  between  20  or  30  sail  of  Light  Colliers  and  Coasters  to  the 
Northward.  The  Solbay-Frigate  and  the  Gallies  Milford  and  Sheer¬ 
ness  (our  3  Fishing  Convoys)  are  now  in  this  Road.”1 

1  Lloyd’s  News,  No.  20,  15  October,  1696. 
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Similar  items  are  common  in  the  newspapers  of  the 
time.  Indeed,  this  very  paragraph  appears  verbatim  in 

the  Post-Boy  of  13-1 5  October,  1696.  It  is  clear  from 
the  files  at  the  British  Museum  and  the  Bodleian,  that 

all  these  items  were  taken  from  “  port  letters,”  of  which 
other  newspapers,  such  as  the  Post-Boy  and  Flying 

Post, also  made  use.  Lloyd's  News  usually  gives  a  larger 
proportion  of  its  space  to  extracts  from  the  “  port 

letters,”  and  that  is  all.  The  Gazette  itself  occasionally 
gave  reports  of  casualties  and  other  ship  news,  and  a 

rival  publication  actually  promised  a  list  “  of  all  the 

Merchants’  Ships  that  either  come  or  go  out  of  any  Port 
of  the  West  of  England,”  although  it  did  not  fulfil  that 

promise  very  completely.1  In  no  sense  can  Lloyd's  News 
be  considered  as  any  more  a  specialised  trade  paper 
than  the  other  news-sheets  of  the  time. 

As  to  Lloyd’s  own  part  in  the  publication,  the  transi¬ 

tion  from  supplying  his  customers  with  other  people’s 
newspapers  to  financing  one  of  his  own  was  well  within 

the  scope  of  an  enterprising  Coffee-Man,  for  little  capi¬ 
tal  was  required  to  produce  the  newspaper  of  1696;  but 

it  is  very  unlikely  that  Lloyd  himself  had  anything  to 

do  with  the  writing  or  editing  of  the  sheet.  The  inter¬ 
nal  evidence  suggests  that  it  was  the  work  of  one  of  the 

professional  compilers  of  newsletters,  who  were  always 

ready  to  place  their  services  and  those  of  their  corre¬ 
spondents  at  the  disposal  of  anyone  with  the  necessary 

capital  and  enterprise  to  substitute  the  printing-press 
for  the  quill. 

The  business  side  of  the  publication  was,  no  doubt,  in 

Lloyd’s  own  hands, and  we  may  fairly  credit  him  with 
the  announcement,  which  first  appears  in  No.  61,  19 

January,  1696/7,  that: 

“All  Gentlemen,  Merchants,  or  others,  who  are  desirous  to  have  this 

News  in  a  whole  Sheet  of  Paper,  for  to  write  their  private  Concerns 

in,  or  other  Intelligence  for  the  Countrey,  may  be  supply’d  with 

1  The  Currant  Intelligence ,  No.  3,  17-21  Feb.  1679/80,  &c. 
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CHAPTER  I  them  done  upon  very  good  Paper  for  a  Penny  a  Sheet,  at  Lloyd’s 
1689-1713  Coffee-House  in  Lombard  Street.” 

Unfortunately,  within  a  few  weeks  of  the  announce¬ 

ment  of  this  new  attraction,  Lloyd's  News  had  come 
to  an  abrupt  end. 

The  cause  of  its  death  was  a  paragraph  in  No.  76, 
dated  23  February,  1696/7: 

“Yesterday  the  Lords  passed  the  Bill  to  restrain  the  Wearing  of  all wrought  Silks  from  India,  with  this  amendment,  to  Prohibit  the  Im¬ 
portation  of  them  from  all  Parts,  which  they  sent  to  the  Commons  for 
their  Concurrence.  They  also  received  a  Petition  from  the  Quakers 
that  they  may  be  freed  from  all  Offices.” 

discontinued.  The  next  number  should  have  been  issued  on  Febru¬ 

ary  26th,  but,  no  doubt  to  the  great  surprise  of  its 
readers,  Lloyd  s  News  failed  to  make  its  appearance  on 
that  date.  Instead,  there  was  this  paragraph  in  the 
Protestant  Mercury  of  24-26  February  : 
“Whereas  in  Lloyds  News,  of  the  23rd  instant,  it  was  inserted,  That the  House  of  Lords  Receiv’d  a  Petition  from  the  Quakers,  that  they ma}-  be  freed  from  all  Offices,  which  being  groundless  and  a  mistake, he  was  desired  to  rectifie  it  in  his  next:  but  return’d  for  Answer  it  was 
aaded  by  the  Printer ,  and  that  he  would  Print  no  more  at  present.” 

In  the  House  of  Lords’  Journals  for  February,  1696/7, there  is  no  reference  whatever  to  any  Quaker  Petition," 
and  their  Lordships  were  certainly  not  acting  tyranni¬ cally  in  asking  that  the  mistake  should  be  rectified.  It 
will  be  noted  that  no  objection  was  raised,  on  the 
score  of  privilege,  to  the  passage  about  the  Silk  Bill 
In  these  circumstances,  Lloyd’s  resolve  “to  print  no more  has  an  appearance  of  unjustifiable  petulance. 
I  he  real  reason  for  his  decision  is  probably  to  be 
found  in  the  words  “it  was  added  by  the  Printer.”  The law  with  regard  to  newspapers  was  uncertain;  recent events  had  shown  that  Parliament  was  extremelv 
jealous  of  its  privileges;  a  printer  who  had  taken  oA 
lmself  to  add  an  unfounded  report  to  a  paragraph  of 

news  might,  on  another  occasion,  add  something  more 
1  ^  tHe  ReP°rtS  °f  thC  R°^  MSS. 
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accurate  but  more  dangerous,  such  as  a  reference  to 
the  way  Members  had  spoken  or  voted.  It  is  not  sur¬ 

prising  that  Lloyd  felt  indisposed  to  run  the  risk. 

The  incident,  at  any  rate,  did  no  harm  to  the  business 

of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House;  the  brief  career  of  Lloyd's 
News  may,  perhaps,  have  stimulated  it.  From  the  be¬ 
ginning  of  the  eighteenth  century  the  advertisements 

referring  to  sales  at  Lloyd’s  become  numerous.  In 
February,  1700,  occurs  the  first  mention  of  a  ship  being 

sold  by  the  candle  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,1  and  it  is 
clear  that  during  the  next  few  years  the  house  became 

one  of  the  chief  centres  for  the  sale  of  ships  and  wines, 

especially  for  prizes  and  prize  goods  sold  by  Admir¬ 

alty  orders.2  Other  advertisements  relating  to  the  sale 
of  shares  in  the  Lustring  Company,  the  winding-up  of 

“the  Stock  called  the  Spanish  Expedition,”  and  meet¬ 
ings  of  those  concerned  in  the  Transport  Debts,  go  to 

prove  both  the  extent  and  the  character  of  the  business.3 
Although  he  had  suppressed  his  newspaper,  Lloyd 

seems  to  have  made  a  practice  of  supplying  his  cus¬ 
tomers  with  intelligence  sent  in  by  correspondents. 

In  the  Observator  of  1703  there  is  a  reference  to  going 

to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  to  read  the  “Post-Letters” 
for  lists  of  prizes,  etc.,  and  in  1704,  advantage  was 

taken  of  this  practice  by  a  speculator,  who  forwarded  a 

circumstantial  account  of  the  capture  of  St.  Helena  and 

fifteen  East  India  ships  by  a  French  force,  and  had  the 

impudence  to  write,  on  the  following  day,  that  the 

rumour  had  served  its  turn.  “To  which  Mr.  Lloyd 

thinks  fit  to  Answer”  (through  the  Daily  Courant), 

“Sir,  whoever  you  are  that  wrote  these  two  Letters  to 
Mr.  Lloyd,  he  makes  it  his  Request  to  you,  that  you 

would  please  to  confirm  your  Willingness  to  take  off 

the  Amusement  made  by  the  first,  by  writing  him  a 

1  Gazette,  15-19  Feb.  1699/1700.  .  . 

2  A  long  but  incomplete  list  of  advertisements  of  such  sales  is  printed  by  Martin  in  In
s 

History  of  Lloyd's  and  of  Marine  Insurance ,  at  pp.  81-85. 

3  Gazette ,  23-27  March,  1699 ;  21-24  Oct.,  1706  ;  3-6  March,  1 700/1. 
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CHAPTER  I  third  Letter  in  the  same  Hand  the  first  was,  which  the 
1689-1713  second  is  not.”1 

It  does  not  appear,  however,  that  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  was  yet  in  a  position  to  supply  the  Government 
with  early  and  exclusive  news.  A  letter  of  10  March, 

1702/3,  to  the  Admiralty,  dated  from  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House,  is  preserved  among  the  State  Papers;  but  it  is 
merely  a  communication  from  some  anonymous  fre¬ 
quenter  of  the  House  on  the  subject  of  trading  with 

the  enemy."  In  the  Entry  Book  for  the  following  year, 
under  the  heading  of  “Passes  and  Post  Warrants,”  the 
name  of  Edward  Lloyd  frequently  appears  as  vouching 
for  persons  who  desired  passes  to  go  to  Holland  and 
elsewhere  on  the  Continent.  As  all  these  appear  to  be 
mercantile  or  shipping  people,  it  is  extremely  probable 
that  this  was  our  Edward  Lloyd,  who  would  be  in  a 
good  position  to  speak  for  regular  frequenters  of  his 

house.3 
puipkat’011  or  before  1710  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  appears  to Lioyd  s.  have  become  the  chief  commercial  sale-room  in  Lon¬ 

don,  for  Addison,  in  the  well-known  passage  describ- 
mg  the  amusement  caused  by  his  dropping  of  a  fanci¬ 
ful  sheetful  of  hints,  ’  refers  to  Lloyd’s  as  the  place 
“where  the  auctions  are  usually  kept.”  It  was,  indeed, 
from  “the  auction  pulpit”  that  the  boy  of  the  coffee¬ house  read  out  the  rhapsody  of  nonsense”  concern¬ 
ing  the  dromedary, the  gridiron, and  the  barber’s  pole.4 
This  pulpit  was  not,  however,  used  only  as  an  auc¬ 

tioneer  s  rostrum,  for  Steele,  in  an  equally  famous  pas- 
sage>  tells  us  that  it  was  the  custom  “upon  the  first 
coming  in  of  the  news,  to  order  a  youth,  who  officiates 
as  the  Kidney  of  the  coffee-house,  to  get  into  the  pul¬ 
pit,  and  read  every  paper  with  a  loud  and  distinct  voice, 
while  the  whole  audience  are  sipping  their  respective 

1703  5  Daily  Courant' 4  and  5  August>  i7°4- 

^  ̂   Dom. ,  Entry  Book  387. 
4  Spectator )  No.  46,  23  April,  1711. 
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liquors.”1  From  the  terms  in  which  Steele  recom-  CHAPTER  I 
mends  the  example  to  others,  it  may  be  inferred  that  1689-1713 

the  pulpit  was  a  feature  peculiar  to  Lloyd’s. 
It  will  be  observed  that  in  all  the  various  references  LI°yd’s  Coffee 

to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  contained  in  the  pamphlets  identified  with 

and  newspapers  of  the  time,  there  is  not  a  word  relat-  u  1689^71?’ 
ing  to  underwriters  or  marine  insurance.  The  truth  is 

that  underwriting,  as  a  specialised  business,  had  not 

yet  emerged,  and  although  many  of  the  merchants, 

who  were  the  chief  insurers  of  ships  and  goods,  were, 

no  doubt,  among  Edward  Lloyd’s  customers,  there  is no  reason  to  believe  that  the  Coffee  House  had  become 

specially  associated  with  this  branch  of  their  business. 

Nevertheless  the  early  history  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 

is  strictly  relevant  to  the  history  of  Lloyd’s,  for  it  was 
the  success  of  that  establishment  in  catering  for  per¬ 
sons  interested  in  shipping  and  foreign  trade  which 

subsequently  led  to  its  selection  as  the  headquarters  of 

the  underwriting  interest. 

Of  Edward  Lloyd’s  own  life  during  this  period  of  ex-  o°fd 
panding  business  and  growing  reputation,  we  know  a  1692-1702. 

little,  but  only  a  very  little  more  than  of  his  earlier 

years.  He  appears  to  have  taken  an  active  part  in  the 

life  of  his  new  parish,  and  most  of  the  few  tantalising 

glimpses  we  catch  of  him  are  derived  from  its  records. 

On  January  15th,  1692,  there  was  a  joint  meeting  of 

the  Vestries  of  the  united  parishes  of  St.  Mary  Wool- 

noth  and  St.  Mary  Woolchurch  Haw,  to  arrange  as  to 

the  apportionment  of  certain  fees,  and  Edward  Lloyd’s 

signature,  as  a  member  of  “the  present  vestry’  of  St. 
Mary  Woolnoth,  is  duly  appended  to  the  Agreement 

entered  in  the  Minute  Book.  Here,  as  always,  he  signs 

himself  “Lloyd,”  though  the  forms  “Lloyd”  and 

“Loyd”  are  both  common  in  the  minutes  themselves. 

In  1694  he  was  chosen  as  one  of  seven  “to  have  the 
l  Tatter,  No.  268,  26  December,  1710.  Kidney=waiter. 
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CHAPTER  I  Trust  declared  to  them”  by  the  Trustees  for  the  pur- 
1689-1713  chase  of  certain  lands  at  Ware  and  Amwell  on  account 

of  parish  charities.  In  April,  1697,  he  was  elected 
Sidesman;  and  in  December,  1699,  Constable  and 
Questman  of  Langbourn  Ward  for  the  South  Pre¬ 

cinct  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth.1 
There  is  nothing  to  tell  us  how  Lloyd  discharged  his 

Constable’s  Oath  to  “Arrest  all  them  that  make  Con¬ 
test,  Riot,  Debate,  or  Affray  ....  rear  on  them  an 
Out-cry,  and  pursue  them  from  Street  to  Street,  and 
from  Ward  to  Ward,  till  they  be  Arrested.”  It  was  not 
an  easy  oath  to  keep  in  those  days,  when  the  Constable’s 
only  assistants  were  citizens  taking  their  turn  as  Watch¬ 
men  and  very  unwilling  to  obey  the  summons.  The 
streets  were  lit,  only  on  moonless  winter  nights,  by 
one  smoky  lantern  hung  before  each  tenth  door. 
Housebreakers  and  footpads  abounded,  and  to  these 
was  added  the  yet  more  dreaded  scourge  of  the 
Scourers,  Mohocks,  or  other  bands  of  dissolute  young 
men  about  town,  flushed  with  wine,  primed  for  mis¬ 
chief,  and  equally  ready  to  roll  a  decent  citizen  in  the 
gutter,  and  to  draw  sword  on  him  if  he  resented  the 
outrage.  Probably ,  however,  the  neighbourhood  of  the 
xchange,  the  Post  Office,  and  the  Mansion  House 

ensured  in  the  parish  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  a  more 
effective  watch  than  was  usually  kept. 
An  assessment  for  the  Clerk’s  and  Sexton’s  wages,  in 

I7°3’  suggests  that  Lloyd,  as  might  be  guessed  from 
the  nourishing  state  of  his  business,  was  among  the 
more  substantial  householders  of  the  parish,  and  in pnl,  1702,  he  was  one  of  the  two  successful  candi¬ 
dates  out  of  five  who  stood  for  election  as  church¬ 
wardens.  In  the  following  year  he  was  elected  for  a second  term  of  office.2 

1  Gpp!d88-9^o7  r2o~TyT£/iUUte  B°t  *  St-  Mary  Wool”°th> VdL 1.  1679-1775, 
2  Guildhall  MS.’  iooi  3p4'i4S  ennvd  hCr  °ng‘?al  Slgnature  on  P- 

(i6j.  6d. )  there  were  seven\ssessmentsat  ^  2^’.,  Excl"dinS  the  Post  Office 

four  at  1/6  ;  and  twenty  at  i/-  ;  Ibid,  p  p°  I4’2  ’  jj"  2/6  5  e,Shteen  at  2/~  1  twenty- 

Churchwarden 

1702-3. 
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His  family  had  been  increased,  in  1693,  by  a  daugh-  CHAPTER  1 

ter,  Handy,  who  was  duly  baptised  at  St.  Mary  Wool-  1689-1713 
noth.  The  entry  in  the  register,  dated  29  January, 

1692/3,  describes  her  as  the  daughter  of  “Edward  and 

Abigail  Loyd,  Coffeeman,”  and  has  been  very  useful 
in  identifying  the  Edward  Lloyd  of  the  All  Hallows 

Registers  as  the  proprietor  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House. 

On  April  24th,  1698,  he  married  his  daughter  Mary  to 

one  Thomas  Sivedale,  of  whom  we  know  nothing,  ex¬ 

cept  that,  in  that  year,  he  had  a  shop  on  the  ground 

floor  of  No.  17,  Lombard  Street.  A  few  months  later 

Abigail  Lloyd  died,  and  was  buried  on  August  7th  in 

St.  Mary  Woolnoth.1 

Lloyd,  as  we  shall  have  further  occasion  to  note,  ha
d  ̂ ges.econd 

no  love  for  the  estate  of  a  widower,  and  on  October  7t
h  I(J9^ 

of  the  same  year  he  obtained  a  license  for  his  marriage
 

with  Elizabeth  Mashbourne.2  His  new  wife,  a  widow, 

may  have  brought  him  some  money,  for  a  deed,
  of 

which  a  copy  is  preserved  at  Lloyd  s,  recoids
  that  in 

1706  she  purchased  an  annuity  of  ̂10,  at  a  costof  ̂ 155  • 

Elizabeth  bore  him  no  children;  but  he  had  still 
 two 

daughters  to  be  settled,  and  one,  Abigail,  probably  the 

eldest,  was  married  on  September  22nd,  1709,  to 

Edward  Falkener,  a  watchmaker,  who  
had  probably  His  sub-tenants, 

taken  over  John  Finch’s  business;  for  he  
is  described 

in  the  Poor  Law  Assessment  for  1705  as  “un
der  Lloyd’s 

Coffee  House.”  Another  portion  of  the  groun
d  floor 

of  16,  Lombard  Street  was  occupied,  in  that  year
,  by 

Messrs. Boddicott  and  Tussingham, scri
veners.  Boddi- 

cott  had  previously  been  the  householde
r  of  No.  15, 

and  in  an  assessment  of  1710,  for  a  fire-e
ngine,  Jno. 

Tussingham  and  Partner  are  shown  a
s  the  occupants 

of  that  house.  Falkener  was  still  at  No. 
 16,  and  so  was 

Samuel  Sheppard,  a  haberdasher,  w
ho  will  come,  a 

2  Faculty  Office  Marriage  Licens
es,  Brit.  Rec.  faoc.,  lb- 
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CHAPTER  1  few  years  later,  more  directly  into  this  history.  Mr. 
1  9-1713  Hilton  Price,  without  citing  his  authority,  describes Sheppard  as  advertising  himself  m  this  year,  iyio,  as 

a  haberdasher  of  hats  at  The  Queen’s  Arms  next 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House”;  but  it  is  clear  that  “next  Lloyd’s Coffee  House”  must  mean  merely  by  the  entrance thereof;  for  the  assessment  specifically  states  that 
a  f  ir  Leppard,  like  Falkener,  was  “under  Mr.  Loyd  (sic)  m A  foundling  at  rp,  '  ytiLJ. 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  [pse  are  meagre  details;  but  there  is  little  thatcan  be added  to  them.  The  one  poor  fragment  of  human  in¬ 
terest  that  can  be  attached  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  is 
an  entry  in  the  Registers  of  the  baptism,  in  January, 
1700  of  Sarah  Woolnoth,  a  foundling  child,  “taken  up 
m  Mr  Lloyd  the  Coffeeman”-that  is,  laid  on  the 
step  of  the  Coffee  House  and,  by  the  charity  of  Lloyd 
himself  or  his  household,  taken  in  and  brought  for 

her  burial ^lthm  &  W6e*i’  tlle  same  Registers  record 

Of  Lloyd’s  own  character,  tastes,  and  disposition  we now  practically  nothing  beyond  what  we  can  deduce 
f  rom  the  record  of  his  successful  business  career  and his  activity  in  parish  affairs.  Of  his  relations  with  his 

creLt7SthTretl!t0rcireJkn0'T  °nly  (and  this  is  to  his )  hat  John  Elford,  whom  we  have  already 
noticed  as  proprietor  of  a  house  frequented  by  cus- 

frfenT’”  fTch  !he  saT class’ became  his  “very  g°od j  ;  EEord  himself  was  a  son  of  one  of  the  verv earliest  Coffee  Men.and  his  recollections  of  hisfather^ 

historyd  ment  haVC  3n  lmP°rtant  Place  ‘n  coffee-house 

bidon  ioChoMng  W?,lth  and  rePutation  “me  the  am- 
and  on  n  s°me  thing  more  than  parochial  office, 

amonAhD  Aber  I3th’  I710’  Edward  Lloyd  was g  ose  whose  names  were  put  forward,  at  a  pre- 
'  Mss-  ....  1  Hillon  Price,  The  Signs  of  Old  Lorn- 
2  Transcript ,  pp.  86,  267. 

-  W„,  of  Edward  Lloyd  ;  R.hi.son,  Ear,y  His,.ry  c/  CS«  pp.  ,  ,^5, 

Lloyd  and 
his  friends. 
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cinct  meeting,  as  “  in  Nomination  for  Common  Coun¬ 
cil!  men.”  His  candidature,  however,  was  unsuccess¬ 
ful,  and  a  second  attempt,  in  the  following  year, 

brought  him  no  better  fortune.1 
Possibly  he  was  thought  hardly  sufficiently  active  for 

a  place  on  the  Council,  for  by  1712  he  was  certainly  in 

failing  health.  We  have  two  autographs  of  that  year, 
one  in  the  Minute  Book  of  the  joint  vestries  of  St. 

Mary  Woolnoth  and  St.  Mary  Woolchurch  Haw,  and 

one  in  the  Vestry  Minute  Book  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth 

itself.2  Both,  though  clear,  are  shaky,  and  present  a 
striking  contrast  with  the  vigorous  signature  of  1692. 

On  October  7th,  his  wife  Elizabeth  died,  and  was 

buried  three  days  later  in  St.  Mary  Woolnoth.  The 

Churchwardens’  accounts  record  the  ringing  of  the 

“Great  Bell”  as  was  usual  at  the  interment  of  people 

of  decent  condition.3  Less  than  two  months  later,  with 

what  seems  an  indecent  haste,  he  obtained  a  license  for 

his  marriage  with  Martha  Denham.4  Possibly  he 
wished  for  an  attached  nurse  in  his  decline;  possibly  he 

desired  to  make  provision  for  a  woman  already  in  his 

service.  This  is  pure  conjecture;  but  it  is  certain  that, 

on  January  21st,  1713?  less  than  two  months  after  his 

marriage,  he  made  a  will,  by  which  his  new  wife  was 

the  principal  beneficiary,  and  in  which  he  describes 

himself  as  “weak  in  body,”  though  “of  sound  and  dis¬ 

posing  mind  and  memory.” 

By  the  terms  of  this  will  Lloyd  divided  his  property, 

after  payment  of  debts  and  funeral  expenses,  into  three 

equal  parts.  Of  these  the  first  was  to  be  divid
ed  be¬ 

tween  his  children,  Elinor  Holman,  Mary  Fianks, 

Abigail  Falkener,  and  Handy  Lloyd,  “share  and  
share 

alike.”  There  is  no  mention  of  his  son,  Hugh,  who 

1  Guildhall  MS.  iooi,  pp.  179  and  184. 

2  Guildhall  MSS.  1003,  Minute  of  6  May,  1712  ;  1001,
  Minute  of  22  May,  1712. 

3  Transcript ,  p.  281 ;  Guildhall  MS.  1003,  Churc
hwardens  Accounts ,  under  date  10  Oct. 

1712.  _ 

4  Faculty  Office  Marriage  Licenses ,  275.  (28  Xsov.,  I7
12)- 
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CHAPTER  I  may  have  predeceased  him.  The  second  part  went  to 

1689-1713  his  “dear  and  loving  wife,”  Martha  Lloyd.  From  the 
third  part,  “which  it  is  in  my  power  to  dispose  of  as  I 
think  fit,”  certain  specific  legacies  were  to  be  paid;  one 
guinea  each  to  his  “very  good  friends”  Thomas  Drake 
and  Richard  Elford,  whom  he  appointed  “Overseers” 
of  the  will,  to  buy  mourning  rings,  and  £100  to  his 
granddaughter,  Elizabeth  Sivedale,  on  her  attaining 
the  age  of  twenty-one,  or  on  her  marriage,  but  with  the 
proviso  that  it  should  not  bear  interest  in  the  mean¬ 

time.  From  this  it  is  evident  that  Mary  Lloyd’s  first 
husband,  Thomas  Sivedale,  had  died,  and  that  she 
had  taken  a  second  husband  of  the  name  of  Franks. 
After  payment  of  these  legacies,  the  whole  residue  was 
to  go  to  his  wife,  whom  he  appointed  sole  executrix. 
A  few  days  later,  on  January  28th,  he  added  a  codicil, 

putting  on  record  that  whereas  he  had  “buryed  a  late 
wife  and  gave  mourning  I  do  request  that  my  funerall 
be  decent  and  give  no  mourning  only  a  sume  not  ex¬ 
ceeding  thirty  pounds  for  my  funerall  charges.”  The 
main  purpose  of  the  codicil,  however,  was  to  instruct 
his  executrix  and  trustees1  to  assign  the  lease  of  his 
house  to  “my  servant  William  Newton, paying  the  rent to  the  landlord  and  five  pounds  pr.  ann.  more  to  the 
Master  and  Wardens  of  the  Frameworkknitters  Com¬ 
pany  for  the  poor  of  the  said  Company.” 
The  reason  for  this  provision  as  to  the  lease  appears 

from  an  entry  Qf  January  30th  in  the  Registers  of  St. 
Mary  Woolnoth,  which  records  the  marriage  of  Wil¬ 
liam  Newton  to  Handy  Lloyd.2  There  can  "hardly  be any  doubt  that  Newton,  whom  Lloyd  thus  selected oth  as  his  son-in-law  and  his  successor,  had  been  his 
head  waiter,  and  it  is  quite  likely  that  he  had  had  the 
chief  management  of  the  house  during  Lloyd’s  last 
years.  He  had  not  long  to  wait  before  entering  into  his 

' trUSteeS”  "  US6d  "  the  C°dicil  inStead  °f  “overseers.” 

Wm.  Newton 

marries  Hand}' 
Lloyd. 

Jan.,  1713. 
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heritage,  for  in  the  Flying  Post  of  14-17  February, 

1712/13,  there  appeared  the  announcement:  “London. 
On  Sunday  last  [February  15th]  Died  Mr.  Loyd  the 

Coffee-Man  in  Lombard  Street.”  This  is  the  sole  item 

of  London  news  appearing  in  that  issue,  and  its  ap¬ 
pearance  shows  clearly  that  Lloyd  was  not  merely  the 
proprietor  of  a  flourishing  business,  but  a  man  of  some 

mark  in  his  day;  for  any  obituary  notice  of  a  private 

person  is,  at  this  date,  exceedingly  rare.  On  the  same 

day  that  the  notice  appeared,  he  was  buried  “in  the 

middle  aisle”  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth.1  His  remains,  with 
those  of  all  other  persons  buried  in  the  vaults  of  the 

Church,  were  transferred  in  1892  to  Ilford  Cemetery, 

where  they  lie  under  one  common  monument.  If  any 

tablet  was  erected  to  his  memory  in  St.  Mary  Wool¬ 
noth,  it  disappeared  when  the  Church  was  rebuilt  by 
Hawksmoor. 

William  Newton  was  now  Master  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House;  but  the  goodwill  attaching  to  the  name,  as  to 

that  of  Garraway’s,  John’s,  and  many  other  establish¬ 
ments  called  after  their  first  proprietor,  was  too  valu¬ 
able  to  be  lost.  William  Newton  and  his  successors 

alike  were  proud  to  be  termed  Masters  of  Lloyd’s;  but 
before  recording  the  fortunes  of  the  house  under  their 

management,  something  must  be  said  of  the  events 

which  gave  rise  to  its  special  associations  with  marine 
insurance. 

1  Transcript,  15  February,  1712/13.  Guildhall  MS.  1003. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

THE  EARLY  UNDERWRITERS  AND  THE  MARINE 

INSURANCE  CORPORATIONS. 

I574“I720* 

IF  any  speculations  as  to  the  future  of  the  flourishing business  he  had  built  up  passed  through  the  mind 

of  Mr. Edward  Lloyd,  as  he  lay  a-dying  in  February, 
1713,  they  were  probably  very  wide  of  the  mark.  He 

would  reflect  with  pride  on  the  position  of  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  as  an  auction-mart  for  ships  and  prize- 

goods;  he  would  wonder  whether  his  “servant”  and 
son-in-law  was  clever  enough  to  retain  and  extend  its 
popularity  as  a  resort  of  merchants,  shipowners,  and 

shipmasters;  but  it  is  most  unlikely  that  his  thoughts 

turned,  even  for  a  moment,  to  the  development  of 
marine  insurance.  There  can  be  little  doubt  that,  even 

during  the  lifetime  of  Edward  Lloyd,  many  policies 
were  subscribed  or  discussed  under  the  roof  of  the 

Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street;  but  there  is  nothing 

to  suggest  that  Lloyd’s  was  more  closely  associated 
with  underwriting  than  with  any  other  branch  of 
foreign  trade.  Yet  within  ten  years  of  his  death  a 
series  of  events  that  threatened,  at  one  time,  to  drive 
the  private  underwriter  altogether  out  of  business,  had 

given  the  first  impetus  to  the  rise  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  as  the  headquarters  of  the  underwriting  interest. 
In  order  to  set  these  events  in  their  proper  perspec¬ 

tive,  something  must  first  be  said  about  the  state  of  the 
marine  insurance  market  in  the  days  of  Edward  Lloyd; 
foritwasthe  proved  inadequacy  of  the  existing  facilities 
that  led,  by  slow  degrees,  to  the  building  up  of  that 
great  institution  which  is  now  devoted  to  the  promotion 
of  the  underwriter’s  interests. 
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It  is  not  necessary  for  this  purpose  to  go  back  to  the 
first  beginnings  of  marine  insurance  in  England;  still 
less  to  its  development  by  the  Italian  Republics  of  the 

Middle  Ages,  or  its  more  remote  origins  in  the  laws  of 

classical  times  relating  to  bottomry  and  average.  It  is 
sufficient  to  say  that  the  practice  of  marine  insurance 

was  firmly  established  in  England  in  the  sixteenth 

century,  and  that  during  the  last  quarter  of  that  cen¬ 

tury  the  first  attempt  was  made  to  centralise  and  regu¬ 

late  the  business  of  underwriting.1 
At  that  time,  and  for  long  afterwards,  underwriting 

was  not  a  specialised  business.  It  was  carried  on  by 

merchants  who  subscribed  policies,  from  time  to  time, 

as  a  side-line  to  their  other  activities.  John  Gresham, 

for  example,  who  wrote  £25  on  the  Eli  in  1559,  was  a 
mercer  and  merchant  adventurer,  brother  to  Sir 

Thomas.2  The  business  of  insurance  broker  was  com¬ 
bined  in  the  same  way  with  that  of  the  sworn  brokers, 

all  bound  in  sureties,  who  acted  as  the  merchants’ 
agents  in  the  sale  and  purchase  of  goods.  The  policies 

themselves  were  generally,  but  not  invariably,  drawn 

up  and  attested  by  members  of  the  Faculty  of  Notaries. 

There  is  nothing  to  show  that  this  system  had  proved 

inadequate  to  the  requirements  of  commerce;  but,  in 

or  about  the  year  1574,  an  ingenious  gentleman  named 

Richard  Candeler  perceived  the  opportunity,  offered 

by  the  business,  for  a  profitable  monopoly,  and  in  the 

following  year  he  obtained  a  Patent  granting  to  him 

and  his  deputies  the  sole  right  of  “making  and  regis¬ 

tering”  policies  and  instruments  of  assurance.  This 

grant  was  justified  in  the  preamble  by  an  allegation 

that  the  secrecy  with  which  insurances  could  be  effected 

had  led  to  many  unscrupulous  persons  insuring  the 

same  goods  in  different  places,  whereby  the  insurers 

1  For  early  notices  of  marine  insurance  in  England  see  Wm.  Witt  Blackstock,  The  Histo
rical 

Literature  of  Sea  and  Fire  Insurance  m  Great  Britain ,  1 547‘ 1  S I  o ,  pp.  1-23  , 

R.  G.  Marsden,  Select  Pleas  in  the  Court  of  Admiralty,  Vol.  II,  1897,  passim  ; 

J.  W.  Burgon,  Life  and  Times  of  Sir  Thomas  Gresham ,  1839,  Vol.  I,  pp.  323  n>  401"2- 
2  Blackstock,  op.  cit.,  p.  23  ;  and  see  early  policies  in  Marsden. 
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CHAPTER  II  were  defrauded,  “And  the  auncient  custome  of  mer- 
1574-1720  chauntes  in  Lomberd  Strete  and  nowe  the  Ryall  Ex- 

chaunge  by  that  means  almost  growen  out  of  estima¬ 
tion  which  here  to  fore  as  we  are  enformed  hath  beene 

accompted  the  chief  foundacion  of  all  assuraunces.”1 
Notaries  and  It  must  be  admitted  that,  so  long  as  underwriters 
Protests  I3V  m  ^ ^ 

Brokers.  were  scattered  and  unorganised,  the  danger  of  fraudu¬ 
lent  double  insurance  was  a  real  one;  but  the  proposed 

monopoly  was  no  less  open  to  objection.  The  Notaries, 

sixteen  in  number,  at  once  petitioned  the  Lord  Mayor 

against  the  grant,  on  the  ground  of  the  threatened  de¬ 
struction  of  their  business.  The  Brokers,  of  whom 

there  were  thirty,  based  their  opposition  on  broad  con¬ 
siderations  of  public  interest.  They  complained  of  the 

proposed  interference  with  the  liberty  of  the  mer¬ 
chant,  who  had  hitherto  been  able  to  effect  insurances, 

if  he  wished,  without  recourse  either  to  Notary  or 
Broker.  They  urged  the  certainty  of  delay  and  possi¬ 
bilities  of  favouritism  inherent  in  a  monopoly,  and  the 
harm  that  would  be  done  to  merchants,  intending  some 

“  secret,  and  yet  lawful  voyage,”  by  compulsory  regis¬ 
tration  of  their  policies  at  a  public  office.  Finally,  they 

claimed  that  “the  Credit  and  Fidelity  of  the  Broker  is 
occasion  to  divers  Assurances,  which  otherwise  would 

not  be  made.”2 
As  a  result  of  these  petitions  the  Lord  Mayor  was  in¬ 

structed  to  appoint  a  Commission  of  Inquiry  into  the 
proposed  Office  of  Assurances  which,  very  much  to 

Candeler’s  annoyance,  proceeded  to  lay  down  a  fixed 
and  reasonable  scale  of  fees  for  registrations,  certifi¬ 
cates,  copies,  and  searches.  The  monopoly,  however, 
was  left  intact. 

It  was  one  thing  to  grant  a  monopoly;  it  was  quite 
another  to  enforce  it.  Not  for  the  last  time  in  the  his- 

1  Blackstock,  pp.  23-25,  quoting  Patent  of  21  February,  1574/5.  The  monopoly  was  not 
confined  to  marine  policies  :  See  Policy  on  life  printed  by  William  West  in  Symboleo- 
graphie,  Part  I,  edn.  of  1622,  Section  664. 

2  Strype,  Stow' s  Survey  of  London,  1720,  II,  242-3. 
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tory  of  marine  insurance,  it  proved  impossible  to  over-  CHAPTER  II 

ride  officially  the  convenience  of  business  men,  and  1574-1720 
Candeler  was  soon  complaining  that  evilly  disposed 

persons  were  defeating  the  aims  of  the  Government, 

by  refusing  to  bring  policies  to  his  office.  Enough  busi¬ 
ness  came  to  it,  however,  to  render  it  profitable,  and 

in  1605,  a  further  patent  continued  the  office  in  the 

hands  of  Candeler,  or  his  son,  with  whom  one  C.  Hey- 

bourne  was  now  associated.1 
In  the  meantime  a  new  Court  had  been  erected  for 

the  trial  of  insurance  causes.  Assurers  and  assured,  in  1601. 

the  spacious  days  of  Elizabeth,  appear  to  have  avoided 

litigation  as  much  as  possible.  In  the  words  of  the 

Privy  Council,  insurance  was  a  matter  which  “con- 
sistethe  and  standeth  muche  uppon  the  orders  and 

usages  of  merchauntes  by  whom  rather  than  by  course 

of  law  yt  may  be  forwarded  and  determyned;”  and  the 

policies  of  the  time  frequently  provided  that  the  par¬ 
ties  would  be  bound  by  the  customs  of  Lombard 

Street.  Sometimes  they  contained  a  specific  arbitra¬ 
tion  clause.  That  in  the  Sancta  Crux  policy  of  1555  is 

worded  with  somewhat  cynical  brevity:  “We  promys  to 

remyt  yt  to  honest  merchaunts  and  not  to  go  to  the 

lawe.”  When  a  resort  to  litigation  became  absolutely 

necessary,  the  proper  tribunal  was  the  Admiralty 

Court,  which  seems  to  have  given  little  satisfaction, and 

most  disputes  not  settled  by  arbitration  were  referred 

by  the  Council  or  the  Admiralty  to  special  commis¬ 
sioners  appointed  ad  hoc: 

In  1601,  however,  an  attempt  was  made  to  provide  a 

more  satisfactory  tribunal,  by  establishing  a  Standing 

Commission,  to  be  renewed  yearly  by  the  Lord  Chan¬ 

cellor  or  the  Lord  Keeper,  for  the  trial  of  insurance 

causes.  Of  this  Commission  the  Judge  of  the  Admir¬ 

alty  Court  and  the  Recorder  of  London  were  to  b
e 

1  Blackstock,  op.  cit.,  25,  31. 

2  Marsden,  op.  cit.,  pp.  lxxvi,  lxxx,  50. 
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CHAPTER  II  ex  officio  members,  and  the  remaining  Commissioners 

I574~I72°  were  to  include  two  Doctors  of  Civil  Law,  two  com¬ 
mon  lawyers,  and  eight  merchants.  Five  Commis¬ 

sioners  formed  a  quorum,  and  there  was  a  right  of 
appeal  to  the  Court  of  Chancery. 
The  preamble  to  the  Act  establishing  this  Court  of 

Assurances  deserves  quotation,  as  a  very  early  sum¬ 
mary  of  the  benefits  of  insurance: 

“Whereas  it  hathe  bene  tyme  out  of  mynde  an  usage  amongste  Mer- chantes,  both  of  this  Realme  and  of  forraine  Naeyons,  when  they  make 
any  greate  adventure  (speciallie  into  remote  partes)  to  give  some  con- 
sideracon  of  Money  to  other  psons  (which  comonlie  are  in  noe  small 
number)  to  have  from  them  assurance  made  of  their  Goodes  Mer¬ 
chandizes  Ships  and  Things  adventured . whiche  course  of 
dealinge  is  comonly  termed  a  Policie  of  Assurance;  by  meanes  of 
whiche  Policies  of  Assurance  it  comethe  to  passe,  upon  the  losse  or 
perishinge  of  any  Shippe  there  followethe  not  the  undoinge  of  anv 
Man,  but  the  losse  lightethe  rather  easilie  upon  many,  than  heavilie 
uponfewe  .  .  .  .” 

words  which  Lloyd’s  to-day  might  be  proud  to  take  as 
their  motto.1 

coun  of lhe  Excellent  as  were  its  intentions,  the  Court  of  Assur- 
Assurances.  ances  struck  no  deep  root  in  the  British  judicial  sys¬ 

tem.  Its  jurisdiction  was  confined  to  London,  to  poli¬ 
cies  on  goods,  and  to  claims  by  the  assured.  It  was 
frequently  at  loggerheads  with  the  established  Courts 
of  Law,  who  held  their  Common  Law  jurisdiction  to 
be  infringed  by  its  activities.  Its  decisions  have  left  no 
recognisable  trace  on  the  law  of  marine  insurance;  its 
records  have  wholly  disappeared,  and  it  is  doubtful 
whether  it  had  so  much  as  a  hundred  years  of  effective 
life.  Its  chief  interest,  for  present  purposes,  lies  in  the 
fact  that  it  took  cognisance  only  of  policies  registered 
with  the  Office  of  Assurances,  and  thus  helped  to  main¬ 
tain  the  monopoly  enjoyed  by  Candeler  and  his  suc¬ 

cessors.2 1 

9 

43  Eliz.,  c.  12.  Some  improvements  in  procedure  were  introduced  by  an  Act  of  i66'> 14  Ear.  II,  c.  23. 

B!/ar  StT/  Conunjcntaries  on  the  Laws  of  England,  Vol.  Ill,  p.  74  ;  John  Weskett, A  Compute  Digest  of  the  1  heory  Lazvs  and  Practice  of  Insurance,  1781,  p.  154;  James 

Sa  m,H  M’  ^'fMorine  Insurances,  3rd  Edn.  1796,  Introduction Samuel  Marshall,  A  Ireatise  on  the  Law  of  Insurance,  3rd  Edn.,  1S23,  pp.  23-6. 
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It  is  clear,  however,  that  the  desire  of  the  merchants  CHAPTER  II 

to  keep  their  transactions  private,  or  to  avoid  payment  I574“'I720 
of  fees,  was  always  too  strong  for  the  monopoly  to  be 

strictly  enforced.  Charles  Molloy,  writing  in  1676, 

actually  divides  all  insurances  into  two  classes — “pub¬ 
lic”  insurances,  made  at  the  Office  in  the  Royal  Ex¬ 

change,  and  “private”  insurances,  secretly  effected. 
He  adds  that  both  were  of  equal  validity  at  Common 

Law,  though  only  the  former  could  be  proceeded  on 

before  the  Commissioners  of  the  Court  of  Assurances. 

By  1686  the  Office  had  got  into  the  hands  of  S
ir  Allen  disappearance 

Broderick’s  assigns;  but  a  proclamation  of  that  year  Assurance
s, 

informs  us  that  many  persons  “for  their  own  private 

lucre”  set  up  offices  for  making  policies,  and  failed  to 

register  the  same  at  the  appointed  place.  It  is  unlikely 

that  this  proclamation  did  much  to  check  the  practice, 

and  at,  or  shortly  after  the  Revolution  of  1688,  the 

Office  seems  to  have  disappeared  altogether,  like  many 

other  Tudor  or  Stuart  monopolies/  It  is  true  that,  in 

the  Gazette  of  2-6  February,  1720,  there  is  an  adver¬
 

tisement  by  the“Publick- Assurance-Office  on  the  Royal
 

Exchange”;  but  it  seems  very  doubtful  whether  t
his 

was  identical  with  the  old  Office  of  Assurances,  and  it
 

certainly  possessed  no  monopolistic  privileges. 

At  the  beginning  of  the  eighteenth  century  the  insurance 

ditions  of  the  insurance  market  seem  to  have  been 
 very 

much  what  they  were  under  Elizabeth ,  prior  to  the 

creation  of  the  Office  of  Assurances.  The
  assurers 

were  still,  for  the  most  part,  merchants  ordi
narily  en¬ 

gaged  in  other  business.  The  one  real  cha
nge  was  that 

the  business  of  the  insurance  broker  
had  become 

specialised.  Hatton,  who  quaintly  lumps  
together  m 

a  single  section  of  his  work  on  London, 
 Fountains, 

of  Assurances  m  London,  30  Apt  tl,  10
6O.  nunteci  1  «/  ■> 

in  Guildhall  Library.  Lor  previou
s  grantees  see  Black  stock,  of.  . 
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CHAPTER  II  Bridges,  Conduits,  Ferries  .  .  .  Insurances  of  allkinds, 
I574~I720  Bagnios,  Baths  Hot  and  Cold,”  describes  the  brokers as  follows: 

“Offices  that  Insure  Ships  or  their  Cargo  are  many  about  the  Royal 
Exchange,  as  Mr.  Hall’s,  Mr.  Bevis’s,  etc.,  who  for  a  Premium  paid down  procure  those  that  will  subscribe  Policies  for  Insuring  Ships 
(with  their  Cargo)  bound  to  or  from  any  part  of  the  World,  the  Pre¬ 
mium  being  proportioned  to  the  Distance,  Danger  of  Seas,  Enemies, 
etc.  But  in  these  Offices  ’tis  customary  upon  paying  the  Money  on  a 
Loss  to  discount  16  per  Cent.”1 

Within  a  few  years,  this  heavy  discount,  demanded  by 
the  insurance  brokers,  or  office-keepers”  as  they  were 
termed,  was  to  become  a  powerful  weapon  in  the  hands of  their  enemies. 

underwriting  The  two  great  defects  of  the  existing  system  were  the 

centre.  lack  of  any  kind  of  guarantee  for  the  stability  of  the underwriter,  and  the  lack  of  a  recognised  centre  for  the 
transaction  of  business.  Such  a  centre  had  formerly 
been  provided  by  the  Royal  Exchange,  and  the  neces¬ 
sity  of  registering  policies  at  the  Office  of  Assurances 
had  greatly  increased  its  importance.  Pepys  might  pick 
up  news  at  the  coffee-houses  with  regard  to  insurance 
frauds,  or  the  fate  of  ships  in  which  he  was  interested; 
but  it  seems  to  have  been  on  the  floor  of  the  Exchange 
itself  that  he  sought  quotations  for  premiums  on  naval 
stores  and  other  Government  cargoes.  Now,  with  the 
closing  of  the  Office  of  Assurances,  the  growth  of  busi¬ 
ness,  and  the  rise  of  the  coffee-houses,  the  Exchange 
had  lost  something  of  its  former  predominance,  and  it 
was  necessary  for  brokers  to  trail  round  to  a  score  of 
coffee-houses  and  merchants’  offices,  in  order  to  make 
up  a  policy. 

SXed  r??  fa[ly  as  l66o> a  boId  proposal  had  been  made  by 
Insurance  Go  .  John  Russell,  Wm.  Brereton,  Sir  Wm.  Killegrew 

orpora'10".  and  others,  to  provide  both  security  and  a  centralised market  by  the  establishment  of  a  great  Corporation  of 
Insurers  under  Royal  Patent,  for  the  insurance  of  ships 1  Hatton,  A  New  View  of  London,  170S,  II,  787. 
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and  cargoes.  Estimating  the  foreign  trade  of  the  coun-  CHAPTER  II 
try  at  about  £7,000,000  a  year,  the  projectors  pointed  1574-1720 
out  that,  if  even  half  that  amount  were  insured  at  an 
average  of  5  per  cent., it  would  yield  a  premium  income 
of  j(T75>ooo;  but  with  all  the  optimism  of  the  company 
promoter,  they  hoped  that  practically  the  whole  trade 
would  be  insured.  By  way  of  security  to  the  assured — 
and  this  was  the  kernel  of  their  proposals — they  were 
ready  to  raise  a  capital  of  £500,000,  to  be  deposited  at 
moderate  interest  in  the  hands  of  the  East  India  Com¬ 
pany,  or  otherwise  secured. 

This  proposal  was  submitted  to  the  Council  of  Trade, 
who  reported  favourably  to  the  scheme,  but  with  two 
important  provisos:  all  losses  should  be  paid  without 
the  customary  abatements,  and  no  one  should  be  pro¬ 
hibited  from  insuring  elsewhere.  To  the  minds  of  the 

seventeenth  and  eighteenth  centuries,  “company” 
meant  “monopoly,”  and  this  proviso  may  well  have seemed  to  the  projectors  to  knock  the  bottom  out  of  the 
scheme.  At  any  rate,  no  more  was  heard  of  it;  perhaps 
it  was  easier  to  talk  of  raising  a  capital  of  £500 ,000  than 

to  do  so.1 
What  is  rather  surprising  is  that  for  nearly  sixty  years  Early  Fire 

,1  •  1  r  r  •  J  1  J  ,  Companies. 
tne  idea  ot  a  company  for  marine  insurance  lay  abso-  1680-1696. 
lutely  dormant.  This  is  the  more  strange  because  the 
business  of  fire  insurance  was  carried  on  by  companies 
from  a  very  early  date.  Dr.  Nicholas  Barbon  and  others 

started  the  Fire  Office  (now  the  Phoenix)  in  1680:  the 

Friendly  Society  for  mutual  insurance  against  fire  was 
established  in  1684;  the  Amicable  Contributors,  or 

Hand-in-Hand  Fire  Office,  in  1696.  It  was  an  essential 
feature  of  these  companies  that  definite  security  should 

be  given  to  the  assured  for  the  payment  of  losses.  The 

original  Fire  Office,  for  instance,  purchased  ground 

rents  to  the  amount  of  £2,100  per  annum  and  settled 

them  on  Trustees,  as  security  for  the  insurance  of 

1  Blackstock,  op.  cit.,  pp.  37-40. 
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5,000  houses;  after  which  no  more  were  to  be  insured 

until  £10,000  had  been  laid  out  in  ground  rents  as 

security  for  another  5,000/ 

It  speaks  well  for  the  stability  of  the  merchants  en¬ 
gaged  in  underwriting  that  no  attempt  to  carry  the 

same  principle  into  the  realm  of  marine  insurance  was 

thought  necessary  until  a  much  later  date;  but  the 
seeds  of  discontent  with  the  existing  system  were  sown 

before  the  end  of  the  seventeenth  century.  During  the 

prolonged  war  with  France  which  followed  the  acces¬ 
sion  of  William  III,  British  and  Dutch  commerce  suf¬ 
fered  severely  from  the  depredations  of  the  French 

cruisers  and  privateers  under  such  active  and  daring 

leaders  as  Jean  Bart  and  Du  Guay-Trouin.  All  pre¬ 

vious  sufferings,  however,  were  completely  over¬ 
shadowed  by  the  fearful  blow  which  fell  on  the  Allies 

in  1693.  In  May  of  that  year,  a  huge  convoy  of  some 
four  hundred  merchant  vessels — most  of  which  had 

been  waiting  many  months  for  escort — sailed  for  the 

Mediterranean  and  Levant.  The  main  Anglo-Dutch 
fleet  saw  the  convoy  clear  of  the  Soundings,  and  Rooke, 

with  twenty  men-of-war,  accompanied  it  to  the  Medi¬ 
terranean.  Unfortunately  the  cruiser  work  and  intelli¬ 
gence  system  of  the  Allies  were  defective.  Tourville 

slipped  out  of  Brest,  effected  a  junction  with  the  Tou¬ 

lon  squadron  under  d’Estrees  and  fell  in  overwhelm¬ 

ing  force  on  the  “Smyrna  Fleet,”  as  it  was  called,  in 
the  Bay  of  Lagos.  Rooke  did  all  that  a  bold  and  skilful 

officer  could  do,  to  protect  the  immense  interests  en¬ 
trusted  to  him;  but  his  force  was  wholly  inadequate. 
Three  of  his  own  ships  were  captured;  the  vast  convoy 
was  scattered  to  the  four  winds,  and  nearly  a  hundred 
merchantmen, valued  with  their  cargoes  at£i,ooo,ooo, 
were  captured  or  destroyed. 

The  loss  fell  most  heavily  on  the  Dutch — still  far  ahead 

1  Blackstock,  op.cit.,  59  ff. ;  London  Gazette ,  20-24  May,  i6So(Barbon),  28  Aug.  -1  Sept. , 
1684  (Friendly  Society);  Table  of  the  Insurance  Office  at  the  Back  side  of  the  Royal 
Exchange,  (1683),  in  Guildhall  Library. 
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of  Great  Britain  in  the  carrying  trade — but  the  loss  to  CHAPTER  II 

English  merchants  and  underwriters  was  heavy  enough.  I574-I72° 
The  whole  City  was  shaken  by  the  news,  and  an  eyewit¬ 
ness  has  left  on  record  thatmany  merchants  left  the  Royal 

Exchange  with  the  faces  of  men  under  sentence  of  death . 

So  terrible  was  the  blow  that  even  the  richest  mer-  Merchant-,, 
chants  had  difficulty  in  meeting  their  obligations,  and  1693. 

many  of  the  smaller  men  found  themselves  faced  with 

ruin.  In  the  interests  of  public  credit,  it  was  proposed 

that  the  State  should  come  to  the  aid  of  the  under¬ 

writers,  and  on  December  9th,  leave  was  given  to 

bring  in  a  Bill, “to  enable  divers  Merchants- Insurers, 
that  have  sustained  great  Losses  by  the  present  War 

with  France,  the  better  to  satisfy  their  several  Credi¬ 

tors.”  The  proposal  was,  apparently,  not  for  a  sub¬ 

sidy,  but  for  some  compulsory  composition  of  the 

claims,  for  on  December  21st  a  Petition  against  the 

Bill  was  received  from  “Creditors  of  the  said  Insurers 

for  very  great  Sums.”  On  the  other  hand  one  Daniel 

Foe,  who  had  engaged  in  underwriting,  and  some  of 

whose  creditors  were  standing  out  of  a  proposed 

scheme  of  arrangement,  petitioned  successfully  to  be 

added  to  the  list  of  those  protected.  This  was  no  less 

a  man  than  the  author  of  “Robinson  Crusoe,”  who 

took  the  name  of  “Foe”  in  his  mercantile  speculations. 

On  February  27th,  1694,  the  Bill  passed  its  third 

reading  in  the  Commons;  but  the  Lords,  moved  per¬ 

haps  by  the  arguments  of  the  petitioners  against  th
e 

Bill,  threw  it  out  on  the  second  reading,  and  it  was  not 

revived.  The  “merchant  insurers  were  left  to  make 

what  arrangements  they  could  with  their  creditors, 

and  a  seed  of  bitter  memories  was  sown,  which  was  to 

bear  fruit  a  quarter  of  a  century  later.1 

1  For  the  Merchant  Insurers  Bill  see  House  of  Commons  Journals  ̂  ol' PP-JS.  3^ 

o :  ?8  87,102,110;  House  of  Lords  Journals,  V
ol.  XV,  390  ;  Fk.  Clifford,  A  y 

If' Private  Bill  Legislation, Vol.  II,  1887,  567-8;  Reasons  Humbly  offer
ed for  he 

passing  of  a  Bill  to  enable  divers  Merchant
s  that  have  been  great  Sufferers  by  the  p

resent 

JVar  with  Fi  ance  the  better  to  satisfy  their  
Creditors. 
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It  was  in  1717  that  the  idea  of  a  marine  insurance  cor¬ 
poration  came  once  more  into  prominence.  At  that 

time  the  mania  for  speculation  which  culminated  in 

the  South  Sea  Bubble  was  gathering  impetus,  and  any¬ 
one  with  a  few  shillings  to  lay  down  could  take  his 

choice  of  a  hundred  wild  cat  enterprises  which  offered, 

for  a  small  deposit,  the  right  to  share  in  some  high- 
sounding  adventure.  The  course  and  symptoms  of 
that  mania  have  often  been  described  and  need  not  be 

repeated  here.  It  is  unnecessary  even  to  dwell  on 
all  the  various  insurance  schemes  which  took  their 

place  amongst  the  countless  projects  by  which  knaves 
enriched  themselves  at  the  expense  of  fools  during  the 

currency  of  the  great  delusion — the  new  fire  insur¬ 
ance  schemes, the  schemes  for  insurance  against  house¬ 

breaking  and  highway  robbery,  the  more  fantastic  pro¬ 
posals  for  insurance  against  death  by  gin-drinking,  for 

an  “  Assurance  from  Lying,”  and  an  “Assurance  of 
Female  Chastity,”  the  premiums  for  which  it  would  be 
interesting  to  know.  The  history  of  Lloyd’s  is  con¬ 
cerned  only  with  the  marine  insurance  projects  which, 
significantly  enough,  were  among  the  few  with  suffi¬ 
cient  vitality  to  survive  the  great  crash  in  1720. 

The  story  of  these  begins  in  August,  1717, 1  when  a 
subscription  was  opened  for  the  purpose  of  raising  a 
stock  of  £1,000,000  to  be  employed  in  insuring  ships 
and  merchandise  at  sea.  Among  the  promoters  was 
Case  Billingsley,  of  Bradley  and  Billingsley,  Solicitors 

to  the  Mercers’  Company,  and  the  project  itself  was 
known  as  the  Mercers’  Hall  Marine  Company.  On 
January  16th,  1718,  the  list  was  closed,  and  about  ten 
days  later  a  Petition  dated  London,  January  25th, 
I7I7 A 8,  was  presented  to  the  Privy  Council,  praying 

1  The  most  important  authorities  for  the  story  which  follows  are  the  Commons  Journals, 
'Vol.  XIX,  and  the  Special  Report  from  the  Committee  appointed  to  Inquire  into  and Examine  the  Several  Subscriptions ,  etc.,  1720  (B.M.  357b  3/30),  which  reprints  in 
lull  the  various  petitions  and  the  reports  by  the  Law  Officers  thereon.  See  also 
W.  N.  Whymper,  The  Royal  Exchange  Assurance,  1896  ;  G.  S.  Street,  The  London 
Assurance  1720-1920,  1920  ;  F.  B.  Relton,  An  Account  of  the  Fire  Insurance  Com¬ 
panies,  1893^  and  the  works  by  Blackstock  and  Clifford  already  cited. 
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for  a  charter  of  incorporation.  To  this  petition  there  CHAPTER  II 

were  286  signatures,  headed  by  Sir  Justus  Beck,  and  1574-1720 
including  Lord  Onslow,  late  Speaker  of  the  House  of 

Commons,  and  uncle  of  the  celebrated  “Speaker 

Onslow.” 
Although  the  petition  expressly  stated  that  there  was  underwriters o  a  •  r  attack  proposed 

no  intention  to  exclude  the  private  insurers  from  Corporation, 

carrying  on  their  business,  the  underwriters  of  the 

City  were  at  once  up  in  arms,  and  within  a  few  days  a 

counter-petition  was  presented  by  375  merchants  and 
traders  of  London,  headed  by  Sir  Gilbert  Heathcote, 

a  great  Whig  merchant  who,  in  the  reign  of  William 

and  Mary,  had  made  himself  conspicuous  by  challeng¬ 

ing  the  monopoly  of  the  Old  East  India  Company.  The 

line  taken  by  the  petitioners  was  that  the  offices  of  the 

insurance  brokers  afforded  ample  facilities;  the  exist¬ 

ing  system  of  underwriting  gave  complete  satisfaction 

and  attracted  much  business  from  abroad;  the  com¬ 

petition  of  a  great  corporation  would  inevitably  dis¬ 

courage  private  underwriting,  and  thus  hamper  trade. 

The  merchants  of  Bristol,  the  only  outport  whose 

commerce  was  in  any  way  comparable  with  that  of 

London,  took  similar  action,  and  sent  up  a  petition  of 

their  own,  with  111  signatures  headed  by  that  of  the 

Mayor,  John  Day.  Their  arguments  were  practically 

the  same  as  those  of  the  London  petition. 

On  February  2nd  all  three  petitions  were  referred  by  Law  Officers, 

the  Privy  Council  to  the  Lords  Commissioners  of  
I7l8- 

Trade,  and  to  the  Attorney  General  and  Solicitor 

General.  The  Lords  Commissioners  eventually  pre¬ 

sented  a  colourless  report,  dealing  merely  with  the 

facts  alleged  in  the  petitions,  and  expressing  no 

opinion  on  the  merits  of  the  question.  The  Attorney 

General,  Sir  Edward  Northey,  and  the  Solicitor 

General,  Sir  William  Thompson,  went  more  tho¬ 

roughly  into  the  matter,  which  seems,  indeed,  to  have 

been  left  mainly  to  their  decision.  For  this  purpose 
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CHAPTER  II  they  conducted  an  inquiry  in  Chambers,  and  heard 

1574-1720  counsel  and  witnesses,  both  for  the  applicants  and 
for  the  London  merchants.  The  Bristol  opponents 

of  the  scheme  did  not  apparently  think  it  worth  while 

to  be  separately  represented. 

Law  officers’  The  evidence  presented  by  both  parties  throws  much Joint  Report.  ...  .  1  r  .  J  .  . 

Mar.,  171s.  light  on  the  state  ot  insurance  practice,  but  can  most 

profitably  be  summarised  in  connection  with  that 

given  in  the  proceedings  which  followed.  For  the 

moment  it  is  enough  to  say  that,  on  March  12th,  the 

two  Law  Officers  presented  a  joint  report  in  which 

they  summed  up  dead  against  the  applicants.  Their 

main  objection  was  simply  to  the  novelty  of  the  pro¬ 
posal.  There  was  nowhere  in  Europe  any  corporation 

for  the  insurance  of  ships;  the  business  had  always 
been  carried  on  in  the  same  way  as  at  present,  and  that 
method  was  generally  approved  both  at  home  and 

abroad.  Seeing  that  “the  insuring  of  Ships  is  of  abso¬ 
lute  Necessity  for  the  carrying  on  of  foreign  Trade,” 
the  responsibility  of  recommending  any  innovation 
was  greater  than  they  cared  to  take.  If  any  experiment 
was  to  be  made  in  so  important  a  matter  it  should  be 
only  on  the  advice  of  Parliament.  For  these  reasons, 

they  had  come  to  the  definite  conclusion,  “We  cannot 
advise  the  erecting  a  Corporation  for  the  insuring 

Ships  and  Goods  at  Sea.” 
The  opponents  of  incorporation  had  thus  won  the 

first  round;  but  Lord  Onslow  and  his  associates  were 

not  men  to  be  easily  discouraged.  Their  next  step  was 
highly  ingenious.  During  the  reigns  of  Elizabeth  and 
the  first  two  Stuarts,  grants  of  charters  and  letters 
patent  had  been  made  to  many  groups  of  private  mono¬ 
polists  in  respect  of  undertakings  which  had  since  been 
abandoned,  or  had  sunk  into  insignificance,  although 
the  corporations  themselves  still  dragged  on  a  shadowy 
existence.  By  buying  out  the  holders  of  these  obsolete 
charters  it  was  possible  to  obtain  some  pretence,  at 
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least,  of  right  to  carry  on  business  as  a  corporation,  and 

one,  William  Smith,  promoting  the  United  Company  of 

Insurers  (a  Fire  Insurance  project),  openly  advertised: 

“If  any  persons  who  are  possessed  of  any  such  Charter, will  make  him 

proposals  at  his  House  in  Aldgate,  they  may  find  it  to  their  Advantage.” 

Sir  William  Thompson  himself  stated  that,  during  an 

inquiry  before  his  successor  into  a  later  group  of  peti¬ 
tions,  there  were  public  biddings  for  obsolete  charters 

in  the  Attorney  General’s  Chambers,  as  though  at  an 
auction  room.1 
It  was  to  this  expedient  that  the  subscribers  to  the 

Mercers’  Hall  Marine  Company  now  resorted.  In  the 
year  1568  charters  of  incorporation  had  been  granted 

to  two  bodies  called,  respectively,  the  “Governors, 

Assistants,  and  Commonalty  of  the  Mines  Royal,”  and 

the  “Governors,  Assistants  and  Society  of  the  Mineral 

and  Battery  Works.”  Both  societies  were  formed  for 

the  purpose  of  working  licenses  to  search  for  minerals, 

which  they  had  acquired  from  the  original  grantees. 

In  1604  and  1605,  respectively,  they  obtained  new 

charters  from  James  I;  but  by  i7T4>  when  they  amal¬ 

gamated  under  the  title  of  the  “Mines  Royal,  Mineral 

and  Battery  Works,”  both  societies  were  moribund, 

though  they  still  made  some  show  of  carrying  on  busi¬ 

ness.  Here  was  an  obvious  opportunity  for  a  deal.  The 

Mercers’  Hall  subscribers  were  advised  by  Counsel 

that  underwriting  might  lawfully  be  carried  on  under 

the  charters  in  the  possession  of  the  amalgamated 

society,  and  at  once  decided  to  acquire  them. 

This  was  not  an  expensive  business.  The  old  pro¬ 

prietors  numbered  only  about  124,  and  these,  with  the
 

exception  of  one  or  two  who  refused  to  sell,  wer
e 

bought  out  at  the  rate  of  £23.  8 s.  6 d.  per  share.  
On 

August  27th,  1718,  a  new  subscription  was
  opened  for 

the  purpose  of  carrying  on  an  underwriting  
business 

under  colour  of  the  charters,  and  in  Septembei  
Lord 

1  Daily  Courant ,  5  March,  1719;  House 
 of  Commons  Journals,  Vol.  XIX,  305. 
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CHAPTER  II  Onslow  became  a  Governor  of  the  joint  society.  By 

I574~I720  March,  1719,  a  nominal  fund  of  £1,152,000  had  been 
subscribed,  mainly  by  persons  previously  concerned 

in  the  Mercers’  Hall  Marine  Company,  and  in  that 
month  the  “Governors  and  Court  of  Assistants  and 
Societies  of  the  Mines  Royal  Mineral  and  Battery 

Mines  Royal  Works”  began  to  insure  ships  and  cargoes.  In  the  fol- insure  ships  •  cd 

and  cargoes,  lowing  May  they  presented  a  petition,  in  their  cor- 
Mar.,  1719.  ,  °  •  J  •  r  - r  ̂   ,, 

porate  capacity,  praying  for  Letters  Patent  to  insure 
ships  and  merchandise  at  sea,  exclusive  of  all  other 

corporations. 

The  immediate  reply  was  a  joint  petition  by  the  mer¬ 
chants  of  London  and  Bristol,  opposing  the  grant,  and 
praying  for  resumption  of  the  existing  charters,  on  the 

ground  that  they  had  become  obsolete,  and  were  being 
illegally  used  for  purposes  foreign  to  the  original  con¬ 
stitution  of  the  societies.  It  appears,  however,  that 
many  of  the  private  insurers  had  lost  heart,  or  gone 
over  to  the  enemy,  and  only  183  signatures  were  ap¬ 

pended. 

Attorney^  Both  Petitions  were  referred  to  the  new  Attorney 
General.  General,  Sir  Nicholas  Lechmere,  who  proceeded  to 

hear  counsel  and  witnesses.  These  proceedings  drag¬ 
ged  on  for  many  months;  but  the  Attorney  General 
appears  to  have  expressed  himself,  at  an  early  date, 

against  the  validity  of  the  charters.  In  order*  to  get round  this  obstacle,  Lord  Onslow  and  eighteen  other 
Governors  and  Assistants  of  the  Mines  Royal  pre¬ 
sented,  in  January,  1720,  a  petition,  as  private  indivi¬ 
duals,  for  a  charter  of  incorporation,  with  a  fund  of 

£1,152,000. 

BibbTeynds  Meanwhile,  on  December  22nd,  1719,  a  new  sub- 
Dec.,  1719.  scription  for  the  insurance  of  ships  and  goods  had  been 

opened  at  the  Marine  Coffee  House.  The  fund  pro¬ 
posed  was  £2,000,000 ;  but  it  is  characteristic  of  these 
mammoth  subscriptions  that  no  more  than  £1  per  cent, 
was  to  be  paid  down;  ijs.  6 d.  in  cash,  and  2s,  6d.  in 
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receipts  for  former  subscriptions, now  absorbed  by  the 
enterprise  at  the  Marine  Coffee  House.  Altogether,  5 12 
subscriberswere  obtained;  the  prime  movers  being  Lord 
Chetwynd,  a  nobleman  whose  family  enjoyed  great  Par¬ 
liamentary  influence,  and  Sir  William  Chapman,  a 
wealthy  merchant.  In  the  following  month  these  two, 

with  379  others, petitioned  for  a  charter  of  incorporation. 
It  is  noteworthy  that  Sir  William,  and  several  other 

subscribers  to  “Chetwynd’s  Bubble”  were  amongst 
those  who  had  petitioned  against  the  grant  of  a  charter 

to  the  Mercers’  Hall  Company.  They  now  explained 
that  they  had  objected  only  to  the  character  of  its  sub¬ 
scribers,  who  were  not  business  people.  They  had  no 

objection  to  “a  society  of  merchants  incorporated” 
such  as  was  now  proposed.  No  opposition,  however, 

was  offered  to  the  application  by  the  Mines  Royal. 

Indeed,  one  of  the  chief  arguments  put  forward  by 

Chetwynd’s  supporters  was  that  the  simultaneous 
erection  of  two  corporations  would  be  a  safeguard 

against  monopolistic  exploitation.  Behind  all  this  con¬ 
cern  for  the  public  interest  lies  the  plain  fact  that 

Onslow  and  Chetwynd  were  acting  in  collusion,  with 

a  view  to  pooling  their  Court  and  Parliamentary  in¬ 

terest,  and  that  a  large  section  of  the  original  opposi¬ 

tion  had  been  won  over  by  the  hope  of  sharing  a  lucra¬ 
tive  monopoly. 
Even  this  did  not  exhaust  the  list  of  those  anxious  to 

carry  on  underwriting  on  a  joint-stock  basis,  and  a 

third  petition  was  presented  in  January,  1720,  by 

Philip  Helbut  and  73  other  subscribers,  collectively 

known  as  “Shales’  Insurance,”  who  alleged  that  Hel¬ 
but  had  been  the  first  deviser  of  a  marine  insurance 

corporation,  but  had  been  swindled  by  Ram,  the 

banker  to  Chetwynd’s  subscription,  who  stole  his  idea 

and  lured  away  his  subscribers.  All  three  petitions 

were  referred  to  the  Attorney  General,  who  had  still 

before  him  the  petition  of  the  Mines  Royal. 
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CHAPTER  II  The  chief  interest  of  this  inquiry,  as  of  that  con- 

1574-1720  ducted  by  Sir  Edward  Northey  and  Sir  William 

Thompson  in  1718,  lies  in  its  bearing  on  the  rise  of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  as  the  headquarters  of  London 
underwriting.  From  the  evidence  and  arguments 

brought  forward  in  the  course  of  the  two  inquiries, 

and  in  the  broadsheets1  issued  by  parties  to  the  contro¬ 
versy,  we  obtain  a  very  clear  picture  of  underwriting 

conditions  in  the  first  quarter  of  the  eighteenth  cen¬ 
tury,  and  can  see  how  serious  a  matter  the  lack  of  such 

a  recognised  centre  had  become. 

The  state  of  The  chief  charge  brought  against  the  existing  system 

Underwriting.  .  .  .  ,  ,  .  °  .  °  r  .  .  .  ■. 

1720.  was  that  it  provided  inadequate  facilities  and  inade¬ 

quate  security.  It  was  also  asserted  to  be  unduly  ex¬ 

pensive. 
Alleged  Under  the  first  head,  the  advocates  of  a  corporation 
inadequacy  .  •  r  i  • 

of  market,  claimed  that  there  were  not,  in  tact,  enough  private 

underwriters  to  cope  with  the  volume  of  trade  requir¬ 

ing  insurance.  This  was  strongly  denied  by  the  op¬ 
position,  who  put  in  a  list  of  163  persons  who  had 

actually  underwritten  policies;  but  the  partisans  of  the 
Mines  Royal  retorted  that  most  of  these  were  men  who 

only  occasionally  transacted  insurance  business,  not 

regular  underwriters.  They  stated  also  that  the  majo¬ 
rity  of  the  private  insurers  wrote  very  small  lines, 

usually  only  £100,  and  that  £20,000  would  as  readily 

be  insured  by  a  Corporation  as  £500  by  a  private  in¬ 
surer.  Against  this  there  is  the  sworn  testimony  of 

1  These  broadsheets  include  : 

A  Letter  to  the  Chairman  of  the  Committee  by  a  Merchant ,  B.M.  357  b  3/61. 

A  Letter  to  a  Member  of  Parliament  by  a  Merchant,  B.M.  357  b  362. 

A  Second  Letter  to  a  Member  of  Parliament,  B.M.  357  b  3/63. 

Reasons  Humbly  offer'd  by  the  Societies  of  the  Alines  Royal,  &*c. ,  B.M.  357  b  3/86. 
Reasons  Humbly  offer'd  Against  the  Societies  of  the  Mines  Royal,  Crc. ,  B.  M.  357  b  3/76. 
Reasons  Humbly  offer'd  by  the  Lnsurers  of  Ships  and  Merchandize,  B.M.  357  b  3/81. 

Reasons  Humbly  offer'd  against  givingthe  Benefit  of  Lending  Money  on  Bottomree,  Sfc., B.M.  357  b  3/99. 

The  Office-  Keepers'  Answer  to  a  Scandalous  Reflection  on  them,  &°c.,  B.M.  357  b  3/ 73. 
All  are  undated  ;  but  from  internal  evidence  they  were  all  issued  after  the  appointment 
of  the  Select  Committee  on  Projects,  in  February,  1720. 
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leading  merchants  that,  “At  present  there  are  one  hun¬ 
dred  Persons  of  as  good  Credit  as  are  on  the  Exchange 

of  London,  who  underwrite  Policies  of  Assurance,” 
and  that  they  had  frequently  placed  risks,  for  their 

foreign  correspondents ,  up  to  £  5 ,000 ,  £ 1  o  ,000 ,  or  even 

£20,000  on  a  single  policy.1  On  the  whole,  it  seems 
safe  to  conclude  that  there  were  about  a  hundred  regu¬ 
lar  underwriters  in  London,  besides  others  who  occa¬ 

sionally  accepted  a  risk,  and  that  this  was  reasonably 
sufficient  for  the  current  volume  of  marine  insurance 

business,  although  it  might  easily  become  inadequate 

to  cope  with  any  expansion  of  that  business. 

The  projectors  were  on  surer  ground  in  attacking  the 
inconveniences  arising  from  the  want  of  any  kind  of 

organisation  in  the  insurance  market.  There  was 

really  no  reply  to  their  complaint  that  it  took  up  much 
time  for  the  Office  Keepers  (i.e.,  insurance  brokers) 

“to  pick  up  the  Insurers  here  and  there  as  they  can.”1 
This  was  the  strongest  argument  for  the  introduction 

of  a  new  system,  and  it  produced  effects  quite  un¬ 
dreamed  of  by  those  who  used  it. 

For  the  moment,  however,  it  was  round  the  question 

of  security  that  the  battle  raged  most  fiercely.  The  ad¬ 
vocates  of  a  corporation  alleged  that  a  large  proportion 
of  the  underwriters  were  men  of  small  substance, 

“known  scarce  to  any  but  (their  common  Vouchees)  the 

Office-Keepers,  or  Policy-Brokers;”  that  merchants 
had  lost  £2,000,000  by  the  failure  of  underwriters  in 

twenty  or  twenty-five  years,  and  that  “there  is  scarce  a 
Merchant  upon  Change  who  has  long  followed  the 

Business,  but  has  been  a  Sufferer  by  Private  Insurers.”1 
These  sweeping  charges  were  met  by  the  equally 

sweeping  assertion  that  “the  best  Men  upon  the  Ex¬ 

change  insure;”  but  there  was  some  awkward  evidence 

1  Attorney  General’s  Report  of  3  March,  1719/20,  and  affidavit  of  John  Barnard. 

2  Law  Officers’ Report  of  12  March,  1717/18. 

3  See  H.C.J.  XIX,  346,  A  Letter  to  the  Chairman  of  the  Committee ,  Sir
  William 

Chapman’s  evidence  in  Special  Report ,  and  A  Letter  to  a  Member  of  Parliament. 
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CHAPTER  II  as  to  the  insertion  of  sham  names  in  policies  for  the 

1574-1720  benefit  of  the  brokers,  and  a  still  more  awkward  cer¬ 

tificate  by  one  Joseph  Paice,  that  thirty-three  private 
insurers  had  failed  within  his  own  knowledge.  The 

charge  of  inserting  sham  names  was  indignantly  denied 

in  a  broadsheet  issued  by  eleven  brokers, who  describ¬ 

ed  themselves  as  the  persons,  “who  now  keep  Offices 

for  Insurance  near  the  Royal  Exchange  ”  ;  the  insurers 
were  more  concerned  with  rebutting  the  doubts 

thrown  on  their  own  stability.  It  was  even  stated,  in  a 

broadsheet  issued  on  behalf  of  the  projectors,  that  “An 
Authentick  List  has  been  delivered  to  Mr.  Attorney- 
General,  of  150,  or  upwards,  of  private  Insurers,  that 

have  failed  within  few  Years.”  This  statement  was  re¬ 
peated  by  Macpherson  in  his  Annals  of  Commerce;  but 

was  probably  a  mere  canard,  arising  from  some  con¬ 

fusion  between  Paice’s  list  of  failures  and  the  list  of 

practising  underwriters.  Paice’s  own  evidence  is  not 

so  easily  disposed  of.1 
It  is  not  stated,  unfortunately,  what  period  was 

covered  by  Paice’s  evidence;  but  in  the  evidence  in 

support  of  Shales’s  petition,  there  is  a  statement  that 

thirty  or  forty  private  insurers  “went  off  about  twenty 
years  ago,”  which  looks  very  much  like  a  reference  to 
the  tragedy  of  the  Smyrna  fleet,  and  Paice  himself  may 
have  had  the  same  great  disaster  in  mind.  There  can 

be  no  doubt  that  the  whole  of  the  evidence  for  the  pro¬ 

jectors  was  coloured  by  memories  of  the  events  leading 

up  to  the  Merchant  Insurers’  Bill  and,  while  they  were 
obviously  not  prepared  to  stick  at  a  trifle  in  blackening 
the  characters  of  underwriters  and  brokers,  it  must  be 

admitted  that,  in  1693,  the  stability  of  the  marine  in¬ 
surance  market  had  been  tested  and  found  wanting. 
Since  that  date  matters  had  probably  improved.  The 

sworn  evidence  of  the  London  merchants  in  1720  goes 

1  Report  of  3  March,  1719/20  ;  A  Letter  to  the  Chairman  of  the  Committee  ;  Macpherson, 
Annals  of  Commerce,  Vol.  Ill,  1805,  p.  87. 

Failures  of 

underwriters. 
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to  show  that,  despite  the  outbreak  of  war  with  Spain  in 

1718,  there  had  been  no  considerable  failure  since  the 

date  of  the  first  petition  by  the  Mercers’  Hall  Com¬ 
pany  in  1717.  It  is  clear  too,  that  the  reputation  of  the 
London  underwriters  was  good  enough  to  attract  a 

large  volume  of  foreign  business,  whereas,  according 
to  the  original  petition  of  the  London  merchants,  a 

good  deal  of  English  trade  had,  at  one  time,  been  in¬ 
sured  abroad. 

At  this  time,  as  later,  it  was  customary  for  merchants, 

in  placing  risks  for  their  foreign  correspondents,  to 

guarantee  the  underwriters  in  return  for  a  small  com¬ 

mission,  and  this  practice  of  “  insuring  the  insurer” 

was  a  favourite  topic  with  Onslow’s  and  Chetwynd’s 

supporters.  It  is  clear,  however,  that  the  English  mer¬ 

chants  were  in  a  far  better  position  than  their  corre¬ 

spondents  to  gauge  the  reputation  of  individuals,  and 

as  they  were  generally  willing  to  accept  the  risk  for  so 

little  as  1  os.  per  cent.,  their  attitude  was  really  a  strong 

testimony  to  the  honesty  and  financial  standing  of  the 

underwriters.1 

With  regard  to  the  cost  of  insurance,  there  were  two 

main  charges  against  the  existing  system.  It  was  said 

that  every  private  insurer  on  a  policy  had  to  be  sued 

separately,  thus  greatly  increasing  the  expense  as  well 

as  the  trouble  of  litigation,  and  that  “the  present  In¬ 
surers,  over  and  above  the  ten  per  cent,  mentioned  in 

the  Common  Policies  to  be  abated,  will  not  pay,  with¬ 

out  a  Suit,  unless  a  further  Abatement  of  six  Pounds 

per  cent,  be  made.”2 
To  the  second  of  these  points  no  reply  was  made,  and 

we  have  already  seen  that  Hatton  confirms  the  exist¬ 

ence  of  the  practice.  To  the  first,  it  was  replied  that 

most  disputes  were  settled  by  arbitration,  and  when  a 

resort  to  litigation  became  necessary,  it  was  usually 

1  See  evidence  by  Robt.  Aston  and  others  in  Law  Officers’  Report  of  12  March,  i7I7/lS- 
2  Ibid.  For  growth  of  the  “  Common  Policy,”  see  Chap.  VI, 

 post. 
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CHAPTER  II  agreed  that  the  trial  of  one  action  should  determine 

I574_I72°  the  question  on  the  whole  policy. 
Both  parties  naturally  sought  to  make  capital  out  of 

the  experience  afforded  by  the  operations  of  the  Mines 

tbeeMin0esSR°oyai.  R°yal  since  March,  1719.  It  appears  that,  during 
1719-20.  eleven  months,  the  society  insured  ships  and  goods  to 

the  value  of  £1,259,604,  with  a  profit  to  themselves  of 

£4,300,  and  that  nearly  500  persons  who  were  not 

members  of  the  Society  had  taken  out  policies.  Affi¬ 
davits  were  also  put  in  that  business  had  been  at¬ 
tracted  from  Amsterdam,  and  that  the  effect  of  the 

Society’s  operations  had  been  to  reduce  premiums 
during  the  war  with  Spain.  Here  was  evidence  of  a 

substantial  volume  of  business  which  clearly  distin¬ 
guished  the  scheme  from  the  countless  stock- jobbing 
ventures  of  the  time;  but  over  the  reduction  of  pre¬ 
miums  the  underwriters  joined  battle.  It  was  due, 

they  alleged,  partly  to  the  diminution  of  risks  by  naval 
protection  and  partly  to  deliberate  under-cutting  by 
the  Mines  Royal,  who  even  paid  losses  not  legally  due, 

“in  order  to  beat  the  private  insurers  out  of  their  busi¬ 

ness.” monopoly.  Il:  was  this  fear  that  was  the  real  motive  of  the  whole 
opposition.  It  sounds  reasonable  enough  to-day  to 

ask,  as  was  asked  in  Reasons  Humbly  Offer'd  by  the 
Mines  Royal ,  why  one  company  and  private  insurers 
might  not  subsist  as  well  as  one  Bank  and  private 
bankers;  but  corporations  and  monopolies  were  in¬ 
separably  associated  in  the  eighteenth  century,  and  no 
one  doubted  that  a  monopoly  or  quasi-monopoly  was 

the  projectors’  real  aim.  The  opposition  had  many 
hard  things  to  say  about  corporations  in  general:  they 
inevitably  involved  red  tape  and  delay;  they  were  lack¬ 
ing  in  enterprise;  they  were  hard  to  deal  with,  for 
Corporations  have  no  Sense  of  Shame  as  private  Per¬ 

sons  have.”  The  real  objection  that  underlay  these 
pious  generalisations  was  that  a  corporation,  able  to 
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make  calls  on  a  huge  subscribed  capital,  would  be  able  CHAPTER  II 

to  carry  on  business  at  a  loss  until  it  had  driven  the  I574_I72° 

private  insurers  out  of  business,  and  obtained  a  mono¬ 

poly  of  underwriting. 

So  strongly  did  this  fear  work  on  the  feelings  of  the  £^P£“Jioil 
private  insurers  that  many  of  them  were  ready  to  cover  of  insurers, 

their  risks  by  applying  for  shares  in  the  monopoly  they 

condemned.  It  was  stated  in  the  evidence  for  Onslow’s 

and  Chetwynd’s  schemes  that  no  fewer  than  seventy- 
three  of  those  who  had  petitioned  against  the  grant  of 

a  charter  were  now  applying  for  incorporation,  and  it 

appears  that  the  private  insurers  even  thought  of  tak¬ 

ing  the  wind  out  of  their  enemies’  sails  by  forming  a 
company  of  their  own;  for  a  broadsheet  was  issued 

suggesting  that,  if  a  Corporation  were  to  be  formed  at 

all,  the  charter  should  be  granted  to  those  already  en¬ 

gaged  in  underwriting,  who  would  accept  even  incor¬ 

poration  rather  than  lose  their  trade,  and  contribute 

£500,000  to  the  public  funds,  without  asking  any  ex¬ 

clusive  privileges  in  return.1 

It  is  to  be  noted  that  in  all  this  there  is  no  word  of  Ssde'!nJ»f“ 

Lloyd’s.  Neither  in  the  petitions,  nor  in  the  broad- 

sheets,  nor  in  the  official  reports  of  the  two  inquiries  is 

the  name  of  Lloyd  s  Coffee  House  so  much  as  men 

tioned.  It  is  simply  inconceivable  that  this  should  h
ave 

been  the  case  if  that  House  had  already  become  the 

headquarters  of  London  underwriting.  Indeed,  the 

outstanding  weakness  of  the  existing  system  was  
that 

the  underwriting  interest,  as  such,  had  no  headq
uar¬ 

ters.  Underwriting  was  not,  even  yet,  a  purely  speci¬ 

alised  business.  In  answer  to  the  charge  that  a 
 marine 

insurance  corporation  would  be  an  unwarrant
able  in¬ 

novation,  the  projectors  replied:  “Th
e  business  of 

Insurance  as  a  distinct  Employment,  is  i
n  itself  an 

Innovation,  the  knowing  and  wary  Traders  
themselves 

1  Reasons  Humbly  Offer'd  by  the  Ins
urers  of  Ships  and  Merchandize. 
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CHAPTER  II  being  formerly  the  only  Insurers.”1  It  is  clear  that  a 
I574_I720  great  deal  of  underwriting  was  still  done  by  men  mainly engaged  in  other  branches  of  commerce,  and  that 

neither  for  them  nor  for  the  professional  underwriters 
was  there  any  recognised  meeting-place.  Hence  the 

brokers  had  to  waste  their  time  in  “picking  up  the  In¬ 
surers  here  and  there”— at  Lloyd’s  Colfee  House  no 
doubt,  but  also  at  Garraway’s,  the  Marine,  and  other 
rival  establishments,  at  the  Royal  Exchange,  and  at 
many  scattered  private  offices. 

Committee  ̂ he  effect  of  this  inquiry  on  Lloyd’s  Colfee  House 

rneb.T72a  wil1  be  discussed  in  the  next  chapter.  Meanwhile  it  is 
necessary  to  turn  back  for  a  moment  to  the  petitions 
which  had  been  referred  to  the  Attorney  General. 
The  three  marine  insurance  schemes,  it  must  be  re¬ 

membered,  were  only  three  among  a  hundred  pro¬ 
jects,  mostly  of  the  flat-catching  variety,  then  com¬ 
peting  for  the  attention  and  money  of  the  public.  The 
South  Sea  boom  was  working  up  to  its  height,  and  the 
universal  demoralisation  that  accompanied  its  pro¬ 
gress  had  already  alarmed  the  legislature,  with  the  re¬ 
sult  that,  on  February  22nd,  1720,  while  the  Attorney 
General’s  inquiry  was  still  proceeding,  the  House  of 
Commons  appointed  a  Select  Committee  “to  inquire 
into,  and  examine,  the  several  Subscriptions  for  Fish¬ 
eries,  Insurances,  Annuities  for  Lives,  and  all  other 
Projects  carried  on  by  Subscription  in  and  about  the 
Cities  of  London  and  Westminster;  and  to  enquire  into 
all  Undertakings  for  purchasing  Joint  Stocks  or  obso¬ 
lete  Charters.”2 
Most  of  the  twenty-one  schemes  examined  by  this 

Committee  were  mere  bubbles  blown  by  speculators. 
There  was,  as  has  been  shown,  more  substance  in 

*  Attorney  General’s  Report  of  3  March,  1719/20. 
“  House  of  Commons  Journal ,  Vol.  XIX,  pp.  274-3. of  the  Committee,  see  pp.  2S5,  287-8,  300,  301,  302, 

h  or  the  subsequent  proceedings 

jOS-io,  341-51- 
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Onslow’s  and  Chetwynd’s  proposals;  but  they  suffered  CHAPTER  II 
from  their  bad  company,  and  for  some  time  their  fate  1574-1720 
hung  in  the  balance. 

During  the  first  few  days  of  March  the  Attorney  Attorney- 
General  presented  four  separate  reports,  duly  passed  Reports, 

on  to  the  Select  Committee,  dealing,  respectively,  with  Mai'’  I72°' 
the  petitions  of  the  Mines  Royal,  of  Lord  Onslow  and 

his  colleagues,  of  Lord  Chetwynd’s  group,  and  of  the 
subscribers  to  Shales’s  Insurance.  Of  these  the  most 
important  is  the  first,  dated  March  3rd,  1719/20,  on 
the  petition  by  the  Mines  Royal. 

The  first  part  of  this  report  afforded  ample  justifica¬ 
tion  for  the  change  of  tactics  which  led  Lord  Onslow 

and  his  associates  to  petition  as  individuals.  The  At¬ 
torney  General  held  that  neither  the  Mines  Royal  nor 

the  Mineral  and  Battery  Works  were  actually  in  being; 

the  persons  who  claimed  to  be  members  were  not  pro¬ 

perly  qualified;  insurances  “under  Colour  or  Pretence 
of  the  Charters  aforesaid,  or  in  the  Names  of  the  sup¬ 

posed  Corporations”  were  “illegal  and  unwarrant¬ 

able,”  and  proceedings  could  be  taken  against  those 
who  had  effected  them. 

This  was  sufficiently  emphatic;  but  Sir  Nicholas 

Lechmere  at  once  proceeded  to  qualify  his  legal  con¬ 
demnation  and  show  his  real  sympathies,  by  pointing 

out  that  Lord  Onslow  and  his  associates  in  these  “ille¬ 

gal  and  unwarrantable  proceedings”  had  acted  in  the 
public  interest,  since  their  only  object  was  to  make  an 

experiment  in  the  conduct  of  marine  insurance  by  a 

corporation.  He  added  that  no  complaint  had  been 

made  by  the  assured  of  the  way  in  which  the  business 
had  been  carried  on. 

Considering  Onslow’s  position  and  backing,  it  was 
quite  certain  that  no  official  action  would  be  taken  in 

respect  of  the  past,  and  the  important  part  of  the  At¬ 

torney  General’s  report  was  his  recommendation  as  to 
the  future.  Here  he  took  exactly  the  opposite  point  of 
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view  to  the  previous  Law  Officers,  and  saw  no  objec¬ 

tion  to  a  charter  of  incorporation,  “not  being  made  in 

any  manner  exclusive  of  others.”  By  this  he  evidently 
meant  that  private  underwriters  should  not  be  shut 

out;  for  in  his  report,  dated  March  7th,  on  Chetwynd’s 
petition,  he  expressly  recommended  that  only  one  cor¬ 
poration  should  be  created.  He  added  that  the  greater 

part  of  the  London  merchants  now  seemed  to  be  in 
favour  of  the  scheme. 

The  other  two  reports,  dated  March  5th  and  9th, 

respectively,  add  nothing  of  importance.  With  regard 

to  Helbut’s  allegations,  Lechmere  merely  recorded 
the  fact  that  they  had  been  denied  by  Ram,  and  ad¬ 
vised  that  Helbut  should  be  left  to  his  remedy  at  law. 

On  the  general  question  he  referred  to  his  previous 

reports. 
The  advocates  of  a  corporation  had  now  obtained  a 

definite  opinion  in  their  favour;  but  on  March  15th 

they  received  an  ugly  shock, when  the  Select  Commit¬ 
tee  reported  that  Sir  William  Thompson  had  accused 

the  Attorney  General  of  receiving  bribes  from  the 

petitioners.  The  Committee  had  examined  witnesses 

at  great  length,  and  in  the  result  the  House  resolved 

that  the  charges  were  “malicious,  false,  scandalous, 

and  utterly  groundless.”  The  evidence  suggests  some 
very  hard  swearing,  but  supports,  on  the  whole,  Lech- 

mere’s  assertion  that  he  had  received  no  more  than  his 
customary  fees.  It  is  perfectly  clear,  however,  that 

Case  Billingsley  had  offered  large  bribes  to  Thompson 

himself  and  to  Sir  Edward  Northey  in  1718.  Onslow 

and  Chetwynd  were  playing  a  subtler  and  deeper 

game.1 
Although  the  Commons  had  thus  exonerated  Lech¬ 

mere,  they  were  not  prepared  to  act  on  his  opinion. 
The  South  Sea  Bubble  itself  was  not  yet  pricked,  but 

the  rapacity  and  fraud  of  stock-jobbers  had  made  the 
1  Special  Report,  pp.  5-13:  H.C.J.,  XIX,  pp.  305-10. 
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very  name  of  company  odious,  and  Parliament  was 
already  in  the  mood  to  which  Swift  gave  trenchant 
expression  in  the  following  year: 

“There  is  a  gulf  where  thousands  fell, 
Here  all  the  bold  advent’rers  came; 
A  narrow  sound,  tho’  deep  as  hell, 
’Change-Alley  is  the  dreadful  name. *  #  *  *  # 

Subscribers  here  by  thousands  flote, 
And  jostle  one  another  down, 

Each  paddling  in  his  leaky  boat, 
And  here  they  fish  for  gold  and  drown. 

*  *  #  #  # 

Mean-time  secure  on  Garr’way  cliffs, 
A  savage  race,  by  shipwrecks  fed, 

Lie  waiting  for  the  founder’d  skiffs, 
And  strip  the  bodies  of  the  dead.”1 

In  this  mood,  Members  were  not  apt  to  discriminate 
between  one  scheme  and  another,  and  on  April  27th, 
when  the  final  report  of  the  Committee  was  presented, 
the  House  resolved  that  leave  should  be  given  to  bring 

in  a  bill  “to  restrain  the  extravagant  and  unwarrant¬ 
able  Practice  of  raising  Money  by  voluntary  Subscrip¬ 
tions,  for  carrying  on  Projects  dangerous  to  the  Trade 

and  Subjects  of  this  Kingdom.”  No  exception  was 
made  in  favour  of  the  projects  for  marine  insurance. 

Onslow  and  Chetwynd  had,  however,  another  card 
to  play.  The  expenditure  of  the  Crown  had  outrun 

the  Civil  List;  His  Majesty  was  heavily  in  debt,  and  as 
the  Grand  Committee  of  Supply  had  been  dismissed, 
no  further  provision  could  be  made  for  the  discharge 

of  the  Civil  List  debts.  The  two  main  groups  of  peti¬ 
tioners  accordingly  approached  the  King  direct,  with 

the  offer  that,  in  return  for  charters  of  incorporation, 

each  group  would  find  the  sum  of  £300,000  for  this 
purpose.  It  was  a  bribe  naked  and  unashamed;  but  it 

succeeded  where  all  arguments  of  public  policy  had 
failed.  On  May  4th  the  House  of  Commons  received  a 

1  The  South-Sea,  stanzas  35,  37,  and  39.  Garraway’s  and  Jonathan’s,  both  in  Exchange 
Alley,  were  the  chief  resorts  of  stock-jobbers. 
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CHAPTER  II 

1574-1720 

The  Bubble  Act. 

10  June,  1720. 

Royal  Message  conveying  His  Majesty’s  opinion  that 
the  erection  of  two  corporations  for  marine  insurance 

“exclusive  only  of  all  other  Corporations  and  Socie¬ 

ties,”  might  be  of  great  advantage  to  trade,  and  in¬ 
forming  them  that  the  petitioners  for  incorporation 

had  offered  to  pay  a  considerable  sum  of  money  for 

His  Majesty’s  use.  For  these  reasons,  he  hoped  for 

their  “ready  Concurrence  to  secure  and  confirm  the 
Privileges  his  Majesty  shall  grant  to  such  Corpora¬ 
tions;  and  to  enable  him  to  discharge  the  Debts  of  his 

Civil  Government,  without  burdening  his  People  with 

any  new  Aid  or  Supply.”1 
The  last  mentioned  argument  was  decisive,  and 

Henry  Pelham  had  no  difficulty  in  carrying  an  Address 

thanking  the  King  for  “His  gracious  Condescension  in 
desiring  the  Advice  of  this  House  upon  a  Matter  of 

such  Importance,”  and  recording  the  satisfaction  of 

the  House  at  seeing  “the  Honour  and  Dignity  of  the 
Crown  supported  under  the  Difficulties  which  the 

Necessity  of  your  Majesty’s  Affairs  may  have  occa¬ 
sioned”  without  any  increase  in  taxation. 
All  now  went  smoothly.  On  May  6th  leave  was  given 

to  bring  in  a  Bill  for  incorporation  of  the  two  com¬ 
panies;  a  motion  for  details  of  the  Civil  List  Debts 

being  dutifully  defeated.  On  May  12th  it  was  decided 

to  amalgamate  the  Bill  with  that  for  restraining  un¬ 

warrantable  projects,  and  on  May  31st  the  third  read¬ 
ing  of  the  combined  Bill  was  carried  by  123  votes  to 
22.  A  week  later  it  passed  the  Lords,  and  on  June  10th 

received  the  Royal  Assent.2 
The  provisions  of  the  Bubble  Act,  as  it  was  called,  re¬ 

flect  clearly  its  dual  origin.  It  begins  with  a  preamble, 
setting  forth  with  all  due  solemnity  the  evils  caused  by 

persons  who  had  “become  Bankrupts,  or  otherwise 
failed  in  answering  or  complying  with  their  Policies  of 

1  XIX,  355-6,  35 7-S ;  Political  State  oj  Great  Britain ,  XIX,  543. 
2  II.C.J.,XIX,  355-6,  357,  358,  361,  365-6,  368;  II  L.J.,  XXI,  350;  Slat.  6  Geo.  I,c.  18. 
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Assurance  ...  to  the  Ruin  or  Impoverishment  of 

many  Merchants  and  Traders,  and  to  the  Discourage¬ 

ment  of  Adventurers  at  Sea,  and  to  the  great  Diminu¬ 
tion  of  the  Trade,  Wealth,  Strength  and  publick 

Revenues  of  this  Kingdom.”  So  much  was  necessary 
in  order  to  cloak  decently  the  real  motives  that  had 

swayed  King  and  Parliament.  The  Bill  then  defines, 
in  its  first  seventeen  clauses,  the  terms  on  which  His 

Majesty  may  grant  two  charters  to  corporations  for 

marine  insurance;  after  which  it  proceeds  to  prohibit 

in  general  but  drastic  terms  all  undertakings  tending  to 

the  prejudice  of  trade ,  or  acting  as  bodies  corporate  with¬ 

out  legal  warrant,  or  carrying  on  business  under  obso¬ 
lete  charters,  with  provisos  excepting  the  privileges  of 

the  East  India  and  South  Sea  Companies,  and  all  cor¬ 

porate  undertakings  “settled”  before  June  24th,  1718. 

These  later  clauses,  from  which  the  “Bubble  Act” 

derived  its  name,  brought  dismay  to  a  horde  of  rapa¬ 

cious  speculators,  and  ruin  to  a  host  of  mushroom  con¬ 

cerns;  but  the  records  of  the  crash  must  be  sought  else¬ 
where.  The  details  of  the  terms  on  which  the  charters 

were  granted  belong,  equally,  to  the  history  of  marine 

insurance  companies  rather  than  to  the  history  of 

Lloyd’s.  For  present  purposes,  the  one  essential 

clause  is  No.  XII,  whereby  “All  other  Corporations  or 

Bodies  Politick,  before  this  Time  erected  or  estab¬ 

lished,  or  hereafter  to  be  erected  or  established  .  .  .  . 

and  all  such  Societies  and  Partnerships  as  now  are,  or 

hereafter  shall  or  may  be  entered  into  by  any  Person 

or  Persons, for  assuring  Ships  or  Merchandizes  at  Sea, 

or  for  lending  Money  upon  Bottomry,  were  expressly 

prohibited  from  carrying  on  such  business. 

All  policies  issued  by  such  Corporations,  societies,  or 

partnerships,  were  declared  to  be  ipso  facto  void,  and 

all  sums  underwritten  were  liable  to  be  sued  for  and 

forfeited,  one  half  to  the  King,  and  one  half  to  the  in¬ 

former.  A  proviso  follows  saving  the  right  of  private 
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or  particular  persons”  to  carry  on  marine  insurance  or 
lend  money  on  bottomry;  but  as  if  the  prohibition 

against  corporate  insurance  were  not  already  suffi¬ 

ciently  specific,  it  is  added,  “so  as  the  same  be  not  upon 
the  Account  or  Risque  of  a  Corporation  or  Body  Poli¬ 
tick,  or  upon  the  Account  or  Risque  of  Persons  acting 

in  a  Society  or  Partnership  for  that  Purpose.”  It  will 
be  seen  later  how  this  prohibition  came  to  be  em¬ 

bodied  in  the  constitution  of  Lloyd’s  itself. 
As  will  be  shown  in  the  next  chapter,  this  clause  had 

a  great  and  altogether  unexpected  effect,  not  only  on 
the  development  of  private  underwriting,  but  on  the 

development  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House.  Meanwhile,  it 
may  be  noted,  also  with  an  eye  to  future  events,  when 

the  whole  strength  of  Lloyd’s  was  brought  to  bear  for 
the  protection  of  the  Companies’  monopoly,  that  power 
was  given  to  revoke  the  charters,  at  any  time  within 

thirty-one  years,  on  giving  three  years’  notice,  and  on 
repayment  by  Parliament  of  the  £300,000  received  from 
each  Company.  Further,  if  the  continuance  of  the 
monopoly  should  be  deemed,  at  any  time  after  the  ex¬ 

piration  of  thirty-one  years,  “hurtful  or  inconvenient  to 
the  Publick,”  the  King  might  revoke  the  charters  with¬ 
out  notice  or  repayment,  and  in  such  event,  no  further 
charter  should  ever  be  granted  for  the  same  purposes. 
On  June  22nd,  charters  establishing  the  Royal  Ex¬ 

change  Assurance  Corporation  and  the  London  Assur¬ 
ance  Corporation  were  formally  granted.  The  Mines 
Royal  Mineral  and  Battery  Works  thereupon  discon¬ 
tinued  insurance,  and  by  deed  of  10th  September, 
1720,  the  capital  was  converted  into  Royal  Exchange 
Assurance  Stock,  Lord  Onslow  becoming  the  first 
Governor.  It  is  significant  of  the  continuity  under¬ 
lying  the  various  schemes  that  all  the  Governors, 
seventeen  directors,  and  several  subscribers  of  1717 
occur  in  the  Subscription  list  of  the  new  Company.1 

1  Weekly  Journal  or  British  Gazeteer,  5  November,  1720;  Blackstock,  op.  cit.,  p.  46. 
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Lord  Chetwynd’s  group,  at  the  same  time,  was  trans¬ formed  into  the  London  Assurance. 

Neither  group  apparently  had  originally  contem¬ 
plated  anything  but  marine  insurance;  but  in  Novem¬ 
ber,  1720,  a  merger  was  arranged  between  the  Royal 

Exchange  Assurance  and  a  subscription  for  fire  insur¬ 

ance  started  at  Saddlers’  Hall.1  The  London  Assurance 

absorbed,  in  similar  fashion,  a  fire  insurance  subscrip¬ 
tion  promoted  by  one  Overall,  who  was  mixed  up  in 

several  of  the  insurance  schemes  of  the  time,2  and  in 
April,  1721,  Fire  and  Life  Charters  were  granted  to 
both  bodies.  In  each  instance  a  distinct  organisation 

under  the  same  general  control  was  created  to  carry  on 
the  fire  and  life  business,  and  became  responsible  for 

one  half  the  payment  due  to  the  Crown. 

It  was  not  long,  however,  before  both  Corporations 
were  in  trouble.  One  of  the  accusations  made  against 

their  projectors,  by  the  opponents  of  incorporation, 

was  that  the  subscriptions  were  got  up  purely  for  the 

purpose  of  stock-jobbing,  and  while  it  is  certain  that 
the  schemes  differed  from  most  others  of  the  time  in 

having  some  solid  business  foundation,  it  is  equally 

certain  that  the  subscribers,  and  the  Corporations  them¬ 

selves,  trafficked  largely  in  South  Sea  Stock.  As  a 

natural  result,  they  found  themselves  in  difficulties  on 

the  bursting  of  the  Bubble,  and  the  Royal  Exchange, 

at  any  rate,  appears  to  have  been  unlucky  in  its  first 

experiments  in  marine  insurance.'  Neither  of  them 
was  able  to  meet  in  full  its  engagements  to  the  Crown, 

and  by  an  Act  of  1721,  one  half  of  the  consideration 

money  was  remitted  to  each  Corporation,  and  the  pay¬ 

ment  of  the  remainder  spread  over  a  series  of  instal¬ 

ments.4  These  circumstances  are  not  irrelevant  to  a 

history  of  Lloyd’s;  for  the  Companies’  difficulty  was 

the  underwriters’  opportunity. 
1  Political  State,  XX,  460-3. 

2  Street,  op.  cil.,  p.  16;  Relton,  op.  cit.,  pp.  123-6. 
3  Relton,  p.  156 

4  7  Geo.  I,  c.  27. 
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CHAPTER  III. 

LLOYD’S  COFFEE  HOUSE  IN  LOMBARD  STREET. 

i7I3"i768. 

THE  FOUNDATION  OF  LLOYD’S  LIST 

AND  LLOYD’S  REGISTER. 

BY  one  of  the  pleasant  ironies  of  history,  the  Act of  1720,  establishing  the  two  marine  insurance 

Corporations,  had  the  effect  of  placing  the  private 

underwriters  in  a  stronger  position  than  they  had  ever 

before  enjoyed,  and  led,  incidentally,  to  the  emer¬ 

gence,  not  of  the  Companies’  offices,  but  of  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House,  as  the  great  centre  and  stronghold  of  the 

underwriting  interest.  This  result,  so  utterly  different 

from  that  hoped  or  feared  by  the  parties  to  the  contro¬ 
versy,  can  be  traced  directly  to  the  provisions  of  the 
Act  itself. 

The  keynote  of  the  Act,  on  its  insurance  side,  was  the 

clause  prohibiting  the  insurance  of  ships  and  goods  at 

sea,  not  only  by  any  corporation  other  than  the  Royal 

Exchange  and  London  Assurance,  but  by  any  partner¬ 

ship  firm.  “Private  and  particular  persons”  were  free 

to  write  policies  only  “so  as  the  same  be  not  upon  .  .  . 
the  Account  or  Risque  of  Persons  acting  in  a  Society 

or  Partnership  for  that  Purpose.”  Hitherto  there  was 

nothing  to  prevent  a  “merchant  insurer”  from  writing 
a  line  on  behalf  of  his  business  firm,  and  the  early  poli¬ 

cies,  of  which  we  have  originals  or  copies,  are  fre¬ 
quently  subscribed  by  persons  accepting  a  risk  for  self 

and  partners.1  These  transactions  were  for  the  general 
partnership  account;  the  premiums  went  into  the  part¬ 

nership  funds,  and  if  the  firm  failed,  either  through  in- 
1  See  e.g.  Marsden,  Select  Pleas,  at  pp.  50,  51,  52. 
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surance  or  trading  losses,  the  assured,  in  the  event  of  a  CHAP.  Ill 

loss,  could  claim  only  the  same  dividend  as  any  other  1713-1768 
creditor. 

From  1720  onwards  all  this  was  changed.  No  mem-  Effects  of  Bubble 
,  r  '  ..  r  1  .  0  -  r  ,  Act  on  under- 
ber  01  a  mercantile  firm  could  write  on  the  firm  s  ac-  writing, 

count  without  exposing  himself  to  heavy  penalties.  If 

he  accepted  a  risk  on  his  own  account,  the  premiums 

must  be  appropriated  to  his  personal  estate,  and  kept 

entirely  separate  from  the  partnership  funds.  In  the 

event  of  a  loss  under  a  policy,  the  whole  of  his  accumu¬ 
lated  and  outstanding  premiums  were  available  to 

satisfy  the  assured.  If  the  firm  failed  in  business,  only 

the  surplus  of  the  premium  account,  after  all  losses 

had  been  paid  in  full,  became  available,  as  part  of  his 

personal  estate,  for  the  creditors  of  the  firm.  In  striv¬ 

ing  to  safeguard  the  monopoly  of  the  two  Corporations 

against  unauthorised  societies,  the  legislature  had,  un¬ 
wittingly,  enunciated  the  gospel  of  nineteenth  century 

Lloyd’s — “each  for  himself  and  not  one  for  another.” 
The  security  thus  given  to  the  assured  was  increased 

by  the  fact  that,  by  underwriting  custom  in  the 

eighteenth  century,  while  losses  must  be  paid  within  a 

month  of  settlement,  premiums  could  not  be  collected 

until  after  the  expiration  of  the  year;  so  that  the  under¬ 

writer  had  always  capital  advanced  and  locked  up, 

available  as  security  to  the  assured,  but  not  responsible 

for  any  trading  debts  of  his  firm.  It  frequently  hap¬ 

pened,  therefore,  that  the  personal  estate  of  an  under¬ 

writer  belonging  to  a  bankrupt  firm  paid  his  assured  in 

full,  while  the  partnership  estate  paid  only  a  negligible 

dividend.1 
This  had  two  effects.  It  increased,  incalculably,  the 

security  offered  to  the  assured  by  the  private  under¬ 
writer,  and  it  tended  to  hasten  the  development  of 

underwriting  as  a  specialised  business,  carried  on  by 

1  See  evidence  in  the  Report  from  the  Select  Committee  on  Marine  I
nsurance,  1810,  and 

Observations  on  the  Report  of  the  Committee,  by  Joseph  Marryat,  reprinted  for  Ll
oyd  s 

in  1824. 

E 
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persons  who  made  it  their  chief,  though  not  neces¬ 
sarily  their  sole  concern. 

In  order,  however,  to  make  head  against  the  competi¬ 
tion  of  the  Royal  Exchange,  and  London  Assurance,  it 

was  necessary  for  the  private  insurers  to  offer  equal  facili¬ 
ties  as  well  as  equal  security.  The  nuisance  of  being 

obliged  to  “pick  up  the  Insurers  here  and  there”  was 
so  obvious  that,  when  once  attention  had  been  drawn 

to  it,  the  underwriters  and  brokers  were  bound  to  find 

a  remedy.  It  was  clearly  necessary  for  them  to  settle 

upon  some  recognised  headquarters,  and  where  better 

could  they  turn  than  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  with  its 
extensive  mercantile  and  shipping  connection?  Many 

of  the  private  insurers  were,  no  doubt,  already  fre¬ 

quenters  of  Lloyd’s,  and  once  the  need  for  centralisa¬ 
tion  was  realised,  their  presence  would  attract  other 
customers  of  the  same  class.  There  was  no  question, 

as  yet,  of  any  formal  association;  nor  had  Lloyd’s  a 
monopoly  of  the  business.  Indeed,  down  to  the  end  of 

the  century  there  were  many  merchants  who  continued 

to  write  policies  at  other  coffee-houses  or  at  their  own 

offices.1  It  is  nevertheless  clear  that,  from  this  time 
onwards,  the  business  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  ac¬ 
quired  a  more  and  more  specialised  character,  and 
that,  by  the  middle  of  the  eighteenth  century,  the  in¬ 
fluence  of  its  frequenters  dominated  the  world  of 
marine  insurance. 

Thus  strengthened  in  their  position,  the  private 
underwriters  do  not  seem  to  have  found  the  competi¬ 
tion  of  the  two  Corporations  particularly  formidable. 
The  financial  troubles  from  which  both  companies 
suffered  in  their  early  years  disabled  them  from  carry¬ 
ing  on  an  effective  rate-cutting  policy,  and  they  pro¬ 
bably  found  some  difficulty  in  procuring  experienced 
underwriters  to  act  as  managers.  At  any  rate,  they 
soon  turned  their  chief  attention  to  working  up  the  fire 

1  Report  of  1S10.  Evidence  of  Angerstein. 
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and  life  side  of  their  business,  and  at  no  time,  pro-  CHAP.  Ill 
bably,  did  they  do  more  than  about  ten  per  cent,  of  the  1713-1768 
marine  insurance  carried  on  in  London. 

It  was  in  the  year  1734  that  the  new  position  of  Changes  in 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  the  commercial  life  of  the  ̂ Lioyd^ 
City  first  found  tangible  expression.  In  the  meantime,  Coffee  House' 
it  had  survived,  without  changing  its  name,  more  than 
one  change  of  ownership  since  the  death  of  Edward 
Lloyd. 

Lloyd,  as  has  been  seen, had  left  the  lease  of  the  house  Death  of  Wm. 

to  his  son-in-law,  William  Newton;  but  the  latter  did 
not  long  enjoy  his  new  position  as  Master,  for  on 

August  17th,  1714,  he  was  buried  in  the  “middle  aisle” 
of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth.  His  death  appears  to  have  been 
somewhat  sudden,  for  he  left  no  will;  but  on  August 
26th,  administration  of  his  goods  was  granted  to  his 

widow.1  There  were  no  children  of  the  marriage,  and 
Handy  Newton,  only  twenty-one  years  of  age,  was  not 
long  in  transferring  her  affections,  and  the  business,  to 

a  second  husband.  It  will  be  remembered  that  in  1710 

one  Samuel  Sheppard,  a  haberdasher,  was  the  occu-  Samuel 

pant  of  the  shop  on  the  ground  floor  of  No.  16,  Lorn- 

bard  Street.  Here  he  had  ample  opportunity  of  mak-  I7I5‘ 
ing  acquaintance  with  Handy  Lloyd.  It  is  even  pos¬ 
sible  that  he  and  Newton  had  been  rivals;  Edward 

Lloyd  himself  would  doubtless  favour  as  a  son-in-law, 
his  assistant  and  intended  successor  in  the  business. 

However  this  may  be,  a  License  was  issued  on  April 

1 6th,  1715,  only  eight  months  after  Newton’s  death, 
for  the  marriage  of  Samuel  Sheppard,  a  bachelor 

“above  27  years,”  of  the  parish  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth, 
and  Handy  Newton,  widow,  of  the  same  parish. 

1  Guildhall  MS.,  1003,  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  and  St.  Mary  Woolchurch  Haw,  Church¬ 

wardens’ Accounts.  In  the  Transcript  of  the  Registers,  the  name  is  wrongly  transcribed 
as  “Newboll”  (p.  2S2),  and  it  is  indexed  as  “  Newbold  ”  ;  but  the  Churchwardens’ 
Accounts  and  the  Register  of  Administrations  establish  the  identity  beyond  any  possi¬ 
bility  of  error. 
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His  married  happiness  was  not  of  long  duration,  for 

on  June  9th,  1720,  Handy  Shephard  (the  two  forms 

are  interchangeable  at  this  period)  was  buried  in  St. 

Mary  Woolnoth;  but  her  second  husband  continued  to 

carry  on  the  business,  and  appears  in  deeds  of  August 

6th,  1720,  and  June  21st,  1722,  as  the  tenant  of  Lloyd’s Coffee  House.  He  survived  his  wife,  however,  less 

than  seven  years,  being  buried  in  St.  Mary  Woolnoth 

on  February  4th,  1727.  Two  years  later,  on  February 

13th,  1729,  administration  of  his  estate  was  granted 

to  his  sister  Elizabeth,  the  wife  of  Thomas  Jemson.1 
Mr.  Thomas  Jemson,  who  was  a  member  of  the 

Shipwrights’  Company,  though  not  necessarily  a  prac¬ 
tising  shipwright,  is  a  person  of  real  importance  in  the 

history  of  Lloyd’s.  Whatever  his  previous  business 
may  have  been,  he  found  it  more  profitable  to  devote 
himself,  henceforth,  to  the  affairs  of  the  Coffee  House, 

which  he  took  over  very  soon  after  his  brother-in- 

law’s  death;  for  he  makes  his  appearance  in  the  Vestry 
Minutes  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  in  April,  1728.  As 

Master  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  he  was  concerned,  in 
the  same  year,  in  a  remarkable  scheme  which  bore  un¬ 
expected  fruit  a  few  years  later. 

This  scheme  of  1728  is  fully  described  in  a  very 

amusing  little  pamphlet  entitled  The  Case  oj  the 

Coffee-Men  of  London  and  Westminster.  Or,  an  Account 
of  the  Lnpositions  and  Abuses  put  upon  Them  and  the 

whole  Town ,  by  the  present  Set  of  News-Writers.  The 
complaint  of  the  Coffee-Men  was  that  they  were  prac¬ 
tically  compelled  to  take  in,  at  great  expense,  every 

newspaper  published,  that  almost  everything  of  value 

in  the  newspapers  was  gathered  at  the  coffee-houses; 

but  that  the  bulk  of  the  news  was  distorted  or  imagi- 
l  The  deeds  referred  to  are  recited  in  an  Abstract  of  Title  in  the  possession  of  Messrs. 

Coutts.  They  relate  to  the  eight  houses  built  by  Thomas  Bowes,  and  from  compari¬ 
son  with  earlier  and  later  lists,  the  house  occupied  by  each  tenant  can  be  clearly 

identified.  For  the  burials  of  Handy  and  Samuel  Sheppard,  see  Transcript,  p.  286 

(wrongly  indexed  as  280)  and  Guildhall  MS.  1002,  Churchwardens’  Accounts  of  St. 
Mary  Woolnoth. 
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nary.  The  writer,  “a  Coffee-Man,”  describes,  with  CHAP.  Ill 
much  humour  and  sarcasm,  the  way  in  which  news  1713-1768 
writers  forced  themselves  into  the  company  at  coffee¬ 
houses  in  the  hope  of  overhearing  conversations;  with 
the  result  that  they  were  invariably  detected,  and 

“  some  rouzing  Falshood  is  utter’d  in  their  Hearing for  a  Truth;  which  the  next  Day  comes  out,  upon 
Credible  Information ,  to  the  great  Wonder  and  Edifica¬ 
tion  of  the  whole  Town  ....  Earthquakes  and 
Inundations  [have]  done  incredible  Damage  in  Places 

where  they  never  happen’d.” 
He  points  out  further  that  the  advertisements,  which 

yielded  the  proprietors  of  the  Daily  Post ,  for  example, 
as  much  as  Three  Pounds  Fifteen  Shillings  on  a  good 
day,  derived  their  whole  value  from  the  coffee-house 
circulation  of  the  papers.  The  proprietors  were  paid 

on  both  hands:  “paid  by  the  Advertisers  for  taking  in 
Advertisements ;  and  paid  by  the  Coffee-Men  for  de¬ 
livering  them  out:  which  (to  make  use  of  a  homely 

Comparison)  is  to  have  a  good  Dinner  every  Day,  and 

be  paid  for  Eating  it.  Here's  Luck ,  My  Lads  !” 
In  these  circumstances,  a  number  of  the  Coffee-Men 

had  resolved  to  set  up  two  opposition  papers  of  their 

own;  one  a  morning  and  the  other  an  evening  journal, 

with  news  gathered  at  all  the  houses  subscribing  to  the 

scheme.  A  committee  of  eleven  “Managers”  was  ap¬ 

pointed,  among  whom  was  Thomas  Jemson  of  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House.  The  leading  Manager  seems  to  have 

been  William  Fielder,  of  John’s,  Sheer  Lane,  but  it  is 
clear  that  some  at  least  of  the  committee  meetings  were 

held  at  Lloyd’s. 

In  reply  to  the  Coffee-Men’s  attack,  the  Newswriters  ̂   Newswriters1 
brought  out,  “  The  Case  between  the  Proprietors  of  News 
Papers ,  and  the  Coffee-Men  of  London  and  Westminster 

fairly  Stated ” — a  scurrilous  little  pamphlet  with  very 
little  about  its  alleged  subject.  The  main  line  of  de¬ 

fence  was  the  cynical  argument  that  “these  plodding 
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CHAP.  Ill  Fellows”  proposed  to  print  only  ascertained  facts 
1713-1768  but — who  wants  to  read  the  truth?  No  doubt  the 

Newswriters  could  afford  to  laugh  at  the  scheme.  It 

wasnot  impracticable  in  itself;  for  a  journal  much  above 

the  average  of  that  day  could  have  been  compiled  by 

any  industrious  hack  from  the  pooled  intelligence  of 

the  coffee-houses;  but  the  scheme  would  have  required 

much  more  cohesion  than  actually  existed  among  the 

Coffee-Men,  and  a  large  measure  of  co-operation  by 

their  customers,  from  whom  the  intelligence  was  to  be 

obtained.  At  a  meeting  at  Tom’s  in  Wood  Street,  on 
November  30th,  1728,  Fielder  had  been  obliged  to 
confess  that  the  number  of  Subscribers  fell  far  short  of 

the  three  hundred  originally  proposed,  and  it  is  evident 

that  the  proposals  never  came  to  any  practical  issue. 

ThoS.  jemson  and  q^ere  can  be  very  little  doubt  that  it  was  this  abortive Lloyd  s  List.  t  J 

scheme  which  suggested  to  Thomas  Jemson,  or  led 

his  patrons  to  suggest  to  him, a  few  years  later,  the  de¬ 

sirability  of  setting  up  a  paper  of  his  own;  not  like 

Lloyd's  News ,  or  the  Coffee-Men’s  projected  publica¬ 
tions,  a  general  newspaper  entering  into  competition 

with  the  existing  journals,  but  a  specialised  business 

paper,  containing  the  news  most  required  by  the  cus¬ 

tomers  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  Flouse — the  current  shipping 
intelligence. 

Under  the  management  of  Newton  and  Sheppard, 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  Flouse  had  fully  maintained  its  posi¬ 
tion,  and  the  advertisements  suggest  that  its  business 

was  becoming  more  and  more  specialised.  There  seem 

to  have  been  weekly  sales  for  ships,  supplemented  by 

others  as  occasion  arose,  and  the  leading  ship-brokers 
were  in  daily  attendance.  Samuel  Eyre,  for  instance, 

who  put  up  ten  ships  for  sale  in  the  single  month  of 

March,  1719,  was  “to  be  spoke  with  every  day  at  Ex¬ 
change  Time,  on  the  Spanish  Walk,  or  before  and  after 

at  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house.”  Samuel  Brooks,  Abraham 
Coleman,  and  Joseph  Watkins — all  large  advertisers 
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during  1734 — divided  their  time  between  Sam’s  “next 

the  Custom  House”  in  the  morning,  and  Lloyd’s  in  the 
afternoon.1 
The  sale  of  ships  was  no  longer  the  only  distinctive 

feature  in  the  business;  but  the  gradual  rise  into  promi¬ 

nence  of  the  underwriting  element  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  has  left  scarcely  a  trace  in  the  books,  pam¬ 
phlets,  or  newspapers  of  the  time.  It  is  all  the  more 

important  that  the  one  piece  of  evidence  that  has  come 
down  to  us  should  be  clear  and  unmistakeable;  for 
there  can  be  no  reasonable  doubt  that  it  was  the  de¬ 

mand  of  the  underwriters  for  shipping  intelligence 

that  led,  in  1734,  to  the  establishment  of  Lloyd's  List. 
It  is  probable,  as  will  be  seen  below,  that  Thomas 

Jemson  had  died  a  few  weeks  before  the  first  number 

of  Lloyd's  List  actually  appeared;  but  the  preliminary 
negotiations  and  arrangements  must  have  occupied 

several  months  at  least,  and  while  the  first  suggestion 

for  the  paper  is  likely  enough  to  have  come  from  the 

underwriters  themselves,  Jemson’s  enterprise  in  adopt¬ 
ing  it  renders  his  name  well  worthy  of  rescue  from  the 
oblivion  in  which  it  has  lain  so  long. 

Before  proceeding  to  the  discussion  of  Lloyd's  List 
itself,  it  will  be  convenient  to  follow  Thomas  Jemson 

to  his  grave,  and  to  introduce  his  successor,  by  whom 

the  paper  was  carried  on  and  developed. 

Jemson  himself  was  buried  in  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  on 

February  15th,  1734.2  From  his  will  we  learn  that  he 

was  still  living  in  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  and  that  the 

living  rooms  contained  an  apartment  called  the  “  Red 
Room,”  the  furniture  of  which  he  left  to  a  sister.  The 
bulk  of  his  property  was  left  to  his  young  son,  Samuel. 

Mrs.  Jemson,  who  was  appointed  executrix  and  guar- 
1  Advertisements  in  the  Daily  Courant  for  March,  1719  (this  paper  uses  the  new  style 

in  its  dates)  show  that  there  were  sales  of  ships  on  the  4th,  nth,  18th,  19th,  20th 

and  25th  of  that  month.  For  advertisements  by  Brooks,  Coleman,  and  Watkins,  see 

the  Daily  Journal  of  1 734,  passim. 
2  Guildhall  MS.  1002. 
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dian,  renounced  probate,  as  did  two  alternative  execu¬ 

tors,  and  a  grant  of  administration,  with  will  annexed, 

was  made  on  March  26th  to  “Rebecca  Sheppard, 

Spinster,  the  executrix  or  guardian  lawfully  assigned 

to  Samuel  Jemson  a  minor.”  From  her,  the  house 
passed  in  1738  to  her  nephew  Richard  Baker,  who  may 

very  possibly  have  been  managing  it  for  her  mean¬ 

while,  in  the  interests  of  the  infant,  and  have  pur¬ 

chased  it  in  1738  by  a  family  arrangement.1  If  so,  a 
most  important  part  of  his  duty  was  to  superintend  the 

launching  of  Lloyd's  List. 

The  date  1734  is  clearly  established  for  the  first  ap¬ 

pearance  of  Lloyd's  List  by  the  report  of  a  special  Sub- 

Committee  of  Lloyd’s,  appointed  in  1837  to  consider 
improvements  in  the  method  of  publication.  This  re¬ 

port,  dated  June  21st,  1837,  states  explicitly  “ Lloyd's 
List  .  .  .  has  existed  103  years,  and  during  the  whole 

of  that  long  period  it  has  been  considered  the  most  cor¬ 

rect,  authentic,  and  official  document  of  the  kind.” 
Unfortunately,  the  earliest  issue  of  the  paper  that  has 

come  down  to  us  is  that  for  “Friday,  January  2,  1740” 
— that  is  to  say,  1741  by  modern  reckoning.  This  issue 
is  numbered  560  and  carries,  immediately  under  the 

title,  the  following  notice  : 

“This  List,  which  was  formerly  publish’d  once  a  Week,  will  now  con¬ 

tinue  to  be  publish’d  every  Tuesday  and  Friday,  with  the  Addition  of 
the  Stocks,  Course  of  Exchange,  &c — Subscriptions  are  taken  in  at 

Three  Shillings  per  Quarter,  at  the  Bar  of  Lloyd's  Coffee-House  in 
Lombard  Street.  Such  Gentlemen  as  are  willing  to  encourage  this 

LJndertaking,  shall  have  them  carefully  deliver’d  according  to  their 

Directions.” 
This  notice  continued  to  appear  at  the  head  of  every 

issue  until  the  end  of  the  year  1755 — a  fact  overlooked 
by  those  who  assumed  that  it  was  first  inserted  in 

1  Richard  Baker’s  will  was  proved  by  his  Aunt,  “  Rebecca  Sheppard,  Spinster.”  In  the 
Guildhall  MS.  1008,  “  Names  of  Inhabitants  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth,”  he  is  entered 
as  becoming  a  householder  at  Christmas,  1738.  His  wife,  Martha,  may  perhaps  be 
the  Martha  Sheppard  who  was  granted,  on  February  14th,  1738,  administration  of  the 

estate  of  her  brother,  Thomas  Sheppard  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth;  but  there  is  no 

definite  proof  of  this,  or  of  any  relationship  between  Thomas  and  Samuel  Sheppard. 
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January,  1741,  and  sought,  accordingly,  to  fix  the  date 

by  calculating  back  from  No.  560,  at  the  rate  of  52 
numbers  a  year. 

On  the  assumption  that  the  first  issue  of  1734  was 

published  early  in  the  year,  the  change  to  bi-weekly 
publication  must  have  taken  place  at  the  beginning  of 

1737,  when  the  paper  had  been  three  years  estab¬ 

lished.1  The  days  of  publication — Tuesday  and  Friday 
— were  probably  chosen  because  it  was  on  those  nights 
that  the  foreign  mails  were  despatched. 

From  the  wording  of  the  notice, it  would  appear  that, 

during  the  first  three  years  of  its  existence,  the  List  con¬ 
tained  nothing  but  shipping  intelligence,  and  that  its 

other  features,  such  as  the  price  of  stocks,  were  only 

added  in  1737.  It  was, in  any  event,  the  ship  news  that 

gave  Lloyd's  List  its  real  significance. 
To  the  underwriter,  even  more  than  to  the  merchant 

and  shipowner,  prompt  intelligence  of  arrivals,  depar¬ 
tures,  and  casualties  was  of  vital  importance.  As  the 

volume  of  underwriting  business  at  Lloyd’s  increased, 
it  must  early  have  become  apparent  that  more  com¬ 
plete  and  systematic  intelligence  was  needed  than 

could  be  provided  by  pooling  the  correspondence  re¬ 
ceived  by  individual  frequenters  of  the  house.  There 

was  no  difficulty  in  finding  correspondents  at  the  ports 

who,  for  a  small  consideration,  would  send  in  regular 

lists  of  vessels  arrived,  and  notes  of  any  disasters  re¬ 

ported — the  editors  of  the  eighteenth  century  news¬ 
papers  and  the  writers  of  the  news  letters  all  had  their 

‘ c  own  correspondents . ’ ’  Postage ,  however ,  was  a  serious 
matter  in  days  when  a  single  sheet  was  charged  4 d.,  a 

double  sheet  8<L,  and  an  ounce  is.  4 d.  for  any  distance 

1  It  seems  probable  that  publication  began  in  April,  1 734>  the  first  month  of  the  official 

year.  This  would  fit  in  with  the  numbering  of  the  earliest  extant  issue. 

9  months,  1734,  at  52  issues  per  annum  ...  ...  4° 

Two  years,  1735-6,  at  52  issues  per  annum  ...  ...  ...  104 

Four  years,  1737-40,  at  104  issues  per  annum  ...  ...  4j6 

56° 

No.  560,  as  mentioned  above,  was  actually  the  issue  for  January  2nd,  1741. 
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CHAP .  Ill  over  80  miles  from  London,  and  fifty  per  cent,  added  to 

I7I3— i768  this  charge  for  letters  from  Edinburgh  or  Dublin,  and 
regular  despatches  from  a  large  number  of  ports  would 
soon  eat  away  the  profits  of  a  trade  journal  withaneces- 
sarily  small  circulation.  The  only  way  to  overcome  this 
difficulty  was  to  effect  an  arrangement  with  the  Post 
Office  officials,  who  looked  to  perquisites,  rather  than 
to  salaries,  for  the  greater  part  of  their  remuneration. 

trthrgoesToffice  Suctl  an  arrangement  may,  of  course,  have  been  made 
for  ship  news,  even  before  1734,  when  it  was  decided  to  print  the  in¬ 

telligence  received.  The  Post  Office  records,  unfortu¬ 
nately,  show  neither  the  date  of  the  original  arrange¬ 
ment,  nor  its  character,  nor  by  whom  it  was  made.  All 

their  evidence  refers  to  a  later  period,  when  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  had  developed  into  something  more  like 

the  Lloyd’s  of  to-day.  Even  then,  however,  Lloyd's  List was  carried  on  by  the  Masters  for  their  own  profit,  and 
there  is  no  reason  to  think  that  the  arrangements  dif¬ 
fered  in  any  essential  from  those  in  force  in  1734. 
What  is  certain  is  that,  in  1788,  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 

had  correspondents  at  the  principal  British  and  Irish 
ports,  who  sent  in  regularly  lists  of  arrivals,  sailings, 
and  casualties,  addressed  to  the  Post  Master  General 

with  the  word  “Lloyd’s”  in  the  corner.  These  lists, being  addressed  to  the  Post  Master  General,  were  en¬ 
tirely  free  of  postage,  and  immediately  on  the  arrival  of 
the  mails,  the  lists  were  opened  and  handed  to  a  mes¬ 
senger  sent  by  the  Master  of  the  Coffee  House,  who 
thus  received  them  several  hours  before  the  ordinary 
delivery  of  the  letters.  In  return  for  this  free  trans¬ 
mission  and  early  delivery,  the  Master  paid  the  sum  of 
£200  a  year,  which  was  evenly  divided  between  the 
Secretary  of  the  Post  Office  and  the  Comptroller 
General  of  the  Inland  Department.1 

Jenth  Report  of  the  Commissioners  on  Fees .  Gratuities ,  &>c.  of  Public  Offices,  30  June, 

of  P;sfbfficO?o0rp  M  c  ’iVn’  76Y64’  7!9’  ?*>’  8l,°  ;  otters  
Freelfng  Secretary 

\  osc  uttice)  to  l  •  Al.G.  18  November  and  2  December,  1702  •  Eighth  Report  nf 

/t/.^rrsTAppentol^  etU1Uire  
iHt°  th£  ManaSement  °f  th‘  Post  Office  Dl 
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In  a  letter  written  by  the  Secretary  of  the  Post  Office  CHAP.  Ill 

in  1792, there  is  a  list  of  persons  who  “correspond  with  1713-1768 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,”  comprising  thirty-two  names 
and  twenty-eight  ports.  In  1734  the  number  of  regu-  ̂ 3?  1734 
lar  correspondents  was  certainly  smaller  and  the  and  1792. 

annual  payment,  in  all  probability,  proportionately 
less.  Nevertheless  the  concession  was  of  the  utmost 

value;  the  more  so  because  the  privileges  were  of  an 

exclusive  character,  giving  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  a 
practical  monopoly  of  complete  and  up-to-date  ship¬ 

ping  intelligence.  This  monopoly,  however,  was  not 

granted  without  consideration  of  the  public  interest. 

Although  the  annual  payment  made  by  the  Master  was 

a  perquisite  of  the  Post  Office  officials,  the  arrange¬ 
ment  required  the  sanction  of  the  Post  Master  General, 

and  such  sanction  appears  to  have  been  given  on  the 

understanding  that  the  information  contained  in  the 

shipping  lists  should  be  available  to  the  public  at  large. 

Not  only  was  Lloyd’s  List  procurable  by  anyone  who 
was  willing  to  subscribe  twelve  shillings  a  year, but  the 

lists  themselves  were  posted  at  the  coffee-house,  and 

open  to  public  inspection.  The  whole  body  of  traders, 

shipowners,  and  underwriters  benefited  by  the  intelli¬ 

gence  received;  the  Master  of  Lloyd’s  reaped  a  suffi¬ 
cient  return  for  his  outlay  in  the  custom  of  those  who 

flocked  to  his  coffee-house  for  an  early  perusal  of  the 

news,  and  in  the  magnificent  advertisement  given  to 

it  by  Lloyd’s  List } 

The  earlier  issues  of  Lloyd’s  List  are  very  poorly  re¬ 

presented  in  the  great  collection  of  newspapers  at  the 

British  Museum,  but  the  blank  is  fortunately  filled  by 

the  file  at  Lloyd’s,  which  begins,  as  has  been  said,  with 

the  volume  for  1741,  and  from  this  date  lacks  only 

those  of  1742,  1743,  and  1756. 

At  this  time,  and  for  many  years  afterwards,  Lloyd  s 

1  Freeling  to  P.M.G.,  12  December,  1792  ;  and  Reports  already  
cited. 
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CHAP.  Ill  List  consisted  of  a  single  leaf,  about  12  inches  by  7J 
i7i3~i768  inches  in  size,  the  front  page  being  given  up  to  miscel¬ laneous  commercial  information,  and  the  back  page  to 

shipping  intelligence.  Taking  the  earliest  extant  issues 
Contents  of  aS  typical,  the  rate  of  exchange  at  London  on  Dublin 

LI°i74i.Llst'  and  fourteen  continental  centres  forms  the  first  item. 
Then  follow  Aids  in  the  Exchequer  given  and  paid  off; 
the  price  per  ounce  of  Gold  in  Coin,  Pieces  of  Eight, 
and  gold  and  silver  bullion;  the  price  of  Annuities;  the 
price  of  Cochineal  per  pound,  and  announcements 
with  regard  to  State  Lotteries.  After  this  come  the 
Stock  Exchange  quotations.  These  present  a  strange 
contrast  to  the  crowded  columns  of  a  financial  paper, 
or  even  an  ordinary  daily  journal,  in  the  twentieth  cen- 
tury.  In  No.  560,  for  instance,  less  than  a  score  of 
securities  are  quoted.  Quotations  are  given  for  Wed¬ 
nesday  ,  Thursday ,  and  Friday;  but  even  in  this  short  list 
there  are  several  blanks,  showing  that,  on  one  or  other 
of  the  days,  no  recorded  transactions  had  taken  place. 
A  few  notices  as  to  the  opening  or  closing  of  transfer 
books,  and  dates  for  payment  of  dividends,  Navy,  and 
Victualling  Bills,  complete  the  front  page  of  the  List. 
On  the  back,  under  heading  “The  Marine  List,”  ap¬ pear  notices  of  the  arrival  of  ships  at  Gravesend, 
Loestoff,  Harwich,  Leverpool,”  Bristol,  Penzance, 

Falmouth,  Dartmouth,  “Pool,”  Cowes,  Southampton, Portsmouth,  Dover,  the  Downs,  Dublin,  and  Cork. 
The  information  given,  in  each  instance,  comprises  the 
date,  ship  s  and  Master  s  names, and  port  from  whence 
arrived.  In  a  few  instances  only,  the  list  of  arrivals  is 
varied  by  notices  of  sailings,  or  the  destination  of  ships 
touching  at  a  port  of  call.  The  direction  of  the  wind  at 
Deal  on  the  last  three  days  completes  the  ‘ ‘  Marine  List . ’ ’ 
This  description  will  suffice,  with  very  little  addition, 

for  any  issue  of  Lloyd's  List  throughout  the  eighteenth century.  For  many  years  the  only  addition  to  the  mis¬ 

cellaneous  information  on  page ‘one  was  the  time  of 
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high-water  at  London  Bridge  “from  Mr.  Flamstead’s  CHAP.  Ill 

(sic)  correct  Tide  Table,”1  and  this  was  subsequently  1713-1768 

discontinued.  The  “Marine  List”  occasionally  con¬ 
tained  arrivals  at  other  British, and  a  few  foreign  ports. 

Occasionally,  too,  there  were  added,  under  the  sub¬ 

title  of  “Ship  News,”  a  few  paragraphs  relating  to 
casualties,  missing  vessels,  and  extraordinary  occur¬ 
rences  at  sea.  Typical  of  the  latter,  is  a  paragraph  in 

No.  565,  concerning  an  unnamed  vessel  which  had  been 

abandoned  by  the  captain,  for  want  of  provisions, when 

144  days  out  from  Dublin  for  Philadelphia.  Captain 

Higgins  must  have  met  with  exceptionally  bad  luck  to 

make  so  bold  a  bid  for  the  wooden  spoon  of  the  Atlan¬ 

tic;  but,  at  the  best,  voyages  were  slow,  and  news  from 
New  York  was  seldom  less  than  a  month  old;  from 

Lisbon  it  arrived  in  about  a  week,  but  from  the  Medi¬ 

terranean,  from  Hamburg,  and  even  from  the  Scotch 

and  Irish  ports,  it  took  ten  days  or  a  fortnight. 

Scanty  as  was  the  information  afforded  by  Lloyd's  ?®o£k?Ke,s  10 
List,  it  was  well  worth  the  modest  subscription  of 

twelve  shillings  a  year  to  the  eighteenth  century  mer¬ 
chant.  In  the  words  of  the  Sub-Committee  of  1837,  it 

was  “the  most  correct,  authentic,  and  official  docu¬ 

ment  of  the  kind,”  and  as  such  it  found  subscribers  not 

only  among  the  frequenters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House, 
but  among  traders  and  underwriters  all  over  the 

country,  and  even  abroad.  “I  need  not  remind  your 

Lordships,”  wrote  the  Secretary  to  the  Post  Office,  in 

1792,  “that  Lloyd's  List  is  universally  received  all  over 
the  country  as  the  Gazette  of  Ship  News,  and  by 

1808  it  was  so  widely  circulated  on  the  Continent  as  to 

require  careful  censorship  in  time  of  war." 

In  the  evolution  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  however, 

the  early  delivery  and  posting  of  the  intelligence  was 

1  Tohn  Flamsteed,  a  friend  of  Isaac  Newton’s,  was  the  first  Astronomer 
 Royal. 

2  FreelingtoP.M.G.  18  November,  1792,  from  MS.  book  “Freeling’s  Repo
rts  to  P.M.G.^ 

(In  another  MS.  Book,  “Observations  on  the  Report  of  the  Commissio
ners  of  Enquiry, 

1793,  the  word  “usually”  appears  instead  of  “universally”  ;  but 
 this  is  probably  a 

copyist’s  error)  ;  George  Curling  (Chairman  of  Lloyd’s)  to  P.M.G
.  15  Nov.,  ibob. 
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even  more  important  than  its  publication  in  Lloyd's 
List ,  and  to  this,  above  everything  else,  must  be  attri¬ 
buted  the  rapid  rise  of  the  House  as  not  merely  a 
centre,  but  the  centre,  of  London  underwriting.  With 
this  there  was  associated,  partly  as  cause  and  partly  as 
effect,  a  great  increase  in  the  volume  of  underwriting 
transactions.  The  effects  of  the  Bubble  Act,  the  cen¬ 

tralisation  of  underwriting  at  Lloyd’s,  and  the  im¬ 
proved  system  of  shipping  intelligence,  all  tended  to 
encourage  and  facilitate  the  insurance  of  ships  and 
cargoes.  In  an  Admiralty  minute  of  1741,  the  ten¬ 
dency  of  ships  to  break  convoy,  with  a  view  to  fore¬ 
stalling  the  markets,  is  expressly  attributed  to  the  con¬ 
fidence  engendered  by  the  growth  of  marine  insurance 
since  the  war  of  1718-20,  and  whether  the  deduction  in 
this  minute  be  correct  or  no,  there  is  no  reason  to  doubt 

the  increase  in  underwriting.1 

The  war  with  Spain,  into  which  Walpole,  very  much 
against  his  own  will,  was  forced  in  1739,  by  the  popu¬ 
lar  outcry  over  the  affair  of  Jenkins’  ear,  had  the  usual 
effect  of  stimulating  the  underwriters’  business.  It 
added,  also,  to  the  interest  and  importance  of  Lloyd's 
List ,  for  the  paragraphs  of  “Ship  News”  at  this  period 
mostly  relate  to  the  capture  of  English  ships  bv  enemy 
cruisers  and  privateers,  or  to  the  successes  of  our  own fleets. 

Even  at  this  early  date,  it  seems  to  have  been  the  prac¬ 
tice  for  the  Government  to  send  immediate  intelligence 
to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  of  any  great  victory  at  sea.  At any  rate ,  the  substance  of  Anson  s  despatch  announcing 
his  defeat  of  De  la  Jonquiere,was  known  at  Lloyd’s  on 
the  day  of  its  receipt,  in  time  for  the  frequenters  to 
report  the  news  to  their  country  correspondents.2 
I  ̂ 7“  ^ll  Herbert  Richmond,  The  Navy  in  the  War  of  iyjg-48,  Vol  I  pp  184  a - I0th  Report  IV,  Westmorland,  &c. ,  p.  144.  MSS.of  Captam  StSrt 

of  Alltyrodyn  ;  letter  of  May  6th,  1747,  headed  “  Lloyd’s”  and  beginning,  “Early th.s  morning ,  Capt  .Dennis,  of  His  Majesty’s  Ship  the  Centurion  arrived  express 
from  the  Admirals  Anson  and  Warren.”  

express 
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On  one  occasion  at  least,  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  was 
able  to  forestall  the  official  news,  for  in  the  Gentleman' s 
Magazine  of  March,  1739/40,  we  read,  under  date 
March  nth: 

“Mr.  Baker,  Master  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street, 

waited  on  Sir  Robert  Walpole,  with  the  news  of  Admiral  Vernon’s 
taking  Porto  Bello.  This  was  the  first  Account  received  thereof,  and 

proving  true,  Sir  Robert  was  pleased  to  order  him  a  handsome  Present. 

Mr.  Baker  had  his  Letter  of  Advice  by  the  Titchfield,  Capt.  Gardner 

from  Jamaica,  who  sail’d  from  thence  with  the  Triumph,  Capt.  Ren¬ 

ton,  and  got  to  Dover  a  Day  before  him.” 

It  was  a  narrow  margin;  but  it  sufficed  to  enrich  and 

immortalise  Mr.  Richard  Baker,  whose  name,  alone 

among  the  later  Masters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  has 
hitherto  been  known  in  history. 

At  this  date  the  war  was  popular,  especially  with  the 

mercantile  class,  who  hoped  for  a  peace  that  would 

open  up  the  Spanish  colonies  in  America  to  British 

trade.  The  capture  of  Porto  Bello  on  the  Spanish 

Main,  one  of  the  ports  of  assembly  for  the  Flota,  was 

a  good  beginning,  and  it  is  easy  to  understand  Walpole’s 
generosity  to  the  bearer  of  news  which  set  all  the  bells 

in  England  ringing,  and  established  the  Vernon’s  Head 
as  the  most  popular  tavern  sign  in  the  country. 

It  was  not  long,  however,  before  the  “ringing  of 

bells”  changed,  as  Walpole  had  prophesied  on  the  out¬ 

break  of  war,  to  “wringing  of  hands.”  The  British 

Navy  was  in  a  low  state  of  efficiency,  and  it  was  not 

until  the  war  had  dragged  on  for  six  or  seven  years  that 

sound  strategical  dispositions  afforded  satisfactory  pro¬ 

tection  to  British  trade.  Enemy  cruisers  and  priva¬ 

teers  swarmed  in  the  Channel  and  the  Soundings,  and 

the  long  list  of  captured  ships  and  cargoes  in  Lloyd  s 

List  must  often  have  made  sad  reading  for  the  under¬ 

writers,  especially  after  March,  i744>  when  France 

threw  her  weight  into  the  war,  on  the  side  of  Spain. 

It  was  not,  however,  only  the  fate  of  British  ships  in 

which  the  frequenters  of  Lloyd’s  were  interested,  and 
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many  an  earnest  student  of  Lloyd’s  List  when  he  read 
in  the  issue  for  May  19th,  1747,  of  the  captures  from 

De  la  Jonquiere’s  convoy,  may  have  grieved  as  an 
underwriter,  while  he  rejoiced  as  an  Englishman.  The 

business  of  insuring  enemy  ships  and  cargoes  was  well 

established  and  brought  no  disrepute  on  those  who 

practised  it.  The  low  public  spirit  of  the  eighteenth 

century,  and  the  Mercantilist  theories  which  looked  to 

an  influx  of  bullion  and  specie  as  the  true  end  of  com¬ 

mercial  policy,  were  both  against  any  drastic  restric¬ 
tion  of  trading  with  the  enemy.  When  a  Bill  was  brought 

in,  in  1741^0  “restrain  all  Assurances  on  any  Ships  or 
Effects  of  the  Subj  ects  of  any  Prince  or  State  not  in  Amity 

with  the  Crown  of  Great  Britain,”  the  London  Assur¬ 
ance  Corporation  petitioned  against  it,  and  it  was  finally 

dropped  for  lack  of  the  necessary  quorum  of  forty 

Members  on  the  question  that  the  House  do  go  into 

Committee.  Its  fate  may  have  been  partly  due  to  the 

fact  that  the  Bill  also  contained  clauses  prohibiting  in¬ 

surances  “Interest  or  no  Interest,”  and  insurances  on 
any  foreign  ships  and  cargoes  to  or  from  the  East  Indies , 

both  of  which  met  with  strong  opposition.1 
It  was  not  until  1748,  the  last  year  of  the  war,  that  an 

Act  was  actually  passed  prohibiting  the  insurance  of 
vessels  or  goods  belonging  to  French  subjects,  and 
even  then  the  Government  did  not  venture  to  inter¬ 

fere  with  the  acceptance  of  risks  on  Spanish  property. 
Probably  they  felt  that  any  attempt  to  shut  down  the 
lucrative  business  of  insuring  the  treasure  fleets  would 
arouse  too  strong  an  opposition,  and  thus  defeat  the 
main  object  of  the  Bill,  the  exertion  of  pressure  on  our 

principal  antagonist.2 
1  Corbyn  Morris,  An  Essay  towards  deciding  the  Important  Question ,  Whether  it  be  a 

National  Advantage  to  Britain  to  Insure  the  Ships  of  her  Enemies  ?  1 747,  and  2nd  edn. 
1758  ;  H.C.J.  XXIII,  674.  697,  700;  Parliamentary  History ,  XII,  7-26.  The 
report  of  tire  debate  by  Dr.  Johnson  confuses  the  title  of  the  Bill,  and  the  date  of  the 
debate,  with  another  Bill,  brought  in  about  the  same  time,  for  extending  certain  pro¬ 
visions  of  the  Bubble  Act  to  the  North  American  Colonies. 

2  Stat.  21  Geo.  II,  c  4.  For  the  insurance  of  the  flotas  see  John  Weskett,  A  Complete 
Digest  of  the  Theory ,  Laws,  and  Practice  of  Insurance,  1781,  p.  223. 
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The  main  argument  brought  forward  against  any  in¬ 
terference  with  the  practice  was  simply  that  it  was  very 
profitable;  that  it  involved  cash  payments  by  foreigners 
thus  increasing  the  “favourable  balance  of  trade;”  and 
that  if  the  business  were  not  done  in  London,  it  would 
be  done  elsewhere.  Sir  Dudley  Ryder,  the  Attorney 
General  in  1748,  painted  an  amazing  picture  of  insur¬ 
ance  offices  springing  up  in  Paris  and  monopolising  the 
whole  business  of  underwriting,  even  on  English  ships. 

“By  this  prohibition,”  he  said,  “we  may  throw  such  a 
damp  upon  the  spirit  of  insuring  as  may  totally  extin¬ 

guish  it  in  this  nation.”  Mr.  Solicitor  General  Murray, afterwards  the  great  Lord  Mansfield,  who,  in  those 
days  of  very  loosely  defined  party  obligations,  also  op¬ 
posed  the  Bill,  argued  the  question  on  broader  grounds: 

“To  carry  on  trade,  for  the  mutual  benefit  of  both 
nations,  is  not  aiding  and  assisting  the  enemy.”  What 
would  he  have  said  to  the  war  legislation  of  I9i4-i8?x It  will  be  noted  that  the  two  Law  Officers  of  the 

Crown  were  the  most  prominent  speakers  against  the 
measure.  Its  chief  supporter  was  a  member  of  a 

family  that  has  seldom  or  never  been  without  a  repre¬ 

sentative  at  Lloyd’s,  Mr.  Alderman  Janssen.  On  one 
point  both  sides  were  agreed— the  strength  of  London’s 
hold  over  the  marine  insurance  market  of  Europe. 
Where  they  differed  was  as  to  the  likelihood  of  any 
alternative  being  quickly  established.  There  can  be  no 

doubt  as  to  which  was  right,  if  we  are  to  believe  Beat- 
son,  who  was  of  opinion  that  the  passing  of  the  Act 
was  one  of  the  chief  factors  in  determining  the  French 

Government  to  accept  the  Allies’  terms.  It  is  unques¬ 
tionable  that,  in  the  last  year  of  the  war,  French  and 

Spanish  oversea  trade  was  reduced  almost  to  vanishing 

point,  and  that  the  consequent  exhaustion  of  French 

finances  was  threatening  to  produce  military  paralysis.” 

CHAP.  Ill 
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Effect  of  pro¬ hibiting  such 
insurances. 

1  Parliamentary  History,  XIV,  pp.  108  ff. 
2  Beatson,  Naval  and  Military  Memoirs,  I,  383  ;  Richmond,  op.  cii..  Ill,  236-42,  246-7. 
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CHAP.  Ill  The  last  year  of  the  war  was  also  the  last  yea
r  in  the 

1713-1768  life  of  that  Richard  Baker  to  whom  its  first  big  victory 

had  brought  a  “scoop”  that  the  most  enterprising 

modern  journalist  might  envy.  His  death,  in  May,  1748  > 

Sudden  Death  of  was  evidently  sudden,  for  he  had  been  elected  Church- 

Rkhd.  Baken  warden  of  gt>  Mary  Woolnoth  only  a  few  weeks  before. 

In  his  will,  dated  May  20th, he  describes  himself  as  “of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  the  Parish  of  St.  Mary  Wool¬ 

noth,  Citizen  and  Glover,”  and  subject  to  a  few  small 

legacies,  he  leaves  all  his  personal  estate  to  be  equally 

divided  between  his  wife  Martha  and  “the  child  or  chil¬ 

dren  she  is  now  big  with.”  About  six  weeks  after  his 

death  his  posthumous  son  Richard  was  born ,  and  him  we 

shall  meet  again  in  this  history.  Martha  Baker  appears 

to  have  carried  on  the  Coffee  House  alone  for  the  next 

six  years;  but  in  April,  1754,  she  married  one  Samuel 

Saunders, who  is  entered  as  a  householder  from  Lady- 

day  of  that  year,  and  evidently  took  over  the  business.1 
Mr.  Samuel  Saunders  appears  to  have  been  a  man  of  substance, 

Master.rsas  for,  on  his  marriage,  he  was  able  to  settle  £1 ,200  Con- 
I754'  solidated  Bank  Annuities  on  his  wife,  and  at  his  death, 

he  left  a  freehold  estate  in  Hertfordshire,  a  copyhold 

house  and  premises  with  lands  attached  thereto  at  Bat¬ 
tersea,  and  between  £4,000  and  £5,000  in  three  per 

cent,  annuities,  in  addition  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
itself.  We  know  little  of  his  dealings  with  the  business, 

except  that  his  sub-tenant  in  the  ground  floor  shop 
was  one  William  Merryweather,  a  hatter;  but  there  is 

every  indication  that  the  house  retained  all  its  old  im¬ 
portance  under  his  management.  That  importance, 

in  truth,  was  independent  of  changes  in  proprietor¬ 
ship;  it  rested  on  the  firm  basis  of  the  steady  growth 

of  underwriting,  and  the  monopoly  of  ship  news. 

1  Transcript  of  the  Registers  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth ,  Burials,  May  27,  1748  ;  Baptisms, 

July  7,  1748;  Marriages,  April  9,  1 7 54 ;  Guildhall  MS.  xooi  under  date  13  April,  1748; 

Guildhall  MS.  1008.  Owing  to  his  death  so  soon  after  election,  Baker’s  name  does 
not  appear  among  the  list  of  Churchwardens  in  the  Transcript. 
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Two  incidents,  one  of  which  took  place  during 
Martha  Baker’s  widowhood  and  the  other  shortly  after her  marriage  with  Saunders,  show  how  closely  the 
name  of  Lloyd’s  was  now  associated  with  swift  and accurate  intelligence. 

In  the  year  1750  some  anonymous  wit  published,  in 
pamphlet  form,  an  “  Irregular  Ode”  entitled  “A  Sum¬ 
mer  Voyage  to  the  Gulph  of  Venice  in  the  Southwell 

Frigate ,”  a  very  spirited  and  amusing  skit  on  the  better known  vessels  in  the  Adriatic  trade,  and  their  com¬ 
manders.  Its  interest  for  us  lies  mainly  in  the  imprint; 
but  one  stanza  may  be  quoted  for  the  sake  of  its  refer¬ 
ence  to  marine  insurance: 

“See  next  the  W - n  too  under  Sail, 
With  what  they  call  a  merry  Gale! 

A  goodly  Ship  to  outward  Shew, 
But  most  consumed  Leaky  all  below; 
Where  all  around  is  chill  and  cold, 
A  Foot  of  Water  in  her  Hold, 

Or  very  nigh; 

Which  makes  Insurance  on  her  cursed  High.” 

We  can  imagine  the  underwriters  scanning  Lloyd's 
List  very  anxiously  for  the  arrival  of  the  W — — n,  and 
of  the  B - d , 

“A  lofty  Ship,  that’s  apt  to  pitch, 
And  to  poop  a  Sea  behind 

In  a  boist’rous  Gale  of  Wind;” 

but  it  is  more  to  our  purpose  that  the  Ode  itself  bears 
the  imprint: 

“Printed  for  Lloyd,  well  known  for  obliging  the  Public  with  the Freshest,  and  most  Authentic  Ship  News:  and  Sold  by  A.  More,  near 

St.  Paul’s,  and  at  the  Pamphlet  Shops  in  London  and  Westminster.” 
Whether  or  no  this  was  really  a  speculation  by  the  pro¬ 

prietor  or  printers  of  Lloyd's  List ,  it  is  evident  that  the 

name  was  regarded  as  a  good  “selling  point”  for  a  pub¬ 
lication  appealing  to  people  with  an  interest  in  ship¬ 
ping,  and  it  is  not  without  interest  that,  nearly  forty 

years  after  Edward  Lloyd’s  death,  the  Coffee  House 

was  thus  personified  as  “Lloyd.” 
Seven  years  later,  further  evidence  of  the  identifica- 

CHAP.  Ill 
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CHAP  III  tion  of  the  name  “Lloyd”  with  ne
ws  was  afforded  by 

1713-1768  the  establishment  of  Lloyd's  Evening  Po
st  and  British 

Chronicle.  This  was  an  evening  newspaper  pu
blished 

on  Mondays,  Wednesdays,  and  Fridays,
  and  while  it 

made  no  attempt  to  compete  with  Lloyd  s  L
ist  in  snip 

•  Lloyd's  Evening  news,  the  propr
ietor  promised  early  insert

ion  of  the 

Po!'-'  Commercial  Intelligence  by  private  Letters,  which 

now  spreads  from  the  Coffee  Houses,  to  
a  small  Circle 

round  the  Exchange.”  That  the  selection  
of  this  name 

was  no  mere  coincidence  is  shown  by  the  fol
lowing 

notice,  which  appeared  in  the  first  number, 
 Friday, 

July  22,  1757,  and  was  repeated  in  
subsequent  issues. 

“London:  Sold  by  T.  Kinersley,  in  St.  Paul’s  Chu
rch-Yard  by  whom 

all  Persons  in  Town  or  Country  may  be  regula
rly  served  with  this 

Paper.  Letters  to  the  Editor  and  Advertisemen
ts  will  be  received  at 

Lloyd’s  Coffee-house,  and  by  the  Publisher.” 

This  use  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  as  an  accommo
da¬ 

tion  address  was,  no  doubt,  a  mere  business  arran
ge¬ 

ment  with  the  Master;  but  there  is  decided  significanc
e 

both  in  the  choice  of  the  address,  and  the  adoption  of 

the  name,  by  the  proprietors  of  a  paper  making  a 

special  appeal  to  commercial  readers. 

There  were,  however,  two  events  of  greater  import¬ 

ance,  with  which  Saunders  had  nothing  whatever  to 

do,  that  rendered  memorable  his  tenancy  of  Lloyd  s 

Coffee  House.  The  first  was  the  addition  of  the 

“Memorandum”  to  the  printed  form  of  marine  insur¬ 

ance  policy;  which  was  almost  certainly  the  result  of  
a 

meeting  or  meetings  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  but 
which  can  best  be  discussed  in  connection  with  the 

settlement  of  “Lloyd’s  Policy”  thirty  years  later.  The 

second  was  nothing  less  than  the  first  appearance  of 

Lloyd’s  Register  Book. 

The  First  Register  The  earliest  Register  of  Shipping  that  has  been  pre- 

Book,  1764-6.  serveq  is  an  oblong  volume,  bearing  date  1764-65-66; 

but  a  circular  issued  in  January,  1829,  by  “  Lloyd’s 
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Registry  of  Shipping”  states  quite  definitely  that  “this 
Society  was  first  established  in  1760.”  This  circular, 
it  should  be  said,  is  the  earliest  known  document  in 

which  the  title  “Lloyd’s  Registry  of  Shipping”  is  used; 

but  it  is  clear  that  from  about  1760  a  “Register  of 

Shipping”  was  regularly  issued,  at  first  biennially,  and 
after  a  few  years,  annually,  by  a  Society  of  Under¬ 

writers  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House.  The  annual  sub¬ 
scription,  as  we  know  from  the  circular  of  1829,  was 

twelve  guineas,  and  the  volumes  were  issued  only  to 
members  of  the  Society,  who  were  subject  to  fines  and 

penalties  if  they  allowed  anyone  other  than  a  Member 

to  read  or  consult  the  Book.1 
It  is  impossible  to  say  definitely  whether  any  Register 

of  Shipping  had  been  printed  before  1760.  The  im¬ 

portance  to  an  underwriter  of  some  accessible  in¬ 

formation  as  to  the  ships  he  was  asked  to  insure,  is  ob¬ 
vious,  and  must  have  been  felt  so  soon  as  the  growth 

of  shipping  made  it  impossible  for  him  to  obtain  first¬ 
hand  knowledge  of  vessels  likely  to  be  offered  to  him. 

It  has  been  conjectured,  plausibly  enough,  but  with¬ 
out  any  definite  evidence,  that  lists  of  vessels,  giving 
some  particulars  of  their  condition  and  equipment, 

may  have  been  handed  round  or  posted  up  at  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  from  a  very  early  date.  The  printed 

Register  of  1764-65-66  is  so  full  and  complete  in  its 

information  that  some  high  authorities  have  consider¬ 

ed  it  as  the  product  of  many  years’  experience,  rather 
than  a  new  experiment,  and  it  is  clear,  from  evidence 

given  in  the  case  of  the  Mills  Frigate ,  that  for  some 

years  prior  to  1764,  certain  leading  underwriters  had 

kept  a  register,  containing  particulars  of  ships  they 

were  in  the  habit  of  insuring,  and  had  even  employed 

a  surveyor  to  make  periodical  surveys  of  such  ships. 

This  register,  however,  seems  to  have  been  a  smaller 

1  A  very  full  account  of  these  early  Registers,  and  of  such  facts  as  are  known  with  regard
 

to  the  Society  of  Underwriters,  is  given  in  Annals  of  Lloyd?  s  Register,  officially  pub¬ 

lished  in  1884  by  Lloyd’s  Register  of  British  and  Foreign  Shipping. 

CHAP.  Ill 
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affair,  and  may  have  been  in  manuscript.1  The  volume 
of  1764  probably  represents  the  first,  or  at  any  rate  an 

early  publication  of  the  new  Society,  compiled  from  a 

collection  of  private  registers  belonging  to  the 
Members. 

The  twelve  printed  columns  of  this  Register  contain 

(1)  Former  name  (if  any)  of  the  ship;  (2)  Present  name; 

(3)  Master;  (4)  Port;  (5)  Port  of  Destination;  (6)  Tons; 

(7)  Guns;  (8)  Men;  (9)  Date  and  place  of  building;  (10) 

Owner  or  Owners;  (n)  and  (12)  Letters  showing  con¬ 

dition  of  ship  and  equipment  in  1764  and  1765,  respec¬ 

tively.  A  final  column  headed  “66”  is  left  blank,  to  be 
filled  in,  in  manuscript,  for  that  year.  In  the  column 

for  guns, certain  other  particulars  are  frequently  added, 

such  as  “Sd  B,”  single  deck  with  tier  of  beams.  In  the 
Classification  columns  the  letters  A,E,I,0  and  U  give 

the  state  of  the  hulls,  and  G,  M  and  B  (i.e.,  “good,” 

“middling,”  and  “bad”)  the  state  of  the  equipment. 
Altogether, particulars  of  about  1 ,500  vessels  are  given. 

In  the  next  extant  Register,  dated  1768-69,  with 

blank  columns  for  1770-71,  different  symbols  of  classi¬ 
fication  are  employed;  small  letters,  a,  b,  and  c  being 
used  for  hull  classification,  and  the  numerals  I,  II,  III 

and  IV,  for  the  state  of  the  equipment.  The  informa¬ 
tion  is  not  as  lucid  and  well-arranged  as  in  the  earlier 
volume,  the  use  of  a  narrower  page  causing  much 

crowding;  but  it  is  supplemented  by  a  description  of  the 

vessel’s  rig,  and  occasional  notes  as  to  recent  repairs.' 
With  the  third  extant  Register  Book,  for  1775-76,  the 

big  Roman  Capitals  reappear,  while  numerals  are  re¬ 
tained  for  the  state  of  the  equipment;  thus  giving,  for 

the  first  time,  the  world-famous  symbol  “Ai”  to  de¬ 
scribe  a  ship  in  the  highest  class  both  for  build  and 

equipment. 
1  Park,  System  of  Insurance,  1796,  p.  223  ;  The  Case  of  the  Mills  Frigate,  pp.  5-6. 

2  In  this  and  subsequent  volumes  the  printed  headings  to  the  columns  disappear  ;  but 
this  change,  sometimes  regarded  as  a  sign  ol  inferior  skill  in  preparation,  was  probably 

due  to  the  desire  to  afford  as  little  information  as  possible  to  a  non-member  who 

might  chance  to  get  a  glance  at  the  Book. 
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The  title  page  of  all  these  volumes  is  missing;  but  the 
second  and  third  Register  Books  can  be  identified,  by 
comparison  with  subsequent  volumes,  as  issued  by  the 

Society  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  and  it  has  been  con¬ 
jectured  that  the  earliest  volume  belonged  to  a  series 

already  in  existence  in  1760,  but  discontinued  some 

time  before  1775,  and  that  this  accounts  for  the  use  by 

the  Underwriters’  Society  of  the  small  letters  in  the 
volume  of  1768-69.  Only  when  the  older  series  had 

disappeared,  so  it  is  suggested,  could  the  Society  ven¬ 
ture  to  appropriate  the  Roman  Capitals  of  which  their 

predecessors  had  made  use.  The  theory  is  ingenious; 
but  the  Committee  of  a  rival  publication,  established 

in  1799,  refer  to  the  “variety  of  alterations”  undergone 

by  the  Underwriters’  Register  before  it  was  “at  length 

arranged  in  a  manner  that  gave  general  satisfaction,” 
and  there  seems  to  be  no  good  reason  for  assuming  the 

existence  of  a  separate  series  of  Register  Books  to 

which  no  single  reference  can  be  traced. 

The  salient  fact  is  that  a  Society  for  the  production  of 

a  Register  Book  of  Shipping  was  unquestionably  form¬ 

ed  in  1760  by  underwriters  frequenting  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House,  and  that  this  Society  was  the  direct  ancestor 

of  the  Lloyd’s  Register  of  to-day.  What  is  still  more 
important,  for  our  present  purpose,  it  represents  the 

first  definite  step  towards  formal  association  and  con¬ 

certed  action  taken  by  any  section  of  those  who  fre¬ 

quented  the  house.  Unlike  Lloyd's  List ,  the  Register 
Book  was  not  the  property  of  the  Master;  it  was  owned 

and  produced  by  a  body  of  underwriters  the  majority  of 
whom,  at  least,  would  be  among  the  regular  frequenters 

of  the  house,  and  managed  by  a  Committee  who  held 

their  meetings  at  Lloyd’s.  Even  more  conclusively 

than  Lloyd's  List  itself,  it  proves  the  identification  of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  with  the  underwriting  interest. 

CHAP.  Ill 
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CHAPTER  IV. 

THE  EXODUS  TO  NEW  LLOYD’S. 

1769. 

FROM  its  foundation  by  Edward  Lloyd  to  the Mastership  of  Samuel  Saunders,  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  enjoyed  a  career  of  uninterrupted  pros¬ 

perity.  Under  Lloyd  himself  it  took  rank  with  the  fore¬ 

most  establishments  of  its  class,  and  became  a  recog¬ 
nised  auction  mart  for  ships  and  prize  goods.  Under 

Jemsen,  Baker,  and  Saunders  it  not  only  retained  this 

position,  but  established  itself  as  the  headquarters  of 

the  underwriting  interest,  and  the  source  of  “the 

Freshest  and  most  Authentic  Ship  News.”  The  foun¬ 

dation  of  Lloyd’s  List  in  1734,  and  the  establishment  of 
the  Register  Book  Society  in  1760,  bore  clear  witness 

to  its  unique  position  among  the  great  commercial 

coffee-houses  of  London.  This  position  it  owed  less  to 
the  merits  of  its  proprietors  than  to  the  character  of  its 

frequenters  and  the  plain  necessity,  after  the  contro¬ 

versies  of  1718-20,  of  some  convenient  meeting-place 
for  the  transaction  of  marine  insurance  business;  but  it 
is  clear  that  the  house  itself  must  have  been  well 

equipped  and  well  managed,  to  attract  and  retain  so 

extensive  and  respectable  a  body  of  customers.  We 

have  now  to  enter  on  the  period  of  its  decline,  and  its 

eventual  supersession  by  a  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
which  is  still  in  existence  to-day,  as  the  Corporation  of 

Lloyd’s.  The  immediate  cause  of  this  startling  new 
development  was  a  split  amongst  the  customers  of  the 

house  in  Lombard  Street;  but  it  is  probable  that  a  de¬ 
terioration  in  the  management  of  the  house  itself  was 

contributory  to  the  change. 

Samuel  Saunders,  after  nearly  nine  years  as  Master, 
died  in  February,  1763,  and  by  his  will,  proved  on 
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March  5  th,  he  left  the  Lease  of  his  house  in  Lombard 

Street,  which  he  had  “contracted  and  agreed”  for 
twenty-one  years,  “and  all  my  Interest  therein  to¬ 
gether  with  the  Trade  and  Business  thereof,”  to  his 
sister  Mary,  and  his  brother-in-law  Thomas  Lawrence 

“to  the  Intent  that  they  may  carry  on  the  same  for  the 
Use  and  Benefit  of  themselves  and  their  Family.”  He 
also  appointed  Lawrence  as  sole  Executor  of  his  will.1 
Herein  lay  the  beginning  of  trouble. 

Although  Saunders,  as  has  been  seen,  had  a  country 
house  at  Battersea,  and  a  family  estate  in  Hertford¬ 

shire,  he  had  given  the  chief  of  his  time  to  the  manage¬ 
ment  of  the  business  acquired  through  his  marriage 
with  Martha  Baker,  and  was  content  to  describe  him¬ 

self  simply  as  “Coffee-Man”  in  his  will.2  Lawrence  ap¬ 
parently,  had  already  a  business  of  his  own,  or  else  did 

not  care  for  the  calling  of  a  Coffee-Man,  for  instead  of 
carrying  on  the  house  himself,  he  put  in  the  head 

waiter,  Charles  Waller,  as  Manager,  either  on  a  salary 

or,  more  probably,  on  a  profit-sharing  basis.  Although 

the  new  lease  was  made  out  in  Lawrence’s  name,  it  is 
Waller,  not  Lawrence,  who  appears  in  the  list  of  in¬ 

habitants  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth  from  Lady-day,  1763, 

and  a  few  years  later  we  find  Waller  described  as  “Mas¬ 

ter  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,”  though  his  right  to  the 
title  was  vehemently  contested  by  Lawrence  himself.3 
From  the  events  which  followed,  it  is  probable  that 

the  management  of  the  house  by  a  head  waiter,  for  an 

absentee  proprietor,  did  not  give  very  satisfactory  re¬ 
sults.  It  is  certain,  at  any  rate,  that  when,  in  1769,  a 

section  of  the  customers  decided  to  break  away  from 

1  From  a  deed  of  1773  it  appears  that  this  new  lease  was  not  finally  signed  until 
October  10th,  1765  ;  but  the  term  of  21  years  ran  from  1762,  at  a  rental  of 

flog  :  10  :  o. 

2  He  does  not  describe  himself  as  “Citizen,”  and  we  infer  that  he  came  from 
Hertfordshire,  as  he  desired  that  his  body  should  be  taken  there  for  burial.  It  is 

worth  noting  that,  in  1761,  he  obtained  exemption  from  serving  in  Parish  offices  by 
a  certificate  from  the  Post  Master  General — an  indication  of  the  close  relations 

established,  through  Lloyd’s  List ,  between  the  Coffee  House  and  the  Post  Office. 
3  Guildhall  MS.  1008  and  p.  100  infra. 
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CHAP.  IV  surroundings  which  had  become  commercially  unde- 
1769.  sirable,  it  was  neither  to  Lawrence  nor  to  Waller  that 

they  turned  for  their  new  caterer,  but  to  a  waiter, 

Thomas  Fielding,  who  had  attracted  their  attention  by 

civility  and  capacity.  The  split  itself,  however,  came 

about  as  the  result,  in  part  at  least,  of  developments 

which  had  little  or  nothing  to  do  with  the  management 

of  the  Coffee  House,  and  these  must  now  be  described. 

Meanwhile  it  may  be  noted  that  young  Richard  Baker, 
a  lad  of  fourteen  at  the  death  of  his  stepfather,  from 

whom  he  received  a  legacy  of  £50 ,  was  probably  em¬ 

ployed  in  some  capacity  at  Lloyd’s. 

Causes  of  the  It  must  be  frankly  admitted  that  any  attempt  to  re- Secession  *  *  •  • 

the  rage  for  construct  the  story  of  the  secession  in  1769  rests,  to  a 

gambimg.  great  extent ,  on  deduction  from  subsequent  events ;  but 
there  is  very  little  doubt  that  one  cause  of  the  split  was 
the  invasion  of  the  house  in  Lombard  Street  by  a 

speculative  element  whose  activities  were  distasteful 

and  embarrassing  to  the  steady-going,  reputable  busi¬ 
ness  men  who  formed  the  backbone  of  its  custom.  The 

passion  for  gambling  that  characterised  the  eighteenth 

century  had  spread,  from  the  bassett  table  at  White’s Chocolate  House  and  the  faro  banks  of  innumerable 

sharpers,  to  the  courts  and  alleys  round  the  Royal  Ex¬ 

change.  Its  progress  was  assisted  by  the  rapid  accumu¬ 
lation  of  capital  during  a  period  of  expanding  trade, 

and  the  lack  of  such  facilities  for  its  employment  as 

have  been  provided,  within  the  last  hundred  years,  by 

the  growth  of  joint  stock  enterprise  and  limited  lia¬ 
bility.  It  was  this  combination  of  the  rage  for  gaming 

with  the  dearth  of  opportunities  for  speculative  invest¬ 
ment  that  had  produced  the  frenzy  of  the  South  Sea 

Bubble,  and  while  the  stringent  provisions  of  the 

Bubble  Act  had  put  an  end  to  the  promotion  of  wild¬ 

cat  companies,  they  had  by  no  means  put  an  end  to  the 

activities  of  stock-jobbers.  These  activities  were  all  the 
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more  dangerous  because  their  range  was,  inevitably,  CHAP.  IV 
narrow.  With  a  stock  exchange  list  so  restricted  as  1769- 

that  printed  on  the  front  page  of  Lloyd's  List ,  there 
were  few  opportunities  of  a  legitimate  “flutter”  open 
to  the  speculator,  and  all  the  ingenuity  of  the  profes¬ 
sional  stock-jobbers  was  devoted  to  manipulating  the 
price  of  the  public  funds  by  the  spreading  of  false  re¬ 
ports,  the  suppression  of  news,  and  every  other 
method  that  unscrupulous  rapacity  could  suggest. 

The  names  of  “Bull”  and  “Bear”  were  already  well- 
known  in  Change  Alley,  and  they  were  associated,  at 
this  period,  with  practices  which  not  only  the  moralist 
but  the  respectable  stock-jobber  of  to-day  would  stig¬ 
matise  as  infamous. 

Speculation  of  this  kind  was  never  a  feature  of  Lloyd’s  Acts  against 
Coffee  House.  It  is  significant  that,  in  a  list  of  nearly  insurances, 

a  hundred  projects  of  1720,  mostly  subscribed  at  I7IW734' 
coffee-houses  and  taverns,  only  one,  “For  trading  to 
Barbary  and  Africa,”  had  its  seat  at  Lloyd’s.1  Never¬ 

theless,  the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’s  were  not  altogether 
free  from  the  contagion.  Stock-jobbing  provided  too 
narrow  a  field  to  content  the  speculators  of  the  day,  and 
a  further  outlet  for  their  activities  was  found  in  the 

widespread  practice  of  speculative  insurance.  So  early 
as  1711,  it  was  thought  necessary  to  prohibit  by  law, 

the  setting  up  of  offices  for  insurances  on  “marriages, 

births,  christnings,  or  service,”  and  in  1734  a  further 
Act  prohibited  the  making  of  insurances  on  the  course 

of  the  public  funds."  The  latter  of  these  Acts,  at  any 
rate,  seems  to  have  been  practically  a  dead  letter,  and 

neither  Act  provided  any  check  on  the  making  of  wager 

policies  on  ships,  lives,  and  events. 

Gambling  policies  on  ships  and  cargoes  offered  such 

obvious  temptation  to  fraud  that  they  were  taken  in 

hand  by  the  legislature  at  an  early  date.  The  Bill  of  1741 

1  T.  P.  Malcolm,  Anecdotes  of  the  Manners  and  Customs  of  London,  1810,  pp.  111-17. 
2  9  Anne,  c.  6  ;  7  Geo.  II,  c.  8. 
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was  intended  to  deal  with  this  evil,  as  well  as  with  the 

insurance  of  enemy  property,  and  in  the  course  of  the 

debate  one  Honourable  Member  is  said  to  have  declared : 

“The  whole  practice  of  insurance  Sir,  is  in  its  present  state,  I  believe, 

so  perplexed  with  frauds,  and  of  such  manifest  tendency  to  the  ob¬ 

struction  of  commerce,  that  it  absolutely  requires  some  legal  regula¬ 

tions.” 
Walpole,  whose  love  for  high  play  was  notorious,  re¬ 
marked  with  cynical  humour  that  insurance,  interest 
or  no  interest, 

“Is  nothing  more  than  a  particular  game,  a  more  solemn  species  of 
hazard,  and  ought  therefore  to  be  prohibited,  for  every  reason  that  can 

be  urged  against  games  of  chance.”1 

This  Bill,  as  we  have  seen,  was  dropped;  but  only  five 

years  later  an  Act  was  passed,  prohibiting  insurances 

on  ships  or  goods,  “Interest  or  no  Interest,  or  without 
further  Proof  of  Interest  than  the  Policy,  or  by  way  of 

Gaming  or  Wagering,  or  without  Benefit  of  Salvage  to 

the  Assurer.”  The  only  exceptions  allowed  were  in 
respect  of  policies  on  privateers  made  by  or  for  the 

owner,  and  on  goods  from  the  Spanish  and  Portu¬ 

guese  possessions — a  provision  clearly  intended  to 
facilitate  insurance  of  the  flotas.2 

Policies  of  re-insurance  came  under  the  same  general 
condemnation.  The  clause  which  deals  with  them 

runs  as  follows: — 

“And  be  it  further  enacted  by  the  Authority  aforesaid,  That  it  shall 
not  be  lawful  to  make  Re-Assurance,  unless  the  Assurer  shall  be  in¬ 
solvent,  become  a  Bankrupt,  or  die;  in  either  of  which  Cases  such 

Assurer,  his  Executors,  Administrators  or  Assigns,  may  make  Re- 
Assurance,  to  the  Amount  of  the  Sum  before  by  him  assured,  provided 

it  shall  be  expressed  in  the  Policy  to  be  a  Re- Assurance.”3 

The  prohibition  of  re-insurance,  which  remained  on 
the  Statute  Book  far  into  the  nineteenth  century,  was 
based  on  the  speculative  character  of  the  practice;  the 
exceptions  set  out  in  the  clause  are  explained  by  the 

1  Pari.  Hist.  XII,  7-26.  Johnson’s  reports,  while  they  cannot  pretend  to  verbal 
accuracy,  probably  represent  fairly  enough  the  substance  of  the  arguments.  See 
Preface  to  vol.  XI. 

2  19  Geo.  II,  c.  37. 

3  Ibid,  Clause  iv. 
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provisions  of  the  Bubble  Act.  Premiums  due  to  an 

underwriter,  at  the  date  of  his  death  or  bankruptcy, 
could  not  be  made  liable  for  partnership  debts  until 
full  satisfaction  had  been  made  of  claims  arising  under 
outstanding  policies,  and  the  payment  of  any  con¬ 
siderable  claims  might  seriously  reduce  the  surplus 
ultimately  carried  to  the  partnership  account,  or  avail¬ 

able  for  distribution  to  his  heirs.  It  was  only  reason¬ 
able,  therefore,  that  his  trustee  in  bankruptcy,  or  his 

executor,  should  be  able  to  protect  the  estate  by  re¬ 
insuring  the  amount  of  outstanding  policies. 

Stringent  as  were  the  provisions  of  the  Act  of  1746, 

they  left  untouched  the  wager  policies  on  lives  and 

events,  which  were  the  most  popular  forms  of  insur¬ 
ance  gambling,  and  gave  most  concern  to  the  censors 
of  commercial  morality  during  the  second  half  of  the 

eighteenth  century.  Mr.  Thomas  Mortimer,  who  pub¬ 

lished,  in  1761,  a  vitriolic  attack  on  the  “Mystery  and 

Iniquity  of  Stock  Jobbing,”  gives  a  startling  picture  of 
the  lengths  to  which  this  practice  was  carried.  Accord¬ 
ing  to  him,  it  was  the  practice  of  the  stockjobbers  at 

Jonathan’s  to  wile  away  the  time,  during  the  slack 
season,  by  effecting  gambling  policies  of  a  very  doubt¬ 
ful  character. 

“Another  manner  of  spending  the  vacations,  is  insuring  on  the  lives 
of  such  unfortunate  gentlemen,  as  may  happen  to  stand  accountable  to 

their  country  for  misconduct.  I  am  not  willing  to  disturb  the  ashes  of 

the  peaceful  dead,  or  I  could  give  an  instance  of  this  cruel  pastime,  the 

parallel  of  which,  is  not  to  be  met  with,  in  the  history  of  any  civilized 

nation:  but  I  hope  we  shall  hear  no  more  of  such  detestable  gaming; 

and  therefore  as  a  scene  of  this  kind  fully  laid  open,  might  astonish, 

but  could  not  convey  instruction,  humanity  bids  me  draw  the  veil,  and 

not  render  any  set  of  men  unnecessarily  odious.”1 

Humanity,  however,  was  complaisant  enough  to  allow 

1  Every  Man  his  own  Broker ,  1st  Ed. ,  p.  97.  The  first  edition  of  1 76 1  was  published  under 

the  pseudonym  of  “  Philanthropos.”  In  Bibliotheca  Britannica  and  in  Blackstock's 
Historical  Literature  of  Sea  and  Fire  Insurance ,  the  book  is  erroneously  attributed 

to  David  Scott.  It  was  considerably  amplified  in  the  later  editions,  which  bore  the 

author’s  name.  The  British  Museum  has  copies  of  the  following  editions: — First 
and  Fourth,  1761,  Fifth,  1762,  Seventh,  1769,  Eighth,  1 775>  Ninth,  1782, 
Thirteenth,  1801. 
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CHAP.  IV  Mr.  Mortimer,  twenty  years  later,  to  lift  another  cor- 

1769.  ner  of  the  veil,  and  throw,  in  the  thirteenth  edition  of 

his  work,  some  additional  light  on  the  practices  of  the 

stockjobbers. 

Insuring  “A  practice  likewise  prevailed  of  insuring  the  lives  of  well-known  per- 

invalkis!  sonages>  as  soon  as  a  paragraph  appeared  in  the  newspapers,  
announc¬ 

in',  a  1  s.  t}iem  to  be  dangerously  ill .  The  insurance  rose  in  proportion  as  in¬ 
telligence  could  be  procured  from  the  servants,  or  from  any  of  the 

faculty  attending,  that  the  patient  was  in  great  danger.  This  inhuman 

sport  affected  the  minds  of  men  depressed  by  long  sickness;  for  when 

such  persons,  casting  an  eye  over  a  newspaper  for  amusement  saw 

that  their  lives  had  been  insured  in  the  Alley  at  90  per  cent,  they 

despaired  of  all  hopes;  and  thus  their  dissolution  was  hastened.” 

Mr.  Mortimer,  while  he  owned  to  “an  honest  turn  for 

satire”  was  candid  enough  to  recognise  merit  where  he 
found  it,  and  he  goes  on  to  record: 

“But,  to  the  honour  of  the  principal  merchants  and  underwriters,  they 

caused  an  advertisement  some  years  since,  to  be  fixed  up  at  Lloyd’s 
coffee-house,  declaring,  that  they  would  not  transact  business  with 

any  Brokers  who  should  be  engaged  in  such  infamous  insurances.”1 

This  handsome  tribute  to  the  underwriters  has  given 

rise  to  some  confusion,  through  the  assumption  that  it 

was  contained  in  the  original  edition  of  Every  Man  his 

own  Broker ,  and  referred  to  a  notice  posted  up  at 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street.  This  is 
quite  erroneous.  The  whole  passage  was  added  at 

some  time  subsequent  to  the  publication  of  the  ninth 

edition  in  1782,  and  it  will  be  seen  later  that  the  adver¬ 

tisement  to  which  it  refers  was  not  “fixed  up”  until 
1774,  and  that  it  was  not  at  the  house  in  Lombard 

Street  that  it  was  posted.  On  the  other  hand,  it  is  clear 

that  the  insurances  on  invalids  were  a  part  of  the  ne¬ 
farious  practices  denounced  in  earlier  editions,  and,  to 

this  extent,  the  passage  is  good  evidence  for  the  state  of 
things  in  1769. 

In  addition  to  these  wager  policies  on  lives,  it  appears 

that  the  gentlemen  at  Jonathan’s  were  deeply  impli¬ 
cated  in  the  making  of  “sham  insurances  (that  is  to 

1  13th  Ed.,  pp.  111-12. 
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say,  insurances  without  property  on  the  spot)  made  on  CHAP.  IV 
places  besieged  in  time  of  war,”  and  Mr.  Mortimer  1769. points  out  forcibly  the  temptation  to  fraudulent  cir¬ 
culation  of  false,  or  suppression  of  true  news,  to  which 
this  gave  rise  in  the  state  of  eighteenth  century  com¬ 
munications.  Like  a  patriotic  Briton  he  declares,  in 
his  later  editions,  that  foreigners  were  among  the 
worst  sinners. 

“Of  sham  insurances  ....  foreign  ministers  residing  with  us,  have  “Sham  in- 
made  considerable  advantages;  it  was  a  well  known  fact  that  a  certain  surances.” 
ambassador  insured  30,000/ on  Minorca, in  the  last  war, with  advices  in 

his  pocket  at  the  time,  that  it  was  taken — our  Government  did  not  get 
the  intelligence  till  two  days  after  this  transaction,  it  was  the  third, 
before  it  was  made  public;  and  thus,  the  ambassador  duped  our  people, 

who  continued  to  accept  premiums  till  the  third  day.”1 

There  are  few  people  who  have  so  much  reason  as  the 
underwriter  to  bless  the  inventor  of  the  electric  tele¬ 

graph. 

In  weighing  the  value  of  Mr.  Mortimer’s  evidence,  it 
must  be  remembered  that  his  diatribes  were  directed 

not  so  much  against  the  underwriters  as  against  the 
stockjobbers,  by  whom  the  greater  number  of  these 

gambling  insurances  were  effected,  and  that  his  righ¬ 

teous  indignation  was  quickened  by  the  loss  of  a  for¬ 

tune  through  speculating  in  the  funds  at  Jonathan’s.  At 
the  same  time,  the  facts  that  his  book  went  through 

thirteen  editions  in  twenty-one  years,  and  that  the  at¬ 
tack  on  wager  policies  was  strengthened  rather  than 

softened  in  the  later  editions,  suggest  that  his  charges 

were  not  much  exaggerated.  They  are,  indeed,  amply 
confirmed  by  independent  evidence.  A  writer  in  the  onli^s. 

London  Chronicle  of  1768  brings  the  charge  home  :76S- 

directly  to  Lloyd’s: — 
“The  introduction  and  amazing  progress  of  illicit  gaming  at  Lloyd’s 
Coffee-house  is,  among  others,  a  powerful  and  very  melancholy  proof 
of  the  degeneracy  of  the  times.  It  is  astonishing  that  this  practice 

was  begun,  and  has  been  hitherto  carried  on,  by  the  matchless  effront¬ 
ery  and  impudence  of  one  man.  It  is  equally  so,  that  he  has  met  with 

1  Added  in  the  Eighth  Edition,  1775,  p.  hi. 
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so  much  encouragement  from  many  of  the  principal  Under-writers, 

who  are,  in  every  other  respect,  useful  members  of  society  :  and  it  is 

owing  to  the  lenity  of  our  laws,  and  want  of  spirit  in  the  present  ad¬ 
ministration,  that  this  pernicious  practice  has  not  hitherto  been 

suppressed .  Though  gaming  in  any  degree  (except  what  is  warranted 

by  law)  is  perverting  the  original  and  useful  design  of  that  Coffee¬ 

house,  it  may  in  some  measure  be  excusable  to  speculate  on  the  fol¬ 
lowing  subjects: 

“  Mr.  Wilkes  being  elected  Member  for  London,  which  was  done 
from  5  to  50  guineas  per  cent. 

“  Ditto  for  Middlesex,  from  20  to  70  guineas  per  cent. 

“Alderman  B - d’s  life  for  one  year,  now  doing  at  7  per  cent. 

“  On  Sir  J — .  H — .  being  turned  out  in  one  year,  now  doing  at  20 
guineas  per  cent. 

“  On  John  Wilkes’s  life  for  one  year,  now  doing  at  5  per  cent. — N.B. 
Warranted  to  remain  in  prison  during  that  period. 

“  On  a  declaration  of  war  with  France  or  Spain  in  one  year,  8  guineas 

per  cent. 
“And  many  other  innocent  things  of  that  kind. 

“  But  when  policies  come  to  be  opened  on  two  of  the  first  Peers  in 
Britain  losing  their  heads,  within  a  year  at  icw.  6 d.  per  cent,  and  on  the 

dissolution  of  the  present  Parliament  within  one  year,  at  5  guineas 

per  cent,  which  are  now  actually  doing,  and  underwrote,  chiefly  by 

Scotsmen,  at  the  above  Coffee-house  ;  it  is  surely  high  time  for  Ad¬ 
ministration  to  interfere,  and  by  exerting  the  rigour  of  the  laws  against 

the  authors  and  encouragers  of  such  insurances  (which  must  be  done 

for  some  bad  purpose)  effectually  put  a  stop  to  it.”1 

This  atmosphere  of  feverish  and  scandalous  specu¬ 

lation  was  clearly  injurious  to  the  more  reputable  mer¬ 
chants  and  underwriters  who  did  their  business  at 

Lloyd’s.  Their  own  reputation  suffered  from  the  dis¬ 
credit  brought  on  the  house  as  a  whole ,  and  the  presence 

of  a  crowd  of  noisy  gamblers,  having  little  or  no  interest 

in  legitimate  insurance,  must  have  been  very  unfavour¬ 
able  to  the  transaction  of  business.  A  large  number  of 

the  more  respectable  customers  accordingly  deter¬ 
mined  ,  somewhere  about  the  beginning  of  1 769 ,  to  break 
away  altogether  from  such  distasteful  associations. 

The  course  which  they  took  suggests  that  the  reform¬ 
ers  were  far  from  satisfied  with  the  management  of  the 

1  Malcolm,  op.  cit.,  pp.  373-5.  We  have  been  unable  to  identify  the  issue.  |.  Francis, 
Annals  oj  Life  Insurance,  1853,  gives  some  shocking  examples  of  gambling  policies 

on  lives,  effected  at  Lloyd’s;  but  neglects,  unfortunately,  to  mention  his  authorities. 
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house  itself.  It  was  no  new  thing  for  the  regular  fre¬ 
quenters  of  a  coffee-house  to  find  themselves  disturbed 
by  the  crowding  of  the  house  with  miscellaneous  and 
often  uncongenial  company,  and  at  several  houses  a 
remedy  had  been  found  in  the  formation  of  a  club  for 

social  or  business  purposes,  whose  members  procured, 
by  payment  of  a  small  annual  subscription,  the  exclu¬ 
sive  use  of  a  room  or  rooms.  From  Thomas  Mortimer 

himself  we  learn  that  a  hundred  and  fifty  of  the  leading 

stockbrokers  at  Jonathan’s  paid  a  subscription  of  £8 
per  annum  to  the  Master,  “for  the  privilege  of  exclu¬ 
ding  their  poor  brethren  and  of  assembling  about 

three  hours  every  day  to  transact  only  one  part  of  their 

business”;  on  which  Mr.  Mortimer  makes  the  charac¬ 
teristic  comment  : — 

“Think  not,  O  Rome  !  that  with  all  thy  artful  sophistry  thou  canst 
invent  a  more  absurd  proposition  than  this,  that  some  Devils  are 

blacker  than  others.”1 

In  the  Gentleman’ s  Magazine  for  1841  there  is  an  inter¬ 

esting  account  of  a  subscription  book  opened  at  Tom’s 
Coffee  House  in  1768,  which  shows  a  further  develop¬ 
ment  of  this  system.  From  this  book  it  appears  that 

the  club  at  Tom’s  wanted  to  extend  the  number  of 

card-tables,  and  arranged  with  Mr.  Haines,  the  land¬ 
lord,  to  take  in  the  front  room  of  the  house  next  door 

as  a  new  coffee-room,  so  that  the  old  coffee-room  could 
be  thrown  into  the  club  room,  and  thus  provide  the 

necessary  accommodation.  The  Club,  on  their  part, 

agreed  to  bear  the  expense  of  the  alterations,  and  to 

guarantee  the  rent  of  the  new  coffee-room  for  four 

years  certain.2 

Had  the  reform  party  at  Lloyd’s  been  on  good  terms 
with  the  proprietor,  some  arrangement  on  these  lines 

might  have  been  attempted.  What  they  actually  did 

was  to  enter  into  negotiations  with  one  of  his  waiters, 

Thomas  Fielding,  whom  they  induced  to  set  up  as  a 

1  Every  Alan  his  own  Broker ,  Preface  to  5th  Edition.  1762,  pp.  xiii-xv. 

2  Gentleman’ s  Magazine ,  1841,  Part  II,  pp.  266-8. 
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CHAP.  IV  Coffee-Man  on  his  own  account.  It  is  quite  clear, 
1769. moreover,  that  the  new  establishment  was  intended, 

from  the  first,  not  merely  as  an  offshoot,  or  a  rival  of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  but  as  its  supplanter.  Repre- 
and  New  Lloyd’s  senting,  as  they  did,  all  that  was  best  and  most  charac- 

coffee  House,  teristic  in  the  business  traditions  of  Lloyd’s,  the  seces¬ 
sionists  had  no  intention  of  losing  the  goodwill  now  at¬ 
tached  to  the  name,  and  suggested,  or  at  least  approved 

Fielding’s  choice  of  “New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House”  as the  title  of  his  establishment. 

As  a  preliminary,  they  appear  to  have  persuaded 
Waller  to  give  notice  terminating  his  management  as 
on  Lady-day  1769.  It  is  possible,  of  course,  that  he 
had  already  decided  to  retire,  and  that  this  was  what 
first  suggested  to  the  reform  party  the  idea  of  setting 
up  a  new  establishment;  but  from  the  documents 

shortly  to  be  quoted,  it  is  much  more  likely  that  Waller 

was  “squared”  by  Fielding  or  his  supporters.  At  all events,  he  seems  to  have  acted  in  collusion  with  them. 

The  next  step  was  to  find  premises,  and  Fielding  se¬ 

cured  the  lease  of  a  house,  No.  5,  Pope’s  Head  Alley, 
at  a  rental  of  ̂80  a  year.1  The  building  was  an  old  one 
and  the  accommodation  inferior  to  that  provided  at  16, 
Lombard  Street;  but  the  whole  transaction  bears 
marks  of  haste,  and  the  great  thing  was  to  obtain  pre¬ 
mises  that  could  be  opened  by  the  date  of  Waller’s  re¬ 
tirement  .  As  regards  situation ,  at  any  rate ,  the  new  house 
met  all  requirements.  It  was  within  a  stone’s  throw  of 

old  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House, the  Royal  Exchange, and  the 
General  Post  Office;  and  Pope’s  Head  Alley  itself  had 
been  made  famous  not  only  by  the  well  known  Pope’s 
Head  T avern ,  but  by  such  reputable  commercial  coffee¬ 

houses  as  Bridge’s,  Waghorne’s,  and  Tom’s.2 
1  ̂ he  number  and  rent  of  the  house  are  taken  from  Guildhall  MS.  21-57/4  Duplicate 

Sewer  Rate,  1771,  Langbourn-Wallbrook.  P  ’ 
2  Not,  of  course,  the  West-end  Tom’s  referred  lo  above,  but  the  business  Tom’s,  given as  his  alternative  address  by  John  Julius  Angerstein  in  a  directory  (Baldwin's  New complete  Guide)  of  1770. 
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How  far  Fielding’s  patrons  stood  behind  him  finan-  CHAP.  IV 
cially,  it  is  impossible  to  say.  The  lease  was  certainly  r7^9- 
in  his  name,  and  there  is  no  trace  of  any  formal  sub¬ 
scription  to  indemnify  him  for  the  rent,  or  for  the  ex¬ 
pense  of  fitting  up  the  house.  No  doubt  he  had  saved 
money  in  service;  the  Wills  and  Toms  and  Johns, 
who  gave  their  names  to  so  many  seventeenth  and 

eighteenth  century  coffee-houses, were  all  waiters  who 
had  scraped  together  or  borrowed  enough  money  to  set 
up  on  their  own.  It  seems  clear,  however,  that  he  had 

received  a  definite  promise  of  support  from  a  large  and 

respectable  body  of  customers,  and  it  is  likely  enough 
that  they  had  agreed,  as  individuals,  to  pay  some  small 
annual  subscription. 

So  far  all  was  well;  but  before  New  Lloyd’s  could  su-  Grant  of 
persede,  or  even  enter  into  competition  with  the  old  intelligence, 

house,  it  was  necessary  to  acquire  or  break  down  the 

monopoly  of  shipping  intelligence  that  had  contribu¬ 

ted  so  much  to  its  position  as  the  hub  of  the  under¬ 
writing  world.  It  is  probable  that  all,  or  most  of  the 

members  of  the  Register  Society  were  among  Field¬ 

ing’s  supporters;  but  the  supply  of  ship  news,  posted 
up  at  the  Coffee  House  and  printed  in  Lloyd's  List ,  de¬ 
pended  on  the  Post  Office  grant. 

Unfortunately,  the  Post  Office  records  at  this  period 

are  not  nearly  so  full  as  they  became  a  few  years  later, 

when  Francis  Freeling  was  Secretary,  and  even  if  they 

were,  it  is  doubtful  whether  they  would  throw  much 

light  on  the  intrigues  and  negotiations  that  undoubted¬ 

ly  took  place.  The  payment  made  by  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  was  a  perquisite  of  the  Secretary  and  the  Comp¬ 

troller  of  the  Inland  Department;  the  whole  arrange¬ 
ment  was  unofficial,  or  at  most  semi-official  in  charac¬ 

ter.  From  documents  quoted  below,  there  is  some  rea¬ 

son  to  believe  that  Waller’s  retirement  was  represented 
as  involving  the  closing  down  of  the  old  house;  Field¬ 
ing  was  willing,  no  doubt,  to  make  the  same  payment 
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as  had  been  received  from  Waller;  the  only  concern  of 

the  officials  was  with  the  continuance  of  their  per¬ 
quisite.  If  the  sanction  of  the  Post  Masters  General 

was  required,  Fielding’s  influential  supporters  could 
show  plenty  of  good  reasons  for  extending  the  privi¬ 

leges  of  free  postage  and  early  delivery  to  New  Lloyd’s. 
The  one  thing  certain  is  that,  by  fair  means  or  foul,  the 

grant  was  obtained,  and  arrangements  made  with 

the  printer  of  Lloyd’ s  List  and  the  correspondents  at  the 

ports. The  decks  were  now  cleared  for  action,  and  early  in 

March,  Fielding  circulated  among  the  frequenters  of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  a  card  intimating  that  Waller, 
described  as  the  Master  of  the  House,  was  retiring  in 

his  favour,  and  that  the  grant  of  ship  news  had  been 

transferred  to  the  “New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House”  he  was 

opening  in  Pope’s  Head  Alley.  This  was  an  open  de¬ 
claration  of  war,  and  as  such  it  was  received.  How  far 

Lawrence  had  any  previous  knowledge  of  what  was 

going  on  cannot  be  discovered;  but  it  would  appear 

from  his  first  move  that  Fielding’s  card  came  on  him 
with  the  shock  of  a  most  unwelcome  surprise.  Totally 
unacquainted  as  he  was  with  the  details  of  coffee¬ 

house  management,  he  entered  into  partnership  with 
young  Richard  Baker,  who  had  probably  been  brought 
up  in  the  business,  and  the  pair  issued  a  joint  mani¬ 
festo  in  reply  to  Fielding.  This  document,  which  ap¬ 
peared  in  the  Public  Advertiser  of  Friday,  March  17th, 
1769,  deserves  to  be  reproduced  in  full,  not  only  for 
the  light  it  throws  on  the  story  of  the  secession,  but  for 
its  human  interest  : 

“To  the  Merchants,  Brokers,  and  other  Gentlemen  using  Lloyd’s 
Coffee-house  in  Lombard  Street.  WHEREAS  Thomas  Fielding'has in  his  Card  addressed  to  the  Merchants,  &c  informed  them  that  Mr. 

Charles  Waller,  Master  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house,  has  quitted  the  Busi¬ 
ness  in  his  Favour;  The  Business  never  was  Mr.  Waller’s,  and  there¬ 
fore  is  impossible  for  him  to  give  a  Business  away  that  he  never  was 
Master  of,  and  at  the  Bottom  of  this  Card  informs  the  Gentlemen  the 
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Ship  News  and  all  other  Intelligence  will  be  entirely  removed  from  CHAP  IV 
Lloyd  s  at  Lady-Day  next,  which  is  quite  false,  as  the  Ship-News  and  1750 
all  other  Intelligence  will  be  continued  to  the  old  House  in  like  Man-  V' 
ner  as  it  has  been  done  for  a  Number  of  Years  past;  and  as  Mr.  Charles 
Waller,  who  has  been  head  Waiter  in  the  said  House  for  many  Years, 
and  who  at  present  carries  on  the  Trade  and  Business  for  Mr.  Thomas 
Lawrence  (the  present  Master  of  the  said  House,  and  Executor  of  the 
late  Mr.  Samuel  Saunders)  has  given  Notice  of  quitting  the  Manage¬ 
ment  of  the  Trade  and  Business  at  Lady-Day  next,  Thomas  Law¬ 
rence  and  Richard  Baker  beg  Leave  to  acquaint  the  Merchants  and 
their  Friends  in  general,  that,  notwithstanding  all  the  Reports  pro¬ 
pagated  to  the  contrary,  they  have  obtained  the  Grant  for  the  News, 
and  intend  carrying  on  the  Trade  and  Business  of  the  said  House  as 

usual,  and  request  in  the  most  humble  Manner  the  Continuation  of 

the  Favour  of  those  Gentlemen,  which  they  will  endeavour  to  deserve, 
and  which  will  be  most  gratefully  acknowledged  by  their  most 
obedient  and  most  devoted  humble  Servants, 

Tho.  Lawrence 

London,  March  14.  Rich.  Baker 

P.S.  Messrs.  Lawrence  and  Baker  beg  the  Favour  that  those  Gentle¬ 

men  who  intend  honouring  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house  with  their  Com¬ 

mands  for  the  Lloyd’s  List,  will  be  so  kind  to  send  in  their  Names 
and  Place  of  Abode,  with  the  Number  of  Lists  they  take,  on  or  before 

Lady-Day  next,  directed  for  Richard  Baker  at  the  Bar  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
house,  and  the  greatest  Care  will  be  taken  to  have  them  delivered  as 

early  as  possible  with  the  greatest  Care  and  Punctuality.” 

It  will  be  observed  that  Messrs.  Lawrence  and  game  at  ' 
Baker’s  indignation  had  robbed  them  not  only  of  gram¬ 
mar,  but  of  coherence,  and  almost  of  the  power  to 

write  intelligible  English.  At  the  same  time,  they  were 

solicitous,  and  almost  cringing  in  their  appeal  for  the 

continuance  of  their  patrons’  favours.  Both  their  rage 
and  their  servility  are  easy  to  understand.  They  were 

evidently  quite  aware  that  Fielding  had  already  se¬ 
cured  the  support  of,  at  least,  an  influential  section  of 

their  customers.  Moreover, while  Fielding  had  learned 

his  job  as  a  waiter  at  old  Lloyd’s,  Lawrence  had  hither¬ 
to  taken  no  part  in  the  conduct  of  the  business;  Baker 

was  little  more  than  a  lad,  and  Waller,  who  was  in  ac¬ 
tual  possession  of  the  house,  was  acting  in  collusion 
with  their  enemies.  It  is  clear  from  the  postscript  to 

their  manifesto  that  they  were  unable  even  to  obtain 
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CHAP.  IV  access  to  the  books,  for  the  purpose  of  circularising  the 

1769.  subscribers  to  Lloyd's  List. 
The  gist  of  this  postcript  was  repeated,  as  a  separate 

advertisement,  on  the  next  day,  Saturday,  March  18th. 

On  the  following  Monday  Fielding  fired  his  broadside, 
also  in  the  Public  Advertiser : 

Opening  of  “To  the  Merchants  in  general,  Owners,  and  Freighters  of  Ships,  In- 

2VeMarL!°i7d69S:  surance  Brokers,  &c  &c  THOMAS  FIELDING, Waiter,  from  Lloyd’s 
Coffee-house,  begs  Leave  to  acquaint  them,  that  his  House  in  Pope’s 
Head  Alley,  Lombard  Street,  is  now  genteely  fitted  up,  and  will  be 
opened  for  the  Reception  of  Gentlemen,  Merchants,  &c  Tomorrow, 

the  2 1  st  Instant,  by  the  Name  of  New  LLOYD’S  COFFEE  HOUSE 
where  he  hopes  to  receive  their  Favours,  which  shall  be  gratefully  ac¬ 

knowledged,  by  Their  most  obliged  humble  Servant, 

Tho.  Fielding.” 
There  is  a  confident  and  business-like  brevity  about 

this  announcement  which  is  in  striking  contrast  to  the 
hysterical  appeals  of  Messrs.  Lawrence  and  Baker,  and 

it  is  significant  that  their  subsequent  manifestoes  drew 

no  further  reply.  Evidently,  Fielding’s  card  had  done 
its  work;  he  was  already  assured  of  sufficient  support 
to  dispense  with  much  touting  after  new  business. 

^New  Lloyd’s  On  Tuesday,  March  21st,  1769,  the  house  in  Pope’s Head  Alley  was  duly  opened,  and  on  the  same  day,  a 

notice  appeared  in  Lloyd's  List  to  the  following  effect: 
“The  Marine  List,  and  Course  of  Exchange,  will  be  printed  and  de¬ livered  on  Tuesday  next  the  28th  Inst,  continued  under  the  Name  of 

New-Lloyd’s  List,  which  will  be  carefully  delivered:  And  the  Quarter 
due  at  Lady-day,  is  desired  to  be  continued  until  Christmas  next.” 

This  notice  was  repeated  in  the  issue  for  Friday, 
March  24th,  and  was  presumably  inserted  by  Waller, 
under  his  arrangement  with  Fielding. 
Meanwhile  Lawrence  and  Baker  had  been  at  work. 

If  they  could  not  retain  the  monopoly  of  ship  news,  it 
was  essential,  at  least,  to  share  it.  At  first,  no  doubt, 
they  would  argue  that  Fielding  had  obtained  his  grant 

by  misrepresenting  the  effect  of  Waller’s  retirement, 
and  that  it  should,  therefore,  be  revoked.  When  they 
found  that  the  influence  of  Fielding’s  supporters  was 
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too  strong,  or  the  inducements  offered  to  the  officials 
too  attractive,  for  them  to  hope  for  a  continuance  of 
the  monopoly,  they  would  represent  that  it  was  in  the 
public  interest  for  the  news  to  be  circulated  as  widely 
as  possible,  and  that  they  were  ready  to  make  suitable 

acknowledgment  of  any  privileges  conferred  upon 
them,  even  though  these  might  be  extended  also  to 
their  rival.  Probably  it  was  the  pecuniary  argument 
that  carried  the  day.  At  any  rate  a  grant  was  obtained, 

a  new  printer  was  found,  and  arrangements  were  made 

either  to  open  up  new  channels  of  correspondence,  or 

to  receive  copies  of  the  lists  already  furnished. 

Lawrence  and  Baker  were  thus  in  a  position,  on 

March  24th,  to  insert  another  advertisement  in  the 

Public  Advertiser ,  announcing  that  their  house  would 

be  open  on  the  27th,  under  the  name  of  “Old  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House , ’ ’  and  that  the ‘ ‘Marine  List  and  Course  of 

Exchange”  would  be  issued  on  the  28th,  with  the  title 

of  “Old  Lloyd’s  List.”  It  is  an  amusing  feature  of  this 
announcement  that  the  advertisers,  who  describe 

themselves  as  “Owners  and  Masters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 

House,  Lombard  Street,”  adopt  in  its  entirety  the 

heading  “To  the  Merchants  in  General  etc.”  used  by 
Fielding  in  his  advertisement  of  March  20th.  The  an¬ 
nouncement  itself  is  couched  in  the  same  terms  of  des¬ 

pairing  servility  as  their  original  manifesto. 

On  Monday,  March  27th, the  advertisement  reappears 

with  one  slight  and  one  important  variation.  Borrow¬ 
ing  another  touch  from  Fielding,  they  announce  that 

“their  House  will  be  genteely  fitted  up,  and  opened 

This  Day” — presumably  it  was  being  hastily  refitted 

after  Waller’s  departure.  A  more  significant  change  is 

that  it  “will  be  called  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house  as  usual,” 

and  the  Marine  List  etc .,  is  to  be  issued  ‘  ‘  under  the  usual 

Name  of  Lloyd’s  List,”  the  word  “Old”  being  dropped 
in  each  instance .  Lawrence  and  Baker  evidently  felt  that 

their  one  hope  was  to  persuade  the  public  that  the  house 

CHAP.  IV 
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CHAP.  IV  in  Lombard  Streetwas  the  only  genuine  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
17^9-  House,  needing  no  distinguishing  adjective. 

To  all  this  Fielding  made  no  reply,  and  the  series  of 
announcements  in  the  Public  Advertiser  is  brought  to  a 
close ,  on  March  3 1  st,  by  a  further  appeal  from  Lawrence 

and  Baker,  for  support  to  their  publication  “under  the 

original  N  ame  of  Lloyd’s  List .  ”  F  rom  this  it  appears  that 
Fielding’s  “New  Lloyd’s  List”  had  duly  appeared  on 
the  28th,  “and  it  having  been  reported  that  the  original would  for  the  future  be  discontinued,  has  induced 

several  Gentlemen  to  take  in  the  said  Fielding’s  List.” 

oldSdNew  There  were  now  two  Lloyd’s  Coffee  Houses  and  two 
Lloyd’s.  Lloyd’s  Lists,  and  for  some  few  years  at  least,  the rivalry  between  them  appears  to  have  been  acute. 

Fielding  had  carried  with  him  to  his  new  house  in 

Pope’s  Head  Alley  the  majority  of  the  leading  mer¬ 
chants,  brokers,  and  underwriters  who  had  frequented 
the  old  house  in  Lombard  Street.  To  Lawrence  and 
Baker  there  would  remain  the  bulk  of  that  speculative 
element  in  the  clientele,  whose  undesirable  activities 
had  contributed  so  much  to  bringing  about  the  seces¬ 
sion;  together,  no  doubt,  with  a  number  of  more  repu¬ 
table  customers,  who  were  unwilling  to  leave  a  house 
endeared  to  them  by  old  associations;  but  they  must 
have  been  compelled  to  look  largely  to  new  custom, 
and  as  time  went  by,  this  custom  would  become  more 
and  more  of  a  general  coffee-house  character,  lacking 
the  distinctive  characteristics  of  New  Lloyd’s. 
It  is  clear,  however,  that  Lawrence  and  Baker  con¬ 

tinued,  for  some  years,  to  put  up  a  fight  for  the  posi¬ 
tion  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street  as  a 
centre  of  the  shipping  and  underwriting  interests. 
They  had  on  their  side  the  great  traditions  which  had 
gathered  round  the  house;  they  were  still  the  proprie¬ 
tors  of  the  original  Lloyd's  List ;  they  were  still  able  to 
supply  shipping  intelligence  to  the  Government,  and 
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it  was  probably  some  time  before  the  Government  De-  CHAP.  IV 
partments  themselves  realised  the  full  significance  of  1769* 

the  secession.  In  November,  1770,  Old  Lloyd’s  was 
able  to  send  to  the  Admiralty  important  news  relating 
to  the  movements  of  French  and  Spanish  warships 
and  transports.  It  is  still  more  significant  that,  a  year 
later,  when  the  Under-Secretary  for  the  Colonies 
wished  to  reassure  the  City  with  regard  to  the  effects 
of  an  earthquake  in  Jamaica,  it  was  to  Lombard  Street, 

and  not  to  Pope’s  Head  Alley  that  he  sent  his  message.1 It  is  doubtful  whether  Lawrence  himself  took  much 

part  in  the  conduct  of  the  business.  He  is  duly  en¬ 
tered  in  the  List  of  inhabitants  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth, 
as  becoming  householder  at  Midsummer,  1769,  but  is 

noted  as  “not  eligible”  for  parish  offices,  which  sug¬ 
gests  that  he  was  non-resident,2  and  young  Richard 
Baker  was  most  likely  the  managing  partner.  Still, the 

lease  was  in  Lawrence’s  name,  and  he  was  presumably 
regarded  as  the  real  proprietor  of  Lloyd's  List. 
Lloyd's  List  itself  continued  to  be  published,  under  ‘  Lloyd’s  List ’ .  '  .  .  .  ...  1  .  i  r  still  issued. 

its  original  name,  certainly  down  to  the  end  of  1772, 

and  probably  for  some  years  later.  The  first  issue, 
under  the  management  of  Lawrence  and  Baker,  was 

that  for  Tuesday,  March  28th,  1769,  the  day  after 

their  house  re-opened,  and  the  day  on  which  New 

Lloyd's  List  was  first  published  from  their  rival’s  estab¬ 
lishment.  It  shows  a  number  of  small  typographical 

changes  which  prove  beyond  doubt  that  the  proprietors 

had  been  obliged  to  go  to  a  new  printer;  but  in  con¬ 
tents  and  arrangement  it  is  exactly  the  same  as  before. 

In  the  two  following  numbers  also,  there  is  nothing 

fresh;  but  in  No.  3465,  for  April  7th,  1769,  a  footnote 

appears  at  the  bottom  of  the  first  page,  which  shows 
that  the  rumours  as  to  the  withdrawal  of  the  ship  news 

1  S.P.  Dom.,  Geo.  Ill,  47,  No.  26,  a,  b  ;  CO  5/250.  The  Under-Secretary’s  letter 
is  addressed  simply  to  the  Master  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  without  giving  his  name; 
but  if,  at  this  date,  it  had  been  sent  to  Fielding,  it  may  fairly  be  presumed  that  the 

house  would  have  been  particularised  as  New  Lloyd’s. 
2  Guildhall  MS.  1008. 
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had  not  been  finally  disposed  of  by  the  announcements 
in  the  Public  Advertiser .  It  runs  as  follows: 

“N.B.  Notwithstanding  any  Reports  to  the  contrary,  the  Post-Mas¬ 
ters-General  have  been  so  kind  to  promise  the  Continuance  of  the 

Ship  News  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee-House  in  Lombard  Street, the  Marine 
List  and  Course  of  Exchange  will  therefore  be  published  everv  Tues¬ 

day  and  Friday  as  usual.” 

This  notice  is  reprinted  in  every  subsequent  issue 
down  to,  and  including  No.  3613.  In  No.  3614,  for 

October  5th,  1770,  it  is  slightly  altered,  to  read  “the 
Post  Masters  General  have  been  so  kind  to  Continue 

the  Ship  News,”  and  in  this  form  it  appears  in  all 
issues  down  to  No.  3619,  October  23rd,  1770,  the  last 
in  the  file  at  Lloyd’s  for  that  year. 
Unfortunately,  the  opening  numbers  of  New  Lloyd's 

List  have  not  been  preserved  at  Lloyd’s  or  elsewhere; 
but  the  file  volume  for  1771  is  made  up  of  New  Lloyd's 
List ,  Nos.  185  to  289  inclusive.  For  1772,  the  file  re¬ 
verts  to  the  original  List  (Nos.  3740  to  3837);  but  that 
for  1773  0Pens  with  No.  394  of  New  Lloyd's  List ,  and 
all  subsequent  file  copies  contain  the  same  heading 
down  to  a  date  when  the  adjective  had  become  un¬ 
necessary  .  It  is,  indeed ,  a  fortunate  chance  that  the  vol¬ 
umes  preseived  at  Lloyd  s  should  have  been  made  up 
alternately  for  the  years  1770-1773  from  the  rival  Lists, 
for  it  was  the  numbering  of  these  issues  which  first  sug¬ 
gested  that  Lloyd  s  List  and  New  Lloyd's  List  were  con- 
cuirent  publications,  and  gave  a  hint  of  the  prolonged 
rivalry  between  “Old”  and  “New”  Lloyds.1 1  Lloyd's  List : 

Numbers  follow  each  other  consecutively  until  Tuesday,  23  October,  1770  2610 
Add  for  issues  from  Friday,  26  October,  1770,  to  Tuesday,  31  December,  1771  124 

The  actual  issue  for  Friday,  3  January,  1772,  is  No.  3740.  Tuesday,  25  December 1770,  was  Christmas  Day,  and  two  numbers  may  similarly  have  fallen  out  durinsr 1770-71.  
t> 

New  Lloyd's  List : 
first  issue,  as  shown  by  advertisements,  was  Tuesday,  28  March,  1760.  From  this date  to  f  nday,  28  December,  1770,  would  account  for  184  numbers.  The  actual issue  for  Tuesday,  1  January,  1771,  is  No.  185. 
Issue  for  Tuesday,  31  December,  1771  ...  ...  ...  ^  ,,g 
Add  for  Friday,  3  January,  I772>  to  Tuesday,  29  December,  1772  104 

393 

The  actual  issue  for  Friday,  1  January,  1 773,  is  No.  394. 
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A  comparison  of  the  two  Lists  shows  that  New  Lloyd's 
List  has  none  of  the  typographical  changes  noted  in 
Messrs.  Lawrence  and  Baker’s  publication,  and  is 
clearly  the  work  of  the  printers  employed  on  Lloyd's 
List  down  to  the  expiration  of  Waller’s  management. 
In  contents  and  arrangement  the  two  Lists  are  practi¬ 
cally  identical.  Each  consists,  as  before,  of  a  single 
half  sheet.  The  front  page  of  each  is  devoted  to  the 
Course  of  Exchange,  Aids  in  the  Exchequer,  the  price 
of  bullion  and  specie,  and  other  commercial  intelli¬ 

gence.  The  back  page  contains  “The  Marine  List”  on 
the  old  lines,  though  the  number  of  paragraphs  rela¬ 
ting  to  casualties,  speakings,  and  missing  ships  is 

rather  greater  than  in  1741 .  In  New  Lloyd's  List ,  as  in 

Lloyd's  List  itself,  prior  to  March,  1769,  the  heading  of 
this  page  is  often  omitted,  as  a  saving  of  space,  when 

the  list  of  arrivals  and  departures  is  a  little  longer  than 

usual;  but  in  the  numbers  of  Lloyd's  List  published  by 
Lawrence  and  Baker  it  invariably  appears.  They  were 

evidently  anxious  to  lose  no  opportunity  of  emphasi¬ 
sing  the  continuity  of  their  publication. 

One  important  innovation,  and  one  only,  appears  in 

New  Lloyd's  List.  To  each  of  twenty-nine  numbers 
issued  in  1771  there  is  annexed  a  second  half  sheet, 

headed  “Supplement  to  No.  — ,”  giving  two  addi¬ 
tional  pages  of  ship  news.  The  arrivals  and  departures 

in  these  supplements,  when  they  come  from  the  same 

ports  as  figure  in  the  ordinary  page,  are  a  day  or  two 

earlier  in  date.  These  occasional  supplements,  which 

became  a  regular  feature  of  New  Lloyd's  List ,  have  no 

counterparts  in  the  volumes  of  the  old  Lloyd's  List  for 
1770  and  1772. 

Although  no  copy  of  the  original  List  has  been  pre¬ 
served  bearing  later  date  than  1772,  it  is  probable  that 

it  continued  to  appear  for  some  time  longer.  The  ac¬ 

counts  of  the  Public  Advertiser  for  1773  show  a  pay- 
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CHAP.  IV  ment  of  £ 12  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  for  “Post 
1769.  News,”1  and  it  is  most  likely  that  the  postal  privileges 

accorded  to  the  old  house  were  continued  so  long  as  it 
remained  open,  or  at  any  rate  so  long  as  its  proprietors 
could  afford  to  keep  up  the  annual  gratuity  to  the  Post 
Office  officials.  It  is  clear,  however,  that  Messrs.  Law- 

oidnoyd’s.  rence  and  Baker  were  always  fighting  a  losing  battle. 

Fielding’s  supporters  were  too  numerous  and  too  in¬ 
fluential  to  be  readily  replaced,  and  it  is  easy  to  credit 
the  statement  in  Ackermann’s  Microcosm  that  the  se¬ 

cession  “occasioned  a  great  falling  off  in  the  business 
of  the  old  house,  which  eventually  declined  alto¬ 

gether.”2 

The  real 

origins  of 

Lloyd’s. 

There  is  something  rather  pathetic  in  this  gradual  de¬ 
cay  of  the  flourishing  business  so  firmly  established  by 
Mr.  Edward  Lloyd;  but  it  is  not,  after  all,  to  the  pro¬ 

prietors,  but  to  the  frequenters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House,  that  the  Lloyd’s  of  to-day  can  trace  its  origin. 
The  merchants  and  underwriters  who  followed  Fielding 

to  Pope’s  Head  Alley  were  the  soul  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  as  a  business  institution,  and  before  proceeding 
with  the  story  of  the  decline  and  fall  of  the  house  in 

Lombard  Street,  it  is  necessary  to  trace  the  steps  by 
which  the  frequenters  of  New  Lloyd’s  converted 
themselves  from  a  chance  assembly  of  individuals  into 
an  organised  society.  It  was  not  in  Lombard  Street 

but  in  Pope’s  Head  Alley  that  Lloyd’s  entered  on  its great  career. 

9  T  ,R;  Fox  Bourne-  English  Newspapers,  1887,  Vol.  1,  pp.  195-6. 
Rudolph  Ackermann,  The  Microcosm  of  London,  1S0S-11  ;  quoted  from  reprint  of 
I9°4,  L,  174.  

r 
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CHAPTER  V. 

THE  FOUNDATION  OF  LLOYD’S. 

I77I_I774- 

THE  secession  of  1769  marked  the  beginning  of  a new  era  in  the  development  of  Lloyd’s.  The  ri¬ 

valry  between  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in 

Pope’s  Head  Alley  and  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Lom¬ 
bard  Street  was  not  merely  the  rivalry  between  an  up¬ 

start  head  waiter,  turned  Coffee-Man,  and  his  former 
master;  the  two  establishments,  for  all  their  outward 

similarity,  were  essentially  different  in  character.  The 

old  house  was  run  by  Messrs.  Lawrence  and  Baker, 

purely  in  their  own  interests,  on  ordinary  coffee-house 

lines.  New  Lloyd’s  had  come  into  existence,  not  merely 

through  Thomas  Fielding’s  desire  to  set  up  for  him¬ 
self,  but  through  the  determination  of  the  leading 
underwriters  to  secure  more  convenient  and  better 

regulated  headquarters  for  their  business  transactions. 

It  was  on  the  satisfaction  of  this  demand  that  Field¬ 

ing’s  profits  mainly  depended,  and  from  the  first,  he 
appears  to  have  regarded  the  leaders  of  the  secession 

movement  as  masters,  or  financial  backers,  rather  than 

as  customers.  The  way  was  thus  paved  for  a  still  more 

revolutionary  development,  a  few  years  later,  in  which 

this  relation  was,  for  the  first  time,  formally  defined. 

Hardly  had  the  secessionists  settled  down  in  Pope’s 
Head  Alley  when  they  were  again  looking  out  for  new 

premises.  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  might  be  “gen- 

teely  fitted  up,”  but  it  was  an  old  building,  and  the  ac¬ 

commodation  “extremely  inauspicious  to  health,  and 
inconvenient  in  respect  to  business,  on  account  of  its 

size  and  situation.”1  The  leading  frequenters  of  the 
house  determined,  accordingly,  to  seek  new  quarters 

1  Public  Characters  of  1803-4. 

Demand  for 

new  premises. 
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CHAP.  V  on  a  more  extensive  scale  than  Fielding’s  limited  capi- 
I77I_I774*  tal  could  command,  and  on  December  13th,  1771, seventy-nine  merchants,  underwriters,  and  brokers  set 

their  hands  to  the  most  important  document  in  the 

history  of  Lloyd’s.  It  runs  as  follows: 

a  UJV ew* ̂Lloyd’s !  “,W* th!  U?derwritten  do  aSree  to  PaY  our  Several  Subscriptions  into 
13  Dec.,  1771.  the  Bank  of  England  in  the  Names  of  a  Committee  to  be  chosen  by 

Ballot  for  the  Building  A  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House.” 

Each  of  the  seventy-nine  subscribers  signed  for  £100. 
With  this  subscription  we  pass  definitely  from  the 

history  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  to  the  history  of 
Lloyd’s.  A  copy  of  the  document  itself  forms  the  first item  in  the  first  of  the  long,  unbroken  series  of  Minute 
Books,  which  will  henceforth  take  the  place  of  scattered 
references  in  newspapers  and  pamphlets  as  the  main 
basis  of  this  narrative,  and  any  doubt  as  to  the  signifi¬ 
cance  of  the  step  taken  in  December,  1771,  is  finallv 
set  at  rest  by  the  title  of  the  first  printed  list  of  Mem¬ 
bers  that  was  ever  published — List  of  Subscribers  to 

Lloyd's,  from  the  Foundation  in  1771,  To  the  First  of June,  1800.  From  this  it  is  clear  that,  whatever  may 
have  been  the  relation  between  Fielding  and  his  sup¬ porters  when  the  exodus  from  Lombard  Street  took 
place,  there  had  been  no  formal  bond  of  association 
between  the  frequenters  of  the  house  in  Pope’s  Head 

ey,  before  the  far-sighted  seventy-nine  banded 
themselves  together  “for  the  Building  A  New  Lloyd’s Coffee  House.” 

Unlike  the  enterprising  Coffee-Man  who  has  given  his 
name  to  Lloyd’s,  the  seventy-nine  knew  what  they were  doing.  They  could  not,  indeed,  foresee  how  great 
a  growth  would  spring  from  the  seed  they  planted;  they would  have  been  surprised  and  incredulous  if  some 
soothsayer  had  told  them  that,  just  a  hundred  years 
later,  a  special  Act  of  Parliament  would  be  passed  for 
the  purpose  of  incorporating  a  body  of  several  hun¬ 
dred  Members  of  Lloyd’s;  and  they  would  probably 
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have  been  horrified  by  the  idea  of  a  Committee  de¬ 
manding  a  substantial  deposit  from  every  Member  who 
desired  to  write  policies,  and  regulating  in  many  de¬ 
tails  the  conduct  of  his  business .  They  were  conscious¬ 
ly  taking  one  step,  and  one  step  only  in  a  new  direction; 
but  it  was  on  that  one  step  that  all  the  rest  depended. 

Henceforth  New  Lloyd’s  was  to  be  the  property, not  of 
the  Master  but  of  the  Subscribers,  and  its  leading  fre¬ 
quenters  were  to  be  bound  together  in  a  formal  associa¬ 
tion,  controlling  through  their  Committee  the  whole 
establishment. 

With  this  in  their  minds,  the  Subscribers  had  no  in¬ 
tention  of  leaving  to  Fielding  the  selection  of  the  new 
premises.  A  few  weeks  after  the  list  was  opened,  a 
General  Meeting  was  held  of  “the  Subscribers  to  the 
Plan  for  the  Building  or  Removing  to  another  House 
for  the  more  Commodious  Reception  of  the  Gentle¬ 

men  Underwriters,  &c.,”  the  chair  being  taken  by  Mr. 
Martin  Kuyck  van  Mierop.1  The  words  above  quoted 
from  the  minutes  are  noteworthy,  for  they  define 
clearly  the  character  and  purpose  of  the  new  associa¬ 

tion.  The  Subscribers  to  New  Lloyd’s,  as  is  shown  by later  minutes,  were  a  miscellaneous  collection  of  mer¬ 

chants,  bankers,  shipowners,  underwriters,  and  insur¬ 
ance  brokers,  and  it  was  not  until  the  middle  of  the 

nineteenth  century  that  the  predominant  position  of 
the  underwriters  was  formally  recognised  in  the  Con¬ 

stitution  of  Lloyd’s.  Nevertheless,  it  was  the  common 
interest  of  all  these  persons  in  marine  insurance  that 

had  brought  them  together  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House. 
Many  of  the  merchants  and  bankers  were  themselves 

underwriters  or  brokers  on  the  largest  scale,  and  it  was 

as  “Gentlemen  Underwriters,”  or  as  persons  desiring 
to  procure  policies  on  their  mercantile  ventures,  that 

they  had  set  their  hands  to  the  subscription  list. 

l  The  exact  date  of  the  meeting  is  uncertain,  owing  to  damage  done  to  the  Minute  Book 
in  the  fire  of  1838  at  the  Royal  Exchange. 
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The  first 

Committee 

of  Lloyd’s. 
Jan.,  1772. 

At  this  meeting,  a  Committee  of  nine,  five  to  form  a 

quorum,  was  elected  for  the  purpose  of  carrying 

through  the  scheme,  and  was  given  full  powers  “to 
provide  and  Contract  for  a  proper  place  whereon  to 

carry  the  said  Scheme  into  Execution,”  and  to  make 
calls  on  the  Subscribers  up  to  the  full  amount  of  their 
guarantee.  The  names  of  the  nine  gentlemen  elected 
are  worthy  of  preservation,  for  this  was  nothing  less 

than  the  first  Committee  of  Lloyd’s: 
Martin  K.  Van  Mierop,  John  Wilkinson,  John 
Townson,  Joshua  Readshaw,  James  Black,  John 
Ewer,  James  Bourdieu,  John  Whitmore,  Brook 
Watson. 

There  is  no  formal  record  of  the  election  of  the  first 

van  Mierop —  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s;  but  at  all  meetings  of  the  Com- 

ofSLk,yd™an  mittee  the  chair  was  taken  by  Mr.  Martin  Kuyck  van 
Mierop,  who  had  presided  over  the  General  Meeting  of 
Subscribers,  and  was  probably  one  of  the  leaders  in 
the  secession  of  1769. 

The  selection  of  suitable  premises  proved  no  easy 
task,  and  an  entry  in  the  Minute  Book,  following  the 
minutes  of  the  General  Meeting,  records  that,  “There 
have  been  several  Meetings  of  the  Committee,  but  as 
nothing  was  determined  at  any  of  them  no  Notice  was 
taken  of  them.  On  March  30th,  Fielding  reported 
that  he  had,  “in  compliance  with  the  Orders  of  the 
Committee,”  come  to  an  agreement  for  taking  over  the 
lease  of  the  house  adjoining  New  Lloyd’s;  but  it  does 
not  appear  that  this  agreement  was  ever  carried  out. 
At  the  same  time  the  question  of  taking  over  Will’s 
Coffee  House  was  under  consideration.  This  was  not, 
of  course,  the  rendezvous  of  wits  and  poets  in  Covent 

Garden,  but  Will’s  Coffee  House  in  Cornhill,  a  purely commercial  establishment,  the  Master  of  which  had 
recently  died. 

At  this  meeting  on  March  30th  the  Committee  re¬ 
solved  to  supply  themselves  with  funds  by  making  a 
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call  of  twenty  per  cent,  on  the  Subscribers,  “to  be  CHAP.  V 
paid  into  the  hands  of  Messrs.  Boldero,  Kendal,  Adey  1771-1774 
and  Kendal,  in  Lombard  Street.”  They  also  resolved that  the  Book  should  be  laid  open  at  the  bar  of  New 

Lloyd’s  for  further  subscriptions. 
Wills,  apparently,  proved  unsuitable,  and  On  April  The  search 

14th  the  Committee  were  considering  two  alternative  i;”3' 
plans:  one  for  reconstruction  of  the  house  in  Pope’s 
Head  Alley ,  and  the  other  for  acquiring  and  adapting 
two  houses  in  Freeman’s  Court,  Cornhill.  The  esti¬ 
mate  for  alteration  of  the  existing  house  was  for 

£1,200  “without  any  Ornaments  at  all,”  and  the  Sur¬ 
veyor  added  that,  owing  to  the  age  of  the  building,  this 
estimate  was  likely  to  be  increased  by  unforeseen  ex¬ 
penses.  To  acquire  the  unexpired  leases  of  the  houses 

in  Freeman’s  Court  and  convert  them  into  “a  very neat  and  convenient  Coffee  House”  would  cost  about 
£4,000,  and  there  would  be  a  rent  of  at  least  £250  a 
year  to  pay;  but  this  plan  promised  to  give  more  satis¬ 
factory  accommodation,  and  negotiations  were,  ac¬ 
cordingly,  opened  up  with  Magdalen  College,  Oxford, 
to  whom  the  property  belonged,  and  with  the  tenants 
of  the  houses,  Messrs.  Gomm  and  James. 
The  intention  appears  to  have  been  to  provide  Mr. 
Gomm  with  accommodation  in  the  reconstructed  pre¬ 
mises;  but  alternative  accommodation  had  to  be  found 

for  Mr.  James,  and  it  was  decided  to  acquire  the  un¬ 

expired  lease  of  a  third  house  in  Freeman’s  Court, 
held  by  a  Mr.  John  Lasley,  or  Leslie,  for  this  purpose. 
The  negotiations  dragged  on  throughout  the  remain¬ 
der  of  the  year  1772,  but  in  December  a  draft  lease  was 
received  from  Magdalen  College,  and  by  April,  1773, 

matters  were  so  far  advanced  that  Mr.  Lasley ’s  lease 
was  actually  purchased  for  £105.  There  was  some 
hitch,  however,  in  the  negotiations  with  the  College, 

and  in  June,  1773, fresh  negotiations  were  opened  for  a 

house  occupied  by  Messrs.  Raymond  and  Co.  in  Corn- 

H 
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CHAP.  V  hill.  This  scheme  also  fell  through,  and  in  the  autumn 

I77I_I774  of  1773  the  Committee  were  in  the  unpleasant  position 

of  having  Lasley’s  house  on  their  hands  for  about  four 
years,  without  having  made  any  real  advance  in  the 

finding  of  new  premises. 

Angerstein’s  The  next,  and  decisive  stage  in  the  proceedings  opens 

Nov.'ITyys"  with  an  entry  of  November  3rd,  1773,  in  the  Minute 
Book  of  the  “Sub  Committee  for  Gresham  Affairs” — 

The  Gresham  Committee  of  the  Mercers’  Company: 
“Mr.  Angurstine  (sic)  from  the  gentlemen  who  attend  New  Lloyd’s 
Coffeehouse  Attended  to  be  informed  if  there  was  any  large  room  to  be 

lett  over  the  Exchange.  The  Committee  Ordered  the  Clerk  with  the 

Surveyor  to  let  Mr.  Angurstine  view  the  two  Rooms  late  in  lease  to  the 

British  Fishery.” 
John  Julius  Angerstein,  who  here  makes  his  first,  but 

not  his  last  appearance  in  this  history,  was  a  member 
of  a  reputable  Hanoverian  family  who  took  their  name 
from  the  little  village  of  Angerstein,  near  Gottingen.  A 
branch  of  this  family  had  emigrated  to  Russia,  for 
business  reasons,  in  the  early  part  of  the  eighteenth 
century,  and  John  Julius  himself  was  born  at  St. 

Petersburg  in  1735.  As  Hanoverians,  the  Angersteins 
were,  of  course,  subjects  of  the  House  of  Guelph,  and 
the  Russian  branch  of  the  family,  as  well  as  the  original 
stock,  seem  to  have  been  engaged  mainly  in  trade  with 
this  country.  At  the  age  of  fourteen,  or  thereabouts, 
John  Julius  was  sent  to  London  under  the  patronage 
of  an  eminent  Russia  merchant,  Mr.  Andrew  Thomp¬ 
son,  in  whose  counting  house  he  served  his  apprentice¬ 
ship  to  commerce.  He  was  evidently  regarded  as  a 
pupil  rather  than  a  clerk,  and  on  coming  of  age,  he  was 

introduced  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  where  he  ac¬ 
quired  a  strong  taste  for  the  marine  insurance  side  of 
the  business,  and  showed  exceptional  capacity  in  its 
conduct.  Angerstein,  indeed,  was  something  more 
than  a  skilful  underwriter  and  insurance  broker.  He 
was  a  man  of  notable  ability,  high  character,  and  culti¬ 
vated  taste;  but  any  references  to  his  activities  as  the 
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trusted  financial  adviser  of  William  Pitt  and  a  liberal 
patron  of  the  arts,  may  be  postponed  to  the  narrative 
of  later  years,  when  his  standing  and  influence  at 

Lloyd’s  were  such  as  scarcely  three  other  men  have acquired  during  its  long  history.  In  1773  he  was  about 
thirty-eight  years  of  age,  an  insurance  broker  with  an 
office  at  71,  Old  Broad  Street,  and  already  a  man  of 
mark  in  the  marine  insurance  world,  as  is  seen  from 

his  active  participation  in  the  affairs  of  New  Lloyd’s, 
to  which  he  was  one  of  the  original  subscribers.1 
According  to  the  account  in  a  biographical  notice  of 

Angerstein  published  in  1804,  his  appearance  before 
the  Gresham  Committee  was  due  entirely  to  his  own 
initiative,  and  the  subsequent  negotiations  were  car¬ 
ried  through  by  him,  on  behalf  of  the  Subscribers, 

without  reference  to  the  Committee  at  New  Lloyd’s: 
“He  called  a  meeting  of  the  subscribers,  and  having  obtained  their consent  to  be  invested  with  a  temporary  authority,  he,  in  his  own  name, 
procured  for  their  accommodation,  the  large  and  lofty  apartments  occu¬ 

pied  by  ‘  The  British  Herring  Fishery’.”2 

This  has  been  interpreted  by  later  writers  as  implying 
that  Angerstein  made  himself  personally  responsible 
for  the  rent  of  the  premises;  but  the  Committee  of  New 

Lloyd’s  were  men  of  too  much  standing  to  need  any 
such  guarantee,  and  the  account  quoted  is  directly 
contradicted,  in  certain  respects,  both  by  the  records 

at  Lloyd’s  and  by  the  Minutes  of  the  Gresham  Com¬ 
mittee.  It  is  clear,  however,  that  Angerstein  took  a 
leading  part  in  the  transaction,  and  it  would  be  per¬ 
fectly  in  accord  with  his  reputation  for  enterprise  and 
foresight  that  he  should  take  a  longer  and  wider  view 

of  the  possibilities  of  New  Lloyd’s  than  his  fellow- 
1  The  chief  authorities  for  Angerstein  are  articles  in  Public  Characters  of  1803-1804, 

London.  1804,  pp.  385-404,  and  The  Annual  Biography  and  Obituary  for  the  year 

1824,  London,  1824,  pp.  275-98.  The  second  of  these  is,  in  large  part,  a  reprint  from 
Public  Characters,  a  very  useful  but  not  completely  trustworthy  source.  Some  details 
in  the  text  are  taken  from  a  letter  written  by  Mr.  Karl  Angerstein,  a  descendant  of 

John  Julius,  in  1922.  The  address  is  from  Kent's  Directory.  Before  removing  to 
Broad  Street,  Angerstein  had  an  office  at  1,  Cowper’s  Court,  Cornhill.  In  1770  and 
1771  he  gave  an  alternative  address  at  Tom’s  Coffee-House. 

2  Public  Characters  of  1803-4. 

CHAP.  V 
1771-1774 

Angerstein and  the 

Committee. 
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CHAP.  V  Subscribers,  and  should  be  the  first  to  realise  how 

I77I-I774  greatly  its  prestige  and  influence  might  be  extended  by 
bringing  it  under  the  roof  of  the  Royal  Exchange, 

for  premises  At  the  next  Committee  Meeting,  on  November  16th, 

Exchange  Angerstein,  although  not  a  member  of  the  Committee, 
Nov.,  1773.  attended  to  report  the  result  of  his  mission,  and  on  the 

following  day,  the  Gresham  Committee  entered  into  a 

definite  agreement  with  Angerstein,  Wilkinson,  Ewer, 

and  Readshaw,  who  signed  “for  ourselves  and  the  rest 

of  the  Committee  for  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house,”  for 

a  twenty-one  years’  lease  at  £160  per  annum.  It  does 
not  appear,  however,  that  Angerstein  signed  the  actual 
lease,  which  was  made  out  in  the  names  of  the  nine 

members  of  the  Committee.1 

On  November  18th  the  Surveyor  to  the  Mercers’ 
Company  attended  with  a  plan  of  the  proposed  Coffee 

House,  and  the  Committee  resolved  that  Lasley’s 

house  should  be  let,  and  that  “Mr.  Fielding  do  make 
enquiry  for  some  person  to  take  the  present  New 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  of  (sic.)  his  hands.”  At  the  same 
time  they  called  a  General  Meeting  of  “The  Gentle¬ 

men  Subscribers  and  others”  for  November  24th, 
The  report  presented  by  the  Committee  at  this  meet¬ 

ing  was  approved,  nemine  contradicente\  but  there  was 

one  among  the  “Gentlemen  Subscribers”  who  wanted 
his  money  back,  having  paid  his  call  of  £20  “under  a 
presumption  that  he  was  to  be  entitled  to  the  Benefits 

arising  from  the  Profits  of  the  New  Coffee  House.” 
This  frugal-minded  gentleman,  whose  name  is  unfor¬ 
tunately  lost  to  us,  received  his  draft  for  £20;  but  he 
stood  alone  in  his  eagerness  for  profits.  The  object  of 
the  Subscribers  was  not  a  lucrative  investment;  they 
were  perfectly  willing  that  Fielding  should  make  what¬ 
ever  he  could  by  catering  for  their  requirements. 

1  In  a  minute  of  January,  1779,  Messrs.  Townson,  Ewer,  Readshaw,  Whitmore,  Watson, 
Black,  and  Bourdieu  are  described  as  “the  surviving  gentlemen  responsible  to  the 

Mercers  Company  for  fulfilling  the  terms  of  the  lease.'’  '  Van  Mierop  and  Wilkinson were  then  dead.  Angerstein  was  not  elected  to  the  Committee  until  1786. 
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What  they  wanted  was  to  secure  suitable  and  private 
accommodation,  and  to  obtain  such  control  over  the 

establishment  as  would  ensure  them  against  any  re¬ 
petition  of  the  scandals  and  discomforts  of  their  last 
years  in  Lombard  Street. 

The  means  by  which  this  object  was  to  be  achieved 

were  defined,  on  March  4th,  1774,  at  the  last  General 

Meeting  of  the  Subscribers  to  be  held  in  Pope’s  Head 
Alley.  From  the  resolutions  passed  at  this  meeting  it 

appears  that  Fielding  had  agreed  to  take  his  head 

waiter,  Thomas  Tayler,  into  partnership,  on  terms 

agreed  between  themselves  and  the  Committee.  Sub¬ 

ject  to  payment  of  the  rent  (£20  higher  than  that  origin¬ 

ally  agreed)  for  which  the  Committee  were  responsible 

to  the  Mercers’  Company,  the  Masters  were  to  divide 
the  profits  of  the  business,  three-fourths  to  Fielding, 

and  one-fourth  to  Tayler.  They  were  also  to  divide 

equally  between  them  one-half  the  fees  of  the  next 
head  waiter,  he  himself  taking  the  other  half.  In  the 

event  of  Fielding’s  death,  the  Subscribers  promised 
to  provide  for  his  wife  and  family  either  by  a  share  in 

the  profits,  or  by  an  annuity  chargeable  thereon,  at 

their  discretion.  This  is  important, as  it  shows  that  the 

Subscribers,  while  taking  no  part  of  the  profits  of  the 

house,  regarded  them  as  completely  under  their  control. 

This  control  is  emphasised  in  the  second,  and  crucial 
resolution: 

“That  the  said  Thomas  Fielding  and  Thomas  Tayler  become  Tenants 

at  Will  to  the  Subscribers  to  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  paying  them 
the  Annual  Rent  of  One  Hundred  and  Eighty  Pounds  and  that  the 

Subscribers  be  at  the  Expence  of  fitting  up  the  New  Coffee  House  &c, 

and  that  they  Reserve  to  themselves  the  Power  to  Turn  out,  Replace, 

or  make  such  Alterations  as  they  shall  think  the  Merits  of  the  Parties 

may  require.” 

This  is  not  strictly  grammatical,  but  its  purport  is 

clear;  the  Masters  are  to  carry  on  the  business  for 

their  own  profit;  but  subject  to  the  approval  and  direc¬ 
tions  of  the  Subscribers,  who  may  vary  or  terminate 

CHAP.  V 
I77I~I774 

The  Masters 

become  tenants 

at  will  to  the 

Subscribers. Mar.,  1774. 

Thos.  Fielding 

and  Thos.  Tayler, 

Joint  Masters. t 
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CHAP.  V  the  arrangement  at  their  own  discretion  and  without 
I77I_I774  notice. 

A  few  minor  regulations  follow.  The  house  is  to  be 

shut  at  8  p.m.;  no  “Chairs”  (i.e.  Sedan  chairs)  are  to  be 
brought  in  to  either  of  the  Coffee  Rooms;  the  sub¬ 
scriptions  of  all  bankrupt  Subscribers  are  to  be  re¬ 
turned  to  their  Assignees  and  Trustees;  a  list  of  the 
Subscribers  is  to  be  framed  and  hung  up  in  the  Sub¬ 
scribers’  Room. 

Condemnation 

of  gaming 
insurances. 

Mar.,  1774. 

Subscribers’ 
power  to  call 
General  Meetings. 

Mar.,  1774. 

Then  follows  a  resolution  condemning  the  “shameful 
practices”  of  making  speculative  insurances  on  lives 
and  on  Government  securities,  which  had  brought  Old 

Lloyd’s  into  disrepute.  The  latter  were  notoriously  cal¬ culated  for  the  purpose  of  stockjobbing  and  tended  to 
weaken  public  credit;  the  former  were  still  more 
severely  condemned: 

“It  is  endangering  the  lives  of  the  Persons  so  insured,  from  the  Idea  of 
being  Selected  from  Society  for  that  inhuman  purpose,  which  is  being 
Virtually  an  Accessary  (sic)  in  a  Species  of  Slow  Murder.”  “It  is 

therefore  hoped,”  the  resolution  continues,  “the  Insurers  in  general will  refuse  Subscribing  such  Policies  and  that  they  will  show  a  proper 
Resentment  against  any  Policy  Broker  who  shall  hereafter  tender  such 

Policy  to  them.” 

It  may  be  noted  that  insurances  on  the  public  funds 
were  already  prohibited  by  law,  though  the  prohibition 
was  not  wholly  effective.  Insurances  on  lives  or  events 
in  which  the  party  making  the  insurance  had  no  real  in¬ 
terest,  were  declared  null  and  void  by  an  Act  passed  in 
this  very  year;  but  whether  this  Act  was  passed  as  a 
result  of  the  resolution,  or  the  resolution  was  an  in¬ 

telligent  anticipation  of  the  Act,  is  by  no  means  clear.1 
The  last  resolution  of  March  4th  was  perhaps  the 

most  important  of  all;  it  was  to  the  effect: 

“That  any  12  Gentlemen  Subscribers  have  the  power  to  call  a  General Meeting  of  the  Subscribers,  for  the  purpose  of  making  any  new  Regu¬ 
lations  or  Alterations,  giving  7  days  Notice  to  the  Committee.” 

With  the  passing  of  these  resolutions  Lloyd’s  became 
an  established  institution.  The  Subscribers  were  now 

1  14  Geo.  Ill,  c.  48. 
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no  longer  merely  frequenters,  but  the  owners  of  New 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House;  the  Masters  had  become  their 
servants.  The  Subscribers  themselves  were  now  an 

organised  body,  governed  by  regulations  of  their  own 

making,  and  if  those  regulations  were  rudimentary, 

they  provided  the  necessary  machinery  for  any  amount 
of  addition  or  amendment. 

On  Saturday,  March  5th,  1774,  the  shutters  were  put 

up  for  the  last  time  at  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in 

Pope’s  Head  Alley,  and  on  the  following  Monday,  the 
new  premises,  over  the  North  West  Corner  of  the 

Royal  Exchange,  were  opened  for  business.  These 

premises  comprised  two  Coffee  Rooms,  a  kitchen,  and 
a  small  room  for  the  use  of  the  Committee.  Of  the  two 

Coffee  Rooms,  the  first,  55  ft.  2  in.  long,  15  ft.  6  in. 

wide,  and  17  ft.  6  in.  high,  was  a  public  room,  open  to 
all  customers  of  the  House.  The  inner  room,  48  ft. 

8  in.  long,  20  ft.  wide,  and  20  ft.  3  in.  high,  was  re¬ 
served  for  the  use  of  the  Subscribers,  and  was  fitted 

up  with  all  due  magnificence,  as  we  may  gather  from 

the  addition  of  two  extra  lustres  to  the  ‘‘Great  Lustre” 
in  the  centre  of  the  room. 

It  is  clear,  from  contemporary  references,  that  these 

new  quarters  were  regarded  as  a  vast  improvement  on 

the  old  premises  at  Pope’s  Head  Alley,  and  fully 

worthy  of  the  dignity  of  Lloyd’s.  An  underwriter  of 

to-day  might  be  revolted  by  the  very  primitive  sani¬ 

tary  arrangements — the  Committee  arranged  with  the 
Committee  of  Warehouses  of  the  East  India  Company 

for  “leave  to  Carry  a  pipe  for  a  Necessary  in  their  Cess 

Pool” — but  there  was  nothing  in  these  to  offend  the 

eighteenth  century  mind.  Even  in  the  eighteenth  cen¬ 

tury,  however,  the  new  quarters  soon  began  to  appear 

a  little  cramped.  It  will  be  remembered  that  the  origi¬ 

nal  Subscription  Book  had  been  laid  open  at  the  bar 

since  March,  1772,  and  in  February,  1774,  just  prior  to 

CHAP.  V 
I77I-I774 

Removal  to 

Royal  Exchange. 

7  Mar.,  1774. 
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CHAP.  V  the  move,  a  special  appeal  was  circulated  to  the  fre- 

i77i-i774  quenters  of  the  house  in  Pope’s  Head  Alley.  As  a  re¬ sult,  the  original  list  of  79  Subscribers  had  grown,  by 
April,  1774,  to  179?  and  every  year  after  the  move 
brought  a  new  accession  of  strength.  Moreover,  it  was 
found  very  difficult,  in  practice,  to  keep  non-sub¬ 
scribers  out  of  the  Room.  The  result  was  an  appalling 
congestion  on  a  floor  space  of  only  about  970  square 
feet.  The  Subscribers  were  certainly  justified  of  their 
foresight  in  excluding  Sedan  chairs  from  the  premises, 
and  it  is  not  surprising  to  find  the  Committee,  in 
January,  1778,  taking  into  consideration  the  “crowded 
and  disordered  state  of  the  Great  Room.”  The  result 
of  their  deliberations  was  a  resolution: 
That  Nothing  shall  be  sold  to  any  Person  in  the  Great  Room,  which 

shall  be  deemed  the  Subscribers  Room  and  kept  for  their  Sole  Use  and 
benefit,  and  that  a  Board  shall  [be]  put,  over  the  Door  parting  the  two Rooms,  in  the  Public  Coffee  Room  on  which  shall  be  wrote, — Sub¬ scribers  and  their  Connections  only  are  to  be  admitted  into  the  within Room. 

A  waiter  was  also  stationed  at  the  door  to  exclude unauthorised  intruders. 

for  lump  sum  Admission  to  the  Subscribers’  Room  was  not,  at  this 

5  |:ime)  dependent  on  an  annual  subscription,  but  on  a lump  sum  payment.  It  will  be  remembered  that  a  call 
of  I20  had  been  made,  in  1772,  on  the  original  Sub¬ scribers.  The  same  amount,  .£20,  was  demanded  from 
all  subsequent  adherents  until  April,  1774,  when  the 
removal  accounts  were  wound  up.  The  cost  of  altera¬ 
tions,  fittings,  and  incidentals  to  that  date  was  about 
^1,700.  In  addition,  the  Committee  had  been  obliged 
to  repay  Fielding  £500,  paid  to  one  Joseph  Birks  for 
taking  the.  lease  of  No.  5,  Pope’s  Head  Alley  off  his hands.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  Mr.  Birks  had  the  pru¬ 
dence  to  take  out  a  fire  policy,  for  No.  5, Pope’s  Head 
Alley  was  one  of  eighteen  houses  burnt  down  in  the 
big  Cornhill  fire  of  1779.1  The  Committee  had  also 

1  Sewer  Rate  Book,  Guildhall  MS.,  2137/16. 
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to  discharge  various  smaller  payments  in  connection  CHAP.  V 

with  the  houses  in  Freeman’s  Court;  but  after  meeting  1771-1774 
all  liabilities,  they  were  able  to  return  £5  to  each  of  the 
179  Subscribers,  thus  reducing  the  amount  of  their 
subscription  to  £15.  This  sum,  and  no  more,  was 
demanded  from  subsequent  Subscribers,  and  for  this 
payment  of  ̂15  down  the  Subscriber  was  entitled  to  a 

life  membership  of  Lloyd’s,  admission  to  the  Sub¬ 

scribers’  Room,  and  the  right  to  vote  at  general  meet¬ 
ings.  It  is  true  that  he  paid  also  a  small  annual  sub¬ 

scription  to  the  Masters  and  Waiters,  but  this  was  paid 
by  all  regular  frequenters  of  the  Coffee  House;  it  had 

nothing  to  do  with  the  funds  of  Lloyd’s.  The  Under¬ 
writing  Member  of  to-day,  who  pays  his  Entrance 
Fee  of  £500  and  his  Annual  Subscription  of  £30,  may 

be  pardoned  for  thinking,  with  some  envy,  of  the  cheap 

rate  at  which  his  predecessors  secured  their  privileges. 

If  he  were  wise,  the  Subscriber  paid  also  his  subscrip-  The  Arrival 
AT  T  7  7,  r  •  .  .  .  1  .  .  .  F  and  I, oss  Book. 

tion  to  New  Ltoyd  s  List ,  which  remained  a  perquisite 
of  the  Masters.  For  his  further  information  there  was 

exhibited  on  a  stand  in  the  Subscribers’  Room,  a  big 
volume  bound  in  green  vellum,  which  is  still  preserved 

in  the  archives  of  Lloyd’s.  This  volume,  a  Loss  and 

LABEL  OF  ARRIVAL  AND  LOSS  BOOK,  1 774. 
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Arrival  Book  in  one,  affords  a  startling  contrast  to  the 

mass  of  information  now  daily  exhibited  in  the  books 

and  on  the  notice-boards  at  Lloyd’s.  From  half  a  page 
to  a  page  and  a  half,  filled  with  widely  spaced  entries 

in  a  large  hand,  sufficed  for  the  shipping  news  of  a  day. 

But,  meagre  as  its  information  may  seem  to  us,  “The 

Book”  (so  called  in  a  Minute  of  1778)  was  an  innova¬ 
tion  in  1774,  and  the  underwriters  who  crowded  round 

it  felt,  no  doubt,  that  their  £15  had  been  well  spent. 

There  was  no  such  “Book”  and  no  such  room  re¬ 
served  exclusively  for  the  transaction  of  marine  insur¬ 

ance  business  at  Old  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  where 
Messrs.  Lawrence  and  Baker  still  carried  on  a  losing 
fight.  With  the  secession  of  men  like  Angerstein  and 

Van  Mierop  to  Pope’s  Head  Alley,  the  glory  had  de¬ 
parted  from  the  once  famous  house  in  Lombard  Street, 

and  the  Subscription  of  1771,  followed  by  the  removal 

of  New  Lloyd’s  to  the  Royal  Exchange,  must  have 
hastened  its  decline.  No  mere  “Coffeeman”  could 
make  head,  in  catering  for  the  business  interests  of  the 

shipping  and  mercantile  community,  against  the 
wealthy  and  influential  association  of  merchants,  un¬ 
derwriters,  and  brokers  who  were  now  the  real  pro¬ 

prietors  of  New  Lloyd’s.  Some  policies,  no  doubt, 
were  still  subscribed  in  Lombard  Street — as  they  were 

subscribed  in  the  public  Coffee  Room  at  New  Lloyd’s, 
by  men  who  were  too  mean,  or  too  short-sighted  to  pay 
their  £15  subscription— but  it  is  probable  that  Law¬ 
rence  and  Baker  were  forced  more  and  more  to  rely  on 
the  casual  custom  of  ordinary  coffee-house  frequen¬ 
ters.  How  completely  the  patronage  of  the  leading 
underwriters  had  been  transferred  to  New  Lloyd’s  is 
shown  by  the  fact  that,  in  1779,  the  Subscribers,  acting 
as  a  body,  were  able  to  settle  and  enforce  the  printed 
form  of  policy  which,  with  only  two  or  three  impor¬ 
tant  additions,  is  still  in  use.  It  is  almost  equally  sig¬ 
nificant  that  the  writer  of  a  work  on  insurance  law  and 
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practice,  published  in  1781,  invariably  refers  to  the  CHAP.  V 
establishment  at  the  Royal  Exchange  simply  as  1771-1774 

“Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,”  although  the  Subscribers 
themselves  always  retained  the  distinctive  title  “New 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,”  and  the  old  house  in  Lombard 
Street  was  still  open,  under  its  original  title.1 
The  struggle  for  a  share  in  the  sale  of  ships  and  the  Ship  Sales  at 

1  1  r  '  1  rr  1  1  1  1  Old  and  New 

general  business  or  a  commercial  coffee-house  lasted  a  Lloyd’s, 

little  longer.  Unfortunately  no  complete  file  of  the 
Public  Ledger ,  the  chief  medium  for  advertisements  of 

ship  sales,  has  been  preserved,  but  the  scattered  copies 

in  the  Burney  Collection  throw  some  light  on  the 
gradual  transfer  of  this  side  of  the  business.  In  the 

issue  for  15th  January,  1774,  for  instance,  there  are  ad¬ 

vertisements  of  two  sales  of  ships  at  “Old  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House,  Lombard  Street,”  and  three  sales  of 

ships  and  two  of  goods  at  “New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House, 

Pope’s  Head  Alley.”  It  is  significant  too,  that  adver¬ 
tisements  for  the  paper  were  taken  in  at  both  houses. 

Lloyd’s  Evening  Post ,  on  the  contrary,  had  substituted 

“New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Pope’s  Head  Alley” 
for  the  original  address,  so  early  as  March  22nd,  1769, 

and  replaced  this,  on  June  7th,  1775 — rather  late  in 

the  day — by  “New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  over  Royal 
Exchange.”2  The  Public  Advertiser,  in  which  Lawrence 
and  Baker  had  advertised  so  freely  in  1769,  remained 
faithful  to  the  old  house. 

By  1778  the  balance  had  come  down  decisively  on  the 

side  of  New  Lloyd’s.  The  Public  Ledger  for  December 
of  that  year  contains  almost  daily  advertisements  of 

ship  sales  at  New  Lloyd’s — the  issues  for  December 
5th  and  22nd  respectively,  each  contain  eight  such 

announcements — but  the  only  sales  at  “Old  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House”  are  of  two  ships  and  an  East  India- 
1  Jno.  Weskett,  A  Complete  Digest  of  the  Theory ,  Laws,  and  Practice  of  Insurance,  ipS/. 

2  A  rival  newspaper,  The  London  Packet  or  New  Evening  Post,  founded  in  or  about 

1770,  changed  its  name  in  1772  to  The  London  Packet  and  New  Lloyd's  Evening  Post ; 
but  there  is  nothing  in  the  contents  of  this  paper  to  connect  it  in  any  way  with  New 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House. 
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man’s  stores.  Advertisements  are  still  taken  in  at 

“Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  Lombard  Street”  (the  word 
“Old”  being  dropped  in  the  notice)  as  well  as  at  the 
Royal  Exchange.1 
The  last  ship  sale  at  the  old  house  that  has  been 

traced  took  place  in  January,  1783,  when  the  good 
ship  Wagter ,  an  American  prize  of  about  350  tons, 

was  sold  “at  Old  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  Lombard 

Street”  by  order  of  the  Admiralty  Court.2  Some  time 
between  this  date  and  1786,  the  end  came.  In  the 

Sewer  Rate  Book  for  1783,  Thomas  Lawrence  still  ap¬ 
pears  as  occupier  of  No.  16,  Lombard  Street.  The 

book  for  1784  is  missing;  but  in  1785  the  house  is  des¬ 

cribed  as  “empty,  late  Thomas  Lawrence.”3  The  rate 
wasmadeon  September  30th  of  that  year, but  the  words 

“empty,  late”  appear  to  have  been  added  subsequently 
by  another  hand,  perhaps  that  of  the  collector.  The 

Public  Advertiser  continued  to  announce  that  “Adver¬ 

tisements  are  also  taken  in  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in 
Lombard  Street”  until  May  25th,  1786;  but  the  long 
delay  in  altering  the  notice  in  Lloyd's  Evening  Post , 
after  the  removal  of  New  Lloyd’s  to  the  Royal  Ex¬ 
change,  shows  that  this  is  not  conclusive  evidence. 

It  is  quite  possible  that  the  old  Lloyd's  List  had  pre¬ 
deceased  Old  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House;  but  Nezv  Lloyd's List  retained  its  distinctive  title  until  the  end  of  the 

year  1788.  On  July  29th  of  that  year  probate  was 
granted  to  one  Mary  Lawrence  of  a  will,  dated  June 
6th,  1786, made  by  her  husband, Thomas  Lawrence,  of 
Tower  Street,  in  the  Parish  of  St.  Dunstan  in  the 

East.  From  the  widow’s  name  it  looks  as  if  this  was  our 
Thomas  Lawrence  who,  as  has  been  seen,  had  never 
resided  at  the  house  in  Lombard  Street,  and  it  was 

probably  as  a  result  of  Lawrence’s  death  that,  from 
1  12,  16,  17,  25  December.  Advertisements  were  also  taken  “at  Old  Lloyd’s  ”  for  the Morning  Chronicle  in  1779. 

2  Morning  Chronicle,  22  January,  1783. 
3  Guildhall  MS.,  2137/20  and  24. 
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January  ist,  1789,  New  Lloyd’s  List  dropped  the 
“New”  from  its  title,  and  appeared  simply  as  Lloyds 
List.  The  term  “New  Lloyd’s”  continues,  however, 
to  appear  in  the  Minute  Books  so  late  as  1794. 

Lawrence  had,  at  least,  the  poor  satisfaction  of  out¬ 

living  the  ex-waiter  who  had  been  the  means  of  so 
much  injury  to  his  business.  Thomas  Fielding  had  no 

long  enjoyment  of  his  three-fourths  share  in  the  profits 

of  “New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  over  the  Royal  Ex¬ 

change,”  for  he  died  on  January  nth,  1778,  and  at  a 
Committee  Meeting  on  January  15th,  Tayler  was  ap¬ 

pointed  as  sole  Master  “under  the  Orders  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee,”  subject  to  his  paying  an  annuity  of  £100  a  year, 

out  of  the  profits  of  the  House,  to  Fielding’s  widow and  children. 

A  heavier  blow,  recorded  at  the  same  meeting,  was 

the  death  of  Mr.  Martin  Kuyck  van  Mierop,  who  had 

presided  over  the  business  of  the  Committee  since  its 

election  in  1772,  and  may  rightly  be  regarded  as  the 

first  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s.  In  his  place  the  Com¬ 
mittee,  who  seem  to  have  considered  themselves  en¬ 

titled  to  fill  up  any  vacancies,  subject  to  subsequent 

confirmation  by  the  general  body  of  subscribers,  elec¬ 

ted  Mr.  Alderman  George  Hayley,  a  well  known  un¬ 
derwriter,  whose  name  came  into  prominence,  so  early 

as  1764,  in  the  case  of  the  Mills  Frigate.  Hayley  ap¬ 

pears  to  have  replaced  V an  Mierop ,  not  only  as  member, 
but  also  as  Chairman  of  the  Committee,  and  it  was 

under  his  guidance  that  the  next  great  step  in  the  his¬ 

tory  of  Lloyd’s  was  taken.  This  step,  the  settlement  of 

Lloyd’s  Policy,  deserves  a  chapter  to  itself. 
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CHAPTER  VI. 

THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  LLOYD’S  POLICY. 

1 523— 1 779- 

A  policy  of  marine  insurance  as  filled  in  and  sub¬ scribed  by  Lloyd’s  underwriters  to-day  is  pro¬ 
bably  the  most  singular  and  interesting  document 

used  in  the  world’s  commerce.  Its  basis  is  a  printed 
form  of  no  great  length  which  constitutes  the  “Lloyd’s 

Policy”  proper.  Short  as  it  is,  this  form  contains  a 
good  deal  of  apparent  tautology;  blanks  that  no  one 
ever  dreams  of  filling  up;  clauses,  superfluous  to  most 
insurances,  that  no  one  ever  troubles  to  strike  out.  It 

leaves  many  of  the  contingencies  of  modern  commerce 

wholly  unprovided  for;  yet  purports  to  give  assurance 
against  risks  that  are  now  uninsurable,  or  the  subject 
of  special  contracts.  These  defects  and  omissions  are 

made  good  by  additional  clauses  written,  stamped,  or 
gummed  on  the  policy,  which  explain,  amplify,  and 
frequently  contradict  the  terms  of  the  policy  itself. 
These  additional  clauses  are  often  printed  and  gum¬ 
med  on  in  batches,  including  many  that  are  entirely 
irrelevant  to  the  particular  transaction  in  question. 
As  the  necessity  for  this  strange  patchwork  arises 

from  the  fact  that  the  bulk  of  the  printed  policy  now 
in  use  follows,  not  merely  clause  by  clause,  but  word 

by  word,  a  form  “revised  and  confirmed”  at  New 

Lloyd’s  in  January,  1779,  it  will  be  convenient  to print  it  here,  before  enquiring  into  the  circumstances 
and  effects  of  that  revision,  the  reasons  for  adhering  to 
it,  or  the  earlier  history  of  the  printed  policy.  In  the 
reprint  which  follows,  all  words  added  to  the  form  of 

1779  are  printed  in  italics.  In  all  other  respects  the 
two  forms  are  identical,  except  that  the  policy  of  1779 
began  with  the  pious  preface,  “In  the  name  of  God, 
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Amen”  instead  of  “Be  it  known  that,”  and  bore  in  the  CHAP.  VI 
margin,  where  the  seal  of  the  Corporation  now  ap-  1 523-1779 
pears,  the  following  note: 

“Printed  according  to  the  Form  revised  and  confirmed  at  New  Lloyd’s 
on  the  12th  day  of  January,  1779.” 

The  present  policy  runs  as  follows: 

LLOYD’S  MARINE  INSURANCE  POLICY.  Lloyd’s  Policy. 

Any  person  not 
an  Under¬ 

writing  Member 

of  Lloyd'' s  sub¬ 
scribing'  this 
Policy,  or  any 

person  uttering 

the  same  if  so 

subscribed,  will 
be  liable  to  be 

proceeded 

against  under 

Lloyd's  Acts. 

S.G. 

A 

Printed  at 

Lloyd' s.  Royal 
Exchange. 

{No.  ) 

No  Policy  or  other  Contract  dated  on  or  after  1st  Jan., 

1924,  will  be  recognised  by  the  Committee  of  Lloyd's  as 
entitling  the  holder  to  the  benefit  of  the  Funds  and / or 

Guarantees  lodged  by  the  Underwriters  of  the  policy  or 

contract  as  security  for  their  liabilities  unless  it  bears  at 

foot  the  Seal  of  Lloyd’s  Signing  Bureau. 
BE  IT  KNOWN  THAT 

as  well  in  their  own  Name,  as  for  and  in  the  Name  and 

Names  of  all  and  every  other  Person  or  Persons  to  whom 

the  same  doth,  may,  or  shall  appertain,  in  part  or  in  all, 
doth  make  assurance  and  cause  themselves  and  them  and 

every  of  them  to  be  insured,  lost,  or  not  lost  at  and  from 

upon  any  kind  of  Goods  and 

Merchandises,  and  also  upon  the  Body,  Tackle,  Ap¬ 
parel,  Ordnance,  Munition,  Artillery,  Boat  and  other 

Furniture,  of  and  in  the  good  Ship  or  Vessel  called  the 
whereof  is  Master,  under 

God,  for  this  present  Voyage  or 

whosoever  else  shall  go  for  Master  in  the  said  Ship,  or 

by  whatsoever  other  Name  or  Names  the  same  Ship, 
or  the  Master  thereof,  is  or  shall  be  named  or  called, 

beginning  the  Adventure  upon  the  said  Goods  and  Mer¬ 
chandises  from  the  loading  thereof  aboard  the  said  Ship 

as  above  upon  the  said  Ship,  &c.,  as  above 
and  shall  so 

continue  and  endure,  during  her  Abode  there,  upon  the 

said  Ship,  &c.;  and  further,  until  the  said  Ship,  with  all 

her  Ordnance,  Tackle,  Apparel,  &c.,  and  Goods  and 
Merchandises  whatsoever,  shall  be  arrived  at  as  above 

upon  the  said  Ship, 

See.,  until  she  hath  moored  at  Anchor  Twenty-four 

Hours  in  good  Safety,  and  upon  the  Goods  and  Mer¬ 
chandises  until  the  same  be  there  discharged  and  safely 

landed;  and  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  said  Ship,  &c.,  in 

this  Voyage  to  proceed  and  sail  to  and  touch  and  stay  at 

any  Ports  or  Places  whatsoever  and  wheresoever  for  all 

purposes  without  Prejudice  to  this  Insurance.  The  said 
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Ship,  &c.,  Goods  and  Merchandises,  &c.,  for  so  much 

as  concerns  the  Assured  by  Agreement  between  the  As¬ 
sured  and  Assurers  in  this  Policy,  are  and  shall  be 
valued  at 

Touching  the  Adventures  and  Perils  which  we  the  Assurers  are  con¬ 
tented  to  bear  and  do  take  upon  us  in  this  Voyage,  they  are,  of  the 

Seas,  Men-of-War,  Fire,  Enemies,  Pirates,  Rovers,  Thieves,  Jettisons, 
Letters  of  Mart  and  Countermart,  Surprisals,  Takings  at  Sea,  Arrests, 

Restraints  and  Detainments  of  all  Kings,  Princes,  and  People,  of  what 

Nation,  Condition  or  Quality  soever,  Barratry  of  the  Master  and  Mar¬ 
iners,  and  of  all  other  Perils,  Losses  and  Misfortunes  that  have  or  shall 

come  to  the  Hurt,  Detriment,  or  Damage  of  the  said  Goods  and  Mer¬ 
chandises  and  Ship,  &c.,  or  any  Part  thereof;  and  in  case  of  any  Loss  or 
Misfortune,  it  shall  be  lawful  to  the  Assured,  their  Factors,  Servants, 

and  Assigns,  to  sue,  labour,  and  travel  for,  in  and  about  the  Defence, 

Safeguard  and  Recovery  of  the  said  Goods  and  Merchandises  and 

Ship,  &c.,  or  any  Part  thereof,  without  Prejudice  to  this  Insurance; 

to  the  Charges  whereof  we,  the  Assurers,  will  contribute,  each  one 

according  to  the  Rate  and  Quantity  of  his  sum  herein  assured.  Aud¬ 

it  is  especially  declared  and  agreed  that  no  acts  of  the  Insurer  or  Insured 

in  recovering ,  saving,  or  preserving  the  property  insured,  shall  be  con¬ 
sidered  as  a  waiver  or  acceptance  of  abandonment .  And  it  is  agreed  by 

us,  the  Insurers,  that  this  Writing  or  Policy  of  Assurance  shall  be  of 

as  much  Force  and  Effect  as  the  surest  Writing  or  Policy  of  Assurance 

heretofore  made  in  Lombard  Street,  or  in  the  Royal  Exchange,  or 
elsewhere  in  London. 

Warranted  free  of  any  claim  based  upon  loss  of,  or  frustration  of,  the 

insured  voyage,  or  adventure,  caused  by  arrests,  restraints  or  detain¬ 
ments  of  Kings,  Princes  or  Peoples. 

And  so  we  the  Assurers  are  contented  and  do  hereby  promise  and 
bind  ourselves,  each  one  for  his  own  Part,  our  Heirs,  Executors,  and 

Goods,  to  the  Assured,  their  Executors,  Administrators,  and  Assigns, 

for  the  true  Performance  of  the  Premises,  confessing  ourselves  paid  the 

Consideration  due  unto  us  for  this  Assurance  by  the  Assured 
at  and  after  the  Rate  of 

IN  WITNESS  whereof,  we  the  Assurers  have  Subscribed  our 
Names  and  Sums  assured  in  LONDON. 

N.B. — Corn,  Fish,  Salt,  Fruit,  Flour,  and  Seed  are  warranted  free 

from  Average,  unless  general, or  the  Ship  be  stranded;  Sugar, Tobacco, 

Hemp,  Flax,  Hides,  and  Skins  are  warranted  free  from  Average  under 
Five  Pounds  per  Cent.;  and  all  other  Goods, also  the  Ship  and  Freight, 
are  warranted  free  from  Average  under  Three  Pounds  per  Cent., 
unless  general,  or  the  Ship  be  stranded. 

(  In  the  event  of  accident  whereby  loss  or  damage  may  result  in  a  claim 

under  this  Policy,  the  settlement  will  be  much  facilitated  if  immediate 

notice  be  given  to  the  nearest  Lloyd' s  Agent.) 

CHAP.  VI 
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The  above  is  known  as  the  “A”  form  of  policy.  A 
second  “B”  form  contains  the  additional  clause: 

“Warranted  free  of  capture,  seizure,  arrest,  restraint,  or 
detainment,  and  the  consequences  thereof  or  of  any  at¬ 
tempt  thereat  ( piracy  excepted),  and  also  from  all  conse¬ 
quences  of  hostilities  or  warlike  operations  whether  before 
or  after  declaration  of  war. 

Should  the  above  clause  be  deleted,  the  following  clause  is 

to  operate  as  part  of  this  Policy: — 

Warranted  free  of  any  claim  based  upon  loss  of  or  frus¬ 

tration  of,  the  insured  voyage  (as  above).” 

It  will  be  observed  as  a  pleasant  feature  of  this  vener¬ 
able  document  that,  although  the  actual  insurance  may 
be  made  on  the  hull  and  equipment  of  a  ship,  or  on  a 

particular  item  of  her  equipment,  or  on  her  cargo,  or 

on  one  only  of  several  hundred  parcels  comprised  in 

that  cargo,  it  is  still  described,  so  far  as  the  printed 

policy  is  concerned,  as  made  “upon  any  kind  of  Goods 
and  Merchandises,  and  also  upon  the  Body,  Tackle, 

Apparel,  Ordnance,  Munition,  Artillery,  Boat  and 

other  Furniture”  of  the  vessel.  The  actual  subject 
matter  of  the  insurance  will,  of  course,  be  expressed  in 

writing.  The  name  of  the  “Master,  under  God”  is,  in 
practice,  invariably  left  blank — no  great  omission  in 
view  of  the  elaborate  proviso  that  follows. 

The  description  in  the  policy  is  obviously  a  survival 

from  the  days  when  one  man  commonly  owned  both 

ship  and  goods,  when  all  merchantmen  went  armed, 

and  when  only  one  ship’s  boat  was  carried.  The  list  of 
“Adventures  and  Perils” — enough  to  appal  the  stout¬ 

est  heart — also  contains  some  items,  such  as  “Letters 

of  Mart  and  Countermart,”  that  have  a  somewhat  anti¬ 

quated  flavour;  but  most  of  them  remain  possible  con¬ 

tingencies  of  a  sea- voyage,  and  they  include  some  that 
the  modern  underwriter  is  unwilling  to  face.  Having 

solemnly  accepted  the  risks  of  “Enemies  .  .  .  Sur- 
prisals,  Takings  at  Sea,  Arrests,  Restraints,  and 
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CHAP.  VI  Detainments  of  all  Kings,  Princes,  and  People,”  he 
I523_I779  promptly  proceeds  to  modify  his  liability  by  the 

“Frustration  Clause”  added  in  1919,  and  printed  in 

italics  above,  or  the  “F.C.  and  S.”  (Free  of  Capture 

and  Seizure)  Clause  in  the  “B”  policy, 
strictures  on  gir  Douglas  Owen  has  remarked  that,  “If  such  a  con- 

tract  were  to  be  drawn  up  for  the  first  time  to-day  it 
would  be  put  down  as  the  work  of  a  lunatic  endowed 

with  a  private  sense  of  humour.”1  He  was  referring 
more  particularly  to  this  direct  contradiction  of  the 

terms  of  the  printed  policy  by  additional,  over-riding 
clauses,  either  printed  or  written;  but  the  whole 

printed  policy  itself  has  long  been  the  subject  of  biting 

judicial  comment.  So  early  as  1791 ,  Mr.  Justice  Buller 

laid  down  the  sweeping  proposition  that,  “A  policy  of assurance  has  at  all  times  been  considered  in  courts  of 

law  as  an  absurd  and  incoherent  instrument.”'  The 

“free  of  capture”  clause,  and  especially  the  words  “free 
from  all  consequences  of  hostilities  or  warlike  opera¬ 

tions,”  have  recently  been  subjected  to  severe  criticism 
by  a  learned  Judge,  who  observes  that  the  clause  is  more 

than  sixty  years  old.  It  has,  however,  been  modified 

since  the  Cape  Hatter  as  case,  and  modified  under  the 

best  legal  advice  obtainable.  Perhaps  a  more  favour¬ 
able  view  might  be  taken  of  the  clause  when  it  is 

remembered  that  war  is  full  of  surprises,  and  that  to 

provide  specifically  for  every  contingency  is  beyond 
human  imagination.  The  framers  were  probably  in¬ 
structed  to  produce  a  form  of  words  which  would  re¬ 

lieve  the  underwriters,  as  far  as  possible,  from  respon¬ 
sibility  for  all  the  new  perils  which  a  state  of  war 

would  produce. 

Sfpojicyf  When  merchants,  shipowners,  and  underwriters  con¬ 

tinue  to  employ,  in  transactions  amounting  to  hun- 
1  Ocean  Trade  and  Shipping. ,  Cambridge,  1914,  p.  158. 
2  In  Brough  v.  Whitman ,  quoted  by  W.  M.  Eldridge,  Marine  Policies ,  London,  1924 

p.  56. 
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dreds  of  millions  of  pounds  every  year,  an  “absurd  and 
incoherent  instrument,”  suggesting  the  humour  of  a 
lunatic,  it  may  reasonably  be  supposed  that  they  have 
some  grounds  for  their  persistence.  The  merits  of 

Lloyd’s  policy  are,  in  fact,  quite  independent  of  its 
drafting.  Indeed,  it  never  was  drafted  as  a  complete 
instrument.  A  great  deal  of  it  goes  back,  at  least,  to 
the  sixteenth  century.  It  took  shape  during  the  second 
half  of  the  seventeenth  century  and  the  first  half  of  the 

eighteenth,  when  a  common,  printed  form  was  gradu¬ 
ally  evolved  from  the  wide  variety  of  policies  till  then 
employed.  It  underwent  a  very  conservative  revision 
in  1779,  the  whole  object  of  which  was,  not  to  draft  an 

elegant  or  logical  document,  but  to  preserve  the  com¬ 
mon  form  already  in  use.  Hence  almost  every  clause 

in  the  printed  Lloyd’s  policy  of  to-day  has  been  con¬ 
secrated  by  centuries  of  usage.  However  clumsily  it 

may  be  expressed,  its  meaning  is  clear,  because  it  has 

“generations  of  legal  interpretations  hanging  almost  to 
every  word,  and  almost  certainly  to  every  sentence.”1 
A  Committee  of  lawyers  and  insurance  experts  could, 

no  doubt,  put  much  of  it  into  clearer  and  more  logical 

language;  but  then  the  leading  cases  decided  on  the 

old  form  would  cease  to  be  binding  precedents,  and 
the  moment  a  dispute  arose,  the  whole  business  of 

litigation  would  begin  again.  It  is  for  this  reason  that 

the  body  of  the  policy  has  long  been  regarded  as  sac¬ 

rosanct;  not  to  be  altered  on  any  consideration  what¬ 
ever,  and  only  to  be  enlarged  in  case  of  great  necessity. 

The  over-riding  or  extra  clauses  written,  stamped,  or 
gummed  on  each  policy  to  provide  for  contingencies 

unthought  of  in  1779,  may  require  scrutiny  by  the  in¬ 
surers  and  the  insured;  but  so  far  as  the  actual  policy  is 

concerned,  all  parties  know  definitely  to  what  it 
commits  them. 

CHAP.  VI I523-I779 
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1  Sir  Douglas  Owen,  op.  ci(.,  p.  155. 
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The  most  extreme  instance  of  the  conservatism 

shown  in  all  dealings  with  the  policy  of  marine  insur¬ 
ance  since  1779,  is  the  retention  of  the  mystic  letters 

‘‘S.G.”  at  the  head  of  the  policy,  long  after  every  trace 
of  their  significance  had  vanished.  To  quote  Sir 
Douglas  Owen,  writing  in  1914: 

“Nobody  knows  of  a  certainty  what  these  cabalistic  letters  mean,  but 
this,  in  the  case  of  such  a  document,  would  obviously  be  no  reason  for 

their  omission.  They  may  mean  ‘Ship  and  Goods,’  they  may  mean 

‘Salutis  Gratia, ’they  may  mean — and  practically  do  mean — nothing.”1 

For  over  half  a  century  the  ingenuity  of  writers  on 

Lloyd’s  and  Marine  Insurance  has  been  lavishly  ex¬ 
pended  in  the  attempt  to  extract  some  meaning  from 
this  enigmatical  symbol.  Manley  Hopkins,  in  his 

Manual  oj  Marine  Insurance ,  1867,  rejected  “ Salutis 

Gratia  ’  (for  the  sake  of  safety),  and  plumped  for  the 
more  matter  of  fact  “Ship  and  Goods.”  He  was  fol¬ 
lowed  by  Mr.  Gerard  van  de  Linde ,  in  a  lecture  of  1 887 , 
and  by  Messrs.  Gow,  Chalmers,  and  Archibald,  in 
their  books  on  marine  insurance.  Sir  Henry  Hozier, 

Secretary  of  Lloyd’s  from  1874  to  1906,  thought,  on 
the  contrary,  that  the  interpretation  “Salutis  Gratia ” 

was  “tolerably  clearly  established.”'  Mr.  W.  E.  Found 
came  forward,  more  recently,  with  “ Saha  Guardia ” 

(safeguard),  or  “Sterling  Gold,”  and  provoked  a  cor¬ 
respondence  in  the  Spectator ,  leading  to  the  further 

suggestions  of  “  Sicurata  Generale ”  (general  security) 
and  “ Syngraph”  or  “  Syngraphus”  (from  sun  “with,” 
and  grapho  “I  write”)  indicating  the  signature  of  the 
policy  by  a  number  of  independent  underwriters. 

The  use  of  Italian  forms,  such  as  “ Saha  Guardia ” 

and  “  Sicurata  Generale"  would,  of  course  be  explicable 
by  the  Italian  origin  of  marine  insurance. 

The  fact  that  the  letters  are  printed,  in  later  poli¬ 
cies,  immediately  above  the  figures  representing  the 
amount  insured,  gave  rise  to  the  conjecture  that  they 

1  Sir  Douglas  Owen,  op.  cit.,  p.  157. 
2  The  Machinery  of  Lloyd’s,  1901. 
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stood  for  “ Somma  Grande ”  (Total  amount)  or  “Sum 
guaranteed.”  Among  other  readings,  more  or  less 
confidently  put  forward,  are  “Signatories  Guaran¬ 
teed,”  “Security  Guaranteed,”  “ Sigilli  Gratia ,”  and 
“Seals  Guaranteed.” 
All  this  time  the  evidence  needed  to  raise  one  of  the 

earliest  interpretations  of  “S.G.”  from  a  conjecture  to 
a  certainty,  was  lying  buried  in  the  massive  volumes  of 
the  Statutes  at  Large.  In  the  year  1795  an  Act  was 
passed  to  amend  and  consolidate  the  various  laws  re¬ 

lating  to  stamp  duties  on  policies  of  marine  insurance. 

By  this  Act  the  Stamp  Commissioners  were  obliged  to 

provide  stamped,  printed  policies,  for  the  use  of 

brokers  and  underwriters,  and  all  policies,  whether 

provided  by  the  Commissioners,  or  brought  to  them 

for  stamping,  were  required  to  be  in  the  forms  set  out 

in  a  schedule  to  the  Act.1 
These  forms  were  five  in  number.  Two  of  them  were 

the  ordinary  forms  of  policy  on  ship  and  goods  em¬ 
ployed  respectively  by  the  London  Assurance  and  the 

Royal  Exchange  Assurance  Corporations;  the  other 
three  were  for  the  use  of  private  underwriters.  Of 

these,  the  third  is  a  policy  on  ship  and  goods,  which  is 

identical,  word  for  word,  with  the  policy  of  1779,  ex¬ 

cept  for  the  omission  of  the  note  “Printed  according  to 

the  Form  revised  and  confirmed  at  New  Lloyd’s,” 
which  was  no  longer  necessary  now  that  the  use  of 

this  form  was  being  made  legally  compulsory.  It  has 

the  letters  “S.G.”  in  the  margin. 
The  first  policy  is  on  Ship  alone;  the  second  on  Goods 

alone,  and  both  are  in  the  same  form  as  the  third,  ex¬ 
cept  for  the  omission  of  words  inapplicable  to  their 

special  purpose.  The  Ship  policy  bears  in  the  margin 

the  single  letter  “S.”;  the  policy  on  goods  substitutes 

the  letter  “G.”  No  policy  on  Ship  alone  has  been  pre¬ 

served  at  Lloyd’s;  but  there  is,  among  the  archives,  a 
1  35  Geo.  Ill,  c.  63. 
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CHAP.  VI  policy  of  1783,  on  goods  in  the  Saint  Anns  (but  not  on 

I523-I779  the  ship), which  has  the  letter  “G.” above  the  marginal note. 

From  this  it  is  clear  that  not  one  but  three  forms  of 

policy  were  “revised  and  confirmed”  by  the  Subscri¬ 
bers  to  New  Lloyd’s  in  1779;  that  the  forms  of  policy 
on  Ship  alone,  and  on  Goods  alone,  were  distinguished 

by  the  letters  “S.”  and  “G.”  respectively,  and  that 
“S.G.”  on  the  more  inclusive  form,  means  simply 
“Ship  and  Goods.”1 Had  all  three  forms  continued  to  be  used  in  the 

nineteenth  century,  the  great  “S.G.”  mystery  could 
hardly  have  arisen.  The  disappearance  of  the  separate 

S.”  and  “G.”  forms  was  hastened,  no  doubt,  by  the 
Act  of  1795.  It  would  gradually  be  found  inconve¬ 
nient  in  practice,  to  keep  on  hand  a  sufficient  stock  of 
stamped  policies  in  all  three  forms,  and  easier  to  use 
the  more  inclusive  policy  for  all  purposes.  Thus  the 

form  originally  employed  only  for  policies  on  “ship 
and  goods”  became  the  one  form  of  Lloyd’s  Policy, 
and  the  letters  “S.G.”  remained  to  puzzle  the  curious 
in  insurance  history,  long  after  their  distinctive  sig¬ 
nificance  had  passed  away. 

ofrevision.  has  already  been  observed  that  the  “Ship”  and 
079-  “Goods”  policies  are  practically  identical  with  that  on 

Ship  and  Goods”  except  for  the  omission  of  certain 
irrelevant  words.  There  are  also  one  or  two  very  small 
and  quite  unimportant  verbal  variations,  some  of 
which  are  to  be  found  also  in  the  Corporation  forms, 
and  which  suggest  that  three  actual  policies  in  the 

l  Since  the  above  was  written,  the  authors’  attention  has  been  drawn,  by  a  letter  from Mr  Bd  Bensfy  in  Notes  and  Queries,  N.S.,  Vol.  CL,  pp.  138-9,  to  a  footnote  in 
Underhill  s  Encyclopedia  of  Forms  and  Precedents,  Vol.  XIV,  1908,  p.  1  30  This 

footnote  explains  S.G.  as  follows:  “i.e.,  Ship  and  goods.  Compare’ the  different policies  scheduled  to  35  Geo.  Ill,  c.63,  the  forms  being  there  marked  S.G.,  S.  and 
G  according  to  the  things  insured.  ”  The  writer  appears  never  to  have  seen  an  actual 
■  °r  Pollc>'>  and  the  note  is  omitted  in  the  second  edition,  1925.  The  letter in  Notes  and  Queries  was  answered  (CLI,  p.  1 93),  by  an  adherent  of  “  Salutis 
Gratia,  claiming  that  the  “  Ship  and  Goods  ”  interpretation  was  quite  untenable. 
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“S.,”  “G.”  and“S.G.” forms  were  selected  as  models, 
with  the  result  of  stereotyping  all  their  little  peculia¬ 

rities  of  phrase  or  spelling.1 
It  is  essential  to  any  proper  understanding  of  the  atti¬ 

tude  of  the  gentlemen  at  New  Lloyd’s,  to  remember 
that  what  they  wished  to  do  was  to  fix,  not  to  draft  a 

policy.  Their  models  were  forms  that,  possibly  with 

some  slight  verbal  variations,  had  long  been  in  use  at 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House.  It  lies  outside  the  scope  of  this 
book  to  attempt  any  full  account  of  the  growth  of  the 

policy  of  marine  insurance  prior  to  its  revision,  and 

official  adoption  by  New  Lloyd’s;  but  something  must 
be  said  as  to  the  stage  of  development  at  which  it  had 

arrived  when  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  first  began  to  exert 
a  predominant  influence  over  insurance  practice,  of 

the  very  important  addition  made  to  it  during  the  great 

days  of  underwriting  in  Lombard  Street,  and  of  the 

events  that  brought  about  the  revision  of  1779. 

The  origins  and  early  history  of  the  marine  insurance 

policy  are  still  extremely  obscure.  There  is  definite 
evidence  that  marine  insurance,  in  its  modern  form, 

was  practised  at  Genoa,  Pisa,  and  Florence  in  the  first 

half  of  the  fourteenth  century,2  but  the  earliest  form  of 

policy  that  has  been  preserved  appears  to  be  that  con¬ 

tained  in  a  Florentine  ordinance  of  1523. 3  This  policy 
is  already  in  an  advanced  stage  of  development,  and 

has  a  strong  family  resemblance  in  form  to  a  Lloyd’s 

policy  of  to-day.  It  specifies  that  N.  has  made  Insur¬ 
ance  to  N.,  for  an  amount  to  be  stated,  on  such  and 

such  goods  loaded,  or  to  be  loaded  in  a  named  ship  “or 

by  whatsoever  other  name  she  shall  go,”  whereof  is 

1  E.g.  the  “G.”  policy  adds  after  “any  Kind  of  Goods  and  Merchandises”  the  words 
“  whatsoever  loaden  or  to  be  loaden  aboard ,  ’  and  begins  the  adventure  from  and 

iminediately  following  the  loading  thereof,  &c.  ”  There  are  other  
verbal  variations 

but  of  little  or  no  importance. 

2  U Origin e  des  Assurances  Maritimes ,  par  M.  Paul  Masson,  Paris,  I925>  PP-  2'3- 
3  The  policy  is  printed  by  Nicolas  Magens  in  An  Essay  on  Insurances ,  Eondon,  i755> 

Vol.  II,  pp.  4-5- 
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CHAP.  VI  Master  N.“  or  whosoever  else  shall  go  for  Master.”  The 
I523~I779  duration  of  the  adventure  is  defined  in  terms  very  simi¬ lar  to  those  now  employed,  and  the  perils  clause  has 

an  astonishingly  modern  ring: 

“The  Insurers,  with  respect  to  the  Risk  of  these  Goods,  take  upon them  all  Dangers  caused  by  the  Sea,  Fire  and  Jettison,  Reprisals  or 
Robberies  of  Friends  and  Foes,  and  all  other  Cases,  Perils,  Tempests, 
Disasters,  Impediments  and  Misfortunes,  even  such  as  cannot  be 
thought  of,  that  may  happen,  or  have  happened,  to  these  Goods:  they 
are  likewise  answerable  for  Barratry  of  the  Master;  saving  only  the 
Stowage  and  the  paying  of  Customs.” 

There  is  leave  for  the  ship  to  “touch  at  any  other 
Place,”  and  “in  case  of  Shipwreck,  the  Goods  lost  may be  saved  and  recovered  without  Permission  had  of  the 
Insurers.  It  is  not  stated  that  the  Insurers  will  pay  or 
contribute  to  the  cost  of  salvage;  but  this  may  have 
been  understood  and  thus  the  provision  is  an  elemen¬ 
tary  form  of  the  sue  and  labour  clause.  Losses  are  to  be 
paid  within  two  months  from  the  receipt  of  news,  and 
there  is  a  provision,  very  common  in  early  continental 
policies,  that  the  “Insurers  pay  first  of  all  the  Sums  in¬ 
sured,  and  then  have  Leave  to  go  to  Law”  for  its  re¬ 
covery,  in  the  event  of  their  disputing  the  claim.  For 
due  performance  of  these  and  the  other  provisions  of 
the  policy  the  Insurers  bind  themselves,  their  heirs, 
and  “their  present  and  future  Substance.” 

Lombard  Street.  Compared  with  this,  the  earliest  English  policies  are 

very  sketchy  and  meagre.  It  is  probable,  however, 
that  they  were  construed  in  the  light  of  a  body  of  cus¬ 
tomary  law  derived  from  the  Italian  merchants  and 
financiers  who  gave  their  name  to  Lombard  Street, 
and  were,  almost  certainly,  responsible  for  the  intro¬ 
duction  of  marine  insurance  into  this  country.  This 
customary  law  was,  no  doubt,  based,  originally,  on  the 
ordinances  of  the  Italian  republics,  but  was  probably 
modified,  in  course  of  time,  by  the  growth  of  local 
usages,  and  came  to  be  known  as  the  usage  or  custom 
of  Lombard  Street.  The  reference  in  our  present  poli- 
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cies  to  “the  surest  Writing  or  Policy  of  Assurance  here¬ 
tofore  made  in  Lombard  Street”  serves  to  remind  us 
both  of  the  Italian  origin  of  marine  insurance  law  and 

practice,  and  of  the  fact  that  the  earliest  policies  effected 

in  this  country  were  actually  arranged  and  subscribed 

in  Lombard  Street  itself.  In  the  words  of  Aubrey, 

“Before  the  Royal  Exchange  was  built  by  Sir  Thomas  Gresham,  the 

merchants  did  meet  in  the  street  as  now  a  dayes  at  the  Exchange,” 

and  he  quotes  from  James  Peele’s  “Pathway  to  Perfec- 
nes  in  th’Accomptes  of  Debitour  and  Creditour,  in 

Manner  of  a  Dialogue,”  where  a  merchant  remarks, 

“It  is  now  street  time,  wherfore  I  must  begonne.”1 
So  widely  known,  indeed,  was  Lombard  Street  as  the 

“Bourse”  or  Exchange  of  London,  that  in  some  early 

policies  it  is  referred  to  merely  as  “the  Strete  of  Lon¬ 
don,”  without  its  being  considered  necessary  to  name 
it  more  particularly. 

The  two  earliest  policies  subscribed  by  English  un¬ 
derwriters,  of  which  we  have  any  record,  were  made, 

in  1547  and  1548  respectively,  on  goods  in  Italian  ves¬ 
sels,  and  the  policies  themselves  were  drawn  up  in 

Italian,  although  they  were  subscribed  in  English. 

Both  are  printed  with  contemporary  translations,  in 

Marsden’s  Select  Pleas  in  the  Court  of  Admiralty , 
where  they  are  followed  by  four  policies  in  English, 

dated  respectively,  1555,  1557,  1558/9,  and  1562/3.2 
These  six  policies  are  all  different  in  form,  but  have 

the  same  general  characteristics,  and  are  all  very  rudi¬ 

mentary  in  development.  Their  common  features  are 

simply  the  name  or  names  of  the  Assured  and  of  the 

ship  and  Master;  the  subject  matter  of  the  assurance; 

the  duration  of  the  adventure  (differently  defined  in  each 

policy)  ,3  and  a  clause  providing  that  the  policy  shall  have 

1  Aubrey’s  Brief  Lives,  Ed.  Clark,  Oxford,  1898,  Vol.  II,  p.  121. 
2  Vol.  II,  pp.  45-52. 

3  The  quaint  wording  of  the  policy  of  1557  is  worth  recording.  The  adventure  continue
s 

until  the  ship  shall  have  arrived  at  Antwerp,  “and  shall  there  have  surged  by  the 

space  of  xxiiij  howres  continuall.” 

CHAP.  VI I523_I779 
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CHAP.  VI  as  much  force  as  the  best  made  in  Lombard  Street.1 

I523~I779  They  contain  no  detailed  list  of  perils;  no  license  to 
touch  and  stay”;  no  license  to  the  Assured  to  “sue, 

labour,  and  travel”  for  safeguard  or  recovery  of  the ship  or  goods  insured;  no  value  clause,  and  no  state¬ 
ment  of  the  rate  of  premium, or  acknowledgment  of  its 

p  r .  f  receipt,  either  in  the  text  or  in  the  subscriptions. 
1547-59-  As  already  mentioned,  these  deficiencies  are  in  part 

explained  by  the  fact  that  the  rights  and  obligations  of 
Assurers  and  Assured  were  already  defined  by  a  settled 
body  of  customary  law— the  usage  of  Lombard  Street 

which  was  incorporated,  by  reference,  in  the  policies 
themselves.  The  Santa  Maria  policy  of  1547,  for  in¬ 
stance,  has,  instead  of  a  perils  clause: 
As  for  the  aventure  that  the  assurers  shall  stan.de  at,  it  is  to  be  under- 

stoode  that  this  preasente  writinge  hath  as  muche  forse  as  the  beste 
made  or  dieted  byll  of  surance  which  is  used  to  be  made  in  this  Lom- 
barde  Streete  of  London.” 

Similarly  the  underwriters  on  the  St.  John  Baptist  in 
March,  1562/3,  bind  themselves, 

“To  all  the  ventures  and  chaunces  that  may  contayne  in  the  best  bill of  assuraunce  that  is  used  or  may  be  made  in  this  Lombarde  Streate  in 

London.” 
In  the  Sancta  Maria  policy  of  1548  there  is  a  still  more 
explicit  incorporation  of  the  usages  of  Lombard Street: 

this  Lombardstrete  of  London  according  to  the  order  and  customes 
whereof  every  oon  that  assureth  as  they  that  cause  them  to  be  assured 
or  (sic)  content  to  be  bound.” 

George  Hopton,  who  wrote  £50  on  goods  in  the  Mary 
Rose,  on  February  1st,  1558/9,  is  equally  explicit.  The 
policy  is  in  an  unusual  form,  as  Ml.  Hopton,  who  was 
then  in  Bilbao,  drew  up  the  policy  himself  in  the  first 
person: 
“Witnesseth  this  presente  byll  that  I  George  Hopton  cytyzene  and draper  ol  London  do  knowledge  me  to  have  assewryd  and  takene  one 
me  the  adventure  of  fyftye  poundes  of  money  of  England  apon  suche 

1  Saycta  Crux  policy  of  1555,  the  standard  is  the  best  policy  made  “  in  the  strete 
force°”d0n  01  m  thC  bUrSC  °f  AndwerP  or  in  any  other  fo'ne  that  shulde  have  more 
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goodes  and  merchaundyze  as  John  Ravens  cytyzen  and  grocere  of  Lon¬ 
don  hathe  ladene  in  the  Marye  Rose  .  .  .  And  do  beare  all  manere  of 

casoltes  and  mesventores  that  may  happen  upone  the  same  accordinge 

to  the  ordere  of  the  poteses  [Ppolicies]  of  Lumbard  Streate  yf  any 

myshape  do  chaunce  to  pay  the  same  accordinge  to  the  order  of  the 

poteses  maid  in  the  said  Lumbard  Streate.” 

These  six  policies  are  followed  in  Marsden  by  two 

others  which,  though  very  little  later  in  date,  show  a 

considerably  more  advanced  stage  of  development.1 

In  1563  “Master  John  Whyte  Lorde  Maior  of  Lon¬ 

don”  insured  a  cargo  of  “ffrewte”  and  “ressouns” 

(fruit  and  raisins)  shipped  in  the  “ Jaymes  of  Yps- 

wyche ,”  including  all  risks  during  discharge  “whether 

yt  be  by  boote  barcke  lighter  or  otherwise,”  and  the 
policy  contains  a  list  of  perils  which  is  surprisingly 

complete,  after  the  absence  of  any  perils  clause  in  the 

earlier  policies: 

“From  the  dawnger  of  the  see  ffrom  ffyer  and  water  men  of  warr 

hennemys  cosaryes  [corsairs]  pyrattes  thyves  lettars  of  marte  baratrye 

of  master  and  maryners  jettesonns  retaignementt  by  kynge  or  prynce 

or  by  any  by  theyr  aucthorety  or  by  anye  other  persone  or  persones 

whom  so  evar  (sic)  and  ffrom  all  other  parrelles  and  dawngers  whatt  so 
ever. 

It  will  be  seen  that  this  is  not  far  from  the  perils  clause 

in  a  Lloyd’s  policy  of  to-day. 

The  other  policy  was  subscribed  in  London,  on  Janu¬ 

ary  8th,  1565/6,  on  a  French  expedition  to  the  West 

Indies  and  South  America.  The  contemporary  trans¬ 

lation  “owte  of  Frennshe”  is  a  very  bad  one,  which  will 

not  surprise  anyone  who  has  ventured  on  the  transla¬ 

tion  of  an  early  French  policy;  but  it  has  several  inter¬ 

esting  features.  There  is  the  license  to  “sail  forward, 

backward,  to  the  right  and  left”  usual  in  foreign  poli¬ 
cies  of  the  time;  together  with  several  other  clauses, 

such  as  that  by  which  the  Assurers  “set  themselves  in 

the  place  of  the  Assured,”  which  never  crept  into  the 

English  form.  Apart  from  this,  there  is  a  rather  imper¬ 

fect  list  of  perils  (it  omits  jettison),  a  definite  acknow- 

1  pp.  53-57- 
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CHAP.  VI  ledgment  of  the  receipt  of  premium,  and  a  clause 
I523  *779  binding  the  heirs,  inheritors, successors,  and  executors of  the  underwriters. 

SmmonVrm.  *s  Pr°bable  that  the  wide  divergence  between  the 
different  forms  of  sixteenth  century  policies  represents 
not  merely  the  growth  of  insurance  law  and  practice, 
but  the  difference  between  documents  drawn  up  by 
lawyers  or  notaries,  and  those  drawn  up,  less  formally, 
by  the  merchants  or  brokers.  Towards  the  end  of  the 
century,  however,  some  progress  appears  to  have  been 
made  in  the  evolution  of  a  common  form.  In  a  collec¬ 
tion  of  legal  precedents  published  in  1622  for  the  use 
of  merchants,  there  is  a  form  of  marine  insurance 

Policy  of  I«8  p0li?y- *hich  aPPears  t0  be  the  copy  of  an  actual  policy 

•  made  m  December,  1598.  In  its  general  outlines  this 
bears  a  marked  resemblance  to  a  Lloyd’s  policy  of  to¬ 
day,  but  it  is  still  in  an  early  stage  of  development. 
There  is  no  value  clause,  no  mention  of  premium,  and 
no  license  to  touch  and  stay,  or  to  sue  and  recover. 

TVer’  policy  ̂ st  of  penls>  however,  is  fairly  well  developed.1 

i6,4.  Much  more  advanced  is  the  Tiger  policy  of  February 
15th,  1613/14,  of  which  a  copy,  apparently  made  for 
lega  purposes,  is  preserved  in  the  Tanner  MSS.  at  the 
-Bodleian.  Here,  amidst  a  good  deal  of  old-fashioned 
verbiage,  and  a  number  of  clauses  relating  to  the 
special  conditions  of  the  voyage  in  question,  may  be 
found  the  main  substance  of  the  Lloyd’s  policy.  The 
words  lost  or  not  lost,”  which  were  to  become  a  dis¬ 
tinctive  feature  of  English  policies,  appear  for  the  first 
time.  Theie  is  license  to  touch  and  stay  and  to  sue 
and  recover;  the  rate  of  premium  is  stated,  and  its  re¬ 
ceipt  acknowledged;  the  perils  clause  is  practically 
identical  with  that  in  the  Lloyd’s  policy,  except  for  the 
omission  of  “surprisals,  takings  at  sea,”  and  the  use  of William  West,  Symboleographie ,  Part  I,  Edn.  of  1622,  Sec.  662. 

ark,  System  of  the  Law  of  Marine  Insurance,  3rd.  Edn.,  1706  n  22  notes  tW 
these  words  are  peculiar  to  English  policies.  '  ’  '  notes  chat 
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the  words  “and  all  other  persons”  instead  of  “and 
people  of  what  nation,  condition  or  quality  soever.”1 
A  similar  clause,  printed  by  Gerard  Malynesin  1622, 

is  said  by  him  to  be  found  “in  all  or  most  policies.”2 
A  further  stage  of  development  is  reached  in  a  policy 

dated  February,  1656/7,  on  goods  from  India  in  the 

Three  Brothers ,  a  ship  chartered  by  the  East  India 

Company.3  The  list  of  perils  in  this  policy  is  in  the  full 
modern  form,  and  there  is  a  value  clause,  now  partly 
illegible: 

“The  said  goods  and  merchandises  for  the  ( . )  to  be  rated  and 
valued  at  the  sum  of  four  hundred  pounds  ( . )  to  be  given  for 

the  same.” 

Indeed  the  Three  Brothers  policy  has  only  a  few,  mainly 

verbal  differences  from  a  “G.”  policy  of  1779. 

The  Three  Brothers  policy,  like  all  those  previously 

mentioned,  was  entirely  hand  written;  but  it  is  prob¬ 

able  that  the  printed  policy  was  already  known  in  Lon¬ 
don  at  this  date.  As  the  volume  of  insurance  business 

increased,  the  advantages  of  a  printed  form  must  early 

have  become  obvious.  Apart  from  the  actual  saving  in 

time  and  labour,  the  use  of  print  for  those  clauses 

which  had  come  into  general  use,  made  it  possible  for 

all  parties  to  see  at  once  where,  and  how  far,  any  par¬ 

ticular  policy  deviated  from  the  usual  form.  It  is  im¬ 
possible  to  say  exactly  when  and  where  the  printed 

policy  first  appeared;  but  a  Dutch  policy  of  1638,  a 
translation  of  which  is  printed  by  Marsden,  and  a 

French  policy  of  1658,  recently  discovered  at  Mar¬ 

seilles,  are  both  partly  in  print,  although  a  good  deal  is 

left  to  be  written  in.4  The  Dutch  policy  is  probably  a 
very  early  example,  for  the  written  portion  repeats, 

with  some  additional  verbiage,  several  of  the  printed 

1  Tanner  MS.  No.  74,  fo.  32,  printed  by  Martin,  pp.  46-48. 
2  Consuetudo  Vel  Lex  Mercatoria,  pp.  150- 1. 

3  In  possession  of  the  India  Office.  Reproduced  in  facsimile,  with  a  transcript,  in 

Supplement  to  Lloyd's  List ,  2  July,  1921. 

4  Marsden,  op.  cit. ,  pp.  57-59  ;  Journal de  la  Marine  Marcliande ,  Paris,  6  January,  1 92 7- 
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CHAP .  VI  clauses,  as  though  the  parties  were  a  little  uncertain  as 

I523~I779  to  their  precise  effect,  and  reluctant  to  trust  wholly  to the  printed  form. 

Fleece  ’  policy.  In  England,  at  any  rate,  the  printed  policy  was  fully 

l6Sl-  developed,  and  probably  in  general  use,  by  the  last 
quarter  of  the  seventeenth  century.  Among  the  trea¬ 

sures  of  Lloyd’s  is  a  policy  dated  January  20th,  1680/ 1 , on  the  Golden  Fleece  and  cargo  from  Lisbon  to  Venice. 
This  is  a  document  of  exceptional  interest  and  import¬ 
ance;  for  not  only  is  the  policy  made  on  a  printed  form, 
but  the  printed  portion  is  almost  exactly  identical  with 

a  Lloyd’s  policy  of  1779,  wanting  only  the  Memoran¬ 
dum — the  paragraph  beginning  “N.B.,”  at  the  foot  of 
the  policy.  There  are  one  or  two  verbal  variations  in 
the  body  of  the  text;  but  the  only  one  of  the  smallest 
importance  is  that  the  value  clause  in  the  Golden  Fleece 

policy  concludes  with  the  words  “without  farther  ac- 
compt  to  be  given  by  the  Assureds  for  the  same.”1 
Here,  surely,  is  one  of  the  most  startling  facts  in  the 

history  of  commercial  usage.  Since  the  Golden  Fleece , 

“Burthen  250  Tuns  or  thereabouts,”  sailed  from  Lis¬ 
bon,  the  machinery  of  commerce,  the  practice  of  un¬ 
derwriting,  and  the  law  of  marine  insurance  have  all 
undergone  revolutionary  changes.  It  was  not  for  half 
a  century  after  that  date  that  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
became  the  headquarters  of  the  London  underwriters. 
It  was  seventy-five  years  from  the  signature  of  the 
Golden  Fleece  policy  before  Lord  Mansfield,  as  Lord 
Chief  Justice,  began  his  great  work  in  the  elucidation 
of  insurance  law.  The  policy  was  nearly  a  hundred 
years  old  when  the  subscribers  to  New  Lloyd’s  took  in 
hand  the  revision  of  the  printed  form  as  the  first  fruits 
of  their  corporate  activity.  Since  then  steam  and  elec¬ 
tricity  have  multiplied  a  hundredfold  the  volume  of 
foreign  trade,  and  changed  the  whole  face  of  the  com- 

1  ^dnted  portion116  P°hCy  ̂   S‘Ven  Lloyd> *  Calendar'  but  without  distinguishing  the 
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mercial  world,  with  the  result  of  corresponding  CHAP.  VI 

changes  in  the  wealth,  influence,  and  organisation  of  1 523-1779 

Lloyd’s  itself.  Yet  every  marine  policy  subscribed  at 

Lloyd’s  to-day  incorporates,  practically  without  alter¬ 
ation,  and  with  only  three  important  additions,  a  form 

in  use  two  hundred  and  fifty  years  ago. 

Exactly  how  the  common  form  of  printed  policy  be¬ 
came  settled,  is  one  of  the  riddles  of  commercial  his¬ 

tory.  It  was  never  prescribed  by  law,  prior  to  1795. 
There  was  no  Chamber  of  Assurances  corresponding 

to  those  existing  at  some  foreign  ports;  for  the  Office  of 

Assurances  in  the  Royal  Exchange  was  a  mere  office  of 

registration.  There  was  no  Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  in 
the  seventeenth  century;  no  Institute  of  London  Un¬ 
derwriters;  no  recognised  centre  for  the  transaction  of 

marine  insurance.  The  authority  of  the  printed  policy 

depended  entirely  on  its  general  and  voluntary  accept¬ 

ance  by  all  concerned  as  embodying,  in  the  most  con¬ 

venient  'form,  the  recognised  customs  and  usages  of 
“Lombard  Street  or  elsewhere  in  London.” 

Once  it  had  reached  its  final  form,  however,  the  prac¬ 

tical  advantages  of  uniformity  seem  to  have  secured  it 

general  acceptance,  and  the  only  modification,  prior  to 

the  revision  at  New  Lloyd’s,  was  the  addition  of  the 
Memorandum.  This  addition  was  of  great  import¬ 

ance.  By  its  first  clause  the  underwriter  is  freed  from 

particular  average  in  respect  of  corn,  fish,  and  other 

commodities  particularly  susceptible  to  saltwater  dam¬ 

age,  unless  the  ship  be  stranded.  The  second  clause 

exempts  him  from  particular  average  under  5  per  cent, 

of  the  amount  insured  in  respect  of  sugar,  tobacco,  and 

certain  other  articles,  very  liable  to  deterioration  in 

transit.  The  third  protects  him  against  small  particular 

averages  (under  3  per  cent.)  in  respect  of  ship,  cargo, 

or  freight,  unless  the  ship  be  stranded. 

These  clauses  were  first  added  to  the  printed  English 

General  adoption 

of  a  common  form. 

ca.  1680-1700. 

Addition  of  the 

Memorandum. 
1749. 
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CHAP.  VI  policy  in  1749;1  and  here,  for  the  first  time,  we  may 
I523_I779  trace  the  influence  of  Lloyd’s.  The  first  germ  of  the 

Memorandum  may  be  found  in  a  Florentine  ordinance 

of  1 526, 2  which  enacts  that  fruit,  corn,  salted  fish,  pre¬ cious  stones,  and  certain  other  commodities  must  be 

specifically  described  in  the  policy,  and  not  included 

under  “the  general  Name  of  Merchandizes.”  Pro¬ 
visions  roughly  corresponding  to  those  of  the  Memo¬ 
randum  (but  without  the  proviso  for  stranding)  had 

found  their  way  into  many  foreign  codes  before  17495s 
but  it  has  usually  been  assumed  that  there  is  no  trace 
of  them  in  English  policies  prior  to  1749.  It  is  clear, 

Memorandum.^  however,  from  a  Bristol  policy  of  1746,  in  the  posses- 
I74<5-  sion  of  Lloyd’s,  that  a  rudimentary  form  of  the  Memo¬ 

randum  was  already  in  use  at  that  city.  This  policy, 
made  on  October  8th,  1746,  on  goods  in  the  Duke  of 
Bedford ,  contains,  in  the  printed  body  of  the  policy, 
the  following  clause  (the  words  italicised  being  in¬ 
serted  by  hand: 

“Memorandum,  It  is  Agreed  by  and  between  the  Assured  and  As¬ surers,  That  in  Case  of  any  Loss,  there  shall  be  an  Abatement  of  Two 
Pounds  per  Cent.  And  that  in  Case  of  any  Average  Loss  not  exceeding 
Five  Pounds  per  Cent.  The  Assurers  by  Agreement,  are  not  to  pay  or 
allow  any  thing  towards  such  Loss.” 

The  “abatement”  of  2  per  cent,  on  the  settlement  of  a 
loss  appears  to  have  been  the  common  practice  of  the 

time;4  the  five  per  cent,  franchise  and  the  use  of  the 
word  “Memorandum”  are  sufficient  to  constitute  the 
form  a  notable  landmark  in  the  development  of  the 
printed  policy. 

It  is  likely  enough  that  similar  clauses  were  intro¬ 
duced,  tentatively  at  first,  into  London  policies;  but  so 
important  an  addition  to  the  ordinary  printed  form  as 
the  Memorandum  of  1749,  could  never  have  been  made 

1  Magens,  Essay  on  Insurances,  Vol.  I,  pp.  io,  73;  Robt.  Stevens,  An  Essay  on  Average 

2nd  Edn.,  1816,  p.  203.  
*  ’ 

2  Printed  by  Magens,  Vol.  II,  p.  7. 

3  Stevens,  loc.  n't.,  and  see  foreign  policies  and  ordinances  in  Magens. 4  See  f.11.,  p.  161  post. 
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unless  the  underwriters  had  stood  out  for  it  as  a  body,  CHAP.  VI 

and  there  can  be  little  doubt  that  its  provisions  were  I523_I779 

settled  at  some  meeting  or  meetings  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House,  already  the  recognised  headquarters  of  marine 
insurance. 

This  is  strongly  confirmed  by  a  passage  in  the  Essay  nSandSe 

on  Average  which  Robert  Stevens  of  Lloyd’s  dedicated  Memorandum, 
to  the  Committee  in  1813,  which  throws,  incidentally, 
very  interesting  light  on  the  original  construction  of 
the  Memorandum.  Stevens  had  been  told,  he  said,  by 

“a  gentleman  of  great  experience,  who  was  one  of  the 
subscribers  to  old  Lloyd’s,  in  Lombard  Street”  that  it 
was  originally  intended  that  the  5  per  cent.,  or  3  per 

cent. “should  in  all  cases  be  deducted  from  the  average, 
the  underwriter  paying  the  balance;  and  that  this  was 

then  the  practice.”1 
If  the  word  “subscriber”  in  this  passage  is  to  be  taken 

literally,  it  shows  that  the  regular  frequenters  of  old 

Lloyd’s,  as  of  many  other  Coffee  Houses,  paid  a  small 
subscription  to  the  Master;  but  Stevens,  writing  at  a 

date  when  New  Lloyd’s  had  been  in  existence  for  some 
forty  years,  may  well  have  used  the  word  to  denote  any 

regular  customer  of  the  old  house.  It  is  clear,  at  least, 
that  he  believed  the  Memorandum  to  have  originated 

at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House. 

As  originally  adopted,  the  Memorandum  was  some- 

what  less  inclusive  than  at  present.  A  London  As-  1753- 

surance  policy  of  1753,  printed  by  Magens,  includes 

only  “Corn,  Fish,  Tobacco,  and  Hides”  in  the  fran¬ 

chise  clause,  and  “Sugar,  Rum,  Hemp,  and  Flax”  in 
the  5  per  cent,  clause;  and  he  states  that  the  franchise 

clause  in  the  policy  used  by  private  underwriters  omit¬ 

ted  any  mention  of  tobacco  and  hides/  In  the  addi¬ 

tions  subsequently  made  to  the  Memorandum,  the  two 

marine  insurance  companies  continued  to  go  their  own 

1  Essay  on  Average,  2nd  Edn.,  p.  213. 

2  Magens,  Vol.  II,  385. 
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CHAP.  VI  way,  with  a  result  that  can  most  clearly  be  shown  in 

1523-1779  tabular  form.1 

Lloyd’s 

Policy. London  Assurance Policy. Royal  Exchange 

Assurance 
Policy. 

Free  from Corn Corn Corn 
Average Fish Fish 

Fish 

Salt 
Salt Salt 

Fruit Fruit Fruit 

Flour Flour Flour 

Seed Seed Seed 
Hides 

Tobacco 

Lloyd’s 

Policy. London  Assurance Policy. Royal  Exchange 
Assurance 
Policy. 

5  per  Cent. 
Sugar Sugar Sugar 

Clause 

Hemp 

Hemp 
Hemp 

Flax Flax Flax 
Tobacco Tobacco 
Hides Hides 

Skins Skins Skins 
Rum Rum 

As  the  result  of  judicial  decisions  that  “Salt”  did  not 
include  “Saltpetre,”  and  that  “Corn”  did  not  include 
“Rice,”  the  London  Assurance  at  one  time  specified 
“Rice  and  Saltpetre”  in  the  warranty;  but  in  this  in¬ stance  they  were  unable  to  maintain  their  departure 
from  the  general  practice.  With  regard  to  the  omission 

of  “Rum”  in  the  Lloyd’s  policy,  Stevens  states  that goods  subject  to  leakage  were  excluded  from  the  Mem¬ 
orandum,  on  the  ground  that  they  were  already  free 

from  average  “according  to  the  custom  of  Lloyd’s,” 
unless  there  was  reason  to  suppose  that  the  stowage 
had  been  deranged  by  force  of  stranding.2 
The  full  effect  of  the  proviso  for  stranding  was  hardly 

realised  until  1754,  when  it  was  decided,  in  the  case  of 
Cantillon  v.  London  Assurance ,  that  a  corn-laden  ship 
iThe  table  is  based  on  the  policies  of  1795  in  the  Schedule  to  35  Geo.  Ill  c.  6' 

-Stevens,  op.  ctt.,  pp.  204-6.
  ’  '  J' 
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which  had  touched  ground  in  going  down  the  river  CHAP.  VI 
must  be  considered  as  stranded  for  the  purposes  of  the  1 523-1779 
policy.  As  a  result  of  this  decision,  the  Company,  in 

1754,  struck  out  the  words  “or  the  ship  stranded.” 
Their  example  was  followed,  soon  afterwards,  by  the  andtherM0emo-ns 
Royal  Exchange  Assurance,  who  substituted,  however,  randum- 
in  the  first  clause  of  the  Memorandum,  but  not  in  the 

5  per  cent,  or  3  per  cent,  clauses,  the  words  “or  other¬ 

wise  specially  agreed”1  It  should  be  noted  also  that, 
from  the  first,  both  companies  omitted  any  mention 
of  freight  in  the  3  per  cent,  clause. 
Except  for  the  addition  of  the  Memorandum,  neither 

the  underwriters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  nor  the 
marine  insurance  Corporations  showed  any  desire  to 
vary  or  amplify  the  form  of  printed  policy  which  had 
now  at  its  back  so  many  years  of  usage.  There  was 
all  the  more  reason  to  adhere  to  it  because  the  great 
series  of  legal  decisions,  by  which  the  law  of  marine 
insurance  was  built  up  during  the  second  half  of  the 
eighteenth  century,  was  concerned  mainly  with  the 

interpretation  of  its  clauses .  The  whole  system  of  juris¬ 
prudence  in  this  department,  was  founded,  to  quote  a 

writer  of  1781,  on  the  “general,  settled,  printed  Form 
of  Policies.”2 
If  it  became  necessary  in  1779,  to  revise  and  confirm  ̂ ewLfoyk 

this  “settled”  form,  it  was  because  a  determined  at-  to  settle  the 
tempt  had  been  made  to  vary  it  in  the  interest  of  the  ifjan.,  1779- 
Assured.  It  was  this  attempt  that  led  to  the  calling  of  a 

General  Meeting  of  the  Subscribers  to  New  Lloyd’s, 
on  January  12th,  1779,  with  Alderman  George  Hayley 

in  the  chair,  “To  consider  on  some  Innovations  in  the 
printed  part  of  some  Policies  lately  introduced  in  the 

Coffee  House.” 
What  these  innovations  were,  is  revealed  by  the  author 

last  quoted,  Air.  John  Weskett.  This  gentleman,  as 
1  Ibid.,  p.  203  ;  Magens,  op.  cit.,  II,  385  ;  Park,  op.  cit.,  20. 
2  A  Complete  Digest  of  the  Theory ,  Laws  and  Practice  of  Insurance,  byjno.  Weskett, 

Merchant,  1781,  liii. 
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will  be  seen  in  a  later  chapter,  had  little  good  to  say  of 
the  underwriters  and  brokers  assembled  at  NewT 

Lloyd’s;  but  his  work  is  almost  as  informative  as  acri¬ 
monious,  and  he  has  preserved  the  actual  text  of  the 
clauses  under  consideration  on  January  12th,  1779. 
In  the  first  place,  there  was  added,  immediately  after 

the  words,  “Rate  and  quantity  of  his  Sum  herein 
Assured,”  the  following  new  clause: 
“And  it  is  agreed  by  us  the  Insurers,  in  Case  any  Loss,  or  Average  (or Return  of  Premium)  shall  happen  to  the  Ship,  or  Goods,  hereby  as¬ 
sured,  that  we  will  allow  the  Balance  of  our  respective  Accounts ,  due  to 
us  from  the  Person  or  Persons  to  whom  we  shall  underwrite  this 
Policy,  towards  the  Payment  of  such  Loss,  Average  or  Return;  or  so 
much  of  such  Balance  as  the  Loss,  Average,  or  Return  may  amount  to.” 
This  was  an  attempt  to  upset  the  general  custom  with 
regard  to  the  payment  of  claims  and  premiums;  but 
the  second  “innovation”  was  of  a  still  more  serious 
character,  as  it  went  to  the  root  of  the  whole  contract 

of  assurance.  The  celebrated  case  of  the  Mills  Frigate , 
one  of  the  outstanding  landmarks  in  the  history  of 
marine  insurance,  had  led  to  a  clearer  enunciation  of 
the  principle  that  unseaworthiness,  even  if  without  the 
privity  of  the  owner,  was  sufficient  to  render  the  whole 
policy  void.  As  a  result  of  this  case,  a  new  clause  had 
been  added,  in  small  print,  at  the  bottom  of  many 
policies  printed  between  1766  and  1779,  although  its 
use  had  never  become  general,  and  was  not  sanctioned 
by  the  leading  underwriters.  This  clause  ran  as  follows: 

“  It  is  particularly  agreed  that  any  Insufficiency  of  the  Ship,  or  Devia¬ tion  of  the  Master,  unknown  to  the  Assured,  shall  not  prejudice  this 
Insurance.” 
Here  was  an  attempt  to  upset  the  fundamental  basis  of 
all  marine  insurances,  and  it  is  not  surprising  that  it 

found  little  favour  at  New  Lloyd’s.1 
To  the  great  joy  of  John  Weskett  both  innovations 

were  “intirely  exploded,  and  loudly  reprobated ,  by  the 
1  Digest,  pp.  lii-liii.  The  italics  are  in  Weskett.  In  its  original  form  the  clause  ran  • 

“  It  is  particularly  agreed  that  any  insufficiency  whatever  of  the  ship,  unknown  to  the assured,  or  his,  or  their  agents  shall  not  prejudice  this  insurance.”  See  The  Case  of  the 
Mills  Frigate  (n.d.),  in  the  Godwin  pamphlets  at  the  Bodleian.  7 
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General  Voice;  and  the  long  accustomed  printed  Form 
of  Policies  confirmed at  the  meeting  on  January  12th, 
1779.  To  give  practical  effect  to  their  reprobation,  the Subscribers  resolved: 

“That  no  Policy  be  subscribed  from  this  time  knowingly,  that  may  be printed  in  Words  different  from  a  Form  now  produced. 
That  we  will  not  Underwrite  to  any  Person  or  Persons  who  may  here¬ after  tender  any  Policy  otherwise  Printed”1 

At  the  same  time,  a  Special  Committee  of  fifteen,  un¬ 
der  Hayley’s  chairmanship,  was  appointed  to  consider the  propriety  of  applying  to  Parliament  to  determine 
the  printed  form  of  policies.  Hayley’s  part  in  the  pro¬ ceedings  was  the  more  appropriate  inasmuch  as  he  had 
himself  been  the  first  underwriter  on  the  Mills  Fvigutc . 
It  is  a  very  convincing  proof  of  the  extent  to  which 

New  Lloyd’s  now  represented  and  dominated  the  un- 
derwiiting  world,  that  the  Policy  Committee  were  able 
to  report  to  another  General  Meeting,  on  February 
3rd,  that  no  application  to  Parliament  was  necessary  at 
the  moment,  as  the  evil  had  already  been  “ radically 
cured,  thanks  to  the  firm  stand  already  made  by  the Subscribers.  In  the  words  of  Weskett: 

“More  was  effected  at  only  one  Meeting  of  the  Insurers,  Merchants, &c.,  by  a  Resolution  amongst  themselves,  than  could  have  been  done  bv 

fifty  Law  Suits.”2 

The  Policy  Committee  recommended,  however,  as  an 
additional  safeguard,  that  no  policies  should  be  signed 
which  were  not  clearly  stated,  by  a  note  printed  in  the 
margin,  to  be  in  the  prescribed  form.  We  have  already 
seen  that  this  recommendation  was  adopted  and carried  out. 

Nothing  more  was  heard  of  the  attempted  innova¬ 
tions;  nor  was  any  further  attempt  made  in  London, 
to  vary  the  form  “  revised  and  confirmed  at  New 
Lloyd’s.”  At  the  outports,  other  forms  appear  to  have been  in  use.  A  Bristol  policy  of  1789  has  several  small 

1  The  words  italicised  are  underlined  in  the  Minute  Book. 
2  Digest,  p.  lii. 
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variations,  including  the  words,  “without  any  further 
Account  to  be  given  by  the  assured  to  the  Assurers,  or 

any  of  them  for  the  same,”  at  the  end  of  the  value 
clause.  A  more  important  difference  is  in  the  provi¬ 
sions  of  the  Memorandum,  which  follows,  in  part,  the 

Bristol  practice  of  1746,  and  reads: 

“Memorandum.  It  is  agreed  by  and  between  the  Assured  and  the 
Assurers — That  in  Case  of  any  Average  Loss  not  exceeding  Five 
Pounds  per  Cent,  the  Assurers  by  Agreement,  are  not  to  pay  or  allow 

any  Thing  towards  such  Loss: — Corn,  Fish,  Salt,  Fruit,  Flour,  and 
Seed,  are  warranted  free  from  Average,  unless  general,  or  the  Vessel 

be  stranded.” 
As  in  the  Duke  of  Bedford  Policy  of  1746,  there  follows 
an  even  wider  departure  from  the  London  form,  in  the 

shape  of  a  printed  Arbitration  Clause: 

“It  is  further  Agreed.  That  if  any  Dispute  shall  arise,  relating  to  a 
Loss  on  this  POLICY,  it  shall  be  referred  to  two  indifferent  Persons, 

one  to  be  chosen  by  the  Assured,  the  other  by  the  Assurer,  or  As¬ 

surers,  who  shall  have  full  Power  to  adjust  the  same;  but  in  case  they 

cannot  agree,  then  such  Two  Persons  shall  choose  a  Third,  and  any 

Two  of  them  agreeing,  shall  be  obligatory  to  both  Parties.” 

It  is  further  noteworthy  that  this  Policy,  which  is  a 

policy  on  goods,  has  no  letter  “G.”  in  the  margin, 
which  rather  suggests  that  the  distinguishing  letters 

“S.,”  “G.,”  and  “S.G.”  were  first  adopted  at  the  meet¬ 

ing  at  New  Lloyd’s.1 All  such  forms,  however,  were  swept  away  in  1795, 

when  the  Act  already  cited  established  Lloyd’s  policy 
— without  any  application  from  Lloyd’s- — as  the  only 
legal  form  for  use  by  private  underwriters.  The  two 
marine  insurance  corporations  retained  the  right  to  use 
their  own  forms,  but  these,  except  for  the  use  in  the 

value  clause  of  the  wrords  “without  farther  account  to 

be  given  by  the  Assureds  for  the  same,”  and  a  few 

small  verbal  variations,  differ  from  the  Lloyd’s  form 
only  in  the  provisions  of  the  Memorandum.2 

1  This  policy  is  in  the  possession  of  Captain  H.  G.  Thursfield,  R.N.,  who  kindly  lent  it 

for  comparison  with  Lloyd's  form. 
2  The  Corporation  policies  in  the  Act  of  1795  are  both  on  Ship  and  Goods,  and  the 

Royal  Exchange  Assurance  form  has  “  S.G.”  in  the  margin. 
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For  nearly  a  hundred  years  the  form  of  policy  “  re¬ 

vised  and  confirmed”  in  1779  was  used  not  only  with¬ 
out  alteration  but  without  addition.  The  only  change 

was  the  substitution  of  the  business-like  “Be  it  known 

that”  for  the  pious  preface  “In  the  Name  of  God, 

Amen.”  This  change  is  usually  attributed  to  the  year 
1850;  but  it  is  clear  that  it  was  only  gradually  effected. 

Manley  Hopkins,  writing  in  1867,  states  that  by  that 

date  it  had  become  general;  but  it  was  not,  even  then, 
universal: 

“The  authorised  policy  printed  for  the  Stamp  Office  continues  to  in¬ 
voke  the  name  of  the  Supreme  Being;  but  from  a  sense  of  propriety 

rather  than  from  irreverence  this  sentence  is  omitted  from  nearly  all 

modern  policies.”1 

The  records  of  Lloyd’s  fail,  unfortunately,  to  show  to 
whose  delicate  sense  of  propriety  the  change  was  due. 

Three  important  additions  were  subsequently  made 

— the  Waiver  Clause  in  1874,  the  vital  clause  elimin¬ 

ating  war  risk  in  1898,  and  the  Frustration  Clause  in 

1919;  but  their  effect  can  best  be  discussed  in  connec¬ 
tion  with  the  developments  that  led  to  their  adoption. 

It  may  be  noted,  however,  that  these  were  additions 

to  the  Policy,  and  not  variations  in  its  text.  To  this 

day  nothing  has  been  taken  away  from  the  form  of 

1779;  nothing  in  it  has  been  altered.  The  reasons  for 

this  conservatism  have  already  been  discussed;  but 

this  chapter  may  appropriately  be  concluded  in  the 

words  of  a  Sub-Committee  actually  appointed  in 

November,  1 81 1,  for  the  purpose  of  revising  the  print¬ 

ed  policy.  At  that  time  reform  was  in  the  air.  Lloyd’s 
had  just  undergone  a  drastic  reorganisation,  and 

Joseph  Marry  at,  the  leader  of  the  reform  party,  was 

now  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s.  He  was  also  Chairman  of 
the  Sub-Committee,  and  his  whole  career,  as  will  be 

seen  later,  shows  that  he  was  not  a  man  to  flinch  from 

a  difficulty.  Yet  after  fifteen  months  of  discussion,  and 

of  consultation  with  solicitors  and  counsel,  the  Sub- 

CHAP.  VI 
I523-H79 

“  In  the  Name  of 

God  ”  deleted. 
ca.  1850. 

Additions  to 

Lloyd’s  Policy. 

I779-1927- 

1  A  Manual  of  Marine  Insurance,  p.  120. 
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CHAP.  VI  Committee  reported  against  any  change  whatsoever; 

I523~I779  partly  because  Parliamentary  sanction  would  be  neces¬ 
sary ,  and  it  would  be  very  difficult  to  procure  agreement 

between  underwriters,  merchants,  and  shipowners; 

partly  because: 

“Though  the  form  now  in  use  may  be  in  some  respects  defective,  and 
the  language  of  it  in  some  degree  ambiguous,  yet  the  doubtful  phrases 

have  been  so  repeatedly  discussed,  and  decided  upon  in  Courts  of 

Law,  that  their  true  legal  import  is  ascertained;  and  if  any  new  form  of 
words  were  introduced,  as  much  litigation  as  has  already  taken  place, 
must  again  take  place,  before  the  legal  construction  of  it  would  be 

equally  well  understood.” 

faryCodes'  These  words  remain  true  to-day;  but,  as  indicated  at the  beginning  of  this  chapter,  it  must  not  be  supposed 
because  the  old  form  of  policy  has  held  its  own,  that  it 
has  sufficed  for  all  the  exigencies  of  modern  commerce. 

In  order  to  meet  present  requirements,  many  addi¬ 
tional  codes,  or  batches  of  clauses  adapted  to  a  par¬ 
ticular  type  of  insurance,  have  been  devised,  which  are 
printed  separately  and  then  affixed  to  the  policy.  For 
instance,  the  old  policy  contemplated  the  voyage,  and 
was  most  unsuitable  to  an  insurance  on  a  time  basis. 

A  lengthy  contract,  known  as  the  “Time  Clauses”  is 
therefore  affixed  to  every  time  policy.  Again,  codes 

have  been  contrived  known  as  “Cargo  Clauses — All 
Risks,”  and  “Cargo  Clauses  F.P.A.  (free  of  Particular 
Average)” — the  purpose  of  which  is  indicated  by  their names.  There  is  a  special  code  embodying  conditions 
applicable  to  freight  insurances,  and  others  have  been 
devised  to  meet  the  requirements  of  special  trades, 
such  as  the  grain  trade.  Many  other  instances  might 
be  cited,  and  it  might  well  be  thought  that  the  ancient 
policy  had  been  interred  beneath  a  tremendous  pyra¬ 
mid  of  modern  devices.  Yet  the  form  of  1779  still 
stands  as  the  foundation  of  the  contract — antiquated, 
incoherent,  inadequate,  requiring  to  be  explained  and 
supplemented  in  every  direction;  but  sacrosanct  so  far 
as  its  own  text  is  concerned. 
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CHAPTER  VII. 

LLOYD’S  DEVELOPING. 

1774-1793. 

THE  General  Meeting  of  February  3rd,  1779, called  to  receive  the  Report  of  the  Policy  Com¬ 

mittee,  has  yet  another  claim  to  mention  in  this 

history,  for  at  that  meeting  the  House  Committee  were 

authorised  to  supplement  the  shipping  intelligence  re¬ 

ceived  through  the  Masters,  by  procuring  “Lists  of  all 

Convoys  with  the  Sound  Lists”  at  the  cost  of  the  pub¬ 
lic  fund.  The  incident  is  notable  as  the  first  in  which 

we  can  trace  the  influence  of  the  great  French  wars  on 

the  development  of  Lloyd’s. 

Twenty  years  later  that  influence  had  become  the  de¬ 
cisive  factor  in  the  evolution  of  a  corporate  spirit  at  the 

Coffee  House.  At  this  period  it  counted  for  little;  so 

far  at  least  as  can  be  judged  from  the  meagre  records 

left  by  the  Committee.  They  had,  indeed,  already  an¬ 

ticipated  the  wishes  of  the  Subscribers,  and  a  number 

of  payments  for  the  supply  of  Convoy  Lists  are  duly 

recorded;  but  with  one  exception,  this  is  all  that  the 

minutes  at  Lloyd’s  have  to  say  about  the  war  which 
established  the  independence  of  the  United  States  and 

saw  the  British  fleet,  for  the  first  and  last  time  since 

Tourville’s  campaigne  au  large  of  1690,  driven  up 

Channel  by  a  superior  hostile  force. 

Once,  and  once  only,  did  the  Subscribers  contem¬ 

plate  a  more  active  intervention  in  war  affairs.  At  a 

General  Meeting  on  January  3rd,  1781,  it  was  moved 

that  the  Committee  be  requested  to  apply  to  Parlia¬ 

ment  to  restrain  Masters  from  ransoming  ships  and 

cargoes. 

At  this  period,  it  must  be  remembered,  the  attack  on 

commerce  was  carried  on  mainly  by  privateers,  and 

Lloyd’s  and  the 
American  War. 

1776-83. 

The  Ransom 

question. 
1781. 
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CHAP.  VII  privateering  was  itself  a  commercial  speculation.  By 

I774_I793  accepting  a  ransom  bond,  the  privateer  avoided  the 
necessity  of  sparing  a  prize  crew  to  take  the  captured 
vessel  into  port,  and  was  the  better  able  to  prolong  her 
cruise.  She  avoided  also  the  risks  of  re-capture.  It  mat¬ 
tered  nothing  to  the  Captain  of  the  privateer,  or  to  the 
syndicate  which  had  fitted  her  out,  that  the  captured 
vessel  was  thereby  able  to  complete  her  voyage  and  de¬ 
liver  her  cargo.  The  only  question  was  whether  it  paid 
better  to  accept  a  bond,  or  to  carry  in  the  prize  and  sell 
her. 

of0RansomCons‘  ̂  tlie  practice  was  often  convenient  to  the  captors,  it 
was  still  more  convenient  to  the  captured.  It  saved  the 
crew  from  a  French  or  Spanish  prison,  and  saved  the 
ship,  and  her  future  earnings,  to  her  owners.  To  the 
underwriters,  however,  the  practice  may  well  have  ap¬ 
peared  objectionable;  for  it  decreased  the  stimulus  to  a 
stout  resistance  or  sustained  efforts  to  escape  capture, 
and  it  eliminated  all  chance  of  a  loss  being  wiped  out 
by  the  re-capture  of  the  prize.  For  all  that,  the  motion 
was  carried  against  the  question.”  It  may  have  been 
merely  that  payment  of  a  ransom  bond  usually  in¬ 
volved  a  smaller  loss  to  be  settled  than  if  ship  and 
goods  had  been  taken  into  an  enemy  port.  It  is  quite 
possible  that  the  Subscribers  hesitated  to  interfere  in  a 

matter  of  national  policy,  for  Lloyd’s  was  not  yet  a 
power  in  the  State.  At  any  rate  the  motion  was  lost, 
and  on  no  other  occasion  from  1777  to  1783,  did  either 
the  Committee  or  the  Subscribers  so  much  as  take  into 
consideration  any  question  arising  from  the  war. 
This  silence  is  the  more  significant  because  the  Sub¬ 

scribers  to  Lloyd  s,  as  individual  business  men,  were 
deeply  concerned  in  the  progress  of  the  struggle. 
There  must  have  been  many  long  faces  in  the  Sub¬ 

scribers’  Room,  on  September  3rd,  1779,  when  it  was 
up  at  Lloyd’s”  that  the  combined  French  and 

Spanish  fleets  were  off  Portsmouth,  and  the  Citv  was 
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in  a  buzz  with  conjectures  as  to  whether  Hardy,  with 

the  Grand  Fleet,  could  escape  being  blockaded  in  that 

port,  leaving  the  whole  trade  of  the  country  at  the 

mercy  of  the  enemy.1 
That  was  the  year  in  which  British  sailors  wrapped 

their  clothes  round  the  bust  of  the  late  King,  forming 

the  figure-head  of  their  ship,  so  that  “George  the 
Second  should  not  see  an  English  fleet  chased  up  their 

own  Channel.”2  The  shame  was  due,  in  the  main,  to 
the  feeble  and  corrupt  administration  of  the  Admi¬ 

ralty  under  Lord  Sandwich, the  “  Jemmy Twitcher”  of 
popular  sarcasm,  and  next  year  the  position  at  sea  was 

little  better.  Infirm  strategy  and  divided  counsels  in 
the  Allied  fleet  saved  Great  Britain  from  the  menace  of 

invasion,  but  in  August,  1780,  the  Spanish  fleet  under 

Cordova,  with  a  French  reinforcement,  fell  in  with  a 

combined  East  and  West  India  convoy,  outward 

bound,  and  captured  fifty-five  out  of  sixty-three  ships. 

It  was  the  heaviest  single  blow  that  had  fallen  on 

British  trade  since  the  tragedy  of  the  Smyrna  Fleet. 

The  actual  monetary  loss  was  estimated  at  £1 ,500,000 

and  coming,  as  it  did,  on  the  top  of  many  minor  dis¬ 

asters,  it  shook  Lloyd’s  to  its  foundations.  Many  under¬ 
writers  failed,  and  thirty  years  later,  at  the  height  of  the 

Napoleonic  Wars,  the  month  of  August,  1780,  was  still 

remembered  as  the  blackest  in  the  history  of  Lloyd’s.' 

Among  those  who  stopped  payment  during  the  war 

was  John  Walter,  the  founder  of  the  Times.  Confining 

himself,  at  first,  to  writing  policies  on  vessels  in  the 

coal  trade,  with  which  he  was  closely  connected,  he  had 

been  led  by  the  success  of  these  operations  to  take  up 

underwriting  on  a  larger  scale.  In  his  own  words: 

“I  was  12  years  an  underwriter  in  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  and  sub¬ 

scribed  my  name  to  6  millions  of  property;  but  was  weighed  down,  in 

1  Hist.  MSS.  Comm.,  ipth  Rep.,  Foljambe,  I52- 

2  Hist.  MSS.  Comm.,  Reports  on  MSS.  in  Various  Collections,  Vol.  VI,  1909
, 

Cornwallis  Wykeham-Martin,  pp.  320-1.  .  , 

3  Capt.  W.  M.  James,  R.N.,  The  British  Navy  in  Adversity,  247  ;  Report  
from  the 

Select  Committee  on  Marine  Insurance,  1810,  evidence  of  Angerstem  an
d  horsyth. 

CHAP.  VII 
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CHAP.  VII  common  with  above  half  those  who  were  engaged  in  the  protection  of 
property,  by  the  host  of  foes  this  nation  had  to  combat  in  the  American 

War
»i This  is  probably  an  exaggerated  picture  of  the  war’s 

shipPTngf  effect  on  the  fortunes  of  the  underwriters;  but  it  may 
1 776  S3,  readily  be  believed  that  the  failures  were  numerous .  T o 

the  damage  inflicted  by  hostile  fleets  must  be  added 

the  depredations  of  the  ubiquitous  privateers.  The 

renegade  Paul  Jones,  whom  history  has  chosen  to  in¬ 
vest  with  a  legendary  halo,  was  only  one  of  a  hundred 

daring  corsairs  who  took  their  toll  of  British  com¬ 

merce.  From  every  port  on  the  New  England  coast, 
swift  sailing,  well  armed  vessels  put  out  to  prey  on  the 
trade  of  the  Atlantic.  In  the  Channel  and  the  Sound¬ 

ings,  the  hardy  seamen  of  Normandy  and  Brittany 
were  playing  the  old  game  with  their  accustomed 
enterprise.  A  statement  subsequently  extracted  from 

Lloyd's  List  by  John  Bennett,  the  first  Secretary  of 
Lloyd’s,  shows  a  total  of  3,386  vessels  taken  by  the 
enemy  during  the  course  of  the  war,  of  which,  495 
were  re-captured,  507  ransomed,  and  2,384  (including 
94  privateers  and  small  warships)  remained  in  the 

enemy’s  hands. Date. Taken. Re-taken. Ransomed. 

I77b 

235 

27 

— 
1777 

34° 

65 

— 

1778 364 
66 

16 
1779 

597 

78 

89 

1780 

570 

77 
201 

1781 

74i 

109 

160 

1782 

448 

66 

41 

j783 

9i 

7 

3>386 

495 5°7 

According  to Macpherson, the  number of  British 

ships  engaged  in  foreign  trade  in  1775,  “as  they  ap¬ 
pear  in  the  registers  of  the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’s 

1  Diet.  Nat.  Biog.  ;  Hist.  MSS.  Comm..  /./  Rep.  App.  IV.  p.  551. 
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coffee-house”  was  6,219.  In  1783,  the  number  was 
5,182,  to  which  must  be  added  about  1,000  vessels 

employed  as  transports  and  store  ships.1  If  the  average 
be  taken  as  6,200,  the  annual  ratio  of  loss,  as  shown  by 

the  above  table,  for  the  bad  years  1779  to  1782  inclu¬ 

sive,  was  more  than  9  per  cent.,  or,  allowing  for  re¬ 
captures,  8  per  cent.  It  is  probable  that  there  were  a 

good  many  coasters  among  the  vessels  captured;  on 

the  other  hand,  Macpherson’s  figures  almost  certainly 
include  vessels  employed  in  the  trade  with  Ireland 

and  the  Channel  Islands  (then  counted  as  foreign), and 

the  percentage  of  losses  among  ships  in  the  foreign 

trade  proper  must  have  been  unpleasantly  high. 

Moreover,  the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
were  again  concerned  in  the  losses  of  enemy,  as  well  as 

of  British  ships  and  cargoes.  The  Act  of  1748,  pro¬ 
hibiting  insurances  of  French  ships,  was  operative 

only  for  the  duration  of  the  war  then  raging,  and  it  was 
not  revived  either  in  the  Seven  Years  War,  or  in  the 

War  of  American  Independence.  The  low  public 

spirit  of  the  eighteenth  century  still  looked  favourably 

on  the  profits  to  be  derived  from  trading  with  the 

enemy,  and  the  circumstances  of  the  war  led  to  its  de¬ 

velopment  on  an  unusual  scale,  for  the  British  West 

Indies  were  so  far  dependent  on  the  North  American 

Continent,  that  the  Government  were  obliged  to 

license  a  considerable  traffic  through  the  Dutch  Island 

of  St. Eustatius,  which  rapidly  developed  into  an  entre¬ 

pot  for  the  supply,  not  only  of  the  American  States,  but 

of  the  French  West  Indies,  and  the  French  squadrons 

in  West  Indian  waters.  When  Rodney,  in  1781,  took 

advantage  of  the  Dutch  declaration  of  war  to  seize  the 

island,  with  accumulated  stores  valued  at  £3,000,000, 

a  howl  of  execration  ̂ rose  from  the  merchants,  and 
there  is  too  much  reason  to  fear  that  many  underwriters 

at  Lloyd’s  may  have  had  heavy  claims  to  settle. 

CHAP.  VII 
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1  Annals  of  Commerce,  IV,  II  n. 
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CHAP.  VII 

I774-I793 

Failures 

at  Lloyd’s. 
1776-83. 

The  losses  suffered  by  British  commerce  alone  were 

enough,  however,  to  “weigh  down”  the  underwriters; 

for  Lloyd’s  had  not  yet  acquired  the  financial  stability 
that  enabled  it,  twenty  years  later,  to  bear  unmoved 

equal  or  even  heavier  blows.  Prudent  operators  like 

Angerstein,  with  a  large  capital  behind  them,  probably 

made  money  out  of  the  war,  for  if  losses  were  heavy, 

premiums  were  high;  but  the  Subscribers  to  New 

Lloyd’s  included  many  who  engaged  in  insurance  only 
as  a  side  line,  and  lacked  the  specialised  knowledge  and 

skill  to  steer  them  safely  through  the  shoals  and  quick¬ 

sands  of  war-time  insurance.  They  included  also  many 
who  lacked  the  necessary  capital  to  stand  up  against  a 

succession  of  heavy  losses.  At  this  time,  it  must  be  re¬ 

membered,  membership  of  New  Lloyd’s  was  open, 
without  even  the  formality  of  election,  to  anyone  who 
had  £15  to  pay  into  the  hands  of  the  Bankers  or  the 
Masters,  and  Weskett  informs  us  that: 

“We  see  not  a  few  Instances  even  of  Tradesmen ,  Shopkeepers ,  etc., 
lured  by  the  golden,  but  delusive  Bait  of  Premiums,  especially  in  time 
of  War,  drawn  like  Gudgeons,  into  the  Vortex  of  this  perilous  Abyss, 

Insurance.”1 
In  1782,  the  premium  on  a  voyage  from  London  to 

Jamaica  was  12  per  cent,  with  convoy,  or  20  per  cent, 
without,  and  it  is  likely  enough  that  many  small 
traders,  with  no  previous  experience  of  insurance  busi¬ 
ness,  were  lured  to  their  ruin  by  the  golden  bait. 

survey <of  Mr-  J°hn  Weskett,  Merchant,  whose  imposing  folio 
L1I°y8di_s'  on  the  law  and  practice  of  insurance  gives  us  the  one 

intimate  picture  we  possess  of  Lloyd’s  in  these  early 
years  of  its  existence,  looked  out  upon  the  mercantile 
community  of  his  day  with  a  sourly  critical  eye.  It 
would  seem  that  the  habit  of  self-depreciation,  which 
some  think  characteristic  of  our  own  times,  had  its 
counterpart  in  the  eighteenth  century,  although  the 
self-constituted  censor  of  that  period  had  no  mis- 

1  Digest,  p.  xxiii. 
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fTngwatiall  aSut°  jhC  V^rtues  and  authority  of  one  CHAP.  VII Jo  n  Weskett.  His  diatribes  had,  none  the  less,  some  1774-1793 justification  in  fact. 

It  is  perhaps  consoling  to  find  him  castigating  faults  Sad  depravity 

which  more  modern  critics  have  censured  as  peculiar  *  L,°yd’S' 
to  our  own  era.  “The  most  distinguished  Features  of 
the  present  Times,”  he  laments,  are  “Frivolousness 
Ostentation,  and  Rapacity,”  and  the  words  have  a 
familiar  ring.  The  main  objects  of  his  attack,  however, 
are  the  folly  of  underwriters,  the  chicanery  of  brokers’ and  the  dishonesty  of  the  assured,  and  a  welter  of 
capitals  and  italics  is  necessary  to  give  full  expression 
to  his  indignation.  He  was  led  to  take  up  his  pen  by: Instances,  daily  occurring,  of  very  extraordinary 
UnskiLjulness,  Negligence,  and  Error,  together  with  Atrocious  Deceit 
and  Imposition,  in  the  claiming,  stating,  and  settling  of  Losses,  Aver¬ 
ages,  Salvages,  Returns,  &C.”1 

He  laments  that  arbitration  has  fallen  into  disuse,  be¬ 
cause  underwriters  and  merchants  can  rely  neither  on 
the  knowledge,  the  experience,  nor  the  impartiality  of each  other.  Hence: 

Litigation  is  become  so  rife,  there  is  a  Necessity,  however  strange  it 
may  appear,  for  the  almost  daily  Attendance,  which  may  be  observed, 
especially  in  Term  Time,  of  no  less  than  4  or  5  Attornies  at  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  !  What  a  Degradation  is  this  of  mercantile  character  and 
Abilities,  even  in  a  single  Branch  of  Commerce!” 

He  deplores  the  tendency  of  underwriters  to  follow  im-  Thf fo,liesof 

plicitly  the  example  of  a  leader,  like  a  flock  of  sheep, 
and  at  the  same  time  he  is  sarcastic  about: 

“those  Gentlemen  who  may  be  ambitious  to  become  what  are  called 
great  Underwriters-,  eager  to  take  the  Lead;  to  begin,  or  subscribe  al¬ 
most  every  Policy  that  presents  itself,  and  to  be  the  first  to  settle 
Losses,  Averages,  &c.” 

and  he  goes  on  to  point  out  that  if  they  had  some  ele¬ 
mentary  knowledge  of  their  business  (which  Mr. 

Weskett’s  Digest  was  written  to  supply),  it  would  save 
them  from  being  the  “Victims  of  their  own  Unskilful¬ 
ness  and  Credulity .” 

1  This  and  the  following  passages  are  all  taken  from  the  Introduction  to  the  Digest, pp.  xi,  xxii-xxv. 
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In  jeering  at  the  tendency  of  underwriters  to  play 

follow-my-leader,  Weskett  was  only  echoing  the  words 

of  the  Attorney  General  in  1748: 

“Most  merchants  and  insurers  pin  their  faith  blindly  upon  a  few 

leaders, with  respect  to  the  premiums,  without  being  themselves  at  the 

pains  to  make  any  calculation  of  the  chances.”1 

The  complaint,  however,  although  often  repeated,  is 

superficial.  If  every  underwriter  discussed  terms  de 

novo  business  would  become  impossible.  When  a  “good 

start”  is  made,  the  underwriters  have  to  consider 

whether  they  want  the  business  or  not,  but  it  is  very 

unusual  to  alter  terms  when  once  the  risk  has  been  ac¬ 

cepted  by  a  reputable  underwriter. 

While  he  seems  to  be  deeply  impressed  with  the  im¬ 

becility  of  underwriters,  Weskett  speaks  of  the  brokers 

of  his  day  with  positive  loathing.  He  suggests  that  a 

“civil  and  candid  personal  behaviour ”  in  the  brokers  is 

desirable,  “although  they  may  be  deficient  in  a  gentle¬ 

man-like  address”;  the  latter  being,  apparently,  too 
much  to  hope  for.  He  thinks  that  difficulties  between 

insurers  and  insured  “are  usually  the  effect  of  Ignor¬ 

ance  and  Ill-breeding ”  on  the  part  of  the  brokers,  who 
are  the  real  villains  of  the  piece.  The  underwriter  is 
the  victim,  but  a  victim  who  deserves  his  fate. 

“The  loose ,  hasty,  and  often  crafty  Manner  in  which  Insurances  are 

effected  in  Lloyd's  Coffee  House ;  ...  the  frequent  Want  of  Penetra¬ 

tion,  Judgment,  or  Attention,  on  the  Part  of  Insurers;  and  of  Explicit¬ 
ness  or  right  Information,  on  the  Part  of  Assureds  and  Brokers;  and 

especially  the  affected  Ignorance,  Silence,  and  Indifference,  or  appar¬ 

ent  Confidence  of  the  latter,  as  to  material  Facts  and  Circumstances” 

all  these  things  weighed  down  the  spirit  of  John  Wes¬ 
kett,  but  may  perhaps  be  a  source  of  consolation  to  the 

Lloyd’s  of  the  twentieth  century.2 
Holding  these  views,  it  is  not  surprising  that  Weskett 

objected  strongly  to  brokers  being  allowed  to  act  also 

as  underwriters  and  merchants,  though  it  would  be  in¬ 

teresting  to  have  John  Julius  Angerstein’s  comment  on 
1  Pari.  Hist.,  XIV,  130. 

-Digest,  64-5.  xxix. 
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the  objection.  Another  target  of  his  attack  was  the 
method  of  settlement  between  broker  and  underwriter. 

Losses,  at  this  period,  were  paid  within  a  month  of  the 
claim  being  settled,  but  the  settlement  between  broker 

and  underwriter  was  by  annual  balances.  Five  per 
cent,  brokerage  was  allowed  on  the  original  premium, 

and  ten  per  cent,  discount  on  the  final  balance.1 
From  a  later  writer  we  learn  that  the  customary 

period  for  collecting  the  premiums  of  the  preceding 

year  was  from  May  to  September,  inclusive,  and  Wes- 

kett’s  chief  objection  to  the  system  was  that  the 
balances  were  not,  in  practice,  settled  until  six,  nine, 

or  twelve  months  after  they  were  due.  This  may  have 

been  hard  on  the  underwriters;  but  it  was  advan¬ 

tageous  both  to  the  broker  and  the  assured,  and  what¬ 
ever  the  underwriter  lost  by  standing  out  of  his  money, 

he  more  than  regained  in  credit;  for  the  retention  of 

the  premium  by  the  broker  gave  a  measure  of  security 
to  the  assured,  at  a  time  when  no  deposit  was  exacted 

from  the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’s.  For  this  reason  the 
system  was  retained  beyond  the  middle  of  the  nine¬ 
teenth  century,  the  only  change  being  an  increase  of 

the  discount  to  twelve  per  cent.  Indeed,  it  has  left 

traces  on  the  present  day  practice  at  Lloyd’s,  for  when 
the  new  system  of  quarterly  payments  was  instituted, 

brokers  who  adopted  it  placed  at  the  top  of  their  slip 

the  word  “cash,”  and  in  many  instances  it  is  retained 

to  this  day,  although  it  has  become  meaningless.2 

The  man  whose  motto  is  “I  do  well  to  be  angry,”  is 
seldom  a  wholly  trustworthy  witness;  but  Weskett  ̂ vas 

1  Weskett  states  that,  prior  to  the  close  of  the  American  War,  the  allowance  was  only 

5.  instead  of  10  per  cent.  It  is  impossible  to  say  when  this  discount  was  first  allowed. 

According  to  the  Attorney  General  in  1748,  the  broker’s  remuneration  at  that  date 

was  4/6  fee  on  each  policy,  5  %  brokerage  on  premiums,  and  10/-  %  from  the  insured 

on  the  settlement  of  losses.  He  states  also  that  the  underwriters  made  a  deduction 

of  2  %  on  the  settlement  of  losses.  (Pari.  Hist.  XIV,  130-1).  The  2  %  deduction  is 

confirmed  by  the  Duke  of  Bedford  policy  at  Lloyd’s  (See  p.  144  supra).  For  earlier 
practice  see  Chapter  II. 

2  See  pp.  64-5  supra  and  Marryat’s  Observations  on  the  Report  of  the  Comm
ittee  on 

Marine  Insurance. 
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no  fool,  and,  making  due  allowance  for  the  bias  of  a 

self-righteous  moralist,  his  strictures  present  a  very 

life-like  picture  of  the  state  of  the  insurance  market  at 

a  time  when  the  volume  of  transactions  was  rapidly  in¬ 
creasing,  without  any  corresponding  development  in 

the  organisation  of  the  business,  or  of  specialised  know¬ 
ledge  and  skill  on  the  part  of  the  underwriter. 

All  attempts  to  organise  the  business  of  marine  insur¬ 
ance,  or  to  codify  insurance  law,  had  hitherto  broken 

down.  The  Court  of  Assurances,  and  the  Office  of  As¬ 

surances  had  long  ceased  to  function.  All  persons  act¬ 
ing  as  brokers  in  London  were  still  required  by  statute 

to  be  admitted  by  the  Lord  Mayor  and  Aldermen, 
under  such  restrictions  and  limitations  as  the  Court 

might  think  fit,  and  to  pay  an  annual  fee  of  40s.;1  but 
Weskett  observes  that  no  insurance  broker  paid  the 

slightest  regard  to  the  statute. 

Brokers  and  underwriters  were  alike  wholly  un¬ 
organised,  save  in  so  far  as  they  were  Subscribers  to 

New  Lloyd’s,  and  New  Lloyd’s  had  hitherto  confined 
its  attention  mainly  to  providing  suitable  accommo¬ 
dation  for  its  members.  Its  one  great  achievement  was 

the  settlement  of  the  printed  policy.  The  resolution  of 

1774,  against  speculative  insurances,  may  have  done 
something,  in  conjunction  with  the  law,  to  check  the 

practices  that  had  brought  discredit  on  Old  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House,  but  according  to  Weskett,  gaming  poli¬ 

cies  were  still  a  prevalent  evil.2 
An  attempt  to  codify  insurance  law  had  been  made  so 

far  back  as  1748,  when  a  Committee,  appointed  by  the 

blouse  of  Commons  “to  consider  of  Heads  of  a  Bill 
for  better  regulating  of  Assurances  on  Ships  and  Goods 

laden  thereon  (sic.),”  was  given  leave  to  bring  inaBillon 
the  lines  of  ten  Resolutions  embodied  in  its  report. 
Nothing  more  was  heard  of  this  Bill,  which  seems  to 

1  5  &  6  Anne,  c.  16  (in  Statutes  of  the  Realm ,  6  Anne,  c.  68). 
2  Digest,  lv. 
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have  been  quietly  dropped;  but  the  Resolutions  are  of  CHAP.  VII 

some  interest  as  indicating  the  ideas  of  the  time  on  1774-1793 
marine  insurance  affairs.1 

By  Resolutions  (1)  to  (3)  inclusive,  it  was  provided 
that  under  a  policy  in  which  the  interest  was  valued 

“at  a  sum  certain,”  or  at  the  sum  assured,  or  in  which 
no  particular  value  was  set  thereon,  the  Assured  should 

recover  only  the  actual  amount  of  his  loss.  There  was 

a  proviso  that  a  particular  value  might  be  specified  for 

each  separate  package  of  the  cargo.  In  policies  on 

ships,  the  Assured  was  to  specify  the  value,  the  ton¬ 
nage,  and  whether  the  ship  was  British,  Plantation,  or 

foreign  built.  If  wages  were  insured,  the  amount  per 

month  or  voyage  must  be  endorsed  on  the  policy. 

By  Resolution  (4),  the  Assured  was  not  to  recover  on 

account  of  Barratry,  unless  the  Master  and  mariners 

actually  ran  away  with  the  ship  or  goods,  or  stole  part 

thereof,  and  only  the  actual  loss  was  to  be  recovered. 

Resolution  (5)  provided  that  in  policies  on  goods  the 

Assured  (or  in  the  case  of  goods  from  countries  outside 

Europe, theperson  to  whom  the  goods  were  consigned) 
must  state  on  whose  account  the  assurance  was  made. 

It  is  worth  noting  that  it  was  not  until  nearly  forty 

years  later,  and  then  at  the  instance  of  Lloyd’s,  that 
this  very  reasonable  provision  was  given  legal  effect. 

The  sixth  Resolution  gives  indirect  support  to  Wes- 

kett’s  complaint  of  the  duplicity  of  brokers.  It  pro¬ 
vides  that  if  the  Assured  or  his  broker  gives  material 

information  or  a  warranty  to  the  Assurers,  it  must  be 

inserted  in  the  policy,  and  no  proof  thereof  will  be 

otherwise  admitted;  but  evidence  may  always  be  given, 

on  the  trial  of  a  dispute,  that  material  facts  were  sup¬ 

pressed. 

Resolutions  (7)  and  (8)  relate,  respectively,  to  pro¬ 
portionate  return  of  premium  in  case  of  short  interest, 

1  H.C.J.  XXV,  597-9.  Proceedings  of  24  March,  1747/8.  The  resolutions  of  the 

Committee  are  printed  in  full. 
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CHAP.  VII  and  to  the  security  for  costs  to  be  given  by  foreign 

I774-I793  plaintiffs.  Resolution  (9)  is  imperfectly  printed  in  the 
Journals,  but  appears  merely  to  prohibit  assurances 

“at  Interest  or  no  Interest,  or  without  benefit  of  sal¬ 

vage,”  which  were  already  illegal  by  the  Act  of  1746. 
It  may  be  noted  in  passing  that,  although  that  Act  also 

prohibited  re-insurances,  Weskett,  writing  thirty- 
three  years  later,  states  that  the  insurers  at  Liverpool 

and  Bristol,  in  defiance  of  the  law,  often  covered  them¬ 

selves  by  re-insurances  in  London.1 
Finally  the  Committee  proposed  to  prohibit  the 

abandonment  by  the  Assured  to  the  Assurers  of  any 

part  of  their  interest  or  rights,  confining  them  strictly 

to  their  claim  under  the  policy. 

codification^  There  is  nothing  to  show  why  the  intended  Bill  was 
dropped;  but  most  underwriters  of  to-day  will  pro¬ 
bably  agree  with  Robert  Stevens,  who  referred  to  its 

fate  in  his  Essay  on  Average  of  1813,  and  observed  that 

few  experienced  people  at  Lloyd’s  would  favour  codi¬ 
fication,  owing  to  the  difficulty  of  making  positive  laws 

to  suit  every  case.'  There  was  certainly  something 
more  consonant  with  the  genius  of  British  institutions 
in  the  memorable  series  of  decisions  by  which  the  case 
law  of  marine  insurance  was  built  up  during  Lord 

Mansfield’s  tenure  of  office  as  Lord  Chief  Justice,  and 
in  the  gradual  evolution  of  that  great  body  of  usage  and 

precedent  which  became  recognised  as  “the  Customs 

of  Lloyd’s.”  It  was  by  these  means  rather  than  by 
premature  attempts  at  legislative  reform,  that  a  firm 

foundation  was  laid  for  the  codification  which  ultimately 
took  place  under  the  Marine  Insurance  Act  of  1906. 

Weskett  himself  looked  mainly  to  improved  organi¬ 
sation  as  a  remedy  for  the  evils  of  which  he  complained . 
As  has  already  been  noted,  he  was  deeply  impressed  by 

1  Digest,  p.  383. 

-  Preface  to  first  edition. 
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the  success  of  the  meeting  at  New  Lloyd’s,  on  CHAP.  VII 

January  12th,  1779,  in  “exploding”  attempted  inno-  I774_I793, 
vations  in  the  printed  policy.  He  bears  witness  also  to 

the  utility  of  the  Register  Society,  and  he  was  anxious 

for  the  formation  of  a  new  society  for  the  regulation  of 

insurance  affairs  in  general,  with  a  tribunal  of  mer¬ 
chants,  underwriters,  and  brokers,  to  be  resorted  to 

by  the  Subscribers  in  all  cases  of  dispute. 

Weskett  was  undoubtedly  right  in  believing  that  any 
reform  of  the  marine  insurance  world  must  come  from 

within;  but  in  this  proposal  for  a  new  society,  he  showed 
that  he  had  not  understood  what  was  taking  place  at 

New  Lloyd’s  itself.  To  him  Lloyd’s  was  still  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House — a  meeting  place  of  underwriters, 
brokers,  and  merchants,  united  only  by  their  common 

interest  as  frequenters  and  proprietors.  It  is  clear  that 

he  had  no  conception  of  the  influence  that  might  be 

exercised  by  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  in  marine  in¬ 
surance  affairs,  and  that  he  altogether  failed  to  realise 

how  greatly  the  general  level  of  conduct  in  such  affairs 

might  be  raised  by  the  growth  of  a  stronger  corporate 

spirit  in  the  Coffee  House,  and  by  greater  care  in  the 
admission  of  Subscribers.  His  blindness  is  the  more 

pardonable  inasmuch  as  it  was  shared,  at  the  time,  by 
the  Subscribers  themselves. 

It  was  eminently  characteristic  of  the  Subscribers  to  Jf°”arJ”s 

New  Lloyd’s  that  they  took  in  hand  the  settlement  of  to  New  Lloyd’s, 

the  printed  policy  only  when  compelled  to  do  so  by  an 

attempt  to  upset  its  basic  principles.  The  brokers  and 

underwriters  of  1779,  like  the  generations  that  pre¬ 

ceded,  and  the  generations  that  followed  them  at 

Lloyd’s,  were  typically  British  in  their  combination  of 

instinctive  conservatism  with  a  capacity  for  construc¬ 

tive  reform.  The  history  of  Lloyd’s  is  a  history  of  con¬ 
tinuous  growth  and  change;  but  no  step  forward  was 

ever  made  until  its  necessity  had  been  proved  by  some 
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crisis  in  the  affairs  of  the  House.  Lloyd’s,  as  a  body, 
has  seldom  looked  ahead.  It  has  confined  itself  to  re¬ 

cognising  and  dealing  with  the  pressing  needs  of  the 
moment.  Hence  its  progress  has  been  slow;  but  it  has 

never  had  to  retrace  its  steps. 

It  was  a  domestic  crisis  in  the  affairs  of  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street  that  led,  first  to  the 

secession  to  Pope’s  Head  Alley,  and  then  to  the  formal 
association  of  1771.  Having  gone  so  far,  any  contem¬ 
porary  body  of  French,  German,  or  Italian  merchants 
would  unquestionably  have  sat  down  to  draw  up  a 
constitution,  to  frame  rules  and  regulations,  to  appoint 
officials,  and  to  define  the  powers  and  duties  of  those 
officials  with  meticulous  care.  Not  so  the  Subscribers 

to  New  Lloyd’s.  They  had  come  together  for  the  pur¬ 
pose  of  dealing  with  a  specific  problem — the  problem 
of  accommodation.  This  had  been  satisfactorily 
settled;  any  further  question  affecting  their  common 
interests,  could  be  tackled  as  and  when  it  arose.  The 

Committee  appointed  to  carry  through  the  scheme  of 
removal  was  left  in  being,  without  formal  terms  of 
reference,  without  any  provision  for  its  renewal,  and 
was  tacitly  entrusted  with  the  management  of  current 
affairs.  Neither  its  powers  nor  its  duties  were  form¬ 
ally  defined.  In  one  inspired  moment  of  prevision,  the 
Subscribers  secured  for  themselves  full  freedom  of 

action  in  the  future,  by  providing  for  the  right  to  re¬ 
quisition  a  General  Meeting.  Having  done  that,  they 
turned  thankfully  back  to  the  things  that  mattered— 
the  showing  of  risks  and  subscribing  of  policies. 

So  informally  were  the  affairs  of  New  Lloyd’s  con¬ 
ducted  that  the  General  Meeting  of  January  12th, 
1779,  at  which  the  Policy  was  settled,  was  actually  the 
first  that  had  been  held  since  March,  1774.  The  Com¬ 
mittee  themselves  had  met  only  once  in  1775,  three 
times  in  1778,  and  not  at  all— so  far  as  the  minutes 

show— in  1776  or  1777.  In  1779,  besides  the  two 
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General  Meetings,  and  a  meeting  of  the  special  Policy  CHAP.  VII 

Committee,  there  were  three  meetings  of  the  “Com-  I774_I793 

mittee  appointed  to  Manage  the  Affairs  of  this  House,” 
or  “Committee  for  the  Direction  of  Affairs  in  General,” 
as  it  is  variously  described;  but  this  was  a  busy  year. 

For  the  fourteen  years,  1780  to  1793,  inclusive,  the 

Minute  Book  records  only  seven  General  Meetings — 

four  of  them  in  1786,  when  an  extension  of  premises 

took  place — and  eighteen  meetings  of  the  Committee. 

The  years  1788,  1789,  1790,  and  1793,  are  all  com¬ 

pletely  blank.  It  is  highly  characteristic  that,  at  the 

last  General  Meeting  in  1786,  all  business  was  post¬ 

poned — and  the  next  Meeting  was  not  held  until  1791! 

Some  further  provision  must  have  been  made  for 

dealing  with  routine  business,  such  as  signing  cheques, 

but  the  Committee’s  activities  at  this  period  were  al¬ 

most  wholly  confined  to  improvements  in  accommo¬ 

dation  and  efforts  to  induce  non-subscribing  fre¬ 

quenters  of  the  Coffee  House  to  pay  up,  and  it  is  pro¬ 

bable  that  any  small  matters  arising  from  day  to  day 

were  dealt  with  informally,  in  conjunction  with  the 

Masters,  by  such  members  as  happened  to  be  present. 

Many  matters— such  as  the  collection  and  distributi
on 

of  intelligence— for  which  the  Committee  subse
¬ 

quently  became  responsible,  remained  as  yet  in
  the 

hands  of  the  Masters  themselves.  The  very  peculiar 

position  of  these  functionaries  must  be  clearly  under
¬ 

stood  in  order  to  form  a  just  picture  of  the  stage  of  d
e¬ 

velopment  at  which  Lloyd’s  had  arrived. 

By  the  agreement  of  1774  the  Masters  of  New  Lloyd  s  become  servants. 

Coffee  House  became  tenants-at-will  of  the
  Sub¬ 

scribers,  removable  at  their  pleasure,  and  subject  
to 

their  control.  This  control  was  emphasised  on  
Field¬ 

ing’s  death  in  1779*  when  Tayler  was  appointed  
sole 

Master,  “under  the  Orders  of  the  Committee.”  
For 

all  this,  the  earlier  Masters  of  New  Lloyd’s  
were  men 

of  importance  in  the  world.  Subject  to  the  pleasure
  ol 
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CHAP.  VII  the  Subscribers,  they  carried  on  for  their  own  profit 
I774~I793  the  business  of  the  Coffee  House,  and  the  publication 

of  Lloyd  s  List.  In  addition,  they  acted  as  managers  of 
Lloyd’s  Subscription  Rooms,  and,  in  some  sort,  as 
secretaries  to  the  Committee.  As  confidential  managers 
for  the  wealthy  and  influential  society  now  established 
at  the  Royal  Exchange,  they  probably  drew  a  larger  in¬ 
come,  and  commanded  greater  respect  than  many  pros¬ 
perous  tradesmen  who  still  owned  their  coffee-houses, 

of  the  Masters.  Both  their  responsibilities  and  their  liabilities  were 

increased  by  successive  extensions  of  the  premises  in 
1786  and  1791,  to  which  further  reference  will  be 
made.  In  each  instance,  the  Committee,  as  in  1774, 
defrayed  out  of  the  subscribed  funds  the  cost  of  adapt¬ 
ing  and  fitting  up  the  premises  acquired,  together  with 
all  subsequent  expenses  for  repairs,  fittings,  and  furni¬ 
ture;  but  they  bore  no  part  of  the  ordinary  running  ex¬ 
penses,  except  the  cost  of  insurance  against  fire,  and  of 
vinegai  for  cleaning  the  rooms.  The  Masters  were  re¬ 
sponsible  for  rent,  rates,  and  taxes  on  the  whole  estab¬ 
lishment.  They  engaged  and  paid  the  waiters  em¬ 
ployed  as  attendants  in  the  Subscribers’  Rooms,  as 
well  as  those  required  for  ordinary  coffee-house  duties. 
They  piovided  coals,  candles,  newspapers,  pens  and 
stationery  for  use  in  the  Subscribers’  Rooms,  and  both 
the  gratuity  to  the  Post  Office  officials  and  the  fees  of 
the  correspondents  at  the  ports  came  out  of  their 
pockets.  On  the  other  side  of  the  ledger  they  could  put 
the  profits  from  catering  and  the  sale  of  Lloyd's  List , 
together  with  an  annual  subscription  of  two  guineas 
from  each  person  frequenting  the  House.  An  addi¬ 
tional  guinea  a  year,  subscribed  by  frequenters,  was 
distributed  among  the  waiters  at  Christmas. 
There  can  be  no  doubt  that,  as  the  membership  of 

Lloyd’s  increased,  the  Mastership  became  lucrative1, 
1  Tayler  was  able  to  leave  ,£2,500  cash  and  ̂ "1,000  Stock, residue  which  appears  to  have  been  considerable. 

in  specific  legacies,  besides  a 
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but  it  was  also  arduous  and  responsible.  In  addition  to  CHAP.  VII 

carrying  on  the  coffee-house,  and  supervising  the  Sub-  1774-1793 

scribers’  Rooms,  it  was  the  business  of  the  Masters  to 
keep  the  books  of  arrivals  and  losses,  copy  the  port 
letters,  see  to  the  prompt  posting  of  all  intelligence 

received,  and  be  ready  to  answer  the  enquiries  of  Sub¬ 

scribers.  They  wrote  and  signed  letters  under  direc¬ 
tion  of  the  Committee,  collected  subscriptions,  made 

applications,  personally  or  by  letter,  to  those  who  neg¬ 
lected  to  pay  their  £15,  and  did  their  best  to  exclude 

such  defaulters  from  the  Subscribers’  Rooms. 
It  will  be  seen  that  the  position  of  the  Masters  was  by 

no  means  that  of  a  mere  head  waiter  (as  it  afterwards 

became),  and  called  both  for  considerable  business 

capacity  and  for  other  qualities  of  a  rarer  kind — a  good 
presence  and  address,  tact  and  discretion  in  their 
rather  informal  relations  with  the  Committee  and  with 

individual  Subscribers, and  a  polite  firmness  in  dealing 

with  defaulters.  These  qualities  appear  to  have  been 

found  in  Fielding’s  partner  and  successor.  Thomas 
Tayler,  like  Fielding  himself,  appears  to  have  been 

genuinely  proud  of  his  position  as  servant  to  a  society 

whose  importance  he  had  the  intelligence  to  appreciate. 

A  minute  of  1791  refers  to  his  “constant  attention, 

civility,  and  good  conduct,”  and  in  1795,  when  ill- 
health  drove  him  to  tender  his  resignation,  he  did  so  in 

a  letter  which  presents  a  very  pleasing  picture  of  the 
relations  between  the  Master  and  the  Committee: 

“After  a  very  severe  fit  of  Illness  of  more  than  2  years,  I  find  my  health 
in  that  State,  that  I  am  unequal  to  the  Duties  of  my  situation,  which 

obliges  me  to  the  painful  necessity  at  Christmas  next  to  return  into 

your  hands  what  has  ever  been  the  Pride  of  my  heart  the  Management 

of  this  House,  under  your  directions,  with  the  very  utmost  respect.  I 

beg  leave  to  inform  the  Committee  and  the  Subscribers  in  General  to 

this  house  that  the  liberal  Friendship  and  protection  they  have  been 

pleased  to  bestow  on  me  shall  ever  remain  a  grateful  rememberance 

(sic)  on  my  mind.” 

In  his  will,  made  a  month  or  two  later,  Tayler’s  con¬ 
tinued  interest  in  the  affairs  of  the  House  is  testified 
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by  legacies  of  £300  to  his  head  waiter,  John  Bennett; 

for  his  “long  and  faithful  service”  (in  addition  to  £200 
as  a  Trustee),  and  of  smaller  amounts  to  seven  other 
waiters.  After  other  legacies  (including  £500  to  the 

Marine  Society),  the  residue  of  his  estate  was  left  to 

Mrs.  Rixon,  daughter  of  his  late  partner,  Thomas 

Fielding.  His  portrait  at  Lloyd’s  preserves  for  us  the 
features  of  a  sharp,  business-like  man,  well-satisfied 
with  his  position  in  the  world. 
There  can  be  no  doubt  that  Tayler  well  deserved  the 

“liberal  friendship  and  protection”  he  so  gratefully 
acknowledged;  but  the  Master  of  the  Coffee  House, 

however  zealous  and  capable,  was  only  a  manager 

under  the  orders  of  the  Committee,  and  so  long  as  the 
Committee  concerned  themselves,  at  their  rare  formal 

meetings,  only  with  matters  of  finance  and  accommo¬ 
dation,  there  could  be  little  real  development.  The  first 

twenty  years  after  the  establishment  of  New  Lloyd’s  at 
the  Royal  Exchange  were  marked  by  a  great  increase 

in  membership,  and  in  the  collective  wealth  and  stand¬ 
ing  of  the  Subscribers;  but  they  saw  little  real  progress 

towards  the  Lloyd’s  of  to-day. 

The  main  preoccupation  of  the  Committee  was  the 

sanctity  of  the  Subscribers’  Rooms.  Among  those  at¬ 
tracted  to  this  business  circle  there  were  many  who 
were  much  readier  to  take  advantage  of  the  facilities 

offered  by  Lloyd’s  than  to  pay  £15  for  the  privilege, 
and  Committee  and  Masters  were  engaged  in  a  con¬ 

tinual  struggle  to  enforce  payment,  and  to  exclude  un¬ 

authorised  persons  from  the  Subscribers’  Rooms.  All 
sorts  of  methods  were  tried — resolutions,  notices 

posted  at  the  doors,  personal  applications  by  the  Mas¬ 
ter.  As  time  went  on,  these  applications  became  more 
and  more  peremptory.  Tayler  was  instructed  to  take 

down  the  names  of  frequenters  who  had  not  paid — by 
1791  he  had  a  list  of  109  non-subscribers  doing  busi- 
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ness  in  the  House — and  there  were  several  threats, 

never  carried  into  effect,  to  post  the  names  of  defaul¬ 
ters  in  the  Rooms. 

The  first  of  these  appeals  was  made  in  1778,  by  which 

date  the  “Sums  Originally  Subscribed  of  Fifteen 
Pounds  each”  were  completely  exhausted,  and  “more 

Money  wanted  to  support  the  House  in  proper  Order.” 
It  appears  to  have  touched  the  conscience  of  a  good 

many  defaulters,  for  in  1779  the  Committee  were  in 

possession  of  a  bank  balance  of  £ 2,000 ,  and  were  able 
to  form  the  nucleus  of  a  reserve,  by  investing  £1,500 

in  3  per  cent.  Consols,  in  the  names  of  “the  surviving 

gentlemen  responsible  to  the  Mercers’  Company  for 

fulfilling  the  terms  of  the  lease,”  that  is  to  say,  the 
seven  survivors  of  the  original  Committee.  By  1786, 

as  the  result  of  further  appeals,  the  Subscribers’  Room 
had  become  unbearably  crowded,  and  the  lease  of  a 

large  adjacent  apartment  was  acquired,  to  serve  as  an 

additional  Subscribers’  Room. 
John  Julius  Angerstein,  who  took  such  a  prominent 

part  in  the  acquisition  of  the  original  premises,  was 

again  well  to  the  fore  in  these  negotiations.  He  was  in 

the  chair  at  the  General  Meeting  which  sanctioned  the 

necessary  expenditure,  and  was  given  full  power  to 

treat  with  the  Mercers’  Company’s  surveyor.  In  re¬ 

cognition  of  his  services,  the  Meeting  passed  a  resolu¬ 
tion  increasing  the  number  of  the  Committee  from 

nine  to  ten,  in  order  to  permit  of  Angerstein’s  election. 

According  to  the  tradition  generally  received,  Anger¬ 

stein  was  actually  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s  from  1790 
1796;  but  there  is  very  little  evidence  to  support  the 

statement.  No  meeting  of  the  Committee  or  the  Sub¬ 

scribers,  at  which  he  could  have  been  elected,  is  re¬ 

corded  between  1789  and  X79L  and  he  presided  over 

only  one  of  the  five  General  Meetings  held  during  the 

years  1791  to  1796,  inclusive.  The  only  scrap  of  real 

evidence  that  can  be  discovered  is  a  newspaper  report 
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CHAP.  VII  describing  Angerstein  as,  “at  the  head  of  the  Corn¬ 
ed--1 793  mittee  who  conducted  the  business”  of  fitting  up  a 

new  extension  of  the  premises  in  1791 7 

Spremise"!'011  The  premises  then  acquired  consisted  of  two  offices 
J79r-  hitherto  occupied  by  the  Governors  of  the  Merchant 

Seamen’s  Hospital,  which  were  converted  into  a  new 

Subscribers’  Room.  The  Committee’s  report,  recom¬ 
mending  acquisition  of  the  premises,  was  presented  by 
Brook  Watson,  who  took  the  chair  at  the  General 

Meeting;  but  the  records  of  the  Mercers’  Company 
show  that  Angerstein,  as  usual,  carried  through  the 
negotiations  with  the  Gresham  Committee. 

Both  the  magnificence  with  which  this  new  extension 

was  fitted  up,  and  the  business  enterprise  of  those  who 

were  to  use  it,  made  a  deep  impression  on  the  reporter 
of  the  Public  Advertiser ,  who  rose  to  almost  lyrical 
heights  on  the  occasion: 

“Lloyd’s — The  new  room  just  opened  at  this  Coffee  house,  for  the  use 
of  the  Underwriters,  is  in  stile  (sic)  of  finishing,  and  point  of  ele¬ 
gance,  the  first  in  the  Kingdom;  connected  as  it  is  with  the  other  three, 
the  tout  ensemble  forms  the  most  perfect  suite  of  any  in  Europe  appro¬ 
priated  to  commercial  purposes  ...  In  this  room  the  daring  hand  of 
the  Underwriter,  with  pen  and  paper,  is  to  brave  the  united  force  of 

Neptune  and  Boreas.”2 

Had  he  foreseen  the  events  of  the  next  few  years,  he 
would  undoubtedly  have  added  Mars. 

These  extensions  involved  a  considerable  capital  out¬ 
lay.  They  also  saddled  Tayler  with  a  much  increased 
liability  for  rent  and  expenses— the  various  leases  were 
consolidated  in  1792  at  .£300  per  annum — and  to  com¬ 
pensate  him  therefor,  the  Committee  recommended 

that  “  Gentlemen  frequenters”  should  increase  their 
annual  subscriptions  by  half  a  guinea.  A  similar  in¬ 
crease  appears  to  have  been  made  by  the  Subscribers, 
voluntarily,  in  1797,  on  the  ground  of  increased  cost  of 
necessaries,  bringing  up  the  total  annual  subscription 

1  Public  Advertiser,  21  July,  1791. 2  Ibid. 
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to  four  guineas — three  for  the  Master  and  one  for  the 
waiters. 

Twice  only,  during  these  years,  did  the  Committee 

turn  from  questions  of  subscriptions  and  premises,  to 

deal  with  weightier  matters.  On  the  first  of  these  occa¬ 

sions  they  were  responsible  for  a  very  important  addi¬ 
tion  to  insurance  law,  and  the  manner  in  which  this 

was  done  is  eminently  characteristic  of  the  haphazard 

informality  which  marks  this  stage  in  the  development 

of  Lloyd’s. 
The  one  General  Meeting  of  1785  was  held  on 

February  23rd,  and  concerned  itself  solely  with  domes¬ 

tic  affairs.  The  Subscribers’  and  Coffee  Rooms  were 

to  be  shut  at  8  p.m.  on  Mondays,  Wednesdays,  Thurs¬ 
days,  and  Saturdays,  and  at  9  p.m.  on  Tuesdays  and 

Fridays.  As  the  underwriters  of  that  day  were  only  to 

be  driven  home  by  strong  measures,  two  waiters  were 

to  ring  large  bells  incessantly  until  the  rooms  were 

emptied,  and  the  fires  and  candles  were  to  be  extin¬ 

guished  as  a  further  method  of  persuasion.  Resolu¬ 
tions  to  this  effect  were  to  be  signed  by  the  Chairman 

(Mr.  Joshua  Readshaw),  and  published  in  the  news¬ 

papers.1  There  is  not  a  word  in  the  minutes  to  suggest 
that  any  larger  questions  were  so  much  as  mentioned. 
Nevertheless,  at  the  next  Committee  Meeting,  on 

March  10th,  Mr.  Thoresby,  apparently  the  Solicitor  to 

the  Committee, was  ordered  “to  prepare  a  Draft  for  an 
Act  of  Parliament  to  oblige  the  Assured  to  Insert  his 

Name  or  that  of  his  Agent  in  all  Policys  of  Assurance — 

and  to  be  delivered  to  Mr.  Harley.”  Some  four  months 
later  a  draft  for  ten  guineas  was  signed  in  favour  of 

Messrs.  Thoresby  and  James,  for  preparing  an  Act  of 

Parliament,  and  here  the  matter  ends,  so  far  as  the  re¬ 

cords  of  Lloyd’s  are  concerned.  No  report  as  to  the 
character  or  the  fate  of  the  Bill  was  made  to  any  meet- 

1  See  advertisement  in  Morning  Chronicle ,  25  February,  1 785- 
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ing  of  the  Subscribers;  there  is  no  mention  of  its  pro¬ 

gress  in  the  proceedings  of  the  Committee.  It  is  only 

from  the  Journals  of  the  House  of  Commons  that  we 

learn  that  Mr.  Alderman  Harley  and  two  other  Mem¬ 
bers  were  actually  instructed,  on  May  23rd,  to  prepare 

and  bring  in  a  Bill  to  regulate  marine  insurances, 

which  subsequently  received  the  Royal  Assent;  it  is 

only  by  reference  to  the  Statute  Book  that  we  can 

identify  this  Bill  with  that  drafted  by  Mr.  Thoresby 

on  the  Committee’s  instructions.1 
In  the  following  year,  1786,  a  special  Committee  was 

appointed  to  confer  with  the  “Public  Offices”  (that  is 
to  say  the  two  Corporations)  on  the  question  of  under¬ 

writers’  liability  for  losses  occasioned  by  illicit  trade; 

but  no  record  of  the  special  Committee’s  proceedings 
has  been  preserved.  Some  report  must,  presumably, 
have  been  made  to  the  Subscribers;  but  all  trace  of  it 
is  lost. 

It  will  be  seen  that  the  record  of  Lloyd’s  down  to  the 
outbreak  of  the  great  French  war  in  1793,  which  in¬ 
augurated  a  new  epoch  in  its  history,  is  one  of  growth 
in  size  rather  than  of  development  in  organisation  and 

functions.  There  were  now  several  hundred  Sub¬ 

scribers  as  against  179  in  1774.  Instead  of  a  single 

Subscribers’  Room  with  a  floor  space  of  about  970 
square  feet,  there  were  now  three  with  a  floor  space  of 

4,200  square  feet.  The  increasing  wealth  and  influence 

of  men  like  Angerstein  and  Brook  Watson  added,  no 

doubt,  to  the  prestige  of  the  society.  Yet  in  all  essen¬ 

tials  Lloyd’s  was  what  it  had  been  in  1774.  The  Sub¬ 
scribers  had  no  corporate  interest  other  than  the  pro¬ 
vision  of  adequate  business  accommodation;  the  duties 

of  the  Committee  were  almost  wholly  confined  to  the 

satisfaction  of  this  demand.  General  Meetings  were 

held  only  at  rare  intervals,  to  deal  with  emergency 

1  H.C.J.,  Vol.  XL,  1006,  10 1 1 ,  1122  ;  Stat.,  25  Geo.  Ill,  c.  44.  The  Act  was  repealed, 
three  years  later,  by  28  Geo.  Ill,  c.  56,  which  repeated  its  provisions  in  a  somewhat 

more  precise  form. 
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business.  There  was  no  provision  either  for  con-  CHAP.  VII 

tinuous  control  of  the  Committee  by  the  Subscribers,  I774_I793 
or  for  continuous  attention  by  the  Committee  to  ques¬ 
tions  affecting  the  interests  of  underwriters  and  brokers . 

The  growth  of  Lloyd’s  to  maturity  during  the  next 
twenty  years  was  due,  mainly,  to  consequences  of  the 
war  itself. 
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CHAPTER  VIII. 

WAR  RISKS  AT  LLOYD’S. 

I793-i8i5- 

THE  prolonged  struggle  against  Revolutionary and  Napoleonic  France  which  lasted,  with  two 

brief  intervals  of  truce,  from  1793  to  1815,  ran 

a  very  different  course  from  the  War  of  American  In¬ 

dependence.  Great  Britain  was  again  faced  by  for¬ 
midable  coalitions,  and  there  were  times  when  the 

material  odds  against  her  were  heavy  and  menacing; 

but  the  moral  balance  had  shifted  since  the  days  when 

the  Franco-Spanish  armada  chased  Hardy  up  Chan¬ 

nel.  A  succession  of  smashing  victories — the  First  of 

June,  St.  Vincent,  Camperdown,  the  Nile,  Copen¬ 

hagen — marked  the  progress  of  the  struggle,  and  for 

the  last  ten  years,  after  the  crowning  glory  of  Trafalgar, 

the  supremacy  of  the  British  fleet  was  unchallenged 

and  unchallengeable. 

Serious  war  losses.  The  stability  of  Lloyd’s  was  subjected,  nevertheless, 

to  a  searching  test;  perhaps  the  most  searching  it  has 

ever  undergone;  for  the  strain  was  far  more  prolonged 

than  in  any  earlier  war,  and  there  was  no  State  Insur¬ 

ance  Scheme  to  supplement,  as  in  1914-18,  the  re¬ 

sources  of  the  insurance  market.  Before  the  predomi¬ 
nance  of  the  British  Navy  was  finally  established, 

there  were  many  anxious  moments,  and  while  Trafal¬ 

gar  finally  removed  all  danger  of  invasion  or  blockade, 

the  superiority  of  our  battle-fleets  proved  as  powerless 
as  in  a  more  recent  conflict  to  put  an  end  to  the 

sporadic  attack  on  commerce,  carried  on  by  the  enemy’s 
lighter  craft.  Every  French  port  on  the  Channel  was  a 

nest  of  privateers;  strong  squadrons  of  frigates,  and 
even  of  ships  of  the  line,  evaded  the  blockading  forces, 

to  cruise  against  British  commerce  in  the  Soundings 
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or  in  the  Mediterranean.  In  the  outer  seas,  every  CHAP.  VIII 
French  island  in  the  West  Indies  was  a  base  for  the  1793-1815 
attack  on  trade;  a  powerful  concentration  of  frigates  at 
Mauritius  menaced  the  rich  East  India  fleets;  that  dar¬ 

ing  raider,  Sourcouf,  anticipated  the  Emden’s  exploits 
in  the  Bay  of  Bengal. 

At  the  very  moment  when  the  French  attack  ap¬ 
peared  to  have  been  mastered,  the  outbreak  of  war 
with  the  United  States  let  loose  a  new  swarm  of  hor¬ 

nets  on  the  trade  routes.  The  Essex ,  in  her  cruise 

against  the  southern  whale  fishery,  inflicted  damage 

estimated  at  nearly  £ 600,000 .  A  single  Salem  priva¬ 

teer,  the  America,  carried  in  twenty-six  prizes  which 
sold  for  more  than  a  million  dollars.1 

Meanwhile,  Napoleon’s  Berlin  and  Milan  Decrees, 
and  the  measures  adopted  by  the  British  Government 

to  counteract  them,  had  brought  into  operation  a 

series  of  embargoes,  seizures  and  reprisals  which  fore¬ 

shadowed  the  ruthless  developments  of  economic  pres¬ 
sure  in  a  later,  and  even  more  terrible  conflict.  State 

after  State  was  compelled,  by  force  or  threats,  to  close 

its  ports  to  British  shipping,  and  British  goods  became 

liable  to  sequestration  throughout  the  greater  part  of 

Europe. 

The  clauses  inserted  in  policies  on  voyages  to  the  Bal-  Clauses  for 

tic  and  the  North  of  Europe,  during  the  later  stages  of  Ja  Llc 
the  war,  show  clearly  the  nature  of  the  risks.  Two 

forms  of  policy  were  in  use.  One  contained  a  written 

clause,  “Warranted  free  from  capture  in  port.”  The 
other  covered  all  risks,  and  the  insurance  was  to  con¬ 

tinue,  “Until  the  Goods  are  safely  deposited  in  Houses 

or  Warehouses  of  the  Consignees.”  When  the  goods 
were  destined  for  the  interior  of  Germany,  the  insur¬ 

ance  was  often  extended  to  cover  the  risks  of  “Land  or 

Water  Carriage  until  safely  arrived.” 
1  Mahan,  Admiral  Farragut ,  1892,  p.  28  ;  S.  E.  Morison,  The  Maritime  History  of 

Massachusetts ,  London,  1923,  p.  202. 
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The  ultimate  destination  of  many,  perhaps  most  of 

these  cargoes,  lay  within  the  territories  controlled  by 

France  or  her  Allies  and  vassals.  Some  of  the  goods 

undoubtedly  found  their  way,  by  devious  channels,  to 
France  herself. 

There  was  nothing  in  this  shocking  to  the  conscience 

of  the  time,  for  a  “favourable  balance  of  trade”  was 
still  considered  to  be  an  object  well  worth  pursuing 

even  by  the  supply  of  goods  to  the  enemy.  A  contem¬ 

porary  writer  actually  congratulates  the  Government 

on  “the  wise  and  enlightened  policy”  which,  “in  spite 
of  all  the  efforts  of  the  hostile  Nations  to  prevent  it, 

has  opened  a  lucrative  and  beneficial  T rade  to  their  re¬ 

spective  Countries ,  unexampled  in  all  former  Wars.”1 
This  trade,  however,  was  subject  from  the  first  to  very 

definite  and  very  drastic  restrictions.  The  peculiarly 
national  and  embittered  character  of  the  struggle 

against  Revolutionary  France  emboldened  the  Govern¬ 
ment,  in  the  very  first  year  of  the  war,  to  introduce  a 

Traitorous  Correspondence  Bill,  which  aimed  at  a 

more  complete  cessation,  or  control,  of  intercourse 

with  the  enemy  than  had  been  attempted  since  the  days 
of  William  III. 

Among  other  things,  this  Bill  definitely  prohibited  the 

insurance,  on  any  voyage  whatsoever,  of  vessels  or 

goods  belonging  to  any  person  living  in  French  domi¬ 
nions,  and  the  insurance  of  arms,  ordnance,  masts, 

timber,  sailcloth,  and  other  naval  stores,  coals,  salt¬ 

petre,  provisions,  and  certain  other  articles,  on  a  voy¬ 

age  to  any  port  in  French  territory." 
It  will  be  observed  that  these  provisions  fall  far  short 

of  what  we  should  expect  in  a  similar  Bill  to-day. 
There  was,  in  fact,  a  long  list  of  articles,  the  insurance 

of  which  was  permitted,  even  on  a  voyage  to  a  French 

port.  The  prohibition  extended  only  to  the  insurance 

1  P.  Colquhoun,  Commerce  and  Police  of  the  River  Thames ,  1S00,  p.  36.  The  italics 
are  in  the  original. 

233  Geo.  Ill,  c  27. 
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of  French  property,  and  of  commodities  that  could  be  CHAP.  VIII 

used  by  France  in  the  actual  conduct  of  the  war.1  Never-  1793-1815 
theless,  the  clause  was  strenuously  opposed  by  Charles 

James  Fox,  on  the  ground  that,  “as  the  premium  was 
always  more  than  equal  to  the  risk,”  the  balance  of  ad¬ 

vantage  lay  with  the  insurers.  He  had,  indeed, “less  ob¬ 

jection  to  this  clause  than  he  had  to  many  of  the  others,” 

because  it  appeared  to  him  to  be  “merely  foolish.”2 
Despite  this  opposition,  the  Bill  passed  into  Law;  but  objects  of 

all  was  not  yet  plain  sailing  for  the  underwriter.  As  the  pressure, 

war  went  on,  and  particularly  after  its  renewal  in  1803,  I79j  lSl5 
following  the  short-lived  Peace  of  Amiens,  the  exer¬ 
cise  of  economic  pressure  assumed  greater  and  greater 

importance  in  the  eyes  of  both  belligerents,  and  that 

pressure  was  exercised  through  a  series  of  arbitrary 

Decrees  and  Orders  in  Council  which  aimed,  nomi¬ 
nally,  at  a  complete  suspension  of  intercourse  between 

the  enemy  and  the  rest  of  the  world.  In  practice,  both 

sides  were  still  dominated  by  mercantilist  theories  and 

by  purely  financial  considerations,  and  aimed  rather  at 

the  regulation  than  the  prohibition  of  trade.  Napo¬ 

leon’s  great  object  was  to  exclude  British  manufac¬ 
tures  and  Colonial  products  from  the  Continental  mar¬ 
kets,  and  so  cripple  the  financial  power  that  enabled 
Great  Britain  to  subsidise  coalition  after  coalition.  The 

British  Government  was  equally  determined  to  force 

British  goods  into  Central  Europe,  and  if  some  of  those 

goods  went  through  to  France,  they  were  well  content 

to  see  the  enemy  drained  of  gold  by  the  purchase  of 
such  commodities  as  did  not  contribute  directly  to  his 

fighting  strength.  They  aimed,  too,  under  a  plea  of  re¬ 
taliation,  at  securing  for  British  goods  a  monopoly  of 
the  Continental  markets. 

In  these  circumstances,  all  cargoes  consigned  to  ter¬ 
ritories  under  French  domination,  became  good  prize, 

1  The  prohibition  of  insurance  on  provisions  was  probably  due,  in  part  at  least,  to  the 

fact  that  the  French  West  Indian  Islands  were  not  self-supporting. 
2  Pari.  Hist.,  XXX,  5S6. 
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unless  they  were  covered  by  a  British  pass,  and  after 

the  issue  of  the  Orders  in  Council  of  1807,  the  Com¬ 

mittee  of  Lloyd’s  instructed  their  Solicitor  to  take 

counsel’s  opinion  as  to  the  legality  of  “Foreign  Insur¬ 
ances  with  a  Clause  to  pay  a  Loss  in  case  of  British 

Capture.”  The  counsel  consulted,  including  the  At¬ 
torney-General,  were  unanimously  of  opinion  that 

such  insurances  were  perfectly  innocent  when  effected 

on  British  or  neutral  property,  although  “illegal  if  not 
criminal”  when  made  on  enemy  property.  At  a  later 
date,  however,  this  opinion  was  modified,  as  the  result 

of  official  pronouncements,  and  the  illegality  of  insur¬ 

ance  against  British  capture  was  clearly  established.  It 

could  still  be  done  at  Lloyd’s,  but  only  “at  a  very  high 

premium,”  and  not  “expressed  upon  the  policy.”1 
It  is  worth  noting  as  showing  how  obscure  was  the 

legal  position,  that,  in  comparatively  recent  times,  the 

risk  of  British  capture  was  not  infrequently  covered  by 

a  clause  pinned  to  the  policy. 

The  trade  with  Central  Europe,  through  Tonningen 

and  the  Baltic  ports,  during  the  later  stages  of  the  war, 

was  inevitably  carried  mainly  in  neutral  vessels,  which 

received  licenses  from  the  British  Government  to  ig¬ 
nore  alike  the  Orders  in  Council  and  the  provisions  of 

the  Navigation  Acts.  These  licenses  protected  them 

against  capture;  but  in  order  to  prevent  the  seizure  of 

ships  and  cargoes  under  the  Berlin  and  Milan  Decrees 

it  was  necessary  to  give  a  neutral  colour  to  the  goods, 

and  there  were  firms  who  openly  specialised  in  the 

supply  of  forged  shipping  documents  for  this  purpose. 
Among  the  archives  of  Messrs.  Hobson,  Allfrey  and 

Wheeler  is  an  interesting  relic  of  this  risky,  but  lucra¬ 
tive  traffic,  in  the  shape  of  a  policy  of  1808  on  indigo  in 

the  Johanna ,  London  to  Holland,  “with  liberty  to 

carry  simulated  papers.”  The  insurance  is  against  all 
1  Report  from  the  Select  Committee  on  Marine  Insurance,  1S10,  Evidence  of  Shedden 

and  Angerstein. 
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risks,  except  British  capture,  “until  safely  warehoused 
in  the  warehouse  of  the  Consignee,”  and  the  measure 
of  the  risk  is  reflected  in  a  premium  of  40  guineas  per 
cent.  A  similar  clause  was  sometimes  used  during  the 

Russo-Japanese  war. 
Although  some  cargoes  got  through  to  France,  the 

bulk  of  this  trade  was  intended  for  the  supply  of  States 

that  had  been,  and  were  to  be  again  Allies  of  Great 

Britain,  and  had  been  forced,  unwillingly,  into  compli¬ 
ance  with  the  Berlin  and  Milan  Decrees.  There  was 

always,  however,  a  certain  amount  of  more  or  less 
direct  trade  with  France  herself.  In  1808,  Mr.  John 

Janson  wrote  a  line,  at  50  guineas  per  cent.,  on  a  voy¬ 

age  “London  to  France,”  and  he  frequently  accepted 
risks  at  8  to  12  guineas  per  cent.,  on  vessels  from 

“Charente”  and  Bordeaux,  bringing  cargoes  of  claret 

to  London  or  Leith.1  There  appears  also  to  have  been  a 
good  deal  of  smuggling  of  colonial  produce  into  France 

through  Madeira,  the  Azores,  and  the  Channel  Islands. 

An  interesting  memento  of  this  anxious  period  has  re¬ 
cently  been  presented  to  the  Corporation  by  a  Member 

of  Lloyd’s.  It  consists  of  a  fine  silver  urn  bearing  an 
inscription: 

“Presented  by  the  Committee  on  American  Captures  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House  to  Thomas  Backhouse,  their  Chairman,  as  a  token  of  their 

esteem  and  respect  for  his  able,  zealous  and  indefatigable  attention  to 

the  object  of  their  concerns  for  the  last  ten  years.  London  ioth  May 

1806.” 
During  the  ten  years  from  1797  to  1806  both  Great 

Britain  and  France  were  at  peace  with  the  United 

States;  but  the  “peace”  was  even  more  uncomfortable 
than  that  which  subsisted  between  France  and  Ger¬ 

many  during  the  years  following  the  close  of  the  Great 
War.  The  reaction  of  the  French  wars  on  the  United 

States  was  equally  serious  to  the  statesmen  and  ship¬ 

owners  of  that  country  and  to  the  underwriters  at 

Lloyd’s.  American  ships  were  liable  to  capture  by 
1  f.  T.  Danson,  Our  Next  War  in  its  Commercial  Aspect,  1894,  pp.  33>  S3'4- 
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CHAP.  VIII  British  cruisers  if  they  were  carrying  cargoes  for 

1793-1815  France  or  her  Allies,  and  to  seizure  by  the  French  if 

they  engaged  in  British  trade.  In  January,  1797,  it  was 

reported  that  no  fewer  than  80  American  vessels  were 

awaiting  the  result  of  prize  court  proceedings  at  Guade¬ 

loupe,1  and  so  outrageous  was  the  attitude  of  the  French 
authorities,  that  the  United  States  Government  was 

eventually  driven  to  take  forcible  measures  for  defence 

of  American  interests.  How  deeply  Lloyd’s  was  in¬ 
terested  in  these  proceedings  is  shown  by  a  piece  of 

plate  still  to  be  seen  in  Washington: 

Presentation  to  “Presented  by  the  Underwriters  and  Merchants  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee 

American  Captain.  p^ouge  jn  London  to  Captain  Thomas  Truxton  of  the  American  Fri¬ 

gate  ‘Constitution’  as  a  Mark  of  their  Sense  of  his  Services  and  Admir¬ 

ation  of  his  Gallant  Conduct  in  taking  the  ‘Insurgente’  French  Frigate 

of  44  guns  in  the  West  Indies  in  February  1799.” 
The  Constitution  is  better  known  in  naval  history  for 

her  capture  of  the  British  frigate  Java  in  1812;  but  her 

half  forgotten  action  with  the  Insurgente  illustrates  ad¬ 

mirably  the  difficult  position  of  the  United  States,  be¬ 

tween  the  upper  and  the  nether  millstone.  The  excel¬ 
lent  Mr. Backhouse, for  his  part,  was  doubtless  afflicted 

by  a  sea  of  troubles  caused  by  French  decrees  on  the 
one  hand  and  British  Orders  in  Council  on  the  other. 

Probably  a  presentation  was  never  more  richly  de¬ 
served  or  more  laboriously  earned. 

It  is  clear  that  the  writing  of  war  risks  from  1793  to 

1815  was  a  complicated  and  difficult  business.  Any  at¬ 
tempt  to  assess,  arithmetically,  the  measure  of  the 

risks  lands  the  inquirer  at  once  in  a  quagmire  of  con¬ 
flicting  evidence  and  hazardous  conjectures;  but  the 

question  is  of  so  much  interest  in  itself,  and  has  so  im¬ 

portant  a  bearing  on  the  history  of  Lloyd’s,  that  it  can¬ 
not  altogether  be  ignored. 
The  total  losses  of  British  shipping  are  given  by  C.  B. 

Norman,  in  his  book,  The  Corsairs  of  France ,  as  5,557 

vessels  captured  from  the  outbreak  of  war  to  the  Peace 

1  Lloyd’s  List,  28  March,  1797. 
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of  Amiens,  and  5,314  from  the  renewal  of  war  down  to  CHAP.  VIII 

the  end  of  1814.  These  figures,  prepared  “from  what  i793-I^I5 

data  it  is  impossible  to  ascertain,”  have  been  followed 
by  Mahan,  and  other  writers  on  naval  history;  but  they 

are  subject  to  serious  suspicion.1  A  table  compiled 

from  Lloyd's  List ,  for  the  period  1793-1801,  by  John  s^teitct’s 

Bennett,  the  first  Secretary  of  Lloyd’s,  shows  a  total  of  ofiosses. 

only  3,919  vessels,  of  which  799  were  re-taken,  leaving 

3,120  in  the  enemy’s  hands.  The  authority  of  this 
table  must  rank  high.  It  was  entered  by  Bennett  in  the 

Minute  Book,  and  was  presumably  compiled  for  the 

official  purposes  of  the  Committee,  or  the  Admiralty. 

Bennett  himselfwas  not  only  an  able  official, he  was  ex¬ 

ceptionally  industrious  and  methodical,  and  as  he  was 

in  charge  of  the  shipping  intelligence  at  Lloyd’s,  he  had 
every  possible  facility  for  checking  his  figures, weeding 

out  duplications  and  unconfirmed  reports,  and  distin¬ 

guishing  between  British  and  neutral  (especially  Ameri¬ 

can)  ships.  His  results,  moreover,  are  confirmed  by  an 

independent  calculation,  based  on  the  figures  of  ships 

registered  and  built.2  The  two  tables  compare  as  follows : 

Norman’s figures  of 
British  ships 

taken. 

Bennett’s  figures  of  British  Ships 

Year. 

Taken. Re-taken. 

1793 

352 

233 

63 

J794 

644 

526 

88 

J79S 
640 

49 1 

47 
!796 489 414 

63 

1797 
949 

562 

115 

1798 688 

486 

107 

J799 

73° 

4°4 

91 

1800 666 

424 

124 

1801 399 

358 

99 

1802  (to 

23  April) 
— 

21 
2 

Total 5.557 

3>9J9 

799 

1  C.  B.  Norman,  The  Corsairs  of  France,  1887,  Appx.
  XXII ;  H.  W.  Wilson  in  Cam 

bridge  Modern  History ,  VIII,  485. 

2  See  Appendix  “A.” 
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CHAP.  VIII  The  Naval  Chronicle, professedly  basing  its  figures  on 

1793-1815  Lloyd's  List ,  stated  the  losses  down  to  the  end  of  1800 

only,  as  4,344  (of  which  705  were  re-captured) — a  figure 

just  halfway  between  Bennett’s  and  Norman’s  totals 
for  the  same  period.  Colonel  Hozier,  Secretary  of 

Lloyd’s  from  1874  to  1906, put  the  total  for  1793-1800 

at  3, 466, a  slightly  lower  figure  than  Bennett’s.  Neither of  these  calculations,  however,  can  claim  the  same 

authority  as  Bennett’s  table. 
One  possible  explanation  of  the  discrepancies  is  sug¬ 

gested  by  Bennett’s  own  comments  on  a  later  return, 
prepared  by  another  hand,  of  vessels  captured  by 
American  raiders.  On  checking  this  return,  he  found 

that  the  total  had  been  swollen  by  many  ships  being 

entered  twice;  first,  on  the  original  news  of  their  cap¬ 
ture,  and  again  when  they  were  reported  as  carried  into 

an  enemy  port.  It  is  also  possible  that  Captain  Nor¬ 

man’s  data  did  not  clearly  distinguish  between  British 
ships  and  neutrals  with  British  cargoes,  and  this  is  the 

more  probable  because  the  discrepancy  is  greatest  for 

the  year  1797,  when  a  large  number  of  American  ves¬ 
sels  were  condemned  by  the  French  and  Spanish 

Courts,  on  the  plea  that  they  were  navigated  without 

the  role  d' equipage  required  by  treaty. 

Assuming  Bennett’s  figures  to  be  correct,  the  average 
yearly  loss  was  435  ships,  or  347  after  deducting  those 

re-captured.  With  what  should  these  figures  be  com¬ 

pared? 
The  one  absolutely  certain  basis  of  comparison  is  the 

number  of  ships  on  the  Register  of  the  British  Empire. 

For  the  years  1793-1801  inclusive,  the  average  num¬ 
ber  of  such  ships  was  17,463,  so  that  the  average  an¬ 

nual  loss,  on  Bennett’s  figures,  would  work  out  at  no 
more  than  2J  per  cent,  gross  or  2  per  cent,  net  (de¬ 

ducting  re-captures).  This  is  not  a  very  satisfactory 
basis,  as  the  shipping  on  the  Register  included  many 
thousands  of  small  vessels  engaged  in  branches  of  the 

British,  Irish,  and  Colonial  coasting  trades  that  were 



little  exposed  to  attack;  but  in  the  present  state  of  our  CHAP.  VIII 

knowledge  it  is  impossible  to  go  beyond  it  without  I793-ISI5.1 
some  recourse  to  estimate  and  approximation. 

By  far  the  most  serious  attempt  that  has  been  made  to  ̂ti°  of 

work  out  a  satisfactory  criterion  of  losses  was  by  Cap-  sailings. 
tain  (then  Commander)  K.  G.  Dewar,  R.N.,  who  used 

Norman’s  figures  for  an  estimate  of  the  annual  ratio 
of  losses  to  vessels  engaged  in  the  foreign  trade  of 
Great  Britain,  and  obtained  results  varying  from  3.8 

per  cent,  in  1793  and  1812,  to  11.5  per  cent,  in  1797, 

with  an  average  of  about  5  or  5!  per  cent.1  Captain 
Dewar’s  calculations, however,  are  based  on  imperfect 
material,  apart  altogether  from  the  suspicion  attaching 

to  Norman’s  figures.  He  arrived  at  the  number  of  ships 
engaged  in  foreign  trade  by  dividing  the  total  tonnage 

cleared  each  year  by  125  (assumed  to  be  the  average 

tonnage  of  the  individual  ships),  on  the  assumption  that 

ships  in  the  foreign  trade  cleared,  on  the  average,  only 

once  in  the  year.  This  assumption  is  accurate  enough 

so  far  as  the  long-distance  trades  are  concerned;  but  the 

traffic  of  Great  Britain  with  Ireland,  Man,  and  the  Chan¬ 

nel  Islandswas  included, at  this  period,  in  the  returns  of 

foreign  trade.  These  returns  show  the  actual  number, 

as  well  as  the  total  tonnage  of  the  ships  entered  and 

cleared  ,and  they  show  that  this  traffic  actually  accounted 

for  more  than  sixty  per  cent,  of  the  total  entrances  and 

clearances  in  “  foreign  trade.”  Ships  engaged  in  this 
traffic  must  have  averaged  at  least  three  or  four  round 

voyages  in  the  year,  and  some  of  those  in  the  European 

trades  must  also  have  cleared,  even  under  war  condi¬ 

tions,  more  than  once  annually." 
1  “  What  is  the  Influence  of  Overseas  Commerce  on  the  Operations  of  War? 

 Journal 

of  the  Royal  United  Service  Institution ,  April,  1913. 

2  For  the  years  1793-1801  inclusive,  the  average  entrances  and  cleara
nces 

Entered.  Cleared. 
are  as  follows: — Mean  of  Entrances 
and  Clearances. 

proper:  Northern  Europe  ... 

2,50 

i,95° 

2,233 

Southern  Europe 
535 375 

455 

All  other  parts 

1,225 

1,368 

1,297 

4,277 3,693 

3,985 
Ireland,  Channel  Is.  &  Man 

6,165 

7,121 

6,643 

Total  “foreign  trade” 

10,442 
10,814 

10,628 
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Further,  the  entrances  and  clearances  in  the  foreign 

trade  of  Great  Britain  are  not  a  satisfactory  basis  for 

comparison  with  figures  which  include  all  losses  of 

ships  on  British,  Irish,  or  Colonial  Register.  Captain 

Dewar  rightly  points  out  that  the  losses  must  have  in¬ 
cluded  many  coasting  traders.  They  also  included,  in 

fact,  many  ships  employed  in  the  trade  of  Ireland  and 

the  Channel  Islands  with  foreign  parts,  or  in  cross¬ 

voyages.  Many  of  the  cross-trades,  including  a  large 
proportion  of  the  traffic  between  the  West  Indies  and 

the  United  States,  passed  during  the  war  into  the 

hands  of  neutral ,  more  especially  American  shipowners ; 

but  a  great  number  of  British  ships  were  still  engaged 

in  carrying  salt  fish  from  Newfoundland  to  Portugal, 
in  the  trade  between  the  West  Indies  and  the  British 

North  American  Colonies,  and  in  the  local  traffic  of 

the  West  Indies  themselves.  A  careful  analysis  of  660 

losses  recorded  in  the  Lloyd's  Lists  for  the  months  of 
March,  June,  September,  and  December,  in  each  of 

the  four  years  1795,  1797,  1798,  and  1799,  has  been 
made  for  the  purposes  of  this  history.  The  results, 

which  will  be  found  in  Appendix  “A,”  show  that  about 
two-thirds  of  these  losses  occurred  in  the  foreign  trade 
of  Great  Britain,  as  then  defined,  and  about  one-third 
among  vessels  otherwise  engaged.  More  exactly,  out 

of  every  100  ships  captured  by  the  enemy  during  those 

months,  63  were  engaged  in  the  foreign  trade  proper 
of  Great  Britain,  4  in  the  trade  of  Great  Britain  with 

Ireland  and  the  Channel  Islands  (where  the  losses 

were  always  comparatively  light),  and  33  were  coasters, 

ships  on  cross-voyages,  or  in  other  employment. 

Pending  a  re-opening  of  the  whole  question,  involving 
the  tracing  of  each  individual  loss,  this  analysis,  which 

has  been  checked  by  experimental  sampling  at  other 

periods,  may  serve  as  the  basis  of  an  estimate  that 

should  be  reasonably  reliable.  On  this  basis,  and  ac¬ 

cepting  Bennett’s  figures,  the  average  annual  loss  of 
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ships  engaged  in  the  foreign  trade  of  Great  Britain,  as 

then  defined,  works  out  for  the  war  of  1793-1801  at 

only  1.37  per  cent,  of  the  combined  entrances  and 

clearances,  or  1.09  per  cent,  if  re-captured  vessels  are 

deducted.  This  ratio  of  losses  to  sailings  is  surpris¬ 

ingly  low;  but  it  is  accounted  for  by  the  comparative 

immunity  of  the  Irish  and  Channel  Islands  trade.  In 

the  foreign  trade  proper,  in  which  the  underwriters 

were  mainly  interested,  the  ratio  of  losses  to  sailings 

was  3.44  per  cent.,  reduced  by  re-captures — which  left 

the  underwriters  with  heavy  salvages  to  pay — to  2.75 

per  cent.  These  figures  must,  of  course,  be  doubled  in 
order  to  show  the  risk  on  the  round  voyage. 

Further,  while  the  average  number  of  round  voyages 

in  the  foreign  trade  proper  was  3 ,985  a  year,  the  actual 

number  of  ships  engaged  in  that  trade  was  probably 

not  more  than  about  3,550,  and  the  annual  ratio  of 

losses  to  ships  employed  would  work  out  at  7.72  Per 

cent,  gross,  or  6.17  per  cent,  net.1 
Estimates,  however,  are  never  wholly  satisfactory, nor 

can  the  number  of  British  ships  captured  be  taken,  in 

any  event,  as  giving  a  true  picture  of  the  underwriters 

losses  and  anxieties.  The  losses  were  not  evenly  spread 

over  either  the  whole  period,  or  the  whole  trade,  and 

the  most  dangerous  voyages  were  often  those  on  which 

the  biggest  policies  were  written.  In  addition  to  war 

risks,  there  were  the  ordinary  marine  risks  which,  tak¬ 

ing  the  foreign  and  coasting  voyages  together  were, 

numerically,  equally  or  almost  equally  heavy.  More¬ 

over,  the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’s  were  largely  inte¬ 

rested  in  the  cargoes  of  neutral  ships,  and  these  car¬ 

goes  were  often  covered,  as  has  been  seen,  not  merely 

against  capture  at  sea,  but  against  the  risks  of  seizure 

in  port,  and  of  inland  transit. 

A  truer  picture  of  the  situation,  from  the  under¬ 

writer’s  point  of  view,  is  given  by  the  elaborate  analysis 

1  For  details  of  the  calculations  see  Appendix  “A. 
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CHAP.  VIII  of  premiums  made  by  Mr.  J.  T.  Danson  in  his  book, 

I793”I8i5  Our  Next  War  in  its  Commercial  Aspect ,  published  in 
1894.  This  analysis  is  based  on  the  voyage  books  of  three 

underwriters  bearing  names  well-known  at  Lloyd’s — 
those  of  John  Janson  for  the  years  1805  and  1808,  Ed¬ 
ward  Allfrey  for  1810,  and  George  Hobson  for  1811- 
18 16  inclusive.  It  must  be  remembered,  of  course,  that 

the  rates  quoted  represent  only  the  accounts  of  one  in¬ 
dividual  underwriter  for  each  year,  and  may  vary  con¬ 
siderably  from  those  quoted  by  many  of  his  fellows;but, 

subject  to  this  caution,  they  present  so  vivid  a  picture 

of  the  business  carried  on  at  Lloyd’s  during  the  world 
war  of  a  century  ago,  that  it  is  well  worth  while  to  re¬ 
produce  a  few  of  the  more  salient  figures. 

Trafeiearr°f  Take,  f°r  example,  the  year  of  Trafalgar,  and  the 
routes  specially  affected  by  the  movements  of  hostile 
fleets.  For  homeward  voyages  from  the  West  Indies, 
the  average  rate  on  76  risks  accepted  by  Mr.  Janson 
during  the  first  quarter  of  the  year  was  8  J  per  cent.The 

arrival  of  Villeneuve’s  fleet  in  the  West  Indies,  sent  it 
up  to  13  J  per  cent.,  and  thence  to  15  per  cent,  and 
over.  It  touched  16  per  cent,  when  he  was  making  for 
the  Channel,  but  fell  to  1 1  per  cent,  after  his  indecisive 
action  with  Calder  and  his  return  to  Cadiz.  For  the 

rest  of  the  year  it  varied  between  12  and  14  per  cent. 
The  outward  rates  were  lower;  but  the  mean  rate  for 

the  first  quarter  was  6^  per  cent.;  in  the  second  quarter 
it  rose  to  9J  per  cent.,  whence  it  gradually  declined  to 
7  per  cent,  in  December. 

From  Jamaica  homewards,  the  quarterly  averages 
varied  between  10 J  per  cent,  and  15  per  cent.,  and  the 
highest  quotations  from  18  to  20  per  cent.  For  ship¬ 
ments  to  Gibraltar,  the  Mediterranean,  and  Africa,  20 
and  25  per  cent,  were  quoted,  and  during  the  last  three 
months  of  the  year  the  lowest  rate  was  9,  and  the  mean 
rate  about  18  per  cent.  The  round  voyage  to  the  East 
Indies  could  be  done  at  12  to  14  guineas  on  private 
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ships  (the  East  India  Company  carried  their  own  risks),  CHAP.  VIII 

but  several  voyages  to  or  from  the  Azores  and  Madeira,  I793_I^I5 
the  centres  for  a  big  contraband  trade  with  the  Conti¬ 
nent,  were  covered  at  30,  or  even  50  guineas. 

Trafalgar,  while  it  crushed  the  battle-fleets  of  France  After  Trafalgar, 

and  Spain,  brought  little  immediate  relief  to  com¬ 

merce,  as  is  clearly  shown  by  Danson’s  analysis  of  Jan- 

son’s  premiums  on  5,716  risks  accepted  during  1808. 
Indeed,  the  premium  rates  of  1808  bear  traces  of  a  new 

and  deadly  menace  to  one  great  branch  of  British 

commerce.  Napoleon’s  reply  to  the  destruction  of  his 
hopes  at  sea  was  the  issue  of  the  Berlin  and  Milan 

Decrees,  prohibiting  intercourse  with  Great  Britain; 

and  the  rapid  extension  of  French  influence  on  the 

Continent  rendered  this  paper  blockade  something 

more  than  an  empty  threat.  British  goods  continued  to 

pour  into  Central  Europe  through  the  Baltic  ports, but 

only  at  grave  risk  of  seizure,  both  of  ships  and  cargoes. 

In  1805,  Baltic  risks  could  be  covered  at  a  compara¬ 

tively  modest  premium,  the  quarterly  averages  fluctuat¬ 

ing  between  3  per  cent,  and  5  per  cent.  In  1808,  pre¬ 

miums  of  20  per  cent.,  30  per  cent.,  and  even  40  per 

cent.,  were  common,  and  the  average  rates  were  far 

higher  than  on  voyages  of  any  other  class. 

Dawson’s  figures  for  1808  have  been  tabulated  on  the 

following  page,  and  they  give  a  graphic  picture  of  the 

risks  to  which  British  commerce  was  still  exposed, 

even  after  the  main  fleets  of  the  enemy  had  been 

crushed.  In  studying  the  table, it  must  be  remembered 

that  many  of  the  higher  rates  were,  presumably,  sub¬ 

ject  to  returns  in  respect  of  ships  sailing  with  convoy 

and  arriving.  On  the  other  hand,  the  average  pre¬ 

miums,  in  the  last  column  of  the  table,  are  reduced  by 

the  inclusion  of  many  risks  on  specie,  etc.,  carried  in 

packets  and  ships-of-war— for  which  specially  low 

rates  were  quoted — and  on  neutral  voyages  to  ports 

outside  the  limits  of  French  domination. 
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John  Janson’s  Premiums  of  1808. 

Number Total Highest  Rate  per  cent. 
Average  Rate 

Voyage. of Amount in  each  quartet. over  whole 
Risks. Insured. 

year. 

I 2 3 .  4  _ 

£ 
• 

To  America 

501 

108,650 

20 

12 
10 

!5 

Li  15  0 
N  &  S. 

From  ,, 
178 

43,80° 

18 12 

9 

12 

£8  13  0 

To  New¬ 
foundland 

106 16,900 8 8 7 6 

nearly  5% 

From  ,, 
61 

17,000 

— — — 

£4  10  0 

To  West 

274 

47,700 

15 

20 
12 12 

&  11  0 
Indies 
From  ,, 

329 
64,500 20 

15 

20 

30 

over  10% 

To  Jamaica 

179 

34>300 

IO 12 8 8 
£6  15  0 From  ,, 
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45,100 

l8 
20 

16 
18 

Most  common 
rates  8-10%. Packets  4%. 

To  Gibraltar 

351 

70,400 

3° 

12 
10 10 nearly  8  guas. 

and  Mediter- 

0/ 

/o  • 

ranean 
From  ,, 

109 

25,200 

— — — — 

T  T  6/ 

11  /o- 

To  France, 

204 

39,600 

20 10 10 

12 

0 0 00 

Spain  &  Por¬ 
tugal  (chiefly Azores) 
From  ,, 

302 

62,200 

15 

V 

14 

40 

ca.  9%. 

To  Baltic  & 

Dutch  ports 

in  enemy’s 
376 

62,800 

3° 

40 
3° 

20 

First  &  last 

Quarter 

^13-  6-  8; hands second  and 

third  quarters 

j£n- 1°-  0. 

From  ,, 
4°9 

53.6oo 

3° 

3° 

3° 

40 

19%- 

To  Tonnin- 

31 

6,400 
Heligoland  ca .  3  guas.;  Hamburg 

gen,  Emden, I5~25  guas.; 
Dutch  ports  3  to 

etc. 

3°  guas. 
From  ,, 8 

I.5°° 

All  at  10 

guas 

• 

To  and  from 242 
— 

London- 
China  6  to  12%;  Cape- 

East  Indies London 
12%. 

Miscellaneous 

69 

— 
To  South  Sea  and  back  at  15-20%; 
Honduras,  round  voyage,  25%. 

Time  Risks 

72 

— Twelve 
months, 

ca.  9%;  six months, 6%. 
Coasting  & 
Irish  Risks 1,726 

286,550 
i 

1 £2  6  8 
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During  the  years  1810  to  1814  inclusive,  the  most  CHAP.  VIII 

notable  features  are  the  sudden  jump  in  West  Indian 

and  North  American  rates  after  the  United  States  de¬ 

clared  war  in  June,  1812,  and  the  manner  in  which  the 

Baltic  premiums  reflect  the  progress  of  Napoleon’s 
arms  on  the  Continent.  From  1810  to  1812,  the  yearly 

average  on  homeward  risks  never  falls  below  16  per 

cent.1  By  1814,  thanks  to  the  rebellion  of  Russia  and 

Sweden  against  the  Continental  System,  and  the  re¬ 
naissance  of  Prussian  independence,  it  had  fallen  to 

4.7  per  cent.  The  following  table  of  typical  rates  will 

illustrate,  sufficiently,  the  fluctuations  of  these  event¬ 

ful  years. 
- - - - Premium  rates 

Typical  Premiums  1810-14  from  Mr. 
 George  Hobson’s  Books.  uf  1810  l6' 

Average  rate  of  Premium. 

Voyage. 
I 

l8lO 181 1 

1812 

Jan.  — 

May 

1812 

June  — 

Deer. 

1812 

[an. — 

Deer. 

1813 1814 

1816 

Jamaica — Out  .  . 5-17 

7.0 

4-1 

74 

64 

7.2 

5-7 
2.0 

Home 

West  Indies — 

74 

8-3 

6.8 11. 1 8.0 

10.7 

8.6 

3-6 

America,  cross¬ 
voyages 
Scandinavia  and 

3-6 

4-5 

10.5 

19.0 17.0 

16.0 

13.0 
3-5 

Baltic — Out 

21.5 

18. 1 16. 1 11.0 

1 3  ‘2 

7.0 

3-55 
1.8 

Home  . . 
17.2 22.0 

i9-5 

i5-8 

16.0 

9-3 
4-7 

34 

Ireland — -London 

Coasting  Great 
3-5 

3-° 

2.65 

5-6 
3-8 

2-5 2-5 

1. 1 

Britain  . . 

I-5 i-54 
i-33 

1.26 

1.29 

1. 21 

I-34 
0.97 

Average  rate  of 
Premium  on  all 

voyages,  foreign 
and  coasting. 7.0 

6.2 6.6 
6.76 5-37 

2.26 

The  figures  for  1816  are  given  for  purposes  of  com¬ 

parison,  as  representing  mainly  marine  risks,  but  Dan- 

1  Danson,  pp.  70  &  90,  shows  the  average  rates  out 
 and  home  for  1810  as  2.15  %  and 

1.7  %  respectively,  but  his  figures  of  values  and  premiums
  show  clearly  that  this  is  a 

misprint  for  21.5  %  and  17.2  %. 
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son  considers  that  the  average  rate  over  all,  2.26  per 

cent.,  should  be  subject  to  a  deduction  of  about  one- 

fourth,  in  respect  of  returns  made,  on  the  assured  re¬ 
turn  of  peace,  on  risks  not  actually  run.  On  this  basis, 

about  1 .7  per  cent,  out  of  the  average  rates  for  the  war 

years  would  represent  marine  risks.  It  must  again  be 

emphasised  that  all  these  average  rates  are  brought 

down  by  the  inclusion  of  insurances  on  men-of-war, 
packets,  and  neutrals. 

Over  the  whole  period, the  premiums  were, no  doubt, 

adequate  to  the  risks;  but  there  were  times  when  the 

stability  of  Lloyd’s  was  severely  tested.  The  first  great 
crisis  arose  in  1794,  when  the  unexpected  outbreak  of 
war  with  the  Netherlands  led  to  the  seizure  of  all 

Dutch  ships  and  cargoes  in  British  ports,  on  which 

“insurances  to  an  immense  amount,”  had  been  made 

“upon  the  confidence  of  the  amity  subsisting  between 
this  country  and  Holland  and  the  very  little  apprehen¬ 
sions  entertained  that  such  amity  and  intercourse 

could  be  interrupted.”  So  serious  were  the  claims 
that  the  Committee  were  driven  to  seek  an  interview 

with  Pitt  himself,  in  the  hope  of  obtaining  legislative 
relief.  Their  efforts  were  vain,  and  every  shilling  of 
the  amounts  insured  became  a  total  loss.  In  the  fol¬ 

lowing  year  Richery  captured  thirty  out  of  sixty-three 
ships,  mostly  laden  with  silk,  in  a  convoy  from  the 
Levant;  and  in  these  two  years,  one  underwriter  alone, 
Robert  Shedden,  paid  losses  to  the  amount  of 

£190,000/ 
In  1797,  came  the  French  and  Spanish  condemna¬ 

tions  of  American  vessels,  most  of  which  were  insured 

in  London,  and  in  1799  the  Emperor  Paul  suddenly 

seized  all  British  vessels  in  Russian  ports:  “And  a  very 
trying  time  it  was,”  interjected  Angerstein  in  giving 
evidence  before  the  Select  Committee  of  1810.  Owing 

1  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  to  Pitt,  6  February,  1795;  Evidence  of  George  Shedden,  in the  report  of  1810. 
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to  the  Emperor’s  death,  the  property  was  subsequently  CHAP.  VIII 
recovered;  but  in  the  meantime  a  total  loss  had  been  x793— I^i 5 

paid,  and  it  speaks  well  for  the  stability  of  Lloyd’s  that 
it  was  paid  without  any  of  the  consequences  produced 

by  Cordova’s  captures  in  the  American  War.  Finally, 
there  came  the  great  Baltic  seizures  of  1810,  when 

ships  were  seized,  in  Swedish  ports  alone,  on  which 

Lloyd’s  had  policies  outstanding  to  a  total  of  nearly  a 
million  pounds. 

To  brokers  the  times  were  hardly  less  trying  than  to 

underwriters,  especially  when  they  guaranteed  the 

underwriters  to  their  foreign  correspondents.  Thomas 

Reid,  who  was  asked  by  the  Select  Committee  of  1810 

whether  the  broker’s  remuneration  was  not  excessive, 
made  a  memorable  reply: 

“The  labour,  the  agitation  of  mind,  the  perpetual  vexation  is  not  to  be 

described;  I  would  rather  begin  the  world  again  and  pursue  any  other 

line.” 
The  agitation  of  mind  arising  from  war  risks  was  no  S^Sver 

new  thing  at  Lloyd’s ;  but  the  effect  of  war  losses  was  
seriously  shaken. 

very  different  from  what  it  had  been  in  1781.  There 

were  failures,  of  course,  and  the  enemies  of  Lloyd’s 
made  the  most  of  them;  but  the  evidence  taken  in  1810 

proves  beyond  all  reasonable  doubt  that  they  were 

neither  numerous  nor  serious  in  comparison  with  the 

immense  volume  of  transactions,  and  that  the  credit  of 

the  leading  underwriters  was  never  seriously  shaken. 

Lloyd’s  in  fact  emerged  from  the  war  a  far  bigger  and 
a  far  richer  institution  than  it  was  in  1793;  with  more 

efficient  organisation  and  infinitely  greater  influence. 

It  is  time  to  trace  both  the  influence  of  the  war  on  the 

development  of  Lloyd’s,  and  the  influence  exerted  by 

Lloyd’s  on  the  conduct  of  the  war  itself. 

N 
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Increase 

of  trade. 

CHAPTER  IX. 

LLOYD’S  AND  THE  WAR— 

I.  TO  THE  PEACE  OF  AMIENS. 

1793-1802. 

ALTHOUGH  the  Revolutionary  and  Napoleonic Wars  brought  grave  anxieties  and  heavy  losses  to 

the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’s,  they  brought  also 
much  grist  to  the  mill.  The  impetus  to  production  and 
commerce  given  by  the  industrial  revolution  was 
further  emphasised  by  the  elimination  of  effective 
competition.  While  Lancashire  was  turning  to  good 
account  the  inventions  of  Arkwright  and  Crompton, 
the  great  manufacturing  and  trading  centres  of  the 
Continent  were  trodden  underfoot  by  contending 
armies,  drained  of  their  man-power  by  a  ruthless  con¬ 
scription,  and  subjected  to  the  military  exactions  in¬ 
separable  from  the  Napoleonic  system  of  war.  The 
losses  of  British  shipping  were  heavy,  but  the  mercan¬ 

tile  fleets  of  Britain’s  enemies  were  swept  from  the  seas. 
Grass  grew  in  the  streets  of  the  busiest  French  seaports, 
and  excited  crowds  gathered  round  any  stray  vessel  that 
dropped  anchor  in  harbours  once  crowded  with  ship¬ 
ping.  Holland  paid  for  her  vassalage  to  France  by  the 
final  extinction  of  her  grip  on  the  carrying  trade. 
Against  the  hard  facts  of  the  situation  even  Napoleon 

strove  in  vain.  No  decrees,  however  severe,  and  no 
Customs  administration,  however  vigilant,  could  keep 
British  manufactures  and  colonial  produce  out  of 
markets  clamorous  for  imports.  The  official  value  of 
British  exports  and  re-exports  went  up  from  an  aver- 
age  °f  £22, 586, ooo  in  the  last  three  years  of  peace  to 
^4° 47 Uooo  for  the  years  1811-12,  1814;  and  these 
figures  take  no  account  of  the  rise  in  prices  due  to  the 
war,  as  the  amounts  shown  in  the  statistics  of  official 
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values  were  still  computed  according  to  rates  of  valua¬ 
tion  fixed  in  1694/  Much  of  the  Continental  trade  was, 

perforce,  carried  in  German,  Scandinavian,  or  Ameri¬ 
can  bottoms;  but  the  tonnage  of  British  clearances  in 

the  long  distance  trades  substantially  increased,  and 

the  shipping  on  the  Register  of  the  Empire  rose  from 

1 ,540,000  tons  in  1792  to  2,616,000  tons  in  1814. 

All  this  affected  Lloyd’s  in  two  ways.  In  the  first 
place,  there  was  a  greatly  increased  volume  of  trade  and 

shipping  to  be  covered,  at  high  premiums,  against 
risks  which  no  prudent  merchant  dare  leave  uninsured. 

Secondly,  there  was  a  greatly  increased  capital  avail¬ 
able  for  its  protection.  The  City  was  growing  rapidly 

in  wealth;  large  fortunes  were  to  be  made  by  under¬ 
writing,  and  men  of  high  standing  and  great  resources 

were  eager  to  share  in  the  gains  of  Lloyd’s. 
The  result  was  seen  in  the  facility  with  which  very 

large  insurances  could  be  effected.  Seventy  years  be¬ 
fore,  a  £10,000  policy  was  regarded  as  exceptional;  but 

Angerstein,  in  1810,  spoke  confidently  of  his  ability  to 

place  £40,000  on  a  good  ship  from  Tonningen, 

£60,000  on  a  West  Indiaman  and  cargo,  and  £200,000 

on  a  regular  fur  ship  from  Quebec.  Another  witness  at 

the  insurance  inquiry  of  that  year  spoke  to  effecting  a 

policy  for  £250,000  on  “ship  or  ships”  from  the  East 
Indies.  The  largest  single  risk  covered  during  the  war 

was  £656,800  on  bullion  and  specie  in  the  Diana  fri¬ 

gate  from  Vera  Cruz,  and  the  whole  of  this,  except 

£25,000  taken  by  one  of  the  Corporations,  was  placed 

by  Angerstein  at  Lloyd’s/ 
Along  with  this  increase  in  the  number  and  wealth  of 

the  Subscribers  went  an  increasing  tendency  for  big 

operators  to  specialise  in  marine  insurance  business. 

The  competition  of  the  professional  underwriter  with 

“the  knowing  and  wary  traders,”  which  had  been 
1  The  returns  for  1813  were  burnt.  The  figures  for  1811-14  include  Irish  exports,  but 

these  were  of  small  amount. 

2  Report  from  the  Select  Committee  on  Marine  Insurance,  1810. 
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CHAP.  IX  noticed  in  1720,  was  probably  stimulated  by  the 

I793_I^02  disasters  of  the  American  war.  By  the  end  of  the 
eighteenth  century,  at  any  rate,  the  growth  of  com¬ 
merce,  the  development  of  insurance  law,  and  the 

manifold  problems  of  war  risks  demanded  a  kind  of 

knowledge  and  wariness  no  ordinary  trader  was  likely 

to  possess.  Itwasnot  enough, said  Mr.  Joseph Marryat, 

when  defending  Lloyd’s  in  Parliament  in  1810,  for  the 

underwriter  to  have  at  his  fingers’  ends  the  current 
rates  of  premium,  the  method  of  making  up  average 
claims ,  and  all  the  other  technical  details  of  his  business : 

“He  must  be  informed  of  the  safety  or  danger  of  every'  port  and  road  in 
every  part  of  the  world ;  of  the  nature  of  the  navigation  to  and  from  every 

country;  and  of  the  proper  season  for  undertaking  different  voyages;  he 

should  be  acquainted,  not  only  with  the  state,  but  the  stations  of  the 

naval  force  of  his  own  country,  and  of  the  enemy;  he  should  watch  the 

appearances  of  any  change  in  the  relations  of  all  foreign  powers,  by 

which  his  interests  may  be  affected;  and  in  short,  constantly  devote 

much  time  and  attention  to  the  pursuit  in  which  he  is  engaged.”1 

He  must,  in  fact,  be  a  specialist  in  his  job. 

There  were,  no  doubt,  a  great  number  of  Subscribers 
who  had  other  irons  in  the  fire  than  marine  insurance; 

but  the  men  who  ruled  the  market,  who  signed  first  to 

the  policies  covering  big  risks,  and  settled,  by  their  ex¬ 
ample,  the  current  rates  of  premium,  were  men  who 
made  insurance  their  first,  if  not  their  sole  concern. 

Among  these  there  were  many  who,  like  the  under¬ 

writing  agent  of  to-day,  habitually  wrote  policies  in 
the  names  of  those  who  were  willing  to  venture  their 

capital  without  personal  participation  in  the  business.2 

atTilyd’s1611  Both  among  the  specialists  and  the  non-specialists,, 
there  were  remarkable  men  at  Lloyd’s.  There  was  Sir 

Francis  Baring,  “unquestionably  the  first  merchant  in 
Europe;  first  in  knowledge  and  talents,  and  first  in 

character  and  opulence.”3  There  was  that  irrepressible 
1  Hansard,  Vol.  XV,  415. 

2  The  evidence  for  this  gradual  emergence  of  the  professional  underwriter  is  gathered 
•  from  many  passages  in  the  minutes,  and  the  Report  of  the  Select  Committee  of  1810. 

See  also  p.  215  post. 

3  European  Magazine,  September,  1S10. 
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adventurer  “Dicky”  Thornton,  “good  for  three  mil-  CHAP.  IX 

lions,”  who  sailed,  and  fought,  his  own  ship  to  Memel  1793-1802 
for  a  cargo  of  hemp;  dazzled  the  City  by  the  extent  and  , 
,  •  r  ’  .  ..  ;  Ji  .  .  .  Richard  Thornton. 
daring  ot  his  speculations  m  tallow  and  foreign  loans; 

and  in  later  days  was  wont  to  stand  with  his  back  to  the 

fire  in  the  Subscribers’  Room,  offering  all  newly  mar¬ 
ried  members  to  lay  a  hundred  to  one  against  the  con¬ 
tingency  of  twins. 

Concerning  this  remarkable  operator  the  following 

incident  is  vouched  for  by  unimpeachable  authority. 

Baring  Brothers  had  a  shipment  of  gold  of  £250,000 
to  Russia  to  be  insured,  and  their  broker,  intending  to 

spread  it  over  the  market,  offered  the  risk  first  to 
Richard  Thornton.  The  old  man  took  the  slip,  very 

slowly  put  down  the  figures  25,  and  added  nought 
after  nought  till  he  had  completed  the  whole  sum  of 

£250,000.  Looking  up  and  seeing  an  expression  of 

consternation  on  the  broker’s  face  he  observed, 

“Young  man,  you  can  show  this  slip  to  Mr.  Thomas 
Baring  and  if  he  thinks  I  have  taken  too  much  you  can 

tell  him  that  I  will  deposit  Exchequer  Bills  to  that 

amount  till  the  risk  is  run  off.” 
Thornton,  who  left  over  four  millions,  was  educated 

at  Christ’s  Hospital. 

A  character  of  a  very  different  stamp  was  Zachary  Zachary  Macaulay 

Macaulay,  of  whom  Sir  James  Stephen  wrote  that,  in 

the  agitation  against  slavery,  “he  meekly  endured  the 
trial,  the  privation  and  the  reproach,  resigning  to 

others  the  praise  and  the  reward;”  but  who  had  not 

yet,  at  this  period,  ruined  a  fine  West  African  business 

by  his  unremitting  devotion  to  the  cause  of  the  Afri¬ 
cans.  All  these,  however,  were  men  who  made  their 

reputations  chiefly  in  other  spheres.  The  two  men  who 

left  the  deepest  mark  on  Lloyd’s  itself  were  John  Julius 
Angerstein  and  Brook  Watson. 

Angerstein  was  now  at  the  height  of  his  fame
.  As  a  Angustein' 
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CHAP.  IX  broker,  he  had,  at  various  times,  several  partners,  but 

i793-iSo2  it  was  always  he  himself  who  gave  weight  and  import¬ 

ance  to  the  firm.1  As  an  underwriter,  his  judgment  was 

so  highly  esteemed  that,  “when  his  name  appeared  on 
a  policy,  it  was  a  sufficient  recommendation  for  the 
rest  to  follow  where  he  led  without  further  examina¬ 

tion,”  and  policies  “sanctioned  by  his  subscription” 
received  the  honourable  nickname  of  “Julians.”2  His 
great  abilities,  high  character,  and  long  experience,  gave 
him  anunrivalled  influence  in  the  Rooms;  for  no  one  else 

could  speak  with  such  authority  on  the  usages  of  Lloyd ’s . 
It  marks  his  position  that  when  Parliament,  in  1810, 

instituted  an  inquiry  into  marine  insurance,  Angerstein 

was  examined  at  twice  the  length  of  any  other  witness. 

To  his  business  acumen  he  added  personal  qualities 
that  made  him  the  friend  of  Johnson,  Garrick,  Jonas 

Hanway  the  philanthropist,  Sir  Joshua  Reynolds,  and 

Sir  Thomas  Lawrence.  Easy  and  unaffected  in  man¬ 
ner,  hospitable,  and  unostentatiously  generous,  he 
moved  in  a  wider  circle  than  most  business  men  of  his 

day,  and  could  hold  his  own,  modestly  but  firmly,  in 
conversation  on  a  wide  range  of  subjects. 

Angerstein?n  Farington’s  Diary  abounds  with  references  to  this 
remarkable  man,  which  have  special  interest  as  being 

based  on  personal  observation  by  a  trained  observer. 

It  is  significant  that,  wherever  anything  to  Anger- 

stein’s  detriment  is  recorded,  it  is  gossip;  whilst  all  the 

particulars  given  from  Farington’s  personal  knowledge are  either  harmless  or  creditable.  Two  wine  merchants 

on  separate  occasions  were  gloomy  as  to  Angerstein’s 
financial  stability,  and  one  of  them  darkly  intimated 

that,  “at  one  period”  the  wealthy  connoisseur  was  “a 

Bankrupt,”  and  that  “the  late  Mr.  Offley,”  the  narra- 
1  The  London  Directories  in  the  Guildhall  Library  show  the  firm  as  follows  :  To  177 7, 

L  J.  Angerstein;  1779-81,  Angerstein  &  Lewis;  1782-3,  Angerstein,  Crokatt,  and 
Lewis  ;  17S4,  Angerstein,  Lewis,  &  Crocatt  ;  1785,  Angerstein  &  Lewis  ;  1786-89, 

Angerstein,  Lewis,  &  Warren  ;  1790-91,  Angerstein  &  Warren  ;  1792-96,  Angerstein, 

Warren,  &  Lock;  1797-1800,  Angerstein  &  Warren;  from  1801,  Angerstein  &  Rivaz. 

2  Pub  lick  Characters  of  1803-4.  No.  22.  “Mr.  Angerstein.” 
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tor’s  partner  in  underwriting,  “when  He  wrote  policies 
to  Mr.  Angerstein,  who  acted  as  a  Broker,  whenever 
there  was  a  balance  due  to  Him  at  a  settlement  took  the 

money, being  unwilling  to  risk  it  by  allowing  it  to  stand 

against  risks  not  determined.”  It  is  always  convenient 
to  attribute  a  slander  to  the  dead.  Another  City  gentle¬ 

man  informed  Farington  that, “Mr.  Angerstein  might 
have  been  at  the  head  of  popularity  in  the  City,  but  has 

chosen  to  associate  chiefly  at  the  West  End  of  the 

town,  so  that  He  is  one  who  the  Citizens  say,  ‘ comes 

among  them  for  what  he  can  get.’  ”  (It  is  pleasant  to 
note  that  the  idea  of  attending  to  business  for  what  one 

can  get  was  as  repugnant  then  as  it  is  now.)  Although 
thus  addicted  to  West  End  Society,  one  is  glad  to  find 

him  interested  in  the  fate  of  boy  chimney  sweeps. 

The  dinner  of  a  wealthy  citizen  was  solid  and  nutri¬ 
tious  : 

“Mr.  J.  J.  Angerstein’s  I  dined  at.  We  dined  at  6  oClock. — The  dinner 
consisted  of  2  courses,  viz:  a  fine  Turbot  at  the  top,  a  Sirloin  of 

Beef  at  the  bottom  &  vermicelli  Soup  in  the  middle,  with  small 

dishes  making  a  figure  of  9  dishes. — The  remove  roast  ducks  at  the 

top  &  a  very  fine  roast  Poulet  at  the  bottom,  macaroni, — tartlets 
&c.  &c.  afterwards  Parmesan  and  other  cheese  &  Caviere  with  toast. 

— Champagne  &  Madeira  were  served  round  during  dinner.  .  .  I 

observed  that  Mr.  Angerstein  drank  very  little  wine  after  dinner , — 

While  the  conversation  went  on  He  for  some  time  slept, — after  He 

awoke  He  eat  an  orange  with  sugar.  He  appears  to  consider  His 

Health,  but  looks  very  full  &  well.  His  dress  was  a  Blue  coat,  striped 

pointed  waistcoat — drab  cloth  breeches, — mixed  coloured  worsted 

stockings,— buckles  in  His  shoes,  very  plain,  but  respectable. 

An  odd  episode  is  recorded : 

“The  Princess  of  Wales  dined  at  Mr.  Angerstein’s  yesterday,  &  in  the 

evening  there  was  a  rout  .  .  .  The  Princess  supped  there  with  a 

small  party  &  remained  till  §  past  3  oClock,  but  Mr.  Angerstein 

went  to  bed  before  Supper.” 

There  is  a  slight  suggestion,  in  the  following  descrip¬ 

tion  of  Angerstein’s  mode  of  life  in  1807,  of  Dickens  s 

delightful  portrait  of  that  admirable  member  of  Lloyd’s 
Mr.  Podsnap,  whose  philosophy  of  life  consisted  in 

getting  up  at  8,  shaving  close  at  quarter  past,  break - 
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CHAP.  IX  fasting  at  9,  going  to  the  City  at  10,  coming  home  at 

i793_i8o2  half  past  five. 
“He  [Angers tein]  told  me  his  habit  now  is  to  ride  every  morning 
before  breakfast  from  past  7  for  an  Hour  and  a  half  to  two  hours, — 

Breakfast  at  10, — go  to  London  to  City  business  abt.  11  and  return 

a  little  after  5.— In  October  He  annually  goes  for  2  months  or  so,  to 
Mr.  Boucheres  in  Lincolnshire  ...  &  there  He  hunts  almost  daily, 

beginning  with  2  or  3  hours,  &  increasing  to  4  or  5  hours  :  but  his 

Hunting  is  for  air  &  exercise  &  not  to  perform  feats.” 
Angerstein  as 
a  connoisseur. 

Financial 

adviser  to 

William  Pitt. 

But  Angerstein  was  no  Podsnap.  His  real  life  was 

that  of  a  friend  of  great  men  and  an  accomplished  con¬ 

noisseur.  “He  was  well  acquainted  with  Lord  Nelson, 
and  had  heard  him  express  a  hope  that  He  should  die  in 

battle .”  He  was  the  friend  of  William  Pitt  and  on  the 

morning  of  the  statesman’s  death  he  hurried  off  a  sculp¬ 
tor  to  take  a  cast  of  his  face.  He  bought  masterpieces 

and  refused  to  buy  the  works  of  the  then  P.R.A.,  Sir 

Benjamin  West.  He  gave  eight  thousand  guineas  for 

two  Claudes,  and  on  seeing  an  exquisite  Rembrandt 
for  which  five  thousand  guineas  was  asked,  he  went 

away  saying ,“  two  things  are  wanting  for  such  purchases , 
money  and  room  to  place  them.”  But  he  bought  it. 
He  gave  Turner  £42  for  a  drawing  of  Carnarvon 

Castle:  more  than  the  great  artist  would  have  asked.1 
How  wisely  he  bought  is  shown  by  the  fact  that  the 

collection  at  his  town  house  in  Pall  Mall  was  acquired 
for  the  nation  after  his  death  in  1823,  and  formed  the 
nucleus  of  the  present  National  Gallery. 

His  judgment  of  paintings,  however,  is  less  relevant 

to  his  career  at  Lloyd’s  than  the  part  he  played  in 
national  finance.  His  commercial  standing  and  his 
personal  charm  gained  him  the  ear  of  William  Pitt,  and 
in  1793,  when  the  outbreak  of  war  with  France  threat¬ 

ened  to  produce  a  general  financial  paralysis,  it  was 

Angerstein  who  suggested  to  Pitt  the  expedient  of  “a 
loan  through  the  medium  of  exchequer  bills,”  which 
“had  for  its  object  the  assisting  merchants  to  realise  a 

1  The  Faring/on  Diary , 
193- 

Ed.  Greig,  I  270,  II  no,  194,  III  174,  IV  106,  143,  159,  177 , 
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sum  of  money,  which  lay  dormant  in  colonial  produce,  CHAP.  IX 

to  an  amount  nearly  incalculable.”1  It  was  he, too,  who  1793-1802 
later  persuaded  Pitt  to  revive  the  more  questionable 

expedient  of  lottery  loans. 

Still  more  closely  connected  with  hiswork  for  Lloyd’s 
was  his  success  in  procuring  an  Act  for  preventing  the 

re-naming  of  ships — a  practice  which,  in  the  condi¬ 
tions  of  the  time,  offered  abundant  opportunities  for 

fraud.  But  perhaps  the  greatest  service  he  rendered  to 

Lloyd’s  was  the  example  he  gave,  throughout  his  long 
career,  of  enterprise,  judgment,  and  integrity  in  the 
business  of  an  underwriter  and  broker. 

Less  eminent  than  Angerstein  in  the  world  of  marine  Brook  Watson- 

insurance,  Brook  Watson  played  a  hardly  less  impor¬ 

tant  part  in  the  development  of  Lloyd’s.  Born  in  1735 , 
and  heir  to  a  modest  fortune  of  £300  a  year,  he  served 

in  the  commissariat  under  Monckton  and  Wolfe  in  the 

Seven  Years  War,  and  in  1759  set  up  as  a  merchant  in 

London  ;  but  the  army  was  loth  to  lose  his  services  and 

he  acted  as  Commissary-General  in  Canada  during  the 

American  War,  and  in  Flanders  during  the  years 

I793"5-  he  was  appointed  Commissary- 
General  to  the  Forces  in  Great  Britain.  Plisconductin 

these  capacities  earned  him  a  fine  tribute  from  Lord 

Liverpool,  Secretary  for  War,  as  “one  of  the  most 

honourable  men  ever  known.”  Those  who  are  ac¬ 

quainted  with  the  military  history  of  the  time  will  need 

no  more  emphatic  evidence  of  his  probity. 

A  Director  of  the  Bank  of  England,  Member  for  the 

City  from  1784  to  1793,  and  Lord  Mayor  in  1796,  he 

was  at  the  height  of  his  reputation  and  influence  when, 

in  or  about  the  last-mentioned  year,  he  became  the 

Chairman  of  Lloyd’s.  He  had,  nevertheless,  many 

enemies,  for  his  zealous  support  of  the  war  brought 

him  into  collision  with  those  whose  Whig  pacifism  was 

intensified  by  monetary  losses,  and  his  refusal,  in 

1  Publick  Characters  0/1802-4,  39°- 
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CHAP.  IX  April,  1797,  to  allow  discussion  of  a  resolution  on  “the 
i793~i8°2  awful  and  alarming  state  of  public  affairs,”  led  to  a  tur¬ 

bulent  scene  at  the  Guildhall.1  A  libel  in  City  Bi¬ 
ography  (1799)  described  him  as  the  son  of  a  journey¬ 

man  tailor,  and  added  that  “his  sister  cried  hot  rolls 

about  Plymouth  till  very  lately.”  He  was  a  target  too, 
for  the  shafts  of  the  Rolliad ,  but  beyond  an  ironical 

tribute  to  “the  remarkable  modesty  with  which  he  is 
accustomed  to  introduce  his  very  pointed  and  impor¬ 

tant  observations,”  the  worst  charge  that  the  authors  of 
that  rollicking  satire  could  bring  against  him,  was  the 

wearing  of  a  wooden  leg,  to  replace  a  limb  lost,  as  a 

boy,  by  the  bite  of  a  shark: 

Brook  Watson 

becomes  Chairman 

of  Lloyd’s. 
1796. 

“  ‘One  moment’s  time  might  I  presume  to  beg?’ 
Cries  modest  WATSON,  on  his  wooden  leg; 

That  leg  in  which  such  wondrous  art  is  shown, 
It  almost  seems  to  serve  him  like  his  own; 
Oh!  had  the  monster  who  for  breakfast  ate 

That  luckless  limb,  his  nobler  noddle  met, 

The  best  of  workmen,  nor  the  best  of  wood, 

Had  scarce  supply ’d  him  with  a  head  so  good.”2 

Wherever  Brook  Watson’s  enemies  were  to  be  found, 

it  was  not  at  Lloyd’s.  He  was  a  member  of  the  original 
Committee  of  1772,  and  up  to  the  year  of  his  death  in 
1807,  he  remained  assiduous  in  his  attendance.  His 

early  prominence  in  the  Rooms  is  shown  by  the  fact 
that  he  presided  over  the  important  General  Meetings 
of  1781  (on  the  ransom  question)  and  1786.  He  was  in 
the  chair  at  both  the  General  Meetings  of  1796,  and  in 
January,  1797,  a  letter  signed  by  him  as  Chairman  of 
the  Committee  removes  all  doubt  as  to  his  position. 
From  that  date  until  1806  he  was  the  active  and  vigi¬ 

lant  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s,  and  to  him,  even  more  than 
to  Angerstein,  who  had  retired  from  the  Committee  in 

1796,  must  be  given  credit  for  the  remarkable  deve¬ 
lopments  of  those  ten  critical  years. 

1  D.N.B. 

2  Edn.  of  1812,  p.  92. 
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It  was  under  Brook  Watson’s  leadership  that  the  first 
real  attempt  was  made  to  organise  Lloyd’s  as  a  Society; but  the  impulse  to  development  came,  in  the  first 
place,  less  from  any  general  dissatisfaction  with  the  old 
Coffee  House  regime  than  from  the  pressure  of  circum¬ 
stances  arising  from  the  war  itself.  From  the  very  out¬ 
break  of  the  war  Lloyd’s  was  in  close  and  continuous 
touch  with  the  Admiralty.  At  first  the  correspondence 
was  almost  entirely  in  the  hands  of  the  Masters,  who, 
it  must  be  remembered,  were  still  responsible  for  the 
supply  of  shipping  intelligence.  Lists  of  vessels  in  con¬ 
voy,  or  licensed  to  sail  without  escort,  were  paid  for  by 
the  Committee;  but  they  were  sent  by  the  Admiralty  to 
the  Masters,  who  were  responsible  for  their  return, 
after  making  the  necessary  copies  or  extracts.  In  re¬ 
turn,  Tayler  and  his  successors  sent  in  regularly  to  the 
Secretary  of  the  Admiralty  copies  of  all  material  intel¬ 
ligence  contained  in  the  port  letters,  or  otherwise  re¬ 
ceived  at  the  Coffee  House,  and  Tayler  seems  to  have 
been  in  the  habit  of  vouching,  on  his  own  responsibility, 
for  the  credibility  or  otherwise  of  his  correspondents.1 
It  was  another  matter,  however,  when  intelligence 

was  sent  on  which  it  was  desired  to  move  the  Admir- 
alty  to  action.  On  June  3°th,  1794,  when  grave  fears 
were  entertained  for  the  safety  of  a  number  of  valuable 
ships  bound  for  Ostend,  Angerstein  wrote  personally 
to  the  Admiralty  Secretary  to  request  that  a  ship  of 
war  should  be  stationed  off  the  port,  to  give  warning 
in  the  event  of  its  falling  into  French  hands.  In  the 
following  month  the  Committee  themselves  took  a 
hand  in  the  game. 

At  this  period  the  bulk  of  the  long  distance  traffic  was 
carried  on  by  convoys,  although  it  was  not  until  1798 

1  See  Secretary’s  In-Letters,  Letters  from  Lloyd’s,  R.O.  Ad  1/3992,  especially  Tayler’s letters  of  16  February,  1793  (enclosing  a  letter  he  had  suppressed  at  the  Coffee  House 
because  “I  do  not  believe  a  word  he  says”)  and  4  December,  1794.  The  earliest 
lettei  in  this  bundle  is  from  Tayler,  8  February,  1793,  announcing  that,  by  advices 
received  through  Ostend,  the  Convention  have  declared  war  on  England  and  Holland. 
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that  an  Act  was  passed  rendering  convoy  compulsory 

for  all  vessels  in  foreign  trade  (with  certain  stated  ex¬ 

ceptions),  unless  specially  licensed  by  the  Admiralty  to 

sail  without  escort.1  The  convoy  system  had  its  critics, 
even  in  those  days,  but  the  underwriters  at  any  rate 

had  no  doubt  of  its  value,  as  they  proved  by  the  allow¬ 

ance  of  very  substantial  returns,  amounting  sometimes 

to  one-third  or  even  one-half  of  the  agreed  premium, 

if  the  ship  sailed  with  convoy  and  arrived.  This  course 

was  preferred  by  merchants  and  shipowners  to  the 

quotation  of  differential  premiums  for  ships  warranted 

to  sail  with  convoy,  as  an  involuntary  breach  of  the 

warranty  would,  of  course,  void  the  whole  insurance." 
By  an  Act  passed  in  the  very  first  year  of  the  war, 

severe  penalties  were  imposed  on  Shipmasters  dis¬ 

obeying  the  orders  of  the  escort  commander;1  but  this 
Act  was  by  no  means  easy  to  enforce.  In  earlier  wars 

there  had  been  continual  complaints  of  fast-sailing 

ships  breaking  convoy  in  order  to  forestall  the  mar¬ 

kets,4  and  these  complaints  were  renewed  at  a  very  early 
period  of  the  Revolutionary  struggle. 

On  June  nth,  1794,  a  General  Meeting  was  held,  on 

the  requisition  of  sixteen  Subscribers,  “to  take  into 
consideration  the  Misconduct  of  Captains  of  Merchant 

Ships  under  Convoy,  as  reported  by  the  Lords  of  the 

Admiralty.”  At  this  meeting  a  resolution  was  passed: 
“That  the  Committee  be  requested  to  take  such  steps  as  shall  appear 
to  them  most  effectual  for  bringing  to  immediate  Justice,  any  Captains 

of  Merchant  Vessels  who  have  been,  or  may  hereafter,  be  represented 

to  them,  as  having  wilfully  Quitted  their  Convoy,  or  otherwise  mis¬ 

conducted  themselves  while  under  Convoy.” 

Copies  of  this  resolution  were  posted  up  in  the  Rooms, 
and  sent  to  the  Custom  House  and  the  Coffee  Houses 

round  the  Royal  Exchange,  in  order  that  it  might  be 

1  38  Geo.  Ill,  c.  76.  The  provisions  of  the  Act  were  repeated  in  1803  by  43  Geo.  Ill, c-  57- 

2  This  reason  for  the  practice  of  convoy  returns  is  stated  in  the  minutes. 

3  33  Geo.  Ill,  c.  66. 

4  Burchett,  Memoirs  of  Transactions  at  Sea,  1703,  “  To  the  Reader.” 
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brought  to  the  notice  of  Masters  and  owners.  At  the  CHAP.  IX 

same  time,  the  Committee  sent  up  to  the  Admiralty  a  1793-1802 

Memorial,  drawing  attention  to  the  immense  value  of 

the  homeward  bound  East  and  West  India  fleets,  and 

requesting  an  assurance  of  adequate  naval  protection. 

This  Memorial,  together  with  a  covering  letter,  dated 

July  19th,  was  signed  by  those  members  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee  who  were  in  attendance.1 

From  this  time  onward,  the  Committee  were  in  al- 

most  continuous  correspondence  with  the  Admiralty  convo^ 

on  the  subject  of  convoy  discipline.  Again  and  again 

the  Admiralty  forwarded  complaints,  by  officers  com¬ 

manding  escorts,  of  Masters  who  had  broken  convoy 

or  disobeyed  orders.  These  complaints  were  usually 

forwarded  to  the  owners  for  an  explanation  of  the  Mas¬ 

ters’  conduct.  When  no  satisfactory  explanation  was 

forthcoming,  the  Masters  were  generally  admonished, 

and  sometimes  dismissed.  In  a  few  instances  of  flagrant 

misconduct ,  the  Committee  themselves  took  action ,  and 

requested  the  Admiralty  to  institute,  at  the  expense  ol 

Lloyd’s,  a  prosecution  under  the  Convoy  Acts. 

The  complaints,  however,  were  not  all  on  one  side. 

On  several  occasions  shipowners  forwarded  to  the  Com¬ 

mittee  statements  by  Masters  as  to  lack  of  attention,  or 

unskilful  conduct  on  the  part  of  escort  commanders, 

and  these  were  always  forwarded  to  the  Admiralty  for 

investigation.  At  other  times  the  Committee  had  the
 

more  pleasing  task  of  conveying  to  the  Admiralty  the
 

thanks  of  merchant  captains  for  the  protection  afforded 

them,  or  passing  on  to  shipowners  and  Alas
ters  the  tri¬ 

butes’  paid  by  naval  officers  to  vessels  whose  clever
 

handling  and  prompt  obedience  to  signals  
had  set  a 

good  example  to  the  fleet.  Alike  for  complaint 
 and 

congratulation,  Lloyd’s  seems  to  have  been  rega
rded 

by  both  sides  as  the  natural  channel  of  commun
ication 

1  Originals  in  R.O.  Ad  1/3992.  The  Memorial  is  
signed  by  Geo.  Curling,  Wm.  Bell, 

Alex.  Champion,  Jr.,  and  J.  B  Bourdieu,
  in  that  order. 
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Naval  officers 

report  to  Lloyd’s. 

CHAP.  IX  between  the  Admiralty  and  the  Mercantile  Marine. 

i793~i8o2  Occasionally,  letters  of  thanks  or  complaint  from  the 
captains  of  merchantmen  were  sent  through  the  Mas¬ 

ters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  without  coming  before 
the  Committee.1 
Much  stranger,  to  present  day  ideas,  than  this  official 

correspondence  with  the  Admiralty,  was  the  frequency 
with  which  naval  officers  addressed  the  Committee 

direct,  reporting  the  conduct  of  convoys,  or  detailing 
steps  taken  for  the  defence  of  trade.  Thus,  in  October, 

1796,  Commodore  Duckworth,  on  the  West  Indies 

Station,  wrote  to  “The  Chairman  of  the  Insurers  of 

Lloyd’s,”  reporting  a  case  of  misconduct,  because: 
“I  think  it  a  duty  I  owe  to  the  Publick  when  I  reflect  upon  the  utility 
your  respectable  Society  is  to  the  Commerce  of  the  Country  and 

Security  of  Individuals,  to  make  you  acquainted  with  the  Transac¬ 

tion;” and  he  went  on  to  report  the  establishment  of  a  patrol 

to  the  South  of  St.  Domingo,  where  the  enemy’s  pri¬ 
vateers  had  been  very  active,  with  the  result  of  heavy 
losses  to  the  underwriters. 

regulations'7  Even  more  remarkable  was  a  letter  received  in  De- 

ioiJoy?s  cerQber,  1798,  from  Vice-Admiral  Waldegrave,  at  Spit- 
1798.  head.  Having  drawn  up  a  new  set  of  Convoy  Regula¬ 

tions,  based  on  the  experience  of  the  war,  he  actually 

forwarded  a  copy  “To  the  Master  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House,”  for  the  information,  and  apparently  for  the approval  of  the  Committee. 

The  main  purpose  of  these  regulations  was  to  elimi¬ 

nate  delays  arising  from  the  presence  of  ill-found  ships 
in  a  convoy.  It  was  provided  by  the  Convoy  Act  that 
no  sailing  instructions  should  be  issued  to  any  vessel 
until  her  Master  had  satisfied  the  escort  officer  that  she 

possessed  the  necessary  signal  flags.  Admiral  Walde¬ 
grave  now  required  that  a  satisfactory  account  of  the 

vessel’s  sails  should  also  be  given  before  instructions 
were  issued.  This  was  very  much  to  the  liking  of  the 

1  E.g.  Bennett  and  White  to  Nepean,  30  Oct.,  1803,  in  R.O.  Ad  1/3992. 
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Committee,  who  spent  £8  8s.  in  advertising  Admiral 

Waldegrave’s  letter,  and  were  only  anxious  that  the 
regulations  should  be  universally  adopted,  and  ex¬ 
tended  to  anchors  and  cables,  as  well  as  to  sails.  For 

this  purpose,  they  strove  hard,  but  unsuccessfully,  to 

obtain  the  insertion  of  an  amending  clause  in  the  Con¬ 

voy  Act  itself.1 

These  intimate  relations  with  the  Admiralty,  and 

with  naval  officers,  were  rendered  the  more  cordial  by 

the  activity  of  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s  in  promoting funds  for  the  benefit  of  seamen  and  their  families.  At 

this  time,  it  must  be  remembered,  little  or  no  provision 

was  made  by  the  State  for  the  dependents  of  sailors 
and  soldiers  killed  or  disabled  in  the  discharge  of  their 

duty,  or  even  for  the  relief  of  the  wounded  men  them¬ 
selves.  Private  charity  alojie  stood  between  these  poor 

people  and  destitution;  only  through  private  charity 
could  the  nation  show  its  gratitude  to  its  defenders.  By 

taking  the  lead  in  organising  the  expression  of  patriotic 

sentiment,  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s  won  for  them¬ 
selves  a  high  reputation  in  the  country  at  large,  and 

gained  the  lasting  friendship  of  the  British  Navy. 

At  the  outset  of  the  war,  the  work  of  relief  was  under¬ 

taken  by  “TheUnited  Society  for  the  Relief  ofWidows 
and  Children  of  Seamen,  Soldiers  and  Marines  and 

Militiamen,”  who  received  subscriptions  at  the  bar  of 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  and  elsewhere;  but  the  funds  of 
this  Society  were  quite  unable  to  cope  with  the  heavy 

casualty  lists  by  which  the  great  naval  victories  of  the 

war  were  purchased.  It  was  then  that  the  Subscribers 

to  Lloyd’s  came  forward  to  fill  the  gap. 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  like  other  establishments  of 
the  kind,  had  always  been  made  use  of  for  charitable 

purposes.  In  January,  1769,  the  “Humble  Petition  of 
1  They  proposed  also  some  addition  to  the  clause  relating  to  forfeiture  of  insurance  in 

the  event  of  misconduct;  but  the  minute  is  largely  illegible,  through  fire  damage. 

CHAP.  IX 
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CHAP.  IX  a  Gentlewoman,  with  six  Children,  reduced  from 

I793_I^o2  Aftluance  to  the  most  abject  State,”  names  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street  as  one  of  the  places 

where,  “The  smallest  Donation  will  be  thankfully  re¬ 
ceived.”  In  1772  a  subscription  for  reducing  the  price 
of  provisions  to  the  poor  was  opened  at  the  Chapter 

Colfee  House  and  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  blouse  in 
Pope’s  Head  Alley.1 

Fund' at <Lk!y^’s°r^e  The  first  rePorted  subscription  opened  at  New  Lloyd’s 1782.  in  the  Royal  Exchange  was  on  a  bigger  scale  for,  in 
1782,  between  £ 6,000  and  .£7,000  was  raised  for  suf¬ 

ferers  by  the  loss  of  the  Royal  George .2  In  1794  the 
Subscribers  contributed  over  £ 2,000  towards  reliev¬ 
ing  the  distress  caused  by  a  great  fire  at  Ratcliff e,  and 
in  I79 5>  a  Committee  for  the  Relief  of  the  Industrious 
Poor  was  established  at  the  Coffee  House.  The  moving 
spirit  on  this  Committee  appears  to  have  been  Mr. 
Patrick  Colquhoun,  and  its  work  is  noteworthy  for  the 

introduction  of  the  soup  kitchen  as  a  method  of  relief.1 
More  directly  connected  with  the  special  interests  of 

underwriters  was  the  generosity  to  dependents  of  mer¬ 
cantile  officers  and  sailors,  which  led  the  Times ,  in 

1800,  to  describe  “the  gentlemen  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House”  as  the  “father  of  every  seaman’s  orphan.”  But 
of  all  their  philanthropic  activities,  the  war  funds  of  the 
Revolutionary  period  have  the  most  importance  in  the 

annals  of  Lloyd’s. 

Immediately  on  news  of  “The  Glorious  First  of  June” 
being  received  at  the  Coffee  House,  a  meeting  of  Sub¬ 

scribers  and  frequenters  was  called  together,  and“with 
the  liberality  which  will  ever  distinguish  that  respect¬ 
able  body  of  men,  in  less  than  one  hour  subscribed  a 

1  Public  Advertiser,  13  and  25  January,  1769;  26  March,  1772;  C.  Welch,  Modern History  of  the  City  of  London,  1896,  p.  40. 

2  Tayler  received  the  subscriptions,  and  Angerstein  was  on  the  Committee,  which  met 
at  the  Merchant  Seamen’s  Office  in  the  Royal  Exchange. 

3  The  Committee  was  succeeded,  from  year  to  year,  by  others,  who  drew  their  funds 
from  many  sources,  but  sat  regularly  at  Lloyd’s.  See  Report  of  the  Committee  at 
Lloyd's  Coffee  House  for  the  Relief  of  the  Industrious  Poor  of  the  Metropolis ,  1800. 
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tains  who  successfully  defended  their  ships  against  an 

enemy  raider.  The  Corporation  has  recently  ac¬ 

quired  a  silver  tea  service  presented  to  Captain  Robert 

Hall,  of  the  Liverpool  ship  “  Fame  ,”  who  beat  off  a 
twenty-four  gun  French  corvette  in  1804,  when  on 

passage  from  Africa  to  Demerara.  It  marks  the  time 

that  the  “cargo”  in  this  case  almost  certainly  consisted 
of  slaves. 

There  can  be  little  doubt  that  the  effect  of  these  sub¬ 

scriptions,  and  of  the  widespread  public  interest  taken 

in  them,  contributed  to  the  growth  of  a  corporate 

spirit  at  the  Coffee  House  itself.  Even  more  impor¬ 

tant  in  this  respect  was  the  direct  correspondence  be¬ 
tween  the  Committee  and  the  Admiralty,  on  questions 

of  convoy  and  naval  protection.  From  being  primarily 
concerned  with  matters  of  accommodation  and  finance 

the  Committee  were  led  insensibly  to  assume  wider 

and  wider  responsibilities  in  relation  to  the  common 

interests  of  the  underwriters  and  brokers.  In  1796,  for 

instance,  they  promoted  a  petition  for  signature  by  the 
Subscribers,  in  favour  of  the  Bill  for  Wet  Docks  and 

the  Improvement  of  Thames  Navigation.  The  Sub¬ 
scribers  themselves  became  more  sensible  of  their 

corporate  interests,  and  readier  to  require  attention  by 

the  Committee  to  questions  affecting  them. 

These  wider  responsibilities  necessitated  more  fre¬ 

quent  Committee  meetings.  It  has  already  been  men¬ 

tioned  that,  from  1780  to  1793,  inclusive,  only  eigh¬ 
teen  such  meetings  are  recorded  in  the  Minute  Book. 

In  1795  there  were  fifteen,  and  although  the  number 

fluctuated  considerably  in  later  years,  the  average  rose, 

from  1800  onwards, to  a  dozen  or  twenty  a  year.  More¬ 
over,  it  is  clear, from  the  correspondence  entered  in  the 

Minute  Book,  that  informal  meetings  were  frequently 
held  to  deal  with  current  routine  business. 

The  time  was  now  ripe  for  a  clearer  definition  of  the 
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Committee’s  powers  and  responsibilities,  and  the  first 
step  towards  a  more  formal  organisation  of  Lloyd’s  as 
a  society,  was  taken  at  a  General  Meeting  held  on 
August  17th,  1796,  with  Brook  Watson  in  the  chair. 

Characteristically  enough,  it  appears  to  have  been  an 

afterthought,  the  main  purpose  of  the  Meeting  being 
the  appointment  of  new  Masters.  Tayler,  it  will  be  re¬ 
membered,  had  tendered  his  resignation  in  1795;  but 
he  had  ultimately  continued  his  tenure  of  the  office  in 

equal  partnership  with  his  senior  waiter,  John  Ben¬ 
nett.  In  June,  1796,  he  died,  and  the  meeting  of 
August  17th  was  called  for  the  purpose  of  making  fresh 
arrangements  for  the  conduct  of  the  House. 

This  part  of  the  business  was  settled  by  continuing 

Bennett  in  office,  and  appointing  the  next  two  senior 
waiters,  Edward  Trebilcock  and  Thomas  White,  as 

junior  Masters,  each  to  receive  a  quarter  of  the  profits, 

while  Bennett  retained  his  undivided  half.1  The  object 
of  appointing  three  Masters  appears  to  have  been  to 

enable  one  of  them  to  attend  regularly,  for  the  pur¬ 

pose  of  answering  enquiries,  at  each  of  the  two  Bars — 

one  in  the  Coffee  Room  and  one  in  the  Subscribers’ 

Rooms — -leaving  the  third  free  for  general  supervision. 

On  Trebilcock’s  death,  however,  which  occurred  in 
1799,  Bennett  and  White  were  permitted  to  divide  his 

share,  on  paying  £150  (?  per  annum)  to  his  estate,  and 
no  third  Master  was  again  appointed  until  1811. 

This  matter  having  been  comfortably  disposed  of, 
and  the  new  Masters  lectured  on  the  performance  of 

their  duties,  the  Subscribers  present  had  leisure  to 

think  of  more  important  matters,  and  resolutions  were 

passed  that  two  ordinary  General  Meetings  should  be 

held  every  year,  at  Midsummer  and  Christmas,  re¬ 
spectively,  and  that  the  Committee  should  be  required 

to  present  an  annual  report  and  statement  of  accounts. 

1  Theappointment  took  effect  from  Christmas,  1796.  Seeletterfrom  Bennett,  Trebilcock, 

and  White  to  the  Admiralty,  of  30  December,  1796,  announcing  their  appointmQnt, 

and  requesting  a  continued  exchange  of  intelligence.  R.O.  Ad  1/3992. 

CHAP.  IX 

i793~i8o2 

Death  of 
Thos.  Tayler. 

1796- 

Appointment  of three  Masters. 

1796. 

Regular  General 
Meetings  instituted. 

1796. 
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CHAP.  IX  It  is  a  striking  instance  of  the  laxity  with  which  affairs 

i793-i8°2  had  hitherto  been  conducted,  that  it  was  twenty- two 

years  after  the  opening  of  New  Lloyd’s  at  the  Royal 
Exchange  before  this  elementary  measure  of  financial 

control  was  adopted.  The  demand  for  regular  General 

Meetings  and  an  annual  report  has  still  greater  signi¬ 

ficance.  Hitherto  the  corporate  activities  of  Lloyd’s 
had  been  so  trifling  and  intermittent  that  no  annual 

report  had  been  called  for  because,  normally,  the 

Committee  would  have  nothing  to  report.  In  these  re¬ 
solutions  appears,  for  the  first  time,  the  conception  of 

Lloyd’s  as  a  great  public  institution,  exercising  a  con¬ tinuous  watch  over  the  interests  of  its  members. 

“Lloyd’s  Coffee  House”  was  giving  place  to  “Lloyd’s.” 
Subscribers’  Rooms  Four  years  later,  another  big  stride  forward  was 

ieads  preforms,  taken,  by  instituting,  for  the  first  time,  a  qualification 
test  for  would-be  Subscribers.  It  is  again  characteris¬ 
tic  that  this  reform,  essential  as  it  was  to  any  real  pro¬ 
gress,  was  adopted  primarily  to  give  relief  from  a 

practical,  every-day  inconvenience.  The  nuisance  of 
overcrowding  had  again  become  intolerable,  and  the 
Committee  were  endeavouring  to  procure  additional 
accommodation;  but  they  had  now  become  convinced 
that  no  extension  of  premises  would  give  permanent 
relief,  so  long  as  the  Masters  were  obliged  to  admit  as 
a  Subscriber  anyone— stockbroker,  lawyer,  tradesman, 
or  clerk — who  fancied  a  flutter  in  marine  insurance,  or 
desired  access  to  the  confidential  intelligence,  and  was 

prepared  to  pay  £15  for  the  privilege.  It  was  an  aggra¬ 
vation  of  the  evil  that  any  Subscriber  was  tacitly  per¬ 
mitted,  without  further  payment,  to  employ  an  un¬ 
limited  number  of  substitutes  and  clerks  to  do  his  busi¬ 
ness  in  the  Rooms. 

Having  diagnosed  the  evil,  the  Committee  proceeded 
to  find  a  remedy.  Their  recommendations  were  em¬ 
bodied  in  a  printed  report,  circulated  to  all  Subscribers, 
and  on  the  basis  of  this  report,  a  General  Meeting  of 
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April  2nd,  1800,  with  Brook  Watson  in  the  chair,  passed  CHAP.  IX 

resolutions  that  mark  an  epoch  in  the  history  of  Lloyd’s.  1793-1802 

By  these  resolutions  it  was  provided  that  only  “Mer¬ 

chants  ,  Bankers ,  U nderwriters ,  and  Insurance  Brokers”  Js^SbTrs 
should,  in  future, be  admitted  as  Subscribers.  This  re-  definjg0Q 

legation  of  underwriters  to  third  place  on  the  list  re¬ 
quires  a  word  of  explanation. 

Lloyd’s  in  1800  was,  as  it  is  to-day,  an  underwriting  ̂ Sating 

institution.  The  various  appeals  to  non-subscribers,  inslitution- 

issued  between  1774  and  1800,  prove  beyond  all  doubt 

the  Committee’s  intention  that  the  Subscribers’ Rooms 

should  be  used  solely  for  the  purpose  of  marine  insur¬ 

ance.  The  people  circularised  were  “underwriters  and 

brokers,”  “persons  showing  policies,”  “every  person 
writing  in  his  own  name  or  causing  others  to  write  for 

him.”  It  was  a  definite  subject  of  complaint  by  the 
Committee,  in  1800,  that  some  Subscribers  used  the 

Rooms  for  the  transaction  of  non-insurance  business. 

It  was  as  “persons  writing  in  their  own  names  or 

causing  others  to  write  for  them”  that  the  “merchants” 
and  “bankers”  were  admitted,  and  the  distinctive 

classification  of  “underwriters”  is  clearly  intended  to 

apply  only  to  those  who  made  the  writing  of  policies,  on 

their  own  account  or  as  agents  for  others,  their  sole 
business. 

As  a  further  check  on  the  admission  of  undesirables,  gSXfs. 

it  was  provided  that  every  candidate  must  be  recom¬ 

mended  in  writing  by  six  Subscribers  at  least,  and  this 

was  interpreted,  in  practice,  as  implying  formal  elec¬ 

tion  by  the  Committee.  Every  subscription  was  to  be 

regarded  as  strictly  personal;  partners  in  a  firm  must 

nominate  one  partner  as  Subscriber.  No  Substitute 

was  henceforth  to  be  admitted  without  payment  of  a 

separate  entrance  fee  of  ̂ 15.  Ivory  name-tickets 
white  for  Subscribers  and  red  for  Substitutes  were  to 

be  shown  at  the  doors.  A  list  of  Subscribers  was  to  be 

printed  annually. 
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CHAP.  IX  Other  resolutions  related  to  the  interior  arrangement 

i793-i8°2  of  the  rooms  and  the  regular  posting  of  the  Arrival  and 
Loss  Books.  They  are  of  interest  as  showing  the 

growing  desire  for  more  efficient  organisation  and 
management. 

The  effect  of  these  reforms  was  immediate  and  re- 
Membership  markable.  It  was  not  the  first  time  that  resolutions  had doubled  m  a 

single  year,  been  passed  for  the  exclusion  of  non-subscribers  from 
i  Soo.  <  i  •  •  «  < 

the  underwriting  rooms;  but  the  provision  or  name- 
tickets  gave  the  Committee,  for  the  first  time,  the 

means  of  making  their  intentions  effective.  Gentle¬ 
men  who  had  hitherto  evaded  payment  fell  over  each 

other  in  their  haste  to  pay  their  subscriptions  into  the 

Masters’  hands,  and  by  July  30th,  1801,  Brook  Watson 
was  able  to  report  that  815  new  subscriptions  had  been 

received.  It  appears  from  the  first  printed  List  of  Sub¬ 

scribers  that  about  170  of  these  were  in  respect  of  Sub¬ 
stitutes;  the  remainder  were  from  new  Subscribers, 

and  they  probably  doubled  the  active  membership  of 

Lloyd’s.  Thereafter,  the  accessions  averaged,  down  to 
the  end  of  the  war,  from  150  to  200  a  year.  The  re¬ 
sults  of  this  growth  in  membership  and  corporate 
wealth  can  be  traced  very  distinctly  in  the  increasing 

activities  and  influence  of  Lloyd’s  during  the  later 
years  of  the  war. 
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CHAPTER  X. 

LLOYD’S  AND  THE  WAR— 
THE  SECOND  PHASE. 

1803-1814. 

THE  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s  were  a  much  larger, a  much  more  closely  knit,  and  collectively  a 

much  wealthier  body,  when  the  short-lived 

Peace  of  Amiens  gave  place  to  a  renewal  and  intensi¬ 

fication  of  the  struggle  between  Great  Britain  and 

Napoleon,  than  they  were  in  1793.  Their  influence  on 

the  conduct  of  the  war  was  correspondingly  greater, 

but  cannot  be  fully  understood  without  tracing  a  little 

further  the  development  of  Lloyd’s  itself. 
Even  in  mere  size  the  progress  of  the  Society  was  re¬ 

markable.  A  large  room,  hitherto  occupied  by  the 

Commissioners  of  Stamps,  had  been  acquired,  and 

opened  as  a  new  Subscribers’  Room  in  November, 
1802,  and  the  premises  now  ran  the  whole  length  of  the 

North  front  of  the  Royal  Exchange,  occupying  nearly 

four  times  the  original  floor  space.  The  old  Sub¬ 

scribers’  Room  was  turned  into  an  additional  Coffee 

Room,  the  Coffee  Room  of  1774  being  devoted  chiefly 

to  ship  sales  and  the  display  of  shipping  advertisements. 

The  extensions  of  1786, 1791 ,  and  1802  provided  three 

Subscribers’  Rooms,  communicating  with  each  other, 

and  all  devoted  strictly  to  business  purposes.  From  the 

first  of  these  a  Lobby  had  been  cut  off,  communicating 

with  the  Coffee  Room,  and  appropriated  to  the  use  of 

non-subscribers  having  business  with  Subscribers. 

Between  this  Lobby  and  the  first  Subscription  Room 

was  the  Bar,  where  the  Senior  Master  attended  to 

answer  enquiries  and  distribute  information.1 1  Sale  Room 

Coffee  Room  ... 

Lobby  ... 

First  Subscribers’  Room 
Second  ,, 

Inner 

Opened  1774 

„  1774 

,,  1786 

„  1791 1802 

55' 
 2" 48'  8
" 

20'  o"  I 

54'  8”  j 

85'  2
” 

61'  9" 

x  15'  6"  x  1 7'  6”=ca  855  sq.  ft. 
x  2o'  o”  x  20r  3”=ca  973  ,, 

x  19'  5"  x  18'  8"=ca  1,450  ,, 

x  2l’  o"  x  19'  i"=ca  1,788  ,, 

x  20'  o”  x  1 8’  7"=ca  1,235 

Total  area,  exclusive  of  Kitchen  and  Committee  Rooms— ca 
 6,301  sq.  ft. 

More  rooms 

and  larger. 

1774-1802. 
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CHAP.  X 

1803-1814 

Underwriting 

specialists. 

Insurances 

on  slaves. 

The  Rooms  were  still  uncomfortably  crowded.  Giv¬ 
ing  evidence  before  the  Insurance  Committee  of  1810, 

John  Bennett,  Jr., stated  that  there  were  between  1,400 

and  1,500  Subscribers  then  living,  of  whom  probably 

two-thirds  were  regular  or  occasional  underwriters, 

and  that  about  1 ,300  persons  in  all  paid  an  annual  sub¬ 
scription  to  the  Masters,  as  frequenters  of  the  Coffee 

House.  Although  the  boxes  had  been  enlarged  to  seat 

six,  instead  of  four  as  at  first,1  it  was  quite  impossible  to 
find  fixed  seats  for  all  those  who  did  business  in  the 
Rooms. 

“Between  four  and  five  hundred  take  their  seats  every  day,  and  there 
are  many  who  have  not  their  fixed  seats,  but  walk  about  and  take  seats 

as  may  be  convenient.” 
In  fact,  many  persons  were  obliged  to  write  policies 
while  standing  about  in  the  Rooms. 

From  Angerstein’s  evidence  it  appears  that,  while  the 

underwriter  was  already  expert  at  “mixing”  his  risks, 
“so  that  if  there  is  a  storm  at  one  place,  he  is  safe  at 
another,”  certain  boxes  were  tacitly  appropriated  to 
those  with  special  interests  and  experience  in  particu¬ 
lar  trades: 

“If  I  have  a  cross  risk  to  make,  if  it  is  from  America,  I  go  to  a  box 
where  there  are  Americans  to  give  me  information;  if  I  have  a  cross 

risk  from  Turkey,  I  go  to  another  box  where  I  can  get  information; 
and  so  it  is  from  the  Baltic  or  any  other  part.  I  generally  go  to  the  box 
or  the  people  whom  I  think  best  conversant,  for  they  are  the  people 
who  can  begin  the  policy  for  me  better  than  others,  and  I  can  by  that 

means  get  it  done.” 
One  special  class  of  risks  will  appear  strange  to  pre¬ 

sent-day  underwriters,  and  was  already  frowned  upon 
by  the  legislature.  Slaves,  like  any  other  commodity, 
were  the  subject  matter  of  insurance,  and  this  had 
given  rise  to  some  remarkable  decisions  of  the  jurists, 
such  as  that  quoted  by  Weskett,  to  the  effect  that  if  a 

slave  “destroys  himself  through  despair,  which  often 
happens,”  it  must  be  regarded  as  a  natural  death;  and 
to  such  curious  provisions  as  the  marginal  clause  in  a 

1  This  appears  from  Angerstein’s  evidence. 
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policy  of  1794,  here  reproduced:  “Free  from  particular  CHAP.  X 

average  by  insurrection  under  5  per  cent.”  So  early  as 
1788  the  growing  influence  of  the  Anti-Slavery  Party 
was  reflected  in  an  Act  rendering  void  all  insurances 

on  slaves,  against  any  risk  other  than,  “the  Perils  of  the 

Sea,  Piracy,  Insurrection,  or  Capture  by  the  King’s 
Enemies,  Barratry  of  the  Master  and  Crew  and  De¬ 

struction  by  Fire.”  An  Act  of  1799  was  more  explicit, 
and  a  heavier  blow  to  the  traffic,  for  it  provided  that: 

“No  Loss  or  Damage  shall  hereafter  be  recoverable  on  Account  of  Jettison  of 

the  Mortality  of  Slaves  by  natural  Death,  or  ill  Treatment,  or  against  recoveiab]e. 

Loss  by  throwing  overboard  of  Slaves  on  any  Account  whatsoever, 

or  restraints  and  detainments  of  princes  and  people  of 

Africa,  caused  “through  any  Aggression  for  the  Pur¬ 

pose  of  procuring  Slaves.”  Finally,  the  Acts  of  1806 

and  1811,  abolishing  the  slave  trade,  definitely  pro¬ 

hibited,  under  heavy  penalties,  the  insurance  of  slaves 

or  slave  ships,  although  some  of  the  underwriters  con¬ 

tended,  in  opposition  to  the  views  of  the  African  In¬ 

stitution,  that  this  did  not  cover  insurances  on  slavers 

under  a  foreign  flag.1 
Non-marine  risks  were  confined  mainly  to  the  wager  ̂ °Jfb°rnty  lJf 

policies  which  no  legislation  had  been  able  entirely  to  Napoleon, 

eradicate,  and  Lloyd’s  still  possesses  a  policy,  effected 

in  1813,  on  the  life  and  liberty  of  Napoleon;  but  cover 

against  fire  was  at  least  occasionally  provided.  Relton, 

the  historian  of  fire  insurance,  believed  that  insurance 

against  fires  in  the  West  Indies  had  been  done  at 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  from  a  very  early  date,2  and 
there  is  definite  evidence  of  one  large  transaction  in  AfireAk 

fire  business  at  home,  for  when  the  Albion  Mills  were  in  1791 

burnt  down  in  1791,  they  were  covered  at  Lloyd  s  to 

the  amount  of  £ 20,000 7 

Overcrowded,  stuffy,  and  dingy  as  the  Rooms  would 

seem  to-day,  they  were  the  home  of  an  institution  that 

1  Weskett,  Digest.  525,  citing  2  Valin  s  Commentaries .  55  >  Statutes  2S  Geo.  Ill,  c.  54  , 

39  Geo.  Ill,  c.  80  ;  46  Geo.  Ill,  c.  52  ;  51  Geo.  Ill,  c.  23. 

2  Account  of  the  Fire  Insurance  Companies ,  pp.  183-4. 
3  Ackermann,  Microcosm  of  I.ondon,  reprint  of  I9°4.  U,  37- 
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outlineof  the  good  ship  “Lloyd’s,”  which  faced  Bartho¬ 
lomew  Lane  on  the  Jubilee  night  of  George  III,  was 
the  one  illumination  that  stimulated  the  Times  to  the 

unaccustomed  enterprise  of  illustration.1 

ILLUMINATION  AT  LLOYD’S,  1809. 

This  increasing  public  repute  was  due,  in  the  main, 

to  two  factors — the  growth  of  the  intelligence  system, 
and  the  splendid  lead  given  by  the  Subscribers  to 
patriotic  liberality.  The  former  of  these  developments 
was  closely  connected  with  a  new  step  forward  in  the 
organisation  of  the  Society. 

a  defect  in  The  reforms  of  August,  1800,  important  as  they  were, 

organisation.  pa(j  ieft  one  great  defect  unremedied;  there  was  still  no 
proper  provision  for  the  secretarial  work  of  the  estab¬ 
lishment.  The  collection  and  distribution  of  intelli¬ 

gence  remained  in  the  hands  of  the  Masters,  and  the 
1  Times ,  26  October,  1809. 
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routine  correspondence  with  the  Admiralty  continued  CHAP.  X 

to  be  signed  by  Messrs.  Bennett  and  White,  as  Mas-  1803-1814 

ters  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House.  Communications  of 
special  importance,  more  especially  when  it  was  a  mat¬ 
ter  of  requesting,  or  suggesting,  official  action,  were 

generally  signed  by  all  members  of  the  Committee  who 

happened  to  be  in  attendance,  and,  from  1794  onwards, 

even  letters  conveying  intelligence  were  frequently  sent 

in  the  name  or  by  order  of  the  Committee. 

In  practice  these  arrangements  worked  well  enough 

for  a  time;  but  it  was  hardly  in  keeping  with  the  status 

Lloyd’s  had  acquired  as  a  great  public  institution  that  it 
should  have  no  regular  secretary  other  than  the  Master 

of  a  Coffee  House,  and  as  the  official  business  of  the 

establishment  grew  in  volume,  it  must  have  been  in¬ 

creasingly  difficult  for  the  Masters,  with  the  affairs  of 

the  coffee-house  on  their  hands,  to  give  it  punctual  and 

adequate  attention. 

So  early  as  August,  1796,  a  suggestion  had  been 

made,  apparently  by  Angerstein,  that  a  Secretary  suggested, 

should  be  appointed,  and  should  have  the  manage¬ 

ment  of  all  correspondence.1  Indeed,  the  Committee 
actually  resolved  that: 

“The  nature  and  extent  of  the  Business  of  the  Subscribers  of  Lloyd’s, 

requires  that  there  should  be  a  Secretary  to  the  Committee  separate 

from,  and  independent  of  the  Mastership  of  the  House,  to  whom 

through  the  Master,  all  articles  of  Intelligence  shall  be  conveyed,  and 

under  whose  Authority  subject  to  the  comptrol  of  the  Committee  
all 

information  should  be  regulated  for  Publication. 

The  appointment  was  also  to  be  recommended  to  the 

Subscribers  on  the  ground  that  it  would  be  of  great 

advantage  in  dealing  with  Government  Departments. 

After  this,  it  is  surprising  to  find  that  the  minutes  of 

the  General  Meeting  on  August  17th,  1796,  contain 

no  reference  to  the  proposal.  It  may  be  that  the  Sub¬ 

scribers  jibbed  at  the  expense.  It  may  have  been  re- 

1  The  minute  is  partially  illegible  through  fire  d
amage.  It  runs  :  .  •  •  *ein  as  to 

the  propriety  of  having  a  Seer  ...  
to  the  Committee  <xc. 
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CHAP.  X 

1803-1814 

Earl  Camden 

declines  to 

correspond  with 

Lloyd’s  “waiters.” 1S04. 

John  Bennett  as 

first  Secretary 

of  Lloyd’s. 1804. 

garded  as  an  unmerited  slight  on  the  Masters,  or  in¬ 
troducing  an  awkward  system  of  dual  control.  There 

is  not  a  word  to  suggest  that  it  was  even  discussed. 
So  matters  went  on  until  1804,  when  Earl  Camden, 

Secretary  of  State  for  the  War  Department  and 
Colonies,  declined,  in  the  best  official  manner,  and 

with  some  slight  perversion  of  the  facts,  “to  enter  into 

epistolary  intercourse  with  the  waiters  of  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House.”1  The  expression  seems  to  have  rankled, 
for  the  minutes  are  silent  on  the  episode;  but  on 
August  14th  there  is  a  curt  note  in  the  Committee 
Minutes: 

“Order’d  that  all  Letters  &c  on  the  Business  of  the  Committee,  be 
signed  by  John  Bennett  Junr.  as  Secretary.” 

No  salary  was  attached  to  the  post,  and  the  appoint¬ 
ment  was  apparently  intended  as  a  mere  matter  of 

form;  but  the  Committee  builded  better  than  they 
knew,  for  John  Bennett,  Junr.,  was  to  leave  a  very  de¬ 

finite  mark  on  the  development  of  Lloyd’s. 
A  son  of  the  senior  Master,  he  was  at  this  time  about 

twenty-six  years  of  age.  An  active,  intelligent  young 
man,  with  a  head  for  figures,  he  assisted  his  father  by 

keeping  the  accounts  of  the  establishment,2  and  his  sub¬ 
sequent  career  shows  that  he  had  conceived  an  almost 
romantic  devotion  to  the  great  institution  under  whose 
shadow  he  had  grown  up.  He  was  too  zealous,  and 
too  ambitious,  to  remain  content  with  merely  clerical 
duties,  and  from  the  date  of  his  appointment  he  set 
himself,  with  untiring  energy,  to  re-model  and  extend 
the  system  of  shipping  intelligence. 

This,  in  1804,  had  two  divisions.  In  the  first  place 
there  were  the  port  letters  received  by  the  Masters 
under  the  old  arrangement  with  the  Post  Office.  These 
were  now  received  gratuitously.  In  1788,  Tayler  had 
complained  that,  owing  to  the  earlier  delivery  of  let- 

1  Martin,  pp.  278-9.  The  original  letter  has  disappeared  and  there  is  now  no  copy  in 
the  departmental  correspondence  at  the  Record  Office.  1  3 

2  See  his  evidence  before  the  Select  Committee  of  1S10. 
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ters,  the  special  privileges  enjoyed  by  Lloyd’s  Coffee  CHAP.  X 
House  were  no  longer  worth  .£200  a  year,  and  the  1803-1814 
Commissioners  on  Fees  and  Gratuities  of  Public 

Offices  recommended  a  reduction  of  the  payment  to 

£100,  to  go  into  the  General  Fund  of  the  Post  Office; 

but  the  Post  Masters  General  considered  it  to  be  “un¬ 

becoming  the  dignity  of  a  Post  Office  to  accept  such  a  JaymenMo 

payment  from  the  Master  of  a  Coffee-house  for  no  abolished, 

reason,”  and  in  1791  the  payment  was  wholly 
abolished,  on  the  ground  that  the  facilities  were  for  the 

public  interest.1 

In  addition  to  the  port  letters,  and  advices  sent  in  f^rrr^e™®gnts 

by  occasional  correspondents,  the  Masters  now  pro-  intelligence, 
cured  a  certain  amount  of  supplementary  intelligence 

at  the  cost  of  the  Committee.  This  included  the  Con¬ 

voy  and  License  Lists  from  the  Admiralty;  certain  re¬ 
turns  sent  in  by  the  East  India  House  clerks  (did 
Charles  Lamb  receive  his  share  of  the  annual  gratuity?), 

a  special  “Poole  letter,”  and  shipping  lists  from  one  or 
two  important  ports  abroad,  such  as  Elsinore  (the 

Sound  List),  Ostend,  and  Gibraltar.  The  total  cost 

was  about  ̂ 100  a  year.  The  shipping  lists,  like  the 

port  letters,  were  franked  by  the  Post  Office. 

The  supervision  of  the  whole  was  still  in  the  hands  of 

the  Masters,  but  as  Bennett  Senior  was  usually  tied  by 

his  duties  to  the  Bar  of  the  Subscribers’  Room,  the 

copying  and  posting  of  the  intelligence  gradually  de¬ 
volved  on  White,  the  Junior  Master,  and  on  the  newly 

appointed  Secretary  to  the  Committee.  Young  Ben¬ 

nett,  in  particular,  took  exclusive  charge  of  the  Loss 

and  Convoy  Books;  but  the  punctual  discharge  of  his 

routine  duties  was  the  least  of  his  activities.  Valuable 

as  were  the  existing  sources  of  intelligence,  they  were 

not  sufficient  for  the  requirements  of  Lloyd’s  at  a  time 

when  prompt  and  accurate  shipping  news  became 

l  Tenth  Report  of  the  Commissioners  on  Fees:  IRC.  Reports,  1^806,  VII,  789.  799  > 

Seventh  Report  from  the  Select  Committee  on  Finance,  H.C.  Reports, 
 I' irst  Series, 

XII,  197;  Sth  Rep.,  Commrs.  of  P.O.  Enquiry,  1837,  Appx.  8. 
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more  important  every  year,  and  the  new  Secretary  set 

himself  to  open  up  new  channels,  by  entering  into  a 

private  and  confidential  correspondence  with  persons 
at  home  and  abroad,  who  were  likely  to  supply  valuable 
information.  It  may  have  helped  him  that  his  family 

had  naval  connections— he  had  a  half  brother,  or 

brother-in-law,  Captain  Lewis  Shepheard,  R.N.1  At 
any  rate,  one  of  his  most  valuable  correspondents  was 

the  Secretary  to  Admiral  Saumarez,  then  commanding 

in  the  Baltic,  and  the  arrangement  met  with  the  full 
approval  of  the  Admiral. 

Information  received  was  collated,  digested,  and  pre¬ 
pared  for  publication  or  posting  by  Bennett  himself,  in 
consultation  with  members  of  the  Committee.  It  was 

paid  for,  when  payment  was  required,  from  the  public 

fund,  and  the  result  of  Bennett’s  initiative  was  soon 
seen  in  a  very  wide  development  of  the  intelligence  at 

Lloyd’s.  New  correspondents  were  appointed  at  such 
places  as  Barbadoes  and  the  Cape,  as  well  as  at  various 

European  ports;  shipping  lists  and  newspapers  were 
regularly  received  from  India, the  West  Indies,  and  the 

United  States,  and  the  Committee’s  total  expenditure 
under  this  head  went  up  to  over  .£500  a  year.  Trifling 

as  this  sum  may  seem  to-day,  it  procured  for  Lloyd’s 
a  volume  of  intelligence  which,  in  extent,  variety, 
accuracy, and  freshness, no  other  commercial  or  official 

institution  could  equal.2 
This  intelligence  was  shared,  so  far  as  possible,  with 

the  public.  The  Books  and  Notice  Boards  in  the  Sub¬ 

scribers’  Rooms  naturally  contained  much  confidential 
information;  but  the  port  letters,  and  all  other  in¬ 
telligence  that  could  properly  be  broadcast  were  regu- 
larly  posted  in  the  public  Coffee  Room,  and  a  strong 

1  See  his  letter  of  29  October,  1804,  asking  two  days’ leave  for  “my  Brother  Captn. 
Shepheard”  (of  H.M.S.  Thisbe),  R.O.  Ad  1/3992.  Marshall’s  Naval  Biography o  shows  that  Shepheard  was  promoted  Commander  in  1802.  and  attained  post  rank  in  1S10. 

~  The  fact  that  these  developments  were  mainly  due  to  Bennett’s  own  initiative  is  con¬ 
clusively  proved  by  the  Reports  of  two  Committees  of  investigation  appointed  in 
1811  (See  Chapter  XII post). 
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point  was  made  of  this  by  the  defenders  of  Lloyd’s,  CHAP.  X 
when  its  interests  were  attacked  in  1810.  1803-1814 

“By  a  standing  regulation  of  the  house,  access  is  given  to  their  books 

in  the  non-subscribers’  room,  to  every  individual  whose  interest,  or 
whose  anxiety  for  his  absent  friends,  may  bring  him  there.  The 

editors  of  the  public  papers  constantly  resort  there  also,  and  all  the  in¬ 
formation  the  public  receive  respecting  shipping  concerns  comes  from 

Lloyd’s.”1 
This  liberality  naturally  increased  the  popularity  of 

the  Society,  especially  in  time  of  war;  but  it  was  the 

establishment  of  the  Patriotic  Fund,  in  1803,  which 

did  more  than  anything  else  to  make  the  name  of 

Lloyd’s  a  household  word  throughout  the  country  and 
the  Empire. 

The  great  influx  of  new  members  which  had  followed 

the  reforms  of  1800  had  given  Lloyd’s,  for  the  first  the  lifeboat, 

time,  the  command  of  a  substantial  corporate  fund — by 

1803  it  amounted  to  £43,000  Consols — and  it  was  now 

possible  for  the  Society  to  undertake  what  had  pre¬ 

viously  been  left  to  the  initiative  of  the  Subscribers  as 

individuals.  Already  Lloyd’s  had  earned  the  gratitude 

of  all  seafarers,  by  the  part  they  played  in  the  develop¬ 
ment  of  the  lifeboat.  Greathead,  whose  first  boat  was 

launched  in  1789,  had  previously  attracted  the  atten¬ 

tion  of  the  underwriters  when,  as  a  ship’s  carpenter,  he 

assisted  in  detecting  a  peculiarly  impudent  case  of 

fraudulent  stranding,  and  in  his  work  on  the  lifeboat  he 

received  assistance  from  Angerstein’s  partner,  Mr. 
Peter  Warren,  and  other  Subscribers.  This  is  not  the 

place  to  go  into  the  controversy — still  unsettled — as  to 

how  far  he  was  responsible  for  the  design  of  the  boats 

he  built.  Lloyd’s,  at  any  rate,  gave  him  the  full  credit, 

and  an  application  to  Parliament  for  financial  assistance 

having  failed,  a  General  Meeting  on  May  20th,  1802, 

voted  him  a  reward  of  one  hundred  guineas,  and  on 

Angerstein’s  initiative  authorised  the  Committee  to  ear- 

1  Hansard,  XV,  416.  See  also  Bennett’s  evidence  before 
 the  Select  Committee.  The 

notices  posted  at  Lloyd’s  were  frequently  reproduced  in  the  pr
ess,  and  Bell  s  Weekly 

Messenger  made  a  practice  of  reprinting  the  “  Marine  Li
st”  verbatim.  (See  issue  ot 

9  April,  1815). 
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mark  £ 2 ,000  from  the  corporate  funds  of  Lloyd ’s  for  the construction  of  lifeboats  on  the  British  and  Irish  coasts. 

Applications  for  assistance  from  this  fund  were  care¬ 
fully  scrutinised,  and  the  usual  response  was  a  grant  of 

£50  towards  the  first  cost  of  the  boat,  on  condition  that 
the  remainder,  together  with  the  cost  of  manning  and 

upkeep,  should  be  defrayed  by  local  subscription.  By 

1825,  lifeboats  had  been  established,  with  the  assist¬ 

ance  of  Lloyd’s,  at  twenty-six  different  stations,  and 
twenty  of  these  boats  were  starred  in  the  list,  as  having 

been  recently  inspected  by  Lloyd’s  Agents  and  found 
in  good  and  efficient  condition.  In  at  least  two  in¬ 
stances,  and  possibly  in  more,  grants  had  been  made 

for  new  boats  to  replace  those  lost  or  worn  out  in  ser¬ 
vice.  The  complete  list  is  as  follows  : 

*Mont.rose,  *  Arbroath,  *St.  Andrews,  Blyth,  ̂ Hartlepool,  *Redcar, 

*Whitby,  *Scarboro’,  *Filey,  ̂ Bridlington,  *Humber,  *Mundesley, 
^Lowestoft,  *Hollesley  Bay,  ̂ Harwich,  Rye,  *Eastbourne,  Brighton 

(removed  from  Newhaven),  Christchurch,  Exmouth,  Penzance, ^Fish¬ 

guard,  *Holyhead,  *Douglas,  I.O.M.,  *Ayr,  #Kinsale. 
After  the  establishment  of  the  National  Institution 

for  the  Preservation  of  Life  from  Shipwreck  (now  the 

National  Lifeboat  Institution)  in  1824,  Lloyd’s  seems 
to  have  confined  itself  mainly  to  small  grants  from  the 

balance  of  the  £ 2,000 ,  for  the  repair  of  boats  already 
established,  and  occasional  new  votes  to  the  Institu¬ 

tion.  Down  to  that  date  the  provision  of  lifeboats  was 

largely  dependent  on  the  assistance  of  Lloyd’s,  and 
many  a  shipwrecked  mariner  had  occasion  to  bless  the 
careful  administration  of  the  Lifeboat  Fund. 

Five  years  later,  Lloyd’s  established  a  further  claim 
on  the  gratitude  of  seafarers,  by  voting  £5,000  to  the 
London  Hospital,  in  order  to  ensure  provision  for  the 
care  of  seamen  employed  in  the  commerce  of  London, 
and  a  book  for  individual  subscriptions  was  also  opened . 
The  claims  of  war  victims,  however,  called  forth  the 

most  generous  response. 
Down  to  the  Peace  of  Amiens,  all  war  funds  had  been 
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raised  unofficially,  in  respect  of  particular  engage-  CHAP.  X 

ments  or  campaigns;  but  in  June,  1803,  the  month  1803-1814 
after  the  renewed  outbreak  of  war,  the  House  Com¬ 

mittee  received  a  requisition,  signed  by  thirty- three 

Subscribers,  for  a  special  General  Meeting  to  con¬ 
sider  the  propriety  of  inaugurating  a  Patriotic  Fund,  to 
grant  bounties  or  annuities  to  wounded  men  and  the 

dependents  of  those  killed  in  action,  and  to  present  re¬ 
wards  for  special  valour  or  skill  to  members  of  both 
services,  on  all  occasions  that  might  arise  during  the 
course  of  the  war. 

This  meeting  was  held  on  July  20th,  1803 ,  with  Brook  Faatu“°t^t^nd 
Watson  in  the  Chair.  The  resolutions  then  passed, and  is°3- 

duly  recorded  in  the  minute  book,  may  cause  a  smile 

to-day  by  their  phraseology — at  once  sentimental  and 

pompous — but  they  were  the  prelude  to  prompt  and 
effective  action.  A  preamble  set  forth  the  objects  of 
the  fund.  It  was  to  be: 

“For  the  Encouragement  and  Relief  of  those  who  may  be  engaged  in 
the  Defence  of  the  Country  and  who  may  suffer  in  the  Common  Cause, 

and  of  those  who  may  signalize  themselves  during  the  present  most 

important  contest  ....  so  that  the  Mite  of  the  Labourer  combining 

with  the  Munificent  Donation  of  the  Noble  and  Wealthy  shall  be  the 

best  pledge  of  our  Unanimity — shall  inspire  our  Seamen,  our  Soldiers, 

our  Countrymen  at  large  with  a  well-grounded  Confidence  in  the  Lib¬ 

erality  and  Gratitude  of  the  Community,  and  shall  impress  on  the 

minds  of  our  Enemies  the  appalling  conviction  That  the  energies 

OF  THIS  GREAT  EMPIRE  ARE  IRRESISTIBLE,  AS  ITS  RESOURCES  ARE  INCAL¬ 

CULABLE.” 

For  these  laudable  purposes,  the  meeting  resolved  to 

raise  by  public  subscription  a  fund: 
“To  animate  the  efforts  of  our  Defenders  by  Sea  and  Land  ....  for  the 

purpose  of  assuaging  the  anguish  of  their  Wounds,  or  palliating  in  some 

degree  the  more  weighty  misfortune  of  the  loss  of  Limbs — of  allevia¬ 

ting  the  Distresses  of  the  Widow  and  Orphan — of  soothing  the  brow  of 
Sorrow  for  the  fall  of  their  dearest  Relatives,  the  props  of  unhappy 

Indigence  or  helpless  Age — and  of  granting  Pecuniary  Rewards  or 

honourable  Badges  of  Distinction,  for  successful  exertions  of  Valor  or 

Merit.” 
Although  the  style  of  the  resolutions  anticipates  that  of 

Micawber,  the  gentlemen  of  Lloyd’s  meant  what  they 
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CHAP.  X  said,  and  by  a  second  resolution  they  transferred  to  the 

1803-1814  new  fund,  from  the  corporate  funds  of  the  Society, the 
sum  of  £20,000  three  per  cent.  Consols.  At  the  same 

time  it  was  ordered  that  a  subscription  book  should  be 

opened  at  the  Bar,  and  within  a  fortnight  the  “Com- 

mitee  of  Treasury”  of  Lloyd’s  were  able  to  pay  over  to 
the  Patriotic  Fund  Committee  the  sum  of £70, 3 12.  7 s., 

being  the  amount  collected  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House, 

less  twenty  guineas  voted  to  John  Bennett,  Junior  “for 
his  extraordinary  trouble,  and  regularity  in  this  Busi¬ 

ness.” Wide  support  The  lead  given  bv  Llovd’s  was  splendidly  followed. to  tho  f  Und  J  a  •J  ^ 

Subscriptions  poured  in  from  noblemen,  bishops, 

judges,  statesmen,  admirals,  professional  men,  mer¬ 
chants,  bankers,  labourers,  domestic  servants,  and 

schoolboys.  The  Bank  of  England  and  the  East  India 

Company  each  gave  £5,000;  the  City  of  London, 

£2,500;  the  Companies  of  the  Fishmongers,  Gold¬ 
smiths,  Grocers,  Merchant  Taylors,  and  Skinners 

£1,000  each;  the  two  marine  insurance  Corporations 

and  the  Sun  Fire  Office,  each  £2,000.  A  long  list  of 
merchants  and  mercantile  firms  sent  in  contributions 

ranging  from  £100  to  £1,000.  Even  more  remarkable 

were  some  of  the  humbler  offerings.  “Three  water¬ 

men  of  Shadwell  Dock  Stairs”  forwarded  £5 — pro¬ 

bably  a  full  week’s  earnings.  An  anonymous  half-pay 
lieutenant,  on  behalf  of  himself,  his  wife  and  twelve 

children,  all  under  age,  sent  fourteen  guineas — more 

than  half  a  year’s  income.  James  Morris,  market  gar¬ 
dener  of  Brentford,  sent  separate  donations  from  him¬ 
self,  his  wife,  his  sons  and  daughters,  his  two  servants, 

his  four  labouring  men,  and  his  seventeen  “gathering 

girls.”  Many  theatres  handed  over  the  entire  receipts 

of  a  night’s  performance;  the  officers  and  men  of  many 
of  H.M.  ships  and  regiments  subscribed  from  a  mini¬ 

mum  of  one  day’s  pay  to  a  maximum  of  a  full  month’s 
pay  received  from  H.M.S.  Pickle.  The  fund,  in  short, 
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was  exactly  what  its  promoters  desired — it  repre¬ 
sented  the  gratitude  of  all  classes  of  the  community  to 
the  men  who  were  fighting  their  battles. 
From  the  day  that  a  provisional  Committee  was 

formed,  the  Patriotic  Fund  became  a  national  under¬ 

taking,  and  Lloyd’s,  as  such,  had  nothing  to  do  with 
its  management.  But  it  was  started  by  Lloyd’s;  Lloyd’s 
was  strongly  represented  on  the  Committee,  and  the 

“Committee  of  Treasury,”  who  were  really  responsible for  the  management  and  allocation  of  the  fund,  were  all 

members  of  Lloyd’s.  Sir  Francis  Baring  was  Chair¬ 
man  from  1803  to  1810,  when  Angerstein  succeeded 
him.  The  other  members  were  Thomson  Bonar,  one 
of  the  wealthiest  underwriters  in  the  Rooms;  Robert 
Shedden  and  Thomas  Reid,  leading  underwriters  and 
brokers;  John  Mavor,  merchant  and  underwriter,  and 
Richard  Lee. 

How  closely  “The  Patriotic  Fund  at  Lloyd’s”  was 
identified  with  its  birthplace,  is  proved  even  by  its 
enemies.  Cobbett,  whose  rabid  hostility  to  the  mer¬ 
cantile  classes  inspired  a  series  of  venomous  attacks, 

obj  ected  in  so  many  words  to  “  a  set  of  traders  at  Lloyd ’s  ’  ’ 
usurping  the  functions  of  the  Crown  by  bestowing 
marks  of  honour  on  naval  and  military  officers.  His 

objections  were  not  shared  by  the  Navy  itself.  “A  sword 
from  the  Patriotic  Fund,”  wrote  Captain  Dashwood 
of  H.M.S.  Franchise ,  “is  as  grateful  to  the  feelings  of 
a  young  officer  as  Westminster  Abbey  would  have  been 

to  the  immortal  hero  Nelson.” 

It  may  be  admitted  that  the  Committee  erred  in  judg¬ 
ment  when  they  presented  a  silver  vase  to  that  erratic 

genius  Sir  Home  Popham  for  his  capture  of  Buenos 

Ayres — an  exploit  which  led  to  frantic  speculation  in 
South  American  trade,  involved  Great  Britain  in  a 

singularly  inglorious  military  expedition,  and  drew  on 

Popham  a  court-martial  and  a  severe  reprimand  for 

quitting  his  station  without  orders.  Popham,  very  in- 
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judiciously,  had  addressed  a  circular  letter  to  the  Lon¬ 
don  merchants,  enlarging  on  the  advantages  of  the  new 

market  he  was  opening  up,  and  Lord  Howick,  First 

Lord  of  the  Admiralty,  in  defending  his  recall,  drew 
the  illiberal  conclusion: 

“Perhaps  this  letter  to  seek  mercantile  gratitude,  while  offending 

against  professional  duty,  was  one  of  the  fatal  effects  to  be  appre¬ 
hended  from  that  mischievous  system  of  rewards  administered  by 

the  committee  at  Lloyd’s,  called  the  Patriotic  Fund,  a  committee 
which  is  held  out  to  the  navy  as  giving  greater  reward  and  encourage¬ 

ment  than  the  government  of  the  country.1 

Lloyd’s  might  have  replied  that,  if  this  were  true,  the 
fault  lay  with  the  Government,  and  the  majority  of  the 

presentations  made  by  the  Committee  were,  unques¬ 
tionably,  well  earned.  Among  the  many  distinguished 
recipients  of  vases  or  swords  were  Lady  Nelson,  Lord 

Collingwood,  Hardy — Nelson’s  friend  and  flag-captain 
— Captain  Thomas  Baker,  of  Phoenix  and  Didon  fame, 
Commodore  Dance  (who  beat  off  a  French  squadron 

with  his  fleet  of  East  Indiamen),  Marshal  Beresford, 

and  Sir  David  Baird.  After  Trafalgar,  a  beautiful  silver 

cup,  designed  by  Flaxman,  was  presented  to  each  of 

the  Captains  present  at  the  battle,  and  one  of  these, 

which  has  come  into  the  Corporation’s  possession,  is 
illustrated  in  these  pages.  In  1809, however, the  system 

of  presentations  was  discontinued,  in  order  that  every 

penny  might  be  devoted  to  the  primary  purpose  of  the 
Fund,  the  strain  on  which  was  much  increased  by  the 

heavy  casualty  lists  of  the  Peninsular  War. 

To  cope  with  this  strain,  the  Committee  made  a  fresh 

public  appeal  in  1809,  and  Lloyd’s  gave  the  new  effort 
a  send-off  by  transferring  £5 ,000  Consols  to  the  Fund. 
In  1812,  after  the  storming  of  Badajos,  an  additional 

£10,000  was  transferred,  bringing  up  the  total  contri¬ 

bution  from  the  Society’s  corporate  funds  to  £35,000 
Consols,  irrespective  of  the  still  larger  sums  contri¬ 
buted  by  the  Subscribers  as  individuals.  In  addition, 

1  Hansard,  VIII,  75. 
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^10,000  Consols  was  voted  to  the  Waterloo  Subscrip-  CHAP.  X 

tion,  an  independent  fund.1  1803-1814 

The  increasing  wealth  and  more  efficient  organisation  Lloyd’s  a i°  .  -  -  r  •  power  m 

of  Lloyd  s,  the  prestige  derived  from  its  unrivalled  the  State, 

system  of  shipping  intelligence,  and  the  merit  acquired 

by  its  promotion  of  the  Patriotic  Fund,  are  all  reflected 

in  the  increasing  influence  of  the  society  on  naval  and 

commercial  affairs.  Lloyd’s  was  now  a  power  in  the 
State,  and  its  influence  on  naval  dispositions  was  by  no 

means  confined  to  co-operation  with  the  Admiralty  in 

the  enforcement  of  the  Convoy  Acts. 

The  events  of  1804— the  first  complete  year  of  the  re-  ̂ fl™,s 

newed  war — bear  remarkable  testimony  to  the  Com-  °"d^eence 

mittee’s  influence  and  activities.  In  February,  when  it 

was  proposed  to  change  the  port  of  assembly  for  the 

homeward  bound  Baltic  Convoys  from  Elsinore  to 

Gothenburg,  the  Admiralty  submitted  the  proposal  to 

the  Committee,  who  reported,  after  consulting  the 

Russia  Company,  in  favour  of  adhering  to  the  old  ar¬ 

rangement.  In  April,  the  Committee  were  protesting 

strongly  against  the  practice  of  despatching  convoys 

with  a  single  ship  escort,  pointing  out  that  H.M.S. 

Wolverine ,  escorting  a  Newfoundland  convoy,  had  re¬ 

cently  been  overpowered  by  an  opponent  of  superior 

force,2 and  that  the  shipwreck  of  an  escort  vessel  might, 

in  the  absence  of  a  consort,  leave  her  fleet  of  merchant¬ 

men  as  sheep  without  a  shepherd.  In  these  circum¬ 

stances  the  Committee  were  rightly  alarmed  by  the 

sight  of  convoys  numbering  from  fifty  to  seventy  sail, 

with  only  a  single  brig  or  sloop  as  escort.  Theii  
un¬ 

invited  interference  with  naval  dispositions  seems,  for 

once,  to  have  nettled  the  Admiralty,  and  no  answer 

was  returned;  but  two  months  later  it  was  noted  in  the 

1  For  the  further  history  of  the  Patriotic  Fund,  and  its  modern  deve
lopments  see  The 

Patriotic  Fund  at  Lloyd’s,  by  Lieut. -Colonel  A.  N.  St. 
 Quintin,  O.B.L.,  Secretary 

of  Lloyd’s  Patriotic  Fund,  published  in  1923. 

2  See  James,  Naval  History,  III,  255-6. 
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CHAP.  X  minutes  that  every  convoy  was  now  accompanied  by 

1803-1814  two  ships  of  war. 
In  the  following  month,  Messrs.  Bennett  and  White 

forwarded  a  private  memorial  from  Subscribers  inter¬ 
ested  in  the  Adriatic  trade,  as  to  the  necessity  of  ships 

being  escorted  “absolutely  to  the  Port  of  destination,” 
in  order  to  guard  against  privateers  from  Ancona  and 

elsewhere.  This  is  only  one  among  many  incidents 

recorded  in  the  minutes  or  correspondence  of  Lloyd’s 
which  anticipated  in  striking  fashion  the  experiences 
of  the  Great  War. 

Sethel°Greatts  In  Juty’  the  Committee  interfered,  successfully,  to 
war  anticipated,  prevent  reckless  impressment  from  the  crews  of  home¬ 

ward  bound  merchant  ships,  without  giving  them 

enough  “ticket  men”  in  exchange,  to  bring  them 
safely  in.  In  August,  they  procured  the  withdrawal  of 
license  to  sail  without  escort  from  a  number  of  West 

India  ships.  In  October,  they  were  responsible  for  a 

very  interesting  development  of  the  convoy  system  it¬ 
self.  At  that  time  a  great  West  India  Convoy  was  as¬ 
sembling  at  Portsmouth,  and  another  at  Cork.  With  a 

view  to  reducing  the  size  of  the  Portsmouth  Convoy, 

which  had  frequently  become  unmanageable  in  pre¬ 
vious  years,  the  Committee  suggested,  on  October 

13th,  that  weekly  convoys  should  sail  from  Portsmouth 
to  Cork,  until  November  1st,  with  any  fresh  ships  that 

might  get  round  from  the  River  to  join  up.  Their  let¬ 
ter,  which  foreshadows  the  development  of  coastal 

convoys  in  1917-18,  bears  the  Admiralty  Secretary’s 
minute:  “Direct  Admiral  Montague  to  give  the  pro¬ 
tection  requested  by  the  Committee.  Let  him  [Mr. 

Bennett]  know  it.” 
In  October,  1804,  there  began,  also,  a  lively  three- 

cornered  correspondence  with  the  East  India  Com¬ 

pany,  and  the  East  India  Board,  respecting  the  loss  of 
the  Althea ,  a  private  ship  from  the  East  Indies,  with  a 
cargo  valued  at  £400,000;  her  capture  being  due,  in 
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the  Committee’s  opinion,  to  the  fact  that  private  ves-  CHAP.  X 

sels  in  an  East  India  Convoy  were  not,  like  the  Com-  1803-1814 

pany’s  ships,  placed  directly  under  the  orders  of  the 
escort  officer.  Finally,  in  the  month  of  November, 

came  a  correspondence  with  the  Foreign  Office  re¬ 

specting  certain  relaxations  of  the  Elbe  blockade  in 

heavy  weather. 

It  is  impossible  to  follow  out,  year  by  year, the  corres-  JXTSiy. 
pondence  entered  in  the  minute  books,  or  preserved 

among  the  Admiralty  records.  Most  of  the  letters  at 

the  Record  Office  bear  a  similar  endorsement  to  that 

on  one  of  December  31st,  1806,  respecting  the  proper 

sailing  dates  for  the  homeward  West  India  Convoys: 
“Directions  to  the  Admirals  on  the  Leeward  Islands  and  Jamaica 

stations  conformably  to  what  the  Committee  have  recommended. 

Let  Mr.  Bennett  know  it.”1 

At  every  turn  of  the  Convoy  organisation,  and  in 

every  department  of  trade  protection,  the  Committee 

intervened  boldly  and  frequently,  and  they  almost 

always  found  the  Admiralty  responsive  to  their  sug¬ 

gestions.  In  1807,  for  instance,  they  procured  instruc¬ 

tions  that  convoys  for  the  West  Indies  should  no  lon¬ 

ger  call  to  bring  out  ships  from  Falmouth,  owing  to  the 

danger  of  unfavourable  winds  entailing  either  a  long 

delay  or  the  necessity  of  proceeding  without  one  of  the 

escort  ships.  The  bulk  of  the  correspondence,  how¬ 

ever,  is  concerned  with  the  heavy  losses  suffered  in  the 

Channel,  by  the  coasting  and  Irish  trades  (which  were 

exempt  from  the  provisions  of  the  Convoy  Act),  by 

running  ships,  and  by  vessels  dispersing  from  a  co
n¬ 

voy  to  their  ports  of  destination,  or  parted  from  it  by 
stress  of  weather. 

Again  the  resemblance  to  the  conditions  of  19  is 

very  striking,  and  the  remedy  ultimately  provided  was 

equally  striking  as  a  forecast  of  later  events.  In  1806
, 

the  Admiralty  approved  the  Committee  s  suggestion  to 

1  The  dates  recommended  were  May  10th,  June  20th,  July  20th  ;  Ships
  never  to  sail 

from  the  rendezvous  (not  from  Kingston)  later  than  July  20th. 
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provide  fast  sailing  cutters  to  watch  the  ports  (Bou¬ 

logne,  Calais,  Dunkirk,  Ostend)  whence  the  enemy’s 
privateers  issued;  but  this  proved  an  inadequate 
measure  for  the  diminution  of  Channel  risks,  and  two 

deputations  which  waited  on  the  Admiralty  in  October 

and  November,  1810,  were  informed  that  frequent  and 

regular  coastal  convoys  were  now  provided  from  the 

Downs  to  Portsmouth,  and  from  Falmouth  and  Ports¬ 
mouth  to  the  Downs.  In  accordance  with  the  Admir¬ 

alty’s  suggestion,  the  Committee  responded  to  this 
development  by  recommending  that  returns  for  con¬ 
voy  in  the  homeward  trades  should  henceforth  be  split 

— so  much  for  the  homeward  voyage,  and  so  much  for 

sailing  in  coastal  convoy.1 
There  was  one  other  interesting  branch  of  trade  pro¬ 

tection  in  the  Channel  in  which  Lloyd’s  took  a  promi¬ 
nent  part.  For  naval  intelligence  purposes,  the  Ad¬ 
miralty  had  erected  a  chain  of  signal  stations  on  the 

coast,  part  of  whose  duty  it  was  to  give  warning  when 

an  enemy  cruiser  was  sighted.  In  November,  1805, the 

Committee  ascertained  that  merchant  ships  were  not 

provided  with  these  coast  signals,  and  were  therefore 

unable  to  take  in  the  warning.  They  accordingly  sug¬ 
gested  that  copies  of  the  relevant  signals  should  be  dis¬ 
tributed  through  the  Customs  Authorities,  and  to  this 

the  Admiralty  at  once  agreed.  In  1810,  when  fresh  in¬ 
structions  were  issued,  owing  to  the  Customs  officials 

having  become  lax  in  their  distribution  of  the  signals, 
the  code  ran  as  follows: 

For  an  Enemy’s  frigate  or  frigates  .  .  One  ball  above  a  Flag. 
,,  the  Enemy’s  small  cruisers  .  .  Two  balls  ,,  ,,  ,, 
,,  an  Enemy’s  ship  or  vessels  close  un¬ 

der  the  land  .  .  .  .  .  .  Three  balls  „  ,,  ,, 
All  under  a  pendant  at  the  mast  head. 

A  night  signal  by  “false  fires”  for  merchant  vessels 
l  In  March,  1S09,  the  Admiralty  had  stated  that  coasting  and  Irish  convoys  were  invari¬ 

ably  arranged  whenever  applied  for.  In  the  same  communication  they  stated  that 
licenses  to  run  were  never  given  to  foreign  going  ships  if  prompt  escort  was  available, 
and  seldom,  under  any  circumstances,  to  ships  with  valuable  cargoes. 
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pursued  by  a  raider,  was  added,  at  the  Committee’s  CHAP.  X 
suggestion,  in  1807,  and  instructions  distributed  1803-1814 
through  the  Customs,  and  the  Committee  of  Ship¬ 
owners  of  the  Port  of  London. 

Even  more  illuminating  as  an  illustration  of  the  ‘Lloyd’s  List’ 
difficulties  under  which  trade  was  carried  on  during  the  the  enemy, 

later  stages  of  the  war,  was  a  controversy  with  the  Post 

Office  which  arose  in  1808.  A  very  large  proportion  of 

the  trade  with  Europe  was  now  carried  on  in  neutral 

bottoms,  and  any  neutral  ship  which  had  taken  part  in 
the  traffic  was  liable  to  seizure  wherever  the  influence 

of  France  extended.  Bennett  and  White  had  accord¬ 

ingly  been  instructed  by  the  Board  of  Trade  not  to 

publish  the  arrivals  of  such  ships  in  Lloyd's  List ,  as  that 
paper  was  so  generally  circulated  on  the  Continent, 

that  it  might  be  used  as  evidence  against  the  vessels.1 
The  sailings  continued  to  be  correctly  recorded  in  the 

confidential  books  in  the  Subscribers’  Rooms;  but  in  the 

books  open  to  public  inspection,  and  in  Lloyd's  List 
itself,  false  ports  of  arrival  were  given. 

Lloyd's  List ,  however,  had  now  a  rival.  In  the  year  ̂ L^IgtoList> 
1 801 , a  number  of  Post  Office  clerks  set  up,  as  a  private  1801. 

venture,  The  General  Shipping  and  Commercial  List ,  a 

daily  publication.  They  obtained  permission,  and 

franking  privileges,  from  the  Post  Masters  General,  on 

the  distinct  understanding  that  there  would  be  no 

clashing  with  Lloyd's  List ,  and  no  stealing  from  it. 

No  particular  friction  seems  to  have  arisen  until  1808, 

and  the  proprietors  of  the  General  Shipping  List  were 

even  allowed  access  to  the  confidential  books  in  the 

Subscribers’  Rooms,  though  without  right  of  repro¬ 

duction.  In  November,  1808,  however,  George  Cur¬ 

ling,  then  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s^  wrote  to  the  Post 
1  In  a  letter  from  Fawkner,  Secretary  to  the  Committee  of  Trade  and  Plan

tations,  dated 
23  December,  1806.  .  .  ,  „  ,  , 

2  Brook  Watson— Sir  Brook  Watson,  Bart.,  in  1803— died  in  October,  
1807  At  the 

General  Meetings  of  that  year,  William  Bell  took 
 the  chair;  but  lie  may  have  acted 

as  deputy  for  Watson.  Curling  was  unquestionabl
y  chairman  in  1808,  as  he  signs  as 

such.  William  Bell  appears  to  have  succeeded  hi
m  m  1809  and  certainly  held  office 

in  1810,  when  he  attended  the  Admiralty  as  Ch
airman  of  the  Committee. 
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Controversy 
with  the  Post 

Office. 

1808. 

CHAP.  X  Masters  General  complaining  bitterly  that,  while  Ben- 

1803-1814  nett  and  White  had  strictly  observed  the  Government’s 
wishes,  the  Post  Office  Clerks  were  publishing  inform¬ 

ation  about  neutral  traders  that  might  be  very  preju¬ 
dicial  to  British  commerce. 

This  was  not  their  only  offence.  Curling  accused 

them  in  round  terms  of  copying  from  the  confidential 

intelligence  at  Lloyd’s,  and  from  the  shipping  lists  for¬ 

warded  to  Lloyd’s  through  the  Post  Office,  and  of  de¬ 
laying  delivery  of  the  port  letters  and  other  intelli¬ 
gence,  in  the  interests  of  their  own  publication. 

Francis  Freeling,  Secretary  to  the  Post  Office,  re¬ 
plied,  minimising  the  offences,  which  he  attributed  to 

oversight,  and  laying  great  stress  on  the  favour  shown 

to  “the  persons  interested  in  Lloyd's  List ,”  by  post- 
free  delivery  of  intelligence.  He  added,  however,  that 

the  publishers  of  the  Post  Office  List  had  been  given 
instructions  to  avoid  offence  in  future.  This  reply 

drove  Curling  to  a  stinging  rejoinder.  Reiterating  his 

charges,  and  adding  fresh  instances  of  piracy  and  im¬ 
proper  disclosures,  he  denied  that  the  publishers  of 

Lloyd's  List  had  made  any  complaint,  or  that  the  Com¬ 
mittee  had  anything  to  do  with  their  interests.  The 
Committee  themselves  had  raised  the  matter  in  the 

public  interest,  and  they  felt  themselves  under  no  obli¬ 
gation  to  the  Post  Office  for  facilities  accorded  for  the 

public  benefit.  They  were  sorry  to  learn  that: 

“The  Proprietors  of  the  General  Shipping  List  have  hitherto  not  re¬ 
ceived  any  commands  from  the  Lords  of  the  Treasury,  or  have  had  the 
wishes  of  the  Lords  Commissioners  of  the  Admiralty  expressed  to 
them  to  mind  their  own  business,  and  not  to  intermeddle  with  other 

men’s  concerns.” 

They  observed  that  Mr.  Freeling  had  “every  reason  to 
believe”  that  the  caution  recommended  by  the  Board of  Trade  had  been  attended  to  with  as  much  strictness 

as  possible;  but  “they  see  no  reason  why  the  Mercan¬ tile  Interest  should  be  left  to  the  chance  whether  it  is 

so  or  not.”  On  this  note  the  correspondence  closed — 
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from  which  it  may  safely  be  conjectured  that  Cur-
  CHAP.  X 

ling’s  remonstrance  was  successful.
1  1  °3~I  :4 

Throughout  this  period  the  war  overshadows  
all 

other  activities  of  Lloyd’s.  There  is  evidence,  never¬ 

theless,  that  the  new  conception  of  the  Society,  as  a 

great  public  institution,  continuously  watching  ov
er 

the  interests  of  its  Members,  was  steadily  gaining 

ground.  In  1802,  for  instance,  during  the  short 
 inter 

val  of  peace,  a  General  Meeting  was  requisiti
oned  to 

consider  the  means  of  dealing  with  a  great  increase 
 in 

fraudulent  averages,  attributed  to  the  sudden  
fall  in 

premiums.  At  this  meeting  a  Special  Committe
e  was 

appointed  to  consider  the  whole  question  of  a
verage 

claims,  and  although  their  labours  were  interrupte
d  by 

the  renewal  of  war,  they  had  got  so  far,  in  March,  1803, 

as  to  prepare  draft  clauses  for  insertion  in  al
l  policies, 

which  were  sent  to  the  two  Corporations  for  appr
oval. 

There  is  no  record  of  the  nature  of  these  clause
s,  but 

Stevens  was  of  opinion  that  the  Committee  
were  pro¬ 

bably  responsible  for  the  clause—
 known  as  “Mr. 

Angerstein’s  clause” — requiring  a  Certificat
e  of  Sur¬ 

vey  by  two  British  merchants,  in  
cases  of  claims  lor 

partial  loss  by  sea-damage  arising  at  foreign  
ports . 

In  the  same  year  began  a  long  struggl
e  with  the  Re¬ 

venue  Authorities  for  reduction  of  the  sta
mp  duties  on 

marine  insurance,  and  in  1803,  the  C
ommittee  weie 

instrumental  in  procuring  an  Act  “fo
r  the  better  pre¬ 

venting  wilful  destruction  of  ships  at  sea.  . 

Three  other  matters  only  need  be 
 mentioned— and 

they  are  mentioned  chiefly  as  typical 
 of  the  wide  range 

now  given  to  the  Committee’s  activit
ies,  and  the  wide 

influence  they  exerted.  The  first  o
f  these-the  prac- 

1  Curling  to  P.M.G.,  14  Nov.,  
1808,  Freeling  to  Curling,  12  Ja

n.,  1809,  Curling  to 

2  lZfnon  A  Jril  Indeed.,  p.
  95  n.  Angerstein,  however,  was

  not  on  the  Special 

3  43°Geo.  m,'c.  1 13.  The  Commi
ttee’s  activity  in  the  matter  is  d

educed  from  an  item 

in  their  accounts  for  expenses  rel
ating  to  altering  the  law. 

Growth  in 

Committee’s 

activities. 
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CHAP.  X  ticeof  defraying  legal  expenses  incurred  by  shipowners 

1803-1814  and  others  in  fighting  cases  beneficial  to  the  under¬ 

writers — was  a  direct  result  of  the  growth  in  the  cor¬ 
porate  funds  of  the  society.  The  first  case  so  taken  up 
was  that  of  the  brig  Unity  in  August,  1800.  The  best 

anTfrTuds  known  was  ̂ at  of  the  Adventure  >  fraudulently  scuttled 

on  August  8th,  1802,  by  “the  noted  Captain  Codling,” 
whose  crime  probably  led  to  the  Act  for  “the  better 

preventing  wilful  destruction  of  ships.”  Among  other 
cases,  two  actions  brought  by  shipowners  against  the 
West  India  Dock  Company  in  1808,  were  taken  up 
with  peculiar  zest,  as  the  Committee  were,  at  the  time, 

supporting  the  Society  of  Shipowners  of  Great  Britain, 

in  their  opposition  to  a  Bill  for  the  purpose  of  limiting 

the  Dock  Company’s  liability. 
As  an  instance  of  the  power  wielded  by  Lloyd’s,  few 

incidents  are  more  striking  than  their  successful  pro¬ 
test  against  the  practice  of  making  orders,  in  the 
Courts  of  Vice- Admiralty  abroad,  for  the  sale  of  re¬ 
captured  ships  and  cargoes,  instead  of  taking  bonds 
for  the  salvage,  or  selling  only  such  part  of  the  cargo  as 
would  cover  the  same.  In  1811  the  Committee  ob¬ 

jected  to  the  practice  as  involving  forced  sales  and 
heavy  expenses.  They  received  cordial  assistance  from 
Sir  William  Scott,  afterwards  Lord  Stowell,  the 
greatest  of  prize  lawyers,  and  in  1813  an  Order  in 
Council  was  issued,  giving  them  all  they  asked. 

tieDowns  The  third  incident  is  important  chiefly  as  a  shadow  of 

appoints,  coming  events.  A  strike  of  boatmen  at  Deal,  and  con¬ 
tinual  complaints  of  extortionate  charges  for  salvage 
and  other  services,  led  the  Committee,  in  1805,  to  ap¬ 
point  Messrs.  Goodwin,  Curling  and  Co.,  as  agents  to 
act  for  them  in  the  Downs.  The  appointment  was 
evidently  regarded  as  exceptional;  for  several  offers  of 
agency  services  at  other  ports  were  refused,  on  the 
ground  that  the  Committee  had  no  power  to  appoint 
agents  to  act  for  the  underwriters;  but  a  precedent  had 
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been  set  that  was  shortly  to  be  followed  by  a  very  great  CHAP .  X 

extension  of  the  work  of  Lloyd’s.  1803-1814 

It  will  be  seen  that,  under  the  guidance  of  Brook  Wat¬ 

son  and  his  successors,  George  Curling  and  William 

Bell,  Lloyd’s  had  become  very  different  from  the  New 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  of  the  American  War.  It  had 

made  great  strides  in  numbers,  wealth,  and  organisa¬ 

tion.  It  had  attained  the  dignity  of  a  great  public  in¬ 

stitution,  whose  interests  were  consulted,  whose  assist¬ 

ance  was  sought,  and  whose  advice  was  taken  by 

Governments  and  Departments.  We  have  seen  how  it 

was  regarded  by  Weskett  in  1781.  In  1804,  the  author 

of  a  biographical  sketch  of  Angerstein  could  sum  up  its 

position  as  follows  : 

“In  short  Lloyd’s  coffee-house  is  now  an  empire  within  itself;  an  em¬ 

pire  which,  in  point  of  commercial  sway,  variety  of  powers, and  alm
ost 

incalculable  resources,  gives  laws  to  the  trading  part  of  the  universe. 

1  Public  Characters  of  180J-4,  389. 
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CHAPTER  XI. 

LLOYD’S  ON  ITS  TRIAL. 

1810-1811. 

ENVY  treads  close  on  the  heels  of  success,  and the  extraordinary  prosperity  enjoyed  by  Lloyd’s 
during  the  great  French  wars  had  the  inevitable 

result  of  raising  up  enemies  to  the  Society.  Their  hos¬ 
tility  came  to  a  head  in  1810,  and  it  is  a  significant 

commentary  on  the  hopes  and  fears  excited  in  1720 

that  it  took  the  form  of  an  attack  on  the  exclusive  privi¬ 

leges  then  accorded  to  the  Royal  Exchange  and  Lon¬ 
don  Assurance  Corporations. 

The  promoters  of  these  Corporations  had  intended 
them  as  supplanters,  Parliament  intended  them  as 
effective  competitors,  of  the  private  underwriters;  but 
promoters  and  Parliament  alike  had  seen  their  inten¬ 

tions  disappointed.  There  is  a  general  concurrence  of 
testimony  that  the  Corporations,  as  marine  under¬ 
writers,  pursued  an  excessively  cautious  policy.  They 
confined  themselves  to  good  risks,  avoided  the  cross 
trades,  and  seldom  ventured  more  than  £10,000  on  a 
single  policy.  On  the  indisputable  evidence  of  the  stamp 
duties ,  their  joint  share  of  the  marine  insurance  business 
transacted  in  London  during  1809  was  only£6,i5o,ooo, 

or  less  than  four  and  a  half  per  cent,  of  the  total.1 
Private  underwriting,  at  this  period,  was  carried  on 

busily  at  the  outports.  At  Glasgow,  where  a  number 

of  merchants  met  at  a  bookseller’s  shop  to  insure 
ships  and  cargoes  so  early  as  1744,  the  underwriters 
and  brokers  had  drawn  up  rules  for  the  conduct  of 

their  business  in  1778.  The  Liverpool  Underwriters’ 
Association  had  been  formed  in  1802,  at  a  meeting  in 
the  Exchange  Coffee  Room,  at  which  Mr.  (afterwards 

1  Report  from  the  Select  Committee  on  Marine  Insurance,  1810  ;  Observations  on  the 
Report  of  the  Committee,  by  Joseph  Marryat. 
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Sir)  John  Gladstone,  father  of  William  Ewart  Glad-  CHAP.  XI 

stone,  presided.1  Bristol  was  still  an  important  centre,  1810-1811 
and  a  good  deal  of  the  coasting  and  short  sea  trade  was 

insured  at  Newcastle  and  Hull.  It  is  clear,  however, 

that  at  least  three-fourths  of  the  marine  insurance 

business  of  the  United  Kingdom  was  carried  on  in 

London.  Here,  according  to  Angerstein,  there  were 

still  a  number  of  underwriters  who  wrote  policies  at 

the  Jamaica  and  Jerusalem  Coffee  Houses,  at  the  Coal 

Exchange,  or  at  their  own  counting  houses;"  but  their 
transactions  were  trifling  in  comparison  with  those 

carried  on  in  Lloyd’s  Subscription  Rooms.  The  nar¬ 

row  limits  of  the  two  Corporations’  activities  had  con¬ 
verted  the  restrictions  on  underwriting  into  a  virtual 

monopoly  for  Lloyd’s. 
In  these  circumstances,  it  is  not  surprising  that  Globe  insuranec 

Llovd’s  had  long  ceased  to  feel  any  jealousy  of  the  Cor-  marine  charter. .  0  J  J  j  lot.  1806. 

porations.  Each  of  them  was  represented  on  the  bub- 

scribers’  List  by  its  four  chief  officers,  and  the  Boards 

worked  cordially  with  the  Committee  in  the  considera¬ 

tion  of  average  questions  and  other  matters  of  common 

interest.  It  is  much  more  remarkable  that  the  exclusive 

privileges  of  the  Royal  Exchange  and  London  Assur¬ 

ance  remained  unchallenged  from  the  outside  until 

1806,  when  the  Globe  Insurance  Company  petitioned 

the  Lords  Commissioners  of  Trade  for  a  Charter  to 

enable  them  to  carry  on  marine  insurance.  A  Bill  for 

this  purpose  was  actually  introduced;  but  was  opposed 

by  the  Royal  Exchange  Corporation,  and  after  being 

referred  to  a  Committee,  was  dropped.  The  example, 

however,  was  not  likely  to  lack  imitators  and,  in  1810, 

a  very  much  more  formidable  attempt  was  made  to 

break  down  the  monopoly.  ’ 

1  Lloyd’s  General  Report,  1901,  pp.  154-5,  quoting  Glasgow  Journal  25/31  December 

1744,  Glasgow  Mercury ,  16  July,  1778;  Liverpoo
l  Underwriters  Association— its 

History  and  its  Centenary  Celebration ,  1902. 

2  See  bis  evidence  in  the  Report  of  1810. 

3  Cornelius  Walford,  Insurance  Cyclopedia ,  Vol.  V,  1878,  pp.  423-7
;  House  oj  Commons 

Journals,  Vol.  LXI  ;  Hansard ,  Vol.  VII,  S12.  Martin
,  pp.  230-1,  is  in  error  in 

stating  that  the  Globe  Company  had  contemplated  mari
ne  insurance  prior  to  1806. 
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The  new  attack  came  from  the  London  merchants, 

who  grudged  the  underwriters  and  brokers  their  re¬ 

muneration,  and  conceived  the  idea  of  a  huge  com¬ 
pany,  with  a  nominal  capital  of  £5,000,000,  with  which 
its  members  would  be  able  to  place  risks  direct,  thus 
eliminating  the  brokers  altogether,  and  dividing  among 

themselves  the  underwriters’  profits.  A  subscription 
list  for  this  purpose  was  actually  opened  towards  the 
end  of  1809,  and  on  February  8th,  1810,  a  petition  by 
the  Subscribers  was  presented  to  Parliament,  asking 
alternatively  for  a  repeal  of  the  monopoly  granted  to 
the  Royal  Exchange  and  London  Assurance,  or  a  special 
Act  of  Incorporation  for  themselves.  At  the  same 

time,  the  Globe  Insurance  renewed  their  application.1 
This  was,  in  effect,  a  declaration  of  war  on  Lloyd’s, 

and  it  was  to  be  war  to  the  knife.  Nobody  seems  to 
have  troubled  one  way  or  the  other  about  the  Globe; 
but  the  petition  of  the  London  merchants  was  a  dif¬ 

ferent  matter.  There  were  those,  even  at  Lloyd’s,  who 
believed,  or  affected  to  believe,  that  the  new  company 
would  draw  so  much  fresh  business  to  London  that 

Lloyd’s  would  have  more  business  rather  than  less;2 but  it  is  clear  that  the  promoters  themselves  did  not 
share  this  view,  and  by  the  vast  majority  of  the  Sub¬ 

scribers  to  Lloyd’s  the  prospect  was  viewed  with  con¬ 
sternation.  T  he  petitioners  included  so  large  a  propor¬ 
tion  of  the  wealthiest  merchants  in  the  City  that  the 
new  company  was  expected  to  absorb  the  great  majority 
of  the  good  risks,  leaving  only  those  on  bad  ships,  cross 
voyages,  and  long  voyages,  to  private  underwriters. 
This  alarm  found  strong  expression  at  a  General 

Meeting  held  at  Lloyd’s  on  January  29th,  1810.  Anger- 
stein,  in  particular,  exerted  his  whole  powers  to  in¬ 
spire  the  opposition,  and  almost  the  only  notable  dis¬ 
sentient  was  Mr.  Thomas  Rowcroft,  who  will  figure 

1  For  the  subsequent  proceedings  in  the  House  of  Commons,  see  H.C.T.,  Vols.  LXV and  LX VI  ;  Hansard,  XV,  399-424,  495-6;  XIX,  1 17-19. 
-  Evidence  of  James  Forsyth,  Underwriter  and  Broker. 
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prominently  in  a  later  chapter  of  this  history.  Mr.  CHAP.  XI 

Rowcroft  “could  easily  conceive  a  Company  of  this  1810-1811 
nature  being  very  advantageous  to  trade,  although  it 
might  be  injurious  to  the  interest  of  some  gentlemen 

around  him,”  and  wished  to  suspend  judgment  till  he 
had  details  of  the  proposals.1 

This  cool  impartiality  found  little  support  at  Lloyd’s.  Lloyd’s  prepares 

The  Meeting  resolved  that  the  formation  of  any  new  ̂  'he  hght 

company  would  be  “highly  detrimental  to  the  Interests 
of  the  Subscribers  to  this  House  in  general,  and  ruinous 
to  numerous  Individuals  who  have  made  Insurances 

their  Sole  Business,”  and  appointed  a  Special  Com¬ 
mittee  of  fourteen  Subscribers,  with  Angerstein  at 

their  head,  to  organise  the  opposition.  Joseph  Mar- 
ryat,  M.P.  for  Sandwich,  who  was  to  make  a  name  for 

himself  at  Lloyd’s  almost  as  famous  as  Angerstein’s  or 

Brook  Watson’s,  excused  himself  from  serving  on  the 
Committee,  owing  to  pressure  of  business,  but  under¬ 

took  to  fight  the  battle  of  Lloyd’s  in  the  Commons. 
No  better  champion  could  have  been  chosen.  From  Joseph  Marryat 

his  father,  a  learned  but  eccentric  doctor  of  medicine,  of  Lloyd’s  in 

Marryat  had  inherited  the  ability  and  pugnacity  which  Parliament- 
he  passed  on  to  his  more  famous  son,  Captain  Frede¬ 

rick  Marryat,  the  novelist  of  the  British  Navy.2  He  was 
himself  an  able  pamphleteer  with  considerable  powers 

of  argument  and  sarcasm,  a  most  acute  and  subtle  con¬ 
troversialist,  and  a  clear  and  forcible  speaker,  who  had 

already  gained  the  ear  of  the  Flouse  of  Commons. 

The  fight  in  the  House  began  on  February  14th  when 

Mr.  W.  Manning,  father  of  Cardinal  Manning,  moved 

for  leave  to  bring  in  a  Bill  to  establish  a  new  marine  in¬ 

surance  company,  according  to  the  prayer  of  the  peti¬ 
tioners.  His  arguments  were  mostly  inaudible  in  the 

reporters’  gallery;  but  while  he  disclaimed  any  inten¬ 

tion  to  injure  the  business  of  Lloyd’s,  he  appears  to 
1  Star,  30  January,  1810. 
2D.N.B.,  Dr.  Thomas  Marryat,  Captain  Frederick  Marryat. 
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have  based  his  case  mainly  on  the  alleged  instability  of 

the  underwriters.  Marry  at  replied  with  immense  vig¬ 
our,  and  great  dialectical  skill.  Ingeniously  appealing 

to  prejudices  still  deeply  embedded  in  the  minds  of 

most  Englishmen,  he  used  the  history  of  Elizabethan 

and  Stuart  monopolies,  and  of  the  South  Sea  Bubble, 

to  excite  his  hearers  against  the  new  company  which, 

he  maintained,  could  result  only  in  avirtual  monopoly, 

fatal  to  the  free  competition  that  prevailed  at  Lloyd’s. 

Of  the  working  of  Lloyd’s  itself,  he  gave  an  admir¬ 
ably  clear  and  vivid  account,  already  drawn  upon  in 

these  pages,  and  dwelt,  in  particular,  on  the  value  of 

the  professional  underwriter’s  specialised  knowledge 
and  ability.  He  went  onto  refer,  in  terms  well  calculated 

to  excite  the  sympathies  of  a  war-time  Parliament,  to 

the  public  services  rendered  by  Lloyd’s  in  the  free  com¬ 
munication  of  intelligence,  and  to  their  inauguration  of 

the  Patriotic  Fund,  which  “at  a  period  of  great  and 
general  public  alarm  .  .  .  infused  energy  and  confidence 

into  the  public  mind,  and  gave  an  impulse  to  patriot¬ 
ism,  which  was  felt,  and  most  beneficially  felt,  to  the 

very  remotest  corner  of  the  British  dominions.” 

Despite  Marryat’s  eloquence,  the  House  decided,  on 
February  20th,  to  refer  both  petitions  to  a  Select  Com¬ 
mittee,  who  were  to  take  into  consideration  the  whole 

question  of  marine  insurance.  Both  Manning  and 

Marryat  were  appointed  members  of  this  Committee, 

which  included  also  Alexander  Baring,  one  of  the 

strongest  supporters  of  the  petition,  and,  on  the  other 

side,  Mr.  Pascoe  Grenfell,  a  director  of  the  Royal  Ex¬ 
change  Assurance  Corporation.  The  most  notable 

names  among  the  neutral  members  are  those  of 

Brougham,  Huskisson,  and  Lord  Mahon.  The  scales 

were  weighted,  however,  in  a  very  extraordinary  man¬ 

ner,  by  the  appointment  of  Manning  as  Chairman  of 
the  Committee. 
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The  Committee  examined  thirty-six  witnesses,  and  CHAP.  XI 

the  inquiry  resolved  itself,  from  the  first,  into  an  in-  1810-1811 

dictment  and  trial  of  Lloyd’s.  The  prejudice  against 
public  companies  was  still  far  too  strong  for  the  peti¬ 
tioners  to  have  much  chance,  unless  they  could  show 

that  the  existing  facilities  for  marine  insurance  were 

altogether  inadequate,  and  their  witnesses  were  driven 

to  attack  both  the  methods  of  doing  business  at  Lloyd’s 
and  the  credit  of  the  underwriters  themselves.  The 

Corporations  were  treated  with  more  respect,  for  it 

was  the  basis  of  the  petitioners’  case  that  marine  insur¬ 
ance  could  be  carried  on  by  companies  better  than  by 

private  underwriters;  but  evidence  was  brought  to 

show  that  the  very  small  scale  on  which  they  operated 

rendered  a  continuance  of  their  monopoly  prepos¬ 
terous. 

To  this  part  of  the  case  there  was  really  no  answer.  It  corporations1.0 
was  abundantly  clear  that  the  Corporations  hardly 

counted  at  all  as  serious  competitors  of  the  under¬ 

writers  for  marine  insurance  business.  Several  wit¬ 

nesses  deposed  that  they  would  prefer  to  do  business 

with  them  but  for  their  cautious  policy .  Others  shared 

the  opinion  of  Mr.  Moses  Getting,  insurance  broker: 

“As  long  as  I  can  find  good  names  and  facility  in  the 

room,” — a  very  early  use  of  the  term — “I  think  it  is 

more  pleasant  to  all  parties  to  stay  there.”  The  o
ut¬ 

standing  fact  was  that  the  combined  operations  of  the 

two  Corporations  covered  only  a  negligible  percentage 

of  the  marine  insurances  annually  effected,  and  that 

this  percentage  was  unlikely  to  increase.  When 

Timothy  Greated,  Chief  Clerk  in  the  Shipping  De¬ 

partment  of  the  London  Assurance,  was  asked  why 

his  Society’s  business  was  much  less  than  that  of  some 

individual  underwriters,  he  could  only  reply  patheti¬ 

cally,  “We  cannot  insure  if  the  parties  do  not  apply  to 

us;  it  is  for  want  of  application  I  presume.’ 

The  moral  drawn  by  the  Select  Committee,  under 
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CHAP.  XI  Manning’s  guidance,  was  that  the  capital  of  the  two 

1810-181 1  Corporations  was  insufficient.  This  conclusion  is  ques¬ 

tionable,  for  the  Royal  Exchange  had  a  paid-up  capi¬ 
tal  of  £680,000,  and  uncalled  capital  up  to  £1,500,000; 

in  addition  to  which,  the  proprietors  were  personally 

responsible  for  all  liabilities  in  excess  of  the  amount  of 

the  stock.  The  Committee’s  conclusion,  however,  that 

the  intentions  of  the  Legislature  in  creating  the  Corpor¬ 

ations  had  been“wholly  disappointed,”  is  beyond  dis¬ 
pute.  Their  privileged  position  was  tenable  only  so 

far  as  they  were  outworks  of  the  underwriters’  citadel 
at  the  Royal  Exchange. 

The  charges  brought  against  Lloyd’s  itself  were 
exactly  the  same  as  had  been  brought  against  the  pri¬ 

vate  insurers  nearly  a  hundred  years  before — inade¬ 
quate  facilities  for  effecting  insurances  at  reasonable 

rates;  difficulty  in  obtaining  settlement  of  claims,  due 

partly  to  the  litigiousness,  and  partly  to  the  financial 

weakness  of  the  underwriters;  undue  cost  of  insur¬ 

ance,  arising  from  the  excessive  remuneration  of  the 
broker. 

insurance  In  the  attempt  to  establish  all  three  points,  great  play 
companies  -  •  1  1  r  A  .  0  A  J 
abroad,  was  made  with  the  rise  or  numerous  insurance  com- 

panies  abroad,  especially  at  Hamburg,  in  India,  and  in 

the  United  States.  This,  it  was  suggested,  proved  first 

that,  in  the  absence  of  restrictive  legislation,  the  natu¬ 
ral  way  of  carrying  on  marine  insurance  business  was 

by  joint-stock  concerns;  secondly,  that  the  insurance 

facilities  in  England  were  either  inadequate,  or  dis¬ 

trusted  abroad,  and  that  an  immense  amount  of  busi¬ 

ness  was  being  carried  on  oversea,  which  the  estab¬ 

lishment  of  the  proposed  new  company  would  infallibly 
draw  back  to  London. 

On  this  point  the  petitioners’  case  broke  down  badly. 
It  was  admitted  that  thirty-six  marine  insurance  com¬ 

panies  had  actually  been  formed  at  Hamburg,  and 

others  at  Copenhagen  and  elsewhere  in  Europe;  but 
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their  own  witnesses  were  driven  to  admit,  under  cross- 

examination,  that  the  main  purpose  of  these  com¬ 
panies  was  the  insurance  of  enemy  property,  and  that 

they  were  able  to  do  very  little  business,  on  account  of 

the  fear  of  giving  publicity  to  transactions  prohibited 
under  the  Berlin  and  Milan  Decrees.  In  actual  fact,  all 

but  five  or  six  of  the  Hamburg  companies  had  already 

shut  down,  and  many  of  them  had  failed  disastrously.1 
The  facts  with  regard  to  the  Indian  Companies  were 

elicited  chiefly  from  witnesses  of  good  standing  in  the 

Indian  trade,  and  proved  conclusively  that  a  large  pro¬ 

portion  of  the  Indian  risks,  including  practically  the 

whole  of  those  on  the  coasting  trade  and  local  cross¬ 

voyages,  were  insured  in  India.  The  witnesses,  how¬ 

ever,  were  practically  unanimous  that,  in  no  circum¬ 

stances,  could  any  of  this  business  be  attracted  to  Lon¬ 

don,  unless  the  communications  with  India  could  be 

improved  by  the  establishment  of  a  fast  packet  service. 

Indeed,  the  net  effect  of  the  whole  evidence,  as  regards 

the  growth  of  companies  abroad,  is  to  leave  very  little 

doubt  that  the  bulk  of  their  business  was  composed  of 

transactions— such  as  insurance  of  enemy  property  and 

insurance  against  British  capture— which  were  illegal 

in  this  country;  or  transactions — such  as  Indian  and 

West  Indian  cross  risks — which  could  not  conveniently 

be  carried  on  with  underwriters  a  great  way  off.  There 

is  hardly  a  scrap  of  real  evidence  to  prove  that  Lloyd’s 
was  losing  any  business  that  could  possibly  be  done  in 
London. 

It  was  indeed  asserted  by  Mr.  John  Dederick  Rucker, 

the  opening  witness  for  the  petitioners,  that  the  whole 

body  of  British  underwriters  was  “in  low  estimation 

abroad,”  and  his  charges  were  confirmed  by  Frederick 

Moiling,  their  second  witness.  It  cannot  be  said  that 

the  petitioners  were  happy  in  their  selection  of  these 

two  gentlemen  to  open  their  case.  Both  had  come  over 

1  Evidence  of  Rucker  and  Grill. 
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CHAP.  XI  from  Hamburg  some  five  or  six  years  before  the  in- 

1810-1811  quiry,  and  Rucker  was  so  ignorant  of  insurance  affairs 
in  this  country,  that  he  seems  to  have  considered  the 

practice  by  which  merchants  guaranteed  the  under¬ 
writers  to  their  foreign  correspondents,  as  a  recent  in¬ 

novation  due  to  heavy  losses  sustained  by  the  insol¬ 
vency  of  insurers. 

rejdnda!  Marry  at,  in  a  pamphlet  on  the  report  subsequently 
presented  by  the  Committee,  pounced  on  the  origin  of 

these  two  critics  of  Lloyd’s  with  delighted,  and  de¬ 

lightful  malice.1  The  Hamburgers,  he  remarks,  were 

hereditary  enemies  of  Lloyd’s,  where  they  were 
notorious  for  unfair  claims  and  chicanery.  “They  had 
been  in  the  habit  of  levying  as  heavy  contributions  on 

the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’ses  were  ever  imposed  upon 

them  by  any  of  Buonaparte’s  generals,”  and  he  causti¬ 

cally  remarks  that  in  Rucker’s  brief  career  in  England, 
he  “can  hardly  have  had  time  to  wear  off  the  rust  of  his 

native  partialities.”  Very  different  evidence  was  given 
for  Lloyd’s  by  Claes  Grill,  an  eminent  foreign  mer¬ 
chant  who,  in  Marryat’s  words,  was  “carrying  on  ex¬ 
tensive  business  in  London,  before  these  Hamburgh 

young  gentlemen  were  born,”  and  was  in  the  habit  of 
placing  large  insurances  for  his  foreign  correspondents. 

“I  should  have  no  doubt  in  mymind,”he  said, “that  an  English  under¬ writer  stands  in  very  high  estimation  upon  the  Continent,  both  in 

point  of  honour  and  character.” 

weakness  On  the  whole  question  of  the  underwriters’  status  and of  petitioners  r  •  .  .  . 

evidence.  financial  stability  there  is  a  most  significant  contrast  in 
character  between  the  evidence  for  the  petitioners  and 

the  evidence  for  Lloyd’s.  The  one  consisted  mainly  of 
vague  general  allegations;  the  other  rested  on  a  solid 
basis  of  facts  and  figures.  Witness  after  witness  came 

forward  with  sweeping  statements  as  to  the  frequency 

of  insolvencies  at  Lloyd’s,  or  the  losses  incurred  by 
xThe  substance  of  a  Speech  delivered  in  the  House  of  Commons  on  the  20th  of  February, 

1810,  Upon  a  Motion  for  a  Select  Committee  to  consider  the  Act  ofbth  Geo.  I,  and  of 

the  Means  of  effecting  Marine  Insurances:  Also,  Observations' on  the  Report  of  the 
Committee.  By  the  late  Joseph  Marry  at.  Esq.  Reprinted  for  Lloyd’s  1824. 
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merchants  through  guaranteeing  the  underwriters;  but  CHAP.  XI 

on  cross-examination  it  always  appeared  that  the  wit-  1810-1811 

ness  or  his  firm  had  been  protected,  by  the  special  in¬ 

tervention  of  a  kindly  Providence,  against  these  com¬ 
mon  misfortunes.  Mr.  S.  Williams  was  very  insistent 

on  the  instability  of  the  underwriters;  but  his  own 

losses  had  been,  “Scarcely  worth  mentioning.”  Mr. 
Alexander  Glennie  was  more  explicit  in  his  charges 
than  most  of  his  fellows: 

“In  Lloyd’s  Coffee-house  there  are,  I  believe,  very  few  instances  upon 
a  large  policy  that  there  are  not  one  or  two  bankrupts  upon  it  before 

we  can  effect  a  settlement.” 

This  sounded  damaging;  but  its  effect  was  badly 

spoiled  when  he  was  driven  to  explain  that  he  did  not 

mean  that  his  house  had  actually  suffered  great  losses 

at  Lloyd’s. 
The  merchants  and  brokers  who  gave  evidence  on  the 

other  side  were  better  prepared  to  stand  cross-exami-  serious  loss 

nation.  No  doubt,  the  mam  lines  of  the  defence  had 

been  thoroughly  threshed  out  with  the  Special  Com- 

mitee.  Angerstein,  for  instance,  proved  that,  “by  the 

account  before  me,”  he  had  placed,  for  a  single  firm, 

during  a  period  of  twenty-two  years,  risks  amounting 

to  £8,483,081,  and  had  recovered  for  them  “for  losses, 

averages  and  returns”  £490,323. 15s.  n^.  “In  that  ac¬ 

count,”  he  dryly  admitted,  “I  had  underwriters  who 

did  not  prove  solvent;  I  recovered  short  of  what  I  should 

£2,130. 1  is.  id.  by  bad  underwriters  in  the  twenty-two 

years;”  but  he  went  on  to  say  that  even  this  trifling  loss 

had  beenreduced  by  dividends  to  £1,1 19. 19s.  id. — less 

than  threepence  halfpenny  per  cent,  on  the  amount 
insured. 

Other  leading  brokers  were  equally  emphatic.  Thomas 

Reid,  who  had  about  two  hundred  and  fifty  accounts 

at  Lloyd’s,  had  effected,  during  the  previous  ten  years, 
insurances  to  the  amount  of  six  or  seven  million 

pounds,  and  incurred  bad  debts  amounting  to  £777- 
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Almost  exactly  the  same  figure  covered  the  losses  of 

Thomas  Halliday ,  Russian  merchant,  insurance  broker, 

and  underwriter,  on  insurances  during  seven  years,  to 

the  value  of  nearly  five  million  pounds.  George  Shed- 
den  had  lost  exactly  £36.  17s.  3 d.  by  underwriters  in 

the  course  of  nine  years.  James  Barnes  had  lost  £300 

in  six  years,  against  £280,000  actually  recovered  on 

claims.  Marry  at  did  not  give  evidence,  but  in  his 

“Observations  on  the  Report  of  the  Committee,”  he 

stated  that,  during  twenty-four  years  at  Lloyd’s,  only 
seven  underwriters  had  failed  to  him  for  losses,  and 

these  had  paid  135.  to  145.  in  the  pound,  while  ninety- 
four  mercantile  firms  had  failed  to  him  for  premiums, 

and  had  paid,  on  the  average,  only  45.  or  5.9.  in  the 

pound. 

Great  stress  was  laid  by  the  witnesses  for  Lloyd’s  on 
the  security  given  to  the  Assured  by  the  fact  that  the 

underwriter’s  accounts  were  obliged,  under  the  Act  of 
1720,  to  be  kept  separate  from  those  of  any  house  in 
which  he  was  concerned  as  merchant  or  broker,  and 

that  the  balance  of  premiums  due  to  him  could  not  be 

made  liable  for  partnership  debts.1  It  was  largely  for 
this  reason  that  Lloyd’s  was  so  strongly  opposed,  not 
only  to  the  creation  of  a  new  company,  but  to  repeal  of 

the  prohibition  on  underwriting  in  partnership.  A 
further  objection  was  that  the  absence  of  anabsconding 
partner  in  a  firm  would  make  it  necessary  to  obtain  a 
decree  of  outlawry  against  him  before  proceedings  could 
be  taken  against  the  others,  thus  delaying  the  recovery 
of  claims. 

It  is  clear,  nevertheless,  that  the  evidence  as  to 

failures  at  Lloyd’s  was  not  entirely  baseless.  The 
truth  seems  to  be  that,  while  the  credit  of  the  leading 
professional  underwriters  stood  extremely  high,  there 
were  still  a  number  of  small  speculators  in  the  Rooms, 
who  secured  a  certain  amount  of  business  by  under- 

1  See  Chapter  III,  supra. 
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cutting  the  ruling  rates.  Angerstein  himself  deposed  CHAP.  XI 

that  he  was  very  careful  with  whom  he  opened  ac-  1810-1811 
counts,  and  had  not  above  two  hundred  names  on  his 

books.  Moses  Getting,  when  asked,  “Are  there  not  a 
great  many  with  whom  you  would  not  have  an  account 

from  your  opinion  of  their  security  not  being  good?” 

replied,  “Lloyd’s  is  the  room  just  over  the  Royal  Ex¬ 

change;  there  is  a  mixture  there  as  well  as  below,  cer¬ 

tainly.”  This  was  a  smart  reply;  but  the  witness  had 

not  learned  that  a  higher  standard  of  solvency  is  de¬ 
manded  of  those  who  offer  insurance  than  of  those 

who  seek  it. 

It  must  be  remembered  that  the  new  rules  defining  ̂ writers 

the  qualification  of  members,  and  requiring  written  ‘°oJp°sit 

recommendations,  had  only  been  in  force  for  ten 

years,  and  that  the  security  given  by  these  rules  was 

very  imperfect.  The  most  interesting  feature  of  the 

whole  inquiry,  in  its  bearing  on  the  future,  is  the  fact, 

elicited  in  the  evidence,  that  the  threatened  competi¬ 

tion  of  the  new  company  had  led  to  a  proposal  for  the 

more  respectable  underwriters  to  distinguish  them¬ 

selves  from  those  they  have  considered  as  not  so  de¬ 

serving  of  credit,  by  some  subscriptions  of  stock,  or  by 

some  other  means.”1  Angerstein,  it  is  interesting  to 

note,  had  heard  of  this  suggestion  “voluntarily  to  lodge 

security ,”  but  ‘  ‘  did  not  think  that  could  have  answered .” 

The  charge  against  the  underwriters,  however,  was  ̂ eesr°fby 

not  only  that  they  were  financially  unsound,  but  that
,  underwriters, 

dishonest  and  litigious,  they  resorted  to  shabby  means 

of  evading  or  delaying  the  settlement  of  claims.  On 

this  point  Mr.  Alexander  Glennie  was  the  leading  wit¬ 

ness.  As  an  instance  of  chicanery,  he  mentioned  that 

underwriters  were  refusing  to  pay  a  loss,  because  his 

only  witness  was  unavailable,  being  in  a  French  prison. 

On  being  pressed,  he  admitted  that  the  underwri
ters 

contended  that  the  cross-examination  of  this  witness 

1  Evidence  of  Forsyth  and  Angerstein. 
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was  very  material  to  establish  the  facts  of  the  loss.  An 

uglier  instance  was  a  case  decided  against  him  on  a 
point  of  law,  in  which  the  Judge  had  said  that  any 
honest  underwriter  would  consider  himself  morally 

bound  to  pay,  and  only  about  thirteen  out  of  thirty 
names  on  the  policy  actually  did  so.  It  may  be  hoped 

that  Mr.  Glennie’s  experience  was  unusual. 
Angerstein,  whose  unrivalled  standing  and  experi¬ 

ence  at  Lloyd’s — he  had  been  transacting  insurance 
business  for  fifty-four  years — led  to  his  being  examined 
at  exceptional  length,  had  a  very  different  account  to 
give  of  the  underwriters: 

“There  are  a  great  number  of  claims  made  which  are  not  allowed;  but 
the  underwriters  cannot  cheat  a  merchant,  except  in  one  way,  that  is 
by  being  a  bankrupt.  I  do  not  call  the  underwriters  calling  for  papers 
acting  a  wrong  part,  for  there  are  so  many  fraudulent  insurances,  and, 
I  am  sorry  to  say,  I  am  afraid  I  have  made  many  through  my  office, 
that  I  do  not  wonder  wrhere  proofs  are  called  for;  the  demands  from 
foreigners  particularly  are  past  all  belief;  but  the  mode  which  they 
generally  follow  at  the  coffee-house  is  to  leave  it  to  a  reference  .... 

I  could  produce  a  number  of  instances  where  they  are  very  liberal.  I 
have  known  them  dispute  a  point  of  law  when  they  could  not  get  a 
certain  voucher,  which  if  they  had  got,  the  underwriters  must  have 
succeeded;  but  the  assured  would  not  produce  that  voucher,  and  the 
solicitor  for  the  underwriter  took  the  advantage  of  the  illegality  of  the 
insurance.  When  the  underwriters  found  that  the  law  suit  was  got  by 
that  means,  they  would  rather  be  cheated  and  pay  the  loss,  though  the 
verdict  was  in  their  favour,  and  that  to  a  considerable  amount  .... 
I  have  known  them  to  pay  a  loss  where  the  merchant  has  made  a  mis¬ 
take,  and  called  it  ship  instead  of  goods,  or  goods  instead  of  ship,  and 
the  underwriter,  knowing  it,  took  no  advantage,  and  paid  the  loss;  these 
are  facts  from  my  books.  I  have  known  a  ship  insured  from  one  place 
to  Europe,  when  she  came  from  another,  and  that  has  been  paid  .... 
All  these  are  accidents;  but  the  private  underwriters  will  settle  the  loss 
for  a  man  of  character,  where  they  will  not  for  a  man  whom  they  sus¬ 
pect,  where  they  see  it  is  a  mistake,  they  will  pay  a  man  of  character, 
but  where  it  is  for  a  man  they  suspect  they  will  not  do  it.” 

He  added  that  many  of  the  difficulties  which  arose 
were  caused  by  claims  being  drawn  up  by  persons  who 
lacked  the  necessary  experience. 
Other  witnesses  spoke  to  the  same  effect.  Getting,  in 

particular,  had  had  losses  in  1809,  amounting  to 
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£ i io,ooo,  settled  “on  the  letters  only  of  the  different  CHAP.  XI 

merchants,  and  on  the  confidence  the  underwriters  1810-1811 

placed  in  me.”  John  Fisher  Throckmorton,  an  under¬ 

writer,  carried  the  war  vigorously  into  the  enemy’s 
country,  and  deposed  to  a  long  series  of  frauds  within 

his  own  experience;  ships  insured  after  their  loss  was  Fraudulent 
_  r  1  -  .  .  .  1  •  J  insurances. 

known  to  the  persons  making  the  insurance;  ships  de¬ 

liberately  scuttled  or  burned  with  dummy  cargoes  on 

board;  forged  bills  of  lading  and  invoices,  ante-dated 
letters  and  the  like.  His  evidence  would  have  delighted 

Roger  North,  who  must  surely  have  foreseen  the  in¬ 

quiries  of  1720  and  1810,  when  he  wrote  in  his  auto¬ 
biography: 

“I  have  had  occasion  to  wonder  at  several  things,  one  is,  that  insurers  Roger  North 

of  ships  have  a  sort  of  obloquy,  which  either  chance  or  cus
tom  hath  on  insurers- 

given  them,  and  they  come  not  to  the  law  without  prejudice,  such  as 

extortioners,  usurers,  or  pawnbrokers  usually  meet  with,  and  the  in¬ 

sured  is  favoured,  and  all  presumptions  taken  on  his  part.  Whereas 

the  insurer  cannot  be  a  cheat,  but  is  very  often  cheated  by  the  insured; 

for  the  falsities  come  on  their  side,  who  know  their  own  motives, 

which  are  secrets  to  the  insurers.”1 

To  support  the  charge  of  inadequate  facilities, several 

witnesses  were  brought  forward  by  the  petitioners  to 

speak  to  specific  instances  of  difficulty  in  placing  risks. 

These  were  not  always  happily  chosen.  One  witness 

could  cite  only  a  policy  on  a  ship  to  Spanish  South 

America,  a  trade  that  was  contraband  even  in  peace. 

He  had  to  admit,  too,  that  the  whole  risk  was  placed. 

Another  could  only  speak  to  the  difficulty  of  insuring  a 

ship  manned  by  Lascars,  without  increase  of  premium, 

and  Marryat  triumphantly  retorted  that  the  under¬ 

writers  were  “satisfied  to  be  found  guilty  of  duly  appre¬ 

ciating  the  superiority  of  British  seamen.” 
The  main  complaint,  however, was  with  regard  to  the 

difficulty  of  effecting  insurances  during  the  latter  part 

of  the  year.  The  witnesses  for  the  petitioners  were 

almost  unanimous  on  this  point, though  they  could  not 

1  The  Lives  of  the  Norths ,  Ed.  Augustus  Jessopp,  1890,  p.  140. 
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agree  as  to  the  exact  months  in  which  the  difficulties 

occurred,  which  were  variously  stated  as  August-Octo- 

ber,  September-November,  and  August-December. 
In  any  event,  the  trouble  was  attributed  to  the  large 
number  of  underwriters  who  went  out  of  town  for  the 

benefit  of  their  health,  or,  as  was  bluntly  suggested,  to 

avoid  doing  business  in  winter  risks.  It  was  proved, 

nevertheless,  that  during  those  very  months,  very 

large  insurances  were  actually  effected  on  the  home¬ 
ward  bound  Baltic,  Newfoundland,  and  Mediter¬ 

ranean  Convoys,  and  on  the  West  India  fleets.  Anger- 
stein  himself  had  been  out  of  town  during  the  previous 

September  and  October,  but  his  partner  had  placed 

risks  to  the  value  of  nearly  half  a  million  during  the 

two  months.  This  hardly  points  to  any  real  difficulty 

in  doing  business,  and  while  Angerstein  admitted  that 

many  underwriters  went  into  the  country  during  the 

autumn,  he  added  that,  as  they  left  their  friends  or 
clerks  to  write  for  them,  little  harm  was  done.  Other 

brokers  were  equally  emphatic  that  they  found  no  lack 

of  facilities.  “The  old  standards  at  Lloyd’s,”  said 

Moses  Getting,  “always  remain  in  their  places,  and 

whenever  they  can  get  their  premium  they  will  write.” 
On  the  balance  of  evidence,  the  truth  seems  to  be  that 
the  chief  difficulties  arose  from  the  reluctance  of  the 

assured  to  pay  the  enhanced  premiums  demanded  for 
winter  risks. 

There  was  a  general  agreement  that  the  premiums  at 

Lloyd’s  were  lower,  on  the  average,  than  those  quoted 
by  the  Corporations;  but  an  attempt  was  made  to  show 

that  Lloyd’s  premiums  were  excessive,  by  calling 
evidence  from  the  shipowners’  clubs.  These  clubs, 
which  insured  hull  risks  on  a  mutual  basis,  were  of 

very  doubtful  legality,  in  view  of  the  provisions  of  the 
Bubble  Act  against  underwriting  by  Societies;  but  one 
witness  stated  in  evidence  that  there  were  probably 
nearly  a  score  of  them  in  the  country,  mostly  in  the 
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north,  with  an  average  capital  of  about  £50,000.  Evi-  CHAP.  XI 

dence  was  given  to  show  that  their  losses  and  averages  18 10-18 11 

worked  out  at  much  less  than  the  premium  on  aLloyd’s 
time  policy;  but  there  was  no  real  basis  of  comparison, 

as  the  clubs  only  admitted  “good”  ships,  and  confined 
their  operations  chiefly  to  coasters  and  transports,  on 

the  latter  of  which  the  war  risks  were  borne  by  the 

Government,  leaving  to  the  clubs  only  the  risks  arising 

from  marine  perils.1 
Glennie,  one  of  the  witnesses  most  actively  hostile  to 

Lloyd’s,  complained  that  there  was  a  rapid  rise  in  pre¬ 
miums  when  large  insurances  came  to  be  placed,  and 

that  he  had  known  premiums  on  the  same  risk  to  vary 

by  as  much  as  100  per  cent.  Angerstein,  on  the  con¬ 

trary,  declared  that  there  was  very  little  variation. 

“We  do  immense  large  sums  at  the  same  premium;  I 

can  bring  you  cases  of  £200,000  or  £300,000  without 

any  advance  of  premium.” 
On  the  score  of  expense,  however,  the  chief  objec-  fx^fsfve 

tion  was  to  the  broker’s  remuneration.  He  now  re-  brokerage, 

ceived  5  per  cent,  brokerage  on  the  original  premium 

and  12  per  cent,  discount  on  the  payment  of  balances. 

This  12  per  cent,  discount  on  balances  was,  of  course, 

a  variable,  and  sometimes  a  vanishing  factor,  as  it  de¬ 

pended  on  the  claims  brought  into  account.  Never¬ 

theless  it  was  agreed  by  the  witnesses  for  Lloyd’s  that 
the  broker’s  total  remuneration  represented,  on  the 

average,  nearly  a  quarter  of  the  underwriter’s  gross 

profits,  and  this  admission  was  seized  on,  in  the  Com¬ 

mittee’s  report,  as  showing  that  there  must  be  great 

difficulty  in  effecting  insurances,  and  that  marine  in¬ 
surance  itself  was  uneconomical  and  a  buiden  on 

trade.  This  was  stoutly  denied  both  by  the  brokers 

themselves  and  by  the  underwriters,  who  explained 

1  Evidence  of  Thomas  Gillespy,  coal  factor  ;  John  Cheape,  Jun.,  Secretary  to  Fri
endly 

Insurance  Society;  J.  G. Wilson,  Secretary  to  London  Union  Society
;  James  horsy  th, 

underwriter  and  broker.  Cheape’s  Society  had  insured  82  or  83  ship
s  in  1809,  and 

Wilson’s  100.  Martin,  p.  246,  is  incorrect  in  stating  that 
 the  evidence  relates  to 

Scotland. 
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CHAP.  XI  that  only  the  5  per  cent,  brokerage  represented  the 

1810-1811  agency  remuneration,  the  12  per  cent,  discount  being 

intended  to  recompense  the  brokers  for  the  advances 

made  by  them  in  case  of  loss,  and  the  risk  they  ran  in 

guaranteeing  the  assured.  Thomas  Reid,  certainly, 

did  not  think  this  too  much  for  the  ‘ ‘labour,  the  agita¬ 

tion  of  mind,  the  perpetual  vexation”  of  a  broker’s 
business, and  if  Peter  Warren,  once  a  partner  of  Anger- 

stein’s,  is  to  be  believed,  it  enabled  few  brokers  to  re¬ 
tire  with  fortunes.  “The  utmost  that  I  recollect  do 
not  live  beyond  this  establishment;  two  maids  and  a 

manservant.”  When  it  was  pointed  out  to  him  that 

this  hardly  applied  to  his  late  partner’s  mode  of  life,  he 
retorted  that  Angerstein’s  fortune  was  made  more  as an  underwriter  than  as  a  broker.  It  should  be  added 

that  the  underwriters  who  were  questioned  on  the  sub¬ 

ject  stated  that  from  one-half  to  two-thirds  of  their 
business  came  to  them  through  brokers,  the  remain¬ 
der  consisting  of  risks  placed  direct;  but  that  when 

risks  were  placed  direct,  the  brokers’  5  per  cent,  and 
12  per  cent,  were  allowed  to  the  assured. 

Committee’.-  Having  sPent  a  month  in  taking  evidence,  the  Select 
Report  and  Committee  proceeded  to  present  a  report,  presumably 

analysis.  drafted  by  Manning,  which  ignored  that  evidence  al¬ 

together,  except  when  it  told  in  favour  of  the  peti¬ 

tioners.  Marryat,  who  criticised  the  report  with  im¬ 
mense  vigour  and  acrimony,  rather  understated  the 
case  in  saying: 

“The  writer  of  this  Report  has  treated  the  evidence,  which  should 
have  formed  the  basis  of  his  observations,  much  in  the  same  manner 

as  the  Edinburgh  Reviewers  frequently  treat  those  productions  which 

they  profess  to  review.  After  giving  the  title  page  of  the  work,  and  the 
name  of  the  author,  they  present  their  readers  with  a  very  clever 

Essay  upon  the  same  subject  as  that  which  the  author  in  question 
undertakes  to  discuss;  but  take  no  more  notice  of  him,  or  of  his  work, 

than  if  neither  the  one  nor  the  other  had  ever  existed.” 

He  might  have  gone  further;  for  parts  of  the  report 
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were  in  direct  conflict  with  the  evidence.  To  say,  for 

instance,  that  the  superiority  of  companies  “for  faci¬ 
lity,  security,  and  cheapness,  appears  from  the  concur¬ 
ring  testimonies  of  all  the  Merchants  who  have  been 

examined,”  was  flatly  untrue.  Nor  was  it  candid  to 
quote  the  witness  who  deposed  to  the  formation  of 

thirty-six  companies  at  Hamburg,  and  ignore  the  evi¬ 

dence  that  thirty  of  those  thirty-six  had  failed. 

The  reporter,  however,  preferred, in  Marryat’s  words 
“instead  of  practical  inferences  from  evidence,  what 

he  calls  obvious  deductions  from  general  principles,” 
as  in  the  conclusion  that,  “from  individuals  being  pre¬ 
vented  from  associating  as  in  other  trades,  much  in¬ 

convenience  must  infallibly  result  both  to  the  insurer 

and  insured,  and  the  security  of  the  latter  must  be 

lessened.” 
It  is  clear  that  what  really  weighed  with  the  majority 

of  the  Committee  was  the  growing  Free  Trade  dis¬ 

trust  of  legislative  restrictions  on  commerce.  This 

was  sound  doctrine,  though  possibly  premature  in  its 

application  to  marine  insurance;  but  the  inquiry  was 

concerned  with  the  reputation  of  Lloyd’s  as  well  as 
with  economic  theories,  and  the  underwriters  had  rea¬ 

son  to  complain  of  the  way  in  which  the  evidence  in 

their  favour  was  ignored.  In  discussing  the  brokers’ 
remuneration,  the  amount  of  marine  insurance  carried 

on  abroad,  the  desirability  of  underwriting  in  partner¬ 

ship,  and  the  alleged  difficulty  of  effecting  winter  in¬ 

surances,  the  report  merely  repeated  the  accusations 

of  the  petitioners’  witnesses,  and  suppressed  even  the 

admissions  extorted  from  those  witnesses  by  cross- 

examination.  There  are  traces  of  prejudice,  also,  in  a 

calculation  of  the  total  insurable  value  of  ships  and 

cargoes,  which  was  subjected  by  Marryat  to  a  destruc¬ 

tive  criticism,  and  strongly  suggests  manipulation  of 

the  figures,  with  the  object  of  showing  a  large  balance 

of  property  uninsured. 

CHAP.  XI 

1810-1811 

The  Report 

unfair  to 

Lloyd’s. 

R 
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CHAP.  XI  In  accordance  with  the  theoretical  arguments  put  for- 

1810-1811  ward,  the  Report  went  on  to  recommend  that  leave 

should  be  given  to  bring  in  a  Bill  repealing  the  exclu¬ 
sive  privileges  of  the  two  chartered  companies,  and 
that  it  should  be  left  to  the  discretion  of  the  petitioners 

whether  they  would  proceed  further  with  their  claims 
to  incorporation. 

intmduwd!  Nothing  more  was  heard  of  the  Globe  Insurance 

l8l°-  Company’s  petition;  but  the  promoters  of  the  new 
company  took  the  hint  in  the  report,  and  brought  in  a 

Bill,  giving  them  no  exclusive  privileges,  but  repealing 

“so  much  of  the  Act  of  6  Geo.  I.  as  gives  to  certain 
companies  the  right  of  underwriting  policies  of  Marine 

Insurance  to  the  exclusion  of  all  others.” 

To  Lloyd’s  this  seemed  even  worse  than  the  grant  of 
a  new  charter.  The  Special  Committee  drew  an  alarm¬ 
ing  picture  of  every  Fire  Office  in  the  Kingdom  setting 

up  a  Marine  Branch,  new  companies  springing  up  like 

mushrooms  in  every  outport,  and  an  orgy  of  specu¬ 
lation  running  like  wildfire  through  the  country.  This 

picture  was  not,  perhaps,  quite  so  fantastic  as  it  appears 

to-day.  Commercial  finance  was  still  in  a  very  rudi¬ 
mentary  stage,  and  it  is  likely  enough  that  a  repeal  of 

the  restrictions  on  marine  insurance,  at  the  height  of 
a  great  war,  would  have  led  to  a  fictitious  boom,  in 

which  company  promoters  and  stock-jobbers  would 
have  been  the  only  gainers. 

re°yeaiSBmeat  Holding  these  views,  the  Special  Committee  prepared 

1810.  to  fight  the  new  Bill  tooth  and  nail.  Marryat’s  great 
speech  of  February  20th  was  printed  and  circulated 

to  Members  of  Parliament,  together  with  his  caustic 
Observations  on  the  Report  of  the  Committee ,  and  a 

“Counter-Report”  drawn  up  by  Marryat  himself,  and 
based  on  a  very  close  analysis  of  the  evidence,  with  the 

names  of  the  witnesses  cited  in  the  margin  to  every 
statement.  A  petition  against  the  Bill,  praying  that  the 

Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s  might  be  heard  at  the  Bar  of 
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the  House,  was  prepared  and  presented,  together  with  CHAP.  XI 

a  similar  petition  from  the  two  Corporations.  All  was  1810-1811 
ready  for  the  real  trial  of  strength  when,  on  the  day 

appointed  for  the  second  reading,  the  supporters  of 

the  Bill  declined  to  move,  and  it  was  dropped  without 
discussion. 

The  fight,  however,  was  only  deferred.  Presumably  Repeal  Bin o  7  J  j  ^  j  revived. 

the  promoters  of  the  Bill  required  time  to  rally  their  i8u. 

forces  after  Marryat’s  formidable  attack.  At  any  rate, 
they  returned  to  the  charge  in  1811,  when  the  Bill 
was  revived,  and  brought  in  by  Manning,  Alexander 

Baring,  and  Dr.  Lushington.  Again  Lloyd’s  and  the 
two  Corporations  petitioned  against  it,  and  onFebruary 

28th,  1811,  they  were  heard  by  Counsel  at  the  Bar. 

The  debate  which  followed  turned  largely  upon  ques¬ 

tions  that  have  now  only  the  most  academic  interest — 
whether  the  petitioners  for  the  Bill  ought  rather  to 

have  addressed  themselves  to  the  King  in  Council, 

whether  a  judgment  obtained  against  the  secretary  of 

a  company  could  be  enforced  against  the  private  estates 

of  the  shareholders,  and  the  like.  Marry  at,  as  usual, 

brought  the  issue  back  to  the  old  question  of  mono¬ 

poly.  The  ultimate  object  of  the  Bill  was: 
“The  establishment  of  a  great  combination  to  do  away  with  every 
other  mode  of  insurance.  At  present  there  was  a  monopoly  de  jure, 

but  not  de  facto;  if  this  measure  succeeded,  there  would  be  a  mono¬ 

poly  de  facto ,  though  not  dejure .” 

Instead  of  1,500  individuals  there  might  be  twenty 

companies,  whose  secretaries  would  settle  the  rates  of 

premiums  between  them. 

Whether  the  legalistic  argument  or  Marryat’s  appeal  JJeyadt’sreapge$ 
to  the  Englishman’s  instinctive  dread  of  monopolies  lSl1- 
was  the  more  effective,  we  have  no  means  of  knowing. 

At  any  rate,  the  division  on  the  motion  to  commit  the 

Bill  found  26  Members  to  say  “No”  against  25  who 

said  “Yea.”  “So  it  passed  in  the  Negative”  by  the 
narrowest  possible  margin. 

To-day,  the  whole  controversy  seems  antiquated  and 
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CHAP.  XI  unreal;  but  there  is  little  doubt  that  the  repeal  of  the 

1810-1811  Companies’  monopoly  in  1811  would  have  been  a  bad 

thing,  bad  for  Lloyd’s  and  bad  for  the  nation.  What¬ 

ever  they  protested,  the  promoters  of  the  Bill  aimed  at 

the  ruin  of  Lloyd’s,  and  their  connections  were  so 

powerful  that  they  must  have  drawn  away  much  busi¬ 
ness.  It  was  not,  as  suggested  by  a  pamphleteer,  a 

desire  for  directorships,  with  “a  concomitant  patron¬ 

age,  and  the  agreeable  lounge  of  a  public  Board 

Room”1  that  induced  a  number  of  the  Subscribers  to 

apply  for  shares  in  the  new  company;  it  was  rather  the 

not  wholly  unfounded  fear  of  losing  their  livelihood. 

Lloyd’s  was  far  less  firmly  knit  than  it  was  thirteen 

years  later,  when  the  blow  actually  fell,  and  the  middle 

of  a  great  war,  when  every  month  brought  news  of 
some  fresh  menace  to  British  commerce,  and  premiums 

fluctuated  like  a  fever  chart,  was  not  a  time  when 

the  basis  of  insurance  could  be  threatened  without 

danger  to  the  community. 

The  real  “I  beg  leave  to  observe,”  said  Warren  in  his  evidence  before  the  Select 

lssue-  Committee,  “it  is  well  worth  the  serious  consideration  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee  how  materially  it  might  affect  the  commercial  interests  of  this 

country  were  the  credit  of  Lloyd’s  to  be  shaken  in  the  opinion  of 
foreigners,  which  to  the  present  time  has  been  looked  up  to  by  the 
commercial  world  as  an  inexhaustible  source  of  security  and  universal 

mercantile  information.” 

On  the  very  day  that  the  decisive  vote  was  taken  in 

the  House,  the  Times  published  a  letter  from  “A  True 

Born  Englishman,” urging  the  same  point  with  greater 
passion,  if  not  with  equal  weight: 

‘‘Shall  that  ‘cloud  cap’t  tower’  Lloyd’s,  prodigal  in  loyalty,  and  ex¬ 
tensively  munificent  in  charity,  be  shaken  to  its  very  base;  the  sub¬ 
scribers  and  their  families  ruined;  and  the  community  at  large  de¬ 

prived  of  its  extending  and  necessary  influence,  to  gratify  a  few  inte¬ 

rested  and  ambitious  men?  God  forbid.” 

1  Cursory  Observations  upon  the  Proposed  Application  to  the  Legislature  of  these  King¬ 
doms  for  the  Grant  of  a  Charter  to  effect  Marine  Insurances ,  Anon.,  1S10. 
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CHAPTER  XII. 

CONFLICT  AND  REORGANISATION. 

1811. 

THE  din  of  battle  over  the  Marine  Insurance Bill  had  hardly  died  away  when  Lloyd’s  was 
called  upon  to  face  a  new  crisis,  arising,  this 

time,  from  within.  The  inquiry  of  1810  had  vindi¬ 

cated  conclusively  the  fair  fame  of  Lloyd’s;  both  its 

reputation  and  its  influence  stood  higher  than  ever  be¬ 

fore.  Nevertheless  the  organisation  of  the  Society  was 

still  rudimentary,  and  although  the  reforms  of  1800 

made  some  provision  for  testing  the  qualifications  of 

candidates  for  membership,  undesirables  continued  to 

slip  through.  Amuch  more  systematic  and  far-reaching 

reorganisation  was  required  to  place  the  Society  on 

a  solid  foundation,  and  ensure  its  continued  prosperity 

after  the  great  war  boom  had  passed  away.  This  was 

actually  accomplished  in  181 1  ,but  not  without  arousing 

passions  that  shook  the  whole  fabric  of  Lloyd  s. 

It  was,  as  usual,  the  emergence  of  an  immediate, 

practical  issue  that  led  the  Subscribers,  almost  against 

their  will,  to  the  consideration  of  administrative  re¬ 

forms.  It  has  already  been  mentioned  that,  among 

the  correspondents  with  whom  Bennett  had  entered 

into  relations,  was  the  Secretary  of  the  Admiral  on  the 

Baltic  Station.  This  gentleman,  Mr.  Samuel  Cham¬ 

pion,  with  the  Admiral’s  approval,  sent  in  regular  
re¬ 

ports  of  naval  and  political  developments,  as  well  as  of 

shipping  movements  in  the  Baltic,  and  in  some 
 of  his 

letters,  he  expressed  himself  with  great  freedom  as  
re¬ 

gards  political  prospects  and  the  action  of  t
he  Baltic 

Powers. 

Considering  Champion’s  correspondence  with  B
en¬ 

nett  as  “of  a  private  nature,”  except  for  convoy  lists 

Baltic  news 

from  Admiral’s 
Secretary. 

1809-11. 
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CHAP.  XII 
1811 

Heavy  claims 

arising  from 
Baltic  seizures. 

1810. 

and  information  relating  thereto,  the  Committee  “did 
not  think  themselves  justified  in  committing  Mr. Cham¬ 

pion  by  a  literal  publication  of  his  letters”;  the  more 
so  as,  until  1811,  they  were  not  aware  that  the  cor¬ 

respondence,  opened  in  1809,  had  been  formally  sanc¬ 
tioned  by  the  Admiral.  Instead,  therefore,  of  posting 

the  original  letters  or  copies  thereof  in  the  Subscribers’ 
Rooms,  they  confined  themselves  to  extracting  such 

information  as  they  considered  material  for  the  pur¬ 

pose  of  assisting  the  underwriters  to  form  their  judg¬ 
ment  on  Baltic  risks. 

It  is  unlikely  that  this  course  would  ever  have  been 

called  in  question  but  for  the  heavy  claims  arising  in 

1810  from  the  seizure  of  a  large  number  of  ships  in 

Swedish,  Prussian,  and  other  Baltic  ports.  The  blow 

was  one  of  the  worst  that  Lloyd’s  had  suffered  during 
the  war,  and  the  underwriters  sustained  it  in  a  way 
that  did  them  honour.  The  claims  were  not  only 
numerous  and  heavy;  they  were,  from  the  nature  of 

the  case,  exceedingly  difficult  to  prove.  Two  meet¬ 
ings  of  those  chiefly  interested  were  accordingly  called 
and  a  committee  was  appointed  to  investigate  claims, 
call  for  documents,  evidence,  and  information,  and  re¬ 
port  to  the  underwriters;  all  present  engaging  to  settle 

claims  in  accordance  with  the  Committee’s  report. 
At  these  meetings  a  strong  desire  was  expressed  that 

the  underwriters’  decision  should  be  entered  on  the 

minutes  of  Lloyd’s,  and  made  known  to  all  merchants 
and  others  interested  in  the  Baltic  trade,  in  order  to 
show  that  the  underwriters  were  always  prepared  to  act 
promptly  and  fairly  in  the  settlement  of  claims,  with¬ 
out  standing  on  the  letter  of  the  law.  In  this  desire 

the  House  Committee  fully  concurred.  They  accord¬ 
ingly  printed  the  proceedings  and  called  a  General 
Meeting  of  the  Subscribers,  at  which  all  present  en¬ 
gaged  themselves,  so  far  as  they  were  interested  in  the 
matter,  to  abide  by  the  decision  of  the  Baltic  Com- 
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mittee  “upon  all  Policies  mutually  referred  to  them.”  CHAP.  XII 
From  this  point  the  matter  passed  into  the  hands  of 

the  Baltic  Committee,  whose  proceedings  have  not 

been  preserved;  but  the  repercussion  of  the  Baltic 

losses  on  the  affairs  of  Lloyd’s  itself  was  to  have  far- 

reaching  consequences.1 
The  first  ordinary  General  Meeting  of  the  year  1811 

Committee 
accused  of 

was  held  on  March  29th.  The  report  and  accounts  were  3-3 

approved,  and  a  resolution  condemning  the  revival  of  Ma
r.,  isu. 

gambling  policies  on  missing  ships,  or  on  events,  was 

passed  with  little  or  no  opposition.  The  meeting  was 

about  to  disperse,  when  Mr.  Thomas  Rowcroft,  Chair¬ 
man  of  the  Baltic  Committee,  rose  and  read  a  number 

of  extracts  from  Champion’s  letters  which  had  come 

into  his  hands,  relating  to  the  extension  of  French 

authority  on  the  south  coast  of  the  Baltic,  and  ob¬ 
served  that  these  extracts  had  not  been  communicated 

to  the  Subscribers  at  large. 

Rowcroft’s  speech  fell  on  the  quietude  of  the  meet¬ 

ing  like  a  bombshell.  Mr.  Jasper  Vaux,  a  member  of 

the  Committee,  at  once  replied  that  all  material  facts 

had  been  made  known;  but  his  explanation  was  not  re¬ 

garded  as  satisfactory,  and  after  a  discussion  marked  by 

‘  ‘  some  expressions  of  warmth  and  asperity ,”  the  meeting 

was  adjourned, on  the  understanding  that  a  Committee 

of  Subscribers  would  be  appointed,  for  the  purpose  of 

going  into  the  matter  with  the  House  Committee/
 

At  the  adjourned  meeting,  on  April  5th,  a  Committee  investigation 

of  thirteen  Subscribers  was  appointed:  ^"1. 
“To  examine  into  the  manner  in  which  information  has  

hitherto  been 

conveyed  to  the  Members  of  this  House  at  large;  and  parti
cularly  with 

reference  to  that  material  information  received  last  
year  from  the 

Secretary  of  the  Admiral  upon  the  Baltic  Station.  <( 

Rowcroft  himself  expressed  his  confidence  that  
the 

House  Committee  would  fully  exculpate  themselves 

1  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  the  Admiralty  au
thorised  Admiral  Sautnerez  himself  to  give 

information  to  the  Baltic  Committee.  See  lette
r  from  Rowcroft  dated  17  December, 

1810,  and  minute  thereon,  in  R.O.  bundle  Ad  I /f?993- 

2  Morning  Chronicle ,  30  March,  1811. 
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from  the  charges  so  generally  intimated  against  them,” 
but  the  general  feeling  was  significantly  reflected  in  a 

vote  of  thanks  accorded  him  for  having  brought  up  the 

question.1 The  Committee  of  Thirteen  lost  no  time  in  starting 

their  investigation,  and  they  received  all  possible  as¬ 
sistance  from  the  House  Committee,  who  placed  the 

Minute  Book  and  all  other  relevant  papers  at  their  ser¬ 

vice,  and  deputed  Vaux  to  go  through  Champion’s 
correspondence  in  detail  with  George  Wood,  the  Chair¬ 

man  of  the  investigators.  At  this  conference  Wood  ex¬ 

pressed  himself  as  satisfied  with  the  explanations  offer¬ 
ed;  but  it  would  seem  that  he  was  satisfied  rather  as  to 

the  good  faith  of  the  House  Committee  than  as  to  the 

soundness  of  their  judgment. 

The  Report  eventually  presented  by  the  Thirteen 

began  with  a  general  account  of  the  intelligence  sys¬ 
tem  as  it  existed  in  1810.  The  chief  point  brought  out 

by  the  enquiry  was  that,  while  the  ordinary  intelli¬ 

gence — port  letters,  shipping  lists,  newspapers,  and 
the  like — passed  through  the  hands  of  the  Masters,  the 

communications  from  Bennett’s  private  correspon¬ 
dents,  and  letters  from  the  Admiralty,  were  under  the 
direct  control  of  the  Secretary  himself  and  the  House 
Committee,  who  decided  what  should  be  put  on  the 

board  or  entered  in  the  books.  Champion’s  letters  fell, 
of  course,  into  the  second  category,  and  both  the  Mas¬ 
ters  gave  evidence  that  they  considered  them  as  quite 
outside  their  scope. 

The  investigation  seems  to  have  been  fairly  and  tem¬ 
perately  conducted.  The  Thirteen  freely  acknowledged 
that  every  possible  facility  had  been  accorded  them, 
and  their  report  pays  a  high  tribute  both  to  the  effici¬ 
ency  with  which  the  ordinary  intelligence  system  was 
handled  by  the  Masters,  and  to  the  great  services  ren¬ 
dered  by  Bennett  in  opening  up  new  channels  of  com- 

1  Star,  6  April,  1 8 1 1. 
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munication.  They  were  of  opinion,  however,  that  there  CHAP.  XII 

were  no  grounds  for  considering  Champion’s  letters  as  1811 
private,  so  far  as  the  Subscribers  were  concerned,  and 

that  they  ought  to  have  been  communicated  in  extenso. 

Champion  himself  was  in  England  at  the  time,  and 

was  interviewed  both  by  the  House  Committee  and 
the  Committee  of  Thirteen.  His  attitude  is  not  very 

clear — no  doubt  he  was  trying  to  keep  the  peace — but 
it  seems  that  he  would  readily  have  acquiesced  in  a 

more  extensive  publication  of  his  letters  in  the  Sub¬ 

scribers’  Rooms,  though  he  was  grateful  for  the  sup¬ 
pression  of  certain  phrases  which  might  have  done  him 

harm  if  they  had  received  wider  publicity. 

The  question  of  real  importance  was  whether  any 

material  facts  had  been  suppressed.  The  best  avail-  passages, 

able  evidence  on  this  question  is  provided  by  a  state¬ 

ment,  prepared  by  the  House  Committee,  showing 

extracts  from  Champion’s  letters,  not  posted  in  the 
Baltic  Convoy  Book,  with  a  parallel  column  of  Baltic 

intelligence  made  public  from  other  sources.  From 

this  statement  it  appears  that  the  suppressed  passages 

fell  mainly  under  three  heads— news  which  had  already 

appeared  in  the  public  newspapers  or  at  Lloyd’s,  in¬ 

telligence  of  a  purely  political  character,  and  free- 

spoken  comments  by  Champion.  On  an  impartial  re¬ 
view  of  the  evidence,  the  House  Committee  seem  to 

have  been  justified  in  claiming  that  nothing  had  been 

suppressed  which  would  have  seriously  affected  the 

opinion  of  Baltic  risks  formed  by  the  underwriters 

from  the  published  extracts  and  other  information. 

The  Subscribers,  however,  were  not  in  a  mood  to  be 

impartial.  They  were  smarting  under  heavy  losses, 

and  were  only  too  ready  to  attribute  those  losses  to  the 

negligence  of  the  Committee,  rather  than  to  an  error 

in  judgment  on  their  own  part,  or  to  sheer  bad  fortune. 

The  General  Meeting  of  May  23  rd,  1 81 1,  at  which  the 

Report  of  the  Committee  of  Thirteen  was  presented, 
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was  a  stormy  affair,  and  took  its  cue  from  a  Mr.  Alex¬ 

ander  Anderson,  who  observed  that  “an  entire  new 
plan  of  arrangement  for  the  well  conducting  of  the 

affairs  at  Lloyd’s  was  necessary.”  On  his  motion,  a 
Committee  of  Twenty-one  Subscribers  was  appointed 

“To  consider  and  recommend  such  Regulations,  as  in 
their  opinion  will  tend  to  the  future  good  management 

of  the  Concerns  of  this  House.”  This,  in  itself,  was  a 
step  in  the  right  direction.  Apart  altogether  from  the 

immediate  issue  as  to  Champion’s  letters,  the  report  of 
the  Committee  of  Thirteen  showed  clearly  that  the 

volume  and  complexity  of  the  official  business  at 

Lloyd’s  required  more  definite  and  detailed  regulation 
than  the  existing  system  provided. 

There  were  many  Subscribers,  however,  who  were 

even  more  anxious  to  show  their  resentment  against 

the  Committee  than  to  provide  for  the  future  manage¬ 

ment  of  Lloyd’s,  and  it  was  moved  by  Mr.  W.  M.  S. Hathaway: 

“That  the  Committee  for  managing  the  affairs  of  this  House,  having 
received  in  the  year  1810,  from  the  Secretary  of  the  Admiral  com¬ 

manding  in  the  Baltic,  various  Letters  containing  intelligence  of  the 
utmost  importance  to  the  Subscribers  to  this  House,  which  Letters 

they  did  not  publicly  communicate,  have  thereby  in  this  instance  neg¬ 

lected  the  Interests  of  this  House.” 

This  was  hard  measure  to  deal  out  to  men  who  had 

been  guilty,  at  worst,  of  an  error  of  judgment,  and  most 
of  whom  had  played  a  conspicuous  part  in  directing 

the  affairs  of  Lloyd’s  throughout  the  most  critical 
years  of  its  existence.1  Rowcroft  himself  spoke  strong¬ 
ly  against  the  vote  of  censure,  as  did  Joseph  Marry  at, 
whose  activity  in  opposing  repeal  had  established  him 
as  the  foremost  of  the  new  generation  in  the  Rooms. 
The  Subscribers,  however,  were  in  an  ugly  mood;  the 
motion  was  passed,  and  it  must  have  been  a  very  bitter 

l  The  members  of  the  Committee  with  the  dates  of  their  appointment  were  as  follows 
William  Bell  (1794),].  B.  Bourdieu  (1794),  Robt.  Christie  (1796),  Wm.  Whitmore 
(1796),  Capel  Cure  (1797),  Geo.  Shedden  (1803),  Jasper  Vaux  (iSc>3),John  Staniforth 
O807),  Jas.  Inglis  (1809),  and  Joseph  Bond  (1810). 
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moment  for  William  Bell,  Chairman  of  the  Committee  CHAP.  XII 

of  Lloyd’s,  when  he  had  to  declare  it  carried  on  a  show  1811 
of  hands.1 

The  meeting  then  proceeded  to  nominate  forty-two 

gentlemen,  from  whom  the  Committee  of  Twenty-one 
was  to  be  elected  by  ballot.  To  the  credit  of  their  sense 

of  justice,  the  Subscribers  began  by  nominating  the 
House  Committee  en  bloc ;  but  Bell  at  once  intervened 

to  say  that  the  Committee  refused  to  take  any  part  in 

the  business,  and  intended  to  resign  their  office.  Even¬ 
tually  a  list  was  made  out  comprising  ten  members  of 
the  Committee  of  Thirteen — the  other  three  refused 

to  serve — eight  members  of  the  Baltic  Committee,  and 

twenty-four  others.  The  meeting  then  broke  up,  with 

the  usual  vote  of  thanks  to  Bell  for  “his  able  and  impar¬ 

tial  conduct  in  the  Chair,”  which  had,  certainly,  been 
severely  tested. 

Naturally  enough,  the  House  Committee  were  deeply  ̂ feHouse°n 

wounded  by  these  proceedings,  and  at  their  next  meet-  committee, 

ing  they  passed  a  rather  pathetic  resolution: 

“That  the  charge  of  ‘neglect’  made  in  the  Resolution  passed  at  the 
General  Meeting  held  on  the  23rd  inst.,  is  unfounded,  unjust,  and  an 

ungracious  return  for  the  services  and  attention  voluntarily  given  by 

the  Committee,  to  the  concerns  of  this  House.” 

They  felt  it  was  no  good  going  on  in  this  atmosphere 

of  distrust,  and  resolved  that,  “From  and  after  the  ap¬ 

pointment  of  a  new  Committee,  the  labours  of  this 

Committee  do  cease.” 

They  were  not,  however,  thinking  only  of  themselves.  J’0<j“detL 

They  seem  to  have  feared  that  Bennett’s  fortunes 
might  be  unfavourably  affected  by  his  connection  with 

the  original  subject  matter  of  the  quarrel,  and  they 

added  to  their  resolutions,  which  were  printed  and  cir¬ 

culated  among  the  Subscribers,  a  warm  tribute  to  his 

conduct:  “Both  before,  and  since  his  appointment  of 

Secretary,  he  has  been  uniformly  active,  honest,  and 

1  Some  details  of  this  meeting  are  taken  from  the  Tunes,  24  May,  1S11. 
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diligent  .  .  .  ever  zealous  for  the  Interests  of  this 

House.” The  Committee  of  Twenty-one  was  duly  appointed 

— though  only  234  Subscribers  took  the  trouble  to 
ballot.  Marryat  came  out  at  the  head  of  the  poll,  and  of 
those  who  had  been  active  in  the  recent  proceedings, 

Rowcroft,  Hathaway,  and  Anderson  were  all  elected. 

Their  appointment  was  followed  by  a  requisition  for  a 

General  Meeting  to  confirm  the  resolutions  passed  on 

May  23rd.  No  member  of  the  Committee  would  take 

the  chair,  which  was  filled  by  Mr.  Benjamin  Shaw;  but 

the  proceedings  at  the  meeting  held  on  June  6th  must 

have  brought  them  some  comfort,  for  Marryat  “after 

a  speech  of  considerable  length,”  as  was  usual  with 
that  able  but  somewhat  long-winded  controversialist, 
moved: 

“That  the  proceedings  of  the  last  General  Meeting  be  confirmed  with 
the  exception  of  the  Vote  of  Censure  passed  on  the  Committee  for 

conducting  the  affairs  of  this  House,” 
and  despite  strong  opposition,  the  leader  of  the  reform 

party  carried  his  amendment  by  127  votes  to  96. 1 
The  Twenty-one  now  got  to  work  in  earnest.  They 

made  extracts  from  the  minutes  of  Committee  and 

General  Meetings, took  evidence  from  theHouse Com¬ 
mittee  and  the  Masters,  and  finally  produced  a  very 

full  report,  to  which  they  appended  the  draft  of  a  pro¬ 
posed  set  of  Rules  and  Regulations. 

The  report  itself  bears  clear  traces  of  Marryat’s 
draftsmanship.  It  begins  with  an  historical  sketch 

showing  “how  little  had  hitherto  been  done  as  to  the 
establishment  of  any  regular  system  for  the  manage¬ 

ment  of  the  affairs  at  Lloyd’s.”  The  great  weakness  lay 
in  the  lack  of  any  clear  regulations  defining  the  func¬ 
tions  and  responsibilities  of  the  Committee ,  or  by  which 
their  conduct  could  be  guided: 

“It  proved  that  the  Subscribers,  convened  at  General  Meetings,  have, on  various  occasions,  exercised  a  supreme  authority;  that  they  have 

1  For  Marryat’s  part  in  the  proceedings  see  Times  of  7  June,  i8n. 
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controuled  the  House  Committee,  even  in  those  points  which  appear  CHAP .  XII 

to  have  been  most  immediately  delegated  to  their  superintendence;  igjl 

that  they  have  regulated  the  appointment  of  the  Masters,  the  appor¬ 

tionment  of  their  emoluments  and  even  the  duties  and  attendance  of 

the  Waiters;  examples  of  which  are  to  be  found  in  the  proceedings  of
 

the  General  Meetings  that  led  to  the  establishment  of  New  L
loyd’s, 

and  in  the  more  recent  proceedings  of  the  General  Meetings  of  1796 

and  1800.  These  occasional  interferences,  however,  appear  to  have 

been  the  impulse  of  the  moment,  and  to  have  led  to  no  regular  
system 

of  Rules  and  Regulations  for  the  future  government  of  
the  House 

Committee,  who  have  been  again  left  to  a  discretionary  
exercise  of 

power,  till  some  of  the  Subscribers  thinking  that  they  
had  exceeded 

its  just  limits,  again  restrained  or  controuled  them  
in  the  particular 

instance,  by  taking  the  sense  of  a  General  Meeting;  
and  then  left  them 

to  go  on  as  before.” 

Admittedly  the  House  Committee  had  effected  many 

improvements,  especially  by  the  appointment  
of  a 

Secretary  and  the  development  of  the  shipping  intel
li¬ 

gence;  but  they  had  been  endeavouring  to  buil
d  on  old 

foundations,  and  a  thorough  overhaul  was  
now  re¬ 

quired.  There  were  four  points,  in  particular,  t
o 

which  the  Twenty-one  had  devoted  their  attent
ion. 

In  the  first  place,  they  were  of  opinion  that  there  was  election  of 

still  undue  laxity  in  the  admission  of  S
ubscribers.  The  Subscribers, 

regulations  of  August,  1800,  had  laid  down  
the  quali¬ 

fications  for  membership,  and  provided  that  
new  Sub¬ 

scribers  should  be  recommended  in  writing.
  The 

House  Committee  had  not  considered  themselve
s  jus¬ 

tified  in  refusing  to  elect  anyone  so  recommended, 
 but 

recommendations  were  sometimes  improperly  given,
 

and  it  was  necessary  to  provide  for  a  
more  careful  en¬ 

quiry  before  the  election  of  a  candidate. 

In  the  second  place,  while  the  duties  of  the  Masteis  intelligence, 

as  regards  keeping  the  books  of  arriva
ls  and  losses, 

copying  the  port  letters,  and  otherwi
se  dealing  with 

the  daily  information  received,  were  excel
lently  Per“ 

formed,  it  was  desirable  that  the  general  
supervision 

of  the  intelligence  system  should  be  
in  the  hands  ot 

“men  of  judgment  and  experience,  and  wh
o  possess 

the  confidence  of  the  underwriters.”  For  
this  purpose 
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CHAP.  XII  it  should  be  undertaken  by  the  Committee  in  rotation, 

1811  and  as  this  would  involve  “an  early  and  constant  at¬ 
tendance  at  Lloyd’s  which  was  never  expected  of  any 
former  House  Committee,  and  which  must  necessarily 

payment  rf  much  interfere  with  their  other  avocations,”  the  Report committee,  proposed  that  the  Committee  should  be  elected  for  a 
term  of  years  only,  and  should  be  paid  for  their  services . 

attendance  Thirdly,  numerous  complaints  had  been  received  as 

in  Rooms,  to  the  want  of  proper  attendance  in  the  Subscribers’ 

Rooms.  This  called  for  closer  supervision  by  the  Com¬ 
mittee  and  a  return  to  the  system  of  three  Masters.  In 

consideration  of  the  “long  and  meritorious  services”  of 
John  Bennett,  Jr.,  the  Committee  of  Twenty-one  re¬ 
commended  him  for  the  Junior  Mastership. 

Finally — and  this  was  a  proposal  with  far-reaching 
consequences — they  considered  that  the  new  Com¬ 
mittee  should: 

appointment  “be  emPowered  to  appoint  Agents,  to  act  for  the  benefit  of  the  Under- of  Agents,  writers,  wherever  they  may  think  proper;  and  that  no  Powers  of  At¬ 

torney  be  in  future  granted  by  individual  Underwriters.” 

It  was  assumed  that  “the  consequence  derived  from 
this  appointment,”  together  with  the  “emoluments 
that  may  occasionally  attend  it,”  would  induce  mer¬ 
chants  generally  to  seek  the  post  of  Agent,  and  under¬ 
take,  in  return  for  their  appointment,  to  supply  regular 
shipping  intelligence. 

St?  Certain  other  matters  had  been  put  forward  for  their 
settlement  consideration  in  letters  from  Subscribers,  the  most  im- 

portant  of  which  was  the  suggestion  of  a  Board  for  the 
settlement  of  Averages.  This  proposal  they  rejected, 

observing  that  “the  great  difficulty  in  settling  averages appears  to  arise  either  from  the  want  of  skill  or  indus¬ 
try  in  the  broker  to  state,  or  in  the  underwriter  to  ex¬ 

amine  them,”  and  that  the  proper  remedy  was  for brokers  and  underwriters  alike  to  learn  their  business. 
Throughout  their  investigation  the  Committee  of 

Twenty-one  had  treated  the  House  Committee  with 
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courtesy,  and  although  no  members  of  the  latter  body 

would  stand  for  re-election,  Mr.  Vaux  consented  to 
take  the  chair  at  three  General  Meetings,  on  July  19th 

and  30th,  and  August  15th,  when  the  Report  was  con¬ 

sidered,  and  a  series  of  By-Laws  adopted,  in  substan¬ 
tial  accordance  with  the  draft  in  the  Report.  The  only 

proposal  that  failed  to  find  acceptance  was  that  for 

payment  of  £200  a  year  to  each  member  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee.  The  resolutions  adding  to  the  Committee’s 
duties  and  responsibilities  met  with  little  opposition; 

but  the  proposal  to  pay  them  for  their  services  was 

defeated  on  a  ballot  by  the  big  majority  of  473  votes  to 

103 .  It  would  appear  that  the  underwriters,  as  a  body, 

took  the  view  of  “An  Old  Subscriber,”  who  declared, 
in  a  letter  to  the  Times ,  that  the  Committee  should  be 

composed  of  men  to  whom  £200  a  year  was  not  a 

consideration.1 
Many  of  the  By-Laws  were  based  on  the  resolutions 

of  1796  and  1800,  or  on  existing  practice,  and  need  no 
mention  here.  The  more  important  new  provisions 

were  briefly  as  follows: 

Subscribers . — “None  but  Merchants,  Bankers,  Trad¬ 

ers,  Underwriters  or  Insurance  Brokers,”  were  to  be 
admissible  as  Subscribers.  Election  was  to  be  by 

ballot  of  the  Committee,  the  names  of  candidates  were 

to  be  posted  a  week  before  the  ballot,  and  the  Com¬ 
mittee  were  empowered  to  send  for  and  question  those 

who  had  signed  the  recommendations.  The  Subscrip¬ 
tion  for  both  Subscribers  and  Substitutes  was  increased 

to  £25,  and  Substitutes,  as  well  as  Subscribers,  were  to 

pay  the  Annual  Subscription  of  four  guineas.  These 

Annual  Subscriptions  of  Substitutes,  however,  instead 

of  going  to  the  Masters  and  waiters,  were  to  be  set 

aside  as  a  reserve  fund,  for  any  future  increase  of  rent 
or  extension  of  premises. 

Committee. — The  Committee  should  consist  of  twelve 

CHAP.  XII 

1811 

Proposal  for 

paid  Committee 

rejected. 

By-Laws of  1S1 1. 

Subscribers 
and  Substitutes. 

Committee. 

1  Times ,  2  August,  1S11. 
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Members,  of  whom  three  should  retire  by  rotation 

every  year,  being  eligible  for  re-election  a  year  later. 
The  Committee  were  to  choose  from  among  them¬ 

selves  aChairman  and  three  other  members  as  a“Com- 

mittee  of  Treasury,”  to  be  trustees  of  the  funds. 
Two  Members  of  the  Committee  were  to  attend  daily 

as  a  “Committee  of  Correspondence,”  to  examine  all 
intelligence  and  arrange  for  its  distribution,  and  to 

supervise  all  official  correspondence.  This  duty  was  to 

be  taken  by  the  members  in  monthly  rotation.  A  meet¬ 
ing  of  the  Committee  was  to  be  held  every  month,  and 

special  meetings  might  be  called  either  by  the  Chairman 

or, in  his  absence,  by  the  Committee  of  Correspondence. 

A  Report  was  to  be  presented  to  the  Subscribers  twice 

a  year. 
The  Committee  were  specifically  empowered  “to  in¬ 

demnify  parties  who  prosecute  for  crimes,  committed 

with  intent  to  defraud  the  Subscribers,”  and  to  appoint 
Agents  to  act  for  the  benefit  of  the  Subscribers  in  any 

port. Secretary. — The  appointment  of  John  Bennett,  Jr., 
as  Secretary  to  the  Committee  was  confirmed,  and,  for 
the  first  time,  he  was  allotted  a  regular  salary  of  £200 

a  year. 
Masters  and  Waiters. — The  system  of  three  Masters 

was  to  be  restored,  the  profits  of  the  House  being  divi¬ 

ded  among  them  in  the  proportion  of  3 : 2: 1 .  John  Ben¬ 
nett,  Junior,  was  to  be  Third  Master.  The  Committee 

were  to  see  that  the  Masters  provided  an  adequate 
number  of  waiters  as  doorkeepers  and  attendants. 

General  Meetings. — All  resolutions  making  grants 
from  the  funds,  or  altering  any  rule  or  regulation  of 
the  House,  were  to  be  confirmed  at  a  subsequent  meet¬ 
ing,  before  they  were  acted  on. 

The  coping  stone  of  the  whole  edifice  was  a  measure 

which  is  mentioned  neither  in  the  By-Laws  nor  in  the 
Report  of  the  Committee  of  Twenty-one,  but  which 
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may  reasonably  be  attributed  to  Marryat’s  initiative. 
By  a  resolution  passed  on  July  30th,  and  confirmed  on 

August  15th,  it  was  decided  that  a  Trust  Deed  should 

be  prepared  and  signed  by  all  Subscribers,  formally 

vesting  the  corporate  funds  in  the  Committee  of  Trea¬ 
sury,  and  binding  the  Subscribers  individually  to  obey 

all  rules  and  regulations  hitherto  made  or  thereafter  to 

be  made  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  the  By- 

Laws.  It  was  from  this  deed  that  the  By-Laws  de¬ 
rived  their  legal  sanction,  and  from  this  date  until  the 

passing  of  the  Act  of  Incorporation  in  1871,  the  Trust 
Deed  was  the  one  formal  bond  of  association  between 

the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s. 
Apart  from  the  resolute  refusal  of  the  Subscribers  to 

admit  the  principle  of  a  paid  Committee,  the  proceed¬ 

ings  at  these  General  Meetings  seem  to  have  been  sur¬ 

prisingly  harmonious.  The  irrepressible  Mr.  Hatha¬ 

way,  who  must  have  been  hard  hit  by  the  Baltic  sei¬ 
zures,  did  indeed  object  to  the  resolution  appointing 
Bennett  as  Third  Master,  but  on  a  vote  being  taken, 

“Mr.  H.  stood  alone  in  the  minority.”1  His  pertinacity 
in  opposition  was  not,  apparently,  very  popular,  for 

although  he  succeeded  in  obtaining  election  to  the  new 

Committee,  his  name  stood  a  long  way  down  the  list. 

Marryat,  curiously  enough,  failed  to  head  the  poll, 

being  two  votes  behind  Mr.  Horatio  Claggett  (454). 

Rowcroft,  the  only  true  begetter  of  the  crisis,  and 

Benjamin  Shaw,  a  future  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s,  were 
both  among  the  successful  candidates.  Angerstein, 

although  put  in  nomination,  had  declined  to  stand, 

and  it  may  be  something  more  than  a  coincidence  that 

in  August,  1811,  he  quitted  business  and  retired  from 

public  life.2  He  was  now  seventy-six  years  old,  but  he 
showed  no  signs  of  failing  powers,  and  his  decision 

may  have  been  due,  in  part  at  least,  to  disgust  at  the 

1  Times,  31  July,  1811. 

2  Farington  Diary,  VII,  36  ;  Annual  Biography  and  Obituary,  for  1824. 
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CHAP.  XII  treatment  of  his  old  colleagues,  and  unwillingness  to 

!8ii  play  a  subordinate  part  under  a  new  regime. 

The  reorganisation  of  1811  marks,  in  truth,  the  pas¬ 

sage  from  the  heroic  to  the  constitutional  age  of  Lloyd’s. 
During  the  period  of  transition  from  a  mere  business 

coffee-house  to  a  great  public  institution,  the  person¬ 
alities  of  men  like  Angerstein  and  Brook  Watson  were 

far  more  important  than  any  code  of  By-Laws.  A  point 
had  been  reached,  however,  at  which  some  more  for¬ 
mal  organisation  was  required,  to  deal  adequately  with 

the  great  volume  of  current  business,  to  hold  together 

the  loose  aggregation  of  merchants,  underwriters,  and 

brokers,  who  composed  the  Society,  and  to  ensure  the 

smooth  running  of  the  machinery  of  Lloyd’s  when 
the  great  pioneers  of  its  development  should  have 
passed  from  the  scene. 
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CHAPTER  XIII. 

THE  NEW  SYSTEM  AT  WORK. 

1811-1824. 

UNDER  the  confident  leadership  of  Joseph  Mar- ryat,  the  new  Committee  set  to  work  with  an 

almost  overpowering  sense  of  the  importance  of 

their  task,  accompanied  by  a  profound  conviction  of  the 
excellence  of  their  own  intentions.  They  wished,  as 
Marryat  informed  a  General  Meeting  on  March  18th, 

1812,  not  without  an  oblique  reference  to  the  dissen¬ 

sions  of  the  preceding  year,  “to  act  rather  with  the 
knowledge,  and  sanction  of  the  Subscribers,  than  upon 

their  own  responsibility”;  but  within  these  limitations 
they  found  ample  scope  for  activity  and  initiative. 

Regular  weekly  meetings  were  instituted;  Sub-Com¬ 
mittees  were  appointed  for  the  detailed  consideration 

of  outstanding  questions,  and  Marryat  was  able  to 
claim  without  fear  of  contradiction  that: 

“Your  Committee  may  err  in  judgment,  but  they  are  not  deficient  in 
attention:  they  feel  the  importance  of  the  duty  they  have  undertaken, 

and  I  can  safely  say  are  actuated  by  an  honest  ambition  so  to  discharge 

it,  as  to  promote  the  interests,  and  merit  the  approbation  of  the  Sub¬ 

scribers  to  this  House.” 

William  Bell  and  his  colleagues  might  have  said  as 

much;  but  it  may  be  granted  that  the  authority  de¬ 

rived  by  the  Committee  from  the  By-Laws  of  181 1  en¬ 
abled  the  new  brooms  to  sweep,  in  some  directions, 

cleaner  than  the  old.  As  an  outward  and  visible  sign  of 

their  now  clearly  defined  status,  they  procured,  in 

1813,  an  official  seal,  from  a  design  by  Mr.  MacQuin  of 

the  Heralds’  College. 
The  basis  of  their  authority  was  the  Trust  Deed  which 

all  Subscribers  were  now  required  to  sign,  in  order  to 

qualify  for  active  membership  of  Lloyd’s.  The  Society’s 

solicitors  had  been  instructed  “to  put  into  it  as  little 

New  Committee’s activities  and 

self-approval. 

s* 
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CHAP.  XIII  Law  and  as  much  plain  English  as  possible;  that  it 

1811-1824  might  be  both  concise  and  intelligible,”  and  on  the 

whole  they  complied  very  fairly  with  this  heretical  de¬ 

mand.1  With  great  wisdom  the  Committee  submitted 

the  draft,  before  finally  approving  it,  to  several  mem- 
Trust  Deed  bers  of  the  late  Committee,  as  well  as  other  leading 

Subscribers.  Subscribers,  and  by  the  end  of  1813,  all  but  400  out  of 

over  2,000  Subscribers  had  qualified  by  signing  the 

deed.  About  half  the  defaulters  qualified  during  the 

next  two  years,  and  most  of  the  remainder  were  pro¬ 
bably  men  who,  like  Angerstein,  had  dropped  out  of 
active  business  in  the  Rooms.  Of  the  more  prominent 
members  of  the  old  Committee,  Bell,  Shedden,  and 

Bourdieu  qualified  at  once,  and  Vaux,  Staniforth,  and 

Capel  Cure  at  a  later  date. 

Tiarryaf n  °f  ̂   t0  t^ie  credit  of  the  deposed  leaders  of  Lloyd’s that,  so  far  from  any  attempt  to  create  a  schism  or 

hamper  the  working  of  the  new  regime,  they  were  still 

ready  to  co-operate  in  furthering  the  interests  of  the 

Society.  By  1814  Vaux  was  so  far  reconciled  as  to  con¬ 
sent  to  serve  on  a  Special  Committee  appointed,  joint¬ 
ly  with  the  Royal  Exchange  Assurance,  to  negotiate  as 

to  British  property  taken  into  French  ports  by  Ameri¬ 
can  privateers  after  Preliminaries  of  Peace  had  been 

signed  with  France,  and  it  will  be  seen  later  that  Shed¬ 
den  was  as  active  in  1824  as  m  1810  in  defence  of  the 

de  facto  monopoly  enjoyed  by  Lloyd’s  under  the  Act 
of  1720.  None  of  the  Old  Brigade,  however,  could  be 
induced  to  stand  in  nomination  for  the  House  Com¬ 

mittee,  over  which  Marryat  reigned  supreme,  being 

re-elected  as  Chairman  year  after  year,  with  automatic 
regularity. 

The  House  Committee,  within  a  few  years  of  the 

re-organisation,  became  a  paid  body.  The  burden 
actually  imposed  on  its  members  under  the  reformed 

constitution  proved  even  heavier  than  had  been  antici- 

1  See  Appendix  “B.” 
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pated,  with  the  result  that,  in  December,  1815,  no  can-  CHAP.  XIII 

didates  came  forward  to  fill  the  vacancies  caused  by  1811-1824 
members  retiring  in  rotation.  It  became  evident  that 
the  reluctance  of  Subscribers  to  serve  could  be  over¬ 

come  only  by  pecuniary  arguments,  and  at  a  series  of 
General  Meetings  held  in  that  month  and  the  first 

three  months  of  1816,  provision  was  made,  by  addi¬ 

tions  to  the  By-Laws,  for  a  modest  incentive  to  be 
offered. 

Under  the  new  arrangements,  meetings  of  the  Com¬ 
mittee  were  to  be  held  not  less  frequently  than  once  a 

fortnight  or  more  often  than  once  a  week,  and  every 

Committee-man  who  was  in  his  place  by  1 1 .15  and  re¬ 
mained  throughout  the  meeting,  received  a  guinea  for 

each  attendance.  In  place  of  the  old  “Committee  of 

Correspondence,”  one  member  was  to  attend  daily 

at  11  a.m.,  as  “Managing  Member  for  Correspond¬ 

ence,”  and  receive  a  guinea  for  each  day  of  his  period 
of  service.  If  he  were  not  present  by  11.15,  his  duties 

and  his  guinea  passed  to  the  Senior  Committee-man 

present.  At  the  same  time,  the  number  of  members 
was  reduced  from  twelve  to  nine,  one  third  to  retire 

annually;  and  to  prevent  any  repetition  of  the  dead¬ 

lock  of  1815,  it  was  provided  that,  if  there  should  be  an 
insufficient  number  of  candidates  to  fill  the  vacancies, 

the  retiring  members  should  remain  in  office  for 

Payment  of 
Committee. 

1816. 

another  year. 

Even  now,  the  opposition  to  the  principle  of  a  paid 

Committee  was  very  strong  and  the  crucial  resolutions 

were  confirmed  on  ballot  by  a  majority  of  only  four  to 

three — 438  votes  to  328.  It  was  probably  only  Mar- 

ryat’s  immense  influence  that  ensured  adoption  of  the 

proposal. 

As  in  the  old  days  before  1811,  much  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee’s  attention  was  taken  up  by  matters  of  little  his¬ 

torical  interest,  but  of  great  importance  to  the  Sub¬ 

scribers  of  the  time.  By  throwing  the  Lobby  into  the 
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CHAP.  XIII  Subscribers’  Room,  seats  were  found,  in  1812,  for  fifty 
1811-1824  or  sixty  additional  underwriters;  an  old  Committee 

Room  was  turned  into  a  Lobby,  and  a  new  Committee 

Room  and  Reading  Room  were  arranged  for,  at  some 

sacrifice  of  the  accommodation  afforded  to  the  public 

in  the  Coffee  Room,  which  was  now  frequented  mainly 

by  Shipmasters  and  persons  interested  in  the  sale  of 

ships,  and  had  already  begun  to  be  called  the  Captains’ 
Room.  A  new  system  of  ventilation  was  substituted 
for  the  old,  which  was  condemned  as  both  defective 

and  dangerous: 

“Defective,  as  the  admission  of  fresh  air  was  only  partial;  and  dan¬ 
gerous,  as  it  was  admitted  through  the  windows,  which  exposed  those 

persons  who  sat  within  the  current  to  much  hazard.” 

This  was  neither  the  first  time  nor  the  last  that  the  ques¬ 

tion  of  ventilation  harassed  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s. 
Failure  of  Despite  heavy  repair  bills — for  the  Royal  Exchange 

fsir  was  an  old  building  and  the  woodwork  infested  with 

dry-rot — the  financial  position  remained  strong  for 
many  years  after  1811,  but  almost  immediately  after 
the  appointment  of  the  new  Committee,  the  Subscri¬ 
bers  received  a  shock  through  the  failure  of  their 

Bankers,  Messrs.  Boldero,  Lushington  &  Co.  The 
balance  at  the  time  was  over  £2,500,  of  which  about 
£1,000  was  subsequently  recovered  in  dividends.  A 
new  account  was  at  once  opened  with  the  Honble. 

SvesSuSy5  Simon  Fraser  &  Co.,  and  it  is  an  interesting  commen- 
and  also  fail,  tary  both  on  their  anxiety  to  obtain  the  business  of 

Lloyd’s,  and  on  the  state  of  banking  at  the  time,  that the  Committee  were  able  to  insist  on  their  new  bankers 

transferring  £5,000  Consols  into  a  trust  account,  as 
security  for  the  current  balance.  The  precaution  was 
justified;  for  in  1826,  the  new  bankers  also  suspended 
payment,  and  only  the  security  of  the  trust  account 

saved  Lloyd’s  from  another  heavy  loss.  After  this  un¬ 
fortunate  experience,  it  is  not  surprising  that  the  Com¬ 
mittee  decided  to  transfer  their  business  to  the  Bank  of 
England. 
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The  Committee’s  activities,  however,  extended  far 
beyond  the  spheres  of  accommodation  and  finance. 

The  most  important  task  that  lay  before  Marryat  and 
his  colleagues  on  their  election,  was  the  establishment 

of  the  Agency  System  authorised  by  the  By-Laws  of 
1811.  Almost  their  first  step  was  to  put  up  a  notice, 

asking  for  the  names  of  persons  holding  powers  of 

attorney  from  underwriters,  with  a  view  to  their  con¬ 
sideration  as  candidates  for  agencies,  and  on  Novem¬ 
ber  13th,  1811,  the  appointment  of  the  first  twenty 

Lloyd’s  Agents  was  formally  approved.  Of  these  ap¬ 
pointments  the  most  interesting  was  that  at  Falmouth, 

for  the  Agent  there  was  one  of  the  original  partners  in 
the  firm  of  Messrs.  William  Broad  &  Sons,  by  whom  it 

is  held  to-day.  The  full  development  of  the  system, 
however,  was  hindered  by  the  war,  which  was  still 

raging,  and  by  which  all  the  activities  of  the  Committee, 

as  of  their  predecessors,  were  still  overshadowed. 

When  they  took  office,  the  chief  outstanding  question 

in  connection  with  war  risks  was  that  of  salvage  on  re¬ 
captured  vessels.  This,  as  already  mentioned,  was 

brought  to  a  triumphant  conclusion  in  1813;1  but  a 

large  part  of  the  credit  must  be  given  to  the  old  Com¬ 

mittee,  who  had  loyally  continued  their  efforts  for  its 

solution  all  through  the  interregnum  ofi8n.  In  1812, 

however,  the  outbreak  of  war  with  the  United  States 

brought  a  new  crop  of  anxieties,  and  these  were  inten¬ 

sified  in  1814,  after  the  conclusion  of  peace  with 

France;  for  the  convoy  regulations  were  then  relaxed, 

and  licenses  “to  run”  were  freely  granted,  even  in 
the  West  Indian  and  North  American  trades.  This 

had  the  effect  of  yielding  a  rich  harvest  to  American 

sloops  and  privateers  cruising  in  the  Chops  of  the  Chan¬ 

nel,  at  the  junction  of  the  long  distance  trade  routes, 

and  the  Committee,  who  held  staunchly  to  the  faith 

that  “efficient  protection  can  only  be  given  to  British 
1  See  p.  238  supra. 
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1811-1824  were  loud  in  their  protests.  They  admitted  that  a  re¬ 

turn  to  universal  convoy  would  cramp  and  postpone 

the  recovery  of  British  trade,  but  they  pleaded  for  at 

least  a  partial  revival  of  the  old  system,  and  their  repre¬ 
sentations  appear  to  have  been  effective.  They  were 

able,  at  any  rate,  to  congratulate  themselves  on  a  “dili¬ 
gent  and  laborious  discharge  of  the  trust  reposed  in 

them.”  Even  after  the  signing  of  Preliminaries  of 
Peace,  they  continued  to  urge  the  provision  of  escort 
for  the  West  Indian  trade  pending  final  ratification, 

and  they  had  a  finger  in  the  peace  negotiations  them¬ 
selves,  asking  that  a  shorter  period  should  be  fixed  for 
the  termination  of  hostilities  at  sea  than  in  the  French 

treaty,  as  otherwise  American  privateers  could  sail 

after  ratification  and  yet  make  good  prize  in  certain 
latitudes. 

Quanei  At  times  the  new  Committee’s  tone  appears  to  have with  the  .  1  . 

Admiralty.  been  a  little  too  peremptory  for  the  Admiralty’s  liking. 

1  22  j'  Indeed,  it  is  easy  to  understand  Their  Lordships’  sur¬ 
prise  at  the  cool  observation  that  the  Committee 

“would  have  been  happy  to  have  received  a  satisfac¬ 
tory  statement  of  the  Naval  Forces  near  Dover,  and 

Dungeness,”  on  the  occasion  of  a  capture  in  1813.  So 

long  as  the  war  continued,  relations  between  Lloyd’s 
and  the  Admiralty  remained  reasonably  cordial;  but  in 
1822  a  quarrel  broke  out  for  which  the  touchiness  of 

Marryat  and  his  colleagues  was,  at  least  in  part,  respon¬ 
sible.  In  reply  to  a  report  of  certain  captures  by 

pirates  in  the  West  Indies,  Croker,  the  Admiralty  Sec¬ 
retary,  requested  two  members  of  the  Committee  to 
call  on  him  to  discuss  the  matter.  The  Committee  re¬ 

plied  that  their  time  was  valuable,  and  that  they  were 

not  accustomed  to  wait  on  the  Secretary  “at  his  indi¬ 
vidual  request.”  In  the  correspondence  that  followed 
they  intimated  that  they  could  not  accept  oral  com¬ 
munications  which  might  afterwards  be  repudiated, 
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and  implied  pretty  clearly  that  they  did  not  believe  the 

Admiralty’s  statements  as  to  dispositions  in  the  West Indies. 

This  was  rather  too  strong,  and  Croker  was  instruc¬ 
ted  to  inform  the  Committee  that  Their  Lordships  saw 

in  the  letters  “such  marked  disrespect  to  the  Board  of 

Admiralty,  and  so  little  confidence  in  their  communi¬ 

cations  ,  ’  ’  that  they  must  decline  any  further  correspond¬ 

ence  with  Lloyd’s.  The  Committee  sent  the  whole 

correspondence  to  the  Times ,  which  had  recently  des¬ 

cribed  Lloyd’s  as  “the  demi-official  organ  of  public  in¬ 
formation”  and  now  strongly  supported  their  view  as 

to  the  Admiralty’s  responsibility  for  the  piracies;  and 
Marry  at  persuaded  a  General  Meeting  to  pass,  with 

only  three  dissentients,  a  resolution  approving  the 

Committee’s  conduct;  but  on  quiet  reflection,  there 

were  probably  a  good  many  Subscribers  who  agreed 
with  Messrs.  Robert  Dewar  and  David  Carruthers, 

that  the  rejection  of  Croker’s  invitation  was  unreason¬ 

able.1  Even  Marry  at  may  have  felt  misgivings.  At  any 

rate,  after  interviews  with  Canning  and  Lord  Mel¬ 

ville,  he  was  able  to  announce,  in  March,  1823,  that  all 

misunderstandings  were  at  an  end  and  the  old  friendly 

relations  with  the  Admiralty  had  been  resumed. 

This  was  just  as  well,  for  the  need  for  naval  protec¬ 
tion  had  not  vanished  with  the  return  of  peace.  The 

national  risings  of  the  years  immediately  following  the 

Napoleonic  Wars,  and  the  internecine  struggles  of  the 

new  States  themselves,  were  the  pirates’  opportunity. 
Under  insurrectionary  Governments  exercising  no 

settled  authority,  the  transition  from  privateering  to 

piracy  was  tempting  and  easy.  The  repressive  mea¬ 

sures  adopted  by  de  jure  authorities  were  often  en¬ 

forced  with  little  regard  for  the  rights  of  neutral 

traders.  In  1826-7  the  activities  of  Greek  pirates  in  the 

Levant  compelled  Lloyd’s  to  seek  and  obtain,  from  a 

1  Times,  2  September,  25  October,  1822;  Morning  Chronicle
,  31  October,  1822. 
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CHAP.  XIII  reconciled  Admiralty,  the  provision  of  convoys  for 

1811-1824  British  shipping.  From  1828  to  1830  privateers  under 
the  flags  of  Buenos  Ayres,  Brazil,  and  Colombia  were 

plundering  British  ships,  often  without  the  least 

shadow  of  legal  right,  and  sometimes  in  circumstances 

of  extreme  atrocity.  Portuguese  squadrons  blockaded 

Oporto,  Funchal,  and  Terceira;  Spanish  cruisers  were 

seizing  British  ships  for  alleged  breach  of  a  blockade  of 

Buenos  Ayres.  The  Admiralty  and  the  Foreign  Office 

were  kept  busy,  in  response  to  continual  appeals  from 

Lloyd’s,  in  providing  naval  protection,  and  obtaining 
compensation  for  illegal  captures. 
In  the  main,  however,  the  Committee  were  able  to 

devote  themselves,  from  1815  onwards,  to  the  devel¬ 

opment  of  Lloyd’s  as  an  underwriters’  institution.  It 

has  already  been  mentioned  that  the  first  Lloyd’s 
Agents  were  appointed  in  November,  181 1 ,  and  during 

the  next  few  years,  the  establishment  and  extension  of 

the  Agency  system  was  the  chief  preoccupation  of  the 
Committee. 

Lloyd’s' Agents.  A  comparison  of  the  Instructions  to  Agents  drawn  up 
181  *•  in  1811  with  those  issued  to  Lloyd’s  Agents  to-day, shows  how  wide  and  firm  were  the  foundations  then 

laid,  for  in  essentials,  there  has  been  little  change.  The 

Agent  was  to  receive  no  salary  from  Lloyd’s,  deriving 
his  remuneration  from  fees  and  commissions  in  res¬ 

pect  of  services  rendered  to  interested  parties.  The 

appointment  was  not  to  constitute  the  Agent  a  repre¬ 
sentative  of  the  underwriters  on  any  particular  policy, 
unless  so  instructed  by  them;  but  it  was  anticipated 
that  such  instructions  would  almost  invariably  be 

given. 
It  was  the  Agent’s  first  duty  to  transmit  to  Lloyd’s, 

promptly  and  fully,  all  shipping  intelligence  from  his 
district,  and  the  privilege  of  free  inland  postage  was 
secured  for  all  communications  consisting  merely  of 
shipping  lists  and  brief  reports  of  casualties.  In  all 
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cases  of  shipwreck  or  distress  the  Agent  was  to  offer 
his  services  to  the  Master,  for  assistance  in  drawing  up 
protests,  for  the  supply  of  anchors  and  cables,  or  in 

any  other  way.  He  was  to  take  charge  of  salved  mer¬ 

chandise  or  ships’  materials  and  stores,  to  see  that  the 
proper  officers  were  vigilant  in  preventing  waste  or 
plunder,  and  to  attend  the  meetings  of  Commissioners 

of  Salvage  or  other  officials,  in  order  to  rebut  exagger¬ 
ated  claims.  In  cases  of  average  he  was  to  see  that, 

when  the  sale  of  damaged  goods  became  necessary,  no 

goods  beyond  those  actually  damaged  were  sold  for 

the  underwriters’  account.  When  vessels  were  repair¬ 
ed,  he  was  to  take  care  that  competent  surveyors  were 

appointed,  and  that  damages  actually  incurred  on  the 

current  voyage  were  carefully  distinguished  from  those 

arising  from  previous  accident  or  inherent  defect,  and 

so  properly  chargeable  to  the  shipowner.  He  was  to 
resist  the  attempts  sometimes  made  by  parties  whose 

interests  lay  in  abandonment,  to  obtain  unnecessary 

condemnation  of  ships  or  goods.  He  was  forbidden, 

by  an  early  addition  to  the  instructions,  to  accept 
abandonment  on  behalf  of  the  underwriters,  and  was 

always  to  leave  the  parties  to  abandon  on  their  own 

responsibility.  He  was  to  correspond,  on  all  details  of 

his  proceedings,  with  the  owners  of  the  ship  or  goods, 

to  whom  he  had  to  look  for  his  charges  and  disburse¬ 

ments,  reporting  to  the  Committee  only  such  matters 

as  were  of  interest  to  the  general  body  of  underwriters. 

It  naturally  took  some  time  before  the  system  settled 

down  into  smooth  working  order,  and  the  Minute 

Books  for  the  first  few  years  after  its  institution  are 

filled  with  the  record  of  correspondence  relating  to  the 

Agents’  functions  and  responsibilities,  the  charges 
they  might  properly  make,  and  the  steps  necessary  to 

support  them  against  interference  by  Admiralty 

Courts  and  foreign  officials,  jealous  of  their  authority. 

As  it  gradually  became  known  that  a  Lloyd’s  Agent’s 

CHAP.  XIII 1811-1824 
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CHAP.  XIII  certificate  would  greatly  facilitate  the  settlement  of 

1811-1824  claims,  while  its  absence  would  result  in  their  being 

closely  and  suspiciously  scrutinised, not  onlyat  Lloyd’s 
but  by  the  Corporations  and  the  underwriters  at  the 

outports,  their  services  became  more  and  more  freely 

sought,  and  in  September,  1817,  when  the  system  had 

been  six  years  on  trial,  Marryat  was  able  to  report  that 

it  had  proved  of  the  utmost  utility  for  obtaining  intelli¬ 

gence,  for  detecting  frauds,  and  for  establishing  a  gen¬ 

eral  superintendence  over  the  underwriters’  interests at  home  and  abroad. 

separation  From  the  first,  the  Agents  proved  very  successful,  es- 
of  sound  from  7  o  x  j 

damaged  goods.  pecially  in  Ireland,  in  procuring  the  reduction  of  exor¬ 

bitant  salvage  claims;  but  the  point  to  which  the  Com¬ 
mittee  attached  most  importance  was  the  establish¬ 
ment  of  the  practice  of  separating  sound  from  damaged 

goods  in  cases  of  sea  water  damage  at  foreign  ports.  In 

many  such  ports  it  had  hitherto  been  the  custom  to  sell 

the  entire  contents  of  a  package  for  the  underwriters’ 
account,  although  only  a  small  part  of  it  might  have 

sustained  damage;  and  the  result  of  a  forced  sale  on  a 

bad  market  was  often  a  heavy  loss  to  the  underwriters. 

Page  after  page  in  the  Minute  Books  is  devoted  to  the 

efforts  made  by  Agents, at  the  Committee’s  instigation, 
to  secure  the  abolition  of  this  custom,  and  it  was  Mar- 

ryat’s  proudest  boast  in  1817  that  the  separation  and 
sale  of  damaged  pieces  only  had  been  firmly  established 

in  the  United  States,  and  was  usually  adopted  at  Leg¬ 
horn,  Genoa,  Trieste,  Gibraltar,  Hamburg,  and  the 
Dutch  ports. 

An  incidental  advantage  of  the  system  was  that  the 

Committee  were  able  to  obtain  from  the  foreign  Agents 

particulars  of  the  forms  of  policy  in  use  at  all  the  prin¬ 
cipal  ports  abroad,  and  of  the  codes  and  customs  by 
which  insurance  business  was  regulated.  Particulars 

of  these,  together  with  memoranda  as  to  the  services  of 

the  Agents  and  any  complaints  against  them,  were  en- 
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tered  by  the  Secretary  in  a  Register  first  instituted  in  CHAP.  XIII 

1816.  1811-1824 

At  the  outset,  the  number  of  ports  to  which  it  was  Rapid  growth 

proposed  to  appoint  Agents  was  only  140 — 58  in  Great  Lloyd’s  Agents. 

Britain  and  Ireland,  and  82  abroad.  The  appointments  l8lI'3°' 
were  given  mainly  to  persons  who  had  previously  acted 

as  correspondents  of  Lloyd’s,  or  held  powers  of  attor¬ 
ney  from  underwriters  in  the  Rooms;  but  after  the 

peace  with  France,  it  was  decided  to  give  a  preference, 

in  appointing  Agents  to  ex-enemy  ports,  to  gentlemen 
appointed  as  British  Consuls,  when  they  were  willing 

to  undertake  the  Agency.  As  the  benefits  of  the  system 

became  clear,  the  number  of  Agents  rapidly  rose,  and 

by  1820,  there  were  over  a  hundred  at  ports  in  the 

United  Kingdom,  and  well  over  a  hundred  and  fifty 

abroad.  Ten  years  later  the  total  had  risen  to  over  300, 

of  whom  about  two-thirds  were  at  foreign  ports.  To¬ 

day  there  are  about  1,500  Agents  and  Sub-Agents  at 
home  and  abroad. 

This  rapid  development  of  the  Agency  system  was  .^'^e  Agency the  outstanding  achievement  of  the  Marry  at  regime,  system, 
and  its  benefits  extended  far  beyond  the  circle  of  the 

Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s.  The  two  Corporations  and 
the  underwriters  at  the  outports  readily  availed  them¬ 

selves  of  the  Agents’  services.  The  Liverpool  Under¬ 
writers,  indeed,  who  started  an  agency  system  of  their 

own  in  1815,  made  a  point,  wherever  possible,  of  ap¬ 

pointing  men  who  were  already  acting  as  Lloyd’s 
Agents,  and  forwarded,  for  consideration  by  the  Com¬ 

mittee  of  Lloyd’s,  the  instructions  to  be  sent  them. 
To  shipowners  and  merchants  also,  the  system  offered 

many  valuable  facilities;  but  its  real  importance  cannot 

be  gauged  merely  by  a  reference  to  sectional  interests. 

The  business  of  marine  insurance  is  so  intimately  con¬ 
nected  with  the  extension  of  seaborne  trade  and  the 

safety  of  navigation  that,  in  protecting  the  interests  of 

its  Members,  Lloyd’s  has  been  led,  almost  insensibly, 
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CHAP.  XIII  into  the  assumption  of  national  and  international  res- 

1811-1824  ponsibilities,  which  have  earned  it  the  gratitude  of  men 

of  all  countries  who  “ go  down  to  the  sea  in  ships  and 

do  business  in  the  great  waters.” 
sigialsf  S°  early  as  December,  1812,  a  notice  was  posted  in 

l8t2-  the  Subscription  and  Captains’  Rooms,  and  sent  to  the 
Jamaica  Coffee  House,  urging  Masters  to  report  to 

Lloyd’s  Agents  for  the  purpose  of  getting  the  latest  in¬ 
telligence  and  facilitating  applications  by  the  Agents 

for  convoy;  but  even  before  that  date  the  Agency  sys¬ 
tem  had  become  closely  associated  with  the  safety  of 

the  seafarer.  Hitherto  only  one  simple  signal  of  dis¬ 
tress  at  sea  had  been  recognised;  but  during  18 12, Mr. 

Brackenbury,  Lloyd’s  Agent  at  Liverpool,  put  forward 
suggestions  for  a  short  code,  enabling  Masters  whose 

ships  were  in  danger,  through  shortage  of  hands  or 

equipment,  to  make  known  their  needs  specifically. 
These  signals  were  approved  by  the  Elder  Brethren  of 
the  Trinity  House  and  the  Admiralty,  and  in  August, 
1812,  the  Admiralty  arranged  for  the  Lieutenants  of 
Signal  Stations  all  round  the  Coast  to  repeat  them  for 

the  information  of  Lloyd’s  Agents,  in  order  that  the 
latter  might  supply  whatever  was  required. 

signals.15  Five  years  later,  the  Shipowners’  Society  of  London 
1817.  approved  and  adopted  a  more  general  code  of  signals 

for  use  by  the  Mercantile  Marine,  invented  by  Captain 
Frederick  Marryat,  R.N.,  the  famous  novelist  of  sea 

life,  and  son  of  the  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s,  and  this  code 
also  was  distributed  by  the  Committee  to  their  Agents, 
and  remained  in  use  until  the  adoption  of  the  Inter¬ 
national  Code  in  1857.  Further,  the  Committee  pro¬ 
cured  the  adoption  by  the  Trinity  House  of  Baynes’s 

system  of  night  signals  for  Light  Vessels,  and  in' 1821, when  it  was  extended  to  all  vessels  in  distress  at  night, 
they  circularised  all  Agents  at  home  and  abroad,  in¬ 
structing  them  to  give  the  fullest  possible  publicity  to the  code. 
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The  interest  thus  shown  by  Lloyd’s  in  the  safety  of  CHAP.  XIII 
navigation,  together  with  their  grants  to  lifeboats,  led  1811-1824 
to  the  Committee  being  inundated  at  this  period  with 

suggestions  for  signals,  lighthouses,  harbours,  ships’  Charts  and 
lifeboats,  emergency  rudders,  storm  sails,  and  other  sent  to  Lloyd’s, 
matters  of  greater  or  less  technical  importance,  but 

mostly  rather  outside  the  purview  of  Lloyd’s.  When 
there  appeared  to  be  anything  in  these  suggestions, 
they  were  usually  referred  either  to  the  Trinity  House 

or  to  the  Ship  Owners’  Society.  Among  those  sent  on 
to  the  latter  body  was  a  new  lamp  for  use  at  sea,  sub¬ 
mitted  to  the  Committee  by  that  erratic  genius,  Lord 
Cochrane.  Presentation  copies  of  Charts  and  sailing 

directions  were  more  warmly  welcomed.  The  compi¬ 
lation  of  these  aids  to  navigation  was  still  in  its  infancy, 
and  the  Hydrographic  Department  of  the  Admiralty 
had  not  yet  covered  every  sea  in  that  wonderful  series 

of  “Pilots”  which  to-day  forms  a  directory  of  the 
world’s  harbours  and  trade  routes.  Hence  Lloyd’s  were 
glad,  in  1813,  to  print  at  their  own  expense  500  copies 

of  the  “Observations  on  the  Navigation  of  the  River 
Plate”  compiled  by  Captain  Peter  Heywood,  R.N.,  of 
H.M.S.  Montague ,  and  in  1815  a  free  ticket  of  admis¬ 

sion  to  the  Rooms  was  voted  to  Captain  James  Hors- 
burgh,  Hydrographer  to  the  East  India  Company,  in 
acknowledgment  of  his  book  of  Charts  of  the  Eastern 

Seas  and  his  Indian  Sailing  Directory. 

Throughout  the  whole  of  this  period  the  Committee  J"oyd”Con°f 
were  busily  occupied  in  watching  Harbour,  Pilotage,  commercial 
and  other  Bills,  in  the  interest  of  the  Underwriters, 

and  were  successful,  in  particular,  in  procuring  import¬ 
ant  amendments  in  the  General  Salvage  and  Cinque 

Ports  Salvage  Acts  of  1821.  Even  more  important  to 

the  underwriters  was  the  opposition  offered  by  the 

Committee  to  a  Bill  brought  forward  by  the  Society  of 

Shipowners  in  1812-13  for  the  purpose  of  relieving 
owners  from  all  liability  beyond  the  value  of  the  ship 
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and  freight  in  all  cases  of  collision  or  unseaworthiness. 

So  far  as  the  Bill  related  to  damage  occasioned  by  colli¬ 

sion  without  default  of  the  owner,  Lloyd’s  was  content 
to  stand  aside;  but  the  limitation  of  liability  in  cases  of 

unseaworthiness  was  an  intolerable  heresy,  and  the 

Committee  were  able,  first  to  induce  the  Shipowners’ 

Society  to  drop  the  clause,  and  afterwards  to  frustrate 

an  attempt  to  restore  it  during  the  passage  of  the  Bill 

through  the  Commons.1 
Apart,  however,  from  the  development  of  the  Agency 

system,  the  question  that  occupied  most  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee’s  time  and  attention,  during  the  first  few  years 

after  the  war,  was  that  of  the  stamp  duties  on  marine 

policies,  and  the  objection  of  the  Revenue  Authorities 

to  the  practice  of  making  insurances  on  slips.  This  was 

a  legacy  from  earlier  times. 

The  first  stamp  duty  on  marine  insurance  was  im¬ 

posed  during  the  French  wars  of  William  III,  and 

amounted  only  to  6 d.  on  each  policy.  Additional  taxes 

were  imposed,  from  time  to  time,  generally  as  a  mea¬ 
sure  of  war  taxation,  and  in  1794  the  policy  duty  stood 

at  5s.  on  policies  under  £1,000,  and  10s.  on  those  over 

that  amount,  together  with  an  “additional”  duty  of  is., 
imposed  on  all  deeds.  The  lavish  expenditure  of  the 

Revolutionary  Wars  soon  made  additional  imposts 

necessary,  and  in  1795,  all  previous  Acts  were  re¬ 

pealed,  and  the  duty  established  at  is.  3 d.  per  cent. on 
the  amount  insured,  when  the  rate  of  premium  was 

less  than  10s.  per  cent.,  and  twice  that  amount  on  all 

other  policies.  In  1801 ,  these  rates  were  doubled,  ex¬ 

cept  for  policies  on  vessels  in  the  coasting  trade.  A 

duty  of  5s.  per  cent,  on  the  bulk  of  the  foreign  trade  in¬ 

surances  was  felt  as  a  heavy  burden,  and  the  Com¬ 
mittee  took  up  the  matter  with  the  Chancellor  of  the 

Exchequer,  with  the  result  that  the  limit  for  the  2 s.  6 d. 

duty  was  raised,  in  1802,  to  a  premium  of  20s.  For  the 

1  53  Geo.  Ill,  c.  159. 
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sake  of  clearness, the  effect  of  these  successive  changes 

may  be  tabulated  as  follows:1 
Duty  per  cent,  on sum  insured. 

Foreign. Coasting. 

S  Premium  10/- per  cent,  or  under 

l/3 
l/3 

I795 
1  Premium  over 10/-  per  cent. 2/6 

2/6 
1801 1  Premium  10/- per  cent,  or  under 2/6 

P3 ]  Premium  over 10/-  per  cent. 
Sh 2/6 

1802 1  Premium  20/- per  cent,  or  under 2/6 

!/3 

( Premium  over 20/-  per  cent. 

5/-
 

2/6 

The  concession  made  in  1802  was  of  little  value  in 

time  of  war,  when  few  premiums  were  as  low  as 

one  per  cent.,  and  several  attempts  were  made  by  the 

Committee  to  obtain  a  reduction  of  the  duties,  es¬ 
pecially  on  the  shorter  voyages.  At  one  time  they  even 

proposed  the  total  abolition  of  the  tax,  and  its  replace¬ 
ment  by  an  Insurance  Commutation  Duty  on  all  ships 

and  goods  entered  or  cleared  in  foreign  trade.  The 

duty  itself,  however,  was,  at  the  time,  a  less  serious 

grievance  than  the  interference  of  the  Stamp  Acts  with 

the  usages  of  Lloyd’s. 
From  time  immemorial  the  process  of  effecting  ma¬ 

rine  insurances  had  been  very  much  what  it  is  to-day. 

The  broker  made  out  a  “slip ’’setting  forth  the  particu¬ 
lars  of  the  risk  he  had  to  place,  and  each  underwriter 

wrote  down  on  the  slip  the  share  of  the  risk  he  was 

willing  to  accept,  setting  his  initials  against  the  amount. 

From  this  slip,  when  completed,  a  formal  policy  was 

made  out,  and  signed  by  every  underwriter  concerned. 

With  the  imposition  of  a  heavy  stamp  duty,  there 

came  a  strong  temptation  to  evade  the  tax,  by  treating 

the  slip  itself  as  the  instrument  of  insurance,  and  omit¬ 

ting  to  make  out  a  formal  policy.  So  early  as  1724*  the 

Government  found  it  necessary  to  safeguard  the  reve¬ 

nue  by  an  Act  prohibiting  “giving  Promissory  Notes 
1  See  Statutes  5  W.  &  M.,  c.  21;  9  &  10  Will.  Ill,  c.  25;  10  Anne,  c.  26;  12  Anne, 

Stat.  2,  c.  9;  3  Geo.  I,  c.  7;  30  Geo.  II,  c.  19:  5  Geo.  Ill,  c.  35;  16  Geo.  Ill,  c.  34; 

17  Geo.  Ill,  c.  50;  35  Geo.  Ill,  c.  63;  41  Geo.  Ill,  c.  10;  42  Geo.  Ill,  c.  99;  44 

Geo.  Ill,  c.  98  (schedule);  48  Geo.  Ill,  c.  149  (schedule). 
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CHAP.  XIII  instead  of  Policies,”  and  providing  that  when  any  ves- 
1811-1824  sel  was  insured,  a  duly  stamped  policy  must  be  made 

out  within  three  days.1  As  the  weight  of  taxation  in¬ 

creased,  the  temptation  to  evade  it  became  correspond¬ 

ingly  stronger,  and  in  the  Act  of  1795,  very  drastic  steps 

Heavy  penalties  Were  taken  to  guard  against  this  tendency.  By  that 

(or  use  of  slips.  ̂ ct  a  Spe(qai  gea  p0hcy  Office  was  established  for  the 

sale  of  stamps  and  stamped  policies,  and  it  was  pro¬ 

vided  that  every  contract  of  insurance  should  be 

deemed  a  policy,  and  should  bear  the  requisite  stamp, 

under  a  penalty  of  £s°°- 

The  gravity  of  the  position  lay  in  the  contention  of 

the  Stamp  Commissioners  that,  under  these  clauses, 

the  use  of  an  unstamped  slip,  for  which  a  stamped 

policy  was  afterwards  substituted,  was  just  as  illegal, 

and  subjected  the  parties  to  the  same  penalties,  as  a 

deliberate  attempt  to  defraud  the  revenue.  This  struck 

at  the  whole  practice  of  underwriting  in  the  Rooms, 
and  it  was  the  more  resented  because  the  Act  contained 

a  special  exception  in  favour  of  the  two  Corporations, 

allowing  them  to  effect  insurances  on  slips,  provided  a 

formal  policy  was  drawn  up  within  three  office  days. 

for°usinUti°n  In  practice,  slips  continued  to  be  freely  used  until  the 

slips.  &  year  1807,  and  so  staunch  a  defender  of  Lloyd’s  as 
Joseph  Marry  at  himself  admitted  that  the  revenue  suf¬ 

fered  considerably  from  evasion  of  the  tax.-  In  1807, 
however,  the  Commissioners  of  Stamps  instituted  a 

prosecution  against  Mr.  Pearson  Walton,  a  Subscriber, 

and  intimated  that  they  proposed  to  prosecute  in 

future,  whenever  slips  were  used.  This  threat  caused 

something  like  dismay  at  Lloyd’s;  for  while  the  abuse 
of  slips  was  confined  to  a  minority,  their  use  was  essen¬ 
tial  to  the  transaction  of  insurance  business.  As  the 

Committee  pointed  out  in  a  Memorial  to  the  Commis¬ 
sioners,  brokers  often  received  orders  too  late  in  the 

1  1 1  Geo.  I,  c.  30. 

2  In  his  Observations  on  the  Report  of  the.  Committee. 
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day  for  them  to  go  to  the  Sea  Policy  Office  and  procure 
stamps  during  business  hours.  Moreover,  they  were 

often  obliged  to  effect  “conditional”  insurances,  when 
unable  to  place  risks  on  the  terms  limited  by  their  in¬ 
structions,  and  were  frequently  unable  to  complete 
the  order  to  the  full  amount  proposed;  whereas  the  law 
required  policies  to  be  made  on  forms  already  stamped 
to  the  full  amount  of  the  risk. 

In  response  to  the  Committee’s  appeal,  the  Commis¬ 
sioners  made  certain  concessions  with  regard  to  re¬ 
bates  and  cancellation  of  spoiled  policies  which,  it  was 
hoped  at  first,  would  enable  business  to  be  carried  on 

within  the  terms  of  the  law,  and  in  return,  the  Com¬ 
mittee  exerted  themselves,  successfully,  to  prevent 

any  further  attempts  at  evasion  of  the  duty.  Accord¬ 

ing  to  Reid’s  evidence  before  the  Select  Committee  of 
1810,  the  use  of  slips  for  insurances  had  been  entirely 
discontinued. 

“It  is  understood  the  slips  that  are  now  presented  are  only  till  we  can 
get  the  policy  against  the  next  morning;  the  underwriter  does  not 

write  his  name,  but  I  put  down  his  initials  for  him;  the  stamp  is  taken 

•out  the  next  day.” 

Even  this  was  of  doubtful  legality,  and  there  were  ob¬ 
vious  disadvantages  in  the  underwriter  not  initialling 

the  slip  himself.  Probably  he  often  did.  As  Marryat 
wrote  to  the  Chancellor  of  the  Exchequer  in  1812: 

“This  practice  (of  using  slips)  originated  in  and  has  been  continued 
from  the  absolute  necessity  of  the  case;  for  an  exact  compliance  with 

the  Law  as  it  now  stands,  is  impossible.” 

All  sorts  of  plans  were  proposed  by  which  a  practice 

“  which  the  despatch  of  business  has  in  some  degree 

rendered  necessary,  may  also  be  rendered  legal” — 
^‘Licensed  Books”  or  special  policies  for  conditional 
insurances,  stamped  slips  to  be  afterwards  exchanged 

for  policies,  and  the  like.  Finally,  in  1814,  an  Act  was 

passed,  reciting  that: 

“A  great  proportion  of  the  Business  of  Sea  Insurances  in  London  is 

transacted  at  Lloyd's  in  the  Royal  Exchange ,  and  a  practice  hath  pre¬ 
vailed  there  of  using  unstamped  Slips  of  Paper  for  Contracts  orMemo- 
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CHAP  XIII  randums  of  Insurance,  previously  to  the  Insurance  being  made  by  re- 

181 1-1824.  guIar  Stamped  Policies,  as  the  Law  requires,  for  wa
nt  of  time  to  fill  up 

‘  such  Policies  in  the  first  Instance,” 

and  providing  for  the  sale  to  brokers  of  blank  stamped 

slips  to  be  subsequently  exchanged  for  policies,  various 

provisions  being  made  for  allowances  in  respect  of 

spoiled  stamps.1 Act  of  18.4  was  accepted  bv  Lloyd’s  as  a  final  solution;  but unworkable  r  J  J  . 

and  ignored.  the  Act  was  not  actually  brought  into  operation  until 

1816,  and  then  the  issue  of  the  stamped  slips  was 

found  to  be  hedged  about  with  regulations  and  res¬ 

trictions  which  rendered  the  concession  utterly  worth¬ 
less  in  practice.  In  despair,  the  Brokers  prepared  a 
Memorial  to  the  Government,  and  a  General  Meeting 

of  July  30th,  1817,  instructed  the  Committee  to  co¬ 
operate  to  the  utmost  of  their  ability. 

At  this  point,  strangely  enough,  the  question  dis¬ 

appears  entirely  from  the  Minute  Books.  Yet  it  does 

not  appear  that  any  compromise  was  effected.  Far 

into  the  nineteenth  century  the  law  continued  to  re¬ 
quire  that  stamped  slips  should  be  used,  but  Manley 

Hopkins,  writing  in  1867,  states  explicitly: 

“As  far  as  my  knowledge  extends,  no  person  has  ever  used  or  seen  a 
slip  so  stamped.  The  Distributor  of  Stamps  in  the  City  of  London 

knows  of  no  such  stamp,  and  cannot  produce  one  on  application. 

The  probability  is  that  some  small  concessions  were 

made  at  the  time,  in  the  way  of  facilitating  the  obtain¬ 
ing  of  stamped  slips,  that  these  proved  insufficient  to 

render  the  system  workable,  and  that  the  Govern¬ 

ment  were  compelled  to  recognise  tacitly  the  impossi¬ 
bility  of  any  further  attempt  to  upset  the  ordinary 

methods  of  business  at  Lloyd’s. 
The  high  rate  of  policy  duties,  on  the  other  hand,  re¬ 

mained  in  full  force,  and  the  burden  became  a  serious 

one  after  the  return  of  peace,  when  the  volume  of  in- 

1  54  G  eo.  Ill,  c.  144.  The  policy,  of  course,  was  to  be  stamped  to  the  same  amount  as 
the  slip,  without  further  charge. 

2  A  Manual  of  Marine  Insurance ,  1S67,  p.  435.  The  old  prohibition  of  unstamped 
slips,  with  special  exemption  for  the  two  Corporations,  was  specifically  repeated  in  an 
Act  of  1844,  7  &  8  Viet.,  c.  21. 
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surance  business  diminished,  and  foreign  competition 
was  intensified.  From  1821  onwards  the  Committee 

were  almost  continuously  engaged  in  attempts  to  ob¬ 
tain  reduction  of  the  duties;  but  it  was  long  before 

their  efforts  met  with  any  success. 
That  success,  indeed,  was  not  reached  in  the  days  of 

Joseph  Marryat,  who  died  in  February,  1824,  and  was 

succeeded  as  Chairman  by  Benjamin  Shaw,  and  as  a 

member  of  the  Committee  by  his  son  Joseph  Marryat 

the  younger.  A  man  of  harsher  grain  and  narrower 

mind  than  John  Julius  Angerstein,  Marryat,  neverthe¬ 
less,  well  deserved  the  tribute  paid  by  the  Subscribers 

in  General  Meeting  to,  “the  important  benefits  de¬ 
rived  from  the  long  continued  exertion  of  his  powerful 

talents,  in  upholding  the  character  of  the  Establish¬ 

ment,  and  promoting  the  interests  of  the  Subscribers.” 
His  skill  in  controversy,  his  pugnacity,  and  his  Parlia¬ 
mentary  influence,  had  been  invaluable  in  the  crisis  of 

1810.  His  dominating  personality  and  practical  com¬ 
mon  sense  well  fitted  him  for  the  task  of  initiating  the 

necessary  reforms  in  the  constitution  of  Lloyd’s,  and 
establishing  the  new  system  on  sure  foundations.  The 
substitution  of  a  written  Trust  Deed  and  a  coherent 

code  of  By-Laws  for  the  slipshod  informality  of  the 
old  constitution;  the  introduction  of  routine  regularity 

into  the  proceedings  of  the  Committee;  the  establish¬ 
ment  and  development  of  the  Agency  system;  all  bore 

the  stamp  of  his  clear  and  forcible  mind.  One  further 

contribution  to  the  development  of  Lloyd’s  has  yet  to 

be  recorded;  for  it  was  in  the  last  year  of  Marryat’s 
chairmanship,  and  under  his  direction,  that  the  crucial 

step  was  taken  towards  the  final  elimination  of  the  old 
Coffee  House  traditions. 

CHAP.  XIII 
1811-1824 

Death  of  Joseph 

Marryat,  1824. 

His  character 
and  influence. 
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CHAPTER  XIV. 

THE  PASSING  OF  THE  COFFEE  HOUSE. 

1823-1844. 

THE  re-organisation  of  1811,  while  it  had  pro¬ vided  Lloyd’s  as  a  business  institution  with 
adequate  administrative  machinery,  had  been 

conducted  on  characteristically  conservative  lines,  and 

had  left  many  traces  of  the  old  coffee-house  system. 

The  position  of  the  Masters,  in  particular,  was  wholly 

anomalous  and  illogical.  Ever  since  the  beginning  of 

the  Revolutionary  Wars  their  responsibilities  had  been 

steadily  decreasing,  while  their  remuneration  as  stead¬ 

ily  expanded.  The  whole  conduct  of  official  corres¬ 

pondence,  together  with  the  more  important  of  their 

functions  in  the  collection  and  distribution  of  intelli¬ 

gence,  had  been  transferred  to  the  Secretary.  Regular 

and  frequent  Committee  meetings,  coupled  with  the 

provision  in  the  By-Laws  of  1 8 1 1  and  1816  for  a  ‘ ‘  Com¬ 

mittee”  or  “Managing  Director  of  Correspondence,” 
relieved  the  Masters  of  all  serious  responsibility  for  the 

conduct  of  routine  business,  and  their  duties  no  longer 

called  for  the  high  degree  of  tact,  judgment,  and  initia¬ 
tive,  that  had  been  expected  from  Fielding  orTayler. 

Yet  they  were  annually  dividing  profits  such  as  neither 

Fielding  nor  Tayler  imagined  in  their  rosiest  dreams. 

In  these  profits,  the  receipts  from  the  Bar  were  among 

the  less  considerable  items.  The  profits  on  Lloyd's 
List ,  and  payments  received  in  respect  of  sales  and 

shipping  announcements  were,  together,  of  greater 

value;  but  the  bulk  of  the  Masters’  income  was  derived 
from  the  Annual  Subscriptions  of  the  Subscribers  to 

Lloyd’s,  together  with  certain  payments  by  the  two 
chartered  companies,  by  newspapers,  and  others,  for 

intelligence  supplied.  These  subscriptions  were  prac¬ 
tically  independent  of  any  exertion  on  the  part  of  the 
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Masters  themselves;  for  it  was  not  the  amenities  of  a  CHAP.  XIV 

coffee-house,  but  the  business  facilities  and  the  un-  1823-1844 
rivalled  system  of  shipping  intelligence  provided  by 

Lloyd’s,  that  had  drawn  in  so  many  hundreds  of  new 
Subscribers  since  1793.  The  Masters  were  reaping 
where  the  Committee  and  their  Secretary  had  sown. 

The  position  was  further  complicated  by  the  fact  that  ̂   systen^of 

the  Secretary,  while  directly  responsible  to  the  Com¬ 
mittee  for  the  performance  of  his  secretarial  duties, 

was  now  junior  partner  in  the  flourishing  firm  of 

“Bennett,  White  and  Bennett”  by  whom  the  business 

of  “Lloyd’s  Coffee  House”  was  carried  on,  and  de¬ 
pended  for  clerical  assistance  on  the  waiters  of  the 

Coffee  House,  over  whom  he  had  no  direct  authority 

as  Secretary.  The  waiters  themselves  were  employees 

of  the  Masters,  though  their  appointments  were  now 

subject  to  the  approval  of  the  Committee.  The  whole, 

or  the  greater  part  of  their  remuneration  was  derived 

from  the  extra  guinea  paid  annually  by  all  subscribers, 

which,  in  1821,  yielded  them  sums  varying  from  £50 

to  £25°  each,  in  proportion  to  their  seniority.  There 

are  indications  in  the  minutes,  however,  that  they  re¬ 

ceived  these  amounts,  or  part  thereof,  in  the  form  of 

a  regular  weekly  salary. 

The  whole  arrangement  was  both  unbusinesslike  and 

extravagant;  but  so  long  as  John  Bennett  senior,  and 

Thomas  White  were  alive,  there  was  no  suggestion  of 

any  readjustment  by  which  their  emoluments  would 

be  curtailed.  Legally,  the  arrangements  could  have 

been  revised  at  any  time,  for  they  had  expressly  been 

made  subject  to  the  pleasure  of  the  Subscribers;  but 

the  two  senior  Masters  had  both  grown  grey  in  the  ser¬ 

vice  of  Lloyd’s— Bennett’s  first  connection  with  the 
establishment  dated  back  to  the  old  days  in  Pope  s 

Head  Alley— and  both  had  done  good  work  in  the  early 

days  of  the  War,  when  the  Masters’  duties  were  more 
onerous  and  less  lavishly  remunerated.  They  were  left, 
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CHAP.  XIV  accordingly,  in  quiet  enjoyment  of  their  gains;  but  in 

1823-1844  1823  >  when  they  died  within  a  few  daysof  each  other,  the 
opportunity  was  taken  to  appoint  a  Special  Committee 

of  twelve  Subscribers,  “to  act  with  the  present  Com¬ 
mittee  in  framing  such  Regulations  for  the  future  man¬ 

agement  of  Lloyd’s  as  they  may  deem  expedient.” 
Their  first  step  was  to  call  on  the  surviving  partner 

for  an  account  of  the  Masters’  profits  during  the  last 
three  years,  which  Bennett — with  whatever  heart- 

searchings — furnished  “with  the  utmost  candour  and 

promptitude.”  The  figures  thus  disclosed  were  rather 
startling.  On  an  average,  the  Masters  had  divided  pro¬ 
fits  amounting  to  £4,500  a  year.  Bennett  himself,  in 
addition  to  his  salary  as  Secretary,  had  drawn  £750  a 
year  as  his  sixth  share  of  the  profits;  White  had  taken 

£1,500,  and  Bennett  senior,  had  enjoyed  an  annual  in¬ 

come  from  Lloyd’s  of  £2,250,  which  would  give  him  as 
much  importance  in  the  world  as  an  income  of  £8,000 

or  £10,000  to-day.  The  accounts  throw  so  much  light 

on  the  working  of  Lloyd’s  in  1823,  and  the  queer  ar¬ 
rangements  between  the  Masters  and  the  Subscribers, 

that  it  is  worth  while  to  give  the  average  figures: 
Receipts. 

Bar 

Profits  on  Lloyd’s  List 
Shipping  Notices 
Sales 

Gratuities  for  Notice  of 
Arrivals 

Payments  for  intelligence  by 
Insurance  Corporations, 

Newspapers,  Navy  and 
Transport  Boards,  and 
Commercial  Sale  Rooms 

Payment  for  collecting  Re¬ 
gister  Book  Subscriptions 

Small  subscriptions  or  gra¬ 
tuities  from  frequenters  of 
the  Coffee  House 

Annual  Subscriptions  at  3 
guineas  each 

£538 

546 

571 

94 

27 

*47 

32 

*5° 

5,261 

£7,366 

Disbursements. 

Rent,  Rates  and  Taxes  .  .£ 1,002 
Coals  and  Candles  ..  no 

Grocery  .  .  .  .  .  .  204 
Liquors,  etc.  .  .  .  .  147 

Stationery  and  Pens  .  .  224 
Newspapers  .  .  .  .  499 

Shipping  Intelligence  .  .  71 
Loss  by  Postage  Account  33 
Sundries  .  .  .  .  .  .  579 
Profits: 

J.  Bennett  ̂   .  .  2,249 
T.  White  J  ..  1,499 
J.  Bennett  Jr.  |  749 

4497 

£7,366 



FOR 

SALE 
BY  THE 

C  A  N  D  L 
At  NEW  LLOYD'S  COFFEE-HOUSE,  CORNHILL 

On  Friday,  the  15th  D(iy  of  July.,  1796',, 
at  Two  o'Clock  precisely , 

THE  GOOD  GALLIOT 

CATHARINE, 
Round  Stern,  Dutch  built,  and  free,  140  Tons  Regifier 

Tonnage ;  is  well  calculated  for  the  Coal  or  Coafling 

Trade,  fhifts  without  Ballaft,  draws  little  Water,  and 

takes  the  Ground  well ;  is  well  found  in  Stores,  and 

maybe  fent  to  Sea  at  a  fmall  Expencc.  Now  lying 

at  King  Jamesvs  Stairs. 

INVENTORY. 

Hull,  Mads,  Yards,  Handing  and  running  Rigging,  with  all  Faults,  as  they  now  lie. 

A  N  C  H  OR  S. 

1  Iheet  anchor 
1  bed  bower 
1  fmall  ditto 
1  kedge 

2  warps 

towline  quite  new 

SAILS. 

2  dccring  fails 

T  fquarc  fail 1  fave  all 

1  boat’s  fail 

CABLES. 

i  bed  bower 

1  fmall  ditto 

2  main  fails 

1  fore  fail 

4  j'bs 

I  1  top  fail, 
1  1  mizcu 

Carpenter’s  and  Boatswain’s 

STORES. 

3  hand  dogs 1  iron  ditto 

ADVERTISEMENT  OF  SALE  BY  CANDLE  AT  LLOYD’S,  1796 



(  2  ) 
4  wooden  (hovels 

4  handl'pikcs 
2  pump  brakes 

2  pump  hooks 
6  fpear  boxes 
6  lower  d  tio 

i  grindltone  and  trough 

i  maul 

i  crow 

1  mallet 

2  caulking  irons 

i  adze 

l

 

 

h
a
m
m
e
r
 

i  
faw i  iron-bound  fnatch  block 

i  crutch 

1  ferving  mallet 
2  tar  buckets 

t  tar  brufhes 
2  (lone  jars 
i  oil  bottle 

i  ditto  keg 

i  buoy  and  buoy  rope 

3  pieces  of  old  junk 
i  bill  hock 

fundry  fparc  pieces  of  new 
cordage 

i  hatch  bar 

i  fide  ladder 

l  pair  of  can  hooks 
i  ipunyarn  winch  and  bolt 

1  (hip’s  (kect 
2  boat’s  fcoops 

i  main  batch  tarpaulin 

Shtp  Chandler's  STORES. 

4

 

 

binnacle  compares 

i  
hanging  

ditto i  
binnacle  

lamp 1  cabin  ditto 

2  lanthorns 

i  poop  ditto t  four  hour  glafs 
i  two  ditto 

i  one  ditto 

i  half  ditto 

i  candle  box 

t  deep  fea  lead  and  line 
i  hand  lead  and  line 

COOPER’S  STORES. 

4  water  calks 

3  harnefs  tubs 

3  Pails 

t  draw  bucket 

i  water  funnel 

Cook  and  Caeein  STORES. 

4  copper  kettles 
i  frying  pan 

i  brafs  (kimnier 
i  ladle 

1  pair  of  tormentors 

3  wooden  bowls 

4  chairs 

2  tables 

1  candleftick 
2  mops 

2  ferubbingbrufhes 

4  brooms 
i  beer  cock 

BOAT. 

t  long  boat,  rudder,  and  tiller 
i  -ditto  mart,  boom,  gaff,  8cc. 

t  (kift  quite  new 

4  oars 

t  boat  hook 

The  Stores  and  Galliot  to  be  taken  with  all  Faults  as  they  now. lie,  without  any 
Allowance  tor  Weight,  Length,  Quality,  or  any  Dcfed  whatever. 

Inventories  and  further  Particulars  may  be  had  of  .1 

JOSEPH  DOWSON,  Broker. 

No,  2,  Samfon’s  Gardens ,  os. New  Lloyd's  Coffee- Hou/e. 

>.-r  ^ 
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The  item  of  “  Sundries”  in  the  disbursements  included  CHAP.  XIV 

dinners  for  Masters  and  waiters,  bread,  biscuits,  and  1823-1844 
milk  for  general  consumption,  firewood,  and  various 

charges  for  shipping  intelligence  additional  to  those 

separately  recorded.  These  charges  for  intelligence 

were  a  relic  of  the  days  when  the  whole  supply  of  ship¬ 

ping  intelligence  depended  on  the  Masters,  and  the 

whole  account  exhibits  a  complete  confusion  between 

the  coffee-house  business  carried  on  by  Messrs .  Bennett, 

White  and  Bennett,  and  the  affairs  of  Lloyd’s  as  an  in¬ stitution. 

The  remedies  proposed  by  the  Special  Committee,  tsa^eSCcomroi 
and  adopted  at  General  Meetings  on  July  gth  and  16th,  of  funds  and 

1  ..  ,  .  .  i°  o  1  m  1  management. 

1 823 ,  were  directed  to  giving  the  Subscribers  complete  1823. 

financial  control,  and  complete  administrative  control, 
of  the  entire  establishment.  Under  the  first  head,  the 

Committee’s  recommendation  ran: 

“That  from  and  after  the  ist  day  of  July,  1823,  the  whole  amount  of 

Subscriptions,  together  with  the  receipts  for  shipping  notices  and  ad¬ 

vertisements  in  the  Captains’  Rooms,  and  for  the  use  of  the  said  rooms 

and  pulpits,  when  engaged  for  public  sales,  be  carried  to  the  Sub¬ 

scribers’  Fund,  and  that  the  Subscribers, in  General  Meeting, have  the 

entire  disposition  of  the  said  Fund.” 

On  the  administrative  side,  they  proposed  that  the  ̂ Sent 

third  Mastership  should  be  suppressed;  that  the  offices  established: 

of  Master  and  Secretary  should  be  permanently  separ-  not  to  be 

ated,  and  that  the  Secretary  should  be  provided  
with  1  Masttl 

proper  clerical  assistance,  and  entrusted  with  the  entire 

management  of  correspondence,  accounts,  minutes, 

shipping  intelligence,  “and  all  other  branches  of  the 
establishment  that  appertain  to  the  duty  of  a  Secretary 

and  his  clerks.”  He  was  also  to  exercise  “a  superin¬ 

tendence  over  the  Masters,  Waiters,  and  others  em¬ 

ployed,  and  generally  over  the  whole  establishment.” 

By  these  two  measures  the  Masters  were  finally  de¬ 

prived  of  any  real  share  in  the  working  of  Lloyd’s,  and 
reduced  to  caterers  for  the  Subscribers,  and  supervi¬ 

sors  of  the  attendance  in  the  Rooms.  Even  for  the  dis- 
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CHAP.  XIV  charge  of  these  functions,  they  were  to  be  under  the 

1823-1844  authority  of  the  Secretary.  Their  salaries  were  fixed 

at  £400  for  Smith  Grey,  the  Master  in  the  Subscribers’ 
Rooms,  and  £300  for  John  Bolton,  Master  in  the  Cap¬ 

tains’  Rooms,  and  they  were  permitted  to  divide  even¬ 
ly  the  profits  on  catering,  and  certain  perquisites,  such 

as  the  sale  of  old  newspapers,  and  gratuities  from  fre¬ 
quenters,  estimated  to  bring  them  each  another  £200 

a  year.  The  waiters  were  to  be  paid  fixed  salaries, 

ranging  from  a  minimum  of  £75  to  the  senior  waiter’s 
£250  a  year,  together  with  partial  board,  for  which  an 

allowance  of  £40  per  head  was  made  to  the  Masters. 

John  Bennett  The  Secretary,  now  a  much  more  important  person 

Secretary! 35  than  the  Masters,  was  granted,  in  addition  to  his  salary 

i823-  of  £500,  three  quarters  of  the  profits  from  Lloyd's  List , 
the  receipts  for  shipping  intelligence,  and  the  payment 

for  collecting  subscriptions  to  the  Register  Book.  The 

remaining  quarter  of  these  perquisites,  granted  on  the 

principle  of  “payment  by  results,”  went  to  his  chief 
clerk.  Bennett  was  confirmed  in  his  appointment,  and 

three  waiters,  including  his  own  son,  a  third  John 

Bennett,  were  transferred  to  his  department  as  clerks. 

Including  his  perquisites,  the  Secretary  would  now 

receive  a  little  over  £1,000  a  year;  but  the  Committee 

u°Benneuion  lankly  recognised  ‘  ‘  that  the  change  of  system  nowcon- 
for  loss  of  templated  must  occasion  a  serious  disappointment  to 

Masteiship.  Bennett,”  who  had  actually  been  drawing  £1,250 as  Secretary  and  Third  Master,  and  whose  hopes  of 

succeeding  to  his  father’s  lucrative  position  were  now 
wholly  cut  off.  This  would  be  cruel  treatment  of  a  man 

who  had  done  so  much  to  increase  the  efficiency  and 

prestige  of  Lloyd’s, and  the  Subscribers  readily  assent¬ 

ed  to  the  Committee’s  suggestion  that  a  personal  allow¬ 
ance  of  £600  a  year  should  be  paid  to  Bennett  as  com¬ 

pensation,  bringing  up  his  total  income  from  Lloyd’s 
to  about  £1,600.  In  all  the  circumstances,  the  Com¬ 

mittee  could  fairly  claim  that  this  represented  “a  fair 
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mean  between  a  just  regard  to  the  interests  of  the  Sub-  CHAP.  XIV 

scribers  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  expectations  of  1823-1844 

Mr.  Bennett  on  the  other.”  At  any  rate,  it  is  clear  that 
no  murmur  of  complaint  came  from  Bennett  himself. 

Like  the  players  in  Hamlet ,  the  Subscribers,  when  New  Masters 

convinced  of  a  serious  defect  in  their  methods,  had  c' 

“reformed  it  indifferently.”  They  would  have  done 

much  better  to  “reform  it  altogether.”  In  the  new  state 

of  things  at  Lloyd’s  there  was  no  real  place  for  the 
Masters.  Their  functions  were  no  longer  important 

enough  to  justify  the  semi-independent  position  allot¬ 

ted  to  them,  yet  their  retention  involved  a  perpetua¬ 
tion,  within  limits,  of  the  old  system  of  dual  control, 

which  could  only  hamper  the  working  of  the  establish¬ 
ment.  The  choice  of  men,  too,  proved  unfortunate. 

William  Dobson,  the  one  man  of  character  and  educa¬ 

tion  among  the  senior  waiters,  had  gone  as  chief  clerk 

into  the  office  of  the  Secretary,  whom  he  subsequently 

succeeded.  Grey  and  Bolton  were  men  of  very  inferior 

calibre  to  Tayler,  Bennett,  or  White.  Their  position 

and  salary  lifted  them  above  the  ranks  of  the  waiters 

and  made  them  partially  independent  of  the  Secre¬ 

tary’s  authority;  yet  they  had  neither  sufficient  respon¬ 
sibilities  to  steady  them,  nor  sufficient  duties  to  keep 

them  fully  employed.  Their  joint  interest  in  the  pro¬ 

fits  of  the  bar  led  to  perpetual  friction,  and  Grey  neg¬ 

lected  his  own  duties  in  the  Subscribers’  Rooms  to  in¬ 

terfere  with  Bolton’s  work  as  caterer.  Neither  of  them 

inspired  respect  in  the  waiters,  and  while  two  of  the 

latter  were  dismissed,  in  1827,  for  neglect  of  duty  and 

insulting  behaviour,  it  is  significant  that  the  Masters 

were  cautioned  “to  ensure  proper  respect”  by  giving 

their  orders  to  the  servants  “in  a  becoming  manner. 

The  Secretary  and  Committee  were  continually  re¬ 

quired  to  adjudicate  on  complaints  by  the  Masters  of 

the  waiters  and  of  each  other,  by  the  waiters  of  the 
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Partnership 
of  Masters 

dissolved. 

1S2S. 

CHAP.  XIV  Masters,  and  by  the  Subscribers  of  both  Masters  and 

1823-1844  waiters.  By  December,  1828,  things  had  grown  so  bad 

that  a  special  Sub-Committee  considered  it  “indispen¬ 

sably  necessary”  for  Grey  to  retire;  and  a  knowledge  of 

his  impending  fate  may  have  prompted  Grey’s  own 

petition  to  be  pensioned  off,  on  the  ground  of  ill-health. 

This  opportunity  was  taken  to  carry  the  transition 

from  the  Coffee  House  system  one  stage  further.  A 

Special  Committee  reported  in  January,  1829,  that 

“the  pecuniary  connection  that  has  hitherto  subsisted 

between  the  two  Masters  of  Lloyd’s”  had  “been  found 

practically  to  interfere  with  that  harmony,  and  co¬ 

operation,  which  ought  to  subsist  between  them,  and 

which  is  essential  to  the  good  order,  and  advantage  of 

the  whole  establishment.”  Grey  was  retired  on  a  gene¬ 
rous  pension  of  £200  a  year,  and  Joseph  Spencer  was 

appointed  Master  in  the  Subscription  Rooms,  at  a 

salary  of  £400,  but  without  any  share  in  profits  or  per¬ 

quisites.  The  Master  in  the  Captains’  Room  was  no 
longer  to  receive  a  salary,  but  to  enjoy  the  whole  pro¬ 
fits  of  the  bar,  together  with  perquisites,  bringing  up 

his  takings  to  about  -£500  a  year. 

By  these  reforms,  the  Master  in  the  Subscribers’ 
Rooms  was  finally  reduced  to  a  salaried  superinten¬ 
dent  under  the  direct  control  of  the  Committee;  but 

Spencer  proved  even  less  satisfactory  than  Grey,  and, 

in  1837,  his  “habit  of  intoxication”  led  to  his  dismissal, 
with  a  compassionate  allowance  of  -£100  a  year  in  con¬ 
sideration  of  his  good  conduct  prior  to  promotion.  The 

House  Committee’s  Report  on  the  matter  forms  an  ad¬ 
mirable  commentary  on  the  unsatisfactory  compromise 

adopted  in  1823  with  regard  to  the  Masters’  position. 

More  trouble 

with  Masters. 

1S29-37. 

“Raised  by  the  liberal  Salary  which  has  been  paid  them  above  the  con¬ 
dition  in  which  they  have  previously  been  placed,  and  with  compara¬ 

tively  little  employment  throughout  the  day,  it  has  been  found  that  in¬ 

dividuals  who  as  waiters  have  proved  themselves  deserving  of  appro¬ 
bation  have  unfortunately  changed  in  their  conduct  when  appointed  to 

the  situation  of  Master.” 
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In  consequence  of  this  Report  it  was  decided  to  abol¬ 

ish  altogether  the  post  of  Master  in  the  Subscribers’ 
Rooms,  entrusting  the  immediate  oversight  of  the  at¬ 
tendance  in  the  Rooms  to  a  Head  Waiter,  with  a  mod¬ 

est  salary  of  £250  a  year.  At  the  same  time  the  per¬ 
quisites  of  the  Secretary  and  clerks  were  discontinued, 

an  equivalent  increase  being  made  in  their  respective 

salaries,  so  that  the  entire  receipts  from  shipping  in¬ 

telligence,  including  the  profits  on  Lloyd's  List ,  were 
now  brought  into  the  general  fund. 

Bolton,  who  had  given  much  less  trouble  than  Grey  or 

Spencer,  was  continued  as  Master  in  the  Captains’ 
Room.  He  had  been  cautioned,  in  1837,  for  the  curious 

offence  of  having  bought  “mining  and  other  shares,” 

contrary  to  a  By-Law  “which  prohibits  gambling” — 

an  interesting  sidelight  on  the  attitude  of  Lloyd’s  to¬ 
wards  the  earlier  joint-stock  companies — but  he  had 
done  nothing  to  justify  dismissal,  and  he  continued  to 

cater,  more  or  less  satisfactorily,  for  the  frequenters  of 

the  Captains’  Room,  until  1844,  when  Lloyd’s  took  up 
its  quarters  in  the  third  Royal  Exchange,  as  rebuilt 

after  the  fire  of  1838.  Then,  at  long  last,  the  post  of 

Master  was  finally  abolished,  and  the  bar  leased,  first 

to  Mr.  Warriner,  of  the  “George  &  Vulture, ’’and  after¬ 
wards  to  Mr.  H.  Mabey,  of  the  Jamaica  Coffee  House, 

who  carried  on  the  business  as  mere  catering  con¬ 
tractors. 

As  the  last  “Master  of  Lloyd’s,”  John  Bolton  must 
always  fill  his  little  niche  in  history;  but  these  later 
Masters  were  in  no  true  line  of  descent  from  Edward 

Lloyd.  The  flourishing  dynasty  founded  by  that  ex¬ 
cellent  man  of  business  died  out  in  defeat  and  discredit 

with  Lawrence  and  the  younger  Baker.  With  Thomas 

Fielding  there  begins  a  new  succession  of  Masters  who 

were  tenants- at-will  where  Lloyd, Richard  Baker  sen¬ 
ior, and  Saunders  had  beenproprietors,butwho  derived 
from  their  confidential  relations  with  the  Committee 

CHAP.  XIV 1823-1844 

Post  of  Master 

in  Subscribers’ Rooms  abolished. 
1837- 

Final  abolition 
of  Mastership. 1844. 
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CHAP.  XIV  of  Lloyd’s,  a  consequence  superior  to  that  of  most  in- 

1823-1844  dependent  Coffee-Men.  The  succession  was  again  bro¬ 

ken  in  1823,  when  both  the  control  of  the  coffee-house 

business  and  the  supervision  of  the  Subscribers’ 

Rooms  were  finally  taken  out  of  the  Masters’  hands. 
All  real  justification  for  the  continuance  of  the  title 

was  then  removed,  and  it  would  have  been  more  fitting 

to  let  it  pass  with  Bennett  senior,  and  White.  The 

Subscribers  judged  otherwise,  doubtless  through  at¬ 

tachment  to  the  old  traditions  of  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House; 
but  the  suppression  of  the  Mastership  in  1844  was 

only  the  epilogue  to  a  drama  already  played  out.  Hav¬ 

ing  followed  up  the  coffee-house  tradition  to  its  final 

disappearance,  it  is  high  time  to  return  to  the  more 

vital  issues  with  which  Lloyd’s  had  to  grapple  in  the 

year  following  the  re-organisation  of  1823. 
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CHAPTER  XV. 

DIEHARDS  AT  LLOYD’S. 

THE  OPPOSITION  TO  REGISTRY  REFORM  AND  REPEAL. 
1824. 

THE  reconstruction  of  1823  involved  no  breach with  the  traditional  conservatism  of  Lloyd’s.  It 
merely  advanced  one  step  towards  its  logical  con¬ 

clusion,  aprocess  that  had  been  going  onfor  many  years, 
and  had  been  forced  upon  the  Subscribers  by  sheer 

pressure  of  circumstances .  How  far  they  were  from  lay¬ 
ing  aside  their  ingrained  distrust  of  any  real  innovation 

was  shown  by  the  stout  resistance  offered,  in  the  follow¬ 

ing  year,  to  the  reform  of  the  Register  Book,  and  the 

repeal  of  the  Corporations’  monopoly. 
The  Register  of  Shipping  established  in  1760  by  the 

underwriters  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  was  never,  like 

Lloyd's  List ,  the  property  of  the  Masters,  nor  was  it 

officially  taken  over  by  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s 
when  they  established  themselves  in  the  Royal  Ex¬ 

change.  It  was  owned  by  an  independent  body  with  a 

Committee  of  its  own,  and  the  use  of  the  Register 

Book  was  jealously  restricted  to  the  members  of  the 

Register  Society.  Any  member  of  that  Society  who 

allowed  an  outsider — even  though  a  Subscriber  to 

Lloyd’s — to  glance  at  the  Book,  or  who  passed  on  to 
him  any  information  it  contained,  was  punishable  by 

fine.  Nevertheless,  the  connection  between  the  Regis¬ 

ter  Society  and  Lloyd’s  was  very  close.  Its  members 
were  all  underwriters;  all,  or  practically  all,  Subscri¬ 

bers  to  Lloyd’s.  The  Masters  of  the  Coffee  House  col¬ 
lected  its  subscriptions.  Although  the  Society  had  its 

own  offices  in  Sun  Court,  the  meetings  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee  were  held  at  Lloyd’s,  and  the  leading  men  at 

Lloyd’s  took  a  prominent  part  in  its  management.  Out 

Lloyd’s  and  the 

Register  Book. 
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CHAP.  XV  of  eleven  members  of  the  Committee  in  1798  fiye — 

1824  John  Julius  Angerstein,  William  Bell,  George  Curling, 

Alexander  Champion,  and  Edward  Vaux,  were  mem¬ 
bers  of  the  House  Committee,  and  each  of  the  first 

three  was,  at  some  time,  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s.1 
a  rival  to  the  For  nearly  forty  years  the  Underwriters’  Register 

1798.  reigned  without  a  rival;  but  in  1797  a  new  method  ot 

classification  was  adopted  which  gave  great  offence  to 

the  shipowners,  who  complained  that  it  laid  dispro¬ 
portionate  stress  on  age  and  place  of  building,  giving 

an  undue  preference  to  Thames-built  ships, and  penal¬ 

ising  unfairly  the  older  vessels,  even  when  kept  in  a 

good  state  of  repair.  The  shipowners  accordingly 

started  a  rival  publication,  to  the  great  indignation  of 

the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s,  as  appears  from  a  Minute 
of  March  23rd,  1798: 

“It  appearing  to  this  Committee  that  a  Book  has  been  Advertized  to  be 
left  at  the  Bar  for  the  purpose  of  receiving  Subscriptions  for  the  Pub¬ 
lishing  a  Book  for  the  Registry  of  Shipping  in  opposition  to  the  one  so 

many  years  published  by  the  body  of  Insurers  frequenting  this  House, 
Resolved  that  the  Masters  of  this  House  be  directed  not  to  allow  of 

such  Subscription  Book  being  left  at  the  Bar  of  this  House.” 

between'the  Despite  this  opposition,  the  Shipowners’  Register  or 

Regises.  “Red  Book,”  as  it  was  called  to  distinguish  it  from  the 
Underwriters’  Register  or  “Green  Book,”  succeeded 
in  establishing  itself,  and  the  first  printed  List  of  Sub¬ 

scribers  to  Lloyd’s,  issued  in  1800,  shows  that  the 
Secretaries  of  both  Registers  were  admitted  to  the 

Rooms,  each  subscribing  also  for  one  Substitute.  The 

Red  Book,  in  fact,  gained  rapidly  on  its  rival.  It  was 

accused  of  currying  favour  with  shipowners  by  undue 

leniency  in  classification,  and  it  made  a  strong  bid  for 

popular  support  by  fixing  its  subscription  at  eight 

guineas,  as  against  twelve  guineas  for  the  Green  Book, 

and  by  adopting  a  much  less  rigorous  attitude  with 

regard  to  the  secrecy  of  the  contents. 

This  competition  forced  the  old  Register  Society  in 

l  Annals  of  Lloyd's  Register ,  p.  13. 
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some  degree  to  relax  its  rules  and,  in  1810,  to  reduce 
the  subscription  to  eight  guineas;  but  competition  did 
not,  in  this  instance,  make  for  efficiency.  Neither  the 
Green  Book  nor  the  Red  Book  commanded  general 
confidence,  and  both  were  carried  on  at  a  loss.  At  the 

beginning  of  1800  the  Green  Book  had  233,  and  the 
Red  Book  125  Subscribers.  In  1823  the  number  of 
Subscribers  to  the  Red  Book  was  almost  exactly  the 
same;  but  the  supporters  of  the  Green  Book  had  fallen 
to  about  180,  and  there  was  an  annual  deficit  of  about 

£500  which  was  fast  eating  away  the  accumulated  funds 

of  the  Society.1 
This  very  unsatisfactory  state  of  things  led  to  a  move¬ 

ment,  in  which  Mr.  John  Marshall,  a  London  ship¬ 
owner,  was  the  prime  mover,  for  the  fusion  of  the  two 

Societies,  and  the  establishment  of  a  single  Register  on 
a  broader  basis,  with  a  Committee  representative  of 

underwriters ,  shipowners ,  and  merchants .  This  move¬ 
ment  came  to  a  head  at  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Ship 

Owners’  Society  on  December  nth,  1823, and  a  public 
meeting  held,  under  the  auspices  of  that  Society,  on 

January  22nd,  1824.  At  these  meetings  it  was  resolved: 

“That  opinions  are  entertained,  that  the  existing  system  of  classing 

Shipping  in  the  Register  Books  at  Lloyd’s,  operates  injuriously  to¬ 
wards  the  Ship  Owner,  tends  to  mislead  the  Shipper  and  Under¬ 
writer,  in  numerous  instances  encourages  the  building  of  inferior 

Ships,  and  prevents  essential  repairs;” 

and  that  a  Committee  of  thirty-six  should  be  appointed 

to  devise  a  remedy,  and  make  suggestions  “for  the 

future  classing  of  the  Mercantile  Marine.”  This  Com¬ 
mittee  was  to  consist  of  eight  merchants;  eight  London 

shipowners;  ten  members  nominated  by  the  outports, 

two  by  the  marine  insurance  Corporations,  and  eight 

by  Lloyd’s. The  invitation  to  appoint  representatives  came  before 

1  For  the  rivalry  between  the  two  Registers,  and  the  investigation  of  1824,  see  Annals 

of  Lloyd's  Register,  passim,  and  Statement  of  the  various  Proceedings  prior  and  sub¬ 
sequent  to  the  Appointment  of  a  Committee  in  1824 ,  to  inquire  into  the  Mode  of  Class¬ 

ing  the  Mercantile  Marine  at  Lloyd's,  by  J.  M.  Marshall,  1829. 

CHAP.  XV 

1824 

Movement  for 

fusion  of  the 

two  Registers. 1823-4. 
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CHAP.  XV  a  General  Meeting  of  Lloyd’s  on  February  18th,  1824, 
1824  but  with  no  blessing  from  the  House  Committee.  On 

the  contrary,  Mr.  Benjamin  Shaw,  now  Chairman  of 

Lloyd’s,  presented  a  report,  prepared  by  a  Sub-Com¬ 

mittee  and  adopted  by  the  Committee  as  a  whole,  re¬ 

commending  an  absolute  refusal  to  co-operate  in  the 
Committee  mQUirV  The  Committee  doubted,  in  fact,  whether 
of  Lloyd’s  T-  1  1  r  •  4- 

opposed  to  the  existing  system  was  capable  01  improvement, 

Registers,  “however  a  few  insulated  (sic)  cases  may  be  adduced 

Feb-’ l824-  as  evidence  of  the  present  system  being  faulty.”  To 

put  it  bluntly,  the  main  argument  against  co-opera¬ 

tion  was  that  it  was  the  shipowners  who  desired  re¬ 

forms,  and  reforms  desired  by  the  shipowners  were 

not  likely  to  be  beneficial  to  the  underwriters. 

Marshall’s  Had  Joseph  Marryat  still  been  in  the  Chair,  and  had 

Lloyd’s!0  he  taken  the  conservative  side, the  Committee’s  recom¬ 
mendation  would  probably  have  been  followed;  but 

there  was  no  one  now  capable  of  standing  up  to  Mr. 

John  Marshall,  who  made  an  eloquent  appeal  to  “the 
public  spirit  which  has  ever  been  conspicuous  in  the 

proceedings  of  this  House;”  reminding  the  Subscribers 
that  nothing  was  asked  for  beyond  an  impartial  in¬ 

quiry,  and  that: 

“the  very  name  of  ‘Lloyd’s’  is  regarded,  not  at  home  only,  but  also  in 
every  part  of  the  world  where  the  British  name  is  knowm,  as  synonymous 

with  everything  that  is  liberal,  just,  public-spirited, and  honourable.” 

Convinced  by  Marshall’s  arguments,  or  won  over  by 
his  flattery,  the  meeting  resolved,  with  only  two  dis¬ 

sentients,  to  comply  with  the  invitation;  and  nomina¬ 

ted  twenty-four  Subscribers,  from  whom  the  eight  re¬ 

presentatives  of  Lloyd’s  were  to  be  chosen  by  ballot. 
The  majority  of  these  gentlemen  withdrew  their  can¬ 

didature,  either  from  pressure  of  business  or  objec¬ 
tions  to  the  method  of  election,  and  the  Committee 

accordingly  put  forward  eight  names,  among  whom  the 

most  prominent  was  Mr.  David  Carruthers,  of  whom 

more  will  be  heard.  They  remained,  however,  obstin- 
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ately  opposed  to  the  principle  of  co-operation,  and  at  CHAP.  XV 
another  General  Meeting,  on  March  3rd,  Mr.  William  J824 
Janson,  a  member  of  the  Committee,  spoke  strongly 
against  proceeding  with  the  election,  arguing  that 

Lloyd’s  would  be  in  a  hopeless  minority  on  the  inquiry and  would  be  placed  in  a  false  position  by  associating 
themselves  with  its  work.  His  motion  for  an  adjourn¬ 
ment  being  defeated  on  a  show  of  hands,  he  demanded 
a  ballot,  which  was  fixed  for  March  10th.  In  the  inter¬ 
val  both  sides  exerted  themselves  to  the  utmost.  The 

Committee  printed  and  circulated  their  Report;  Mr. 
Marshall  issued  a  counter  manifesto,  and  almost  every 

counting-house  and  coffee-house  in  the  City  was  visi-  Subscribers 
ted  by  the  leading  advocates  and  opponents  of  reform  Committee, 

to  whip  up  negligent  or  indifferent  supporters.  In  the  Mar"  I§24' 

result,  to  use  Marshall’s  triumphant  capitals,  “REA¬ 
SON  TRIUMPHED,”  and  Lloyd’s  decided,  by  352 
votes  to  327,  to  co-operate  in  the  inquiry. 
Ten  weary  years  of  investigation,  negotiation,  and 

vain  endeavours  to  secure  financial  support  from  the 
Government,  were  to  pass  before  the  fusion  of  the 

Register  Books  became  an  accomplished  fact.  For  the 

moment,  the  attention  of  Lloyd’s  was  directed  to  a  still 
more  bitter  conflict,  over  a  still  graver  issue.  In  the 

matter  of  the  Register  inquiry,  the  good  sense  of  the 

Subscribers  had  prevailed  against  the  conservatism  of 
the  Committee;  but  the  Committee  and  Subscribers 

were  alike  prepared  to  die  in  the  last  ditch  rather  than 

allow  sacrilegious  hands  to  be  laid  on  that  paradoxical 

ark  of  their  covenant,  the  exclusive  privileges  of  the 

two  chartered  Corporations. 

Although  the  great  struggle  of  1810- 11  had  left  the  Anomalous 

Royal  Exchange  and  London  Assurance  in  full  enjoy-  Corporations, 
ment  of  the  privileges  conferred  on  them  in  1720, 

their  position  was  too  anomalous  to  remain  long  un¬ 
challenged.  It  was  admitted  on  all  hands  that  their 
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case  for  retaining  a  monopoly  of  underwriting  in  part¬ 

nership  rested  solely  on  the  sanctity  of  vested  interests, 

and  that  the  only  real  argument  against  its  abolition 

was  the  possible  injury,  not  to  themselves,  but  to 

Lloyd’s.  Joseph  Marry  at,  that  doughty  champion  of 
the  underwriters,  had  been  able  to  defeat  the  Bill  of 

181 1,  by  taking  skilful  advantage  of  the  immense  pres¬ 

tige  derived  by  Lloyd’s  from  its  exertions  during 
the  war;  but  the  conversion  of  a  single  voter  on  the 

crucial  division  would  have  turned  the  scale  in  favour 

of  repeal,  and  it  should  have  been  evident  to  any  far¬ 

sighted  observer  that  the  battle  would  have  to  be 

fought  again  in  the  near  future. 

A  half-hearted  attempt  to  renew  the  struggle  was 

actually  made  in  1812,  when  a  petition  was  presented 

to  the  Board  of  Trade,  praying  for  revocation  of  the 

charters;  but  the  victory  of  Lloyd’s  was  too  recent  for 
this  attempt  to  have  any  real  chance  of  success,  and  it 

was  not  until  1824  that  the  agitation  for  repeal  was  re¬ 
vived  in  earnest.  The  time  was  well  chosen.  The  war 

had  been  over  long  enough  for  the  sense  of  national 

obligation  to  Lloyd’s  to  have  suffered  some  eclipse  in 
the  fickle  minds  of  public  and  Parliament;  the  com¬ 

mercial  and  industrial  depression  that  followed  the  re¬ 

turn  of  peace  had  drawn  men’s  minds  to  the  necessities 
of  economic  reform,  and  Peel  and  Huskisson  were 

busily  engaged  in  removing  legislative  burdens  on 

trade.  Lloyd’s  itself  had  begun  to  feel  the  reaction 

from  the  war  boom,  and  Marryat’s  death  had  deprived the  underwriters  of  their  ablest  and  most  influential 

leader. 

Again  the  attack  came  from  the  great  financial  inter¬ 
ests.  The  petition  for  repeal  was  promoted  by  the 

newly-formed  Alliance  British  and  Foreign  Fire  and 
Life  Assurance  Company,  and  the  Alliance  was  the 

creation  of  Nathan  Rothschild,  who  had  gathered 

around  him,  amongst  others,  Alexander  Baring, 
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Samuel  Gurney,  and  Sir  Moses  Montefiore — all  kings 
of  the  money  market.  The  leadership  of  the  attack  in 
Parliament  was  entrusted  to  Thomas  Fowell  Buxton, 
whose  prowess  as  a  leader  of  the  anti-slavery  party 
had  won  him  wide  Parliamentary  influence.  Buxton, 
as  his  speeches  clearly  showed,  knew  nothing  about 
marine  insurance;  but  he  was  related  to  Gurney  by 
marriage,  he  was  a  personal  friend  of  Rothschild,  and 

having  accepted  office  as  an  auditor  of  the  new  Com¬ 

pany,  he  threw  himself  into  the  fight  with  all  the  zest 
and  venom  of  a  practised  advocate. 

Lloyd’s,  of  course,  had  no  notion  of  taking  the  attack 
lying  down,  or  allowing  the  Corporations  to  fight 
their  battle  unaided.  On  March  31st,  1824,  the  Com¬ 
mittee  were  informed  that  the  Alliance  Company  had 
prepared  a  petition  to  be  allowed  to  effect  marine  in¬ 

surances.  By  the  end  of  April,  they  had  arranged  for 

co-operation  with  the  Royal  Exchange  and  London 
Assurance,  obtained  from  their  Solicitors,  and  ex¬ 

amined,  all  papers  relating  to  the  proceedings  of 

1810-n,  and  prepared  a  reprint  of  Marryat’s  great 
speech  of  February  20th,  1810,  together  with  his 

“Observations,”  the  Report  of  the  Special  Committee, 
and  the  proceedings  in  the  House  of  Commons. 

The  real  point  of  danger  was  that  the  Government 

was  known  to  be  in  favour  of  removing  the  restrictions 

on  marine  insurance,  and  early  in  May  the  Chairman, 

accompanied  by  Mr.  James  Barnes,  a  Member  of  the 
Committee,  had  an  interview  with  Huskisson,  then 

President  of  the  Board  of  Trade,  but  found  him  obsti¬ 

nately  biassed  by  “the  prevailing  policy  of  the  day  in 
favour  of  free  trade.”  In  vain  they  urged  that  the  real 
purpose  of  the  new  company  was  to  establish  a  mono¬ 

poly  and  destroy  the  open  competition  at  Lloyd’s. 

Huskisson  was  friendly  to  Lloyd’s  and  opposed  on 
principle  to  joint-stock  companies;  but  while  he  stated 
that  the  Government  was  not  committed  to  any  act  of 
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CHAP.  XV  incorporation,  he  was  inflexibly  determined  on  repeal. 

1824  On  the  same  evening  a  Memorial  to  the  Board  of 

Trade  was  prepared,  setting  out  all  the  old  arguments 

against  insurance  by  companies,  but  more  particularly 

devoted  to  dissuading  the  Government  from  proceed¬ 

ing  by  a  Public  Bill,  on  the  ground  that,  under  the 

Standing  Orders  of  the  House  of  Commons,  this  would 

give  less  opportunity  than  a  Private  Bill  for  full  exami¬ 
nation  of  the  subject.  This  too  was  lost  endeavour. 

On  May  17th  Buxton  was  given  leave  to  bring  in  a  Bill 

to  repeal  the  Act  6  Geo.  I,  c.  18,  so  far  as  it  imposed 

restrictions  on  marine  insurance,  and  the  battle  was 

fairly  joined.1 
Alderman  As  in  1810,  a  Special  Committee  was  formed  at 

champions  Lloyd’s  to  carry  on  the  fight.  It  consisted  of  the  House 

Commons.  Committee  and  twelve  other  Subscribers,  among 

whom  the  most  notable  were  George  Shedden,  and 

Alderman  William  Thompson,  M.P.  for  Sunderland. 

Shedden  had  been  a  member  of  the  old  House  Com¬ 

mittee  and  one  of  the  principal  witnesses  for  Lloyd’s 
at  the  inquiry  of  1810,  so  that  his  experience  was  likely 
to  be  of  special  value  in  deciding  on  the  tactics  to  be 

adopted.  Thompson,  on  the  contrary,  was  a  very  new 

recruit.  He  was  not  even,  as  yet,  a  Subscriber  to  Lloyd’s; 
but  he  had  extensive  business  connections  in  the  Rooms, 

and  in  this  hour  of  trial  he  came  forward  with  a  volun¬ 

tary  offer  of  his  services,  which  was  the  more  welcome 

inasmuch  as  Marryat’s  death  had  left  the  underwriters 
without  any  spokesman  of  note  in  the  House  of  Com¬ 
mons. 

The  pamphlet  containing  Marryat’s  speech  and  “Ob¬ 
servations”  had  already  been  sent  to  Members  of  Par¬ 
liament  who  were  likely  to  be  helpful,  and  had  been 

circulated  to  the  provincial  underwriters  through  the 

Liverpool  and  Glasgow  Associations  and  Lloyd’s 
1  For  the  proceedings  in  Parliament  see  Commons  Journals ,  Vol.  LXXIX,  17th  May, 

24th  June  passim,  and  Hansard,  New  Series,  Vol.  XI. 
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Agents  at  Hull  and  Leith.  It  was  now  sent  to  every 
member  of  the  House  of  Commons.  Petitions  against 
the  Bill  were  prepared  for  signature  by  Underwriters, 

and  by  Merchants  and  Brokers,  and  Counsel  were  en¬ 
gaged  to  speak  for  them  at  the  Bar  of  the  House.  A 

deputation,  consisting  of  Shaw,  Thompson,  Barnes, 
and  Shedden,  waited  on  the  Prime  Minister,  Lord 

Liverpool,  but  drew  little  encouragement  from  the 
interview. 

In  the  House,  Thompson  did  his  duty  manfully  and 

found  an  unexpected  supporter  in  William  Manning, 

who  had  been  the  chief  spokesman  for  repeal  in 

1810-n,  but  declared  that,  in  view  of  the  low  level  to 
which  premiums  had  fallen  since  the  war,  he  now  saw 

no  necessity  for  additional  facilities.  Buxton,  on  the 

other  side,  made  up  in  acrimony  for  what  he  lacked  in 

knowledge.  He  was  so  ignorant  of  insurance  practice 

that,  when  introducing  the  Bill,  he  stated  the  broker¬ 

age  on  marine  insurance  to  be  25  per  cent,  of  the  pre¬ 
mium,  and  had  to  confess  his  mistake  in  the  debate  on 

the  second  reading;  but  this  did  not  prevent  him  from 

drawing  a  harrowing  hypothetical  picture  of  the  fate  of 

a  shipowner  or  merchant  who  insured  his  property  at 

Lloyd’s.  There  would  be  twenty-five  or  thirty  under¬ 
writers  on  the  policy,  and  when  he  came  to  settle  a  loss, 
some  of  them  would  perhaps  be  dead;  some  perhaps 

would  be  bankrupt;  others  perhaps  would  be  litigious, 

and  finally  he  might  receive  “only  a  dividend  upon  his 
undoubted  right.”  Mr.  Buxton  professed  to  have  read 
the  report  of  1810;  but  it  is  to  be  feared  his  studies  had 

not  extended  to  the  evidence.  On  the  second  reading 

he  graciously  admitted,  “He  did  not  mean  to  insinu¬ 
ate  that  all  underwriters  were  insolvent,  or  litigious,  it 

was  enough  for  his  purpose  that  these  evils  were  fre¬ 

quent.”  Rashly  enough,  he  went  on  to  prophecy:  “A 
Company  did  not  die;  its  insolvency  was  in  the  highest 

degree  improbable.” 
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CHAP.  XV  For  the  most  part  the  arguments  traversed  grounds 

1824  rendered  familiar  by  the  controversies  of  1810;  but 

the  growing  feeling  in  favour  of  Free  Trade — in  the 

sense  of  removing  legislative  restrictions — gave  addi- 

^pp«ty  tional  force  to  the  arguments  of  Huskisson,  Frederick 
for  Repeal.  Robinson  (the  Chancellor  of  the  Exchequer),  the 

eminent  jurist,  Dr.  Lushington,  and  the  arch-econo¬ 

mist,  Joseph  Hume, each  of  whom  took  much  the  same 

line.  Huskisson  himself  referred  to  Lloyd’s  in  terms 

of  marked  respect;  they  had  always,  he  declared,  “ex¬ 
hibited  the  most  honourable  conduct”;  but  he  could 
not  see  why  people  should  not  be  allowed  to  insure 

with  partnerships  or  companies  if  they  wished  to  do 

so.  He  thought,  however,  that  members  of  companies 
should  be  liable  to  be  sued  individually. 

In  reply  to  these  arguments,  the  defenders  of  Lloyd’s 
could  only  repeat  their  fears  of  a  de  facto  monopoly, 

arising  from  the  immense  aggregation  of  capital  be¬ 
hind  the  new  company.  Mr.  Alex  Robertson,  indeed, 

explicitly  charged  the  Government  with  undue  sub¬ 
servience  to  the  financial  interests: 

“His  Majesty’s  ministers  were  disposed  to  lend  too  fond  an  ear  to  any 
suggestion  coming  from  that  mass  of  wealth  which  had  been  put  in 

motion  on  this  occasion.” 

This  was  spirited,  but  hardly  judicious,  and  the  second 

reading  of  the  Bill  was  carried,  on  May  28th,  by  51 
votes  to  33. 

Stubborn  The  Special  Committee  then  prepared  petitions  by 
fight  by  *  .  v  Jr  r  J 

Thompson.  Underwriters,  and  by  Merchants  and  Brokers,  praying 

to  be  heard  against  the  clauses  of  the  Bill,  and  to  ex¬ 
amine  witnesses,  and  on  June  3rd,  Thompson  moved 
in  the  House  of  Commons  for  a  Select  Committee,  but 

was  defeated  by  29  to  25.  He  then  proposed  a  clause 

rendering  each  member  of  a  joint-stock  insurance  com¬ 
pany  separately  liable  to  the  assured,  notwithstanding 

anything  to  the  contrary  contained  in  the  policy;  but 

Huskisson  objected  to  this  as  an  interference  with  free¬ 

dom  of  contract,  and  it  appears  to  have  been  dropped. 
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A  series  of  other  amendments  prepared  by  the  Solici¬ 

tors  to  Lloyd’s,  and  directed  to  restricting  and  ham¬ 
pering  the  activities  of  joint-stock  companies,  were  all 
opposed  by  the  President  of  the  Board  of  Trade,  as 

more  relevant  to  a  general  bill  for  company  regulation, 
and  were  successively  defeated  in  Committee  of  the 
whole  House. 

The  last  fight  in  the  Commons  took  place  on  June 

14th,  when  the  Bill  was  read  a  third  time.  Two  days 
earlier,  a  motion  had  been  carried  that  Counsel  should 

be  heard  against  the  Bill  on  the  third  reading,  and 

Counsel  for  Lloyd’s  were  actually  in  attendance;  but 
it  was  long  after  midnight  when  the  motion  was  put 
that  Counsel  be  called  in,  and  a  tired  House  rejected 

the  motion,  refused  an  appeal  for  adjournment,  and 

passed  the  Bill. 

The  Special  Committee  were  convinced  that  the  Bill 

would  not  have  passed  but  for  many  of  their  support¬ 
ers  having  gone  home,  in  the  belief  that  the  debate 

would  be  adjourned,  and  undismayed  by  this  disaster, 

they  prepared  to  carry  on  the  fight  in  the  Lords,  and 

procured  petitions  by  Underwriters  and  by  Mer¬ 

chants  and  Brokers,  asking  leave  to  be  heard  by  Coun¬ 
sel  against  the  Bill.  In  these  petitions,  great  stress  was 

laid  on  the  advantages  gained  by  the  promoters  of  the 

Alliance  Company  from  the  procedure  on  a  Private 

Bill,  which  had  allowed  persons  directly  interested  in 

that  Company  to  vote  on  the  Bill  in  the  House  of 

Commons,  although  the  only  real  object  of  repeal  was 

to  further  the  interests  of  the  Company.  In  the  main, 

however,  the  petitions  were  a  frank  appeal  ad  miseri- 
cordiam.  If  the  Bill  were  passed,  the  low  premiums 

quoted  by  the  Companies  “during  their  career  of 

rivalry”  and  “the  adventurous  spirit  of  those  Com¬ 
panies,  rendering  them  bold  in  the  proportion  in 

which  they  were  ignorant  or  unprincipled, ’’would  ren¬ 

der  their  competition  insupportable.  The  under- 
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CHAP.  XV  writers  would  be  ruined,  their  clerks  thrown  out  of  em- 

1824  ployment,  and  the  great  agency  and  intelligence  sys¬ 

tem  created  by  Lloyd’s  would  be  utterly  overthrown. 
“It  would  be  trifling  with  the  misfortunes  of  your 
Petitioners  to  assert  that  the  private  underwriters 

would  still  exist.” 
Even  these  prophecies  of  woe  failed  to  move  the  hard 

hearts  of  their  Lordships,  who  decided  that  the  Under¬ 

writers  and  Brokers  “had  no  interest  so  specific,  as  to 

entitle  them  to  be  heard  against  a  public  Bill,”  and  re¬ 

fused  to  give  the  Counsel  for  Lloyd’s  an  audience,  al¬ 
though  they  allowed  Counsel  for  the  two  Corporations 

to  put  their  own  arguments  against  repeal.  There  was, 
in  fact,  no  serious  discussion  in  the  Lords  on  the  main 

principle  of  the  Bill;  but  the  Lord  Chancellor  (Eldon) 
moved,  as  amendments,  four  clauses  on  the  lines  of 

those  drafted  by  the  Solicitors  to  Lloyd’s,  the  main 
object  of  which  was  to  compel  the  names  of  all  share¬ 
holders  in  a  marine  insurance  company  to  be  enrolled 

in  Chancery,  and  to  render  them  liable  to  be  sued  in¬ 
dividually  and  the  judgment  enforced  against  all  other 
members.  Lord  Liverpool,  for  the  Government,  saw 

no  objection  to  the  principle  of  the  clauses  but,  like 
Huskisson,  objected  to  them  as  irrelevant  to  the  Bill 

under  discussion,  which  was  finally  passed  without 
amendment,  and  received  the  Royal  Assent  on  June 

24th.1 
Lloyd’s  takes  The  much  dreaded  blow  had  fallen;  but  when  faced 

by  the  accomplished  fact,  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s 
began  to  revise  their  gloomy  estimate  of  its  effects. 
The  Special  Committee  themselves  ventured  to 

“press  upon  the  consideration  of  Subscribers  the  propriety  of  con¬ tinuing  at  their  post  .  .  .  the  result  must  be  a  final  establishment  of 

the  character  and  success  of  Lloyd’s,  more  permanent  and  complete 
than  that  which  has  already  excited  the  approbation  and  admiration  of 

those  best  acquainted  with  its  system.” 

1  5  Geo.  IV,  c.  1 14. 
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Shaw,  in  presenting  the  report,  thought  there  was  no  CHAP.  XV 

need  for  Subscribers  to  despair;  the  result  of  their  1824 
opposition  to  the  Bill  was  probably  no  worse  than  they 

expected.1 
One  last  effort  was  made  to  spike  the  guns  of  the  Alii-  ̂   Lloyd’s 

ance  Company.  Mr.  Frederick  Natusch,  an  underwriter  defeated, 

at  Lloyd’s,  became  a  shareholder,  and  applied  for  an 
injunction  to  restrain  the  company  from  carrying  on 

marine  insurance,  on  the  ground  that  it  was  not  men¬ 

tioned  in  the  prospectus,  or  included  in  the  contract 

of  partnership.  The  Lord  Chancellor, who  hated  com¬ 

panies,  gleefully  granted  the  injunction;  but  Nathan 

Rothschild  and  his  colleagues  were  not  to  be  so  easily 

disposed  of,  and  quietly  turned  the  flank  of  the  injunc¬ 

tion  by  creating  the  Alliance  Marine  Insurance  Com¬ 

pany  as  a  nominally  independent  concern. 

The  Superintendent  of  the  new  marine  Company  f^mSty  aLi 

was  Frederick  Secretan,  a  Subscriber  to  Lloyd’s,  and, 
as  in  1810,  there  were  many  Subscribers  who  were 

anxious  to  hedge  their  stake.  Prominent  among  them 

was  Mr.  John  Staniforth,  a  member  of  the  House 

Committee  overthrown  in  181 1 .  This  unfortunate  ex¬ 

perience  had  shaken  his  loyalty  to  Lloyd’s,  and  in 

1824,  he  came  forward  as  the  promoter  of  the  Indem¬ 

nity  Mutual  Assurance  Company,  which  issued  its 

first  policy  on  August  4th  of  that  year,  and  had  no 

fewer  than  twenty-two  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s  among 

its  twenty-six  directors.2  Within  the  next  two  or  three 

years  a  small  crop  of  new  companies,  the  South  Devon, 

the  Scotch  Commercial,  and  others,  sprang  up,  and 

several  Irish  companies,  doing  marine  business,  took 

advantage  of  the  Act  to  extend  their  activities  to  Great 

Britain.  Many, if  not  all  of  these  new  rivals  to  Lloyd’s, 
had  renegade  Subscribers  among  their  agents  or 
officials. 

1  Morning  Chronicle ,  29  July,  1824. 

2  The  Indemnity.  A  Centenary  Retrospect ,  by  J.  F.  Mainland  and  E.  II.  Howard,  1924
, 

pp.  12-14,  22-23,  29- 
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CHAP.  XV  For  the  most  part,  the  competition  of  the  companies 

1824  was  not  very  formidable.  They  were  starting  business 
on  a  falling  market;  for  marine  insurance  was  at  a  low 

ebb,  and  an  orgy  of  commercial  speculation  in  1825, 

followed  by  a  financial  crisis,  threw  a  further  shadow 

over  their  prospects.  Many  of  them  collapsed  after  a 
Failure  of  few  years  of  fitful  activity,  and  the  two  big  concerns — 
many  small  J  7  . 

Companies.  the  Alliance  and  Indemnity — which  established  them¬ 

selves  on  a  solid  basis,  were  too  prudently  managed  to 

indulge  in  the  reckless  rate-cutting  dreaded  by  the 
underwriters.  The  Alliance  Company,  in  whose  in¬ 
terests  the  Repeal  Bill  was  originally  brought  forward, 
drew  a  steady  business  from  the  connections  of  the 

great  financial  houses  represented  on  its  Board,  but 

seems  to  have  made  little  effort  to  extend  its  sphere  of 

operations  at  the  expense  of  Lloyd’s. 

Lloyd’s' to°the  Lloyd’s,  nevertheless,  maintained  towards  all  the  new 
companies,  companies  an  attitude  of  inexorable  hostility.  In  June, 

1825,  the  Committee  flatly  refused  the  request  of  the 
Alliance  and  Indemnity  Companies  to  be  supplied  with- 

shipping  intelligence  on  the  same  terms  as  the  Royal 
Exchange  and  London  Assurance,  who,  since  1814, 
had  each  paid  ̂ iooa  year  for  the  privilege,  as  well  as  a 
gratuity  to  the  Masters.  In  1827,  a  similar  request  by 
the  Indemnity  was  again  turned  down,  and  although 
their  Ship  Surveyor  was  allowed  to  go  to  ballot  as  a 
Subscriber,  he  was  unanimously  rejected.  Four  years 
later,  the  Committee  themselves  proposed  the  admis¬ 
sion  of  the  Company  for  a  payment  of  £150  a  year;  but 
the  Subscribers  were  obdurate,  and  the  proposal  was 
heavily  defeated  at  a  General  Meeting. 
The  benefits  of  the  Agency  system  could  not  be  en¬ 

tirely  withheld  from  the  Companies,  but  Lloyd’s 
Agents  were  informed  that,  while  they  were  to  exer¬ 
cise  no  discrimination  in  shipwreck  or  distress,  and 
might  even  act  as  Agents  for  the  companies  “when 
specially  appointed  in  a  particular  case,”  the  accep- 
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tance  of  a  general  agency,  or  the  introduction  of  insur-  CHAP.  XV 
ance  business,  would  entail  the  forfeiture  of  their  1824 

appointment. 

This  stubborn  resistance  in  a  hopeless  rearguard  ac-  By-Law  against 
r  ,  underwriting 

tion  was  prompted,  probably,  as  much  by  pique  as  by  in  partnership, 
considerations  of  interest,  and  it  could  not  be  main¬ 

tained  indefinitely.  There  was  another  sphere,  how¬ 

ever,  in  which  Lloyd’s  could  act  decisively.  The  Act 
of  1824  threw  marine  insurance  open  not  only  to  com¬ 
panies  but  to  partnerships,  and  it  has  already  been 
shown  that  the  strong  objections  entertained  by 

Lloyd’s  to  underwriting  in  partnership  were  fully  justi¬ 

fied.  Here  the  remedy  was  in  the  Subscribers’  own 
hands.  Whatever  a  great  Company  like  the  Indemnity 

might  do,  no  private  partnership  could  hope  to  carry 
on  an  extensive  underwriting  business  without  access 

to  the  Rooms,  and  Lloyd’s  was  master  in  its  own 

house.  By  a  new  By-Law,  passed  on  the  4th  and  con¬ 
firmed  on  the  nth  of  August,  1824,  it  was  provided: 
“That  no  Subscriber  shall  underwrite  Policies  of  Insurance  within  the 

Rooms  of  this  House  in  Partnership  Firms,  or  otherwise  than  in  his 

own  name,  or  in  that  of  one  Individual  for  each  respective  sum  sub¬ 

scribed.” 

To  this  By-Law,  which  finally  placed  the  principle  of 

“each  for  himself”  beyond  all  danger,  there  was  added 
in  1834,  for  the  sake  of  greater  clarity: 
“and  no  Subscriber  shall  underwrite  risks  for  the  account,  benefit  or 

advantage,  either  direct  or  indirect,  of  any  public  company.” 

One  small  incident  of  the  struggle  remains  to  be  Dickens, 

noted,  as  a  link  between  Lloyd’s  and  one  of  the 

greatest  names  in  English  literature.  In  the  autumn  of 

1827,  when  the  friction  between  Lloyd’s  and  the  new 
companies  was  at  its  height,  the  City  correspondent 

of  the  British  Press  contributed  to  that  journal  nine 

original  articles  on  marine  insurance,  in  which  he 

showed  himself  a  doughty  champion  of  the  fair  fame 

of  Lloyd’s.  The  failure  of  the  paper  left  his  labours 

unrewarded,  but  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  were  fully 



CHAP.  XV  alive  to  the  value  of  articles  written  “in  support  of  this 
1824  Establishment”  at  so  critical  a  juncture,  and  voted  the 

sum  of  ten  guineas  to  the  disappointed  journalist. 
That  City  correspondent  was  John  Dickens,  the  father 
of  Charles  Dickens,  and  himself  the  original  of  Mr. 
Micawber. 



CHAPTER  XVI. 

DEPRESSION  AND  REVIVAL. 

1824-1837. 

THE  decade  immediately  following  the  Act  of Repeal  was  the  gloomiest  in  the  history  of 

Lloyd’s.  Although  the  removal  of  restrictions 
on  marine  insurance  had  not  produced  the  disastrous 

consequences  that  the  Subscribers  had  anticipated,  or 

affected  to  anticipate,  the  sting  of  defeat  rendered 

them  depressed  and  querulous,  and  their  hopeless 

struggle  against  the  inevitable  w'as  embittered  by  the 
defection  of  so  many  of  their  own  number.  The  divi¬ 
sion  of  the  marine  insurance  market  into  two  hostile 

camps  was  in  itself  an  evil,  and  its  consequences  were 

the  more  serious  because  the  great  war  boom  in  un¬ 
derwriting  had  been  followed  by  a  prolonged  slump. 

Dwindling  membership,  declining  revenues,  and  de¬ 
creased  individual  profits  were  reflected  in  a  general 

irritability  which  occasionally  flared  up  into  serious 

quarrels  between  the  Subscribers  and  the  Committee. 

For  a  considerable  period  after  the  return  of  peace 

the  actual  increase  in  the  volume  of  trade  was  quite  in¬ 

sufficient  to  compensate,  from  the  underwriters’  point 
of  view,  the  fall  in  values,  and  the  proportion  of  the 

total  trade  covered  by  insurance  was  smaller  than  it 

had  been  when  French  and  American  privateers 

swarmed  in  the  approaches  to  the  Channel.  It  was  in¬ 
sured  too,  at  much  lower  rates,  and  the  heavy  stamp 

duties  on  sea  policies  drove  away  much  business  to 

foreign  centres,  where  many  new  offices  had  been 

opened  since  the  return  of  peace,  and  where  risks 

could  be  more  cheaply  placed.  From  a  memorial  pre¬ 

pared  by  the  Committee  in  1828,  it  appears  that  the 

current  premiums,  on  risks  subject  to  the  2 s.  6 d.  duty, 
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CHAP.  XVI  varied  from  5s.  per  cent,  on  a  voyage  between  London 

1824-1837  and  Calais,  to  12s.  6 d.  for  Baltic  risks,  and  15s.  London 
to  Gibraltar.  On  policies  subject  to  the  55.  duty,  the 

premium  varied  from  21s.  on  a  voyage  to  the  United 

States,  to  30s.  on  a  vessel  for  Brazil,  with  an  average  of 

about  25s.  That  is  to  say,  the  stamp  amounted  to  about 

one-fifth  of  the  premium  on  the  longer  voyages,  and 
varied  from  one-sixth  to  one-half  in  the  short  sea 
trades. 

stamp  duties  jn  striking  contrast,  the  duty  at  Hamburg  amounted drive  much  0  7  J  0 

business  to  O  nly  to  5 d.  or  10 a.  per  cent,  on  the  amount  insured, 

while  in  France  and  the  United  States,  at  Amsterdam, 

and  at  Antwerp,  the  policy  was  subject  only  to  a  sim¬ 

ple  stamp  varying  between  yd.  and  4s.  in  value,  what¬ 
ever  the  amount  of  the  insurance.  As  a  result  of  this 

discrepancy,  the  value  of  property  insured  against 

marine  risks  at  Hamburg  alone,  went  up  from  87  mil¬ 
lion  Francs  Banco  in  1815  to  151  millions  in  1820,  and 

190  millions  in  1830,  while  the  receipts  from  policy 

duty  in  Great  Britain  fell  away  from  £400,000  or 

£450,000  in  the  last  years  of  the  war  to  an  average  of 

about  £230,000. 
This  decline  in  the  volume  of  insurance  business  had 

its  inevitable  reflection  in  the  membership  of  Lloyd’s. 
In  1815  there  were  nearly  2,100  Subscribers  on  the 

list,  of  whom  more  than  1 ,850  had  qualified  by  signing 
the  Trust  Deed.  By  1825,  the  number  had  fallen  to 

1,504,  and  by  1830,  to  1,264. 

Alderman  It  was  peculiarly  unfortunate  that  Lloyd’s  should 1  hompson  1  .  J 

Chairman.  have  been  deprived  at  this  difficult  period  of  Marryat’s 

energetic  and  resolute  leadership.  His  immediate  suc¬ 

cessor,  Mr.  Benjamin  Shaw,  who  had  piloted  Lloyd’s 
to  the  best  of  his  ability  through  the  storms  of  the  re¬ 

peal  controversy,  resigned  office  in  1826,  and  was  suc¬ 
ceeded  by  Mr.  Alderman  Thompson,  whose  main 

assets  were  his  City  influence— he  became  Lord  Mayor 
in  1828 — and  his  seat  in  the  House  of  Commons. 
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Thompson  had  fairly  earned  the  honour  conferred 

upon  him  by  his  services  as  leader  of  the  parliamen¬ 

tary  opposition  to  repeal;  but  he  was  only  a  Subscri¬ 
ber  of  very  recent  date,  he  had  many  outside  interests, 
and  had  not  sufficient  influence  in  the  Rooms  to  stamp 

out  or  compose  the  dissensions  that  marked  his  period 
of  office. 

Even  in  1823  a  cantankerous  spirit  had  shown  itself 

in  the  Rooms.  The  re-organisation  of  that  year  went 

through  smoothly  enough;  but  a  new  By-Law  provi¬ 

ding  for  the  closing  of  the  Subscribers’  and  Captains’ 
Rooms  on  Sundays,  Christmas  Day,  and  Good  Friday, 

provoked  a  remarkable  outburst  from  the  more  con¬ 
servative  Subscribers,  no  fewer  than  158  of  whom 

gave  warning,  in  a  letter  to  the  Committee,  that  if  the 

Rooms  were  closed  on  Christmas  Day  and  Good  Fri¬ 

day,  they  would  assemble  for  the  transaction  of  busi¬ 
ness  at  some  coffee-house  near  the  Royal  Exchange. 

The  By-Law,  nevertheless,  was  confirmed  on  ballot; 

but  the  minority  was  a  big  one — 239  to  355. 
The  first  warning  of  serious  trouble  came  in  1828, 

when  a  Mr.  Francis  Fortune,  who  had  been  pestering 

the  Committee  for  the  past  five  years  with  letters  on 

the  financial  position,  launched  a  vitriolic  attack  on 

them  at  a  General  Meeting,  asserting  that  their  mis¬ 

management  was  costing  the  House  several  thousands 

a  year,  which  might  otherwise  be  distributed  in  re¬ 

wards  for  saving  life  at  sea,  and  grants  or  pensions  to 

“distressed  Proprietors,  many  of  whom  we  see  daily 

begging  on  the  stairs  of  the  House.”1 

This  was  not  wholly  a  rhetorical  flourish.  It  is  signi¬ 

ficant  that  two  sons  of  Subscribers — one  a  haber¬ 

dasher’s  assistant  and  the  other  a  stock  exchange  clerk 

— were  glad  to  obtain  posts  as  waiters  in  1823,  and 

1  London  Morning  Chronicle ,  25  September,  1828.  A  Proprietor  was  a 
 Subscriber  who 

had  allowed  his  annual  subscription  to  lapse,  but  was  entitled,  by  virtue  of  his  or
iginal 

subscription,  to  resume  active  membership  at  any  time,  on  renewing  his  annual 
 pay¬ 

ments. 
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CHAP.  XVI  there  were  undoubtedly  many  in  the  Rooms  who  had 

1824-1837  fallen  on  evil  days.  Four  years  later,  in  1832,  Lloyd’s 
Benevolent  Fund  was  established  for  the  purpose  of 

“giving  relief  to  worthy  unfortunate  Members  of 

Lloyd’s,  their  Widows,  or  Children.”  In  the  following 
year  a  vote  of  £200  to  this  Fund  was  carried;  but  only 

by  a  narrow  majority.  Lloyd’s,  as  a  Society,  had  not 
in  fact  much  money  to  give  away.  Rewards  for  life 

saving,  which  had  been  freely  voted  up  to  1824,  were 

now  left  mainly  to  the  newly  established  Shipwreck 

Institution,  and  it  was  only  at  rare  intervals  that  a  re¬ 
fund  of  legal  expenses  was  voted  in  cases  in  which  the 

interests  of  Lloyd’s  were  concerned. 
Mr.  Fortune,  who  was  later  accused  anonymously  of 

“the  daily  practice  of  taking  Pens  from  the  Rooms,” 
was  not  a  popular  person,  and  his  proposals  for  finan¬ 
cial  reform  were  rudely  but  effectively  shouted  down. 

There  were  many  Subscribers,  however,  who  were 

ready  to  echo  one  item  in  his  tirade — an  attack  on  the 
principle  of  a  paid  Committee. 

In  1829,  matters  were  enlivened  by  a  charge  of  en¬ 

gaging  in  gambling  transactions,  brought  against 
Robert  Dewar,  a  Member  of  the  Committee,  by  that 

inveterate  gambler  “Dicky”  Thornton.  In  the  follow¬ 
ing  year,  the  trouble,  which  had  long  been  brewing, 
came  to  a  definite  head,  in  a  motion  to  rescind  the  By- 
Laws  relating  to  the  remuneration  of  the  Committee. 

Proposal  to  The  mover  of  this  resolution,  at  a  General  Meeting  on 

Committee’s  December  22nd,  1830,  was  Mr.  David  Carruthers,  one 

'emunerat'0".  Qf  ̂   ieac}ers  0f  ̂   rjsjng  generation  at  Lloyd’s.  His line  of  argument  seemed  deliberately  calculated  to 
widen  and  embitter  the  breach  between  the  Committee 
and  the  Reform  Party.  In  actual  fact  each  Committee¬ 

man’s  remuneration  worked  out  at  less  than  £100  a 
year;  but  Carruthers  objected  not  only  to  the  expendi¬ 
ture,  but  to  its  results. 

“Instead  of  the  leading  members  of  the  House  being  upon  the  Com¬ mittee,  persons  were  put  forward  to  whom  that  sum  was  an  object,  and 
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who  were,  in  consequence,  not  likely  to  add  weight  to  the  representa¬ 
tions  or  wishes  of  the  members,  or  increase  the  respectability  of  the 

establishment.  It  had,  moreover,  the  effect  of  keeping  back  men  who, 

were  the  position  honorary,  and  not  exposed  to  the  present  system  of 

canvassing,  &c.,  would  fill  the  duties  with  advantage  to  the  House  in 

every  respect.”1 
The  motion  was  thus  practically  converted  into  a  vote 

of  no  confidence  in  the  existing  Committee,  but  it  was 

actually  supported  by  Dewar,  a  member  of  that  body, 

and  Alderman  Thompson  having  expressed  the  readi¬ 
ness  of  himself  and  his  colleagues  to  bow  to  the  sense 

of  the  House,  it  was  carried  by  a  large  majority. 

At  a  confirmatory  meeting  held  on  December  29th, 

Mr.  John  Robinson,  who  was  taking  the  Chair  in 

Thompson’s  absence,  announced  that  a  requisition  for 
a  ballot  had  been  submitted.  Carruthers  and  his  sup¬ 

porters  contended  that,  as  no  demand  for  a  ballot  had 

been  made  on  December  22nd,  the  requisition  was  out 

of  order;  but  Robinson,  who  had  consulted  the  Soci¬ 

ety’s  Solicitor,  was  of  opinion  that  it  could  not  be refused. 

“A  scene  of  complete  tumult  ensued,  the  great  majority  of  the  Meet¬ 

ing  appearing  adverse  to  the  determination  of  the  Chairman,  and  there 

were  loud  cries  to  put  the  question  as  to  whether  the  Requisition 

should  be  received  or  not.”2 

Eventually,  amidst  great  excitement,  Carruthers  moved 

and  carried  an  adjournment,  thus  defeating  the  requi¬ 

sition  for  a  ballot,  at  the  cost  of  cancelling  the  reso¬ 

lution  previously  passed. 

On  January  14th,  1831,  a  new  meeting  was  held. 

Carruthers  again  moved  to  abolish  the  Committee’s 
remuneration,  and  his  motion  was  again  carried  by  a 

large  majority.  This  time  a  requisition  for  a  ballot  was 

at  once  handed  in;  but  Carruthers’  excited  supporters 
would  not  allow  the  meeting  to  disperse  until  they  had 

passed  a  vote  of  thanks  to  him  and  to  the  seconder  of 

the  resolution." 
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1  Morning  Herald,  23  December,  1830. 

2  Morning  Post,  30  December,  1830. 

3  Morning  Herald,  15  January,  1831. 
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Pending  the  holding  of  a  ballot,  the  Reform  Party  car¬ 
ried  the  war  into  the  columns  of  the  Press,  where  their 

real  object  was  expressed  with  refreshing  bluntness. 

The  question  was: 
“Whether  as  valuable  and  useful  a  commodity  cannot  be  obtained 
gratuitously  as  that  which  for  a  long  period  has  been  purchased  for 

certain  monies.  If  it  can,the  Company  of  Underwriters  of  Lloyd’s  will 
save  to  their  fund  a  few  hundreds  of  pounds  per  annum;  if  it  cannot, 

the  aforesaid  Company  have  but  again  to  offer  the  aforesaid  hundreds 

and  they  will  then  once  more  obtain  the  aforesaid  commodity.  What 

can  be  lost  by  the  trial?”1 
Meanwhile,  those  who  were  opposed  to  the  proposal, 

or  antagonised  by  the  violence  of  its  advocates,  had 

been  whipping  up  supporters,  and,  although  Carru- 

thers’  resolution  had  twice  been  carried  by  a  large  ma¬ 
jority,  the  result  of  the  ballot  held  on  January  20th, 

showed  exactly  223  votes  on  each  side.  This  was  mere 
stalemate,  and  the  Committee,  anxious  to  show  their 

disinterestedness,  offered  to  send  out  a  circular  re¬ 
questing  Subscribers  to  attend  a  second  ballot;  but  the 

Subscribers  as  a  whole  had  become  thoroughly  weary 

of  the  controversy;  the  proposal  for  a  second  ballot  was 

defeated  on  January  28th,  and  matters  remained  on 
the  old  footing. 

A  half  hearted  attempt  to  revive  the  question  was 

made  in  1831,  but  with  no  success,  and  Carruthers, 

having  been  elected  to  the  Committee,  was  able,  in 

1833,  t0  indulge  himself  in  the  gesture  of  returning 

a  cheque  for  £79 .  i6s.6J.  in  respect  of  his  attendances, 

and  resigning  office.  Finally,  in  January,  1834,  a  com¬ 

promise  was  arrived  at,  by  reducing  the  Committee’s 
remuneration  to  £500  per  annum,  to  be  divided 

amongst  the  members  pro  rata  to  their  attendances. 

This  was  a  lame  and  impotent  conclusion  to  so  violent 

an  agitation;  but  it  had  the  supreme  merit  of  bringing 

peace  to  Lloyd’s. 
The  credit  for  this  compromise,  such  as  it  was,  be¬ 

longs  to  a  Special  Committee  (composed  of  the  House 

1  Morning  Post.  17  January;  letter  from  Din." 
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Committee  and  twelve  other  Subscribers)  appointed  CHAP.  XVI 

in  January,  1833,  to  revise  the  By-Laws.  In  presiding  1824-1837 
over  this  body,  which  did  good  work  also  in  connec¬ 

tion  with  the  reform  of  the  Register  Books,  Mr.  Aider- 

man  Thompson  performed  his  last  service  to  Lloyd’s. 

The  Special  Committee’s  Report  was  presented  in 
October,  1833.  Before  the  year  was  out,  Thompson 
had  been  driven  from  the  Chair.  The  story  of  his  fall 

illustrates,  very  strikingly,  the  irritability  characteristic 

of  Lloyd’s  at  this  period. 
As  M.P.  for  Sunderland,  Thompson  had  been  asked  ̂ tack  on  th? 

to  become  a  President  of  the  Sunderland  Joint  Stock  resigns." 

i8^'>
 

Marine  Premium  Insurance  Company,  and  as  the  com¬ 
pany  was  formed  to  insure  coals  and  collier  freights, 

previously  insured  at  Liverpool, not  at  Lloyd’s,  he  had 
seen  no  harm  in  accepting  this  purely  honorary  posi¬ 
tion.  Hostility  to  all  new  companies,  unfortunately, 
had  become  an  obsession  with  the  Subscribers,  and  a 

large  section  of  them  at  least,  were  ready  to  seize  on 

almost  any  opportunity  for  a  quarrel  with  the  Com¬ 
mittee.  It  became  necessary  to  warn  Thompson  that 

“the  excitement  in  the  Room  was  very  great,”  and  that 
only  his  voluntary  resignation  could  avert  a  scene 

painful  to  himself  and  injurious  to  Lloyd’s. 
On  this  plain  hint  Thompson  sent  in  a  dignified  letter 

of  resignation,  which  was  regretfully  accepted  by  the 
Committee,  who  took  occasion  to  express  their  high 

respect,  not  only  for  his  “unwearied  attention,  zeal, 

and  ability,”  but  for  his  “constant  forbearance  and 

courtesy;”  qualities  which  his  experience  as  Chairman 
had  most  certainly  tested  to  the  full.  That  he  had  acted 

wisely  was  shown  on  December  12th,  when  a  resolution 

asking  the  Committee  to  persuade  the  Chairman  to 

withdraw  his  resignation,  was  defeated  on  a  show  of 

hands.  A  little  reflection  brought  calmer  counsels,  and 

the  resolution  thus  defeated  was  carried  on  a  ballot  by 

the  overwhelming  majority  of  245  votes  to  5;  but 



CHAP.  XVI  Thompson,  very  excusably,  had  had  enough  of 

1824-1837  Lloyd’s. 
Two  months  later,  the  Society  sustained  a  still  more 

Death  of  serious  loss.  For  some  time  past  the  Secretary’s 

i834U'  health  had  been  failing.  It  was  now  thirty  years  since 
John  Bennett  had  entered  on  his  onerous  duties,  and 

though  still  in  the  prime  of  life,  his  unremitting  exer¬ 

tions  had  told  upon  his  strength.  Throughout  his  ten¬ 

ure  of  office,  Lloyd’s  had  been  continuously  develop¬ 
ing.  Twice,  in  1811  and  1823,  the  whole  constitution 

of  the  establishment  had  been  drastically  re-organised. 

The  growth  of  the  shipping  intelligence— mainly  due 
to  his  own  initiative — and  the  establishment  of  the 

A  tribute  in 

the  ‘  Times.’ 

agency  system,  had  entailed  an  enormous  amount  of 
administrative  and  clerical  work,  and  for  a  long  time 

he  had  been  very  imperfectly  supplied  with  clerical 

assistance.  He  had  enjoyed  opportunities,  but  he  had 

also  borne  responsibilities  unknown  to  his  successors, 

and  he  cared  too  much  for  Lloyd’s  to  carry  the  burden 
lightly. 

Throughout  the  greater  part  of  1832,  Bennett  was 

away  on  sick  leave,  and  a  letter  to  him  from  the  Com¬ 
mittee  bears  tribute  to  the  respect  and  affection  with 

which  he  had  inspired  successive  generations  of  those 

entrusted  with  the  management  of  Lloyd’s. 
“Sensibly  alive  to  the  value  of  his  long,  faithful,  and  zealous  services, 
they  anxiously  desire  that  he  will  not  put  at  hazard  the  perfect  restora¬ 
tion  of  his  health;  an  object  of  deep  interest  not  only  to  his  own  family, 

but  likewise  to  the  feelings  of  the  Members  of  this  Committee,  by  pre¬ 

maturely  resuming  the  duties  of  his  situation.” 

In  1833  he  was  back  at  his  post,  but  he  never  really  re¬ 
covered,  and  the  end  came  on  February  17th,  1834. 

The  obituary  notice  which  appeared  in  the  Times  of 

the  following  day  is  a  striking  testimony  to  the  position 
he  had  attained: 

“Mr.  John  Bennett,  the  respected  Secretary  to  Lloyd’s  died  yesterday 
morning  at  his  house  in  Woburn-Place,  and  never  had  any  public 
establishment  to  regret  the  loss  of  a  more  honourable,  more  intelligent, 

or  more  vigilant  servant.  He  may  be  said,  almost  literally  to  have  been 
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born  in  its  service.  .  .  .  His  family  may  be  assured  that  their  regret  CHAP.  XVI 

at  this  irreparable  loss  is  shared  by  all  who  had  the  advantage  of  his  j  824-1 837 
acquaintance,  comprising  nearly  the  whole  of  the  mercantile  interest  of 

this  city,  which  has  never  possessed  a  man  more  universally  esteemed 

and  respected.  Mr.  Bennett’s  health  had  been  declining  for  some  years 
past,  owing,  it  is  to  be  feared,  to  his  zeal  in  the  constant  fulfilment  of 

his  very  arduous  duty.  He  was  only  in  his  56th  year.” 

He  was  succeeded  as  Secretary  by  his  chief  clerk,  JohhentJ1erndnett 
William  Dobson;  but  it  must  have  given  him  some 

comfort  on  his  death-bed  to  know  that  there  was  still 

a  third  John  Bennett  associated  with  Lloyd’s.  This 
young  man,  the  son  of  the  Secretary,  and  grandson  of 

the  Master,  had  gone  to  the  West  Indies  after  an  ap¬ 

prenticeship  in  his  father’s  office,  and  in  1831,  when 
acting  for  Mr.  Joshua  Kentish,  the  Agent  at  Antigua 

appointed  in  1811,  he  was  able  to  write  to  his  father, 

“I  hope  it  will  be  considered  that  I  have  already  been 

of  some  service  to  Lloyd’s.”  In  the  following  year  he 

was  appointed  Joint- Agent,  and  subsequently  he  be¬ 

came  sole  Agent  on  his  partner’s  death.  Hence  it  was 
that  the  only  known  portrait  of  the  first  Secretary  of 

Lloyd’s  was  recently  discovered,  very  unexpectedly, in  the  West  Indies. 

To  a  man  of  John  Bennett’s  unswerving  loyalty,  the  J^a^"son 
discontent  and  recriminations  of  the  Thompson  era 

must  have  been  very  painful,  and  it  was  something  of  a 

tragedy  that  he  should  pass  away  just  too  soon  to  wit¬ 

ness  the  return  of  prosperity  under  Mr.  G.  R.  Robin¬ 

son,  M.P.,  who  was  elected  to  fill  Thompson’s  place  on 

the  Committee  in  January,  1834,  and  chosen  as  Chair¬ 

man  at  the  next  Committee  Meeting.  Like  his  prede¬ 

cessor,  Robinson,  who  was  one  of  the  Members  for 

the  City,  owed  his  elevation  to  the  desire  for  an  official 

representative  of  Lloyd’s  in  Parliament;  but  he  at  once 

threw  himself  heart  and  soul  into  the  work  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee.  Re-elected  annually  until  1850,  it  was  his  good 

fortune  to  see  Lloyd’s  recover  its  old  prosperity  and 

prestige,  and  take  big  strides  towards  its  final  stage  of 

development. 
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He  took  office,  in  one  respect  at  least,  under  happy 

auspices,  for  in  1834  a  new  Stamp  Act  came  into 

operation  which  represented  a  real  victory  for  Lloyd’s 

in  the  long  struggle  against  oppressive  duties.1  By  this 
Act,  passed  in  the  previous  year,  the  duties  on  a  large 

proportion  of  the  insurances  effected  were  exactly 

halved,  and  it  is  a  striking  confirmation  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee’s  contention  as  to  the  effect  of  the  duties  that, 
whereas  the  Chancellor  of  the  Exchequer  anticipated 

a  loss  to  the  revenue  of  -£100,000  a  year,  the  receipts 

during  the  next  few  years  were,  in  fact,  little  if  at  all 
diminished.  Nevertheless  the  duties  were  still  high 

enough  to  handicap  the  underwriters  in  competition 

with  foreigners,  and  the  agitation  for  total  repeal,  or 

further  reduction,  was  vigorously  carried  on. 

This  was  an  important  matter  to  the  underwriters  of 

the  day.  There  is  more  historical  interest  in  two 

events  which  marked  the  early  years  of  Robinson’s 

chairmanship — the  foundation  of  Lloyd’s  Register,  and 

the  conversion  of  Lloyd's  List  into  a  daily  publication. 

The  Committee  of  Investigation  into  the  Registers 

appointed  in  1824  had  issued,  two  years  later,  a  com¬ 
prehensive  report,  in  which  the  one  weak  spot  was  the 

assumption  that  no  sound  financial  basis  could  be  pro¬ 
vided  for  a  really  efficient  Register  Society,  without  a 

Government  subsidy,  entailing  some  measure  of  Gov¬ 
ernment  control.  As  the  Board  of  Trade  could  hold 

out  no  hope  of  a  subsidy,  the  question  was  dropped. 
Meanwhile  the  finances  of  the  rival  Registers  went 

from  bad  to  worse,  and  in  1829  the  proprietors  of  the 

Green  Book — now  formally  described  as  “Lloyd’s 

Registry  of  Shipping” — raised  their  subscription  to 
ten  guineas,  in  the  vain  hope  of  covering  expenses. 

1  3  and  4  William  IV,  c.  23.  The  new  rates  were  :  When  premium  was  less  than  15/-, 

duty  1/3  per  cent.  ;  premium  15/-  and  under  30/-,  duty  2/6  ;  premium  30/-  and  over, 

duty  5/-.  Time  policies  for  3  months  2/6,  over  3  months  5 /-.  Coasting  trade,  as before. 
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By  1833,  both  the  Green  Book  and  the  Red  Book  were  CHAP.  XVI 

on  their  last  legs,  and  it  seemed  only  too  probable  that  1824-1837 
there  would  shortly  be  no  Register  Book  at  all.  This 

could  be  nothing  less  than  a  disaster  to  Lloyd’s,  and 
the  Special  Committee  of  1833  appointed  a  Sub-Com¬ 
mittee  to  confer  with  the  proprietors  of  the  rival 

Books,  with  a  view  to  their  amalgamation.  They  found 
both  bodies  willing  enough  to  listen  to  reason;  there 

was,  indeed,  no  alternative  save  bankruptcy  before 

them.  By  October,  1833,  a  provisional  joint  Com-  Establishment  of 

mittee  had  been  formed,  and  received  prompt  en-  Llo>'dis8^esister- 

couragement  from  Lloyd’s  in  the  shape  of  a  grant  of 
£1,000  to  their  funds.  In  January,  1834,  after  confer¬ 

ence  with  the  General  Ship  Owners’  Society,  a  prospec¬ 
tus  was  issued,  and  by  August  the  book  was  in  the 

printers’  hands.  On  October  21st  the  provisional Committee  handed  over  the  direction  of  affairs  to  a 

permanent  body,  and  Lloyd’s  Register  of  British  and 
Foreign  Shipping  came  into  formal  existence,  with 
David  Carruthers  as  its  first  Chairman,  and  John 

Robinson,  also  of  Lloyd’s,  as  Chairman  of  the  Classi¬ 
fication  Committee.  As  its  name  implied,  the  new 

Society  considered  itself  the  direct  successor  of  the 

old  Underwriters’  Registry  established  at  Lloyd’s 
Coffee  House  in  1760,  and  for  over  fifty  years  it  re¬ 
tained  a  living  link  with  its  forerunner,  in  the  person 

of  Mr.  Henry  Adams,  who  entered  the  service  of  the  Henry  Adams. 

Green  Book  in  1815,  and  died  in  harness,  as  principal 

clerk  of  Lloyd’s  Register,  in  1887. 
Another  name  connected  with  the  early  days  of  the  Mr.  Snodgrass. 

Register  is  perhaps  deserving  of  some  note  in  this  re¬ 

cord.  Visitors  to  the  splendid  offices  of  Lloyd’s  Regis¬ 
ter  will  notice  in  one  of  the  rooms  a  portrait  of  Mr. 

Gabriel  Snodgrass,  who  died  in  1799  at  the  age  of  80, 

after  having  occupied  for  40  years  the  post  of  Ship 

Surveyor  to  the  East  India  Company.  As  Charles 

Dickens  was  a  friend  of  Chapman,  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s 
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CHAP.  XVI  Register,  it  seems  probable  that  the  portrait  with  its 

1824-1837  inscription  may  have  caught  his  eye,  and  that  the  old 

Surveyor’s  remarkable  name  was  thus  immortalised  in 
the  Pickwick  Papers. 

From  1834  onwards,  the  development  of  the  Register 
Book,  remarkable  as  it  has  been,  ceases  to  concern 

directly  the  history  of  Lloyd’s;  but  the  relations  be¬ 
tween  the  two  great  institutions  which  take  their  name 

from  Edward  Lloyd  have  always  been  of  the  most  in¬ 

timate  character.  From  the  start  Lloyd’s  has  been  re¬ 
presented  on  the  Register  Committee  by  the  Chair¬ 

man  for  the  time  being,  and  by  eight  elected  represent¬ 

atives,  and  although  the  Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  and  the 

Society  of  Lloyd’s  Register  are  wholly  distinct  and 
independent  bodies,  the  frequent  confusion  beween 

them  in  the  public  mind  is  based  on  something  more 

than  mere  similarity  of  title.  They  can  both  trace 

their  descent  from  a  common  historical  origin — the 

underwriters’  habit  of  meeting  for  business  at  the 
Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street.  Both  came  into  ex¬ 

istence  primarily  to  facilitate  the  carrying  on  of  the 

underwriters’  business.  In  the  performance  of  that 
useful  economic  function,  both  have  contributed  large¬ 

ly,  and  in  co-operation,  to  the  safety  of  life  and  pro¬ 

perty  at  sea. 

‘Lloyd’s  List’  The  establishment  of  Lloyd’s  Register  was  due  to  the 
co-operation  of  Lloyd’s  with  the  entire  shipping  and 
mercantile  community.  Lloyd's  List ,  unlike  the  Green 

Book,  was  the  actual  property  of  Lloyd’s,  and  its  re¬ 
form,  in  1837,  was  a  purely  domestic  affair. 
Although  the  serial  numbering  of  the  paper  ran  back 

only  to  April,  1769,  when  Fielding’s  New  Lloyd's  List 
made  its  first  appearance,  there  had  been  no  real  break 

in  continuity  since  the  foundation  of  Lloyd's  List  in 
1734,  and  throughout  all  the  developments  of  a  hun¬ 
dred  and  three  years,  this  unique  survival  of  the  old 
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Coffee  House  in  Lombard  Street  had  remained  almost 

unchanged.  The  entries  of  arrivals  and  sailings  were 

more  numerous  than  of  old;  but  the  general  character 

of  the  contents  and  make  up  was,  in  all  essentials,  just 

what  it  had  been  in  the  days  of  Richard  Baker  and 

Samuel  Saunders,  and  the  paper  still  appeared  on 

Tuesday  and  Friday  evenings  only. 

Like  the  Green  Book  it  had  long  had  a  rival — the 
General  Shipping  and  Co?nmercial  List  published  by 

the  Post  Office  clerks.  This  was  published  daily,  and 

had  a  circulation  of  984,  while  that  of  Lloyd's  List  had 
fallen  from  960  in  1821  to  786  in  1837.  The  Post  Office 

List,  however,  was  very  unreliable,  and  in  1836,  a  new 

competitor,  the  Shippmg  Gazette ,  was  started  as  a  pri¬ 
vate  venture  and  speedily  worked  up  to  a  circulation 
of  about  1,000/ 

Down  to  1837,  Lloyd’s  had  taken  the  competition 

very  calmly.  They  published  Lloyd's  List  chiefly  as  a 
check  on  the  Books,  and  to  provide  evidence  of  losses, 
and  were  not  too  much  concerned  with  its  fortune  as  a 

newspaper.2  In  that  year,  however,  the  whole  situation 

was  changed  by  the  Government’s  decision  to  suppress 
the  Shipping  and  Commercial  List  as  from  June  30th. 

In  anticipation  of  that  decision  a  Sub-Committee  had 

been  appointed  to  consider  “whether  a  different  ar¬ 
rangement  might  not  be  advantageously  adopted  with 

reference  to  Lloyd's  List''  and  the  deliberations  of  this 
Sub-Committee  resulted  in  a  thorough  overhaul  of  the 

paper.  It  appeared  to  the  Sub-Committee  that  it  was 

desirable  for  Lloyd’s  to  respond  to  the  increased  de¬ 
mand  for  shipping  news,  at  home  and  abroad,  arising 

from  the  suppression  of  the  Post  Office  List,  and  the 

daily  communication  opened  up  with  the  Continent 

by  the  establishment  of  steam  packets,  and  it  was  ac¬ 

cordingly  decided  to  publish  Lloyd' sList,  from  July  1st, 
1  Eighth  Report  of  the  Commissioners  appointed  to  enquire  into  the  Management  of  the 

Post  Office  Department,  1837,  especially  evidence  of  John  Lee  Stevens  and
  J.  D. 

Newman. 

-  Ibid.,  evidence  of  Thomas  Chapman  and  William  Dobson. 
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CHAP.  XVI  as  a  daily  evening  paper.  Large  additions  were  made 

1824-1837  to  the  contents,  and  a  Mr.  Moxon,  who  had  been 
employed  by  the  Post  Office  clerks,  was  engaged  as 

editor  under  the  Secretary’s  supervision.  The  profits, 
hitherto  distributed  as  perquisites,  were  now  carried 
to  the  funds  of  the  House. 

As  a  result  of  these  changes  the  circulation  rose  rapid¬ 
ly  to  over  1,000  daily.  There  was,  at  first,  a  drop  in 
the  profits;  but  this  was  a  minor  consideration,  and 

when  the  proprietors  of  the  Shipping  Gazette  sugges¬ 

ted,  in  1838,  that  Lloyd's  List  should  be  incorporated 
with  their  own  publication,  the  Committee  firmly  de¬ 
clined  the  proposal. 

The  subsequent  history  of  the  paper  may  be  very 
briefly  summarised.  In  1854  it  was  doubled  in  size, 
and  shipping  advertisements  were,  for  the  first  time, 

admitted.  They  had  previously  been  excluded  as  a 
condition  of  exemption  from  the  newspaper  stamp 
duties.  In  1870  came  a  more  drastic  change.  For  some 
years  past  the  profits  had  been  declining,  and  it  became 
evident  that  the  publication  of  the  paper  in  the  after¬ 
noon  was  a  serious  obstacle  to  its  utility.  An  arrange¬ 
ment  was  accordingly  made  with  Messrs.  Spottis- 
woode  to  take  over  the  printing  premises,  staff,  and 
plant,  and  produce  Lloyds  List ,  on  a  profit  sharing 
basis,  as  a  morning  paper.  The  editing,  however,  con¬ 

tinued  to  be  done  in  the  Secretary’s  department. 
For  a  brief  period,  beginning  in  1872,  the  title  was 

changed  to  Lloyds  List  and  Commercial  Daily  Chron¬ 
icle ,  and  in  1884  the  paper  was  amalgamated  with  its 
competitor  of  1836,  under  the  title  of  The  Shipping 

Gazette  and  Lloyd's  List.  Lloyd’s  then  ceased  to  be 
responsible  for  the  editing,  except  for  the  daily  supply 
of  shipping  intelligence,  under  a  contract  with  the  pub¬ 
lishers;  but  in  1914  the  Corporation  again  took  over 
the  full  control  and  printing  of  the  paper.  For  a  short 
time  the  Shipping  Gazette  continued  to  appear  as  a 
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separatepublication;butitwasthenacquiredby Lloyd’s  CHAP.  XVI 

and  incorporated  with  Lloyd's  List ,  under  the  title  of  1824-1837 

Lloyd's  List  and  Shipping  Gazette.  It  is  simply  as 
Lloyd's  List,  however,  that  it  is  and  always  has  been  re¬ 
ferred  to  in  general  parlance,  and  the  fact  emphasises 

not  only  its  real  character,  but  its  proud  pre-eminence 
as  the  oldest  newspaper  published  in  London,  with 

the  single  exception  of  the  official  London  Gazette.1 

The  reduction  of  the  policy  duty,  the  establishment  Reviving 

of  Lloyd’s  Register,  the  publication  of  Lloyd's  List  as 
a  daily  paper,  and  the  re-organisation  of  the  establish¬ 
ment  consequent  on  abolition  of  the  post  of  Master  in 

the  Subscribers’  Rooms,2  all  combined  to  stamp  the 

first  four  years  of  Mr.  G.  R.  Robinson’s  chairmanship 
as  a  period  of  reviving  confidence  and  renewed  pro¬ 

gress.  The  business  outlook  was  improving;  the  dis¬ 
sensions  between  the  Committee  and  the  Subscribers 

had  died  down,  and  new  leaders  of  strong  character, 

such  as  Thomas  Chapman  (Chairman  of  Lloyd’s  Regi¬ 
ster  from  1835  to  1881),  James  Bischoff  (the  founder 

of  the  Index  to  Lloyd's  List),  and  Alfred  Janson,  were 

coming  to  the  front  in  the  affairs  of  Lloyd’s.  A  small, 
but  significant  sign  of  the  new  spirit  in  the  Rooms  was 

the  authorisation  granted  by  a  General  Meeting  on  Sept¬ 

ember  21st,  1836,  for  a  medal  to  be  given,  at  the  discre¬ 

tion  of  the  Committee,  “to  those  who  have  by  extraord¬ 

inary  exertions  contributed  to  the  savingof  lifeat  sea.”2 
This  new  spirit,  however,  was  about  to  be  severely 

tested,  for  the  opening  of  the  year  1838  was  marked  by 

a  grave  disaster  to  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s — the  total 
destruction  of  the  home  they  had  occupied  since  1774. 

1  The  Northampton  Mercury  (17  20),  Norwich  Mercury  (1725),  Gloucester  Journal  (prior 
to  1727).  and  Lincoln,  Rutland  and  Stamford  Mercury  (as  Stamford  Mercury -pit 
1715)  are  the  only  provincial  journals  of  earlier  date,  still  published  under  the  same 

name,  although  Berrow' s  Worcester  Journal  claims  descent  from  the  Worcester  Post 

Man  (pre  1712).  See  Times  Handlist  of  Newspapers,  1920. 

2  See  pp.  300- 1  supra. 

3  Other  medals  granted  by  Lloyd’s,  are  “Lloyd’s  Medal  for  Meritorious  Services”  (in¬ 

stituted  1893)  for  contributing  to  the  preservation  of  vessels  and  cargoes,  and  “Lloyd’s 

Medal  for  Services  to  Lloyd’s”  (instituted  1913).  Full  lists  of  recipients  will  be 

found  in  Lloyd’s  Calendar. 
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Burning  of  the 

Royal  Exchange, 

io  Jan.,  1838. 

CHAPTER  XVII. 

LLOYD’S  IN  EXILE. 

1838-1844. 

AT  8  o’clock  on  the  evening  of  Wednesday,  Janu¬ ary  10th,  1838,  Mr.  Thomas  Bolton,  the  Master 

in  the  Captains’  Room,  shut  up  the  premises  as 
usual,  after  seeing  that  all  fires  were  out,  and  all  gas 

lamps  in  the  public  passage  extinguished.1  About  two hours  later  a  Bank  watchman  observed  that  a  fire  had 

broken  out  in  the  Captains’  Room.  He  quickly  gave 
the  alarm;  but  on  an  entrance  being  forced,  flames 

broke  out  with  great  fury.  The  fire,  the  origin  of  which 

was  never  satisfactorily  traced,  spread  with  great  rapid¬ 

ity ,  and  by  midnight  the  Coffee  Room,  Captains’  Room, 
andUnderwriters’Roomswere“all  one  body  of  flame.” 
Despite  all  the  exertions  of  the  firemen,  assisted  by 

the  military  and  by  many  voluntary  helpers,  the  whole 

Royal  Exchange  was  speedily  involved.  At  2  o’clock 
“a  hundred  thousand  voices  murmured,  ‘ It’s  reached 

the  tower — it’s  all  over,’  ”2  and  by  daylight  on  January 
nth,  nothing  but  a  blackened  shell  remained  of  the 

“palladium  of  English  Merchants.” It  is  not  our  business  to  follow  the  merchants  to  their 

refuge  at  the  Guildhall  and  the  Temporary  Exchange 

subsequently  erected  in  the  quadrangle  of  the  Excise 
Office,  Broad  Street.  We  are  concerned  only  with  the 

fortunes  of  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s;  but  the  blow 
that  had  fallen  on  the  underwriters,  inevitably  reacted 

on  the  commercial  community  at  large,  for  Lloyd’s 
was  an  indispensable  element  in  the  life  of  the  City, 
and  even  a  temporary  interruption  of  its  activities 
must  have  led  to  serious  dislocation  and  inconvenience. 

1  The  Subscribers’  Rooms  were  dosed  at  5  p.m.  The  Captains’  Rooms  remained  open 
for  coffee-house  business  till  8  p.m.  in  winter  and  9  p.m.  in  summer. 

-  John  Bull,  14  January,  1838. 
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There  was  no  time,  in  the  few  short  hours  between 

the  outbreak  of  fire  and  the  resumption  of  business  on 

January  nth,  to  seek  out  and  equip  new  premises  for 
so  great  an  establishment;  but  a  prompt  and  generous 
offer  of  accommodation  by  a  rival  institution  averted 

the  danger  of  a  stoppage.  When  the  Subscribers 

opened  their  newspapers  on  the  morning  after  the  fire, 

they  found,  side  by  side  with  the  account  of  the  dis¬ 
aster,  an  advertisement  by  Messrs.  Hardy  and  Harper, 

proprietors  of  the  Jerusalem  Coffee  House,  the  head¬ 
quarters  of  the  East  India  Trade,  announcing  that 

their  rooms  would  be  open  that  day  for  the  business  of 

Lloyd’s. 
Messrs.  Hardy  and  Harper,  who  refused  all  payment 

for  their  services,  stating  that  “their  only  desire  was 
the  general  benefit  of  the  public,  and  the  Shipping  in¬ 

terests,”  had  made  every  preparation  possible,  at  such 
short  notice,  for  the  reception  of  the  Subscribers;  but 

their  premises  were  too  cramped  to  serve  as  anything 

but  an  emergency  stop-gap.  On  the  invitation  of  the 
London  Assurance,  the  Committee  adjourned  from  a 
small  room  at  the  Jerusalem  to  the  Board  Room  at  the 

Corporation’s  offices  in  Birchin  Lane,  and  there  they 
sat  long  in  anxious  debate.  Many  suggestions,  and 

many  offers  of  accommodation  were  considered  and  re¬ 
jected.  Among  them  was  an  offer  of  a  portion  of  the 

East  India  House,  so  that  Lloyd’s  came  very  near  to 
occupying  temporarily  the  site  of  its  new  perman¬ 
ent  home.  Eventually  the  use  of  three  large  rooms  and 

a  Committee  Room  was  obtained,  for  a  few  days  only, 

from  Messrs.  Bleadon  and  Co.,  the  proprietors  of  the 

London  Tavern  who,  like  Messrs.  Hardy  and  Harper, 

subsequently  declined  any  remuneration.  On  Janu¬ 

ary  1 2th  the  business  of  Lloyd’s  was  transferred  to 
the  London  Tavern,  and  at  a  General  Meeting  held 

there  on  the  following  day,  a  Special  Committee  on 
the  old  model — the  House  Committee  and  twelve  Sub- 
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CHAP.  XVII  scribers — was  appointed  to  continue  the  search  for 
1838-1844  rooms. 

Both  the  Society  and  the  Subscribers  had  suffered 

heavy  losses.  The  destruction  of  business  papers  must 

have  been  a  serious  matter  to  individuals,  though  a  re¬ 

ward  of  £1  paid  to  John  Rowland,  a  Watchman  of  Aid- 

gate  Ward,  who  “exerted  himself  very  much  ...  in 
assisting  to  save  drawers  etc.  from  the  Subscription 

room”  suggests  that  the  salvage  was  considerable. 
Still  more  serious  was  the  destruction  of  books  and 

papers  belonging  to  the  Society;  but  here,  too,  much 
was  saved,  or  this  history  could  hardly  have  been 

written.  By  great  good  fortune  a  Mr.  Guthrie,  a  Sub¬ 

scriber  to  Lloyd’s,  was  returning  to  his  house  after 
spending  the  evening  with  a  friend,  when  he  was  told 

Salvageof  that  Lloyd’s  was  on  fire.  Hurrying  to  the  spot,  he 
the  records.  found  the  fire-fighters  at  a  stand-still  from  ignorance 

of  the  arrangement  of  the  rooms,  and  was  just  in  time 
to  direct  them  where  to  look,  amidst  the  thick  clouds 

of  smoke,  for  the  books  and  papers  of  the  establish¬ 
ment.  The  current  Minute  Book  of  General  Meetings, 

together  with  three  volumes  of  Committee  Minutes 

covering  the  period  from  October,  1816,  to  May,  1823, 
perished  in  the  flames;  but  all  the  rest  were  saved,  and 

as  the  two  gaps,  by  a  singular  piece  of  good  fortune,  do 

not  synchronise,  a  continuous  record  is  preserved  to 

us.  Even  so,  the  new  bindings,  fire-stained  pages,  and 
charred  and  crumbling  edges  of  some  of  the  earlier 

volumes,  serve  to  remind  us  how  nearly  all  material 

was  lost  for  any  authoritative  account  of  the  early  days 

of  Lloyd’s. 
Trust  Deed  The  heaviest  actual  loss  from  the  historical  point  of 

view  was  the  file  of  Lloyd's  List,  which  we  may  presume to  have  come  down  intact  from  the  Coffee  House  in 

Lombard  Street.  That  most  heavily  felt  at  the  time 

was  the  destruction  of  the  original  T rust  Deed  of  1 8 1 1 . 

This  was  the  one  legal  tie  that  held  the  Society  to- 
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gether,  and  it  was  imperative  to  replace  it.  The  copy  of  CHAP.  XVII 

the  original  deed  was  accordingly  annexed,  as  sche-  1838-1844 
dule,  to  a  short  new  Trust  Deed,  incorporating  its 

terms  by  reference,  and  signed  by  Subscribers. 

Meanwhile  the  Special  Committee  appointed  on  Tanu-  Premis,es 

ary  13th  had  been  proceeding  with  their  search  for  south  sea 

accommodation.  Their  choice  ultimately  fell  on  the 
South  Sea  House,  at  the  corner  of  Threadneedle 

Street  and  Bishopsgate,  that  “stately  relic”  immor¬ 
talised  in  the  first  essay  ever  printed  over  the  signature 
of  Elia. 

“Here  some  forms  of  business  are  still  kept  up,  though  the  soul  be  long 
since  fled.  Here  are  still  to  be  seen  stately  porticoes;  imposing  stair¬ 

cases;  offices  roomy  as  the  state  apartments  in  palaces — deserted,  or 

thinly  peopled  with  a  few  straggling  clerks;  the  still  more  sacred  inte¬ 
riors  of  court  and  committee  rooms,  with  venerable  faces  of  beadles, 

door-keepers — directors  seated  in  form  on  solemn  days  (to  proclaim  a 

dead  dividend),  at  long  worm-eaten  tables  that  have  been  mahogany, 

with  tarnished  gilt-leather  coverings,  supporting  massy  silver  ink- 

stands  long  since  dry.” 
Amidst  this  derelict  magnificence  it  was  easy  to  find 

room  for  Lloyd’s,  and  the  directors  of  the  South  Sea 
Company,  glad  no  doubt  to  transact  one  piece  of  solid 

business  before  they  went  the  way  of  other  phantom 

boards,  readily  agreed  to  lease  to  the  Committee  the 

great  hall  and  two  smaller  rooms.  At  the  same  time,  a 
house  in  South  Sea  Passage,  occupied  by  an  official  of 

the  Company,  was  taken  over  to  serve  as  offices  for  the 

Secretary  and  his  clerks.  Even  in  its  decay,  however, 

the  pride  of  the  South  Sea  Company  forbade  the  use 

of  any  part  of  its  premises  as  a  coffee-house,  and  the 

Captains’ Room  was  establishedat  the  London  Tavern, 
from  whence  it  was  removed,  in  the  following  year, 

to  premises  at  80,  Bishopsgate  Street. 

On  January  17th,  1838,  Lloyd’s  took  possession  of 
South  Sea  Hall,  and  the  hum  and  trampling  of  unac¬ 
customed  business  must  have  sounded  strangely  in 

the  ears  of  those  old  clerks  for  whom  “the  striking  of 

the  annual  balance  in  the  company’s  books  (which, 
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CHAP.  XVII  perhaps,  differed  from  the  balance  of  last  year  in  the 

1838-1844  sum  of  £25.  is.  6^/.)”was  a  matter  to  occupy  their“days 

and  nights  for  a  month  previous.”  One  would  like  to 
know  that,  among  the  busy  underwriters  and  brokers 

who  woke  so  roughly  the  echoes  of  departed  greatness, 

there  were  one  or  two  at  least  whose  thoughts  turned 

for  a  moment  from  the  showing  and  writing  of  risks, 

to  days  when  South  Sea  Hall  was  the  centre  of  a  vast 

hubbub  of  speculation,  and  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  was 
just  beginning  to  establish  itself  as  a  rendezvous  for 
marine  insurers. 

Membership  Although  the  new  arrangements  were  the  best  that 
declines  but  ^  ^ 

activities  could  be  made,  and  the  continuity  of  business  at 
maintained,  t  1  1 )  1  •  n 

Lloyd  s  was  preserved  in  a  manner  reflecting  great 
credit  on  the  Committee  and  Staff,  the  loss  of  their  old 

home  naturally  involved  much  inconvenience  to  the 

Subscribers.  The  great  hall  at  South  Sea  House  would 

seat  only  232  underwriters,  as  against  320  in  the  Royal 

Exchange,  and  the  dispersal  of  the  Underwriting 

Room,  the  Secretary’s  Office,  and  the  Captains’  Room, 
in  three  separate  buildings,  was  a  serious  drawback. 

It  is  not  surprising  that  the  membership  of  Lloyd’s 
fell,  during  the  years  of  exile,  from  1,211  Subscribers 

in  December,  1837,  to  945  at  the  end  of  1843. 
Nevertheless  the  period  of  exile  was  also  a  period  of 

achievement.  The  speeches  at  a  Subscribers’  Dinner 

held  “by  general  desire”  on  January  31st,  1838,  struck 
a  note  of  confidence  and  optimism  which  was  fully 
borne  out  by  the  subsequent  proceedings  at  South 
Sea  Hall.  The  Committee  and  the  Subscribers  were 

not  content  merely  to  “carry  on”  pending  a  return  to 
the  Royal  Exchange.  Much  time  and  attention  were 
necessarily  occupied  by  negotiations  with  the  Gresham 
Committee  as  to  the  accommodation  to  be  provided 

for  Lloyd’s  in  the  new  Exchange  that  was  rising  from the  ashes  of  the  old;  but  there  was  no  interruption  of 
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that  process  of  continuous  evolution  by  which  Lloyd’s, 
as  we  see  it  to-day,  has  been  produced. 
In  the  very  first  year  of  the  sojourn  at  South  Sea  House 

the  Committee  carried  out  a  thorough  re-organisation 

of  the  Secretary’s  office,  with  a  view  to  earlier  posting 
and  filing  of  intelligence,  and  the  same  year  saw  the 
introduction  of  that  sheet  anchor  of  the  modern  under¬ 

writer,  the  “Index  to  Lloyd’s  List,”  by  means  of  whose 
massive  folios  he  can  trace,  continuously,  the  move¬ 

ments  and  fortunes  of  ships  in  every  sea.  This  now  in¬ 

dispensable  aid  to  his  business,  he  owes  to  the  inge¬ 

nuity  of  Mr.  James  Bischoff,  a  member  of  the  Com¬ 
mittee  of  1838,  who  had  always  taken  a  special  interest 

in  the  working  of  the  agencies  and  the  intelligence  sys¬ 
tem.  Struck  by  the  waste  of  time  and  labour  involved 

in  hunting  through  the  files  of  Lloy ds  List  {or  the  move¬ 
ments  of  a  particular  vessel,  Mr.  Bischoff  quietly  set 

about  the  compilation  of  an  Index  showing,  against 

the  names  of  the  vessels  arranged  in  alphabetical  order, 

the  date  of  the  issues  in  which  their  departures,  arrivals, 

speakings,  or  casualties,  were  recorded.  On  October 

10th,  1838,  the  two  big  volumes  containing  this  Index 

were  laid  before  the  Committee,  and  “it  was  ordered 
that  they  be  kept  in  the  Reading  Room  and  posted 

daily.”  An  extract  from  one  of  these  volumes  has  been 
reproduced  for  this  history,  and  by  way  of  contrast, 
there  is  also  given  an  extract  from  the  Index  of  1912, 

showing  the  entries  relating  to  the  ill-fated  Titanic , 
under  their  present  arrangement,  with  references  to 

reports  of  arrivals  in  black,  sailings  and  speakings  in 

red,  and  all  news  paragraphs  in  blue  ink.  It  will  be  seen 

how  greatly  cables  and  wireless  have  multiplied  the 

entries  relating  to  each  ship,  and  it  will  not  surprise  the 

reader  to  learn  that  thirteen  huge  volumes  are  now  re¬ 
quired  for  the  record  of  each  year. 

In  1838  the  means  of  communicating  intelligence 

were  still  very  primitive.  Steam  was  yet  in  its  infancy. 

CHAP.  XVII 1838-1844 
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CHAP.  XVII  There  is  a  mention  of  steamer  bills  being  put  up  at 

1838-1844  Lloyd’s  in  1826;  but  the  Falmouth  packets  were  still 

carrying  mails  across  the  Atlantic,  and  in  1838  arrange¬ 

ments  were  made  for  them  to  report,  on  arrival,  all  ves¬ 

sels  spoken  on  passage.  The  first  public  railway  had 

State  of  the  been  opened  to  traffic  in  1825;  but  the  shipping  lists 

mteUigenee  gent  ̂   n0ycPs  by  the  Liverpool  Underwriters’  Asso¬ 

ciation  were  still  despatched  by  the  “Umpire”  coach, 
or  some  similar  conveyance,  making  the  journey  in 

twenty-four  hours.  There  seem  to  have  been  two  daily 

despatches  from  Liverpool  to  Lloyd’s,  one  at  2  p.m. 

and  the  other  at  6.30,  with  additional  information  “not 

on  the  slate,”  but  collected  exclusively  for  London. 

So  early  as  1827  the  Liverpool  letter  included  reports 

received  “by  telegraph”  from  Holyhead — not,  of 
course,  the  electric  wire  of  to-day,  but  a  chain  of  signal 

stations  on  the  hilltops,  using  the  semaphores  that  had 

now  superseded  the  “shutter”  system  of  the  Napo¬ 
leonic  Wars.  It  was  a  notable  advance  when,  in  1841, 

arrangements  were  made  with  the  newly-established 

Telegraph  Association  to  furnish  daily  reports  by  sema¬ 
phore  from  various  signal  stations  round  the  coast. 

News  supplied  The  benefits  of  the  intelligence  thus  received  at  South 

t0 Ci°84o.ames‘  Sea  House  were  now  widely  diffused.  In  addition  to 
the  Royal  Exchange  and  London  Assurance,  one  or 
two  dock  companies  and  other  bodies  had,  for  many 

years,  been  permitted  to  subscribe  for  daily  reports 

from  Lloyd’s;  but  the  jealousy  with  which  the  new  in¬ 
surance  companies  were  regarded  had  hitherto  pre¬ 

vented  their  receiving  the  same  privilege.  The  Com¬ 
mittee  themselves  appear  to  have  felt  for  some  time 

past  that  this  attitude  of  uncompromising  hostility  was 

both  futile  and  undignified;  but  the  repugnance  of  the 

Subscribers  to  making  any  concession  was  too  strong 

to  be  overcome.  In  1840,  however,  the  abolition  of 

franking  carried  with  it  the  loss  of  Lloyd’s  postal  privi¬ 
leges,  and  this,  together  with  a  declining  revenue,  the 
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heavy  expenses  of  fitting  up  their  temporary  premises, 
and  the  prospect  of  still  heavier  expenditure  (only  par¬ 
tially  covered  by  insurance  monies)  on  a  return  to  the 

Exchange,  may  have  tended  to  reconcile  the  Subscri¬ 
bers  to  any  step  that  would  increase  the  annual  income 

of  the  Society.  At  any  rate,  a  proposal  by  the  Com¬ 

mittee  “to  furnish  information  similar  to  that  which 
is  now  received  by  the  two  Chartered  Companies,  to 

other  public  Establishments,”  was  carried  on  March 
3rd,  1840,  by  a  large  majority.  Among  the  first  to  sub¬ 
scribe  the -£200  a  year  demanded  were  the  Alliance  and 

Indemnity  Companies,  and  a  feud  that  had  long  lost 
all  real  meaning  was  thus  brought  to  a  close,  and  the 

way  paved  to  much  valuable  co-operation  with  the  Com¬ 
panies  in  the  future,  in  matters  of  common  interest. 

Meanwhile  the  work  of  rebuilding  the  Royal  Ex¬ 

change  had  been  going  steadily  forward.  The  founda¬ 
tion  stone  was  laid  by  the  Prince  Consort  on  January 

17th,  1842;  on  October  28th,  1844,  Her  Majesty  Queen 

Victoria  formally  opened  the  new  building. 

The  main  feature  of  the  ceremony  was  a  banquet 

held  in  the  Underwriting  Room,  or  Subscription 

Room  as  it  was  then  called,  of  Lloyd’s  new  premises, 
and  the  chronicler  of  the  day  waxes  eloquent  upon  the 

“remarkably  fine  sherry,”  the  “magnificent  baron  of 
beef  weighing  upwards  of  twenty  stone  and  surmoun¬ 

ted  by  a  figure  of  St.  George  and  the  dragon, ’’the “mas¬ 

sive  gold  plate  of  the  most  exquisite  workmanship,” 

and  all  the  other  paraphernalia  of  a  great  civic  feast.1 
To-day,  it  is  the  company  then  assembled  that  interests 
us  most,  and  when  we  tread  the  Underwriting  Room, 
it  is  not  without  a  stimulus  to  our  historical  sense  that 

we  think  of  the  occasion  when,  in  addition  to  the 

Queen  and  Prince  Consort,  there  were  present  the 

Duke  of  Wellington  (received  with  “See  the  Conquer¬ 

ing  Hero  comes”)  and,  among  the  other  Ministers  of 
1  John  Bull,  2  November,  1844. 
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the  Crown,  Sir  Robert  Peel  and  William  Ewart 
Gladstone. 

A  strict  regard  for  historical  truth  compels  the  admis¬ 
sion  that,  beneath  this  splendid  surface,  there  were 

smouldering  discontents  which  found  caustic  expres¬ 
sion  in  the  Illustrated  London  News  of  November  2nd: 

“The  Exchange  was  built  for  the  merchants  at  large,  and  it  was  seized 
on,  on  the  day  of  opening,  and  appropriated  as  exclusively  as  if  it  had 
been  the  fee  simple  of  the  Corporation.  ...  It  is  scarcely  credible  to 

find  it  stated  that  to  such  a  body  as  Lloyd’s,  only  twelve  tickets  were 
forwarded,  and  that  in  a  tardy,  ungracious  manner!  Why  the  banquet 

itself  was  given  in  the  rooms  destined  for  the  members  of  this  asso¬ 

ciation.” 
There  is  evidence  in  the  Minute  Books  that  Lloyd’s 
felt  keenly  the  small  regard  shown  to  them,  especially 

the  blank  ignoring  of  their  request  that  a  special  ticket 
should  be  sent  to  the  Chairman,  and  a  ticket  to  the 

Secretary,  “as  is  customary  on  public  occasions.” 
Any  soreness  was  soon  forgotten,  however,  in  the  joy 

of  returning  to  a  permanent,  and  properly  equipped 
headquarters.  On  Saturday,  December  24th,  the  last 

slip  was  initialled  in  South  Sea  Hall;  on  Monday,  the 

26th,  Lloyd’s  was  once  more  established  in  the  Royal 
Exchange. 

The  new  rooms,  in  the  Venetian  style,  “enriched 

after  the  best  Roman  models,”  were  regarded  at  the 
time  as  the  last  word  in  comfort  and  magnificence. 

“Simple,  massive,  spacious,  and  brilliantly  lighted, 
they  strike  the  spectator  at  once  with  an  idea  of  fitness 

— of  adaptation  to  the  exact  wants  of  a  great  trading 

community.”  Even  the  domestic  details  moved  con¬ 
temporary  journalists  to  transports  of  enthusiasm. 

“The  lavatory  is  on  a  scale  approaching  to  luxury.  The 
elegant  soap-dishes,  the  spotless  napkins,  the  china 
basins,  the  ivory- tipped  cocks  for  the  supply  of  hot  and 

cold  water  .  .  .’”  It  is  to  be  feared  that  present  day Members  take  these  luxuries  as  a  matter  of  course. 

1  Illustrated  London  News,  9  November,  1844;  Chambers'  Edinburgh  Journal ,  14  Feb¬ 
ruary,  1846. 
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For  this  magnificence  a  price  had  to  be  paid.  The 
rooms,  no  doubt,  were  finer,  lighter,  more  spacious, 

than  the  “dark,  dingy  and  perplexing”  premises  of  the 
old  Lloyd’s  of  which  the  author  of  London  Scenes  re¬ marks  that: 

“As  some  worthy  merchants  will  never  suffer  their  counting-houses  to 
be  cleaned  out,  much  less  whitewashed  or  painted,  so  the  Lloyd’s 
shrine  of  the  past  seemed  to  rejoice  in  its  want  of  comfort  and  con¬ 

venience;”1 
but  although  they  occupied  over  11,000  square  feet, 

against  7,500  in  the  old  building,  they  afforded  seats 

for  only  258  underwriters  instead  of  320.  For  at  least 

ten  years  after  their  entry  into  the  new  premises  the 
Committee  and  the  Subscribers  were  almost  contin¬ 

ually  engaged  in  wrestling  with  the  problem  of 
accommodation . 

Nearly  a  third  of  the  entire  floor  space  was  taken  up 

by  a  Merchants’  Room.  This  was  part  of  the  original 
design  of  the  new  Royal  Exchange,  and  the  Committee 

decided  that  it  should  be  incorporated  with  the  estab¬ 

lishment  of  Lloyd’s,  partly  for  fear  that,  if  not  under 
their  control,  it  might  become  a  dangerous  rival,  and 

partly  in  order  to  unite  the  mercantile  interest  more 

generally  with  Lloyd’s,  and  attract  business  to  the 
Underwriting  Room. 

Access  to  the  Merchants’  Room  was  given  to  all  Sub¬ 

scribers  to  Lloyd’s  and  also  to  a  separate  class  of  “Sub¬ 

scribers  to  the  Merchants’  Room,”  comprising  “Mer¬ 

chants,  Bankers,  Ship  Owners,  and  others,”  who  were 
willing  to  pay  an  annual  subscription  of  two  guineas, 

without  entrance  fee.  A  Superintendent,  with  a  know¬ 
ledge  of  foreign  languages,  was  placed  in  charge,  and 

exercised  also  a  general  supervision  over  the  Under¬ 

writing  and  Captains’  Rooms. 

Not  long  after  the  return  to  the  Exchange  the  new 
rooms  were  the  scene  of  an  interesting  ceremony.  On 

1  “Aleph”  (Hervey),  London  Scenes  and  London  People ,  1863,  p.  52. 
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CHAP.  XVII  August  20th,  1846,  the  Lord  Mayor  with  a  party  of 

1838-1844  very  distinguished  citizens  visited  the  office  of  the 
Times  and  were  astounded  by  the  marvellous  machin¬ 

ery,  especially  by  one  “recently  erected”  printing  ma¬ 
chine  which  “throws  off  the  almost  incredible  number 

of  6,000  double  sheets  per  hour.”  These  gentlemen 

came  fresh  from  Lloyd’s  Rooms  in  the  new  Royal  Ex¬ 

change  where  “a  mural  tablet  of  exquisitely  white 
marble”  was  unveiled.  This  tablet  commemorates 

“the  indefatigable  industry,  perseverance  and  ability 

shown  by  the  Proprietors  of  “the  Times”  newspaper 
in  the  exposure  of  the  most  remarkable  and  exten¬ 
sively  fraudulent  conspiracy  ever  brought  to  light  in 

the  mercantile  World.” 
It  is  a  consoling  thought  that  all  that  remains  of  this 

tremendous  conspiracy  consists  of  this  tablet  (with  two 

replicas)  and  Times  Scholarships  at  Christ’s  Hospital 
and  the  City  of  London  School. 

Steps  were  taken  with  due  deliberation  to  commemo¬ 
rate  this  great  service.  In  October,  1841 ,  a  Meeting  of 

Merchants,  Bankers  and  others  resolved  on  a  perma¬ 
nent  expression  of  their  sentiments;  in  February,  1842, 
another  Meeting  decided  what  form  the  expression 

should  take,  and  in  August,  1846,  the  unveiling  cere¬ 

mony  was  held.  There  was  a  dignity  about  our  ances¬ 

tors’ proceedings  very  different  from  the  helter-skelter 
of  our  day.  No  wonder  they  were  astonished  by  the 
terrific  celerity  of  the  printing  machine. 

Bogie  v.  The  curious  who  wish  to  be  informed  as  to  the  nature 

of  the  conspiracy  unmasked  by  the  Times  will  find  a  re¬ 

port  filling  many  columns  of  the  issue  dated  August 

17th,  1841,  of  the  case  Bogle  v.  Lawson,  Lawson  being 
the  printer  of  the  Times.  The  scheme  seems  to  have 

been  merely  a  vulgar  swindle,  in  which  some  persons 
of  considerable  social  standing  were  implicated.  The 
services  rendered  by  the  Times  were  undoubtedly 
worthy  of  the  recognition  accorded  to  them;  but  the 
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1NOHARY  SECRETARY. 

Hr*  Proprietors  of  “The  Times"  refusing  to  l>c  reimbursed  tin-  heavy  costs  incurred  by 
diem  in  die  Defence  ofihe  abovi'  mentioned  Action,  the  Committee  opened  a  Suhseription. 

which  amounted. at  its  close,  to  i‘2,700:  and.ai  n  Meeting  held.at  the  Mansion  House  on 
die  S'f’day  of  Ft  binary.  A.  I).  18  t2,  specially  summoned  lor  tin-  purpose  of  considering  the. 
application  of  the  amount  subscribed,  it  was  resolved  as  follows:  _ 

That  One  Hundred  and  .Fifty  Guineas  be  applied  In  the  erection  of  this  Tablet  ,  and  of  a 

similar  one  to  be  placed  in  some  conspicuous  part  of  “The  Times'-  Printing  Establishment 
That  die  Surplus  of  die  Fund  raised  be  invested  in  the  purdiasi  of  Three  per  Cent. 

Consols,  the  Dividends  to  be  applied  to  die  support  ol  Two  Scholarships,  to  1*  called 

“The  Times  Scholarships !' 

That  “The  Times  Scholarships" be  established  in  connexion  with  Christ’s  Hospital 
and  die  City  of  London  School, for  the  benefit  of  Pupils  proceeding  from  those  Institutions 

respectively  to  the  Universities  ol-  Oxford  or  Cambridge. 

That  Chiist's  Hospital,  and  the  City  of  London  School,  be  required  to  place  in  their 
respective  Institutions  a  Tablet  commemorative  of  the  establishment  ol  such  Scholarships. 

AU  which  has  been  duly  carried  into  effect. 

The  Committee  consisted  of  die  following  Gentlemens 

THE  RIGHT  HONOURABLE  SIR  JOHN  PIRIE,  BART..  LORD  MAYOR. 
CHAIRMAN.  AND  TREASURER 

MATTHIAS  WOLVEHLHY'  ATTWOOH.  ESO. 

That  this  Meeting  desires  to  express,  in  the  most  unqualified  terms,  its  sense 
of  the  indefal ignble  industry,  perseverance,  and  ability,  shewn  by  the  Proprietors 

of  "The  Times  Newspaper,  in  die  exixisiirc  made,  through  the  instrumentality  of 
that  Journal,  in  the  Trial  or  “Bogle  census  Lawson!  of  the  most  remarkabh  and 
extensively  fraudulent  Conspiracy  ever  brought  ro  light  in  the  Mercantile  World 

That  this  Meeting  desires  to  offer  its  grateful  acknowledgments  to  tin-  Proprietors 

of  “The  Times"  .Ncwspajter.  for  the  services  which  tin  y  have  thus  been  tin  means,  at 
great  lalxtur  and  uxpence,  of  rendering  to  the  Commercial  Community  throughout  Europe 

That  the  effect  of  such  exposure  is  not  only  highly  tischil  to  the  Commercial 

and  Banking  Community,  as  suggesting  additional  care  and  circumspection  mall 
monetary  dealings,  but  as  shewing  die  aid  which  a  public  spirited  and  independent 
Journal  has  it  in  its  power  to  afford  in  the  detection  and  punishment  of  Offences 
which  aim  at  the  destruction  of  all  Mercantile  confidence  and  security. 

That  the  Committee  now  appointed  'k  empowered  to  lake  measures  for  the 
purpose  of  recording,  in  a  more  permanent  manner,  the  sense  of  Obligation 

conferred  by  the  Proprietors  of  “The  Times  on  the  Commercial  World. 

“THE  TIMES”  MEMORIAL  AT  LLOYD’S 
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language  of  the  testimonial  is  more  grandiloquent  than 
that  which  the  leaders  of  commerce  in  the  City  of  Lon¬ 
don  would  use  to-day,  and  British  Commerce  has  since 
survived  many  worse  attacks,  whilst  the  Times  has  ren¬ 

dered  many  greater,  though  uncommemorated,  ser¬ 

vices.  It  is  odd  to  note  that  this  earth-shaking  case  was 
heard  at  Croydon — the  formal  decision  being  that  the 
Plaintiff  was  awarded  one  farthing  damages  and  had 
to  pay  his  own  costs. 

The  year  in  which  the  Times  memorial  was  unveiled 

was  a  notable  landmark  in  the  history  of  Lloyd’s  itself. 
The  reforms  of  1846  must  be  left  to  another  chapter; 
but  their  foundation  had  already  been  laid  at  South 

Sea  Hall.  The  Merchants’  Room  was  not  the  only  in¬ 
novation  which  marked  the  return  to  the  Royal  Ex¬ 
change.  The  opportunity  presented  by  a  new  start  was 

seized  upon  to  revise  the  whole  constitution  of  Lloyd’s. 
Indeed,  the  work  done  by  the  Special  Committee  of 

1838  in  revision  of  the  By-Laws,  forms  the  most 
notable  achievement  of  the  years  of  exile. 

The  decision  to  lease  the  bar  in  the  Captains’  Room, 
the  abolition  of  the  post  of  Master,  and  a  general  sca¬ 

ling  down  of  the  waiters’  salaries,  which  had  hitherto 
reflected  the  lax  liberality  of  the  old  Coffee  House  days, 

when  they  had  important  clerical  duties  to  perform 

and  might  expect  to  succeed  to  the  Mastership — these 
were  all  details  of  the  reforms.  The  really  important 

feature  of  the  re-organisation  was  the  division  of  the 
Society  itself  into  Members  and  Annual  Subscribers. 

The  proportion  of  the  Subscribers  who  actually  wrote 

policies  was  smaller  than  it  had  been  during  the  French 
Wars.  In  1810  Bennett  had  estimated  it  as  about  two- 

thirds  of  the  whole;  but  during  the  years  1830  to  1835 

inclusive,  only  43  out  of  3 17  new  Subscribers  had  been 

described  as  “underwriters”  in  their  applications. 
There  were,  no  doubt,  many  Subscribers,  not  des- 
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cribed  as  “underwriters,”  who  accepted  risks  either 
personally  or  through  an  Agent;  but  it  seems  clear  that 

a  large  proportion  of  the  membership  consisted  of  men 

who  were  drawn  to  Lloyd’s  by  the  facilities  for  placing, 
and  not  by  the  facilities  for  writing  risks,  or  were  at¬ 
tracted  mainly  by  the  convenience  of  access  to  the 

shipping  intelligence. 
If  these  people  were  not  themselves  underwriters, 

they  brought  grist  to  the  underwriters’  mill,  and  so 
early  as  1836  a  proposal  was  brought  forward  to  grant 

special  terms  of  admission  to  non-underwriting  brokers 
and  merchants.  Nothing  came  of  it  at  the  time;  but  at 

two  General  Meetings  held  on  November  15th  and 

22nd,  1843,  a  number  of  resolutions  were  carried  and 

confirmed  which  effected  an  important  change  in  the 

constitution  of  Lloyd’s. 
By  the  new  By-Laws  the  establishment  was  divided 

into  two  categories — Members  and  Annual  Subscri¬ 
bers.  Both  classes  paid  an  annual  subscription  of 

£4.4.9.  od.;  but  the  Entrance  Fee  of  £25  was  demanded 

from  Members  only.  “Merchants,  Shipowners,  Bank¬ 

ers,  Traders,  and  Insurance  Agents,”  were  eligible 
under  either  head,  but  only  Members  were  entitled  to 

sit  on  the  Committee  or  to  vote  at  General  Meetings, 

and  “any  person  underwriting  in  his  own  name,  or 
empowering  another  to  underwrite  for  him”  was  re¬ 
quired  to  become  a  Member.  All  present  Subscribers 

were  to  be  entitled  to  the  full  privileges  of  Member¬ 
ship. 

The  object  of  these  reforms,  coupled  with  the  insti¬ 

tution  of  the  Merchants’  Room,  was  to  throw  open  the 
doors  more  widely  than  ever  to  all  classes  of  the  mer¬ 
cantile  community;  but  to  place  the  control  of  the 
whole  establishment  in  the  hands  of  the  underwriting 
interest.  It  is  true  that  merchants  and  shipowners 
were  eligible  for  election  as  Members  whether  they 
ever  wrote  a  line  or  not;  but  the  privilege  of  accepting 
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risks  was  the  chief  inducement  to  pay  the  entrance  fee 
that  distinguished  Members  from  Annual  Subscribers, 
and  as  the  old  Subscribers  died  out,  it  was  evident  that 
the  direction  of  affairs  must  come  more  and  more  into 

the  Underwriters’  hands.  The  first  step  had  been 
taken  in  a  process  by  which,  during  the  next  quarter  of 
a  century,  the  predominance  of  the  underwriting  inter¬ 
est  was  firmly  established. 
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CHAPTER  XVIII. 

MODERN  LLOYD’S  TAKING  SHAPE. 

1845-1870. 

THE  return  to  the  Royal  Exchange  in  December, 1844,  was  something  more  than  an  incidental 

landmark  in  the  history  of  Lloyd’s.  The  quarter 
of  a  century  which  immediately  followed  that  joyful 

home-coming  was  a  period  of  momentous  changes  in 

the  machinery  of  commerce,  and  in  adapting  itself  to 

those  changes,  as  well  as  in  following  to  its  logical  con¬ 

clusion  the  re-organisation  of  1843 ,  Lloyd’s  underwent 
a  remarkable  transformation.  These  years,  in  fact, may 

be  regarded  as  bridging  the  gulf  between  ancient  and 
modern  in  its  institutions  and  activities. 

Unlike  the  great  days  of  Angerstein  and  Marry  at,  this 

was  a  period  of  peace  at  sea.  The  operations  of  the 

Crimean  War  were  strictly  localised,  and  have  left  no 

trace  in  the  records  of  Lloyd’s  except  for  a  few  scatter¬ 
ed  minutes  referring  to  the  assistance  given  to  a  new 

Patriotic  Fund  established  by  Royal  Commission,  the 

closing  of  the  establishment  on  days  of  fast  and  humili¬ 

ation,  and  the  “illuminations  in  gas”  to  celebrate  the 
return  of  peace.  The  American  Civil  War  brought  a 
more  serious  menace  to  British  commerce  through  the 

development  of  the  Trent  affair  in  1861-2,  but  although 

the  Governors  of  the  Cape  and  St.  Helena  were  in¬ 
structed,  as  the  result  of  joint  representations  by 

Lloyd’s  and  the  Liverpool  and  Glasgow  Underwriters’ 

Associations,  to  warn  British  ships  of  “the  critical  state 
of  relations  between  this  country  and  the  United 

States,”  wise  counsels  prevailed  on  both  sides  of  the 
Atlantic,  and  the  dispute  was  happily  composed.  In 

the  following  year  Lloyd’s  was  in  communication  with 
the  Foreign  Office  with  regard  to  British  ships  cap- 
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tured  by  Federal  cruisers  while  trading  between  neu-  CHAP.
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tral  ports;  but  the  effect  of  the  great  struggle  betw
een  1845-1870 

North  and  South  was  chiefly  felt  in  the  transfer  of  a 

great  part  of  the  American  carrying  trade  and  marine 

insurance  business  to  British  hands.  Piracy  on  the  high 

seas  had  already  been  practically  stamped  out,  and 

there  was  little  occasion  to  consider  anything  beyond 

the  ordinary  perils  of  the  sea  in  the  assessment  of 

premiums. 

It  was  not  the  multiplication  of  risks  by  war  but  a  ̂ ^5 

remarkable  expansion  in  the  volume  of  foreign  trade 

that  at  this  period  stimulated  the  activities  of  Lloyd’s. 
At  home,  a  succession  of  Whig  and  Peelite  ministries 

reformed  the  national  finances  and  swept  away  a  host 

of  obsolete  and  vexatious  imposts.  One  reform  par¬ 

ticularly  welcome  to  Lloyd’s  was  a  drastic  reduction  of
 

the  marine  policy  duty,  in  1844.1  The  repeal  of  t
he 

Corn  Laws  in  1846  was  followed  three  years  later  by 

the  repeal  of  the  Navigation  Acts,  and  British  shipping, 

which  had  grown  lethargic  and  unenterprising  under 

an  outworn  system  of  protection,  was  stimulated  to  a
 

new  vigour  in  international  competition.  Both  at  home
 

and  abroad  the  instability  following  on  the  Napoleonic 

Wars  was  passing  away,  and  the  full  effects  
of  the  In¬ 

dustrial  Revolution  were  becoming  manifest.  The 

great  gold  discoveries,  first  m  California  and
  then  in 

Australia,  gave  a  further  impetus  to  world  tra
de. 

Meanwhile,  the  whole  system  of  world  communica-  electricity, 

tions  was  being  revolutionised.  Railways,  by  1844, had 

passed  out  of  the  experimental  stage,  and  the  next  
few 

years  were  marked  by  a  feverish  activity  in  railway  
con¬ 

struction  at  home  and  abroad.  Steam  navigation  made 

slower  progress;  but  the  steam  tonnage  
on  British  re¬ 

gister  increased  from  187,000  tons  in  1850  to  500,000 

1  Bv  7  &  8  Viet.,  c.  21.  The 
 rate  per  cent,  was  3 d.  where 

 the  premium  did  not  exceed 

To  I-  M.  up  to  20/-,  1/-  up  to  30/-,  2/-  up 
 to  40/-,  3  h  up  to  so  -  ;  with  a  — 

of  4/-  when  the  premium  was  50/-  or  over
.  Mutual  insurance  for  voyage  2/6  ,  time

 

policies,  including  mutual,  2/6  for  six  
months,  4 ■/-  f°r  twelve  months. 
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CHAP.  XVIII  in  i860,  and  1,200,000  in  1870.  The  electric  telegraph 

1845-1870  and  the  submarine  cable  substituted  hours  for  days,  or 
weeks,  in  the  transmission  of  news  and  business  com¬ 
munications  between  distant  countries. 

An  age  of  The  buoyant  optimism  of  those  eventful  years  found 
its  fitting  expression  in  the  Great  Exhibition  of  1851. 

When  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  granted  each  clerk 

three  days’  leave,  and  each  waiter  two  days,  with  money 
for  their  expenses,  to  enable  them  to  view  the  show, 

they  really  believed,  like  everybody  else,  that  the  Exhi¬ 
bition  was  not  merely  an  unparalleled  spectacle,  but 

the  inauguration  of  an  unbroken  era  of  peaceful  pro¬ 
gress.  The  complacency  of  such  Early  Victorians  as 

Macaulay  offers  an  easy  target  for  the  shafts  of  our  dis¬ 
illusioned  intellectuals;  but  it  reflected  accurately  the 

spirit  of  a  generation  to  whom  great  opportunities  were 

offered,  and  who  made  good  use  of  those  opportunities. 

Lloyd’s,  as  an  underwriting  institution,  benefited  in 
two  ways  by  these  developments.  The  expansion  of 
trade  increased  enormously  the  value  of  property  at 
risk;  the  improvement  of  communications  afforded 

vastly  increased  facilities  for  effecting  insurances. 

The  electric  It  was  in  1845  that  arrangements  were  first  made  with 

Lioyd’sph  at  the  South  Western  Railway  Company  to  forward  by 
>845-53-  electric  telegraph  from  Southampton  to  Nine  Elms, 

news  of  casualties  and  of  the  arrival  of  steam  packets 
with  foreign  mails,  at  a  charge  of  3s.  for  a  message  of 
twenty  words,  and  2s.  for  the  messenger  from  Nine 
Elms.  From  that  date  the  development  of  telegraphic 
intelligence  was  rapid.  In  1851  the  first  telegraphic  in¬ 

strument  was  actually  installed  in  the  Merchants’ 
Room,  and  in  an  article  authorised  and  corrected  by 

the  Committee  in  1852  for  “Mr.  Dickens’  Household 

Words,”  special  emphasis  is  laid  on  the  fact  that,  “The 
electric  telegraph  is  in  daily  use  during  stormy  wea¬ 

ther.”1  In  1853  an  agreement  was  made  with  the  Sub- 
1  Household  Words,  1S52,  pp.  585-9-  The  writer  of  the  article  was  Mr.  John  Capper. 
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marine  and  European  Telegraph  Company  to  forward, 
three  times  a  day,  messages  from  the  principal  Agents 
at  British  ports,  and  in  December  of  the  same  year  the 
Austrian  Lloyd  agreed  to  forward  by  telegraph  from 

Trieste,  reports  of  casualties, received  byLloyd’sAgent at  Alexandria  from  India  and  the  Far  East. 

The  next  big  advance  was  made  in  1857,  when  ar¬ 
rangements  were  made  with  the  British  and  Irish  Mag¬ 
netic  Telegraph  Company  and  the  Submarine  Tele¬ 
graph  Company  to  bring  their  wires  direct  into  the 

Reading  Room.  By  this  time  Lloyd’s  was  in  tele¬ 
graphic  communication  with  the  majority  of  British, 
and  a  large  number  of  Continental  ports.  In  1866  the 
Great  Eastern  laid  the  Atlantic  cable,  and  arrange¬ 
ments  were  at  once  made,  in  co-operation  with  the 
Liverpool  and  Glasgow  Associations,  to  take  advantage 
of  this  new  facility.  It  is  interesting,  as  illustrating  the 
distribution  of  insurance  business  at  the  time,  to  note 

that  Lloyd’s  paid  65  per  cent.,  Liverpool  25  per  cent., 
and  Glasgow  10  per  cent,  of  the  cost  of  messages.  By 
1870,  the  Committee  were  able  to  report  that  they 
hoped  shortly  to  complete  arrangements  for  direct 

telegraphic  communication  with  South  America,  In¬ 

dia,  China,  Australia,  and  Africa.  It  is  only  by  an  effort 

of  the  imagination  that  the  underwriter  of  to-day,  to 
whom  daily  and  hourly  touch  with  every  port  in  the 
world  is  a  necessity  of  business  life,  as  much  to  be 

taken  for  granted  as  the  arrival  of  the  morning’s  post, 
can  realise  how  completely  the  development  of  these 

twenty-five  years  transformed  the  whole  aspect  of  the 

day’s  work  at  Lloyd’s. 
The  mass  of  intelligence  thus  received  had  to  be  di¬ 

gested  and  distributed,  and  this  side  of  the  work  was 

rapidly  modernised  under  the  administration  of  Mr. 

Thomas  Baring,  M.P.,  and  Captain  G.  A.  Halsted, 

R.N.,  the  successors  of  Mr.  G.  R.  Robinson  and  Wil¬ 

liam  Dobson  as  Chairman  and  Secretary  respectively. 
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CHAP.  XVIII  Dobson,  who  had  served  Lloyd’s  faithfully  and  well  as 
1845-1870  waiter,  clerk,  and  Secretary,  for  nearly  forty  years,  died 

in  February,  1848.  In  March,  1850,  Mr.  Robinson 

was  compelled  to  resign  his  office  by  an  illness  to  which 

he  succumbed  only  a  month  later.  It  had  been  his  for¬ 

tune  to  preside  over  the  Society’s  affairs  for  sixteen 
anxious  and  critical  years,  and  both  the  recovery  of 

Lloyd’s  from  the  depression  of  the  early  thirties,  and 
the  fortitude  with  which  the  great  calamity  of  1838  was 

borne,  may  be  attributed,  in  part  at  least,  to  his 

example  and  inspiration. 

An  improved  Under  Baring  and  Halsted,  several  minor  reforms 

service?nce  were  introduced  that  tended  to  increase  the  efficiency 
of  the  intelligence  service.  In  1849,  the  year  after 

Halsted’s  appointment,  it  was  decided  to  print  the  in¬ 
formation  posted  in  the  rooms  and  sent  to  the  Com¬ 

panies,  “instead  of  working  the  same  off  by  the  mani¬ 

fold  writers.”  By  1861  it  had  become  necessary  to  ap¬ 
point  a  special  enquiry  clerk  to  meet  the  demands  of 

seamen’s  relatives  and  others  for  information  as  to  the 
safety  and  whereabouts  of  vessels.  In  1867  a  Statistical 

Committee  was  established,  to  collate  and  analyse  fig¬ 

ures  of  losses  and  sailings  for  the  benefit  of  the  under¬ 
writers  themselves.  Reference  has  already  been  made 

to  the  continuous  growth  of  the  Index  and  the  im¬ 

provements  in  Lloyd's  List;  but  a  word  must  be  spared 
for  two  new  and  important  developments— the  Missing 

Vessels  Book  and  the  Captains’  Register. 
The  Missing  The  Missing  Vessels  Book,  instituted  in  1866,  owes 

A  lvTs6^ook'  its  existence  to  Mr.  R.  H.  Harper, who  called  the  atten¬ 
tion  of  his  colleagues  on  the  Committee  to  the  number 

of  ships  that  arrived  in  safety  after  being  posted  as  mis¬ 
sing,  with  the  result  that  the  Committee  resolved  to 

allow  no  vessels  to  be  so  posted  except  by  themselves, 
after  full  examination  of  all  available  evidence,  and  to 

keep  a  register  of  all  such  postings.  The  Captains’ 
Register,  suggested  in  1835  but  first  instituted  in  1869, 
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holding  a  Master’s  certificate,  with  particulars  of  his  1845-1870 service  as  Master  and  Mate,  and  of  any  casualties  suf¬ 
fered  by  ships  in  which  he  served.  Based  on  materials 

supplied  by  the  Registrar  General  of  Seamen,  its  value  The  Captains’ 

for  a  good  many  years  was  highly  estimated;  but  with  RegIf8e6r9. 
the  improvement  in  the  general  standard  of  compe¬ 
tence,  interest  in  individual  officers  has  somewhat  de¬ 

clined  as  an  element  in  estimating  a  risk,  although 

Lloyd’s  was  never  more  disposed  than  now  to  manifest 
its  sympathy  with,  and  appreciation  of,  the  personnel 
of  the  Mercantile  Marine,  and  to  signalise  specially 
meritorious  conduct. 

Closely  connected  with  the  growth  of  the  shipping 
intelligence,  the  development  of  the  Agency  system 
went  steadily  forward.  A  special  Sub-Committee  for 

Agency  affairs,  appointed  in  1845,  carried  out  during 

the  years  1848-9,  a  thorough  investigation  into  the 
limits  of  all  Agency  districts  in  the  United  Kingdom, 

which  led  to  the  appointment  of  several  new  Agents; 

but  in  1851  this  Sub- Committee,  which  may  be  con¬ 
sidered  as  the  origin  of  the  present  Agency  Committee, 
was  succeeded  by  a  fresh  body ,  whose  principal  mission 

was  to  examine  a  proposal  for  the  appointment  of  a 

whole-time,  salaried  Agent  for  the  coast  between  the 
North  and  South  Foreland. 

This  experiment  arose  from  complaints  as  to  extor- 

donate  charges,  thefts  of  anchors,  and  other  malprac-  1851-69. 
tices  on  the  part  of  the  Deal  boatmen,  whose  un¬ 
doubted  heroism  and  alleged  sharp  practices  had  alike 

brought  them  to  the  attention  of  Lloyd’s  on  many 
occasions  during  the  fifty  years  anterior  to  the  founda¬ 

tion  of  the  Sub-Committee.  The  appointment  of  a 
paid  Agent  led  to  such  good  results,  in  the  detection  of 

frauds  and  the  prevention  of  improper  claims,  that  the 

system  was  gradually  extended,  and  by  1 863 ,  five  Special 
Agencies  were  at  work;  at  Deal,  Ramsgate,  Yarmouth, 
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CHAP.  XVIII  Lowestoft,  and  Falmouth.  The  increase  of  telegraphic 

1845-1870  facilities,  however,  made  it  less  necessary  to  have  paid 
representatives  on  the  spot,  and  as  the  results  obtained 

from  the  Special  Agencies  no  longer  justified  an  ex¬ 
penditure  of  £ 2,000  a  year,  they  were  first  cut  down 

and,  in  1869,  finally  abolished. 

Apart  from  the  short-lived  Special  Agency  experi¬ 
ment,  all  these  developments  represented  a  permanent 

addition  to  the  facilities  offered  by  Lloyd’s  to  its  Mem¬ 
bers.  The  daily  telegraphic  reports,  the  array  of 

printed  slips,  the  fat  volumes  of  the  Index  to  Lloyd's 

List ,  the  Missing  Vessels  Book  and  Captains’  Register, 
presented  a  striking  contrast  to  the  primitive  arrange¬ 

ments  of  Angerstein’s,  or  even  of  Marryat’s  day,  and  it 
is  not  surprising  that  the  modest  provision  of  three 
clerks  allotted  to  Bennett  in  1 823 ,  had  increased  by  1 870 

to  twenty-six,  including  the  Sub-Editor  of  Lloyds 

List ,  and  the  Superintendent  of  the  Rooms — a  post 
created  in  1864. 

rebuked ^for  Throughout  this  whole  period  the  relations  between 

miljga5rjsm'  the  Committee  and  the  staff  appear  to  have  been  ex¬ 
cellent.  Thanks  to  the  final  abolition  of  the  pernicious 

dual  control  inherited  from  coffee-house  days,  to  a 

more  business-like  organisation,  and  perhaps  to  a  touch 

of  “naval  discipline”  under  Captain  Halsted’s  admini¬ 
stration,  the  routine  work  of  the  establishment  went 

on  smoothly  and  efficiently.  The  one  mild  breeze  that 

ruffled  these  tranquil  waters  arose  from  the  tendency 

noted  bythe  Committee, in  1857, for  some  of  the  clerks 

to  wear  “Moustaches  or  a  Beard  or  both.”  This  it 

seems  was  “a  custom  not  general  in  the  rooms,”  and 
the  Committee  were  anxious  to  check  the  practice, 

without  resorting  to  disciplinary  action  in  a  matter  of 

such  delicacy.  The  “Member  in  Attendance”  (as  the 

“Managing  Member  for  Correspondence”  was  now 
called)  accordingly  took  up  the  matter  privately  with 
young  Mr.  Muskett,  one  of  the  offenders.  In  the 
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friendliest  spirit,  but  with  delightful  solemnity,  he  ex¬ 

pressed  the  hope  that,  “so  far  as  you  are  concerned 
you  will  remove  that  which  imparts  something  of  a 

Military  Character  to  your  appearance,  so  inappro¬ 

priate  to  those  occupied  in  Business  Affairs.” 
Mr.  Muskett,  who  had  sufficient  humour  to  treasure 

this  epistle  to  the  last  day  of  his  fifty  years’  service  at 

Lloyd’s,  obediently  sacrificed  his  moustaches  on  the 
altar  of  discipline;  but  the  Committee,  while  jealous  of 
the  decencies  of  business  affairs,  were  no  enemies  to 

national  defence.  In  i860,  when  Muskett  and  some  of 

his  colleagues  joined  one  or  other  of  the  Volunteer  regi¬ 
ments  then  coming  into  prominence,  they  received 

special  permission  to  resume  their  moustaches  and  im¬ 

part  to  their  countenance  a  “something  of  a  Military 
Character”  that  had  now  become  appropriate. 
It  will  be  remembered  that,  about  ten  years  later,  the 

same  vital  question  was  agitating  the  mind  of  Queen 

Victoria,  who  gave  much  anxious  thought  to  the  pro¬ 

blem  of  beards  and  moustaches  in  the  Navy:  “Her 

own  personal  feeling  would  be  for  the  beards  without 

the  moustaches,  as  the  latter  have  rather  a  soldier-like 

appearance;  but  then  the  object  in  view  would  not  be 

obtained,  viz.,  to  prevent  the  necessity  of  shaving. 

Therefore  it  had  better  be  as  proposed,  the  entire 

beard,  only  it  should  be  kept  short  and  very  clean.” As  the  result  of  further  reflection  the  Queen  wrote  that 

she  wished  to  “make  one  additional  observation  res¬ 

pecting  the  beards,  viz.,  that  on  no  account  should 

moustaches  be  allowed  without  beards.  That  must  be 

clearly  understood.”1 
One  other  characteristic  incident  may  be  quoted  be¬ 

fore  passing  to  more  serious  matters,  ffhe  year  1850 

was  notable  for  the  first  proposal  for  early  closing  of 

the  establishment  on  Saturdays,  and  it  aroused  a  storm 

1  Lytton  Strachey — Queen  Victoria,  Chap.  VIII,  quoting  Life  and  Correspon
dence  op 

the  lit.  Hon.  Hugh  C.  E.  Childers,  I,  175-7- 
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CHAP.  XVIII  of  protest  comparable  to  the  excitement  caused,  in  1823, 

1845-1870  by  closing  on  Christmas  Day  and  Good  Friday.  Satur¬ 

day,  it  seems,  was  “the  least  eligible  day  of  the  week 
for  abridgment,  being  a  day  of  payments  and  collec¬ 

tions  in  addition  to  the  ordinary  business”;  but  what¬ 
ever  day  was  chosen,  the  result  would  be  to  drive  busi¬ 
ness  to  the  Companies  and  the  outports,  and  effect  the 

ruin  of  Lloyd’s.  So  fierce  were  the  dissensions  that  the 
authors  of  the  proposal  withdrew  their  requisition,  as 

the  only  way  “to  preserve  unimpaired  the  good  feeling 
and  mutual  confidence  so  necessary  to  the  interests  and 

convenience  of  all  parties.”  Nevertheless,  times  were 
changing,  and  the  underwriters  and  brokers,  who  now 

rode  or  drove  in  daily  from  their  homes  in  the  suburbs, 

were  no  longer  so  firmly  wedded  to  the  scene  of  their 

labours  as  when  they  had  to  be  driven  forth,  by  the 

ringing  of  bells  and  extinguishing  of  lights,  to  their 

homes  in  the  City.  Only  four  years  after  the  first  abor¬ 

tive  proposals,  a  resolution  to  close  at  2  o’clock  on 
Saturdays  was  confirmed  on  ballot  by  260  votes  to  35. 
In  the  same  year,  1854,  the  number  of  the  Committee 

was  increased  from  nine  to  twelve  members,  in  order 

to  cope  with  the  increased  volume  of  business,  and  the 

sum  annually  divided  among  them  was  raised  to 
£1,000.  This  was  a  detail;  but  a  series  of  alterations 

in  the  terms  of  membership,  carried  out  between  1845 

and  i860,  shows  the  modern  conception  of  Lloyd’s 
definitely  taking  shape. 

inadequate  The  occasion  of  these,  as  of  so  many  earlier  reforms v 
was  incidental  to  the  solution  of  a  practical  difficulty. 
The  return  to  the  Royal  Exchange  was  followed  by  a 
large  increase  in  membership,  and  in  December,  1846, 
there  were  over  1,250  Members  and  Annual  Subscri¬ 
bers,  as  against  the  945  Subscribers  of  1843.  There 
were  also  about  450  who  paid  the  two  guinea  subscrip¬ 

tion  to  the  Merchants’  Room.  Nevertheless,  the  finan¬ 
ces  of  the  Society  were  in  a  bad  way.  Over  £15,000 
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had  already  been  expended  in  the  fitting  up  of  the  new 
rooms,  telegraphic  and  other  charges  led  to  a  large  in¬ 
crease  in  the  annual  expenditure,  and  the  reserve  funds 
were  approaching  extinction.  Between  £5,000  and 
£6,000  was  raised  by  voluntary  donations  from  the 
Members;  the  Indemnity  Company,  now  on  terms  of 

close  friendship  with  Lloyd’s,  contributed  100  guineas 
to  the  fund,  and  Lloyd’s  Register,  already  a  flourishing 
institution,  returned  the  whole  of  the  £1,000  voted  to 
the  society  on  its  foundation.  It  was  clear,  however, 
that  a  permanent  increase  in  the  revenue  was  essential 

to  the  stability  of  Lloyd’s. 
The  only  point  of  controversy  was  whether  the  burden 

should  be  shared  by  all  Members  and  Annual  Sub¬ 
scribers  alike,  or  imposed  wholly  on  the  shoulders  of 
the  underwriters.  The  Committee  favoured  the  latter 

course,  and  their  reasons  are  of  interest  as  showing  the 

lines  on  which  Lloyd’s  was  now  developing.  They 
estimated  the  practising  underwriters  as  not  more  than 

one-fifth  of  the  Members;  the  remainder  being  brokers, 
merchants,  and  others,  many  of  whom  seldom  visited 
the  Rooms.  Nevertheless,  it  was  the  underwriters  who 

chiefly  benefited  by  the  increased  expenditure  incur¬ 
red;  many  of  them  had  no  other  place  of  business  in  the 

City  than  the  Underwriting  Room  at  Lloyd’s,  and  to 
all  of  them  the  shipping  intelligence  was  of  supreme 
importance.  Further,  it  was  to  their  interest  that  no 

additional  burden  should  be  placed  on  the  Annual  Sub¬ 

scribers,  since  the  sole  purpose  of  remitting  the  En¬ 
trance  Fee  in  their  favour  was  to  attract  persons  likely 

to  bring  business  to  the  Underwriting  Room. 

A  considerable  number  of  underwriters  had  already 

voluntarily  offered  to  increase  their  Annual  Subscrip¬ 

tion  from  four  to  ten  guineas  until  such  time  as  an  ade¬ 

quate  reserve  should  have  been  built  up,  and  the  Com¬ 

mittee’s  proposal  to  increase  the  subscription  of  all 
underwriters  to  ten  guineas  was  carried  by  a  large 
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CHAP.  XVIII  majority  at  a  General  Meeting  on  April  2
2nd,  1846.  A 

1845-1870  protest  against  going  to  a  ballot  was  subseque
ntly 

signed  by  thirty-three  Members,  on  the  ground  t
hat 

it  was  proposed , ‘ ‘ unfairly  to  tax  a  portion  of  the  Mem¬ 

bers  of  this  House  to  provide  Funds  subject  to  the 

control  and  for  the  benefit  of  the  whole  body.”  The
 

most  important  of  the  signatories  was  that  stubborn
 

veteran,  Richard  Thornton;  among  the  others  the 

name  of  Charles  Wright  is  noticed  with  regret.  Des¬ 

pite  their  protest,  the  ballot  took  place,  and  the  re
solu¬ 

tion  of  April  22nd  was  confirmed  by  125  votes  to  68. 

Lack  of  space  The  next  step  was  the  abolition  of  that  rat
her  anoma- 

Rooms. the  lous  excrescence  on  the  establishment,  the  Merchants’ 

Room,  which  proved  of  little  real  value  in  bringing 

business  to  Lloyd’s,  and  occupied  much  valuable  space. 

The  new  Underwriting  Room,  as  already  mentioned, 

provided  only  258  seats,  and  the  problem  of  accommo¬ 

dation  speedily  became  acute.  In  1847,  only  185  Mem¬ 

bers  paid  an  underwriter’s  subscription;  but  the  num¬ 

ber  grew  steadily,  and  while  many  of  the  old  Subscri¬ 

bers  were  now  dropping  out,  there  were  also  many  who, 

whether  they  ever  wrote  a  line  or  no,  clung  jealously  to 

their  privileges,  and  their  seats.  Complaints  of  over¬ 

crowding,  as  well  as  of  those  other  perennial  griev¬ 

ances,  draughts  and  stuffiness,  took  up  too  much  of 

the  Committee’s  time  and  attention.  A  complaint  of  the 

“great  inconvenience”  occasioned  by  “the  noise  of  the 
chimes  in  the  Clock  Tower”  seems  to  have  met  with  as 

little  sympathy  from  the  Committee  as  it  would  from 

present  day  Members;  but  seating  and  ventilation  were 

different  matters,  and  all  sorts  of  expedients  were 

tried,  often  at  heavy  cost,  to  provide  those  two  great 

objects, “pure  air  and  ample  space  in  the  Underwriting 

Rooms,”1  after  which  Lloyd’s  had  toiled  in  vain  since 
first  it  became  a  society. 

At  one  time,  the  Committee  even  contemplated  leav- 

1 An  Appeal  to  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd's,  Anon.  (W.  F.  Sadler),  1854. 
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ing  the  premises  on  which  so  many  thousands  had  been  CHAP.  XVIII 

lavished,  and  anticipating  a  later  development  by  buy-  1845-1870 
ing  or  erecting  a  new  building  of  their  own.  In  1853 

negotiations  were  actually  opened  for  the  site  of  the 
old  Excise  Office  in  Broad  Street;  but  the  plan  proved 
to  be  prohibitively  costly,  and  an  alternative  solution 

was  found  in  the  annexation  of  the  Merchants’  Room, 
on  which  the  underwriters  had  long  cast  covetous  eyes. 

The  Merchants’  Room  as  a  separate  institution  was  The  Merchants’ 
accordingly  abolished  m  1854,  and  converted  into  a  is54. 

new  Reading  Room,  while  the  old  Reading  Room  was 

thrown  into  the  Underwriters’  Room,  giving  accom¬ 
modation  for  at  least  seventy  additional  seats.  A  year 

later,  in  1855,  the  adjacent  premises  of  the  British 

Electric  Telegraph  Company  were  acquired,  and  the 

Captains’  Room  transferred  thereto;  setting  free  the 
space  vacated  for  the  construction  of  the  present  Com¬ 
mittee  Room,  and  new  offices  for  the  Secretary  and  his 
clerks. 

All  this  cost  money,  and  the  annual  expenditure  was 

still  on  the  up  grade.  The  charge  for  Annual  Sub¬ 
scribers  and  their  Substitutes  was  increased,  in  1857, 

from  four  to  five  guineas;  but  as  this  was  accompanied 

by  a  reduction  of  two  guineas  in  the  underwriters’  sub¬ 
scription,  it  brought  no  great  relief,  and  although  the 
subscription  of  marine  insurance  companies  was  raised, 

in  the  following  year,  from  £ 200  to  .£400,  the  financial 

position  had  again  become  acute  by  1859. 

The  problem  was  tackled,  at  a  General  Meeting  on 

October  12th,  1859,  in  a  way  that  left  a  permanent  distinguished, 

mark  on  the  constitution  of  Lloyd’s.  By  the  resolutions 

then  passed,  practically  without  opposition,  the  Soci¬ 

ety  was  divided  into  three,  instead  of  two,  distinct  cate¬ 

gories:  (1)  Underwriting  Members,  (2)  Non-Under¬ 
writing  Members,  (3)  Annual  Subscribers. 

Underwriting  Members  were  now  required  to  pay 

£50  down,  with  an  annual  subscription  of  twelve 
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guineas,  and  five  guineas  for  each  Substitute’s  ticket. 
For  a  Non-Underwriting  Member  the  Entrance  Fee 
remained  at  £25,  with  an  annual  subscription  of  four 

guineas  for  himself  and  each  Substitute.  Annual  Sub¬ 

scribers  continued  to  pay  five  guineas  a  year.  All  Sub¬ 
scribers  elected  before  January  1st,  1844,  remained 

entitled  to  the  full  privilege  of  Underwriting  Mem¬ 
bers;  but  Members  elected  after  December  16th,  1857, 

were  required  to  pay  an  additional  entrance  fee  of  .£25 

if  they  desired  to  take  up  the  privilege  of  underwriting. 

These  changes  have  been  dwelt  upon,  not  for  the 

financial  reasons  which  bulked  so  large  at  the  time 

(although  the  figures  may  interest — by  way  of  contrast 

— the  Members  of  to-day),  but  because  the  increasing 

predominance  of  the  underwriters’  position  in  the 
Society,  thus  formally  recognised  in  the  By-Laws,  re¬ 

flected  the  conversion  of  Lloyd’s  into  a  specialised  in¬ 
stitution.  It  had  been  founded,  in  1771,  for  the  con¬ 

venience  of  “The  Gentlemen  Underwriters”;  but  its 
doors  had  at  first  been  thrown  open  wide,  because  un¬ 
derwriting  was  not  then  a  specialised  business.  In  its 

early  days,  the  bankers,  merchants,  and  traders  who 
crowded  the  Rooms  were  mostly  men  who  at  least 
occasionally  accepted  risks,  in  addition  to  placing 
them;  but  after  the  close  of  the  Napoleonic  Wars,  the 
two  classes  of  Subscribers  seem  to  have  been  more 

sharply  differentiated,  and  in  1850  the  Committee  de¬ 
clined  to  commit  themselves  on  the  question  of  the 
Mercantile  Marine  Bill,  referred  to  them  by  the  Board 

of  Trade,  on  the  ground  that  “the  Members  and  Sub¬ 

scribers  of  Lloyd’s  are  composed  of  so  many  various professions  that  what  would  be  beneficial  to  one  Sec¬ 

tion,  might  be  detrimental  to  another.”  A  year  or  two 
before,  they  had  sat  on  the  fence,  probably  for  the 
same  reason,  on  the  still  more  important  question  of 
the  Navigation  Acts.  The  successive  reforms  of  1843, 
1846,  and  1859  gave  expression  to,  and  helped  to  bring 
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about,  a  clearer  conception  of  the  character  and  func¬ 

tions  of  Lloyd’s.  As  the  old  Subscribers  died  out  or 
retired,  their  places  were  taken  by  men  actively  en¬ 

gaged  in  the  business  of  marine  insurance,  and  Lloyd’s 
became,  almost  exclusively,  a  society  of  underwriters 

and  brokers,  closely  knit  together  by  a  strong  com¬ 

munity  of  interests.  By  i860,  there  were  312  Under¬ 
writing  Members  as  against  185  in  1847,  while  the 

Non-Underwriting  Membership  had  decreased  from 

612  to  318.  Two  years  later  the  Underwriting  Mem¬ 

bers  were  actually  in  a  majority,  and  by  1870  they  com¬ 
prised  no  less  than  two-thirds  of  the  total  member¬ 

ship.  The  Annual  Subscribers  were  now  mainly  pro¬ 
fessional  brokers,  and  a  great  increase  in  the  number 

of  Substitutes  bore  further  witness  to  the  growing 

volume  of  insurance  business.1 
This  change  in  the  composition  of  the  Society  led,  as 

will  be  seen  in  the  next  chapter,  to  a  fundamental 

change  in  the  relations  between  the  underwriters  and 

the  Committee,  and  a  great  extension  of  the  influence 

of  Lloyd’s  in  marine  insurance  affairs.  Apart  from 
these  domestic  and  technical  matters,  a  great  deal  ,of 

the  Committee’s  time  was  taken  up  by  efforts  to  im¬ 
prove  the  efficiency  of  British  shipping,  which  had 

sunk  very  low  during  the  last  years  of  the  Navigation 

Acts.  From  1850  to  i860  complaints  poured  in  from 

Lloyd’s  Agents  at  home  and  abroad,  the  Admiralty, 
and  the  Board  of  Trade,  as  to  undermanning,  bad  stow¬ 
age  and  insufficient  dunnage,  overloading,  improper 

deck-loads,  the  use  of  obsolete  charts,  the  increasing 

frequency  of  collisions,  and  the  “growing  evil”  of 
drunkenness.  All  these  matters  were  taken  up  by 

1  The  following  figures  will  illustrate  the  development  of  Lloyd’s  during  this  period: 

Year. 
Underwriting 
Members. 

Non-Under¬ writing 

Members. 

Annual 

Subscribers. Substitutes. 

Subscribers 

to  Merchants’ Room. 
1847 
1853 

185 

621 

452 

191 

436 

257 

421 

769 
292 

492 

i860 

312 

318 

882 

388 

— 

1870 

401 

216 

728 

456 

— 
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CHAP.  XVIII  Lloyd’s,  alone  or  in  co-operation  with  the  Liverpool 

1845-1870  Underwriters’  Association,  Lloyd’s  Register,  and  the 

General  Ship  Owners’  Society;  but  a  hard  fight  had  to 
be  waged  against  the  forces  of  inertia  and  conserva¬ 

tism.  The  Ship  Owners’  Society,  disgruntled  by  the 
repeal  of  the  Navigation  Acts,  opposed  the  introduc¬ 
tion  of  a  rule  of  the  road  at  sea,  as  tending  to  increase 

the  liabilities  of  shipowners.  They  opposed  the  estab¬ 
lishment  of  a  manning  scale;  they  opposed  the  insertion 

in  the  Register  Book  of  “the  draught  of  water  to  which 

a  ship  should  be  loaded.”  Even  the  Committee  of 
Lloyd’s  Register  regarded  the  loadline  suggestion  as 
impracticable. 

Services  to  ]yr evertheless  the  work  went  forward ,  and  the  Members commerce.  i  •  1  1 

of  Lloyd’s,  in  their  corporate  capacity,  had  no  small 
share  in  its  progress.  They  provided  invaluable  data 
for  the  Select  Committee  on  Shipwrecks,  of  which 

Baring  himself  was  a  member.  They  helped  to  draft 

the  Wreck  and  Salvage  Acts  of  1845  and  1854,  and  the 

great  Merchant  Shipping  Act  of  1854.  They  co-oper¬ 
ated  in  the  introduction  of  the  International  Code  of 

Signals  in  1857.  In  protecting  the  interests  of  the 

underwriters  they  performed,  as  on  many  occasions 

before  and  since  this  period,  important  national  ser¬ 
vices;  but  perhaps  the  greatest  of  their  services  to 
British  commerce  was  the  reform  of  their  own  consti¬ 

tution,  with  the  accompanying  extension  of  the  powers 

wielded  by  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s. 



CHAPTER  XIX. 

THE  COMMITTEE  AND  THE  UNDERWRITERS. 

1845-1870. 

IN  its  origin  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  was  a  “House  Committee’ Committee,”  concerned  only  with  such  domestic  de- 

tails  as  the  provision  of  accommodation,  the  collec¬ 

tion  of  subscriptions,  and  the  regulation  of  coffee¬ 
house  amenities.  All  matters  of  real  importance  were 

dealt  with  at  General  Meetings  of  the  Subscribers,  or 

by  specially-appointed  bodies  such  as  the  Policy  Com¬ 

mittee  of  1779.  By  sheer  pressure  of  circumstances 

this  House  Committee  was  led,  during  the  great  French 

Wars,  to  assume  greater  and  greater  responsibility  for 

protecting  the  collective  interests  of  the  Subscribers; 

but  down  to  the  Chairmanship  of  Thomas  Baring,  it 

had  exercised  very  little  direct  influence  on  the  conduct 

of  their  business.  The  distinction  drawn  between  Un¬ 

derwriting  and  Non-Underwriting  Members,  and  the 

final  establishment  of  the  former  as  the  controlling  in¬ 

terest  in  the  affairs  of  Lloyd’s,  led  to  a  demand  for  a 

severe  censorship  in  the  admission  of  Underwriting 

Members;  but  the  Committee’s  powers,  under  the 
Trust  Deed  of  181 1 ,  were  very  limited,  and  a  growing 

realisation  of  their  inadequacy  paved  the  way,  between 

1850  and  1870, for  yet  one  more  drastic  re-organisation 

of  the  constitution  of  Lloyd’s. 

As  always,  the  impulse  to  reform  came  from  the  need 

for  dealing  with  a  definite,  practical  problem.  The  im¬ 

mense  expansion  of  commerce  between  1845  and  1870 

had  its  seamy  side.  The  growth  of  trade  outstripped 

the  development  of  financial  science,  and  a  series  of 

catastrophes  culminating  in  the  great  Overend-Gurney 

crash  of  1866,  the  “Black  Friday’’  of  British  banking, 

bore  witness  to  the  effect  of  pouring  the  new  wine  of 
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CHAP.  XIX  modern  commerce  into  the  old  bottles  of  an  antiquated 

1845-1870  financial  system. 

There  were  many  at  Lloyd’s  who  suffered  by  these 
disasters;  and  the  marine  insurance  market  itself  was 

directly  affected.  The  passing  of  the  Joint  Stock 

Companies  Registration  Act  in  1844,  was  followed  by 

an  orgy  of  unbridled  speculation,  and  in  the  single 

year  1845 — the  year  of  the  great  railway  mania — thir- 
Mushroom  teen  new  marine  insurance  companies  were  founded, 
insurance  •  t  ̂ 

companies.  of  which  only  one  had  so  long  a  life  as  three  years.  The 

transfer  of  the  bulk  of  American  underwriting  to 

British  hands,  as  a  result  of  the  Civil  War,  was  respon¬ 
sible,  in  the  sixties,  for  a  new  crop  of  companies,  many 
of  them  hopelessly  unsound.  Neither  the  earlier  nor 

the  later  group  seriously  threatened,  at  the  time,  the 

supremacy  of  Lloyd’s;  but  their  rate-cutting  competi¬ 
tion  tended,  without  much  benefit  to  themselves,  to 
render  the  business  of  underwriting  unprofitable;  and 
this  tendency  became  strongly  marked  at  the  close  of 
the  American  Civil  War,  when  the  business  diverted  to 

Great  Britain  during  that  great  struggle  began  to  flow 
back  into  its  accustomed  channels,  and  the  new  com¬ 
panies  were  driven  to  quote  unremunerative  rates,  in 
order  to  retain  their  share  of  a  shrinking  market, 

uplines  This  combination  of  adverse  circumstances  led  to 

many  failures  at  Lloyd’s.  The  majority  of  them  may 
have  been  due  to  outside  speculation  rather  than  to  un¬ 
successful  underwriting;  but  the  increased  prominence 
of  the  underwriting  element  in  the  constitution  of  the 
Society  was  accompanied  by  a  growing  tendency  to 
make  the  stability  of  the  individual  the  concern  of  the 
whole  body.  So  early  as  December,  1851,  a  new  By- 
Law  was  passed,  providing  that  any  Member  or  Annual 
Subscriberwho  became  bankrupt  or  compounded  with 
his  creditors  should  be  removed,  automatically,  from 
the  list,  and  the  Minute  Books  show  only  too  clearly 
that  this  was  no  idle  threat.  At  a  single  meeting  of  the 
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Committee  in  April,  1855,  nine  Members  and  sixteen 
Annual  Subscribers  were  struck  off  the  roll. 

Prevention  is  better  than  punishment,  and  on  May 
22nd,  1855,  Mr.  C.  B.  Carruthers  put  forward  the 

epoch-making  suggestion  that  “provision  should  be 
made  by  the  By-Laws  for  taking  security,  for  a  time, 
from  Members  who  commence  underwriting  in  their 

own  name.”  It  will  be  remembered  that  a  similar  pro¬ 
posal  made  in  1810  had  been  scouted  as  impracticable 

by  Angerstein  himself,  and  the  Committee  of  1855 

hesitated  to  bring  forward  so  revolutionary  a  measure 
without  clear  evidence  that  it  was  in  accordance  with 

the  feeling  of  the  Room.  For  nearly  two  years  nothing 
was  done;  but  the  urgency  of  the  question  became 
more  and  more  manifest,  and  in  January,  1857,  the 

Chairman  himself  submitted  a  “proposed  legal  form  of 
guarantee  to  be  given  by  Members  in  certain  cases  on 

introducing  other  persons  as  Members.” 

This  form  was  submitted  to  the  Society’s  Solicitors, 
who  were  of  opinion  that  the  Committee  should  be 

content  with  an  “honorary  engagement,”  as  it  was  inad¬ 
visable  for  them  to  exact  a  legal  guarantee.  The  Com¬ 
mittee  themselves  appear  to  have  regarded  the  matter 

as  lying  within  their  own  unfettered  discretion.  It  was 

never  brought  before  a  General  Meeting,  and  it  is  not 

until  several  years  later  that  any  specific  mention  of  a 

guarantee  appears  in  the  Committee  minutes;  but  from 
later  references  it  is  clear  that,  from  1858  onwards, 

guarantees  of  some  kind  were  occasionally  demanded. 

The  Committee  also  took  the  opportunity  of  a  General 

Meeting  in  March,  1859,  to  urge  on  Members  and  Sub¬ 

scribers  the  importance  of  strict  enquiry  before  recom¬ 
mending  candidates. 

So  matters  went  on  until  1865,  when  the  system  was 

placed  on  a  more  regular  basis  by  a  resolution  of  the 

Committee  that  no  guarantee  for  an  Underwriting 

Member  should  contain  any  limit  of  time,  or  be  for  a 
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CHAP.  XIX  less  sum  “than  will  amount  with  the  proposed  Mem- 

1845-1870  ber’s  own  capital,  to  -£10,000.”  At  the  same  time 
Messrs.  Freshfield  and  Newman  prepared  a  fixed 

“form  of  Covenant”  between  an  Underwriting  Mem¬ 

ber  and  his  Surety  and  the  Trustees  of  Lloyd’s.  This 
form  was  revised  in  1866,  by  Mr.  Charles  Walton,  who 

prepared,  in  the  following  year,  a  form  of  guarantee  for 

Annual  Subscribers,  “limited  to  Premiums  owing  to 

Underwriters, Membersof  Lloyd’s, ’’withaminimum  of 

£ 2,000 .  Three  years  later,  this  was  reduced  to  £1 ,000, 

but  the  guarantee  was  extended  to  cover  partnership 

debts.  The  guarantee  required  for  Underwriting  Mem¬ 
bers  varied  at  the  discretion  of  the  Committee.  In  July, 

1867,  Sir  John  Lubbock,  afterwards  Lord  Avebury, 

guaranteed  his  brother  Alfred,  the  great  Eton  cricketer, 

for  £5,000;  but  in  the  previous  year  a  guarantee  of 

twice  that  sum  had  been  given  for  another  Member. 

The  first  Meanwhile,  a  new  and  very  important  development 

di866.ts'  had  crept  in.  Towards  the  end  of  1865,  an  Under¬ 
writing  Member  agreed,  in  lieu  of  a  guarantee,  to  de¬ 

posit  £5,000  in  a  London  Bank,  and  in  January,  1866, 

a  deed  of  trust,  drawn  up  by  Mr.  Walton,  was  approved 

for  this  purpose.  At  the  same  time  three  other  gentle¬ 
men  were  elected  Underwriting  Members  subject  to 

a  deposit  of  £5,000  each,  which  was  satisfied  by  the 

transfer  of  approved  securities  to  a  trust  account. 

Proposal  for  From  1866  to  1870  the  system  of  guarantees  and  the 

deposits.  system  of  deposits  went  on  side  by  side,  without  any 

lS;o'  sanction  in  the  By-Laws,  and  without  any  attempt  to 
fetter  the  discretion  of  the  Committee  as  to  which,  if 

either,  course  should  be  adopted.  It  was  not  until 

May,  1870,  that  the  proposal  was  made,  in  a  requisition 

signed  by  Mr.  S .  I.  Da  Costa  and  thirty-six  other  Mem¬ 
bers,  for  a  compulsory  deposit  of  not  less  than  £5,000 

in  all  future  elections  of  Underwriting  Members,  and 

by  that  time,  the  question  had  become  one  item  only 

in  a  far  reaching  scheme  of  reform. 
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It  would  scarcely  be  too  much  to  say  that  Mr.  Da 
Costa  and  his  associates  were  the  founders  of  the  mod¬ 

ern  Lloyd’s.  They  probably  did  not  foresee  that  the 
rule  which  they  proposed  would  inevitably  lead  to  re¬ 
gulations  of  increasing  stringency  for  the  purpose  of 

placing  the  security  of  a  Lloyd’s  policy  beyond  doubt. 
Even  the  desirability  of  this  ideal  was  not  generally 
recognised.  Men  who  conducted  their  business  in  a 

manner  which  inspired  confidence  received,  from  bro¬ 
kers  and  merchants  seeking  insurance,  a  preference 
over  less  stable  groups.  Men  so  trusted  did  not  always 
favour  the  creation  of  conditions  which  would  tend  to 

put  them  on  an  equality  as  regards  security  with  less 
business-like  underwriters.  It  was  of  course  obvious 

that  the  mere  exaction  of  a  £5,000  deposit  would  be 

no  more  than  a  palliative.  But  it  might  reasonably  have 

been  predicted  that  the  Society,  having  taken  an  im¬ 
portant  step  towards  unquestionable  security,  would 

take  other  steps  until  the  ideal  was  attained.  This  in¬ 
volved  measures  from  which  the  pioneers  of  1870  would 

have  shrunk  with  dismay,  but  the  measures  were  as 

certainly  implicit  in  their  reform  as  the  grown  man  is 

implicit  in  the  child. 

The  amount  of  the  deposit  was  eventually  fixed  at  a 

minimum  of  £3,000,  an  amount  which  was,  in  1887, 

increased  to  £5,000  on  the  motion  of  Mr.  John  Glover. 

By  March,  1873,  the  deposits  had  reached  a  total  of 

£420 ,000 .  By  1 877 ,  the  deposits  and  guarantees  amount¬ 
ed  to  £1,150,624.  In  1887,  Underwriting  Members 
elected  before  the  deposit  system  was  imposed  on  all 

new  Members,  decided  that  they  would  themselves 

provide  security  voluntarily.  The  investments  held 

on  behalf  of  Depositing  Members  then  amounted  to 

£2,144,355  and  the  guarantees  to  £1,129,500.  It  will 

be  seen  later  how  vastly  this  sum  is  now  exceeded. 
Mr.  Solomon  Israel  Da  Costa,  therefore,  deserves  a 

place  in  this  record.  The  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  some- 
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CHAP.  XIX  times  includes  men  whose  light  as  underwriters  does 

1845-1870  not  shine  with  a  dazzling  effulgence,  but  who  are 
nevertheless  excellent  servants  of  their  generation. 
Mr.  Da  Costa  was  such  a  man,  somewhat  irritable,  but 

with  a  sense  of  humour  and  much  pertinacity. 

The  Running  At  the  same  time  that  the  Committee  were  taking 
Down  Clause.  <  1*1*  ci*i**ji 

these  measures  to  ensure  the  stability  ot  the  individual 

underwriter,  they  were  busily  engaged  in  other  matters 

of  import  to  commerce  generally  and  particularly  to 

underwriting.  Three  questions,  amongst  others,  occu¬ 

pied  much  of  their  attention  during  these  years — the 
Running  Down  Clause  in  policies;  the  adjustment  and 
examination  of  claims;  and  the  rules  of  general  average. 

The  Running  Down  Clause  in  a  hull  insurance  stands 

first  among  those  supplementary  clauses  mentioned  in 

Chapter  VI  as  invariably  attached  to  the  old  form  of 

Lloyd’s  policy  settled  in  1779.  It  covers  the  ship¬ 
owner  against  his  liability  for  damage  done  by  his  ship, 

in  collision,  to  another  vessel  or  her  cargo,  and  differs 

essentially  from  the  rest  of  the  policy  because  it  deals 

solely  with  the  shipowner’s  liability  to  third  parties, 
and  not  with  the  thing  insured.  It  is  thus  a  separate 
contract  attached  to  the  main  contract.  It  is  a  modern 

device,  introduced  originally  by  the  Indemnity  Assur¬ 
ance  Company,  with  a  misgiving  which  evinces  itself 
in  the  fact  that  the  Assured  was  left  with  one-fourth  of 

the  liability. 

The  Underwriting  Members  of  Lloyd’s  appear,  at 
first,  to  have  disliked  the  clause,  from  a  conviction  that 
it  rendered  Masters  less  careful  and  so  increased  the 

frequency  of  collisions  at  sea,  and  in  1850  and  1854 

they  endeavoured  to  procure  from  the  Board  of  Trade 

some  legislative  restriction  on  its  adoption.  The  Board 

found  much  legal  difficulty  in  dealing  with  the  ques¬ 
tion,  and  as  some  underwriters  and  marine  insurance 

companies  thought  it  could  best  be  met  by  an  increase 
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of  premium,  the  matter  was  allowed  to  drop.  A  few 

years  later,  however,  the  shipowners  made  a  deter¬ 
mined  attempt  to  transfer  to  the  underwriter  their  res¬ 

ponsibility  for  loss  of  life  or  personal  injury,  and  this  it 
was  considered  necessary  to  resist  more  obstinately. 
Ultimately,  the  Committee  reported,  in  March,  1861, 
that  they  had  procured  the  addition  to  the  Clause  of 

the  following  words: 

“But  this  Agreement  is  in  no  case  to  be  construed  as  extending  to  any 
sums  which  the  Assured  may  become  liable  to  pay  or  shall  pay  in  re¬ 
spect  of  loss  of  life  or  personal  injury  to  individuals,  from  any  cause 

whatever.” 

The  Clause  has  subsequently  undergone  much  revi¬ 

sion,  sometimes  with  the  object  of  decreasing  the  un¬ 

derwriter’s  liability  and  sometimes  with  the  object  of 
increasing  it.  As  an  example  of  the  latter  process,  it 

may  be  mentioned  that,  in  December,  1885,  Mr.  Wil¬ 
liam  Walton  formulated  a  new  clause  and  explained 
that  it  had  been  argued  that  the  former  clause  did  not 

include  demurrage,  nor  liability  for  a  second  collision 

consequent  on  the  first. 

The  whole  controversy  is  chiefly  interesting  as  an  ex¬ 
ample  of  the  changes  that  were  taking  place  at  this 

period  in  the  conditions  of  marine  insurance.  The  de¬ 

velopment  of  steam  navigation,  and  especially  the  enor¬ 
mous  increase  in  the  dimensions  of  individual  vessels, 

has  involved  the  shipowner  in  liabilities  for  which  some 

form  of  insurance  is  essential.  This  want  is  now  sup¬ 

plied  by  Mutual  Associations  known  as  “Protection  and 

Indemnity  Associations, ’’but  the  risks  covered  by  these 
Associations  are  sometimes  accepted  by  underwriters. 

Anyone  asking  what  “Protection  and  Indemnity” 
means  to-day  would  receive  in  reply  a  considerable 
pamphlet,  which  would  itself  require  elucidation  by 

many  legal  decisions. 

Another  addition  to  the  policy,  made  a  few  years 

later,  may  conveniently  be  noted  here,  since  it  too 

sprang  out  of  the  growth  of  commercial  facilities  be- 
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CHAP.  XIX  tween  1845  and  1870.  Improved  means  of  comm
uni- 

"  1845-1870  cation— the  substitution  of  steam  for  sail;  telegraphs 
and  ocean  cables;  the  development  of  the  system  of 

Lloyd’s  Agencies;  the  great  growth  in  the  power  and 
influence  of  the  Salvage  Association;  the  multiplication 

of  shipwright,  engineer,  and  cargo  Surveyors;  all  these 

have  resulted  in  an  enormous  increase  of  the  functions 

of  the  underwriting  community— and  all  these  develop¬ 

ments  are  the  work  of  the  last  century.  Prior  to  this 

epoch,  almost  everything  depended  on  the  shipmaster, 

The  Waiver  his  officers  and  crew.  When  a  vessel  got  into  trouble
, 

Clai8e74.  the  Master  had  to  act  on  his  own  initiative,  and  within 

the  memory  of  men  now  living,  the  instruction  most 

frequently  given  by  underwriters  was  the  not  very 

helpful  injunction  to  “act  as  if  uninsured.”  On  the 
other  hand, the  more  enterprising  underwriter  who  de¬ 

sired  to  interfere  was  sometimes  accused  of  establish¬ 

ing  a  system  of  espionage,  involving  the  attribution  of 

undesirable  qualities  to  the  assured.  In  some  cases,  a 

very  difficult  situation  arose.  The  assured  would  ten¬ 

der  notice  of  abandonment,  which  the  underwriter  de¬ 

clined.  Then  it  was  argued  that,  if  the  underwriter 

took  steps  to  save  the  property,  his  action  amounted  to 

an  acceptance  of  abandonment;  whilst,  if  the  assured 

took  such  action,  it  was  held  to  amount  to  a  waiver. 

To  remedy  this  impasse ,  the  Waiver  Clause  was  de¬ 

vised  and  added  to  the  policy  in  1874.  Unlike  the  Run¬ 
ning  Down  Clause,  this  is  an  integral  part  of  the 

Lloyd’s  Policy  itself — not  a  marginal  supplement — 
and  it  was  the  first  actual  addition  to  the  text  of  1779. 

General  A  cognate  subject  claimed  a  great  deal  of  the  Com- 

problems,  mittee’s  attention,  between  i860  and  1870,  viz.,  the 
adjustment  of  General  Average.  This  device  is  inde¬ 
pendent  of,  and  probably  preceded  insurance.  In  the 

course  of  a  voyage,  sacrifices  may  be  made  and  expen¬ 
diture  incurred  for  the  common  good,  and  it  follows 
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that  such  sacrifices  or  expenditure  must  be  rateably 
divided  over  the  interests  benefited.  The  sea  experi¬ 
ences  of  S.  Paul  form  an  admirable  basis  for  a  General 
Average  Adjustment. 

In  this  matter  the  confusion  was  very  great,  because 
the  law  and  practice  of  various  countries  differed  great¬ 
ly  one  from  another.  In  1862,  the  Committee  of 

Lloyd  s,  appealed  to  by  the  Liverpool  Underwriters’ 
Association  as  to  the  Customs  of  Lloyd’s,  drew  up  an 
approved  form  of  General  Average  Rules,  which,  how¬ 
ever,  did  not  meet  with  general  acceptance.  Out  of 
these  troubles  there  arose  a  succession  of  international 
conferences,  which  resulted  in  the  formation  of  the 
code  known  as  the  York/Antwerp  Rules,  a  provision 
for  which  is  usually  incorporated  in  Charter  Parties 
and  Bills  of  Lading.  In  1878,  the  Committee  appoint¬ 
ed  representatives  to  join  with  the  Companies  for  the 
purpose  of  considering  these  rules.  The  Committee  so 
appointed  reported  adversely  in  1879,  but  did  not 

r  finally  condemn  the  rules.  As  this  code  involved  in¬ 

directly  a  considerable  extension  of  the  underwriters’ 

liabilities,  the  efforts  of  Lloyd’s  were  mainly  devoted 
to  criticism  and  modification.  At  a  General  Meeting  in 
June,  1878,  the  rules  were  somewhat  angrily  criticised, 
but  Mr.  John  Glover  sardonically  observed  that,  as 
York/Antwerp  Rules  must  inevitably  be  adopted,  and 

as  before  many  months  had  elapsed  Lloyd’s  Under¬ 
writers  would  be  writing  General  Average  as  per  York/ 

Antwerp  Rules,  “it  would  be  more  dignified  for  the 
Corporation  to  accept  the  inevitable  with  a  good 

grace .  ’  ’  Mr.  Glover’s  prophecy  was  literally  fulfilled  and 
York/Antwerp  Rules,  modified  from  time  to  time,  have 

become  part  of  the  regular  machinery  of  commerce. 
The  adjustment  of  marine  insurance  claims  is  now 

dealt  with  by  highly  skilled  professional  men  known 

as  “Average  Adjusters;”  for  the  development  of  com¬ 
merce  has  brought  with  it  complications  unknown 
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prior  to  the  last  century,  in  the  early  years  of  which  in¬ 

surance  brokers  had  not  given  up  the  practice  of  ad¬ 

justing  their  clients’  claims.  One  such  broker,  the  late 

Mr.  Joseph  Gibson,  of  Dundee,  continued  to  adjust 

his  clients’  claims  down  to  the  beginning  of  the  present 

century,  and  his  statements  had  a  high  reputation  for 

judicial  fairness.  But  about  the  middle  of  the  19th  cen¬ 

tury,  the  need  for  some  authority  and  uniformity  in 

practice  was  keenly  felt.  Grave  difficulties  arose  when 

casualties  occurred.  These  were  met  partly  by  the  for¬ 

mation  of  the  Salvage  Association  in  1856,  which  is 

fully  dealt  with  in  another  section  of  this  work,  and 

partly  by  the  institution  of  the  Agency  Committee — 

a  body  representing  both  Lloyd’s  and  the  Com¬ 

panies,  which  exercises  advisory  functions  in  connec¬ 

tion  with  the  appointment  and  conduct  of  Lloyd’s 

Agents. 
When,  however,  a  casualty  had  been  dealt  with,  there 

came  the  difficulty  of  adjustment.  Sacrifices  had  been 

made,  expenditure  incurred,  and  very  often  problems 

of  great  intricacy  had  to  be  solved;  but  the  principles 

governing  these  problems  had  nowhere  been  clearly 

and  authoritatively  laid  down.  These  difficulties  were 

partially  met  by  the  formation  of  the  Average  Adjusters’ Association  in  1869.  This  movement  was  naturally 

connected  with  Lloyd’s;  for  in  those  days  Adjusters 

were  constantly  in  attendance  in  Lloyd’s  Room,  and 
some  of  the  rules  of  adjustment  were  known  as  the 

“Customs  of  Lloyd’s.”  But  some  Members,  amongst 
them  Mr.  Da  Costa,  were  still  unsatisfied.  They  called 

for  the  appointment  of  an  Examiner  of  Claims. 

The  individualism  characteristic  of  Lloyd’s  was  op¬ 
posed  to  the  centralisation  involved  in  this  proposal, 
and  several  decades  passed  before  its  adoption  in  our 

own  day.  The  advantages  of  the  change  no  doubt 

greatly  outweigh  the  disadvantages.  But  the  draw¬ 
backs  exist.  The  examination  of  claims  increased  the 
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underwriter  s  knowledge  of  his  business  and  helped  to 
form  his  judgment.  It  was  an  important  element  in 
the  training  of  young  underwriters,  and  the  individual 
manner  of  dealing  with  claims  had  a  proper  influence on  the  relations  between  underwriter,  broker  and assured. 

These  were  developments  of  even  greater  importance 
in  the  law  and  practice  of  marine  insurance  than  in  the 
history  of  Lloyd’s  as  an  institution;  but  the  Committee were  also  called  upon  to  deal  at  this  period  with  a  num¬ 
ber  of  questions  relating  to  the  practices  of  Lloyd’s 
itself,  which  were  of  great  significance  as  showing  the 
inadequacy  of  the  existing  constitution. 
So  early  as  November,  1849,  a  somewhat  unpleasant 

light  was  thrown  on  conditions  in  the  Room  by  the 
fact  that  numerous  Subscribers  thought  it  necessary 
to  suggest  a  new  By-Law,  “to  compel  parties  to  sign policies  in  accordance  with  the  slips  to  which  they  have 
previously  signed  their  initials.”  There  could  be  no 
doubt  ̂  as  to  what  was  dictated  by  the  traditions  of 
Lloyd’s,  but  the  Committee  considered  that  it  was  not 
legally  competent  for  the  Members  to  adopt  a  By-Law 
to  this  effect,  and  declined  to  put  the  matter  forward 
officially.  They  were  prepared,  however,  to  throw  the 
whole  weight  of  their  authority  on  the  side  of  fair  deal- 
ing,  and  in  January,  1859,  they  gave  a  definite  ruling 
on  a  dispute  between  a  broker  and  an  underwriter: 
That  according  to  the  practice  of  Lloyd’s, every  Underwriter  ought  to sign  a  Policy  if  it  is  filled  up  in  accordance  with  the  slip  which  he  has 

initialled.” 

This  proposition  is  not  altogether  beyond  challenge. 
Between  the  time  of  the  initialling  of  a  slip  and  the 
issue  of  the  policy,  the  underwriter  may  have  received 
information  indicating  misrepresentation  or  even  fraud, 
and  if  he  then  issued  a  policy,  his  defence  might  be 
embarrassed.  This  difficulty  has  sometimes  been  met 
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CHAP.  XIX  by  a  notification  on  the  face  of  the  policy  that  it  h
as 

"  1845-1870  been  issued  under  protest  and  without  prejudice,  to enable  the  assured  to  take  legal  action. 

Earlier  The  question  of  legal  competence  wa
s  raised  again  in 

of  claims  May,  1 865,  when  a  deputation  waited  on  the  
Com- 

mittee  to  urge  that  some  definite  action  should  be 

taken  to  secure  more  prompt  payment  of  claims.  Some 

six  years  earlier,  in  September,  1859,  the  Committee 

themselves  had  urged  on  Members  and  Subscribers, 

at  a  General  Meeting,  the  great  importance  of  promp¬ 

titude  and  punctuality  in  payment  of  Loss  Accounts; 

but  what  was  now  suggested  went  beyond  the  question 

of  prompt  payment  on  the  date  fixed  by  existing  prac¬ 

tice;  the  proposal  was  to  effect  payment  at  an  earlier 

date  than  the  customary  one  month  after  settlement 

Limited 
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Committee. 

Gambling 

policies. 1867. 

of  the  account. 

The  Committee  wisely  consulted  their  legal  advisers, 

and  Counsel  advised  that  the  underwriter  could  only 

discharge  his  obligations  by  payment  to  the  broker  ac¬ 

cording  to  the  usual  practice.  If  he  paid  before  the 

end  of  the  month,  and  the  broker  failed  without  ac¬ 

counting  to  his  principal,  the  underwriter  himself 

would  be  liable.  They  added  that  the  Committee  had 

no  legal  power  to  alter  the  existing  system,  but  that  a 

resolution  recommending  the  endorsement  of  every 

policy  with  a  memorandum  providing  for  payment  of 

losses  to  the  broker  within  seven  days  after  settlement, 

would  hasten  the  time  when  a  new  practice  would 

supersede  the  old,  and  become  equally  binding  on  all 

persons  authorising  brokers  to  effect  insurances  at 

Lloyd’s. 
This  suggestion  does  not  appear  to  have  been  adop¬ 

ted,  and  in  1870  the  whole  question  came  up  again. 
Meanwhile  the  attention  of  the  Committee  had  been 

called  to  a  recrudescence  of  the  old  scandal  of  “specu¬ 

lative  insurances,”  and  in  February,  1867,  a  notice 

was  posted  appealing  for  the  “moral  support  and  active 
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co-operation  of  the  Members  and  Subscribers”  in 
excluding  this  class  of  business  from  the  Room. 

A  feeling  that  all  was  not  well  in  the  Room,  as  well  as 
a  reflection  of  the  general  unsettlement  caused  by  the 
great  Overend-Gurney  disaster,  may  be  traced  in  the 
form  of  the  tributes  paid  to  Mr.  Raring,  who  resigned 
the  Chairmanship  in  March,  1868,  owing  to  pressure 
of  business  and  increasing  years.  In  moving  a  resolu¬ 
tion  of  thanks  for  his  eighteen  years  of  devoted  service, 
Mr.  George  Fenning  referred  to  him  as: 

“A  gentleman  long  standing  on  the  highest  commercial  pinnacle,  a man  of  undoubted  talent,  of  rare  and  refined  taste,  of  the  strictest  in¬ 

tegrity  in  word  and  deed,  and,  what  is  of  very  considerable  importance 

in  these  days,  of  spotless  and  unsullied  commercial  reputation.”1 

The  Secretary’s  resignation  preceded  the  Chairman’s 
by  only  a  few  weeks,  and  no  fewer  than  176  candidates 
came  forward  for  the  vacant  post,  among  them  another 
naval  officer  destined  to  attain  greater  distinction  than 
Halsted.  This  was  Commander  P.  H.  Colomb,  R.N., 

afterwards  Vice-Admiral  Colomb,  whose  great  work 
on  Naval  Warfare  gives  him  a  place  beside  Mahan  and 

Laughton  among  the  founders  of  scientific  naval  his¬ 

tory.  Fortunately,  as  it  turned  out,  for  the  develop¬ 
ment  of  naval  thought  in  this  country,  Commander 

Colomb ’s  candidature  was  unsuccessful,  the  choice  fall¬ 
ing  on  Mr.  Benjamin  Charles  Stephenson,  a  Civil  Ser¬ 
vant.  In  later  years  the  naval  traditions  of  the  office 

were  revived  by  the  choice  of  Admiral  Sir  Edward 

Inglefield,  as  successor  to  Colonel  Sir  Henry  Hozier. 

It  was  less  easy  to  find  a  successor  to  Baring.  Both 

the  growing  wealth  and  influence  of  Lloyd’s,  and  the 
disturbed  state  of  commercial  affairs,  made  it  more 

than  ever  important  to  have  a  Chairman  whose  per¬ 
sonal  authority  would  carry  weight  with  the  outside 
world.  It  seems  to  have  been  felt  that  financial  stand- 
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CHAP.  XIX  ing  and  political  influence  were  of  more  importance 

1845-1870  than  experience  in  underwriting  or  leisure  for  the  rou¬ 

tine  work  of  the  Committee.  The  By-Law  providing 

that  Members  of  the  Committee  must  have  been  Mem¬ 

bers  of  Lloyd’s  for  at  least  three  years,  was  accordingly 
suspended,  and  an  invitation  given  to  the  Rt.  Hon. 

Goschen  as  George  Joachim  Goschen,  who  was  not,  at  the  time,  a 

cSan'  Member  of  Lloyd’s,  but  had  already  made  a  great  name 
for  himself  by  his  Theory  oj  the  Foreign  Exchanges ( 1861), 

and  although  still  in  the  thirties,  had  achieved  a  high 

position  both  in  the  City  and  in  politics.  He  was  M.P . 

for  the  City,  a  Cabinet  Minister,  and  a  Director  of  the 

Bank  of  England.  A  fine  speaker,  highly  educated, with 

enlightened,  though  “safe”  views,  he  was  an  acquisi¬ 
tion  to  any  institution  fortunate  enough  to  secure  his 

services,  and  was  peculiarly  fitted  for  the  Chairman¬ 

ship  of  Lloyd’s,  in  the  more  or  less  honorary  form which  the  office  at  that  time  assumed.  It  is  a  tribute 

to  the  estimation  in  which  Lloyd’s  was  held,  that  the 
invitation  was  at  once  accepted.  Mr.  Goschen,  however, 
seldom  attended  either  Committee  or  General  Meetings , 

the  Chair  being  taken  at  the  latter  by  the  Member  in 
Attendance.  Goschen  himself  was  held  in  reserve  as 

heavy  artillery  to  be  brought  up  on  great  occasions. 

Resolution  One  of  the  first  important  incidents  of  Goschen’s 

payment pt  Chairmanship  was  a  revival  of  the  proposal  for  earlier 
ofiC87oms'  payment  of  claims.  In  February,  1870,  a  request  was 

made  to  the  Committee  by  numerous  Members  and 

Subscribers  that  the  custom  of  Lloyd’s  should  be  alter¬ 
ed,  so  as  to  make  claims  payable  ten  days,  instead  of 
one  month,  after  settlement.  Again  Counsel  advised 
that  neither  the  Committee  nor  the  Members  in  Gene¬ 

ral  Meeting  had  any  power  “to  make  a  rule  that  would 
be  binding  as  such,  either  upon  dissentient  members 

or  upon  the  public,”  and  they  went  on  to  state  in 
general  terms  that: 

“The  rules  and  regulations  contemplated  by  the  deed  executed  by 
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subscribers,  appear  to  apply  only  to  the  management  of  the  affairs  of 
the  House,  and  they  could  not  be  extended  to  the  regulation  of  the 
mode  of  carrying  on  the  business  of  insurance  by  the  individual  Sub¬ 
scribers.” 

As  on  the  previous  occasion,  Counsel  suggested  the 
passing  of  a  Resolution,  as  the  best  means  of  setting  a 
new  practice  on  foot,  which  would  gradually  acquire 
the  force  of  a  binding  custom.  A  Special  General 
Meeting  was  accordingly  called  for  May  4th,  1870,  at 
which  a  Resolution  was  passed: 
That  on  and  after  the  ist  July  next,  payment  upon  a  Policy  of  Insur¬ 

ance,  upon  which  a  loss  has  been  adjusted,  shall  be  made  on  the 
seventh  day  after  the  settlement  of  such  loss:” 

and  this  Resolution  was  extensively  advertised  in  the 
Press.  By  this  time,  however,  the  whole  question  of 
the  powers  exercisable  by  the  Committee,  or  by  the 
Members  in  General  Meeting,  under  the  Trust  Deed 
of  181 1 ,  had  been  brought  to  a  head  by  an  incident,  the 
consequences  of  which  led  directly  to  the  next  great 

step  forward  in  the  development  of  modern  Lloyd’s. 
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CHAPTER  XX. 

INCORPORATION. 

1871. 

IN  March,  1870,  the  steamer  Venezuelan  was  dis¬ abled  in  the  Atlantic.  The  Managing  Director  of 

the  Company  owning  the  steamer  was  also  a  Mem¬ 

ber  of  Lloyd’s,  and  he  underwrote  a  line  of  £2,000  at 

50  guineas  per  cent.  At  the  time  when  he  telegraphed 

from  Liverpool  instructions  to  accept  the  risk,  he  was 

in  possession  of  a  letter  in  which  the  Captain  stated 

that  he  was  not  at  all  uneasy  about  the  ship  and  gave 

reasons  for  that  view.  After  wiring  instructions  to  the 

Master,  he  communicated  the  letter  to  the  Liverpool 

Underwriters’  Association,  but  neither  he  nor  the 

Association  wired  its  contents  to  London.  After  en¬ 

quiry  by  a  Sub-Committee,  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s 
took  an  unfavourable  view  of  the  Member’s  conduct 
and  sought  to  exclude  him.  The  Member,  however, 

instituted  a  suit  in  Chancery  against  the  then  Chair¬ 
man,  the  Rt.  Hon.  G.  J.  Goschen,  M.P.  Eventually,  in 

May,  1873,  the  Lord  Chancellor  delivered  Judgment 

against  the  Committee,  exonerating  the  Member  in 

question. 
Now  the  Sub-Committee  having  given  its  report  on 

June  22nd,  1870,  and  its  finding  having  been  adopted 

by  the  Committee  and  by  a  General  Meeting,  instruc¬ 

tions  were  given,  on  November  2nd,  to  take  Sir  Roun¬ 

ded  Palmer’s  opinion  as  to  the  power  of  the  Committee 
to  exclude  a  Member  under  the  By-Laws.  On  Novem¬ 

ber  9th  the  Committee  resolved  that,  “as  some  time 
must  elapse  before  any  judgment  can  be  given  in  the 

Chancery  suits  of  Forwood  v.  Goschen  and  others  and 

Ross  v.  Goschen  and  others ”  the  solicitors  be  authorised 

“to  take  any  steps  that  may  be  necessary  to  enable  the 
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Members  of  Lloyd’s  to  apply  for  an  Act  of  Parliament 
during  the  ensuing  session  for  the  general  benefit  of 
the  Institution  in  the  event  of  its  being  deemed  advis¬ 

able  to  take  such  a  step.”  The  London  Gazette  of  Nov¬ 
ember  29th,  1870,  contains  the  notice  of  Application  for 
Incorporation.  The  Bill  was  endorsed  by  the  Rt.  Hon. 
G.  J.  Goschen,  Rt.  Hon.  Stephen  Cave,  Mr.  Thomas 
Baring,  and  Mr.  R.  W.  Crawford,  all  Members  of 

Lloyd’s.  It  was  opposed  by  the  Litigants  and  by  the 
General  Ship  Owners’  Society,  and  was  amended  to 
meet  the  latter’s  objections. 
It  passed  into  law  on  the  25th  May,  1871.  Meanwhile, 

a  Sub-Committee  had,  in  December,  1870,  submitted 
revised  By-Laws  which  were  adopted  in  January,  1871; 
but  when  the  enforcement  of  a  By-Law  was  requisite, 
the  old  Constitution  of  the  Society,  if  not  ineffective, 

was,  in  many  respects,  deficient.  The  Act  of  Incor¬ 
poration  was  designed  to  remedy  this  defect. 

Its  effects  were  summarised  by  the  Committee  as 
follows: 

“The  Members,  on  reference  to  the  Act  of  Incorporation,  will  observe 

that  the  Constitution  of  Lloyd’s  as  contained  in  the  Deed  of  Associa¬ 
tion  and  the  Old  Bye-Laws  has  been  adhered  to  as  closely  as  possible. 
The  same  freedom  of  action  which  has  hitherto  been  enjoyed  by  the 

Members  in  the  conduct  of  their  business  has  been  carefully  pre¬ 
served. 

“The  Society  will  henceforth  be  recognised  by  the  Legislature,  with 
statutory  powers  to  make  its  own  Bye-Laws. 

“The  Society  can  acquire  for  itself  real  as  well  as  personal  property, 

and  will  be  in  a  position  to  do  all  acts  in  its  Corporate  name.” 

While  the  traditional  conservatism  of  Lloyd’s  was 

satisfied  by  adhering  “as  closely  as  possible”  to  the  old 
constitution,  the  Act  of  Incorporation  constituted,  in 

two  respects,  a  very  important  advance.  Corporate 

action  in  “the  protection  of  the  interests  of  the  mem¬ 
bers  of  the  Society  in  respect  of  shipping  and  cargoes 

and  freight,”  the  detection  of  frauds,  and  the  like,  was 
greatly  facilitated.  Legal  sanction  was  given  to  the 

By-Laws  from  time  to  time  made  in  General  Meeting. 
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CHAP.  XX  In  a  Schedule  to  the  Act  there  were  set  down  for  all 

1871  time  “the  fundamental  rules”  of  Lloyd’s.  These  rules 
related  to  the  division  of  the  society  into  Underwriting 

Members  and  Non-Underwriting  Members,  and  the 

prohibition  of  underwriting  in  the  Rooms  by  or  for 

any  person  who  was  not  an  Underwriting  Member. 

They  further  gave  formal  legal  expression  to  the  old 

principle  of  “each  for  himself,”  by  prohibiting  under¬ 

writing  “in  the  name  of  a  partnership  or  otherwise  than 
in  the  name  of  one  individual  for  each  separate  sum 

subscribed.” 
New  By-Laws.  The  revised  By-Laws,  to  which  the  Act  gave  legal 

deposits.  force,  were  modelled  very  closely  on  the  old,  but  with 

three  important  innovations.  The  exaction  of  a  de¬ 
posit,  fixed  for  the  time  being  at  a  minimum  of  £3 ,000, 
from  new  Underwriting  Members,  was  made  universal 

and  compulsory.  The  Agency  Committee  was,  for  the 

first  time,  officially  recognised  in  the  By-Laws,  and 
provision  made  for  the  representation  of  the  insurance 
companies  on  the  Committee.  The  post  of  Deputy 
Chairman  was  created,  in  order  to  ensure  continuity 

in  the  proceedings  of  the  Committee,  which  had  re¬ 

cently  been  presided  over  by  the  Member  in  Attend¬ 
ance,  except  on  the  rare  occasions  when  Goschen  was 

present. 

The  enforcement  of  the  Committee’s  Regulations 
sometimes  involved  a  mild  use  of  force — 

In  October,  1871,  Mr.  Andrew  Walls,  a  personality 

remembered  by  some  old  Members  still  living,  refused 

to  allow  Mr.  Stanley  Hoole  to  occupy  a  seat  allotted  to 
him  by  the  Committee.  The  result  was  that: 

“Orders  were  issued  to  the  Secretary  to  cause  any  person  other  than 
Mr.  Hoole  or  his  nominee  occupying  the  seat  in  question  on  and  after 

Monday  23rd  instant  to  the  exclusion  of  Mr.  Hoole,  to  be  removed 

from  it  by  one  of  the  servants  of  the  Corporation,  due  care  being  taken 

that  in  effecting  the  removal  as  little  force  be  used  as  necessary.” 
Under  the  Act  of  1871  the  rights  of  the  individual 

Member  are  carefully  safeguarded,  and  the  Committee, 



as  such,  has  no  power  to  exclude  him.  He  ceases  to  be 
a  member  ipso  facto  when  he  is  convicted  of  infamous 

crime,  or  adjudged  by  a  competent  court  to  have  com¬ 
mitted  any  fraud,  or  should  he  become  bankrupt  or 
insolvent,  or  place  his  affairs  in  the  hands  of  inspectors 
or  trustees,  or  make  or  propose  any  composition  with 
his  creditors,  or  fail  during  a  prescribed  period  to  pay 
his  subscription  or  other  sum  due  under  the  By-Laws. 

But  if  it  is  sought  to  expel  him  “for  any  act  or  default discreditable  to  him  as  an  underwriter  or  otherwise  in 

connection  with  the  business  of  insurance”(such  as  the 
Venezuelan  transaction)  he  can  be  so  expelled  only 
after  the  most  exhaustive  procedure,  culminating  in  a 
vote  of  a  General  Meeting  called  specially  for  the  pur¬ 
pose,  and  even  so  there  must  be  a  four-fifths  majority 
in  a  meeting  of  not  less  than  a  hundred  members. 

Since  the  passing  of  the  Act  no  expulsion  has  taken 
place  under  this  section. 

Prior  to  the  Act  of  Incorporation  Lloyd’s  was  a  loosely 
organised  Society,  and  it  would  seem  that  there  was 

very  little  power  exercised  by  the  Society  over  indivi¬ 
dual  Subscribers,  excepting  that  pressure  of  general 
opinion,  the  force  of  which  transcends  all  rules,  and  is 

to-day  a  greater  influence  than  all  enactments  or  By- 

Laws.  It  is  by  no  means  suggested  that  Acts,  By- 
Laws,  and  Rules  are  superfluous;  but  their  chief  value, 

apart  from  legal  forms  concerning  the  holding  of  pro¬ 
perty,  is  that  they  give  the  force  of  law  to  principles  of 

action  which  have  already  received  general  assent. 

The  sense  of  solidarity  following  upon  incorporation 

is  evinced  by  the  decision  in  March,  1873,  to  impress 

on  each  Lloyd’s  policy  a  distinguishing  stamp.  It  had 
been  found  that  persons,  other  than  Members  of 

Lloyd’s,  issued  policies  indistinguishable  from  Lloyd’s 
policies,  and  there  was  of  course  the  possibility  that 

such  policies  might  be  accepted  by  the  insured  under 

the  impression  that  they  emanated  from  Lloyd’s.  The 
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importance  of  this  step  was  not  manifest  at  the  time. 

It  will  be  seen  in  a  succeeding  chapter  that  it  has  been 

followed  up  in  a  remarkable  manner. 

The  Act  of  Incorporation  seems  to  have  been  framed 

with  remarkable  wisdom  and  foresight.  It  has  stood 

the  test  of  experience  and  its  main  principles  have  re¬ 
mained  unaltered.  It  reserves  ultimate  disciplinary 

powers  over  Members,  not  to  the  Committee  but  to 

the  Corporation  itself,  and  the  Corporation’s  powers 
in  this  respect  are  jealously  guarded  against  tyrannical 

abuse.  The  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  bears  ever  increas¬ 
ing  responsibilities;  but  when  individual  rights  are 

concerned  it  can  and  does  act  only  as  the  organ  of  the 

general  sense  of  the  “Room”  and,  even  so,  it  is  found 
in  practice  that  private  remonstrance  easily  achieves 
the  desired  effect,  without  resort  to  official  action  by 

the  Committee.  In  no  case  has  it  been  found  necessary 

to  use  the  tremendous  engine  of  the  General  Meeting 

because,  in  the  few  instances  where  reprehensible  con¬ 
duct  has  been  discovered,  the  offending  Member  has 

bowed  to  the  inevitable,  and  resigned. 

In  reviewing  the  development  of  Lloyd’s  which  has 
covered  more  than  two  centuries,  this  epoch  of  Incor¬ 
poration  is  seen  to  be  the  culmination  of  that  evolution 

of  which  the  first  stage  was  marked  by  the  formation 

of  New  Lloyd’s  in  1769,  the  second  by  the  move  to  the 
Royal  Exchange  in  1774,  and  the  third  by  the  execution 
of  the  T rust  Deed  in  1 8 1 1 ;  so  that  the  men  of  1 870  take 

rank  with  Angerstein,  Brook  Watson,  and  Marryat, 

whose  inheritance  they  enjoyed  and  whose  labours 

they  consummated. 

While  the  chief  object  of  the  Act  of  Incorporation 

was  to  increase  the  power  of  the  Society  over  its  Mem¬ 

bers,  the  closer-knit  constitution  of  Lloyd’s,  and  the 
increased  spirit  of  solidarity  derived  therefrom,  have 

been  reflected  in  a  great  increase  of  its  corporate  activi- 
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ties,  which  have,  indeed,  been  greatly  facilitated  by  CHAP.  XX 
the  powers  conferred  on  the  Corporation  by  the  Act  1871 
itself.  This  increase  in  the  corporate  activities  of 

Lloyd’s,  as  distinguished  from  the  business  transac¬ 
tions  of  the  individual  Members,  has  been  particularly 
notable  in  the  development  of  the  Agency  System,  and 

the  establishment  of  Lloyd’s  Signal  Stations,  to  supple¬ 
ment  the  shipping  intelligence  obtained  through  other 
channels. 

It  has  been  shown  elsewhere  that  the  loose  form  of  Growth  of 

association  which  characterised  Lloyd’s  down  to  the  s^tenfncy 
very  end  of  the  eighteenth  century  made  the  ap¬ 
pointment  of  agents  impracticable;  but  that  under  the 

better,  though  imperfect,  organisation  of  the  early 
nineteenth  century,  the  powers  of  attorney  given  by 
individual  underwriters  to  their  own  agents  were  can¬ 

celled,  and  many  Agents  of  Lloyd’s  were  appointed. 
In  the  year  1820  there  were  269  agencies  and  five  sub¬ 

agencies;  by  i860  the  number  was  doubled.  After  In¬ 
corporation  a  further  enormous  increase  took  place,  so 
that  in  1880  there  were  605  agencies  and  403  sub¬ 
agencies.  Later  years  have  been  marked  by  a  great 

increase  in  the  number  of  sub-agencies;  because,  in 
view  of  the  great  development  of  means  of  communi¬ 
cation,  it  has  been  deemed  advisable  to  place  large 

areas  under  the  control  of  the  Agents  at  the  principal 

ports,  with  sub-agencies  at  the  less  important  towns. 
At  the  present  time  there  are  over  1,500  agencies  and 

sub-agencies.  The  Committee  of  Lloyd’s,  assisted  by 
the  Agency  Committee,  takes,  of  course,  adequate 
measures  to  obtain  the  services  of  the  best  firms  or  in¬ 

dividuals  available,  and  in  making  the  selection  the 

Committees  often  receive  valuable  help  from  the 

British  Consular  Service.  The  Agency  system  has 

worked  with  remarkable  efficiency,  and  the  Agents, 

speaking  generally,  have  obtained  and  retained  the 

confidence  not  only  of  Lloyd’s  but  of  the  Marine  In- 
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CHAP.  XX  surance  Companies  and  of  the  mercantile  community 

1871  throughout  the  world.  Considering  how  many  agen¬ 

cies  and  sub-agencies  have  existed  for  a  century,  the 

number  of  those  who  have  failed  to  fulfil  their  duties 

satisfactorily  is  remarkably  small. 

Duties  of  The  duties  of  Lloyd’s  Agents  have  increased  from 

the  Agent.  ̂ eca(je  t0  decade,  and  at  the  present  time  most  policies 

issued  in  London,  whether  by  Lloyd’s  or  by  Com¬ 
panies,  contain  a  request  that,  in  case  of  damage,  the 

nearest  Lloyd’s  Agent  be  consulted.  Claims  on  many 

policies  issued  by  foreign,  as  well  as  by  British  under¬ 
writers  and  Companies ,  are  made  payable  by  the  Agents , 

either  in  their  capacity  of  Lloyd’s  Agents,  or  in  virtue 
of  holding,  as  many  do,  the  position  of  Agents  for  the 

Companies  concerned.  In  essentials,  however,  the 

Agent’s  duties  remain  very  much  what  they  were  in 

1 81 1.  He  is  appointed  by  Lloyd’s  primarily  to  supply 
information  as  to  arrivals,  sailings,  casualties,  and 

other  matters  on  which  underwriters  desire  to  be  in¬ 

formed.  He  is  of  course  constantly  used  by  the  Salvage 

Association  in  dealing  with  casualties,  and  whilst  he  is 

always  Agent  for  the  Corporation,  he  frequently  be¬ 
comes,  by  special  authority  given  either  through 

Lloyd’s  or  through  the  Salvage  Association,  agent  for 
the  underwriters  interested  in  particular  casualties.  In 

these  cases  his  position  is  merely  advisory;  he  reports 

the  facts,  gives  his  advice,  and  acts  on  his  instructions. 

Originally  expected  to  deal  only  with  marine  insur¬ 
ances,  he  may  now  be  called  upon  to  advise  and  assist 

in  the  immense  range  of  perils,  marine  and  otherwise, 

against  which  underwriters  insure.  Finally,  while 

Lloyd’s  Agents  are  not  appointed  for  the  purpose  of 
canvassing  for  insurances  or  issuing  policies,  they  are 

naturally  expected  to  be  helpful  to  Lloyd’s  in  influ¬ 
encing  business  where  action  of  that  kind  can  properly 
be  taken. 

The  establishment  of  Lloyd’s  Signal  Stations  was  a 
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later  development  than  the  Agency  system.  Although  CHAP.  XX 
the  provision  of  prompt  and  accurate  news  as  to  arri-  1871 
vals,  sailings,  casualties,  and  shipping  movements  had 

always  been  one  of  the  primary  functions  of  Lloyd’s, 
and  the  Act  of  Incorporation  specifically  recites  that 

one  of  the  objects  of  the  Society  is  the  “collection, 
publication  and  diffusion  of  intelligence  and  informa¬ 

tion  with  respect  to  Shipping,”  it  was  not  until  1869  Lloyd’s  Signal 
that  the  first  Signal  Station  under  the  direct  control  of  Statlons‘ 

Lloyd’s  was  established  at  Deal.  The  second,  at 
Dover,  followed  in  1876.  After  this  the  system  was 
greatly  extended,  largely  by  the  exertions  of  the  Secre¬ 
tary,  Sir  Henry  Hozier,  whilst  his  successor,  Sir 

Edward  Inglefield,  rendered  important  services  in  im¬ 
proving  the  methods  of  signalling  both  by  day  and  by 

night.  By  1884,  Lloyd’s  had  their  own  signalmen 
working  at  seventeen  Signal  Stations  in  Great  Britain 
and  six  abroad.  In  1888  an  Act  was  passed  giving  to 

Lloyd’s  compulsory  powers  for  the  acquisition  of  land, 
powers  which  are  useful  and  persuasive  even  though 

they  may  not  be  enforced.  The  system  developed  so 

rapidly  that,  by  1891,  there  were  40  Stations  in  the 
United  Kingdom  and  118  in  the  colonies  and  in 

foreign  countries,  all  either  controlled  by  or  allied  to 

Lloyd’s.  To-day  there  are  28  Stations  in  Great 
Britain  and  134  abroad.  The  development  of  wireless 

telegraphy  has  naturally  tended  to  a  reduction  in  the 
number  of  stations;  for  it  must  be  remembered  that 

information  now  comes  to  Lloyd’s  not  only  from  sta¬ 
tions  under  its  own  control,  but  also  from  all  the  Coast 

Wireless  Stations  in  the  World.  Wireless  telegraphy 
has  in  fact  supplemented  rather  than  superseded  the 

older  methods,  and  most  of  Lloyd’s  Stations  are  now 

busier  than  they  were  before  the  advent  of  Marconi’s remarkable  invention. 

Marconi  took  out  his  first  English  patent  in  1896,  and  wireless- 
in  1898  his  apparatus  was  experimentally  installed  by 
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Lloyd’s  between  Ballycastle  and  Rathlin  Island,  a  dis¬ 
tance  of  seven  miles.  The  success  of  this  experiment 

resulted  in  an  agreement  with  the  Marconi  Interna¬ 
tional  Marine  Communication  Company,  under  which 

several  wireless  stations  equipped  with  the  Marconi 

apparatus  and  worked  by  Lloyd’s  operators  were  in¬ 
stituted.  Under  the  Act  of  1904  these  stations  were 

taken  over  by  the  Government. 

The  use  of  night  signalling  has  also  been  enormously 

increased,  partly  by  the  efforts  of  Lloyd’s.  An  ineffec¬ 
tive  system  of  pyrotechnic  signalling  has  been  replaced 

by  an  adaptation  of  the  Morse  Code,  first  by  means  of 

a  ship’s  lantern  with  a  moveable  shutter,  and  after¬ 
wards  by  specially  contrived  flashing  lamps,  the  dots 

and  dashes  being  expressed  by  long  and  short  flashes. 

So  efficient  is  this  system  that  it  is  now  easier  to  signal 

by  night  than  by  day,  and  vessels  equipped  with  power¬ 
ful  apparatus  use  lamps  and  searchlights  for  day  signal¬ 
ling.  The  number  of  flashing  lamp  signals  observed, 

increased  from  about  2,000  in  1908  to  over  50,000  in 

1926. 

It  is  estimated  that  the  expenditure  of  Lloyd’s  on 
Signal  Stations  and  wireless  telegraphy  during  the  last 

half  century  exceeds  the  direct  revenue  by  about 

£150,000.  At  the  beginning  of  the  present  century, 
the  Admiralty  desiring  that  the  Coast  Guard  should 

practise  commercial  signalling,  an  agreement  was  ar¬ 

ranged  between  the  Admiralty  and  Lloyd’s  under 
which,  until  1951,  Admiralty  signalmen  work  most  of 
the  stations  in  Great  Britain. 

The  existence  of  these  stations  at  the  outbreak  of  the 

Great  War  made  it  possible  to  warn  vast  numbers  of 

vessels  to  keep  clear  of  the  more  dangerous  areas,  and 
in  many  cases  to  change  their  destination.  Throughout 

the  W ar ,  Lloy  d ’s  wireless  station  at  Port  Said , directed  by N aval  Authorities ,  was  the  means  of  obtaining  assistance 
for  vessels  torpedoed  in  the  Eastern  Mediterranean. 
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In  the  earlier  days  of  signalling,  arrangements  were  CHAP.  XX 
made  with  foreign  governments,  under  which  reports  1871 
of  all  casualties,  and  requests  from  vessels  to  be  re¬ 

ported  to  Lloyd’s  or  to  their  owners,  should  be  tele¬ 
graphed  immediately  to  Lloyd’s.  These  arrangements 
have  now  been  extended  to  Wireless  Stations.  The  a  worid- 

Intelligence  Department  at  Lloyd’s  keeps  in  close  Wldenet‘ touch  with  the  International  Wireless  Bureau  at  Berne, 
so  that  any  changes  in  wireless  stations  abroad  can  be 

known  at  Lloyd’s;  and  to-day  it  is  possible,  through 
the  wireless  organisation  at  Lloyd’s,  to  send  a  message 
to,  and  receive  a  reply  from,  any  ship  at  sea  equipped 
with  wireless  apparatus.  Consequently,  shipowners 

now  constantly  make  use  of  Lloyd’s  when  they  want 
to  communicate  special  instructions  to  a  Master  in 

foreign  waters;  and  a  vessel  half-way  across  the  Atlan¬ 
tic  can  be  diverted  from  Baltimore  to  New  Orleans,  or 
a  steamer  in  the  Indian  Ocean  ordered  from  Colombo 
to  Singapore. 

“And  if  ‘Beavers’  took  their  cargoes 
To  Penang  instead  of  Lagos, 
Or  a  fat  Shaw-Savill  bore 
Passengers  to  Singapore, 
Or  a  White  Star  were  to  try  a 
Little  Trip  to  Sourabaya, 
Or  a  B.S.A.  went  on 

Past  Natal  to  Cheribon, 

Then  great  Air.  Lloyd’s  would  come 
With  a  wire  and  drag  them  home  l”1 

Before  passing  on  to  still  later  developments  in  the  The  ‘Lutine.’ 

constitution  and  activities  of  Lloyd’s,  a  few  words 
must  be  said  on  a  subject  of  some  interest  which  is 

dealt  with  incidentally  in  the  Act  of  Incorporation. 

The  preamble  to  that  Act  recites  that,  “in  or  about  the 
year  1799  a  vessel  of  War  of  the  Royal  Navy,  named 
the  Lutine,  was  wrecked  on  the  Coast  of  Holland 

with  a  considerable  amount  of  specie  on  board.”  It 
1  Kipling,  Just  So  Stories. 
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CHAP.  XX  goes  on  to  relate  that  long  subsequent  to  th
e  wreck, 

1871  and  at  a  period  when  the  names  of  the  underwriters 

could  not  be  ascertained,  a  sum  of  twenty-five  thou¬ 

sand  pounds  from  salvage  out  of  the  wreck  had  come 

into  the  possession  of  Lloyd’s.  Clause  thirty-five  of 

the  Act  provides  with  customary  solemnity  that  the 

said  £25,000  and  any  further  salvage  “shall  be  applied 

*  i.utine’  for  purposes  connected  with  shipping  or  marine  in- 

ceSto  surance  according  to  a  Scheme  to  be  prepared  by  the 

L,oyd’s-  Society  and  confirmed  by  an  Order  in  Council  on  the 
recommendation  of  the  Board  of  Trade.  Lloyd  s 

naturally  and  properly  thought  that  the  interests  of 

marine  insurance  would  be  best  served  by  the  Cor¬ 

poration  taking  the  cash  and  anything  else  it  could  get 

out  of  the  wreck;  so  thought  the  Board  of  Trade,  and 

so  confirmed  Her  Majesty  in  Council.  It  is  perhaps 

the  fact  that  Lloyd’s  as  a  body  benefited  by  this  sal¬ 

vage  which  has  caused  the  incident  to  figure  in  the 

annals  of  Lloyd’s  and  has  turned  it  into  a  somewhat 

romantic  legend.  The  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s  is  privi- 
*  Lutine’  leged  to  occupy  a  chair  of  great  magnificence  and  con- 
Lioyd’s.  siderable  discomfort  made  from  the  rudder,  which 

was  recovered  in  1859  after  the  lapse  of  sixty  years.  Mr. 

Belcher’s  drawing  suggests  the  importance  of  this 

Chair  and  has  invested  it  with  the  appropriate  roman¬ 

tic  haziness.  The  Corporation  possesses  also  a  table 

made  of  material  from  the  same  source,  whilst  the 

ship’s  bell,  always  an  object  of  interest  to  the  lands¬ 

man,  is  erected  in  the  Room  by  the  caller’s  rostrum 
and,  diverted  from  its  purpose  of  disturbing  the  rest 

of  seamen,  is  used  to  obtain  silence  for  any  announce¬ 

ment  of  special  interest,  especially  if  relating  to  over- 
dues. 

The  Lutine  has  a  certain  international  interest.  Built 

for  the  French  Navy,  captured  and  lost  by  the  British, 
she  was  wrecked  on  the  Dutch  Coast  at  a  time  when  this 

country  was  at  war  with  Holland,  a  condition  which 
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the  citizens  of  both  countries  would  now  regard  as 
happily  impossible.  After  some  negotiation  the  King 
of  Holland  ceded  his  rights  in  the  wreck  to  His  Bri¬ 

tannic  Majesty,  and  it  was  the  King  of  Holland’s 
share  which  eventually  passed  to  the  Corporation  of 

Lloyd’s  and  was  dealt  with  by  the  Act  of  1871. 

THE  “LUTINE”  BELL  AT  LLOYD’S. 

Although  the  Act  of  Incorporation  stands  out  to-day 
as  one  of  the  most  important  landmarks  in  the  history 

of  Lloyd’s,  its  importance  was  not,  at  the  time,  univer¬ 
sally  recognised.  At  this  period,  as  will  be  shown  in  a 

later  chapter,  Lloyd’s  was  being  hard  pressed  by  the 
competition  of  the  Companies,  and  among  those  con¬ 
nected  with  marine  insurance,  there  were  some  who 

believed,  or  affected  to  believe  that  its  sun  was  already 

setting.  In  1872 — the  year  after  the  Act  was  passed — 

Mr.  J.  T.  Danson  made  a  venomous  attack  on  Lloyd’s 
in  the  form  of  a  long  letter  to  the  Shipping  Gazette , 

afterwards  reprinted,  with  additions,  as  a  pamphlet 

with  the  comprehensive  title  About  Lloyd's.  Mr.  Dan- 

son  assumed  throughout  that  “the  more  ancient  and 

less  efficient  mode  of  doing  business,”  was  fast  being 

superseded  by  “the  more  modern  and  more  efficient 

CHAP.  XX 1871 
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CHAP.  XX  methods  of  underwriting  brought  into  use  by  the  Com- 

1871  panies,”  whom  Lloyd’s,  according  to  him,  still  affected 

to  ignore.  Indeed,  he  states  that  underwriting  “has 
passed,  for  the  most  part,  from  the  hands  of  private 

underwriters  into  those  of  joint-stock  Companies,” 
and  his  pamphlet  is  conceived  in  the  spirit  of  an 

intolerable  didactic  superiority. 

“The  Committee  walks  in  shackles,  and  mistakes  its  awkwardness 

for  dignity  .  .  .  The  ease  of  routine  and  the  dignity  of  prestige — the 

natural  consolations  of  respectable  senility — have  long  superseded 

the  elasticity  of  youth.” 

The  intelligence  supplied  to  the  Companies  and 

printed  in  Lloyd's  List ,  was  dear  and  inadequate. 

Lloyd's  List  itself  was  disgraced  by  the  admission  of 

miscellaneous  advertisements.  Lloyd’s  Agents,  “as  a 

body,”  were  “not  what  they  ought  to  be.” 
“The  appointment  of  ‘Lloyd’s  Agents’  is,  at  present,  a  somewhat 

futile  affair.  (The  stream  ever  smacks  of  the  fountain)” — 

And  he  goes  on  to  draw  an  unkind  comparison  between 

many  of  the  Agents  and  the  wreckers  of  old. 

Lloyd’s  Register  is  little  better.  Its  Committee  is 

“worthy  of  much  praise,  but,  crippled  (as  it  is)  by  an 

exclusive  alliance  with  Lloyd’s,”  its  Book  has  been 

superseded  by  Liverpool’s. 
Conditions  for  The  benevolent  physician,  having  diagnosed  the  dis- 

Lioyd’s1  defined,  ease,  proceeds  to  prescribe  the  remedy.  The  Com¬ 

panies  are  to  be  admitted  to  membership  of  Lloyd’s, 
each  Company  to  have  twenty  votes  at  General  Meet¬ 

ings,  and  in  the  election  of  Committee-men,  “with 
power  to  nominate  for  access  to  the  rooms,  subject  to 

the  approval  of  the  Committee,  as  many  of  its  officers 

as  it  might  think  fit,  not  exceeding  twenty  in  number.” 
At  least  one-third  of  the  Committee  must  be  elected 

by  the  Companies’  nominees,  though  Mr.  Danson 
generously  agrees  that  not  less  than  half  shall  be  pri¬ 
vate  underwriters.  Should  this  remedy  be  rejected: 

“Lloyd’s,  already  an  elaborate  mistake,  will  either  shrink  to  the  di¬ 
mensions  of  a  mere  trade  club,  or  will  complete  its  existence  as  a 

miserable  sham.” 
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Extravagant  as  was  Mr.  Danson’s  censure  and  pre-  CHAP.  XX 
posterous  as  were  his  proposals,  there  was  probably  1871 
some  substratum  of  truth,  upon  which  the  insolent 
fabric  was  erected.  It  has  already  been  shown  that 

Lloyd’s  had  found  it  necessary  to  take  steps  to  put  its house  in  order,  and  while  the  naive  remedies  proposed 
by  Mr.  Danson  were  not,  of  course,  even  considered, 

Lloyd’s  did  not  proceed  to  “complete  its  existence  as  a 
miserable  sham;”  but,  as  the  succeeding  chapters  will 
show,  continued  steadily  to  adapt  its  practice  and 
institutions  to  the  requirements  of  modern  commerce. 
Among  the  charges  which  had  some  foundation,  was 

that  of  unwillingness  to  co-operate  with  the  Com-  Lloyd’s  and 

panies  for  the  protection  of  common  interests.  Traces  the  Companies‘ 
of  the  old  hostility  still  remained,  and  it  must  be  ad¬ 
mitted  that  the  brief  and  disastrous  careers  of  many  of 
the  marine  insurance  companies  founded  during  the 
middle  years  of  the  nineteenth  century,  did  not  en¬ 
courage  a  more  cordial  attitude.  Yet  proposals  had 

already  been  made  for  co-operation  with  the  Companies 
in  supervision  of  the  Agency  system— proposals  which 
ultimately  bore  fruit  in  the  establishment  of  the  Agency 

Committee — and  Danson’s  charge  had  already  been 
partially  disproved  in  the  establishment  of  the  Salvage 
Association.  This  event — a  truer  measure  than  the 

Lutine  episode,  of  the  interest  of  Lloyd’s  in  salvage 
operations— was  of  such  importance  to  underwriters, 
merchants,  and  shipowners,  as  to  demand  a  chapter  to 
itself. 
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CHAPTER  XXI. 

THE  SALVAGE  ASSOCIATION. 

1856-1927. 

Lloyd’s  form  of  salvage  agreement. 

THE  Association  for  the  Protection  of  Com¬ mercial  Interests  as  Respects  Wrecked  and 

Damaged  Property,”  generally  known  as  the 

Salvage  Association,  is  not  an  exclusively  Lloyd’s  In¬ 

stitution;  but  a  History  of  Lloyd’s  would  be  seriously 
incomplete  without  some  reference  to  its  origin  and 

work.  Lloyd’s  Register,  indispensable  to  Lloyd’s  as  it 
is,  might  conceivably  have  been  established  and  car¬ 

ried  on  quite  independently.  But  the  Salvage  Associa¬ 

tion  is  and  must  be  an  Institution  in  which  Lloyd’s  has 

representation,  and  the  business  of  Lloyd’s  could  not 
be  efficiently  carried  on  without  it. 

It  must  always  be  borne  in  mind  that  as  Lloyd’s,  as  a 
Corporation,  does  not  accept  risks,  the  expense  of  deal¬ 
ing  with  vessels  in  distress  must  fall  upon  the  Members 

of  Lloyd’s  and  the  Companies  who  happen  to  be  inter¬ 

ested.  When  underwriting  apart  from  Lloyd’s  was  con¬ 
fined  to  the  two  Chartered  Corporations,  it  was  com¬ 
paratively  easy  to  arrange  joint  action  on  behalf  of  all 
concerned.  Even  so  some  permanent  organisation  was 

desirable,  and  with  the  growth  of  Marine  Insurance 

Companies,  the  need  became  more  imperative.  Ac¬ 
cordingly,  on  the  2nd  July,  1856,  a  General  Meeting  at 

Lloyd’s  approved  the  formation  of  the  Salvage  Asso¬ 
ciation,  voted £500  as  a  grant  in  aid, and  provided  tem¬ 

porary  offices  for  the  Association’s  staff.  The  Royal 
Exchange,  London,  Alliance,  Indemnity,  and  Marine 

each  voted  jC 200 ,  and  175  members  of  Lloyd’s  con¬ 
tributed  five  guineas  each.  The  Royal  Mail  Steam 

Packet  Company  contributed  ten  guineas.  In  addi- 
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tion,  each  of  the  subscribers  agreed  to  contribute  to¬ 

wards  making  good  any  deficiency  in  the  income  of  the 
Association,  by  complying  with  calls  mad  &  pro  rata  up 
to  the  amount  of  their  original  subscriptions.  The 
Association  thus  started  with  a  guaranteed  income  of 

nearly  £2,500;  but  the  success  of  its  operations  ren¬ 
dered  it  unnecessary  to  make  calls  on  the  guarantors, 

though  Lloyd’s  voted  a  second  grant  of  £500  in  1861. 
Although  it  is  a  fundamental  principle  that  the  acqui¬ 
sition  of  gain  by  the  Association,  or  by  the  individual 

members,  is  not  an  object  of  the  Association,  its  accu¬ 
mulated  surplus  had,  in  1925,  reached  the  comfortable 
total  of  £102,000. 

It  entered  upon  its  most  useful  and  successful  career 

under  the  guidance  of  a  Committee  representing 

Lloyd’s  and  the  Companies,  and  it  has  ever  since,  with 
expanding  business  and  increasing  scope, been  a  centre 

of  friendly  action  for  the  common  good.  In  other  de¬ 

partments  of  insurance  business,  competition  and  rival¬ 
ry  naturally  exist;  but  in  the  work  of  salving  property, 

minimising  loss,  repairing  damage,  and  remunerating 

meritorious  service,  the  Committee  and  staff  are  only 

concerned  in  promoting  the  profit  and  the  welfare  of 

all  the  interests  committed  to  their  charge. 

In  its  first  year  the  Association  spent  £804  and  earned 

£53 5;  but  it  is  feared  that  this  was  the  only  year  in 

which  its  philanthropy  was  manifested  by  giving  more 

than  it  took.  The  accounts  for  the  year  1925  do  not 

make  an  unseemly  parade  of  earnings  and  expenditure, 

but  show  the  modestly  substantial  surplus  of  £3,596. 

The  magnitude  of  the  business  is  inadequately  repre¬ 
sented  by  a  turnover  of  £1,300, 000.  The  funds  passing 

through  the  Association’s  books  in  no  way  represent 
the  extent  of  its  operations.  The  result  of  its  activities 

may  be  seen  in  the  fact  that  they  supply  the  basis  upon 

which  a  large  part  of  the  liabilities  of  the  underwriting 

community  is  ascertained.  By  making  use  of  Lloyd’s 
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CHAP.  XXI  Agents,  and  by  establishing,  where  necessary,  supple- 

1856-1927  mentary  means  of  communication  and  negotiation,  it 
has  become  an  engine  of  immense  usefulness  not  only 
to  underwriters  but  to  the  commerce  of  all  nations, 

sir  Joseph  The  Association  has  been  excellently  served  by  suc- 

L°wrey.  cessjve  Secretaries,  but  it  owes  its  present  command¬ 
ing  position  to  the  remarkable  character  and  ability  of 

Sir  Joseph  Lowrey,  its  present  Director  and  Secretary, 

who  was  appointed  Secretary  in  1897.  One  of  his  con¬ 
spicuous  services  was  the  strengthening  of  the  staff  on 

its  technical  side.  For  about  thirty  years  the  Associa¬ 
tion  was  served  by  certain  nautical  Surveyors,  mostly 

ex-Captains  of  merchant  vessels,  with  nautical  experi¬ 

ence,  but  without  technical  training  either  as  Ship¬ 
wrights  or  Engineers.  These  men  were,  as  a  general 

rule,  remunerated  when  and  only  when  they  were  em¬ 
ployed,  and  they  gave  excellent  service,  especially  in 

Miitiank  salyage  operations.  One  of  the  Special  Officers  of  the 
Association  was  Captain  John  J.  Milbank  who,  during 

his  many  years  of  office,  enjoyed  the  confidence  of  the 

underwriting  community  to  an  exceptional  degree  and 
rendered  services  of  the  greatest  value.  He  retained 

remarkable  physical  and  mental  vigour  long  after  his 
retirement,  and  died,  in  1925,  at  the  advanced  age  of 
ninety-one. 

Salaried  In  order,  however,  to  deal  adequately  with  under¬ 

writers’  liabilities  arising  from  the  enormous  develop¬ 
ment  of  steam  tonnage,  it  became  absolutely  essential 
to  obtain  the  services  of  men  with  technical  training. 
It  was  manifestly  futile  to  ask  an  ex-Captain  to  exercise 
adequate  supervision  of  extensive  repairs  either  to 
hull  or  to  machinery,  or  to  expect  him  to  exercise  an 
effective  control  over  the  cost  of  repairs,  and  to  deal 
with  the  apportionment  of  an  intricate  repairing  ac¬ 

count — tasks  which  would  tax  the  resources  of  a  highly- 
skilled  technical  expert.  Sir  Joseph  Lowrey  diagnosed 
the  disease  and  supplied  the  remedy.  Well  trained  men 
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were  added  to  the  staff  of  the  Salvage  Association  and 
remunerated  in  the  same  way  as  had  been  customary 
in  the  case  of  nautical  experts.  In  course  of  time  it  was 
found  desirable  to  create  in  certain  centres  a  staff  of 

salaried  Surveyors.  This  has  been  done  at  Cardiff, 

where  the  Association  has  erected  a  large  office  build¬ 
ing;  at  New  York,  at  Antwerp,  on  the  Great  Lakes, 

and  at  Montreal,  Halifax,  and  Vancouver.  The  Asso¬ 

ciation’s  Surveyors  at  New  York  and  the  other  Atlantic 
stations  command  general  confidence,  and  are  freely 

employed,  not  only  by  British,  but  also  by  United 
States  underwriters. 

Concurrently  with  this  development  of  personnel, 

other  important  reforms  were  introduced  through  Sir 

Joseph  Lowrey’s  influence.  For  instance,  a  very  large 
proportion  of  the  liabilities  of  underwriters,  in  con¬ 
nection  with  insurances  on  vessels,  is  represented  by 
payments  for  damage  repairs,  and  in  this  connection 

valuable  results  were  obtained  by  the  introduction  of 

the  “Tender  Clause,”  and  the  healthy  competition 
which  has  followed  its  application. 

In  connection  with  salvage  operations,  the  establish¬ 

ment  of  Lloyd’s  Form  of  Salvage  Agreement  has  had  a 
very  remarkable  success,  a  success  to  which  Sir  Joseph 

Lowrey  has  largely  contributed .  Without  undue  boast¬ 

ing,  it  may  be  claimed  that  the  world-wide  accept¬ 
ance  of  this  Agreement  is  a  tribute  to  British  probity 

and  to  the  administration  of  British  law.  The  saving 

to  world  commerce  by  its  adoption  cannot  be  esti¬ 
mated.  When  a  vessel  is  in  distress  much  may  depend 

on  the  promptitude  with  which  assistance  is  rendered. 

In  the  absence  of  some  standard  Agreement,  acceptable 

to  all  parties,  the  subject  matter  of  insurance  might 

seriously  depreciate,  or  even  disappear,  whilst  an  at¬ 

tempt  was  being  made  to  procure  assistance,  or  to  ar¬ 
range  terms  on  which  assistance  could  be  rendered. 
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This  state  of  things  often  led  to  ruinous  bargains  made 

by  desperate  captains .  When  the  salvage  was  completed , 

the  property  was  liable  to  arrest  until  satisfactory  se¬ 
curity  could  be  arranged,  often  for  a  grossly  inflated 
amount;  inflated  not  necessarily  by  greed  but  by  reason 
of  the  absence  of  detailed  information.  Finally,  there 

was  the  likelihood  of  having  to  submit  to  an  inexperi¬ 

enced  and  sometimes  corrupt  tribunal.  With  the  gene¬ 

ral  use  of  Lloyd’s  Form  most  of  these  difficulties  dis¬ 
appear.  Captains  of  salvage  steamers  possess  these 
forms  and  it  is  customary  for  shipmasters  to  be  directed 

to  use  them  should  occasion  arise.  A  copy  is  included 

in  Lloyd's  Calendar— a volume  frequently  found  on  ship¬ 
board.  Firms  in  possession  of  salvage  plant  all  over  the 

globe  have  agreed  to  give  assistance  on  the  basis  pre¬ 
scribed.  Security  is  arranged  promptly,  on  receipt  of 

cable  advice, so  that  delay  is  reduced  to  a  minimum.  It 
is  to  be  observed  that  this  process, originated  doubtless 

to  save  underwriters  from  loss  and  vexation,  has  re¬ 
dounded  to  the  advantage  of  the  commerce  of  the 

world.  It  is  a  method  of  conserving  the  results  of  hu¬ 

man  labour  and,  as  it  reduces  the  risks  run  by  under¬ 
writers,  it  also  reduces  the  cost  of  insurance. 

The  circumstances  leading  to  the  adoption  of  Lloyd’s 
Form  afford  an  admirable  illustration  of  the  difficulties 

from  which  it  has  rescued  the  world’s  commerce.  In 
the  years  immediately  preceding  1890,  the  mercantile 

and  insurance  communities  were  seriously  disturbed 

by  the  frequent  stranding  of  steamers  in  the  neigh¬ 
bourhood  of  Kertch.  The  vessels  concerned  were 

often  re-floated  without  much  damage;  but  Captains 
entered  into  improvident  agreements;  the  steamer  in 
question  was  arrested;  extravagant  bail  was  given,  and 
the  costs  incurred  were  ruinous.  At  that  time  Mutual 

Associations  for  the  insurance  of  steamers  absorbed, 

in  many  instances,  a  considerable  proportion  of  the 

insured  value.  These  Clubs,  as  they  were  called,  com- 
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bined  with  Lloyd’s  and  the  Marine  Insurance  Com-  CHAP.  XXI 
panies  in  a  movement  to  deal  with  cases  in  the  Black  1856-1927 
Sea  and  the  Dardanelles.  A  form  of  salvage  agree¬ 
ment — Lloyd’s  Form— was  devised,  under  which  sal¬ 
vors  in  those  waters  agreed  to  act.  The  results  were 
beneficial  from  the  first,  although  the  relief  came 
gradually,  and  unsatisfactory  incidents  still  sometimes 
occurred. 

In  the  early  nineties  an  attempt  was  made  to  extend  Lloyd’s  Form 

the  area  within  which  Lloyd’s  Form  was  accepted,  and  1,1  s  1 
at  the  same  time  a  suggestion  was  made  that  Lloyd’s 
should  establish  a  Survey  Department.  Both  these 
propositions  were  discouraged  by  the  then  Chairman 

of  Lloyd’s  as  being  unsatisfactory  and  impracticable. 
This  gentleman’s  prescription  took  the  form  of  a  pro¬ 
posal  for  the  establishment  of  a  Salvage  Company,  in 

the  promotion  of  which  Lloyd’s,  the  Salvage  Associa¬ 
tions  both  of  London  and  Liverpool,  and  the  Marine 
Insurance  Companies  should  join.  In  the  result  this 

proposal  was  fortunately  rejected  as  being  totally  in¬ 
adequate.  Ultimately  a  satisfactory  survey  system  was 
established  by  the  Salvage  Association,  and  the  use  of 

Lloyd’s  Form  became  more  and  more  widespread.  It 
is  not  pretended  that  the  operation  of  Lloyd’s  Form 
has  given  universal  satisfaction;  but,  whenever  reason¬ 
able  cause  for  dissatisfaction  has  been  shown,  steps 
have  been  taken  to  rectify  the  defect.  It  must  also  be 

remembered  that  there  are  few  problems  more  diffi¬ 

cult  than  that  of  forming  a  just  estimate  of  salvage  ser¬ 
vices.  Probably  the  greatest  results  achieved  by  the 

establishment  of  Lloyd’s  Form  are  the  promptitude 
with  which  aid  can  be  obtained,  and  the  opportunity 
given  for  friendly  settlements,  without  the  aid  of  any 

arbitral  or  judicial  tribunal.  In  dealing  with  such 

matters  Sir  Joseph  Lowrey  is  pre-eminent. 
Another  name  must  be  mentioned:  that  of  Sir  William 

Walton,  the  distinguished  solicitor,  whose  word  was 
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for  many  years  law  at  Lloyd’s.  This  eminent  man 
took  a  leading  part  in  the  preparation  of  the  Form  and, 

in  many  cases,  acted  as  sole  arbitrator. 

The  Salvage  Association  is  recognised  throughout 

the  world,  and  in  dealing  with  casualties,  its  instruc¬ 

tions  are  accepted  by  Lloyd’s  Agents  as  readily  as  in¬ 

structions  from  Lloyd’s  itself.  The  general  reader 
might  suppose  that  the  Association  itself  operated  a 

great  salvage  plant.  This  is  not  the  case;  the  Associa¬ 
tion  is  a  directing  centre  utilising  salvage  plant  of 

varied  ownership,  and  adapting  its  arrangements  to 
the  necessities  of  each  case  as  it  arises.  Often  the  duty 

of  the  Association  is  to  prevent  operations  in  simple 

cases  being  undertaken  on  a  salvage  basis;  that  is,  a 

basis  upon  which  remuneration  for  the  services  ren¬ 
dered  is  contingent  on  success.  When  the  owner  of 

tugs  and  salvage  plant  is  to  be  remunerated  whether 
successful  or  not,  his  reward  is  necessarily  on  a  much 
smaller  scale  than  it  would  be  if,  in  the  event  of  failure, 

he  could  recover  nothing.  In  dealing  with  such  ques¬ 
tions  as  these,  it  is  obviously  of  immense  advantage  to 

have  one  central,  directing  authority,  acting  in  the 
interests  of  all  concerned;  this  the  Association  provides. 

On  receipt  of  cable  advices,  either  from  the  Master 

to  the  Owners,  or  from  Lloyd’s  Agents  to  Lloyd’s,  the 
underwriters  interested  sign  an  authority  for  the  Sal¬ 

vage  Association  to  take  charge  of  the  case.  The  Asso¬ 
ciation  is  frequently  instructed  by  cargo  underwriters 

as  well  as  by  those  who  have  written  policies  on  ships; 

it  co-operates  with  the  Owners,  and  a  common  line  of 
action  is  determined.  As  the  action  to  be  taken  is  for 

the  general  interest,  Owners  are  glad  to  share  their 

responsibility  with  a  recognised  authority.  Broadly 

speaking,  the  system  works  with  remarkable  smooth¬ 
ness. 
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Sir  Joseph  Lowrey  is  the  depository  of  an  unique  ex¬ 
perience,  and  other  leading  members  of  the  staff  have 
also  accumulated  a  great  store  of  knowledge  during 
their  long  service.  It  is,  therefore,  not  surprising  that 
important  Owners  are  often  glad  to  take  counsel  with 
the  Association,  even  in  cases  where  the  interests  of  un¬ 
derwriters  are  in  no  great  degree  involved;  or  that  the 
Association  is  frequently  consulted  by  foreign  insu¬ 
rers,  even  when  British  underwriters  are  not  con¬ 
cerned. 
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CHAPTER  XXII. 

LLOYD’S  IN  THE  GREAT  WAR. 

1914-1918. 

War  risks 

and  peace 

premiums. 

A  Broker’s 
diary,  July- 
August,  1914. 

IT  is  a  commonplace  with  a  certain  type  of  politician that  war  is  welcomed  by  Capitalists.  Those  who 

were  actively  engaged  in  the  City  of  London  in 

1914,  will  remember  that,  on  the  contrary,  the  immin¬ 

ence  of  a  great  European  War  was  received,  not  indeed 

with  panic,  but  with  alarm  and  detestation. 

The  collapse  of  credit  at  the  outbreak  of  a  European 

War  in  which  this  country  was  a  belligerent,  involved 

the  grave  menace  to  underwriters  that  they  might  be 

called  upon  to  pay  losses,  without  receiving  the  out¬ 

standing  premium  owing  by  brokers  under  the  usual 

accounting  system,  and  it  was  mainly  this  premium 

that  constituted  the  fund  from  which  claims  were  paid. 

Moreover,  Lloyd’s  and  the  marine  insurance  market 

generally  were  carrying  a  heavy  load  of  war  risk  ac¬ 

cepted  at  a  peace  premium;  in  fact,  during  the  early 

stages  of  the  war,  total  losses  were  paid  in  cases  where 

the  underwriters  had  received  a  nominal  premium  of 

sixpence  or  a  shilling  per  cent.  The  experience  of  pre¬ 

vious  wars,  such  as  the  Spanish- American,  had  indeed 

taught  so  severe  a  lesson  that  these  commitments  were 

not  on  a  very  large  scale,  but  they  were  heavy  enough 
to  entail  severe  loss.  The  following  extracts  from  the 

diary  of  an  insurance  broker  who  held  a  large  amount 

of  shipowners’  acceptances  may  be  of  interest  as  show¬ 
ing  how  the  situation  was  viewed  at  the  actual  time  of 
the  crisis: 

“On  Wednesday,  29th  July,  1914,  took  about  £17,000  in  short  bills  to 
Bank  for  discounting.  After  some  demur  the  bills  were  discounted  at 

Bank  Rate  (3  %)  subject  to  our  paying  half  the  rise  should  the  rate  be 
raised  next  day. 

“30th  July:  Took  another  batch  and  found  the  Bank  Director  in  a 
state  of  great  agitation,  unwilling  to  look  at  any  bills,  stating  that  crisis 
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was  developing  badly  and  that  in  24  hours  we  should  hear  of  serious 
developments. 

“Friday,  July  31st:  It  was  evident  from  the  course  of  negotiations  that Germany  and  Russia  were  shaping  for  War  but  no  definite  announce¬ 
ment  was  made.  This  being  so,  I  asked  the  Bank  Director  what  was 
the  serious  development  he  promised.  He  replied  that  a  moratorium 
would  be  enacted  and  £1  notes  issued.  He  said  that  numbers  of  people 
had  been  playing  the  fool  by  making  a  run  on  the  banks  for  gold.  One 
man  had  drawn  £1,500  and  announced  he  was  putting  it  into  the 
National  Safe  Deposit!  Customers  at  suburban  branches  had  drawn 
out  gold  and  then  handed  it  back  in  a  sealed  packet  for  safe  custody!  I 
then  took  the  bills  to  another  great  bank  at  which  we  had  an  account, 
but  there  everyone  appeared  to  be  so  agitated  that  I  left  the  place 
without  stating  my  business. 

“August  1st.  (Saturday  before  Bank  Holiday).  Lloyd’s  and  Stock  Ex¬ 
change  closed  to-day.  Negotiations  evidently  taking  a  highly  warlike direction. 

“August  2nd.  (Sunday).  War  in  being  between  Germany  and  Austria, France  and  Russia. 

“August  3rd.  (Bank  Holiday).  Sir  Edward  Grey’s  speech.  Evident British  intervention  almost  certain. 

“August  4th.  Business  resumed  at  Lloyd’s.  A  day  of  agitation.  War 
declared  at  midnight.  Stock  Exchange  closed. 

“August  7th.  Banks  which  had  been  closed  re-opened.  Another  in¬ 
terview  with  Bank  Director  who  was  unable  to  forecast  developments. 

He  said  Banking  system  of  the  whole  Country  was  insolvent.  The 

Treasury  was  supporting  the  Banks  and  the  whole  structure  now 

rested  on  Government  credit.  He  said  that  all  the  big  financial  houses 

had  returned  their  bills  and  that  the  foreign  bills  returned  were  so 

numerous  that  with  all  the  notaries  working  at  them  it  was  physically 

impossible  to  ‘note’  them.  He  attributed  the  collapse  to  the  entire 
cessation  of  foreign  remittances.  He  said  that  he  could  not  guarantee 

we  should  be  allowed  to  draw  against  our  own  balance. 

“August  10th.  Meeting  of  Brokers.  Financial  position  discussed.  I 
read  my  letter  to  our  bankers  reciting  my  interview  shewing  that  Banks 

wrere  empowered  to  plead  moratorium  against  their  own  customers  and 

that  customers’  balances  were  not  necessarily  available  for  drawing.  I 
argued  this  fatal  to  credit  of  Insurance  Market  because  the  default  of 

Underwriters  would  create  widespread  alarm.  There  was,  however,  a 

feeling  that  it  would  be  impossible  for  some  brokers  to  go  on  unless 

they  could  plead  moratorium.  I  advised  calling  a  representative  meet¬ 
ing  to  review  the  position  and  to  consider  whether  an  appeal  should 

be  made  to  the  Treasury.  I  was  deputed  to  see  the  Chairman  of 

Lloyd’s.  I  saw  him  and  he  said  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  would  meet 
and  consider  the  advisability  of  calling  the  proposed  Conference.  In 
the  afternoon  another  customer  of  our  bank  called  and  said  that  the 

Chairman  of  the  Bank  had  used  more  reassuring  language  than  the 
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Director  whom  I  had  seen.  This  customer  and  I  then  saw  the  Chair¬ 

man  who  confirmed  what  the  other  Director  had  said  but  ended  by 

intimating  that  our  balance  would  in  fact  be  available  and  further,  that 

without  pledging  himself  he  hoped  to  advance  against  securities.  He 

said  that  many  of  the  Banks  would  have  stopped  but  for  the  mora¬ 
torium. 

“August  nth:  The  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  met  last  evening  and  de¬ 
cided  to  do  nothing.  On  learning  this,  I  made  up  my  mind  to  take  my 

own  course  and  not  to  promote  further  meetings  but  to  attend  any 

that  might  be  called.  We  paid  Lloyd’s  Underwriters  the  premiums 
for  the  June  quarter  and  this  action  was  followed  by  others,  which  had 

a  salutary  effect.  Since  the  moratorium  was  established  we  have  re¬ 
ceived  manypayments  including  £10,000  from  one  Shipping  Company 

and  £ 5,000  from  another.  There  seems  a  somewhat  better  feeling  to¬ 
day.  The  State  War  Insurance  Department  is  doing  a  large  business. 

“August  12th:  A  further  improved  tone  to-day.  More  accounts  are 

being  paid  at  Lloyd’s.  The  Banking  prospects  are  also  improving  and 
negotiations  seem  to  be  proceeding  for  the  re-opening  of  the  Stock 
Exchange.  A  great  deal  of  War  insurance  is  being  effected. 

“August  13th:  The  Government  has  announced  a  great  Scheme  under 
which  the  Bank  of  England  will  discount  good  bills,  the  State  guaran¬ 
teeing  the  Bank  against  loss.  This  will  have  an  enormous  effect  and 

will  go  far  to  re-establish  the  finance  of  the  Country.  There  is  a  fur¬ 
ther  improved  tone.  We  had  notice  of  two  large  consignments  of  gold 

from  Paris  to  Constantinople  going  July  24th  and  27th  not  having 

arrived.  Our  names  interested  to  the  extent  of  -£16,000. 

“August  14th:  £140,000  out  of  £180,000  of  the  consignments  men¬ 
tioned  above  arrived.  Payments  in  the  City  being  made  more  freely. 

All  people  doing  a  large  foreign  business  still  badly  hampered.  No 

captures  by  Germans  being  announced  a  very  considerable  war  insur¬ 

ance  business  is  developing  at  Lloyd’s.  It  is  interesting  to  note  the  pub¬ 
lic  confidence  in  the  Institution  notwithstanding  the  commercial  ruin 

that  surrounds  it.” 
In  the  conditions  thus  described,  underwriters  feared 

that  they  might  have  to  pay  out  large  sums  in  respect 

of  risks  on  their  books  written  at  a  nominal  premium, 

and  at  the  same  time,  find  their  current  premium  not 

forthcoming  from  brokers.  They  therefore  came  to  an 

agreement  among  themselves  to  enforce  weekly  pay¬ 
ment  of  all  war  risk  premium,  and  indeed,  for  a  day  or 
two  brokers  had,  in  some  cases,  to  pay  the  premium  on 
the  signature  of  the  policies. 

For  many  years  prior  to  the  outbreak  of  the  Great 
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War  it  had  been  the  almost  universal  practice  to  ex¬ 

clude  war  risk  from  the  customary  twelve  months’ 
policy  under  which  steamers  were  insured.  This  arose 

from  the  fact  that  underwriters  were  unwilling  for  a 

merely  nominal  premium,  fixed  in  a  time  of  profound 

peace,  to  incur  a  risk  which  might,  a  few  months  after¬ 
wards,  become  extremely  onerous.  On  the  other  hand 

the  shipowner,  anxious  to  reduce  his  expenses  to  the 

minimum,  desired  to  avoid  paying  even  the  relatively 
small  premium  for  which  cover  could  be  obtained. 

Now  the  expedient  of  mutual  insurance,  if  peace  were 

maintained,  only  entailed  a  trifle  for  management  and, 

if  peace  were  not  maintained,  the  regulations  tended 
to  minimise  the  risk.  The  attractions  of  mutual  in¬ 

surance  were  thus  very  great,  and,  on  the  outbreak  of 

war,  it  was  always  practicable  to  go  to  the  market. 

The  Great  War,  however,  was  an  emergency  so  ter¬ 
rible  that  the  whole  power  of  the  State  was  required  to 

sustain,  at  any  rate,  the  first  shock.  This  applied,  as 

we  have  seen,  not  only  to  insurance  but  to  banking, 

and  eventually  the  State  had  to  take  over  and  work, 
with  the  assistance  of  the  men  of  business  concerned, 
vast  areas  of  manufacture  and  commerce. 

Obvious  as  it  seems,  it  is  perhaps  desirable  to  point 

out  that  no  expedient  of  insurance,  whether  by  the 

State  or  by  private  enterprise,  would  of  itself  secure 

the  arrival  of  a  single  consignment.  Nothing  but  an 

efficient  navy  safeguarding  the  trade  routes  could 

avail.  What  the  State  did  was  to  tide  over  an  unex¬ 

ampled  crisis,  especially  at  the  outset,  by  selling  in¬ 
surance  sometimes  far  below  cost,  and  to  exercise  a 

steadying  influence  during  the  alarming  development 

of  the  submarine  menace.  It  was  also  a  necessary  sup¬ 

plement  to  the  market  when  values  were  enormously 
increased. 

At  the  outbreak  of  war,  most  British  Steamers  were 

covered  by  insurance  in  three  War  Risk  Associations, 
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the  Liverpool  and  London,  the  North  of  England,  and 

the  London  Group.  It  was  a  condition  of  this  insur¬ 
ance  that  the  vessels  entered  were  covered,  if  at  sea  on 

the  outbreak  of  war,  only  until  arrival  at  the  nearest 

safe  port.  This  of  course  meant  paralysis;  but  the 

Government,  at  the  beginning  of  August,  1914,  en¬ 

tered  into  an  arrangement  with  the  Associations,  ap¬ 

pointed  a  Committee  to  fix  premiums,  and  re-insured 
eighty  per  cent,  of  each  risk,  leaving  the  remaining 

twenty  per  cent,  at  the  risk  of  the  Clubs.  All  policies 

contained  a  warranty  against  engaging  in  voyages  pro¬ 
hibited  by  the  Government,  and  required  obedience 
to  Government  orders.  Sailing  vessels  were  covered 

by  the  War  Risks  Association  Limited  of  Liverpool. 
At  the  same  time  a  State  Insurance  Office  for  cargoes 

was  opened  and  staffed  with  the  assistance  of  Lloyd’s 
and  the  Marine  Insurance  Companies.  No  cargo 

could  be  insured  with  this  Office  unless  carried  by  a 
ship  insured  in  one  of  the  three  Associations.  It  was 

further  stipulated  that  the  cargo  to  be  covered  by  the 

State  against  war  risk  must  be  covered  elsewhere  against 

marine  risk,  and  the  State  Office  could  require  the 
production  of  the  marine  policies,  especially  when  a 
claim  was  presented. 

A  warranty  that  the  vessel  carrying  the  cargo  to  be 
insured  had  not  sailed,  was  a  condition  precedent  to 
acceptance  under  the  Government  Scheme.  This  was 

a  most  serious  obstacle, because  advices  only  came  con¬ 
fidentially  and  were  frequently  delayed.  Thus  it  came 
about  that  merchants  were  compelled  to  pay  higher 
rates  in  the  market,  rather  than  risk  the  invalidation  of 

the  insurance  by  giving  a  warranty  of  not  sailing  which 
might  turn  out  to  be  erroneous. 

We  are  able  to  give  a  schedule  of  rates  advised  to  an 
important  Australian  Bank  whose  war  risks  under¬ 
writers  had  to  cover  at  the  market  rates  ruling  at  time 
of  sailing  from  Australia.  This  schedule  is  a  sort  of 
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fever  chart  giving  the  patient’s  temperature  from  the 
26th  July  to  the  28th  August,  1914.  The  first  rate  re¬ 

presents  “normal”;  fever  rapidly  increased  up  to  6th 
August,  then  rapidly  declined,  but  of  course  never 

again  became  “normal”: 
Date.  Rate  per  cent. 

26th  July  .  . 

27th  „  .  . 
28th  „  .  . 

29th  „  .  . 

3°th  „  . . 

3Ist  „  •• 
Aug.  1  st  to  4th 

,,  5th  &  6th 

„  7th  „  8th 
„  10th  ,,  nth 

„  1 2th  „  13th 

„  14th  „  15th 

,,  17th  ,,  18th 

,,  19th  ,,  20th 
„  20th  to  28th 

.  6  d. 

.  2/6 

•  5/~ (  20/-  via  Suez 

]  1 5/-  via  Cape 

)  50/-  via  Suez 
)  40/-  via  Cape 
60/-  both  routes 

• 

•  0° 
•  £8 

•  £6 

•  Is 

•  £4 

•  £3 

On  the  28th  July,  1914,  the  rate  for  war  risk  only, 

from  this  country  to  the  Black  Sea,  was  10s.  per  cent., 

and  on  the  29th  July,  it  was  405.  per  cent.  On  the  30th 
the  rate  through  the  Mediterranean  to  the  East  was 

20 s.  per  cent.,  but  to  a  Western  Mediterranean  port 

405.  per  cent,  was  charged.  The  next  day  the  rate  ad¬ 
vanced  to  60s.  per  cent,  for  any  vessels  going  to  or 
from  the  East  through  the  Mediterranean,  and  from 

Hamburg  to  Bombay  the  rate  was  10  guineas  per  cent. 

On  the  4th  August,  before  war  was  declared,  under¬ 
writers  accepted  50 s.  per  cent,  to  India;  while  on  the 

7th  the  rate  had  advanced  to  5  guineas  per  cent,  for 

pretty  well  any  normal  ocean  voyage  from  London, 

though  10  per  cent,  was  paid  from  Middlesbrough  to 

Australia.  Higher  rates  were  paid  for  vessels  at  sea,  as, 

for  instance,  on  the  7th  August,  such  a  risk  from  New 
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York  to  Hull  was  covered  at  15  per  cent.,  no  discount. 

By  the  nth  the  market  was  a  little  easier,  80 s.  per  cent, 

being  accepted,  in  keeping  with  a  reduction  in  the 

Government  rate.  On  August  14th  the  Lloyd  s  rate  had 

dropped  to  70s.  per  cent.,  and  later  in  the  month  the 
market  continued  to  ease. 

After  the  first  rush  to  cover  vessels  already  at  sea, 

sailings  were  largely  suspended  and,  for  a  time,  but 
little  business  was  done.  The  Government  Scheme 

came  promptly  into  operation  in  respect  both  of  the 

vessels  themselves  and  their  cargoes,  and  on  sailings 

being  resumed  a  large  and  increasing  volume  of  insur¬ 

ance  came  to  Lloyd’s,  supplementing  the  operation  of 
the  Government  Office.  The  Government  Office  re¬ 

fused  to  insure  profit  or  increased  value  of  commod¬ 
ities  and,  as  values  were  rising  constantly,  merchants 

and  others  had  to  resort  to  Lloyd’s  and  the  Companies. 

Shipowners  also  had,  by  insurances  at  Lloyd’s  and 
with  the  Companies,  on  freight,  increased  value,  etc., 

to  supplement  the  inadequate  cover  obtainable  from 
the  Government. 

The  rates  fixed  from  time  to  time  by  the  State  Office 

formed  a  standard  to  which  the  market  had  to  con¬ 

form  in  respect  of  business  coming  within  the  scope 
of  the  scheme.  When  underwriters  wanted  the  risks, 

they  made  a  small  concession;  charging  pounds  instead 

of  guineas,  allowing  a  discount,  or  sometimes  including 

the  marine  risk  gratis.  For  some  comparatively  safe 

voyages  the  Government  flat  rate  was  so  much  above 
a  remunerative  level  that  competition  produced  rates 

far  below  the  Government  figure.  Furthermore,  a 

practice  arose  of  extending  the  scope  of  the  policy  by 

including  risks  not  usually  covered.  This  practice  was 

tolerable  so  long  as  abnormal  premiums  were  paid; 

but  was  a  source  of  loss  as  well  as  annoyance  when,  in 

the  general  laxity  and  unsettlement  following  the  war, 
these  abnormal  risks,  intensified  in  character,  were 
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still  covered,  although  the  unusually  high  premiums  CHAP.  XXII 

had  disappeared.  1914-1918 
It  is  difficult  to  make  unqualified  assertions  about  the 

practice  of  the  State  Office,  which  was  modified  from 

time  to  time;  but,  broadly  speaking,  it  was  confined  to 

vessels  under  the  British  Flag, and  for  along  time  ship¬ 
ments  to  and  from  Scandinavia  and  other  European 

countries,  through  which  goods  might  go  to  or  come 

from  Germany,  were  excluded.  Then  the  State  Office 

confined  itself  to  specific  shipments  by  specific  vessels, 

whereas  a  merchant  often  required  extended  cover  to 

include  consignments  by  vessels  which  he  was  unable 

to  specify  at  the  moment  when  he  required  insurance. 

There  was  also  uncertainty  as  to  rate  because, although 
the  Government  rate  was  not  advanced  from  the  end 

of  1914  to  December  22nd,  1916,  the  insurer  never 
knew  whether  the  rumours  of  impending  increases 
were  true  or  false. 

Reviewing  this  period,  it  is  interesting  to  observe  Supply  of 
,  °.,-r1  lr.  0  .  1  cover  keeps 

how  conveniently  the  supply  ot  insurance  cover  in  the  pace  with 

market  kept  pace  with  the  demand.  At  first  under-  
demand‘ 

writers  were  cautious  and  took  a  lively  interest  in  the 

number  of  ventures  they  were  accumulating  in  any  one 

danger  zone.  It  was  difficult  at  this  period  to  cover  a 

large  amount  on  any  one  risk,  but  it  so  happened  that 
the  demands  then  made  on  the  market  were  small  and, 

as  these  requirements  were  gradually  enlarged  by  the 

increase  in  trade  and  in  commodity  values,  the  cash 

reserves  and  the  confidence  of  underwriters  developed 

simultaneously. 

The  depredations  of  enemy  cruisers  in  foreign  waters 

at  the  outbreak  of  war,  notably  those  of  the  Em  den, were 

sufficiently  damaging  to  keep  up  the  demand  for  in¬ 
surance  and  the  rates  charged .  A  little  later  underwriters 

began  to  learn  that  submarines  could  operate  much 

further  from  their  bases  and  depots,  and  for  much  longer 

periods,  than  had  been  supposed.  Many  underwriters 
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CHAP.  XXII  were  astounded  to  find  that  there  were  a  great  many 

i9i4~i9i8  vessels  torpedoed  off  the  West  Coast  of  Ireland  and  in 
the  Bay  of  Biscay ,  and  ultimately  much  damage  was  done 

even  in  American  waters.  Consequently,  underwriters 

had  continually  to  revise  their  views  and  adjust  their 

rates,  abandoning  the  widely  received  idea  that,  when 

the  German  Fleet  was  bottled  up  and  the  original 

German  raiders  destroyed,  there  would  be  little  more 

than  mine  risks  to  fear,  with  a  possibility  of  further 
raiders  breaking  through,  and  a  remote  chance  of  the 
German  Fleet  taking  the  sea. 

submarines  The  submarine  menace  became  alarming  alike  for  its 

magnitude,  its  ruthless  character,  and  the  complete 

disregard  of  all  the  restraints  which  had  hitherto  gov¬ 
erned  maritime  warfare.  For  some  time  the  belief  was 

held  that  neutral  vessels  would  be  immune,  particular¬ 

ly  when  not  proceeding  to  a  British  port  and,  when 
this  belief  was  falsified,  it  was  still  thought  that  the 
Germans  would  not  desire  or  dare  to  sink  passenger 
steamers.  It  was  found,  however,  that  there  were  no 
limits  either  moral  or  material  to  the  activities  of  the 
submarines,  and  the  losses  were  so  enormous  that 

there  were  few  underwriters,  if  any,  insusceptible  to  a 
nervous  attack,  leading  them  at  one  time  or  another  to 
give  up  writing  war  risks.  They  usually  soon  recovered, 
but  there  were  occasional  days  orweekswhen  the  losses 

sustained  by  Lloyd’s  were  disastrous,  and  would  have 
seriously  contracted  the  market  but  for  the  reserves 
which  had  accumulated. 

The  market  did  not  contract,  and  when  ships  and 
cargoes  reached  enormous  values,  it  was  stronger  by 
the  enrolment  of  many  new  Underwriting  Members 

of  Lloyd’s,  and  larger  by  the  floating  of  new  Com¬ panies,  many  of  which  disappeared  after  a  brief  and 
inglorious  existence. 

Byiqiy^he  lot  of  insurance  brokers  was  very  difficult, 
and  they  might  well  have  re-echoed  the  plaint  of  Mr. 
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Thomas  Reid,  uttered  before  the  Select  Committee  of 

1810.  In  many  offices  practically  all  the  original  staff 
of  military  age  had  departed,  and  work  of  vital  import 
had  to  be  put  through  with  the  help  of  untrained  men 

and  women.  Accordingly  the  strain  on  those  respon¬ 

sible  was  very  great.  The  hours  of  business  at  Lloyd’s 
were  like  those  of  the  days  when  underwriters  were 

driven  away  by  the  ringing  of  bells  and  the  extinguish¬ 
ing  of  candles.  Some  brokers  would  collect  orders  un¬ 

til  four  o’clock  and,  this  being  the  legal  hour  of  closing, 
were  then  free  to  go  to  Lloyd’s  to  start  the  risks,  the 
placing  of  which  would  be  continued  next  day.  The 

Room  was  a  busy  scene  during  the  whole  day  and  there 

was  an  active  market  until  long  after  six  o’clock  each 
evening,  a  facility  which  alone  prevented  hopeless  con¬ 
gestion. 

It  may  be  noted  that  Lloyd’s  being  housed  in  the 
Royal  Exchange  and  within  a  stone’s  throw  of  the  Bank 
of  England — both  buildings  supposed  to  be  favourite 

objectives  of  enemy  Air  Raiders — some  precautions 
were  considered  desirable.  In  June,  1915,  emergency 
exits  were  provided.  Two  years  later,  arrangements 

were  made  for  a  telegraphic  announcement  of  an  im¬ 
pending  air  raid  and,  when  the  danger  was  over,  an 

announcement  “All  clear.”  It  was  the  first  time  the 

structure  of  Lloyd’s — the  great  market  for  war  risks — 
had  itself  been  subjected  to  the  risks  of  war. 

Values  had  so  greatly  increased  by  1917  that,  in  some 

instances,  underwriters  in  that  year  took  premium  for 

war  risks  of  about  £300,000  per  name.  At  the  start  of 

this  year  the  losses  were  appalling  and  market  rates 

were  enormously  in  advance  of  the  Government  rates. 

The  latter,  for  cargo,  had  been  only  1  guinea  per  cent, 

until  a  few  days  before  the  advent  of  1917;  it  was  not 

until  March  19th  that  the  rate  went  up  to  3  guineas, 

and  at  this  period  hulls  were  covered  for  30s.  for  a 
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voyage,  and  60s.  for  three  months.  Below  are  given 
some  of  the  market  rates  at  the  same  time: 

Nature  of  Insurance.  nefcent 

Freight  by  tramp  steamer Alexandria/U.K. 
Parcel  Post London/Australia & 
Cargo  by  Liner Naples/London 

£12 

Cargo 
London/Amsterdam 2 3 

Wheat  by  Neutral Plate/Marseilles 
Liner 

Cadiz/London 

5 Gs- 

Liner Marseilles/Hongkong 8  Gs.  to 

9  Gs. 

Neutral W.  Coast  of  Italy  to 

Marseilles £ 3 
Cargo French  Bay/London 

Zio 

Freight  by  tramp  steamer East  Coast/Port  Said 

13  Gs. 
Profit  by  Liner New  York/London 

£20 

Hull  of  tramp  steamer 

Three  months’  risk  on  stet 

Gibraltar/Spain/U.K. 2*5 imers  trading: 

between  this  Country  and  Gibraltar 
£25 

and  between  Spanish  Mediterranean  and 
London .  . 

£20 

The  above  rates  are  typical,  having  regard  to  the  in¬ 
eligibility  for  the  Government  schemes.  Of  course, 

lower  rates  were  sometimes  accepted,  and,  on  the  other 

hand,  higher  rates  were  often  obtainable,  as  for  in¬ 
stance,  on  a  vessel  named  iVor/mtz  from  U.S.  A.  to  U.K. 

a  rate  of  25  per  cent,  was  paid  for  no  apparent  reason. 

Throughout  the  year  1917,  the  menace  presented  by 

the  enemy’s  intensified  attack  on  seaborne  trade  re¬ 
mained  extremely  serious.  The  losses  of  shipping  from 

February  to  August  were  about  three  times  as  heavy 

as  they  had  been  for  any  previous  period  of  equal 

length,  and  these  losses  naturally  reacted  on  the  marine 
insurance  market.  The  State  was  compelled  in  many 
instances  to  reinsure  risks  on  neutral  vessels  and  their 

cargoes,  and  as  already  mentioned,  the  Government 
rate  on  cargoes  in  British  ships  was  raised,  in  March, 

to  three  guineas  percent.  At  a  later  period,  voyage  pre¬ 
miums  both  for  hulls  and  cargoes  were  fixed,  on  an 
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underwriting  basis,  at  differential  rates,  according  to 

the  nature  of  the  voyage.  In  addition  to  its  war  risk 

activities,  the  State  accepted  marine  insurance  when 

State  interests  required  it,  and  the  market  could  not 

absorb  the  whole  value  to  be  insured.  Contempora¬ 

neously  with  these  business  measures,  the  enemy’s  de¬ 
predations  were  countered  by  a  markedly  successful 

development  of  the  convoy  system,  of  which  the  Com¬ 

mittee  of  Lloyd’s  had  been  such  stalwart  upholders 
during  the  Napoleonic  struggle,  as  well  as  by  the  adop¬ 
tion  of  new  methods  of  attack  on  submarines. 

The  data  are  not  available  which  would  make  it  pos¬ 
sible  to  relate  rates  of  premium  to  the  various  phases 

of  the  conflict  throughout  1917  and  1918;  but  the 

following  rates,  which  were  paid  in  1917,  may  be 
cited: 

Nature  of  Insurance.  ne^rent 

Disbursements  by  a  Liner  Gibraltar/Cardiff  £8 

Brandy  by  a  Liner  Liverpool/Barbados  £g 

Timber  Gothenburg/Tyne  £20 

By  a  tramp  steamer  Alexandria/U.K.  £12 

Goods  by  a  Liner  London/Norway  12  Gs. 

while  a  cover  on  cocoa  from  the  West  Coast  of  Africa 

to  Marseilles  was  placed  at  £12  per  cent. 
On  Greek  steamers  in  Allied  service  even  higher  rates 

were  paid  and,  ultimately,  the  Government  arranged 
insurance  facilities  for  these  steamers  with  approved 

cargoes.  A  typical  instance  may  be  cited,  that  of  two 

Greek  steamers  valued  at  £71,000  and  £82,500  res¬ 

pectively,  insured  for  repeated  voyages;  the  rates  vary 

about  £10  per  cent,  for  a  single  voyage,  and  £17  per 

cent,  or  £  1 8  per  cent,  for  a  round  voyage.  The  broker¬ 

age  earned  on  insurances  such  as  these  inspired  the  re¬ 

cipient  with  a  pleasing  warmth  which,  however,  was 

soon  cooled  by  the  application  of  an  Excess  Profits 

Duty  of  80  per  cent.,  succeeded  by  a  liberal  dose  of 

income  and  super  tax. 
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CHAP.  XXII  Large  underwriting  profits,  subject  to  the  same  heavy 

i9i4-i9i8  taxation,  were  made  at  this  time  by  those  underwriters 
who  were  in  a  position  to  take,  and  did  take  their 

chances  to  write  boldly  and  consistently.  The  greatest 

percentage  of  profit  was,  however,  made  not  on  the 

high  premium  for  sea  war  risk,  but  on  the  Aircraft  risk 

at  rates  as  low  as  is.  per  cent,  on  private  houses.  Large 

profits  were  also  made  on  dock  risks,  on  which  sub¬ 
stantial  premiums  were  paid. 

Missing  ships  An  important  underwriting  development  of  the  latter Agreement  cp  jl 

&  1917-  part  of  the  year  1917  was  the  negotiation  of  the  Missing 
Ships  Agreement.  From  the  beginning  of  the  war, 
British  ships  had  been  requisitioned,  in  ever  increasing 
numbers,  for  Government  service,  on  terms  by  which 
the  State  accepted  full  responsibility  for  war  risk. 
Numerous  cases  arose  in  which  it  was  very  difficult  to 
decide  whether  the  loss  was  properly  attributable  to 
war  perils,  and  some  of  these  cases  were  the  subject  of 
prolonged  litigation.  Missing  vessels  presented  special 
difficulty  and,  to  meet  these  cases,  an  agreement  be¬ 
tween  underwriters  and  the  Government  was  framed  at 

the  instance  of  the  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s.  It  was  felt  that 
an  appeal  to  the  ordinary  Judiciary  was  unsatisfactory, 
because  the  Courts  had  no  power  to  divide  the  loss 
between  those  liable  for  war  and  marine  risks,  in  cases 
where  it  might  seem  equitable  to  do  so.  The  Agree¬ 
ment  was  formulated  in  the  latter  part  of  1917,  and  it 
instituted  a  panel  of  arbitrators,  the  arbitrator  having 
power,  either  to  assign  the  loss  wholly  to  one  side,  or  to 
apportion  it  in  accordance  with  the  probabilities  of  the case. 

Se'enemy^s  Another  question  which  brought  Lloyd’s  into  close 
commerce,  co-operation  with  the  Government  was  the  prevention 

of  enemy  trade.  The  whole  attitude  both  of  the  State 
and  of  individual  business  men  towards  trading  with 
the  enemy,  direct  or  indirect,  had  changed  profoundly 
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since  the  days  when  the  insurance  of  enemy  ships  and 
cargoes  could  be  passionately  defended  on  grounds  of 
national  advantage,  and  at  various  periods  of  the  war 
there  were  anxious  consultations  between  Government 

and  underwriters  as  to  the  best  means  of  preventing 
cover  being  given  to  goods  ostensibly  consigned  to 

neutral  ports,  but  having  in  fact  an  enemy  destination. 
The  Government  were,  in  the  earlier  stages,  under  the 

necessity  of  avoiding  the  Scylla  of  giving  offence  to  the 
United  States  and  the  Charybdis  of  letting  supplies 
find  their  way  to  the  enemy.  They  successfully  avoided 

Scylla  but  too  frequently  were  engulfed  in  Charybdis. 

Eventually,  the  following  clause  was  universally 
adopted: 

“Warranted  free  from  any  claim  arising  from  capture,  seizure, 

“arrest,  restraint  or  detainment  except  by  the  enemies  of 

“Great  Britain  or  by  the  enemies  of  the  Country  to  which  the 

“assured  or  the  ship  belongs.” 

One  of  the  most  astonishing  facts  in  the  history  of 

this  unprecedented  period  was  that  during  all  the 

vicissitudes  of  the  war,  the  volume  of  insurance  busi¬ 
ness  from  neutral  Countries  was  largely  increased,  it 

being  apparently  an  opinion  generally  held  that,  in  an 
insecure  world,  the  maximum  of  safety  was  to  be 
found  in  the  London  market. 

In  1916-17,  the  adventurous  enterprise  of  bringing 

from  various  Baltic  ports  some  eighty-three  British 
steamers,  which  had  been  detained  since  the  outbreak 

of  war,  was  carried  through  with  remarkable  complete¬ 

ness.  The  story  was  told  in  1918  by  Sir  Arthur  Suther¬ 

land,  then  Lord  Mayor  of  Newcastle-on-Tyne,  who, 
in  conjunction  with  personal  friends  in  Sweden,  and 

with  the  approval  of  the  British  Government,  made 

and  consummated  the  plans.  Tonnage  to  the  extent  of 

about  380,000  dead-weight,  with  a  value  at  that  time 
of  about  five  millions,  was  thus  released  at  a  cost  of 

about  £300,000.  The  rate  per  cent,  for  insurance  was 
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CHAP.  XXII  about  20  guineas  and  almost  every  vessel  arrived 

1914-1918  safely. 
Business  fell  off  before  the  end  of  1917;  partly  on  ac¬ 

count  of  the  loss  of  tonnage  and  the  diminution  of  man 

power  left  to  carry  on  the  commerce  of  the  Country, 

partly  because  there  was  a  general  drying  up  of  the 

sources  of  supply  of  many  commodities.  Accordingly, 

all  through  1918  business  was  decreasing  and,  by  the 

time  the  war  ended,  most  brokers’  offices  were  quite 
able  to  deal  comfortably  with  the  demands  made  upon 
them. 

Frustration  It  remains  to  record  the  effect  of  the  war  on  Lloyd’s 

Lloyd’s  policy.  policy  itself.  As  early  as  1898,  the  clause  eliminating 

war  risks  had  become  part  of  the  policy,  but  it  had 

been  customary  to  incorporate  it  in  time  policies  long 

before  then.  In  1919,  following  on  the  decision  against 

underwriters  in  the  case  of  Sanday  v.  British  &  Foreign 

Marine  Insurance  Company ,  what  is  known  as  the 

“Frustration  Clause”  was  inserted,  viz., 
“Warranted  free  of  any  claim  based  upon  loss  of  or  frustration  of  the 
insured  voyage  or  adventure,  caused  by  arrests,  restraints  or  detain¬ 

ments  of  kings,  princes  or  people.” 

It  is  to  be  noted  that  this  clause  is  inserted  in  policies 

which  do  not  exclude  war  risks.  Its  origin  is  thus 

summed  up  in  the  eleventh  edition  of  Arnould’s  great work  on  Marine  Insurance: 

“The  plaintiffs  were  British  merchants  who  had  shipped  linseed  on 
two  British  ships  for  carriage  to  Hamburg.  They  insured  their  goods 
with  the  defendants  under  policies  which  included  restraints  of 

princes  in  the  perils  insured  against.  War  between  Great  Britain  and 

Germany  broke  out  while  the  goods  were  at  sea,  so  that,  by  the  com¬ 
mon  law  of  the  land  prohibiting  trading  with  the  enemy,  the  further 

prosecution  of  the  voyages  became  illegal.  The  ships  discharged  their 

cargoes  in  the  United  Kingdom,  and  the  plaintiffs  gave  notice  of 
abandonment.  The  Court  of  Appeal  affirming  Bailhache,  J.,  held  that 
a  restraint  did  not  necessarily  involve  the  actual  exercise  of  any  physi¬ 
cal  force — it  was  enough  if  the  act  was  prohibited  and  the  State  could 
enforce  the  prohibition;  also  that  the  act  of  the  British  Government  in 

declaring  war  was  a  ‘political  act’  making  it  illegal  and  therefore  im- 
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possible  to  continue  the  voyage,  and  that  this  constituted  a  restraint 

of  princes.  The  same  view  was  taken  in  the  House  of  Lords.”1 

In  insurance,  as  in  other  branches  of  business  activity, 

the  great  struggle  left  an  aftermath.  The  years  suc¬ 
ceeding  the  war  were  marked  by  an  enormous  increase 

in  shipping  values.  At  one  time  a  steamer  which  had 

been  received  from  the  builders  at  a  cost  of  £40,000 

would  attain  a  value  of  over  £200,000.  This  inflation 

was  followed  by  a  sudden  and  complete  deflation,  and 
a  situation  arose  under  which  the  loss  of  a  vessel  from 

an  insured  peril  meant  to  its  owner  all  the  difference 

between  prosperity  and  bankruptcy.  These  unprece¬ 
dented  conditions  gave  rise  to  frauds  upon  a  scale  to 

which  no  approach  can  be  found  in  the  annals  of  insu¬ 
rance.  Indeed,  it  may  be  said  with  truth  that,  just  as 

the  World  War  makes  all  other  wars  seem  compara¬ 

tively  trivial,  so  do  the  frauds  in  connection  with  cer¬ 
tain  steamers  under  Greek  and  Spanish  ownership 

dwarf  all  previous  efforts  into  insignificance.  The  fol¬ 
lowing  extract  from  a  letter  written  in  June,  1921,  by 

Lloyd’s  to  a  high  Greek  Official,  contains  a  terse  and forcible  statement  of  the  facts: 

“Since  the  beginning  of  December  last  there  have  been  no  less  than 
41  Greek  vessel  losses  and  in  almost  every  case  the  facts  put  forward  to 
account  for  the  loss  are  unsatisfactory.  Sudden  and  violent  leaks  are 

said  to  have  occurred  without  any  bad  weather  or  other  circumstances 

to  account  for  them.  These  leaks  are  said  to  have  been  entirely  beyond 

the  control  of  the  vessels’  pumps  and  to  have  resulted  in  the  speedy 
abandonment  of  the  vessel.  In  almost  every  case  the  weather  is  fine 

and  all  the  crew  reach  safety  without  difficulty.  There  has  been  no 

corresponding  loss,  nor  any  loss  above  the  normal,  of  British  vessels. 

“In  other  cases  vessels  are  alleged  to  have  struck  mines  where  no 
mines  were  likely  to  be,  and  the  character  of  the  injury  which  the 

vessel  is  supposed  to  have  sustained  does  not,  in  Underwriters’ 
opinion,  correspond  with  that  which  would  result  from  the  striking  of 
a  mine. 

“In  other  cases  vessels  have  run  ashore  in  positions  in  which  it  is  very 

difficult  to  account  for  them  being.” 
1  Arnould,  nth  Edit.,  p.  1081. 
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The  strict  and  impartial  justice  which  characterises 

British  administration  of  law  imposes  a  tremendous 

task  upon  the  legal  representatives  of  underwriters 

when  resisting  a  claim  for  a  loss  which  has  unquestion¬ 

ably  occurred.  In  these  cases  it  became  necessary  to 
show  that  the  losses  did  not  arise  from  insured  perils, 

that  the  property  was  wilfully  destroyed,  and  that  the 

shipowners  were  parties  to  the  fraud.  These  conten¬ 
tions  were  conclusively  proved  to  the  satisfaction  of 
the  Courts  in  numerous  cases  and,  indeed,  in  almost 

every  case,  frauds  to  the  extent  of  several  millions 

being  defeated.  Many  fraudulent  cargo  claims  were 

similarly  disposed  of.  In  one  particularly  outrageous 

Spanish  case,  an  alleged  cargo  insured  for  the  enor¬ 

mous  sum  of  £370,000  was  said  to  be  lost  by  an  in¬ 
sured  peril,  but  the  claim  was  unfounded  and  was  not 

paid.  An  Egyptian-owned  cargo  insured  for  £80,000 
was  also  the  subject  of  a  fraudulent  claim,  which  was 
defeated  in  Court. 

These  claims  arose  on  policies  effected  partly  at 

Lloyd’s  and  partly  with  Companies.  The  management 
of  the  defence  entailed  severe  labour  and  anxiety  upon 

a  Committee  representing  the  underwriters  interested, 

with  which  the  Salvage  Association  co-operated  with 
its  usual  efficiency.  The  Solicitor  who  ably  directed 
the  defence  was  the  late  Mr.  William  Clifton,  whose 

memory  is  honoured  by  all  who  knew  him,  and  who 

received  the  distinction  of  being  elected  an  Honorary 

Member  of  Lloyd’s. 
Those  who  regard  the  Greek  frauds  as  evidence  of 

racial  deterioration  may  derive  comfort  or  discomfort 

from  the  incidents  set  forth  in  Demosthenes’  oration 
against  Zenothemis: 

“While  the  ship  was  yet  in  port,  Hegestratus  enters  into  a  conspiracy 
with  Zenothemis,  who  was  one  of  his  passengers  .  .  .  Each  of  them 

borrows  money  in  Syracuse,  and  each  refers  to  the  other  to  vouch  for 

his  responsibility  .  .  .  The  money  which  they  contrived  to  borrow  in 

this  way  they  send  to  Massilia  (the  modern  Marseilles)  .  .  .  Neither 
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of  them  brings  any  cargo  on  board.  The  loans  were  made  on  the  usual 
terms,  that,  if  the  ship  returned  safe  to  Syracuse,  the  lenders  should 
receive  back  what  they  had  lent  with  a  large  premium;  if  the  ship  were 
lost,  they  lost  their  money  .  .  .  The  third  day  after  leaving  Syracuse, 
Hegestratus  goes  down  in  the  night-time,  and  begins  to  cut  a  hole  in 

the  ship’s  bottom.  He  is  caught  in  the  act  by  the  passengers  . throws  himself  overboard  .  .  .  and  is  drowned.”  1 

As  a  matter  of  history,  and  without  any  tinge  of 
boastfulness,  some  reference  must  be  made  to  the  con¬ 

tribution  of  Lloyd’s  to  the  war,  apart  from  that  invol¬ 
ved  in  the  ordinary  transaction  of  business.  The 
Great  War,  of  course,  differed  essentially  from  the 
Napoleonic  struggle.  The  latter  was  carried  on  by 
professional  or  impressed  soldiers  and  sailors;  the  for¬ 
mer  took  its  toll  from  all  classes.  Let  it  not  be  said 

that  Lloyd’s  “sent”  from  its  ranks  a  large  body  of  men 
to  risk  life  and  limb  in  the  national  cause.  Many  de¬ 
voted  men  were  already  committed  to  national  de¬ 
fence  when  war  broke  out;  many  more  responded 
without  hesitation  to  the  Call.  In  June,  1916,  before 
the  introduction  of  compulsory  service,  2,485  men 

from  Lloyd’s,  including  162  Members  and  23  Sub¬ 
scribers  ,  had  undertaken  military  service .  The  long  list 
inscribed  in  the  War  Memorial  records  the  names  of 

those  who  never  returned;  many  men  of  ability  and 
character,  full  of  youthful  vigour,  whose  careers  were 

sacrificed  to  a  great  duty.  Many  returned  after  long 

and  arduous  service.  Of  those  who  took  no  part  in 

actual  warfare,  many,  mostly  past  military  age,  relin¬ 
quished  their  business  duties  in  order  to  serve  the 

Country  in  other  ways.  In  these  personal  services, 
from  those  who  risked  life  itself  to  those  who  under¬ 

took  arduous  national  work,  the  contribution  of  Lloyd’s 
to  the  Common  Cause  mainly  consists,  and  it  was  a 

contribution  which  our  ancestors  were  not  called  upon 
to  make. 

1  Demosthenes'  Orations,  Ed.  Kennedy,  Vol.  IV,  1861,  p.  149. 
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CHAP.  XXII  The  Lloyd’s  of  the  Napoleonic  Wars  was,  as  has  been 
1914-1918  seen,  foremost  in  the  promotion  of  patriotic  funds.  It 

is  in  no  way  claimed  that,  in  this  respect,  the  Lloyd’s 
of  1914-18  did  more  than  its  simple  duty,  and  it  is  only 

because  the  history  of  the  time  would  be  incomplete 

without  a  bare  record  of  these  efforts  that,  in  all  humi¬ 

lity,  they  are  set  down  here.  In  comparison  with  vital 

personal  sacrifice  they  are  scarcely  worthy  of  mention. 

In  1915,  Members  subscribed  £115,000,  which  was 

entrusted  to  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  Patriotic  Fund, 
to  be  used  for  the  benefit  of  relatives  of  Soldiers  and 

Sailors. 

Ambulances  costing  £38,500  were  presented  to  the 
French  at  the  time  of  the  heroic  defence  of  Verdun. 

On  March  28th,  1916,  this  gift  was  acknowledged  by 

a  personal  visit  from  Lord  Beresford  and  the  Marquis 

de  Chasseloup-Laubat. 
A  sum  of  over  £100,000  was  given  to  Red  Cross 

Societies,  and  £46,000  was  contributed  to  assist  the 

Young  Men’s  Christian  Association  in  providing  Can¬ teens  and  Huts. 

There  were  other  contributions  for  various  objects 

connected  with  the  War,  and  they  did  not  cease  with 
the  termination  of  hostilities.  On  February  26th,  1920, 

Earl  Haig  visited  Lloyd’s,  and  in  response  to  his  ap¬ 
peal  for  the  Officers’  Association,  £170,000  was  raised. 
In  April,  1915,  a  fund  was  initiated  for  the  purpose  of 

rewarding  and  honouring  Merchant  Seamen  who  had 
rendered  exceptional  services  in  resisting  enemy  attacks . 

The  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  was  also  entrusted  by  some 
private  individuals  with  the  office  of  advising  them  as  to 
those  entitled  to  similar  recognition.  A  large  number  of 
instances  in  which  a  courageous  and  often  successful 
defence  had  been  made  against  submarine  attacks  thus 
came  before  the  Committee,  and  many  rewards  were 

given. 
The  gratification  which  was  generally  felt  that  gal- 
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lantry  of  this  kind  should  be  recognised  is  not  untinged  CHAP.  XXII 
with  a  feeling  of  regret  that  no  special  honour  could  be  1914-1918 
paid  to  the  daily  heroism  of  all  ranks  in  the  Merchant 
Service,  and  especially  the  engineers  and  stokers,  who 

stolidly  “carried  on,”  undeterred  by  the  fact  that,  at 
any  moment,  destruction  and  death  might  come  to 
them.  In  this,  as  in  other  spheres,  the  nation  was 
saved  by  the  nobodies. 

D  D* 



CHAPTER  XXIII. 

LLOYD’S  TO-DAY. 

1871-1927. 

WILLIAM  F ARRANT  who  for  many  years  oc¬ cupied  the  Caller’s  rostrum — a  man  of  digni¬ 
fied  presence  and  excellent  manners,  gifted 

with  a  mellifluous  voice,  was  once  asked  by  a  lady 

visitor  the  comprehensive  question — “But  what  is 

Lloyd’s?”  “Individually,  Madam,”  he  replied  “we  are 

Underwriters;  collectively  we  are  Lloyd’s.”  As  a  suc¬ cinct  definition  this  cannot  be  bettered. 

Lloyd’s  as  a  Corporation  does  not  subscribe  policies 
of  insurance;  that  is  the  business  of  Underwriting 

Members  who  subscribe  policies  “each  for  himself  and 

not  one  for  another . ”  U ntil  comparatively  recent  times 

the  Corporation  possessed  very  little  control  over  indi¬ 
vidual  Members.  Much  care  was  exercised  in  the  elec¬ 

tion  of  Members;  but  when  a  man  found  himself  a  duly 

elected  Underwriting  Member  his  freedom  of  action 

was  almost  unrestricted  excepting  by  the  public  opinion 

of  “the  Room,”  i.e.,  the  general  body  of  Members,  a 
very  powerful  influence  but  without  legal  force.  For  a 

long  time  this  loose  form  of  government  or  absence  of 

government  worked  exceedingly  well.  Failures  very 
seldom  occurred  and  when  they  did  occur  the  insuring 

public  seldom  suffered  loss.  It  must  be  remembered 

that  Lloyd’s  underwriters  do  not  accept  any  business 

except  through  brokers.1  Now  responsible  firms  of 
brokers  felt  that  if  an  underwriter  failed  to  meet  his 

obligations  the  broker  also  would  suffer  in  reputation. 

His  business  is  to  provide  a  sound  article,  and  although 

he  is  not  legally  liable  provided  he  has  exercised  proper 

care,  he  is  not  comfortable  when  he  has  supplied  his 

1  In  earlier  times  much  business  was  placed  at  Lloyd’s  and  elsewhere  by  Merchant  Bankers 
who  were  the  predecessors  of  the  modern  Joint  Stock  Bank. 
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client  with  a  policy  upon  which  he  cannot  recover.  So 
keenly  did  some  brokers  feel  this  moral  responsibility 
that  they  made  good  losses  from  their  own  resources. 

But  with  the  great  development  of  world  commerce 
(for  it  must  be  remembered  that  an  enormous  foreign 
business  comes  to  London)  it  came  to  be  recognised 

that  the  old  system  of  laissez  jaire  required  modifica¬ 
tion.  The  result  of  the  various  regulations  which  have 
from  time  to  time  been  adopted  is  that,  whilst  a  great 
measure  of  freedom  remains  to  the  individual,  he  is 

only  allowed  to  exercise  that  freedom  subject  to  cer¬ 

tain  conditions.  The  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  does  not 
and  indeed  cannot  supervise  the  details  of  a  Member’s 
business;  but  it  does  seek  to  establish  a  proper  ratio 
between  his  commitments  and  the  resources  available 

for  meeting  those  commitments. 

The  Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  itself  is  a  permanent 
symbol  covering  an  ever  changing  body  of  Members, 

who  are  elected  and  in  due  course  die  or  resign,  their 

places  being  filled  by  new  elections.  The  Members  of 

Lloyd’s,  Underwriting  and  Non-Underwriting,  com¬ 
prise  the  Corporation,  they  alone  having  the  power  of 

voting  at  Elections  of  the  Committee  or  upon  questions 

submitted  by  referendum.  In  addition  to  Members, 

access  to  the  Room  is  given  to  Annual  Subscribers  and 

Associates,  the  latter  body  being  composed  of  persons 

engaged, not  directly  in  insurance, but  in  related  activi¬ 
ties  such  as  Average  Adjusting.  Brokers  having  access 

to  Lloyd’s  are  Annual  Subscribers  unless,  as  is  fre¬ 
quently  the  case,  they  are  Underwriting  or  Non-Under¬ 
writing  Members. 

Underwriting  Members  fall  into  two  categories,  viz.: 

(i)  those  who  accept  risks  for  themselves  and  for 

others,  and  (2)  those  who  employ  an  agent  to  under¬ 
write  for  them  and  do  not  themselves  engage  actively 

in  the  business.  Those  who  belong  to  the  second  cate¬ 

gory  need  only  possess  one  qualification  beyond  that 
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of  unimpeachable  character,  viz.:  that  of  being  able  to 

meet  their  pecuniary  engagements.  It  is  to  the  Under¬ 

writing  Agent  that  the  stability  and  good  name  of 

Lloyd’s  are  confided,  and  upon  him  alone  depends  the 
profit  or  loss  of  the  Members  for  whom  he  acts.  The 

Agent  has  usually  served  an  apprenticeship  as  deputy 

to  another  Agent.  His  remuneration  consists  of  salary 

and  commission  on  profits;  the  former  small,  the  latter 

substantial.  A  good  Agent  is  cheap  and  a  bad  one  dear 

at  any  price.  This  is  true  in  most  business  enterprises 

but  pre-eminently  true  in  underwriting. 

In  the  annals  of  Lloyd’s  the  word  “Substitute”  fre¬ 

quently  occurs.  A  “Substitute”  is  an  authorised  repre¬ sentative  of  a  Member  or  Subscriber,  who  is  admitted 

to  the  Room  by  authority  of  the  Committee  and  on 

the  nomination  of  his  employer.  A  small  annual  sub¬ 
scription  is  exacted  in  respect  of  each  Substitute. 

From  this  body  the  active  underwriters  and  brokers 
are  recruited. 

Let  us  consider  the  career  of  an  underwriting 

“Name,”  that  is  an  Underwriting  Member  of  Lloyd’s 
represented  by  an  Agent.  He  is  a  capitalist  pure  and 

simple.  He  toils  not  neither  does  he  spin,  but  he  is  in¬ 
dispensable.  His  function  is  to  provide  capital  and  to 

incur  risk.  His  liability  is  unlimited.  Desiring  to  be¬ 
come  an  Underwriting  Member,  he,  first  of  all,  makes 

his  preliminary  arrangements  with  an  Agent.  He  then 

gets  six  Members  to  sign  his  nomination  paper.  The 

next  step  is  to  grapple  with  an  exhaustive  printed  cate¬ 

chism  propounded  by  the  Committee.  Then  the  can¬ 
didate,  with  the  first  of  his  sponsors,  submits  himself 

to  a  personal  interview  with  a  Sub-Committee.  If  ap¬ 
proved,  he  is  informed  that  the  Committee  will  admit 

him,  subject  to  certain  conditions  which  are  designed 

to  give  the  Committee  power  to  see  that  he  shall  carry 
out  the  requirements  laid  down  for  the  security  of  the 
insuring  public.  He  is  required  to  undertake  that  his 
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annual  premium  income  shall  not  exceed  a  certain  CHAP. XXIII 

amount,  and  he  is  called  upon  to  deposit  securities  and  1871-1927 
guaranties  on  a  scale  adequate  to  his  commitments .  The 

next  item  in  the  ceremony  is  the  exaction  of  a  substantial 

entrance  fee  and  a  moderate  annual  subscription. 

Immediately  after  incorporation  (in  July,  1871),  the 
entrance  fee  for  a  new  Underwriting  Member  was  fixed 

at  £50.  In  December  of  the  same  year  it  was  raised  to 

£100;  in  April,  1887,  to  £ 200 ;  in  January,  1891,  to 

£400,  and  in  November,  1920,  to  £500 — which  how¬ 
ever  is  reduced  to  £250,  in  certain  specified  cases. 

These  requirements  being  complied  with,  the  new  t^set^dium 
Member  comes  to  terms  with  his  Agent,  and  business 
is  forthwith  transacted  in  his  name.  In  former  times 

he  would,  if  his  Agent  agreed,  be  permitted  to  receive 

his  premium  as  it  came  to  hand  and  pay  his  claims  as 

they  arose.  For  a  long  time  however  it  has  been  com¬ 

pulsory  to  pay  the  premium  into  a  trust  fund  under  a 

trust  deed,  so  that  should  the  “Name”  fail  from  causes 
other  than  his  underwriting  commitments,  the  pre¬ 
mium  received  cannot  be  diverted  to  purposes  other 

than  the  satisfaction  of  his  underwriting  liabilities. 

The  object  of  this  provision  is,  of  course,  to  give  the 

same  security  to  the  assured  as  was  provided  by  the 

prohibition  of  underwriting  in  partnership  by  the  Act 

of  1720.  It  has  already  been  shown  that  one  effect  of 

this  Act  was  to  keep  the  underwriter’s  premium  fund 
wholly  distinct  from  the  funds  of  any  mercantile  firm 

in  which  he  might  be  a  partner,  with  the  result  that 

the  underwriting  debts  of  a  bankrupt  underwriter  were 

often  paid  in  full,  while  his  other  creditors  had  to  be 

satisfied  with  a  dividend.  When  the  marine  insurance 

clauses  of  the  Bubble  Act  were  repealed  in  1824,  this 

security  vanished;  but  early  in  the  present  century  the 

Members  of  Lloyd’s  themselves,  not  without  consider¬ 

able  opposition,  voluntarily  replaced  the  security  of 

the  assured  on  its  old  footing,  by  the  establishment  of 
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CHAP. XXIII  the  premium  trust  fund.  Indeed  it  did  more  than  this, 

1871-1927  because  even  the  bankrupt’s  personal  debts,  other  than 
liabilities  under  policies,  cannot  rank  against  the  pre¬ 
mium  fund.  The  management  of  this  fund  forms  an 

important  and  highly  responsible  part  of  the  Under¬ 

writing  Agent’s  duties. 
The  Audit.  In  underwriting  accounts,  each  year  is  dealt  with  sepa¬ 

rately,  and  the  result  of  a  year’s  operations  is  not  as¬ 
certainable  for  three  or  four  years.  Even  at  the  end  of 

this  period  a  prudent  Agent  will  probably  retain  the 

whole  or  a  part  of  the  profits  (if  any)  as  a  reserve,  and 

the  “Name”  will  have  the  bracing  and  salutary  ex¬ 
perience  of  paying  taxes  upon  his  savings .  If,  however, 

the  business  prove  reasonably  successful,  the  waiting 

time  comes  to  an  end,  and  thereafter  the  “Name”  may 
receive  an  amount  more  or  less  considerable  every 

year.  During  all  this  period  his  accounts  will  be  sub¬ 
jected  to  a  rigorous  audit;  not  an  audit  in  the  ordinary 

sense,  which  merely  implies  accurate  accounts,  but  an 

audit  designed  to  ascertain  that,  at  each  accounting 
period,  the  assets  are  sufficient  to  meet  the  liabilities, 

actual  and  prospective.  So  stated  this  may  seem  to  be 

simple  enough,  but  the  tests  applied  are  of  a  very 

searching  nature  and  involve  the  most  careful  analysis. 
If  the  requirements  are  not  met,  the  underwriter  must 
cease  business.  In  most  cases  all  goes  well  and  the 

“Name”  knows  nothing  of  the  audit  except  that  he 
has  survived  it.  Men  have  come  into  Lloyd’s  young 
and  departed  at  a  good  old  age,  their  happy  experience 
being  that  of  receiving  an  annual  cheque,  and  occasion¬ 

ally  grumbling  because  it  was  not  so  large  as  that  of 
the  previous  year.  But  others  have  fared  badly;  some 
disastrously.  And  from  all  there  is  but  one  lesson  to 

be  learned,  viz.:  “Choose  well  your  Agent.” 

the  Audit  The  Annual  Audit  to  which  all  Members  of  Lloyd’s 

submit  is,  as  already  said,  a  very  formidable  process, 
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quite  different  from  and  far  more  searching  than  the  CHAP. XXIII 

ordinary  audit  customary  with  other  undertakings.  1871-1927 
Its  establishment  is  one  of  the  outstanding  events  in 

the  annals  of  Lloyd’s.  Amongst  those  who  took  a  lead¬ 
ing  part  in  this  important  movement,  Sir  John  Lus- 
combe  and  Sir  Raymond  Beck  deserved  and  received 

special  recognition,  each  being  awarded  the  gold  medal 

for  services  to  Lloyd’s,  and  Sir  Raymond  Beck  being 
the  first  recipient  of  that  distinction.  Sir  Raymond 
Beck  received  this  presentation  in  December,  1919, 
whilst  Sir  John  Luscombe  was  similarly  honoured  in 

June,  1920,  when  the  50th  anniversary  of  his  member¬ 
ship  took  place. 

In  making  the  presentation  to  Sir  John  Luscombe, 

the  then  Chairman,  Mr.  Sidney  Boulton,  attributed 
the  idea  of  the  audit  to  Mr.  Cuthbert  Heath  who,  as 

early  as  1906,  refused  to  issue  a  guarantee  policy  to 
members  unless  their  accounts  were  submitted  to  audit. 

The  certificate  required  by  Mr.  Heath  was  much  more 

elementary  than  the  searching  examination  now  im¬ 

posed ,  but  it  was  the  germ  from  which  the  plant  of  to-day 
has  sprung. 

Again,  as  so  often  during  its  long  history,  Lloyd’s  res¬ 
ponded  to  the  requirements  of  progress.  But  the 

movement  required  many  qualities:  originality,  per¬ 
severance,  firmness,  and  tact.  Mr.  Boulton  declared 

that  no  one  but  Sir  John  Luscombe  could  have  induced 

so  conservative  a  body  as  Lloyd’s  to  accept  the  change, 

and  it  was  generally  felt  that  Sir  John  Luscombe’s 
charm  of  manner  and  persuasiveness  were  important 

factors  in  this  great  achievement. 

Mr.  Sidney  Boulton  (subsequently  Chairman  of 

Lloyd’s)  was  himself  a  very  able,  determined,  and 
energetic  member  of  the  group  which  established  the 

audit,  and  the  movement  owed  much  to  his  vigorous 

personality.  It  is  an  odd  circumstance  that  the  most 
vital  factor  in  the  whole  scheme  was  inserted  as  an 
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CHAP. XXIII  amendment.  This  was  the  all-important  requirement 

1871-1927  that  the  current  premium  should  be  held  under  a 
trust  deed  and  segregated  to  the  payment  of  claims. 

This  was  moved  at  a  meeting  in  November,  1908,  in 

an  exceedingly  cogent  speech  by  Mr.  Arthur  White, 

whose  premature  death  was  a  great  loss  to  Lloyd’s. 

The  security  wqi  be  seen  aim  which  the  Corporation 

policy-  has  set  before  itself,  is  so  to  order  its  affairs  that  the 

holder  of  a  Lloyd’s  policy  may  have  an  absolutely  un¬ 
impeachable  contract,  and  that  so  far  as  financial  sta¬ 
bility  is  concerned,  one  Member  shall  be  as  good  as 
another.  Amongst  the  Members  are  to  be  found  some 
of  the  wealthiest  men  in  commerce,  whilst  others  are 

men  of  moderate  fortune.  The  aim  of  Lloyd’s  is  that 
every  signatory  alike  shall  be  good  for  his  engagements. 

Not  many  years  ago  some  prominent  Members  thought 

otherwise;  they  remembered  the  prestige  of  “Julians” 
as  Angerstein’s  policies  were  called,  and,  in  the  circum¬ 
stances  of  their  day,  brokers  would  give  them  a  prefer¬ 

ence.  But  in  the  developments  of  our  time  it  has  be¬ 
come  evident  that  if  one  Member  suffer,  all  suffer  with 

him.  It  is  recognised  that  the  good  name  of  Lloyd’s  is 
a  great  trust,  and  there  has  grown  up  an  esprit  de  corps 

which  has  shown  itself  capable  of  bearing  a  strain 

which  might  well  have  been  considered  insupportable. 

episode”8  recent  years  there  was  admitted  to  Lloyd’s  a  man who  behaved  like  a  criminal  lunatic.  In  relation  to  that 

person’s  commitments  (which  had  nothing  to  do  with 
the  ordinary  business  of  Lloyd’s),  the  Members  volun¬ 
tarily  disbursed  more  than  £500,000.  This  vast  sum 

was  paid  out  notwithstanding  the  fact  that  the  transac¬ 
tions  were  in  the  main  fraudulent;  but  the  payments 
were  of  course  made  only  to  innocent  parties  who 
would  otherwise  have  been  heavy  losers  by  a  fraud  in 
which  they  had  no  part.  It  is  interesting  to  reflect  that 

it  was  undoubtedly  the  unique  constitution  of  Lloyd’s 
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that  made  this  remarkable  effort  practicable.  There  CHAP. XXIII 

was  no  compulsion  and  no  dissent.  An  equitable  basis  1871-1927 
was  found,  and  each  member  without  exception  con¬ 
tributed  his  quota.  It  was  a  striking  example  of  the 

efficiency  of  community  of  sentiment  and  interest, 

when  applied  to  the  maintenance  of  a  high  standard. 

It  may  be  observed  that  there  is  no  community  of  in¬ 
terest  amongst  Insurance  Companies  analogous  to  that 

subsisting  between  Lloyd’s  Underwriters.  The  busi¬ 

ness  of  an  underwriter  at  Lloyd’s  is  carried  on  just  as 
completely  for  his  own  profit  as  is  the  business  of  a 

Company  carried  on  for  the  Company’s  profit.  But 
each  Company  is  an  entity  without  any  moral  or  senti¬ 
mental  responsibility  for  other  Companies.  The  name 

of  Lloyd’s  under  which  all  Members  trade,  whilst  con¬ 
ferring  prestige,  also  entails  a  common  regard  for  the 

general  credit  of  “the  Room.”  Whilst  there  is  no  legal 

responsibility  resting  upon  the  Corporation  for  an  in¬ 

dividual  Member’s  default,  it  is  impossible  for  the  gene¬ 
ral  body  of  Members  to  look  with  indifference  on  the 

failure  of  one  of  their  number.  Thus  it  has  happened 

that,  while  during  the  last  few  decades  the  insuring 

public  has  lost  scarcely  at  all  by  failures  at  Lloyd’s,  the 
loss  by  the  default  of  public  companies  has  been  very 

considerable.  It  is  possible  that  the  more  powerful 

Companies  may  feel  a  certain  complacence  at  the  dis¬ 

appearance  of  weaker  rivals  as  tending  to  divert  busi¬ 
ness  to  themselves,  but  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  every 

failure  tends  to  bring  discredit  on  the  London  market. 

At  the  moment  when  these  words  are  written,  the  Membership 

Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  consists  of  1,248  Underwriting  
andId9e2i;osits- 

Members  and  95  Non-Underwriting  Members.  An¬ 

nual  Subscribers  number  354,  and  there  are  89  Asso¬ 

ciates.  The  securities  deposited  with  the  Corporation 

to  safeguard  the  interests  of  policy  holders  amount  to 

£10,414,729.  The  premium  funds  in  trust  amount  
to 

several  millions.  Then  there  are  guarantee  policies 
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CHAP. XXIII  amounting  to  £11,500,000,  and  there  is  also  the  secu- 

1871-1927  rity  of  each  Member’s  personal  fortune,  liability  being 
unlimited.  These  funds,  in  conjunction  with  the  rigor¬ 

ous  audit  already  mentioned,  have  fulfilled  the  expec¬ 
tations  of  the  Committee.  But  the  system  of  individual 

trading  and  individual  responsibility  continues.  The 
securities  mentioned  above  do  not  form  a  common 

fund  out  of  which  losses  are  made  good.  They  are  the 

aggregate  of  the  deposits  made  by  all  the  Members,  and 

each  Member’s  deposit  is  available  for  his  own  liabili¬ 

ties  and  not  for  any  other  Member’s  commitments. 
One  Member  is  liable  to  make  good  the  losses  of 

another  only  to  the  extent  to  which  he  has  agreed  to  do 

so  by  subscribing  a  guarantee  policy.  For  the  ordinary 
business  of  insurance  these  measures  have  proved  to 

be  amply  adequate,  and  the  remarkable  case  above  re¬ 

corded  shows  what  Lloyd’s  can  do  in  the  way  of  meeting 
an  unforeseen  emergency. 

changes  and  Those  whose  memories  of  Lloyd’s  extend  over  forty leaders  at  ^  ^ 

Lloyd’s.  or  fifty  years  will  agree  that  the  “Room”  has  been 
transformed  from  a  loosely  organised,  highly  indivi¬ 
dualistic  and  conservative  body  to  a  modern,  regulated, 

and  progressive  institution,  always  adapting  itself  to 
the  requirements  of  modern  commerce.  Members 

with  this  long  experience  will  recognise  also  that  the 

Lloyd’s  of  the  twentieth  century  owes  much  to  two 
remarkable  men,  one  who  has  passed  from  the  scene, 
Mr.  Frederick  William  Marten,  the  other,  still  in  active 

life,  Mr.  Cuthbert  Eden  Heath.  To  say  that  they  were 
self-made  men  will  not  distinguish  them  from  others; 
for  all  successful  underwriters  are  self-made.  One  can 
no  more  inherit  underwriting  ability  than  one  can  be  a 
hereditary  poet. 

F.  W.  Marten.  The  revolution  wrought  by  Marten  consisted  in  the 

scale  of  his  operations  and  the  persistence  with  which 
he  pursued  new  methods  in  the  face  of  much  criticism 
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and  to  the  accompaniment  of  the  headshaking  of  those 

in  authority.  During  the  middle  years  of  the  nine¬ 

teenth  century,  the  underwriters  at  Lloyd’s  had  be¬ 
come  less  enterprising  and  self-confident  than  they 
were  in  the  days  of  Angerstein  and  Marry  at.  They 

were  cautious  in  accepting  risks  and  wrote,  indivi¬ 
dually,  only  comparatively  small  lines  on  the  risks  they 
accepted.  In  these  circumstances,  business  began  to 

drift  away  from  Lloyd’s  to  the  big  marine  insurance 
companies.  Down  to  about  i860  the  competition  of 

the  Companies  had  not  been  very  effective;  but  with 

the  decay  of  enterprise  at  Lloyd’s  and  the  growth  of 
experience  in  joint-stock  underwriting,  it  became  for¬ 

midable.  In  the  seventies  and  eighties  of  the  last  cen¬ 
tury  there  were  a  number  of  sound  companies,  ably 

managed  by  men  trained  at  Lloyd’s,  competing  for 
marine  risks  and,  when  Marten  first  began  to  operate, 

Lloyd’s  was  scarcely  more  than  a  supplementary  mar¬ 
ket.  As  he  proceeded,  and  was  followed  by  competi¬ 

tors,  he  created  in  Lloyd’s  an  alternative  market  where 
it  was  possible  to  place  insurances  on  a  scale  quite  un¬ 
known  fifty  years  ago.  This  movement,  coinciding  as  it 
did  with  a  vast  expansion  of  British  commerce,  was  a 

great  service  to  the  whole  insurance  community  and 

was  a  powerful  factor  in  making  London  the  centre  of 

world  insurance;  for  nowhere  else  could  a  sound  mar¬ 
ket  be  discovered  for  the  ever  increasing  values  for 

which  cover  was  required.  Another  characteristic  of 

Marten  was  his  readiness  to  consider  new  require¬ 
ments  and  to  bring  to  current  business  a  fresh  mind 

unhampered  by  prejudice  or  precedent. 

He  underwrote  for  about  twelve  “Names,”  and  his 
marine  premium  income  was  often  far  in  excess  of 

that  of  a  great  insurance  company.  He  was  a  man  of 

exceptional  though  highly  specialised  mental  power. 

He  possessed  moreover  other  characteristics  of  a  moral 

order  which  greatly  enhanced  his  success,  a  remarkable 

CHAP.  XXIII 1871-1927 

Companies’ 

competition, 

c.  1870-80. 

Marten  and 

large  scale underwriting. 
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CHAP.  XXIII  imperturbability  in  face  of  disaster  and  an  admirable 

1871-1927  habit  of  keeping  faith.  He  never  “let  down”  a  broker 
by  quoting  him  a  rate  and  subsequently,  in  a  fit  of  for¬ 
getfulness,  underwriting  the  same  risk  to  a  competitor 
at  a  lower  premium. 

An  interesting  result  of  the  change  which  the  move¬ 

ment  initiated  by  Marten  brought  about,  is  that  where¬ 
as,  prior  to  his  day,  the  Companies,  in  their  search  for 

underwriters,  picked  the  best  men  from  Lloyd’s,  in 
these  times  a  prominent  Lloyd’s  underwriter  can  very 
seldom  be  tempted  to  occupy  the  underwriting  chair 

of  a  Company.  A  very  aged  underwriter  recently  de¬ 

ceased,  who  underwrote  at  Lloyd’s  in  the  pre-Marten 

epoch,  represented  three  “Names”  and  related  that  he 

was  afraid  to  take  a  fourth  for  fear  of  “spoiling  his 

show,”  a  cryptic  phrase  which,  being  interpreted, 
signifies  losing  his  business.  This  gentleman,  Mr.  F.A. 

White,  left  Lloyd’s  in  1874,  underwrote  for  the  Marine 
Insurance  Company  from  1874  to  1&99>  then  became 

a  director  and  in  June,  1924,  completed  fifty  years  with 

the  Company.  In  1926,  at  the  age  of  85,  he  hunted 
three  days  a  week. 

FdenHeath  ̂   geography  of  Lloyd’s  Room,  the  “box”  of Marten  lies  next  to  that  of  Mr.  Heath  so  that,  by  an 
odd  accident,  these  two  revolutionaries  sat  back  to 

back,  and  the  crowd  of  brokers  waiting  for  Marten 

jostled  the  crowd  waiting  for  Mr.  Heath.  The  juxta¬ 

position  was  significant  for,  though  the  delimitation  of 

their  spheres  of  influence  was  well  marked,  the  large 

scale  underwriting  initiated  by  the  one  was  essential  to 
the  revolutionary  operations  of  the  other.  Let  those 

who  think  the  word  “revolutionary”  exaggerated  con¬ 
sider  the  conservatism,  indeed  the  pompous  diehard- 

ism,  of  the  Lloyd’s  of  forty  years  ago.  At  this  epoch  it 
was  customary  to  write  by  hand  the  names  composing 

a  group,  with  the  amounts  accepted  by  each  “Name.” 
The  suggestion  was  made  (some  thought  inspired  by 
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Satan)  that  the  insertion  of  the  names  in  the  policy 
should  be  by  means  of  a  rubber  stamp  and  the  whole 

amount  accepted  by  the  syndicate,  of  say  six  “Names,” 
bracketed  with  the  words  “each  one  sixth.”  This  was 

thought  to  be  “  opening  the  floodgates”  but,  very  gradu¬ 
ally,  such  is  the  depravity  of  man,  the  practice  be¬ 

came  universal.1  To  such  a  community  Mr.  Heath’s 
proceedings  were  indeed  portentous,  and  they  would 
have  been  abruptly  terminated  but  for  the  fact  that  he 

was  personally  unexceptionable  and  that  his  revolution 

was  brought  about  in  the  English  manner,  gradually, 

peacefully,  almost  imperceptibly. 
The  son  of  one  Admiral  and  godson  of  another,  Mr. 

Heath  was  only  prevented  from  entering  the  navy  by 

his  deafness,  so  that  a  philosophic  mind  may  reflect 

that,  but  for  this  infirmity,  Lloyd’s  might  have  re¬ 
mained  a  purely  marine  insurance  institution  and,  for 

good  or  evil,  another  Admiral  might  have  been  in  com¬ 
mand  at  the  battle  of  Jutland.  After  a  year  or  two  in  a 

broker’s  office  he  became  an  Underwriting  Member  of 

Lloyd’s  in  the  early  eighties  and,  for  two  years,  he  em¬ 
ployed  an  U nderwriting  Agent  with  no  marked  success . 

He  then  began  underwriting  for  himself  and  two 

others.  His  father  happened  to  be  a  director  of  the 

ancient  mutual  fire  office  known  as  the  “Hand  in 

Hand”  and,  as  mutual  offices  were  debarred  from  re¬ 

insuring  with  Tariff  Companies,  a  re-insurance  con¬ 

tract  was  placed  with  Lloyd’s  Underwriters.  Very  soon 
Mr.  Heath  was  underwriting  for  a  considerable  number 

of  “Names,”  and  the  business  of  fire  insurance  at 

Lloyd’s  rapidly  developed.  As  it  developed,  the  scope 
was  increased  by  the  issue  of  policies  covering  loss  of 

profit  by  reason  of  fire,  a  revolutionary  proceeding 

which  caused  the  then  Chairman  of  the  Tariff  Com¬ 

panies’  Committee  to  warn  Mr.  Heath  that,  by  accept- 
1  In  the  Golden  Fleece  policy  of  1681,  it  was  thought  necessary  for  each  underwriter 

to  sign  thus  :  “^ioo  I  John  Berry  am  content  with  this  assurance  which  God  preserve 

for  ̂ IOO.  20  January,  1680.  ” 

CHAP. XXIII 
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CHAP. XXIII  ing  this  risk,  he  was  ruining  fire  insurance.  Undeter- 

1871-1927  red  by  this  warning,  the  innovator  produced  a  fresh 
monstrosity  in  the  shape  of  the  first  burglary  policy, 

Burglary  the  parent  of  an  innumerable  progeny.  Here  the  supply 

produced  a  demand  which  forced  the  Companies  re¬ 

luctantly  to  take  up  this  new  branch  of  business.  One 

of  the  most  important  Companies  disliked  the  risk  so 

much  that  Mr.  Heath  for  some  years  had  the  pleasure 

of  reinsuring  the  whole  amount  accepted  by  that  Com¬ 

pany.  The  great  development  of  Employers’  Liability, 
occasioned  by  the  various  Acts  of  Parliament  dealing 

with  that  subject,  led  to  a  further  extension  of  the 

sphere  of  insurance  business  effected  at  Lloyd’s  and, 
here  too,  Mr.  Heath  was  one  of  the  chief  pioneers.  The 

insurance  against  hurricanes  and  earthquakes  was  also 
introduced,  on  the  basis  of  an  exhaustive  statistical 

survey  undertaken  by  Mr.  Christopher  Head,  whose 

career  was  tragically  ended  in  the  Titanic. 

Growth  of 

fire  risk 

insurance 

at  Lloyd’s. 

There  was  a  weakness  in  the  constitution  of  Lloyd’s which  it  became  essential  to  remove  in  order  to  make 

possible  the  development  of  an  immense  non-marine 
business.  Although  fire  insurance,  as  already  shown, 

was  practised  at  Lloyd’s  more  than  a  hundred  years 
ago,1  it  had  never  taken  root,  and  the  deposits  exacted 
from  underwriters  as  a  condition  precedent  to  mem¬ 

bership  were,  by  trust  deed,  expressly  limited  to  ma¬ 

rine  and  transit  insurances.  The  assured’s  security  for 
non-marine  risk  was  therefore  dependent  solely  on  the 

underwriter’s  solvency,  without  recourse  to  the  de¬ 
posits.  This  weakness  has  been  completely  surmoun¬ 
ted:  but  for  a  considerable  time  the  Committee  of 

Lloyd’s  was  more  concerned  to  discourage  fire  insur¬ 
ance  than  to  increase  it  by  giving  security  to  the  assured . 
On  the  nth  November,  1885,  the  Committee  in¬ 

structed  the  printers  of  Lloyd’s  policies  not  to  print 
1  See  p.  219  supra. 
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Lloyd’s  stamp  on  any  Fire  Insurance  policy  and,  on the  23rd  March,  1892,  the  following  notice,  authorised 
by  the  Committee,  appeared  in  the  Times : 

“In  view  of  the  increasing  number  of  policies  effected  at  Lloyd’s covering  risks  not  connected  with  marine  insurance,  the  Committee  of 

Lloyd’s  desire  to  call  attention  to  the  fact  that  the  deposits  and  guaran¬ tees  lodged  with  them  by  underwriting  members  as  security  for  their 

individual  liabilities  contracted  at  Lloyd’s  are  applicable  only  to  settle¬ 
ment  of  claims  arising  upon  policies  which  relate  to  the  following  sub¬ 
ject  matters  of  insurance,  viz:  vessels  of  any  description  (including 
barges  and  dredgers)  cargoes,  freights,  and  other  interests  which  may 
be  legally  insured  in,  by,  or  in  relation  to  vessels,  cargoes,  and  freights; 
goods,  wares,  merchandise,  and  property  of  whatever  description  in¬ 
sured  for  any  transit  by  land  or  water,  or  both,  and  whether  or  not  in¬ 
cluding  warehouse  risks  or  similar  risks  in  addition  or  as  incidental  to 

such  transit.” 

This  was  an  honest  and  straightforward  notification 

to  those  who  accepted  a  Lloyd’s  Fire  policy;  but,  if  the 
Committee  of  that  day  had  favoured  the  new  develop¬ 
ment,  they  would  have  sought  to  remedy  the  weakness 
rather  than  advertise  it.  Fortunately  Mr.  Heath  was 
foremost  amongst  those  who  desired  to  take  every  rea¬ 
sonable  measure  for  establishing  the  business  on  a 
sound  basis.  As  already  mentioned  he  had  anticipated 
the  audit  before  it  was  universally  adopted  by  Mem¬ 
bers  and,  in  association  with  Mr.  Henry  Head,  had 
taken  the  fundamental  precaution  of  establishing  a 
trust  for  premiums.  Although  he  became  an  under¬ 

writer  on  a  very  large  scale,  he  was  extremely  cautious 
in  the  early  stages  of  his  innovations.  The  premium 

accepted  for  a  syndicate  of  fifteen  ‘‘Names”  was,  in  the 
first  year  (1887),  only  £2,300;  for  1888  it  was  £7,000; 

by  1907,  it  had  risen  to  £100,000  for  twenty  “Names.” 
In  the  interim  Mr.  Heath  was  writing  for  other  syndi¬ 
cates,  and  steps  had  been  taken  to  provide  security  for 
non-marine  risks. 

The  institution  of  the  audit,  and  of  the  system  of 

guarantees  in  respect  of  non-marine  risks,  came  pre¬ 
cisely  at  the  moment  when  the  Assurance  Companies 

CHAP.  XXIII 
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CHAP. XXIII  Act  was  in  course  of  preparation.  The  promoters  of 

1871-1927  that  Act  were  supposed  to  be  far  from  friendly  to 

Lloyd’s,  and  in  some  quarters,  hopes  were  cherished 
that  the  enactment  might  be  turned  into  an  engine 

for  the  elimination  of  Lloyd’s  as  a  market  for  non¬ 
marine  risks.  In  dealing  with  this  critical  situation  Sir 

John  Luscombe,Sir  Raymond  Beck, and  Mr.Cuthbert 

Heath,  together  with  Sir  Henry  Johnson,  the  Solicitor 

to  Lloyd’s, were  eminently  successful.  Itwas, of  course, 
no  part  of  Government  policy  to  stifle  competition,  and 

when  the  able  officials  in  charge  of  the  Bill  were  con¬ 

vinced  of  the  sufficiency  of  the  safeguards  offered  by 

Lloyd’s,  the  difficulties  attendant  on  the  passing  of  the 
Act  were  removed. 

Lloyd’s  Act  The  Assurance  Companies  Act  having  enacted  rules 

cov“dfi?eto  for  the  conduct  of  non-marine  insurance  by  Lloyd’s 
insurance.  Underwriters,  the  natural  corollary  was  to  promote  a 

Bill  to  amend  Lloyd’s  Act,  with  the  object  of  the  re¬ 
moval  of  that  provision  which  confined  the  business  of 

Lloyd’s  to  marine  insurance.  The  Bill  met  with  con¬ 
siderable  opposition  both  in  the  House  of  Lords,  where 
itwas  first  introduced,  and  also  in  the  Commons,  but 

eventually  it  passed  into  law. 
It  is  a  commonplace  with  legislative  enactments  that 

they  seldom  produce  either  the  benefits  which  their 

promoters  promise  or  the  evils  which  their  opponents 

predict.  The  establishment  of  the  Corporations  in 

1720,  supposed  to  be  the  death  knell  of  individual  in¬ 
surers,  was,  as  we  have  seen,  a  powerful  factor  in  the 

growth  and  consolidation  of  Lloyd’s.  The  abolition  of 

the  monopoly,  opposed  strenuously  by  Lloyd’s,  has 
proved  to  be  a  stimulus  to  incorporation  and  consistent 

with  development.  The  Assurance  Companies  Act, ad¬ 

vocated  by  some  with  the  object  of  destroying  Lloyd’s 
as  a  non-marine  market, has, in  fact,  tended  to  establish 

the  security  offered  at  Lloyd’s  on  a  still  sounder  foun¬ dation. 
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The  Acts  of  Parliament  exclusively  referring  to  CHAP.XXIII 

Lloyd’s  are  summarised  in  an  appendix;  but  since  gen-  1871-1927 
eral  insurance  business  (always  excepting  life  insu¬ 

rance)  has  been  practised  by  Members,  they  have  natu¬ 
rally  been  brought  within  the  scope  of  Acts  passed  for 

the  regulation  of  certain  forms  of  insurance,  particu¬ 

larly  Fire,  Accident,  and  Employers’  Liability.  So  far 

as  Lloyd’s  is  concerned  these  Acts  have  done  little 
more  than  embody  in  a  statute,  regulations  already  in¬ 
stituted  by  the  Corporation. 

It  is  important  to  notice  that,  with  general  consent,  a  Membership 
system  of  control  over  Members  has  been  established  made  more 

in  two  ways, viz.:  by  the  operation  of  By-Laws,  and  by  stncL 
the  undertakings  upon  which  new  Members  are  re¬ 
quired  to  enter  as  a  condition  of  membership.  The 

yoke  of  the  By-Laws  is  easy  but  the  restrictions  which 
a  new  Member  has  to  accept  are  extremely  rigorous. 
It  has  been  said  above  that  these  restrictions  have  been 

made  “with  general  consent”  and,  as  no  one  has  thought 
fit  to  raise  objections  at  General  Meetings,  the  assertion 
seems  to  be  warranted.  The  fact  however  remains  that 

the  liberty  which  had  been  jealously  guarded  by  the 
Members  in  General  Meeting,  has  crumbled  away  by 

the  imposition  of  conditions  upon  new  Members  in 

the  privacy  of  the  Committee.  A  Member  elected  in 

the  nineteenth  century  or  in  the  early  years  of  the 

twentieth,  is  in  a  position  of  greater  freedom  and  less 

responsibility  than  those  elected  in  recent  years.  The 

old  Member  had  no  restriction  on  the  magnitude  of  his 

business;  the  new  is  severely  restricted.  The  old  Mem¬ 

ber  could  employ  as  many  Agents  as  he  desired;  the 

new  must  not  change  or  add  to  his  Agents  without  the 

consent  of  the  Committee.  All  these  regulations  have 

one  object — to  promote  the  security  of  a  Lloyd’s 
policy — and,  whilst  they  give  protection  to  the  assured, 

they  are  also,  in  some  degree,  a  safeguard  for  the  Mem- 
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ber  in  his  relations  with  his  Agent.  It  is  good  for  the 

public,  for  the  Corporation,  and  for  individual  Mem¬ 

bers  that  an  underwriter’s  resources  should  be  ade¬ 

quate  to  the  amount  of  his  commitments. 

There  is  yet  another  piece  of  legislation  affecting 

marine  insurance  to  which  some  reference  must  be 

made.  The  reputation  of  Lloyd’s  as  an  arena  for 

speculative  or  gambling  risks  has  always  been  greater 

than  the  amount  of  such  business  actually  transacted 

would  justify.  A  comparatively  small  number  of  un¬ 
derwriters  and  brokers  conducted  this  type  of  business, 

but,  as  it  was  more  interesting  to  the  average  news¬ 

paper  reader  to  know  that  a  hundred  pounds  on  the 

overdue  Mary  Ann  could  be  placed  at  fifty  guineas 

than  that  a  million  on  Specie  by  a  P.  &  O.  Liner  had 

been  insured  at  one  shilling  per  cent.,  the  minor  gam¬ 

ble  was  reported  in  newspapers  which  ignored  the 

regular  business  of  legitimate  insurance. 

Although  contracts  of  insurance  made  on  behalf  of 

persons  having  no  insurable  interest  were  void  at  law, 

they  were  not  illegal,  and  normally  the  business  was 
carried  on  without  scandal.  At  times,  however,  there 

were  outbreaks  of  fraud  and  criminal  conspiracy,  in 

the  course  of  which  vessels  were  deliberately  sunk.  In 

the  early  years  of  the  twentieth  century,  the  scandal 

became  so  gross  that  some  persons  would  advise  others 

to  place  insurance  on  a  certain  specified  ship  which 

was  shortly  to  be  sunk.  In  order  to  correct  this  grave 

abuse  the  Gambling  Policies  Act,  1909  (9  Edw.7,  c.  12) 

was  passed,  by  which  it  became  an  offence  “to  effect  a contract  of  marine  insurance  without  having  any  bona 

fide  interest  direct  or  indirect  in  the  safe  arrival  of  the 

ship  .  .  .  or  a  bona  fide  expectation  of  acquiring  such 

an  interest.”  The  offender  is  liable  to  imprisonment 
with  or  without  hard  labour,  or  to  a  fine  not  exceed¬ 

ing  ̂ ioo.1  This  Act  completely  achieved  its  purpose, 
1  Arnould — Sec.  313a. 
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but  it  still  leaves  the  ordinary  “policy  proof  of  interest”  CHAP.  XXIII 
insurance  effected  by  persons  having  an  interest  in  the  1871-1927 
venture,  but  without  insurable  interest  under  the 

policy,  not  illegal  although  invalid. 

Of  much  greater  importance  in  relation  to  the  great  The  Signing 
.  #  o#  Office  for 

mass  of  ordinary  insurances,  marine,  or  non-marine,  Policies, 

is  a  more  recent  reform,  brought  about  by  considera¬ 

tion  of  mere  business  convenience.  In  the  great  devel¬ 

opment  of  Lloyd’s  during  the  closing  years  of  the  nine¬ 
teenth  and  the  opening  years  of  the  twentieth  cen¬ 
tury,  new  methods  of  dealing  with  the  mechanical 

side  of  the  business  became  imperative.  Mr.  Belcher’s 

drawing  shows  Lloyd’s  Room  in  1927.  It  will  be  seen 
that  the  Coffee  House  arrangements  survived.  The 

underwriters  are  seen  sitting  at  Coffee  House  tables; 

the  brokers  offering  business  pass  up  and  down  the 

passages  between  the  rows  of  tables.  The  broker  ex¬ 

hibits  a  “slip”  such  as  that  insuring  the  ill-fated 
Titanic,  of  which  a  reproduction  is  here  given.  Each 

Underwriting  Agent  inscribes  the  “line”  taken  by  his 

group,  and  the  “slip”  thus  forms  the  basis  of  the  policy. 

Until  the  year  1918  each  broker’s  clerk  had  to  take  the 
policy  with  the  slip  to  each  Underwriting  Agent.  The 

policy  had  to  be  left  for  a  considerable  time,  and  when 

the  underwriter’s  clerk  had  signed  it,  he  placed  it  with 
others  in  a  cage  at  the  end  of  the  box.  From  this  cage 

the  broker’s  clerk  extricated  it  and,  in  doing  so,  if,  as 

sometimes  happened,  he  was  more  acute  than  scrupu¬ 
lous,  he  would  glean  information  regarding  other 

brokers’  business  and  make  use  of  it  to  his  own  profit 

and  the  other  brokers’  discomfiture.  In  itself  this  sign¬ 
ing  process  was  a  slow  and  cumbrous  affair,  but  it 

might  have  endured  for  many  more  years  were  it  not 

that  the  congestion  in  the  aisles  became  unbearable. 

The  circulation  of  brokers  showing  risks  and  clerks 

distributing  or  gathering  policies,  combined  with  the 
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crowds  waiting  on  leading  underwriters,  made  the  con¬ 
duct  of  business  a  matter  beyond  physical  endurance. 

The  remedy  was  found  in  December,  1917*  one  °f  the 

darkest  periods  of  the  war,  by  the  acquisition  of  a 

large  building,  No.  53,  Cornhill,  wherein  what  became 

known  as  the  Signing  Bureau  was  established.  This 

important  enterprise  was  largely  due  to  the  energy  and 

initiative  of  a  leading  broker,  Mr.  Walter  Hargreaves. 

Here  the  Corporation  installed  a  staff,  and  hither  had 

to  be  brought  policies  for  signature  and  subsequently 

claims  for  adjustment.  Amongst  the  incidental  advan¬ 
tages  brought  about  by  this  change,  three  deserve  special 

emphasis.  ( 1 )  The  new  system  involves  more  systematic 

checking,  and  results,  far  more  generally  than  before, 

in  the  document  accurately  representing  the  terms  of 

the  agreed  contract.  (2)  Under  the  old  method  policies 

were  sometimes  lost  or  separated  from  the  slips — and 

(3)as  they  had  to  pass  through  many  hands,  they  too  fre¬ 
quently  emerged  as  slovenly  and  unclean  documents. 
The  Bureau  has  now  vacated  its  first  home  and  is  housed 

in  the  great  building  recently  erected,  where  all  the  ac¬ 

tivities  of  Lloyd’s  are  under  one  roof. 
This  expedient,  designed  to  surmount  a  purely  me¬ 

chanical  inconvenience,  is  certain  to  have  consequences 

of  vital  importance  to  the  progress  of  Lloyd’s.  It  has 
been  seen  that  the  paramount  idea  which  has  governed 

the  Corporation  for  the  last  half  century,  is  to  establish 

the  credit  of  a  Lloyd’s  policy  on  an  impregnable  foun¬ 
dation.  The  deposits  and  guarantees,  the  exacting  audit, 

the  distinguishing  marks  on  the  policies,  the  stringent 

engagements  imposed  upon  Members,  all  were  de¬ 
signed  for  one  purpose  only,  an  unimpeachable  policy. 
There  was,  however,  one  element  against  which  it 

seemed  impossible  to  guard — the  element  of  fraud. 

Now,  anyone  examining  a  Lloyd’s  policy  will  find  the 
following  notification  prominently  printed: 

“No  policy  or  other  contract  dated  on  or  after  ist  January  1924  will  be 
recognised  by  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  as  entitling  the  holder  to  the 
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benefit  of  the  Funds  and/or  Guarantees  lodged  by  the  Underwriters  of  CHAP. XXIII 

the  policy  or  contract  as  security  for  their  liabilities  unless  it  bears  at  jgy  1—1927 

foot  the  seal  of  Lloyd’s  Signing  Bureau.” 

As,  therefore,  all  policies  must  now  be  signed  at  the 

Bureau /and  as  the  Bureau  is  controlled  by  the  Com¬ 

mittee,  it  follows  that  the  position  is  quite  different 

from  that  which  existed  under  the  old  individualistic 

system.  Moreover,  in  the  case  of  the  enormous  fraud  to 

which  reference  has  been  made,  the  transactions  which 

related  to  the  ordinary  business  of  Lloyd’s  were  easily 
met .  The  main  loss  arose  from  a  wild  cat  scheme  of  insur¬ 

ing  accommodation  bills.  The  working  of  this  scheme, 

which  was  equivalent  to  the  uttering  of  a  new  currency , 

would  be  impossible  under  present  conditions. 

A  great  quantity  of  useful  though  unobtrusive  work  J“dn,ss 

is  performed  by  Lloyd’s  Average  Department,  which 

was  instituted  in  1885.  In  the  course  of  ma
rine  insur-  epai  “ 

ance  business,  it  frequently  happens  that  unless  under¬ 

writers  make  payments  before  their  exact  liability  is 

ascertained,  the  assured  may  be  compelled  to  advance 

considerable  sums  of  which  they  might  be  deprived 

even  for  some  years,  whilst  the  adjustment  of  a  compli¬ 

cated  average  is  proceeding.  Again,  underwriters  are 

called  upon  to  pay  forthwith  for  the  sacrifice  in 

General  Average  of  the  whole  or  some  portion  of  the 

goods  insured,  and  the  fact  of  such  payment  gives 

them  the  right  of  recovery  of  such  proportion  as  may 

be  due  from  the  other  parties  concerned  in  the  adven¬ 

ture.  A  similar  position  sometimes  occurs  consequent¬ 

ly  on  collision.  In  these  circumstances,  unless  due 

vigilance  be  exercised,  the  underwriters  may  never  see 

the  balances  due.  Keeping  in  touch  with  transactions 

of  this  kind  forms  perhaps  the  most  valuable  part  of 

the  services  rendered  by  the  Department.  In  othei 

ways  its  work  is  parallel  or  complementary  to  that  so 

usefully  performed  by  the  Salvage  Association. 

l  Now  (1928)  known  as  Lloyd’s  Policy  Signing  Office. 
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CHAP. XXIII  Notwithstanding  all  the  measures  which  have  been 

1871-1927  adopted  to  qualify  the  freedom  of  individual  under¬ 
writers,  there  remains  a  broad  field  within  which  enter¬ 
prise  has  the  fullest  scope.  The  Committee  does  not 

interfere  with  business  so  long  as  its  regulations  are 
observed,  and  it  has  been  found  desirable  to  devise  a 

method  of  consultation  on  such  matters  of  general  in¬ 

terest  as  do  not  fall  within  the  Committee’s  province. 
Underwriters’  For  this  purpose  two  Associations  have  been  formed, 

Associations.  Lloyd’s  Underwriters’  Association  and  Lloyd’s  Fire 

and  Non-Marine  Underwriters’  Association.  These 
two  Associations  are  entirely  voluntary.  They  exercise 

no  control,  nor  do  their  functions  in  any  way  conflict 

with  those  of  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s,  which  re¬ 
mains  the  supreme  authority.  They  discuss  matters 

relating  to  underwriting  business  and,  through  their 

officers,  they  are  enabled  to  consult  with  the  Com¬ 

mittee  of  Lloyd’s,  the  Institute  of  London  Under¬ 

writers,  and  Lloyd’s  Brokers’  Association.  The  last- 
named  Association  is  also  formed  for  consultation  on 

matters  of  general  interest  to  brokers,  and  it  is  valuable 

as  a  connecting  link  between  the  underwriting  bodies 

and  the  Committee  of  Lloyd’s  on  the  one  hand,  and 

the  insuring  public  on  the  other.  Here  again  Lloyd’s 
Brokers’  Association  exercises  no  disciplinary  powers, 
these  being  entirely  vested  in  the  Committee  of 

Lloyd’s. 
How  wide  a  range  is  covered  by  the  activities  of 

those  who  are  banded  together  in  these  Associations 
has  already  been  partly  shown;  but  the  extension  of 

the  security  afforded  by  a  Lloyd’s  policy  to  a  vast  var¬ 
iety  of  miscellaneous  risks  is  a  matter  of  so  much  im¬ 

portance,  not  only  to  the  Members  of  Lloyd’s,  but  to 
the  ordinary  business  man  and  the  private  citizen,  as 
to  deserve  a  little  further  consideration.  It  remains  to 

show  both  how  wide  this  extension  of  Lloyd’s  activities 
has  been,  and  why  it  has  come  about. 
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ONE  of  the  most  astonishing  symbols  of  develop¬ ment  in  the  annals  of  commerce  is  contained  in 

a  statement  made  by  the  Chairman  of  Lloyd’s 
on  the  1 8th  July,  1923,  when  he  said  that  “Non¬ 

marine  guaranties  at  Lloyd’s  had  grown  from  £366,000 
in  1904  to  thirteen  millions  in  1921.”  There  is  every 
indication  that  this  development  will  be  progressive 
and  it  is  difficult  to  set  limits  to  the  possibilities  of  the 
future.  Why  is  it  that,  no  matter  what  emergency  may 
arise,  the  apprehensions  and  alarms  of  the  ordinary 

trader  or  private  citizen  can  find  a  sedative  at  Lloyd’s? 
It  is  because,  under  carefully  devised  conditions  as  to 

security,  there  sit  in  Lloyd’s  Room  a  large  number  of 
men,  accustomed  to  take  risks,  whose  freedom  is  un¬ 
hampered  save  by  a  few  well  understood  restrictions, 

who  have  no  superiors  to  consult,  and  who  can  at 

once  turn  their  minds  to  any  subject  brought  under 

their  notice.  Nor  should  it  be  forgotten  that  the 

Lloyd’s  Broker  plays  a  very  important  part,  in  studying 
the  problem  before  it  is  presented  to  the  underwriter 

and  in  submitting  the  “Slip”  or  preliminary  contract 
in  an  intelligible  form.  Indeed,  a  broker,  with  due 

sense  of  responsibility,  will  refuse  to  submit  a  risk  if  he 

have  reason  to  doubt  the  good  faith  of  the  person  in¬ 
viting  insurance,  and  it  should  be  noted  that,  as  the 

broker  is  responsible  to  the  underwriter  for  the  pre¬ 
mium,  the  former  must,  for  his  own  protection,  be 

satisfied  on  the  question  of  finance.  Thus,  in  consider¬ 

ing  a  risk,  the  underwriter  does  not  ignore  the  charac¬ 
teristics  of  the  broker  who  offers  it.  It  will  readily  be 

seen  that  conditions  such  as  these  are  extremely  favour- 
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able  to  enterprise,  and  so  it  has  come  about  that  Lloyd’s 
is  resorted  to  by  those  who  wish  to  carry  on  their  daily 

work  and  to  sleep  at  night. 

The  indirect  effects  of  adequate  insurance  resources, 

in  facilitating  business  and  making  enterprises  practic¬ 

able  to  persons  of  only  moderate  financial  means,  are 

not  always  appreciated.  In  this  manner  the  judicious 

underwriter  is  a  useful  complement  to  the  banker. 

The  fear  of  a  remote,  but  formidable,  risk  such  as 

earthquake,  would  in  some  cases  prevent  an  enter¬ 

prise  being  undertaken,  were  it  not  that  by  payment  of 

a  small  premium  the  risk  can  be  neutralised.  This  has 

been  a  commonplace  in  regard  to  marine  and  fire  in¬ 

surance  but,  in  recent  years,  mainly  through  the  inter¬ 

vention  of  Lloyd’s,  the  area  of  insurance  has  been  in¬ 
definitely  extended.  Thus  apprehensions  of  political 
or  industrial  disturbances  have  been  met  by  insurance 

against  riots  and  civil  commotions.  Insurances  against 

outbreak  of  war,  against  changes  in  State  Adminis¬ 
trators  when  elections  are  pending,  against  changes  in 

an  elected  assembly  which  may  prejudice  or  advantage 
the  interests  of  the  assured,  all  come  within  the  scope 

of  Lloyd’s.  Damage  to  property  on  land  arising  from 
hurricanes,  typhoons,  floods,  or  other  perils,  can  be 

covered.  The  subsidence  of  an  important  building  in¬ 
duced  many  interested  in  similar  structures  to  pay  a 

trifling  premium  to  guard  against  a  similar  fate. 

It  does  not  come  within  the  scope  of  this  work  to 

form  a  guide  to  insurance  at  Lloyd’s,  but  some  indica¬ tion  of  the  wide  area  to  which  insurance  now  extends 

is  not  without  historical  interest.  At  Lloyd’s  the  com¬ mercial  world  finds  a  free  market  for  such  risks  as  Fire 

and  Lightning,  including  consequential  loss  of  profits, 

Storms,  Hurricanes,  Earthquakes,  Typhoons,  Tidal 

Waves,  Explosions,  Employers’  Liability,  Fidelity 
Guarantee,  Sprinkler  Leakage,  War,  Riots,  Civil  Com¬ 
motions,  and  liabilities  arising  from  Motor  Transport. 
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The  growth  of  Joint  Stock  Companies,  public  and  CHAP.  XXIV 

private,  has  enormously  increased  the  responsibilities  1927 
of  Solicitors  and  Chartered  Accountants  who,  as  well 

as  Directors,  can  insure  against  loss  by  the  negligence 

or  inadvertence  of  themselves  and  their  employees. 
Stockbrokers,  Stockjobbers,  Bankers  and  Financiers 

are  covered  against  loss  of  securities,  in  course  of  de¬ 
livery,  by  reason  of  the  negligence,  criminality,  or 
misfortune  of  other  parties. 

The  private  citizen  can  obtain  cover  for  such  of  the  t^1e°^aated 
above  risks  as  may  apply  to  him.  A  householder  to-  citizen- 
day,  still  subject  to  all  the  losses  which  beset  his  class 

in  the  past,  has  now  the  additional  burden  of  many  lia¬ 
bilities  imposed  by  law.  The  first  comprehensive 

policy,  dealing  with  all  these  perils,  was  framed  at 

Lloyd’s,  and  it  has  been  brought  up  to  date  by  the  in¬ 
clusion  of  new  perils,  such  as  those  arising  from  air¬ 

craft,  and  many  of  the  risks  enumerated  above  as  apply¬ 
ing  to  commerce.  Allusion  has  been  made  in  a  previous 

chapter  to  the  fact  that  Burglary  insurance  originated 

at  Lloyd’s,  and  it  may  be  added  that  personal  valuables 
such  as  furs  and  jewellery  can  be  insured  against  all 
risks,  however  and  wherever  they  may  arise. 

The  needs  of  the  motor  car  owner  are  fully  met;  and 

those  who  incur  expenditure  in  preparation  for  fetes  or 

sporting  engagements  which  may  be  defeated  by  bad 

weather,  can  also  obtain  cover.  Preparations  are  made 

and  expenses  incurred  for  agricultural  shows  and  other 

functions,  which  may  have  to  be  abandoned  owing  to 

an  outbreak  of  foot  and  mouth  disease,  or  other  un¬ 

toward  event.  This  risk  is  insurable  at  Lloyd’s. 

There  are  many  institutions,  philanthropic,  educa¬ 

tional,  and  other,  upon  which  wholly  unexpected  lia¬ 

bilities  may  fall,  and  contingencies  such  as  these  can 

often  be  guarded  against  by  the  payment  of  a  merely 

nominal  premium. 

One  curious  but  useful  phase  of  insurance  is  that 
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CHAP.  XXIV  which  relates  to  personal  gifts.  A  surgeon  or  a  musi- 
x927  cian  will  insure  his  hands,  a  dancer  her  feet,  others 

their  eyes. 

The  disturbing  activities  of  Chancellors  of  the  Ex¬ 

chequer  in  imposing  or  even  remitting  taxes,  activities 
which  often  affect  commercial  interests  in  a  very  acute 

fashion,  send  anxious  importers  or  exporters  to  Lloyd’s, 
where  their  anxieties  are  to  some  extent  allayed. 

Air  Risks.  The  underwriters  who  used  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House 
would  be  astonished  to  learn  that  their  successors  are 

now  insuring  the  navigation  of  the  air.  In  recent  years 

Air  insurance  has  been  developed  in  every  form,  in¬ 

cluding  insurance  of  the  machines  themselves,  of  car¬ 
goes,  and  of  all  contingent  liabilities.  This  form  of 

insurance  has  close  affinity  with  sea  risk,  and  is  deve¬ 
loping  on  somewhat  similar  lines.  It  will  probably  be 
found  that,  in  relation  to  air  transit,  just  as  in  other 

spheres,  the  practice  of  insurance,  far  from  encouraging 

inefficiency  or  recklessness,  tends  to  promote  safety. 

The  constitution  of  Lloyd’s  is  not  adapted  to  Life 
insurance  but,  apart  from  that  great  department,  it 

may  be  claimed  that,  in  the  insurance  world,  Lloyd’s is  the  Universal  Provider. 
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CHAPTER  XXV. 

THE  FUTURE  OF  LLOYD’S. 

“All  experience  is  an  arch  wherethro’ 

gleams  that  untravelled  world.” 

THE  making  of  this  record  and  the  erection  of  the vast  building  which  is  to  be  the  future  home  of 

Lloyd’s  have  proceeded  simultaneously. 

It  has  been  shown  that  Lloyd’s  is  something  more 
than  a  commercial  institution,  and  that,  in  many  ways, 

it  has  been  an  expression  of  national  development  and 

a  factor  in  national  progress.  A  century  and  a  half 

have  passed  since  Lloyd’s  emerged  from  the  Coffee- 
House  and  took  up  its  abode  in  the  Royal  Exchange. 

That  marked  a  change  in  status  as  well  as  an  improve¬ 
ment  in  housing.  What  does  the  present  enterprise 

portend?  The  long  period  at  the  Royal  Exchange  wit¬ 
nessed  first,  the  growth  of  the  corporate  spirit,  then 

the  embodiment  of  that  spirit  in  the  Act  of  Incorpora¬ 
tion,  and  finally,  the  insistent  demand  that  individual 

underwriting  should  be  made  consistent  with  security 

so  unquestionable  as  to  be  worthy  of  an  Institution 

with  the  proudest  traditions.  Lloyd’s  has  thus  solved 

the  problem  of  combining  with  unimpeachable  secu¬ 

rity,  the  flexibility  and  the  extraordinarily  low  working 

expense  which  characterise  the  individual  method  of 

underwriting ,  and  it  therefore  offers  a  market  unrival¬ 

led  in  the  world.  In  examining  the  records  of  Lloyd’s, 
one  is  impressed  by  the  insignificance  of  the  purely 

corporate  property,  compared  with  the  wealth  of  the 

Members  and  the  securities  held  by  the  Corporation  in 

respect  of  the  commitments  of  individual  underwriters. 

This  discrepancy  is  less  striking  than  it  was  when  the 

Act  of  Incorporation  was  passed.  The  Corporation 

now  possesses  a  great  estate.  But  it  seems  reasonable 

to  suppose  that,  although  individual  underwriting  will 

Growth  of 

corporate 

spirit. 
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continue  its  vigorous  activities,  care  will  be  taken,  much 

more  in  the  future  than  in  the  past,  that  the  resources 

of  the  Corporation  shall  be  commensurate  with  those 
of  its  individual  Members. 

In  1 923 ,  under  the  Chairmanship  of  Mr .  A .  L .  Sturge , 
the  Committee  availed  itself  of  a  unique  opportunity 

by  acquiring,  at  a  cost  of  £500,000,  the  freehold  of 

40,000  square  feet,  or  more  than  three  quarters  of  an 

acre,  of  land  in  the  central  part  of  the  City  of  London. 
This,  the  site  of  the  old  East  India  House,  was,  when 

purchased,  covered  with  buildings  including,  chiefly, 

East  India  Avenue,  and  possessed  a  frontage  in  Lead- 

enhall  Street,  sufficient  to  provide  an  imposing  en¬ 
trance,  and  also  a  long  frontage  in  Lime  Street. 

It  is  not  without  regret  that  the  Members  of  Lloyd’s 
depart  from  the  historic  building  which  has  housed 

them  and  their  predecessors  during  a  tenure  of  almost 

unparalleled  duration.  But  they  will  occupy  a  site 

which  has  interesting  historical  associations  of  its  own. 

The  old  and  the  new  India  Houses  have  departed:  ex¬ 
cavations  for  the  building  of  East  India  Avenue  had 

already  exhausted  the  strata  which  contained  objects 
associated  with  historic  times,  and  it  was  reserved  for 

those  who  dug  the  foundations  of  the  present  building 

to  find  the  prehistoric  and  to  bring  to  light  the  Lloyd’s 
skull,  an  object  received  with  enthusiastic  interest  by 
men  of  science,  who  have  promptly  identified  it  as  part 

of  a  left  handed  woman,  and  ranked  it,  in  anthropolo¬ 
gical  interest,  by  the  side  of  Neanderthal  man. 

On  the  23rd  May,  1925,  His  Majesty  the  King,  ac¬ 
companied  by  Her  Majesty  the  Queen  and  H.R.H. 
Prince  Henry,  laid  the  foundation  stone  of  the  new 

building  to  be  erected  from  the  designs  of  Sir  Edwin 

Cooper,  the  architect  of  the  Port  of  London  Authority’s 
building.  In  receiving  His  Majesty,  the  Chairman, 
Mr.  Percy  G.  Mackinnon,  read  the  following  address: 

“In  graciously  consenting  to  lay  the  Foundation 
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Stone  of  the  new  Lloyd’s,  Your  Majesty,  together  CHAP.  XXV 
with  Her  Majesty  the  Queen,  whose  presence  we  grate¬ 

fully  acknowledge,  is  giving  Royal  approval  to  an  en¬ 

terprise  essentially  British  both  in  origin  and  develop¬ 

ment.  Its  origin  is  to  be  found  in  the  seventeenth  cen¬ 

tury  when  Merchants  interested  in  overseas  commerce 

resorted  to  the  Coffee-House  kept  by  Edward  Lloyd, 
first  in  Tower  Street  and  then  in  Lombard  Street. 

Doubtless  there  came  to  Lloyd’s  Coffee-House  the 

most  famous*  Clerk  of  the  King’s  Ships,’  Samuel  Pepys, 
in  order  to  obtain,  and  sometimes,  to  give  information, 

and  thus  began  that  relationship  between  the  Royal 

Navy  and  Lloyd’s  which  has  subsisted  to  the  present 
day. 

“From  this  modest,  almost  casual,  beginning  there  has 

grown  up,  by  imperceptible  gradations,  the  Corpora¬ 

tion  of  Lloyd’s,  at  once  National  and  International: 

National  in  its  peculiarly  British  characteristics,  In¬ 

ternational  in  its  world-wide  organisation  and  influ¬ 

ence.  Even  throughout  the  vicissitudes  of  the  Great 

War  it  continued  to  command  the  confidence  of  the 

business  communities  in  the  allied  and  neutral  nations. 

“Lloyd’s  did  not  emerge  from  the  Coffee-House  stage 

until  the  last  quarter  of  the  eighteenth  century,  when, 

under  the  guidance  of  Angerstein,  it  took  up  its  posi¬ 

tion  in  the  old  Royal  Exchange,  and,  after  the  burning 

of  that  building,  in  the  present  Royal  Exchange,  which 

in  1844  was  opened  by  Her  Majesty  Queen  Victoria. 

It  is  from  this  place  that  Lloyd’s  is  about  to  move  to  a 
site  that  has  an  interest  for  the  Emperor  of  India,  as 

well  as  for  the  King,  for  here  stood  the  India  House, 

the  home  of  the  East  India  Company,  another  charac¬ 

teristically  British  enterprise,  which,  setting  out  to 

exchange  merchandise,  founded  an  Empire. 

“Thus  the  business  which  two  and  a  half  centuries  ago 

lived  only  in  a  coffee-house,  is  now  to  find  its  
perman¬ 

ent  home  in  one  of  the  greatest  buildings  erecte
d  in  the 
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CHAP.  XXV  City  of  London  since  the  day  of  Wren.  To  that  new 

home  the  Members  of  Lloyd’s  will  carry  with  them 
the  memories  and  associations  which  belong  insepar¬ 
ably  to  those  who  go  down  to  the  sea  in  ships  and  have 
their  business  in  great  waters,  and  who,  by  their  lives 

and  work,  have  wrought  in  us  the  ever  deepening  reali¬ 

sation  of  the  interdependence  of  all  peoples.  The  na¬ 
tions  of  the  world  are  knit  together  by  strands  woven 
from  commerce  of  which  the  old  East  India  House  and 

Lloyd’s  are  representative. 

“Your  Majesty’s  loyal  subjects  who  form  the  present 

Corporation  of  Lloyd’s  are  conscious  that  they  are  the 
inheritors  of  a  great  tradition,  and  that  the  stone  which 

Your  Majesty  lays  to-day  is  the  symbol  of  no  mere 
material  increase,  but  of  that  lasting  foundation  of 

honour  and  integrity  which  has  been  well  and  truly 

laid  by  generations  of  honourable  and  upright  traders. 

It  is  to  that  tradition  that  we  owe  Your  Majesty’s  gra¬ 
cious  presence  here  to-day,  when  we  are  resolving 
afresh  to  maintain  and  transmit  it  unimpaired;  and  for 

this  invaluable  sympathy  and  encouragement  we  desire 

to  lay  before  Your  Majesty  our  loyal  and  humble 

gratitude.” 
TeplyKinss  King  then  read  his  reply,  as  follows: 

“I  thank  you  for  your  loyal  and  dutiful  address  and enthusiastic  welcome. 

“It  affords  me  the  greatest  pleasure  to  come  here  and 
lay  the  Foundation  Stone  of  Lloyd’s  new  building.  I 
have  been  impressed,  as  everyone  must  be,  by  the  ex¬ 

traordinary  and  romantic  history  of  Lloyd’s,  outlined 
in  your  Address,  and  by  its  evolution  from  an  ordinary 
seventeenth  century  Coffee-House  to  the  great  public 
and  international  Institution  familiar  to  us  all.  Crom¬ 

well  said  that  no  one  rises  so  high  as  he  who  does  not 
know  whither  he  is  going,  and  this  has  held  good  in 
our  organisations  as  well  as  in  men. 

“You  have  also  referred  with  legitimate  pride  to  the 
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traditional  honour  and  integrity  upon  which  the  great-  CHAP.  XXV 

ness  of  Lloyd’s  is  founded.  The  history  of  the  Corpo¬ ration  is  the  embodiment  of  the  highest  qualities  of 

British  Commerce.  Lloyd’s  policy  has  never  been  a 
one-sided  pursuit  of  gain,  but  a  combination  of  keen¬ 
ness  and  efficiency  in  business  with  a  real  and  deep 
public  spirit. 

“It  is  not  a  mere  coincidence  that  we  owe  the  institu¬ 

tion  of  our  Lifeboat  Service  to  Lloyd’s  or  that  our 
National  Gallery  began  with  the  pictures  collected  by 
a  famous  Chairman  of  your  Body. 

“There  is  one  branch  of  your  work  which  calls  for 
special  reference  and  all  the  more  so  because  you  have 
modestly  forborne  to  make  the  least  allusion  to  it  your¬ 

selves — the  inestimable  services  which  Lloyd’s  has 
rendered  to  the  country  in  war  time.  Throughout  the 

long  wars  of  the  Revolutionary  period,  Lloyd’s  was 
constantly  able  to  supply  the  Admiralty  with  valuable 
information  as  to  the  safety  of  commerce;  the  presence 
of  hostile  cruisers  in  the  Channel,  or  the  loss  of  mer¬ 
chant  vessels  through  enemy  action,  and  took  a  most 

active  interest  in  the  adoption  and  better  organisation 
of  the  convoy  system.  In  similar  circumstances  in  our 

own  day,  the  Lloyd’s  of  1914  rose  again  to  the  situa¬ 
tion  and  displayed  the  same  loyalty  and  public  spirit 

as  in  1793.  The  State  largely  depended  on  the  ma¬ 

chinery  of  Lloyd’s  for  reports,  received  through  its 
agents  and  other  channels,  which  contributed  to  the 

safety  of  British  shipping  and  British  cargoes  of 
indispensable  value  to  the  welfare  of  the  country. 

“It  would,  however,  give  an  imperfect  view  of  the 
scope  and  effect  of  your  work  were  no  mention  made 

of  its  international  character;  your  world-wide  organi¬ 
sations  and  influence  have  always  been  at  the  disposal 

of  all  maritime  peoples  who  are  in  peace  and  amity 
with  the  British  Empire. 

“Remembering  the  history  of  your  Corporation  and 
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CHAP.  XXV  its  record  of  services  to  Great  Britain  and  the  whole 

world,  we  confidently  hope  for  still  greater  things  from 

that  expansion  and  development — the  outcome  of  to¬ 

day’s  inauguration.  Even  without  the  assurance  in 
your  Address,  your  fellow  countrymen  proudly  recog¬ 
nise  that  you  are  conscious  of  your  great  inheritance 
and  traditions  and  determined  to  hand  on  these  to 

future  generations. 

“I  pray  that  the  Blessing  of  God  may  rest  upon  the 

Corporation  of  Lloyd’s.  May  your  new  home  witness 
a  continual  growth  in  your  work,  prosperity  and  well- 

earned  honour.” 

Aspiration.  The  King’s  gracious  words  and  the  Chairman’s 

speech  indicate  the  spirit  in  which  the  Members  of 

Lloyd’s  enter  upon  a  new  epoch.  They  feel  that  they 
are  the  trustees  of  a  great  tradition  and  that  the  occa¬ 

sion  is  not  one  for  arrogant  boastfulness  but  for  a  reso¬ 

lution  that,  so  far  as  in  them  lies,  the  Lloyd’s  of  the  pre¬ 
sent  and  of  the  future  shall  be  worthy  of  its  past. 

The  vital  question  for  the  Lloyd’s  of  the  future  is  the 
character  of  its  Members,  and  no  magnificence  in  its 

building  will  atone  in  even  a  small  degree  for  deterio¬ 

ration  in  moral  calibre  or  in  business  efficiency — “If  we 
are  conscious  of  our  station  and  glow  with  zeal  to  fill 
our  places  as  becomes  our  situation  and  ourselves  we 

ought  to  .  .  .  elevate  our  minds  to  the  greatness  of 
that  trust  to  which  the  order  of  Providence  has  called 

l  Burke  on  Conciliation  with  the  Colonies. 
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45 1 APPENDIX  “A.” 

SHIPPING  LOSSES  IN  THE  REVOLUTIONARY  WAR. 

Confirmation  of  Bennett’s  Figures. 

The  following  calculation,  while  not  absolutely  conclusive,  tends 

strongly  to  confirm  the  accuracy  of  Bennett’s  figures: 
Ships  on  Register  of  British  Empire,  30 

Sept.,  1792  .  16,329 

Taken  by  Enemy,  1793-1801  (Bennett’s 
figures) . 3»9W 

Less  retaken  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  799 -  3,120 

Lost  by  Marine  Risks,  1793-1800  (Naval 

Chronicle ,  XVII,  369,  based  on  Lloyd's 
List)  .  .  .  .  . .  . .  . .  2,967 

Add  for  1801  and  1802,  two  years’ 
average  loss 

Total  deductions  .  . 

Ships  built  1793-1802 
Prizes  on  Register,  1802 

Less  number  on  Register,  1792 

Total  additions 

20,608 
Actual  number  of  Ships  on  Register,  30 

Sept.,  1802  .  20,568 

Unfortunately,  the  number  of  prizes  added  to  the  Register  each  year  is 

not  officially  stated,  and  there  must  have  been  a  number  of  prize  ships 
included  among  those  lost  by  war  or  marine  risks,  which  did  not, 

therefore,  figure  on  the  Register  in  1802.  To  this  extent  the  above  cal¬ 

culation  understates  the  additions.  It  seems,  however,  to  be  a  fair  as¬ 

sumption  that  this  would  be  set  off  by  the  number  of  ships  broken  up, 

or  removed  from  the  Register  through  other  causes  than  capture  or 

shipwreck.  The  close  correspondence  between  the  results  of  the  calcu¬ 

lation  based  on  Bennett’s  figures,  and  the  number  of  ships  actually  on 
the  Register  in  1802  is  thus  remarkable,  and  it  seems  unlikely  that  any 

possible  source  of  error — such  as  inaccuracies  in  the  official  returns — 

742 

3.709 

6,829 

9>5°° 

. .  2,827 

609 

8,890 

2,218 

11,108 

F  F* 
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APPENDIX  would  account  for  the  big  discrepancy  that  would  arise  from  accepting 

“A”  Norman’s  figures. 

Explanation  of  Estimated  Ratio  of  Losses  in
  Text. 

In  order  to  arrive  at  a  fair  estimate  of  the  proportion  of  losses  that 

should  be  attributed  to  voyages  not  in  the  foreign  trade  of  Great  Bri¬ 

tain,  a  careful  analysis  was  made  of  losses  recorded  in  the  Lloyd  s  Lists 

for  the  months  of  March,  June,  September,  and  December,  in  each  of 

the  years  1795,  1797,  1798,  and  1799. 

In  these  Lists  the  voyage  is  usually,  but  not  invariably  stated.  As  the 

object  of  calculation  was  to  obtain  the  distribution,  not  the  total  of 

losses  during  these  months,  no  ship  whose  voyage  was  not  stated  was 

taken  into  account,  unless  there  was  sufficient  evidence  in  the  port  of 

ownership,  place  of  capture,  etc.,  to  enable  the  nature  of  the  trade  to
  be 

assigned  with  strong  probability.  Unnamed  vessels  were  only  counted 

when  sufficient  particulars  were  given  (such  as  voyage  and  cargo)  to 

make  the  loss  a  certainty,  and  to  prevent  any  likelihood  of  duplication 

with  named  vessels  whose  loss  was  recorded  during  the  month. 

The  chief  difficulty  was  to  avoid  possible  inclusion  of  American  ves¬ 

sels,  which  are  only  occasionally  so  distinguished  in  the  Lists,  and 

which  cannot,  like  other  neutrals,  be  readily  distinguished  by  the 

names  of  ship  and  Master.  The  entrances  and  clearances  show  that 

practically  the  whole  of  the  ships  trading  between  Great  Britain  and 

the  United  States  during  these  years  were  foreign  {i.e.,  American),  and 

it  also  appears  that  American  ships  carried  the  bulk  of  the  direct 

traffic  between  the  United  States  and  the  West  Indies,  to  which  they 

were  admitted  at  this  period.  All  losses  in  these  trades  have  therefore 

been  omitted,  unless  there  was  independent  evidence  that  the  ship  was 

British  (such  as  the  prize  being  taken  into  an  American  port).  In  the 

other  cross  trades  the  voyage  is  usually  decisive.  Ships  trading  between 

Newfoundland  and  Portugal,  or  between  British  North  America  and 

the  West  Indies,  for  instance,  were  certainly  British.  Two  or  three 

ships  trading  between  ports  closed  to  British  shipping  were  certainly 
American. 

Absolute  arithmetical  accuracy  could  be  attained  only  by  looking  up 

each  individual  ship  in  the  contemporary  Registers;  an  expenditure  of 

time  and  labour  warranted  neither  by  the  general  purpose  and  char¬ 

acter  of  this  book,  nor  by  the  degree  of  accuracy  required  for  what  is 

frankly  an  estimate  in  its  application  to  the  total  losses  of  the  war;  but 

the  probable  margin  of  error  from  this  cause  is  very  small. 

It  should  be  added  that  the  voyage  from  Africa  to  the  West  Indies  is 

classed  under  “Foreign  Trade  of  Great  Britain”  and  not  under  “Cross 

Voyages.”  The  vessels  were  slavers  on  a  triangular  voyage,  and  had 
cleared  from  a  British  port. 

The  figures  are  analysed  in  two  columns.  The  “Minimum”  column 
includes  only  ships  whose  trade  can  be  stated  with  practical  certainty. 

The  “Maximum”  column  includes  also  vessels  whose  trade  can  be 
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stated  with  strong  probability,  together  with  a  few  ships  “reported  APPENDIX 

captured,”  but  not  confirmed  during  the  month.  “A” 

The  result  of  the  analysis  is  as  follows: 

Losses  of  British  Ships  recorded  in  ‘Lloyd’s  List’  for  the  months 

of  March,  June,  September,  and  December,  1795,  1797,  1798, and  1799. 

Gross  Losses. 
Net  Losses  after 

deducting  ships  re¬ 
captured  or  released. 

Min. Max. Min. 
Max. 

Foreign  Trade  proper  of  Great 
Britain  .  . 363 

396 

297 

330 

Trade  of  Great  Britain  with  Ire¬ 
land  and  Channel  Islands  . . 

24 

24 

20 20 
Total  “Foreign  Trade”  as  de¬ 

fined  in  returns  of  Entrances 

and  Clearances . . CO ^4
 

420 

317 

35° 

Trade  of  Ireland  and  Channel 

Islands  with  Foreign  parts 

52 

52 

43 43 

Cross  Voyages 

83 

102 

69 

89 

Coasters 35 

78 

19 

59 

Transports,  etc.  . . 7 8 5 6 

177 

240 136 

197 

Total  Captures  analysed . . 564 660 453 547 

Percentages  of  Total. 

Gross  Losses. Net  I ,osses. 

Min. Max. Min. Max. 

Foreign  Trade  proper 

64.4 

60.0 

65.6 

60.3 

Trade  with  Ireland,  etc. 

4.2 

3-6 

44 
3-7 

Total  Foreign  Trade  . . 
68.6 

63.6 

70.0 

64.0 Cross  Voyages,  etc. 3I-4 
364 

30.0 
36.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

For  working  purposes  we  may  assume  the  percentages  under  the 

three  main  headings  as  63:4:33  respectively— the  mean  of  the  two 

columns.  It  should  be  added  that  supplementary  sampling  taken 

from  a  few  other  months  gives  closely  corresponding  results. 
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APPENDIX  Applying  this  to  Bennett’s  figures,  we  get  the  following: 
<CA,J  Gross. 

Net. 

Average  Total  Annual  Losses  . . 435 
347 

In  Foreign  Trade  proper  (63  per  cent.) 

274 

219 

In  Trade  with  Ireland,  etc.  (4  per  cent.)  . . 

17 

14 

In  Cross  Voyages,  etc.  (33  per  cent.) 

144 

114 

435 

347 

There  is  no  difficulty  about  the  number  of  ships  entered  and  cleared 

in  the  Foreign  Trade  of  Great  Britain,  which  is  given  in  the  official 
statistics. 

Number  of  British  Ships  Entered  and  Cleared  in  Foreign  Trade 

of  Great  Britain. 

All  Voyages. 
Trade  with  Ireland, 
Channel  Is.  and  Man. 

Entered. Cleared. Entered. Cleared. 

I793  . 

9,980 

II.I75 

3.871 

7,112 

T794  . 

“  >599 11,884 

6,096 6,998 

1795  . 

9,982 

IO,o6l 

6.477 

7,031 

G96 . 

12,067 

1 1 ,002 

7,671 

7,613 
*797  . 9>4H 

9.403 
6,412 

6,710 G98 . 
9-537 

10,565 

5,8lO 

6,745 

I799  . 

10.557 
11,085 

6,448 

7,607 1800  . . 
10,496 

11,868 

6,560 8,081 1801  . . 

io,347 

10,282 
6,142 

6,195 

Average  of  above 

10,442 
10,814 

6,165 

7, 121 

Total  Sailings 

21, 

256 

13, 

286 

Round  Voyages  on  mean  of 
Entrances  and  Clearances 

IO, 

628 

6,643 

This  gives  7,970  sailings,  or  3,985  round  voyages  in  the  foreign  trade 

proper. 
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The  ratio  of  loss  will  therefore  work  out  as  follows: 

Average  Annual 
Losses. 

Percentage  of  Losses 

to  Ships  Entered 
and  Cleared. 

Gross. 
Net. 

Gross. Net. 

Average  Entrances  and  Clear¬ 

ances  in  “Foreign  trade,” 
21,256 . 291 

233 
i-37 X.09 

Average  round  voyages  in  ditto, 
10,628  .  . 

291 

233 2.74 2.19 

Average  Entrances  and  Clear¬ 
ances  in  Foreign  trade  proper, 

7>97° . 

274 

219 

344 

2-75 

Average  round  voyages  in  ditto, 

3>985  . 

274 

2x9 

6.88 

5-5° 

The  actual  number  of  ships  employed  in  foreign  trade  cannot  be 

definitely  ascertained.  Tonnage  is  not  a  safe  guide.  The  average  ton¬ 
nage  of  ships  entered  and  cleared  from  1793  to  1801,  in  the  foreign 

trade  proper,  was  195;  in  the  traffic  with  Ireland,  80;  and  in  foreign 

trade  as  a  whole,  123;  but  the  average  tonnage  of  colliers  that  arrived 

at  London  in  1798  was  228,  and  several  other  London  coasters 
exceeded  100  tons. 

We  are  thus  forced  to  a  calculation  from  voyages.  Colquhoun’s 
Commerce  and  Police  of  the  River  Thames  states  that  in  1797,  1,101 

British  ships  were  entered  at  London  on  1,425  voyages,  322  of  which 

were  from  Ireland  or  the  Channel  Isles.  Assuming  that  this  repre¬ 

sents  80  vessels  in  what  he  calls  “foreign  coasting,”  this  leaves  1,021 

ships  making  1 ,103  voyages  in  the  foreign  trade  proper.  On  the  other 

hand,  1,300  foreign  vessels  made  1,843  voyages — mostly  in  the  trade 

with  Northern  Europe,  while  the  majority  of  the  British  ships  were  in 

long-distance  trades.  On  these  figures  it  seems  reasonable  to  assume 

ten  voyages  to  eight  ships  in  the  trade  with  Northern  Europe,  and  one 

round  voyage  per  annum  for  all  other  routes.  It  is  true  that  East  India- 

men  commonly  went  out  one  year  and  came  back  another,  and 

whalers  were  often  away  for  two,  three,  or  even  four  years;  but  this 

would  be  balanced  by  a  certain  number  of  repeated  voyages  to 

Southern  Europe  and  the  Atlantic  Islands.  This  would  give: 

Average  round  voyages  to  Northern  Europe  2,233  =  1,786  ships 

,,  ,,  ,,  all  other  trades  ..  1,752=1,752  ,, 

3>985  3>538 

Average  loss  of  ships  in  foreign  trade  proper
:  say  3 >55°  ships. 

Gross  .  .  .  .  274=7.72  per  cent. 

Net  . .  .  .  219=6.17  „ 

APPENDIX 

“A” 
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APPENDIX  “B.” 

THE  TRUST  DEED  OF  1811. 

From  copy  entered  in  Committee  Minute  Book. 

TO  ALL  TO  WHOM  THESE  PRESENTS  SHALL  COME,  WE 
whose  names  are  hereunto  subscribed  and  whose  Seals  are  hereunto 

affixed  do  severally  send  Greeting  WHEREAS  divers  Merchants 
Bankers  Traders  Underwriters  Insurance  Brokers  and  others  are  Sub¬ 

scribers  to  an  Establishment  or  Society  held  at  Lloyd’s  in  the  City  of 
London  for  the  effecting  of  Marine  Insurances  AND  WHEREAS  at  a 

General  Meeting  of  the  Subscribers  to  the  said  Establishment  or 

Society  held  on  the  30th  of  July  last  IT  WAS  amongst  other  things  re¬ 
solved  that  for  the  purpose  of  giving  due  efficacy  to  the  Rules  and  Re¬ 

gulations  that  are  now  or  may  be  hereafter  adopted  for  the  good  man¬ 

agement  of  the  concerns  of  such  Subscribers  and  for  declaring  the  uses 
for  which  the  Funds  of  the  Subscribers  are  vested  in  the  names  of  their 

Trustees  and  of  securing  those  Trustees  in  such  Engagements  as  they 
may  be  empowered  or  directed  to  contract  for  the  benefit  of  the  Sub¬ 

scribers,  a  Deed  of  Trust  should  be  prepared  and  Executed  by  all  the 
Subscribers  AND  WHEREAS  at  a  subsequent  General  Meeting  held 
on  the  15th  August  last  the  said  resolution  was  (amongst  others)  con¬ 
firmed, and  the  following  Gentlemen  were  afterwards  elected  byBallott 

to  be  the  New  Committee  for  managing  the  General  affairs  of  Llovd’s, 
Namely  Horatio  Clagett  Esqre.  Joseph  Marryat  Esqre.  M.P.  Robert 
Shedden  Esqre.  Joshua  Reeve  Esqre.  Benjamin  Shaw  Esqre.  Thomas 
Rowcroft  Esqre.  James  Innes  Esqre.  Woodbine  Parish  Esqre.  George 
Munro  Esq.  W.  S.  Hathaway  Esq.  John  Hatt  Noble  Esq.  and  James 
Swanzy  Esq.  AND  WHEREAS  it  was  also  resolved  at  such  General 

Meeting  that  the  Committee  so  chosen  should  Elect  from  amongst 
themselves  a  Chairman  and  three  other  Members  to  constitute  a  Com¬ 
mittee  of  Treasury  who  should  act  as  Trustees  for  the  Subscribers 
at  large  and  in  whose  names  their  funds  should  be  vested.  And  the 
said  Joseph  Marryat  hath  been  chosen  Chairman  of  the  said  Committee 
and  the  said  Ploratio  Clagett  Robert  Shedden  and  Joshua  Reeve  have 
been  chosen  to  be  jointly  with  the  said  Joseph  Marryat  the  Committee 
of  Treasury  AND  WHEREAS  the  Capital  Stock  of  the  Subscribers  at 
present  consists  of  the  sum  of  £24,000  3  Per  Cent.  Consolidated  An¬ 
nuities  and  of  the  further  sum  of  £  now  in  the  hands  of  Messrs. 
Bolderos  and  Lushingtons  of  the  City  of  London  Bankers  both  which 
sums  have  been  transferred  into  the  names  of  the  said  Joseph  Marryat 
Horatio  Clagett  Robert  Shedden  and  Joshua  Reeve  as  being  the  Com¬ 
mittee  of  Treasury  and  who  as  such  Committee  are  Trustees  for  the 
Subscribers  for  the  time  being  to  the  said  Establishment  or  Society 
AND  WHEREAS  it  may  be  deemed  expedient  to  alter  and  amend 
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some  of  the  Resolutions  which  were  passed  at  the  said  General  Meet-  APPENDIX 

ing  of  the  30th  July  and  confirmed  on  the  15th  August  last  and  to  make  “B” 

other  Rules  and  Regulations  respecting  the  Election  of  New  Sub¬ 
scribers,  the  Powers  and  Duties  of  the  Committee,  the  appointment  of 

the  Masters,  the  mode  of  calling  General  Meetings,  and  other  matters 

connected  with  the  good  management  of  the  affairs  of  the  Subscribers 
NOW  THEREFORE  KNOW  YE  that  we  whose  names  and  Seals  are 

hereunto  subscribed  and  affixed  (other  than  and  except  the  said  Joseph 

Marryat  Horatio  Clagett  Robert  Shedden  and  Joshua  Reeve)  DO 

HEREBY  severally  and  respectively  covenant  Promise  and  Agree  to 

and  with  the  said  Joseph  Marryat  Horatio  Clagett  Robert  Shedden  and 

Joshua  Reeve  their  Executors  Administrators  and  Successors  for  the 

time  being,  that  so  long  as  we  severally  shall  continue  to  be  Sub¬ 
scribers,  we  will  respectively,  duly  observe  perform  fulfil  and  keep  all 

and  singular  the  rules  and  regulations  for  the  management  of  the 

affairs  of  the  Subscribers  to  Lloyd’s  for  the  time  being  which  have  been 
heretofore  passed  and  confirmed  AND  ALSO  all  such  further  Rules 

and  Regulations  as  shall  or  may  at  any  time  hereafter  be  duly  passed 

and  confirmed  by  a  majority  of  the  Subscribers  for  the  time  being  pre¬ 
sent  at  two  General  Meetings  to  be  convened  for  that  purpose;  or  by  a 
Ballott  if  demanded  AND  IT  IS  HEREBY  DECLARED  AND 

AGREED  by  and  between  all  the  parties  hereto  that  the  said  sum  of 

£24,000  £3  Per  Cent  Consolidated  Annuities  so  transferred  to  the  said 

Trustees  and  the  said  sum  of  £  so  now  in  the  hands  of  the  said 

Messrs.  Bolderos  and  Lushingtons  and  all  other  Sum  and  Sums  which 

shall  at  any  time  hereafter  be  received  by  or  come  to  the  hands  of  the 

said  Joseph  Marryat  Horatio  Clagett  Robert  Shedden  and  Joshua 

Reeve  as  such  Trustees  as  aforesaid  or  to  their  successors  for  the  time 

being,  shall  be  held  by  them  upon  Trust  in  the  first  place  to  indemnify 

the  said  Trustees  and  each  of  them  their  and  each  of  their  Executors 

Administrators  and  Successors  against  the  payment  of  the  Rent  Taxes 

Repairs  and  other  outgoings  of  the  Premises  that  now  are  or  hereafter 

may  be  occupied  by  or  for  the  use  and  accommodation  of  the  Sub¬ 

scribers  and  also  against  such  other  Engagements  or  liabilities  as  they 

the  said  Trustees  or  their  Successors  may  hereafter  be  directed  or 

authorized  to  enter  into  or  may  bona  fide  incur  for  the  use  benefit  or 

accommodation  of  such  Subscribers  and  generally  against  all  Loss 

Costs  charges  and  expenses  whatsoever  which  the  said  Trustees  or  any 

of  them  or  their  Executors  Administrators  or  Successors  shall  reason¬ 

ably  expend  or  be  put  to  in  the  execution  or  performance  of  their  Trust 

or  in  relation  thereto  PROVIDED  ALWAYS  that  if  it  shall  at  any 

time  hereafter  happen  that  the  whole  of  the  Funds  or  Monies  vested  or 

to  be  vested  in  the  Trustees  shall  be  voted  away  by  a  majority  of  two 

General  Meetings  or  paid  by  the  Trustees  for  the  use  or  by  the  direc¬ 

tion  of  the  Subscribers  for  the  time  being  or  there  shall  be  no  sufficient 

funds  remaining  in  the  hands  of  the  said  Trustees  then  and  in  either  of 

such  cases  the  Subscribers  DO  HEREBY  severally  and  respectively 
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APPENDIX  covenant  promise  and  agree  with  the  said  Joseph  Marryat  Horatio 

<<g”  Clagett  Robert  Shedden  and  Joshua  Reeve  to  indemnify  them  their 
Executors  Administrators  and  Successors  for  the  time  being  against  all 

loss  costs  and  charges  they  or  any  of  them  may  be  put  unto  for  or  by 

reason  of  their  or  either  of  their  having  entered  into  any  Contract 

Covenant  or  Agreement  or  incurred  any  liability  for  the  use  or  by  the 

authority  of  the  said  Society  AND  IT  IS  FURTHER  AGREED 

AND  DECLARED  between  all  the  said  parties  that  the  floating 

Cash  belonging  to  the  said  Subscribers  shall  be  kept  in  the  Bank  of 

England  or  at  some  Bankers  of  established  Credit  that  an  account 

thereof  shall  be  opened  at  the  said  Bank  or  Bankers  in  the  names  of 

the  said  Trustees  and  that  all  Drafts  upon  the  said  Bank  or  Bankers 

shall  be  signed  by  two  of  them  at  the  least  AND  IT  IS  LASTLY  DE¬ 
CLARED  AND  AGREED  that  the  said  Trustees  and  their  Successors 

shall  be  answerable  for  their  own  respective  personal  Acts  and  Defaults 

on1  ....  [Ponly]  and  not  for  any  Act  or  Default  of  the  other  or 
others  of  them  and  that  they  shall  at  all  times  hereafter  stand  possessed 

of  and  interested  in  the  said  Capital  Sum  of  £24,000  3  Per  Ct.  Consoli¬ 
dated  Annuities  and  of  the  Interest  and  Dividends  thereof  or  of  all 

such  further  and  other  Sums  as  shall  or  may  at  any  time  hereafter  come 

to  the  (sic)  hands  custody  or  Power  as  such  Trustees  as  aforesaid  only 

for  the  use  and  benefit  of  the  Subscribers  generally,  and  to  be  appli¬ 

cable  and  applied  in  conformity  to  the  Rules  and  Regulations  already 

passed  or  in  such  manner  and  form  as  the  Subscribers  for  the  time 

being  or  a  majority  of  them  at  two  General  Meetings  to  be  called  for 

that  purpose  or  by  a  Ballott  shall  from  time  to  time  duly  authorize 

and  direct  and  to  and  for  no  other  individual  use  intent  or  purpose 
whatsoever  IN  WITNESS  &c. 

l  Fire  damaged. 

3  oth  August ,  1811. 
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APPENDIX  “C.” 

SUMMARY  OF  LLOYD’S  ACTS,  1871-1925. 

This  summary  of  Lloyd’s  Acts  is  unauthoritative  and  unofficial.  It  is 
not  intended  to  do  more  than  to  give  an  indication  of  the  general  drift 

of  the  Acts,  and,  for  any  purpose  requiring  accuracy  of  definition,  the 
reader  is  referred  to  the  text  of  the  Acts. 

(1)  Lloyd's  Act,  1871  (34  Viet.  c.  21),  was  passed  for  the  purpose  of  in¬ 
corporating  in  one  body  (with  perpetual  succession  and  a  common 

seal,  and  with  power  to  purchase,  dispose,  &c.,  of  property)  the  Mem¬ 

bers  of  the  Society  formerly  held  at  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  in  the 
Royal  Exchange  for  the  effecting  of  marine  insurance  and  for  other 

purposes.  As  set  out,  the  objects  of  the  Society  are  to  be: 

(a)  The  carrying  on  of  the  business  of  marine  insurance  by 
Members  of  the  Society; 

(b)  The  protection  of  the  interests  of  Members  of  the  Society 

in  respect  of  shipping,  and  cargoes,  and  freight; 

(c)  The  collection,  publication,  and  diffusion  of  intelligence 

and  information  with  respect  to  shipping. 

The  Act  provides  for  the  formation  of  a  Committee  of  Lloyd’s,  retire¬ 
ment,  rotation,  re-eligibility,  election,  and  the  filling  of  casual  vacancies. 

Voting  powers  of  Members  of  the  Society  at  General  Meetings  are  also 

determined.  It  also  sets  out  the  fundamental  Rules  of  the  Society. 

Power  is  given  to  exclude  from  membership  (by  the  votes  of  four- 

fifths  of  such  Members  as  are  present,  being  at  least  100,  at  a  General 

Meeting  specially  convened  for  the  purpose)  a  Member  violating  a 

fundamental  rule,  or  guilty  of  any  act  discreditable  to  him  as  under¬ 

writer,  such  fact  being  first  ascertained  by  the  award  of  two  arbitrators 

(one  nominated  by  the  Committee  and  the  other  by  the  Member  com¬ 

plained  of);  in  event  of  disagreement,  by  the  Recorder,  or  other  umpire. 

The  Act  also  provides  that  a  Member  convicted  of  infamous  crime  or 

fraud,  or  becoming  bankrupt  or  suspending  payment,  &c.,  shall  cease 

to  be  a  Member.  Provision  is  also  made  for  cessation  of  membership, 

or  exclusion  from  the  Room,  in  the  case  of  arrears  of  subscription. 

Power  is  also  given  for  the  Society  to  make  By-Laws  for  any  of  the 

following  purposes:  (<2)  Conditions  of  admission  of  Members
,  An¬ 

nual  Subscribers,  &c.;  ( b )  fees  and  subscriptions;  (c)  mode,  time, 

place,  &c.,  of  General  Meetings,  mode  of  voting,  and  conduct  of  pr
o¬ 

ceedings;  (d)  qualification,  nomination  and  election  of  m
embers  of  the 

Committee;  (e)  appointment,  remuneration,  powers,  &c.,  of  Chai
rman; 

(f)  Committee  meetings  and  remuneration  of  members  
of  the  Com¬ 

mittee;  ( g )  Sub-Committees;  ( h )  cesser  of  membership  o
f  members  of 

the  Committee  otherwise  than  by  rotation;  (i)  appointment,  &c.,  of 

committees  consisting  of  Members  and  non-members;  (j)  use  of 
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APPENDIX  Rooms  and  seats  therein;  ( k )  supply  of  shipping  intelligence;  (/)  ap- 

“C”  pointment  of  Agents,  appointment  of  trustees  of  capital  stock,  &c.,  of 
the  Society,  appointment  of  officers  and  servants;  (m)  conduct  of 

insurance  business;  and  any  other  By-Law  necessary  for  the  better 

execution  of  the  Act  and  the  furtherance  of  the  Society’s  objects.  But 
no  By-Law  may  exclude  from  membership  for  any  cause. 

These  By-Laws,  which  must  be  printed  and  authenticated  by  seal, 

are  not  to  have  effect  until  submitted  to  and  allowed  by  the  Recorder 

of  the  City  of  London. 

The  Committee  are  to  manage  and  superintend  the  Society’s  affairs, 
except  such  as  are  required  to  be  transacted  at  General  Meetings,  but 

in  any  case  subject  to  the  By-Laws.  Liabilities  of  the  Committee  and 

Society  are  to  be  governed  in  like  manner  as  applied  to  directors  and  a 

company  by  the  Companies  Clauses  Consolidation  Act,  1845. 

A  person  imitating  Lloyd’s  stamp  is  liable  to  a  fine  of  £20. 
The  Act  also  permits  application  of  corporate  funds  for  the  protec¬ 

tion  of  the  interests  of  Members  in  regard  to  shipping,  cargoes,  and 
freight.  Power  is  also  given  to  undertake  the  discovery,  recovery,  res¬ 
toration,  &c.,  of  any  wreck,  and  to  carry  on  any  further  salving  from 

the  Lutine.  Lloyd’s  also  have  power  to  incorporate  any  other  Society 
instituted  for  like  purposes.  The  liability  of  Members  is  unlimited;  no 
Member  is  responsible  for  the  debts,  &c.,  of  any  other  Member. 

(2)  Lloyd's  Act,  1888  (51  Viet.  c.  2),  enlarged  the  objects  of  the  Act  of 
1871,  in  that  the  collection,  publication,  and  diffusion  of  intelligence 

and  information  was  no  longer  limited  “with  respect  to  shipping.” 

(3)  Lloyd's  Signal  Stations  Act,  1888  (51  &  52  Viet.  c..  29),  was  passed 
to  confer  powers  on  Lloyd’s  with  respect  to  Signal  Stations  and  tele¬ 
graphic  communication  connected  therewith .  Power  was  given  to  es¬ 
tablish  Signal  Stations,  staff  them,  See.,  enter  into  agreements  with  the 
Postmaster  General  as  to  telegraphic  and  telephonic  communication, 
compulsorily  acquire  land  (not  more  than  2  acres,  excluding  means  of 
approach)  under  the  Lands  Clauses  Acts,  with  provisions  as  to  adver¬ 
tisements,  service  of  notices,  See.,  but  subject  to  a  provisional  order 
of  the  Board  of  Trade,  with  confirmation  by  Act  of  Parliament;  the 
land  to  be  purchased  within  one  year  after  the  passing  of  such  Act. 
Various  public  authorities  were  exempted  from  the  operation  of  the  Act. 

(4)  Lloyd's  Act,  1911  (1  &  2  Geo.  5,  c.  62),  was  passed  to  extend  the 
objects  of,  confer  powers  additional  to  those  granted  by,  and  amend 
the  Act  of  1871.  By  this  Act  the  objects  of  the  Society  were  extended  to: 

(a)  The  carrying  on  by  Members  of  the  Society  of  the  business 
of  insurance  of  every  description,  including  guarantee business; 

( b )  The  advancement  and  protection  of  the  interests  of  Mem¬ 

bers  of  the  Society,  in  connection  with  the  business  carried 
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on  by  them  as  Members  of  the  Society,  and  in  respect  of  APPENDIX 
shipping,  and  cargoes,  and  freight,  and  other  insurable 

property,  or  insurable  interests,  or  otherwise; 

(c)  The  collection,  publication,  and  diffusion  of  intelligence 
and  information; 

(d)  The  doing  of  all  things  incidental  or  conducive  to  the  fulfil¬ 

ment  of  the  objects  of  the  Society. 

The  Society  may  act  as  Trustee  of  any  trust  deed  furnished  by  any 

Member  to  meet  his  liabilities  at  Lloyd’s.  To  enable  Members  to 

comply  with  the  Assurance  Companies  Act,  1909,  or  the  Society’s 
regulations  as  to  a  Member  furnishing  security,  the  Society  may  guar¬ 

antee  payment  of  claims  upon  insurance  policies  and  guarantees  un¬ 

derwritten  by  Members,  and  apply  its  funds  to  meet  its  liabilities 

thereunder,  provided  that  certain  conditions  are  fulfilled. 

The  Society  may,  where  in  its  opinion,  or  in  the  opinion  of  the  Com¬ 

mittee,  it  is  to  the  interest  of  the  Society  to  do  so,  apply  its  funds  and 

property  to  make  good  any  deficiency  arising  by  default  of  any  guar¬ 

antor,  under  any  guarantee  furnished  by  any  Member  under  the  pro¬ 

visions  of  the  Assurance  Companies  Act,  1909,  or  under  the  regula¬ 

tions  of  the  Society,  as  security  for  his  liabilities  under  policies  under¬ 

written  by  him,  or  arising  through  insufficiency  of  any  security  fur¬ 

nished  by  such  Member.  But  the  Society’s  funds  may  not  be  so  ap¬ 
plied,  except  where  such  Member  has  complied,  to  the  satisfaction  of 

the  Committee,  with  the  provisions  of  the  Assurance  Companies  Act 

and  with  the  regulations  of  the  Society  as  to  security,  nor  unless  the 

guarantee  or  other  security  has  been  approved  and  accepted  by  the 

Committee.  These  powers  may  only  be  exercised  in  accordance  with 

By-Laws  sanctioning  the  exercise  of  such  powers,  which  By-Laws  the 
Society  is  by  this  Act  empowered  to  make. 

Further  powers  are  given  to  apply  the  Society’s  funds  for  the  protec¬ 
tion  of  the  interests  of  Members  in  regard  to  shipping,  cargoes, 

freights,  or  otherwise,  the  relevant  sections  of  the  Act  of  1871  being 

repealed.  This  Act  also  contains  a  provision  giving  power  to  the  Com¬ 
mittee  temporarily  to  suspend  a  Member  in  case  of  any  discreditable 

act  in  connection  with  insurance.  Under  this  section,  leave  is  given  to 

appeal  to  a  General  Meeting.  Requisitions  as  to  time  of  meeting, 

numbers  present,  &c.,  must  be  strictly  complied  with. 

The  power  to  make  By-Laws  is  increased,  the  provisions  of  the  Act 

of  1888  relating  to  information  being  repealed  and  re-enacted. 

(5)  Lloyd's  Act ,  1925  (15  &  16  Geo.  5,  c.  26),  conferred  additional 
powers  of  making  By-Laws,  and  amended  the  Act  of  1871,  with  res¬ 

pect  to  the  sections  dealing  with  the  Committee — number  and  quo¬ 

rum,  retirement,  rotation,  election,  re-eligibility,  and  casual  vacancies. 

Subject  to  the  allowance  by  the  Recorder  of  By-Laws  (which  by  the 

Act  of  1925  the  Society  are  empowered  to  make),  governing  the  above, 

the  relevant  sections  of  the  Act  of  1871  are  to  be  repealed. 
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INDEX 

N.B.— For  “Captains’  Room,”  “Committee,”  “Members,”  and 

similar  entries,  see  sub-headings  under  “Lloyd’s,”  alphabetically  ar¬ 

ranged.  For  “Marine  Insurance,”  see  “Insurance  Marine,”  and  sim¬ 

ilarly  with  all  forms  of  insurance.  All  clauses  in  the  policy,  and  all  in¬ 
dividual  policies  referred  to  in  the  text,  are  alphabetically  arranged  in 

separate  sub-headings,  under  “Policy.”  The  names  of  all  Coffee 

Houses,  other  than  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  and  New  Lloyd’s  Coffee 

House,  are  gathered  together,  alphabetically,  under  “Coffee  Houses.” 
Abbreviations  employed:  d.,  daughter;  s.,  son;  w.,  wife;  Ch.,  chair¬ 

man;  L.C.H.,  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House. 

ADAMS,  Henry,  329. 

Addison,  Joseph,  on  L.C.H.,  26. 

Admiralty,  early  insurances  by, 

10;  relations  with  Lloyd’s,  203-7, 
221, 223, 231-5,  280-2,  286,  386; 
mentioned,  26,  287,  361. 

Admiralty  Court,  37. 

Adriatic  Sea,  convoys  in,  232. 

Adventure ,  case  of  the,  238. 

Albert,  Prince,  341. 

Albion  Mills,  fire  insurance  at 

Lloyd’s,  219. 
Allfrey,  Edward,  188. 
Alliance  Brit,  and  For.  Fire  and 

Life  Assce.  Co.,  308-9,  313,  315. 
Alliance  Marine  Insce.  Co.,  315, 

316,  341,  392. 

Althea,  loss  of  the,  232-3. 
America,  U.S.  privateer,  177. 

American  ships ,  seizures  of,  181-2, 
184,  192. 

Amicable  Contributors.  See 

“Hand-in-Hand.” 
Anderson,  Alex.,  266,  268. 

Angerstein,  John  Julius,  Ch.  of 

Lloyd’s,  character  and  career  of, 
1 14-15,  1 97-201;  finds  premises 

for  Lloyd’s,  114-16;  promin¬ 
ence  of,  171-2;  and  war  funds, 

2o8n,  209-10;  Nelson’s  letters  to, 
21 1 ;  and  appointment  of  Secre¬ 

tary,  221;  and  lifeboats,  225-6; 

and  Patriotic  Fund,  229;  “Mr. 
Angerstein’s  Clause,”  237;  op¬ 

poses  repeal,  242,  243;  retires 

from  business  273-4;  on  state  of 
underwriting  (1810),  195,  218, 

241,  249,  251,  252,  254,  255; 
mentioned,  122,  158,  160,  174, 

203,  256,  276,  293,  304,  382, 

426,  447,  449. 

Angerstein,  Karl,  115m 

Assurance.  See  “Insurance.” 
Assurance  Companies  Act,  433-4. 

Assurances,  Court  of,  37-9,  162. 
Assurances,  Office  of,  35-7,  38-9, 

40,  143,  162. Austrian  Lloyd,  351. 

Avebury,  Lord,  366. 

Averages,  Committee  on  Fraudu¬ 

lent,  237;  proposed  Board  for 
settlement  of,  270.  See  also, 

“Claims,”  “General  Average.” 
Average  Adjusters  Association, 

371-2. 
BACKHOUSE,  Thomas,  181-2. 

Baker,  Martha,  72m,  82-3,  89. 
Baker,  Richard,  Master  L.  C.  H., 

72,  79,  82,  88,  301. 
Baker,  Richard,  s.  of  above,  Mas¬ 

ter  L.C.H.,  82,  90,  100-8,  109, 
122-4,  3QI- 

Baltic  Sea,  contraband  trade 

through,  177,  180-1,  189,  19 1 ; 

ships  seized  in,  192-3,  262-3;  in¬ 

telligence  from,  224,  261-5;  con¬ 

voys  from,  231;  Committee  on 



losses  in,  262-3,  267;  escape  of 
ships  from,  413-14. 

Bank  of  England,  278,  409. 
Barbon,  Dr.  Nicholas,  41. 

Baring,  Alexander,  244,  259,  308. 
Baring  Bros.,  197. 

Baring,  Sir  Francis,  196,  229. 

Baring,  Thomas,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s, 

351-2,  362,  363,  375, 379.  " Barnes,  James,  250,  309,  31 1. 
Beck,  Sir  Justus,  45. 
Beck,  Sir  Raymond,  425,  434. 

Bell,  William,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s, 
2°5n-,  235m,  239,  266m,  267, 

275>  276,  304. 

Bennett,  John,  Master  of  Lloyd’s, 
170,  213,  221,  223,  232,  235-6, 

295-6,  299,  302. 
Bennett,  John,  jun.,  Secretary  of 

Lloyd’s,  appointed,  222;  devel- 
opes  shipping  intelligence, 

222-4,  261-2,  264;  and  Patriotic 
Fund,  228;  tribute  from  Com¬ 

mittee,  267-8;  junior  Master, 

270,  272,  273;  confirmed  as  Sec¬ 
retary,  272;  compensated  for  loss 

of  Mastership,  296-9;  death  and 

services  of,  326-7;  his  statistics 

of  war  losses,  156,  183-4;  men_ 
tioned,  218,  232,  233,  345. 

Bennett,  John,  s.  of  last-named, 

298,  327. 

Berlin  Decrees,  177,  180-1,  189, 
247. 

Bewicke,  Calverley,  209. 

Birks,  Joseph,  120. 

Billingsley,  Case,  44,  58. 
Bischoff,  James,  333,  339. 
Black,  James,  112,  n6n. 
Bleadon  &  Co.,  335. 

Bodicott,  John,  29. 

Bogle  v.  Lawson,  344-5. 
Boldero  &  Co.,  113,  278. 

Bolton,  John,  Master  in  Cap¬ 

tains’  Room,  298,  299,  301,  334. 
Bonar,  Thomson,  210,  229. 

Bond,  Joseph,  2660. 

Boulton,  Sidney,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s,  INDEX 

425-6- 

Bourdieu,  James,  112,  n6n. 
Bourdieu,  J.  B.,  205m,  266m,  276. 

Bowes,  Thomas,  16-17,  68n. 
Brereton,  William,  40. 

Bristol,  trade  of,  3-4;  marine  in¬ 
surance  at,  45-6,  48,  144,  149- 

50,  164,  241. 
British  Capture,  insurance  a- 
gainst,  179-80,  247. 

Broad,  Wm.,  &  Sons,  279. 
Broderick,  Sir  Allen,  39. 

Brokers,  sworn,  35-6,  162. 
Brokers,  insurance,  rise  of,  39-40, 

51-2;  Weskett’s  attack  on,  160-2; 
remuneration  of,  161,  i6in.i, 

255-6;  war  anxieties  of,  193, 

400-2,  408-9;  functions  of,  420, 

441- 

Brougham,  Lord,  244. 

Bubble  Act,  59-62,  64-6,  78,  90, 

93,  250,  254,  423. 
Buller,  Mr.  Justice,  130. 

Buxton,  Thomas  Fowell,  309-11. 

CAMDEN,  Earl,  222. 

Candeler,  Richard,  35-7,  38. 
Cantillon  v.  London  Assurance, 

146-7. 
Cape  Hatter  as,  case,  130. 

Capper,  John,  350m 
Carruthers,  C.  B.  ,  365. 

Carruthers,  David,  281,  306, 

322-4,  329. 
Cave,  Rt.  Hon.  Stephen,  379. 

Champion,  Alex.,  205m,  304. 

Champion,  Samuel,  224,  261-5. 
Chapman,  Thomas,  329,  333. 

Chapman,  Sir  William,  49. 

Chetwynd,  Lord,  49,  58-9.  See 

also,  “London  Assurance.” 
Christie,  Robert,  266m 

Claggett,  Horatio,  273. 

Claims,  custom  as  to  payment  of, 

65, 161,374,376-7;  Examiner  of, 

372-3- 
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INDEX  Clifton,  William,  416. 
Coal  Exchange,  underwriting  at, 

241. 
Cobbett,  Richard,  229. 

Cochrane,  Lord,  287. 

Codling,  Captain,  238. 

Coffee  Houses,  commercial  im¬ 

portance  of,  3-8;  rapid  rise  of, 

8-9;  as  news  and  business  cen¬ 

tres,  9-1 1,  15,  19-20.  Barbadoes, 

15;  Bridge's ,  9,  15,  20,  98; 

Bright's,  18;  Chapter,  208; 

Child's,  9;  Elford's,  15,  20; 
Farr's,  8;  Garraway's,  9,  10,  15, 

18,  20,  33,  56,  59,  59m;  Good's, 
20;  Grecian,  9;  Hains's,  15,  20; 
Jamaica,  15,  20,  241,  286,  301; 

Jerusalem,  241,  335;  John's,  20, 

33,69;  Jonathan’ s , 9, 15, 18,  59m, 

93-5,97;  Mann’s,  9;  Marine,  15, 

20, 48,  56;  Rosee’s, 8;  Sam’s,  next 

the  Custom  House,  71;  loom's, 

Pope’s  Head  Alley,  15;  Tom's, 
Great  Russell  Street,  97,  98; 

Tom's,  Wood  Street,  70;  Wag- 

home’s,  17,  98;  White’s  (Choco¬ 

late  House),  90;  Will's,  Cornhill, 
1 12;  Will's,  Covent  Garden,  9. 

Coffee-Men,  their  projected 

newspapers,  68-70. 
Colomb,  Admiral  P.  H.,  375. 

Colquhoun,  Patrick,  208. 
Constitution,  U.S.S.,  182. 

Convoy,  disaster  to  Smyrna 

(1693),  42-3;  52;  complaints  of 

breaking,  78,  204-5;  capture  of 
E.  and  W.  India  (1780),  155, 

193;  disaster  to  Levant  (1795), 

192;  returns  for,  189,  204,  234; 

compulsory,  203-4;  Lloyd’s  and, 
204-7,  231-4,  279-80;  coastal, 

233-4;  against  pirates,  281-2;  in 
Great  War,  41 1. 

Convoy  Acts,  204,  2040.1,  205, 
207,  23 3. _ 

Convoy  Lists,  153,  203,  223. 

Cooper,  Sir  Edwin,  446. 

Coutts’s  Bank,  15-16. 
Crawford,  R.  W.,  379. 

Croker,  Rt.  Hon.  J.  W.,  280-1. 

Curling,  George,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s, 
205m,  235-6,  2350.2,  239,  304. 

Cure,  Capel,  266m,  276. 

DA  Costa,  S.  I.,  366-8,  372. 

Damaged  goods,  separation  of, 
284. 

Danson,  J.  T.,  on  premiums  of 

1805-16, 188-92;  attacks  Lloyd’s, 

389-91. 
Day,  John,  Mayor  of  Bristol,  45. 
Defoe,  Daniel,  43. 

Demosthenes,  and  scuttling,  416- 
17- 

Denham,  Martha.  See  “Lloyd.” Dewar,  Capt.  K.  G.,  R.N.,  on 

war  losses,  185-6. 
Dewar,  Robert,  281,  322,  323. 
Diana,  frigate,  195. 

Dickens,  Charles,  317-18, 329-30, 

350- 

Dickens,  John, 317-18. 
Dobson,  William,  Secretary  of 

Lloyd’s,  299,  327,  351-2. 
Drake,  Thomas,  32. 

Duckworth,  Commodore,  206. 

Dutch  ships,  seizure  of,  192. 

EAST  India  Board,  232. 
East  India  Company,  189,  223, 

232. 
East  India  House,  335,  446-8. 
Elbe,  blockade  of,  233. 
Eldon,  Lord,  314,  315. 

Elford,  John,  Coffee-Man,  30, 32. 
Emden,  German  cruiser,  177,  407. 

Enemy  property,  insurance  of,  in 

1 8th  century,  79-81,  157;  re¬ 
stricted  in  Revolutionary  Wars, 

178-80,  247;  prevention  of,  in 
Great  War,  407,  412-13. 

Essex,  U.S.S.,  177. 

Ewer,  John,  112,  116. 
Exhibition,  Great,  of  1851,  350. 



FALKENER,  Edward,  29. 

Falkener,  Abigail.  See  “  Lloyd. 
Fame ,  ship,  212. 

Farr,  James,  Coffee-Man,  8. 
Farrant,  William,  420. 
Fenning,  George,  375. 

Fielder,  William,  Coffee-Man, 

69-70. 
Fielding,  Thomas,  Master  of 

New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  90, 
97-104,  xo8;  relations  with  his 

patrons,  109-10,  hi;  Master  of 

Lloyd’s,  1 17;  death,  125;  men¬ 
tioned,  167,  169, 170, 294, 301. 

Finch,  John,  17,  29. 

Fire  Office  (1680).  Nee  “Phoenix.” 
Flotas,  insurance  of,  80, 8on.2, 92. 

Foreign  Office,  233,  282,  348-9. 

Foe,  Daniel.  See  “Defoe.” 
Fortune,  Francis,  321-2. 
Forwood  v.  Goschen,  378. 

Fox,  Charles  James,  179. 

Framework  Knitters  Company, 

H>  
32- 

Franks,  Mary.  See  “Lloyd.” 
Fraser,  Honble.  Simon,  &  Co., 

278. 
Frauds,  insurance,  an  early  ex¬ 

ample,  10;  Lloyd’s  and,  237-8, 
272;  frequency  of,  252-3;  on 
Greek  ships,  See.,  415-17. 

Freeling,  Sir  Francis,  99,  236. 

Freeman’s  Court,  houses  in,  113- 
14,  116,  121. 

Freshfield  &  Newman,  366. 

Friendly  Insurance  Society,  255m 

Friendly  Society  for  Insurance 

against  Fire,  41. 

GENERAL  Average,  Lloyd’s 
and,  370-2. 

General  Shipping  and  Commercial 

List,  235-7,331. 

General  Shipowners’  Society. 

See  “Shipowners.” 
George  I.,  and  Bubble  Act,  59- 
60. 
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George  III.,  jubilee  of,  220. 

George  V.,  and  Lloyd’s,  446-50. 
Getting,  Moses,  245,  251-4. 
Gibson,  Joseph,  372. 

Gladstone,  Sir  John,  241. 

Gladstone,  Rt.  Hon.  W.  E.,  241, 

342. 

Glasgow,  underwriting  at,  240. 

Glasgow  Underwriters’  Associa¬ 
tion,  310, 348. 

Glennie,  Alex.,  249,  251-2,  255. 
Globe  Insurance  Co.,  241,  242, 

258. Glover,  Mr.  John,  367,  371. 
Gomm,  Mr.,  113. 

Goodwin,  Curling  &  Co.,  238. 

Goschen,  Rt.  Hon.  G.  J.,  Ch.  of 

Lloyd’s,  376,  378,  379,  380. 
Greated,  Timothy,  245. 

Greathead,  Henry,  225. 

“Green  Book.”  See  “Register 

Books.” 

Grenfell,  Pascoe,  244. 
Gresham,  John,  35. 

Gresham  Committee,  114-16, 

172. 
Grey,  Smith,  Master  in  Subscri¬ 
bers’  Rooms,  298,  299-301. 

Grill,  Claes,  248. 

Gurney,  Samuel,  309. 
Guthrie,  Mr.,  336. 

HAIG,  Field  Marshal,  Earl,  418. 

Hall,  Capt.  Robert,  212. 
Halliday,  Thomas,  250. 

Halsted,  Capt.  G.  A.,  R.N.,  Sec¬ 

retary  of  Lloyd’s,  351-2,  354, 

375- 

Hamburg,  marine  insurance  at, 

246-7,  320;  bad  repute  at 

Lloyd’s,  248. 
Hand-in-Hand  Fire  Office,  41, 

431- 

Hardy  &  Harper,  335. 

Hargreaves,  Walter,  438. 

Harley,  Alderman,  173-4. 
Harper,  R.  H.,  352. 

INDEX 

G  G 



INDEX  Hathaway,  W.  M.  S.,  266,  268, 
273- 

Hayley,  Alderman  George,  Ch. 

of  Lloyd’s,  125,  147,  149. 
Head,  Christopher,  432. 
Head,  Henry,  433. 

Heath,  Cuthbert,  425, 428, 430-3, 

434- 
Heathcote,  Sir  Gilbert,  45. 
Helbut,  Philip,  49,  58. 
Heybourne,  C.,  37. 

Heywood,  Capt.  Peter,  R.N.,  287. 

Hobson,  Allfrey  &  Wheeler,  180. 

Hobson,  George,  188,  191. 

Holman,  Elinor.  See  “Lloyd.” 
Hoole,  Stanley,  380. 

Hopton,  George,  138. 

Horsburgh,  Capt.  James,  287. 
Howick,  Lord,  230. 

Hozier,  Sir  Henry,  Secretary  of 

Lloyd’s,  132,  184,  375,  385. 
Hull,  underwriting  at,  241. 

Hume,  Joseph,  312. 

Huskisson,  Rt.  Hon.  William, 

244.  3°8>  3°9> 3!2-i4- 

ILLICIT  trade,  Committee  on 
losses  by,  174. 

Indemnity  Mutual  Insurance  Co., 

3X5>  3i6>  34L  357.  392- 
India,  marine  insurance  in,  246-7. 
Industrious  Poor,  Committee  for 
Relief  of,  208,  2o8n.3. 

Inglefield,  Ad.  Sir  Edward,  Sec¬ 

retary  of  Lloyd’s,  375,  385. 
Inglis,  James,  266m 
Insurance,  Air  Risk,  412,  444. 
Insurance,  Burglary,  432,  443. 
Insurance,  Fire,  early,  41-2;  at 

Lloyd’s,  219,  431-5,  442. 
Insurance,  Life,  36ml;  Lloyd’s not  adapted  to,  444. 

Insurance,  Marine,  in  16th  and 

17th  centuries,  9-1 1 ,35-39;  pro¬ 
posed  corporation  for  (1660), 
40-1;  in  1 8th  century,  39-40, 

45'6>  5°"6‘,  Bubble  Act  and,  60-2, 

64-6;  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House  as 
centre  of,  66,  71,  77-8;  state  of, 

in  1781,  158-62;  attempt  to  co¬ 

dify  law  of,  162-5;  French  Wars 
stimulate,  194-6,  218;  domina¬ 

ted  by  Lloyd’s,  240-1;  proposed 
new  company  for  (1810),  242-3, 

258-60;  Select  Committee  on, 

244-58;  restrictions  on,  repealed, 

307-14;  decline  in  volume  of, 
319-20;  diverted  from  U.S.A., 

349;  increase  of,  350;  many  fail¬ 
ures  in,  364;  effect  of  steam  navi¬ 
gation  and  telegraphs  on,  369-70. 

See  also  “Averages,”  “Average 

Adjusters,”  “British  Capture,” 
“Brokers,”  “Claims,”  “Enemy 

property,”  “Frauds,”  “General 
Average,”  “Lloyd’s,”  “Policy,” 
“Premiums,”  “Reinsurance,” 

“Stamp  Duties,”  “Underwri¬ 
ters,”  “War  Risks.” 

Insurance,  Miscellaneous  Risks, 

projects  for,  44;  at  Lloyd’s,  432- 

5>  44I-4- 
Insurances,  Gaming,  restriction 

of,  80,  91-2;  on  lives  and  events, 

93-6;  condemned  at  Lloyd’s, 
1 18,  374-5;  prevalent,  162,  219; 
law  as  to,  436-7. 

Insurgente,  Fr.  frigate,  182. 

“Interest  or  no  Interest.”  See 

“Insurances,  Gaming.” 

International  Code.  See  “  Sig¬ 

nals.” 

JAMES,  Mr.,  113. 

Jannsen,  Alderman,  81. 
Janson,  Alfred,  333. 

Janson,  John,  181,  188-90. 
Janson,  William,  307. 

Jemson,  Elizabeth,  68,  71-2. 
Jemson,  Thomas,  Master  of 

L.C.H.,  journalistic  enterprise, 

68-70;  founds  Lloyd's  List , 
70-7 1 ;  death  ,71-2;  mentioned  ,88 . Johnson,  Sir  Henry,  434. 



KENTISH,  Joshua,  327. 
Killegrew,  Sir  William,  40. 
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LAMB,  Charles,  223,  337. 
Lasley,  John,  113. 
Lawrence,  Mary,  89,  124. 
Lawrence,  Thomas,  Master  of 

L.C.H., 89-90, 100-8, 109,122-5, 

301. Lechmere,  Sir  William,  48,  49, 

57-8- . 
Lee,  Richard,  229. 
Le  Roch,  John,  i6n. 

Lifeboats,  225-6. 
Liverpool,  trade  of,  3;  under¬ 
writers  reinsure  in  London,  164. 

Liverpool,  Lord,  201,  31 1,  314. 
Liverpool  and  London  War  Risks 
Association,  404. 

Liverpool  Underwriters’  Associ¬ 
ation,  240-1,  285,  310,  340, 348, 
362,  371,  378. 

Lloyd,  use  of  name  for  shipping 
and  air  lines,  1 . 

Lloyd,  Abigail,  w.  of  Edward,  12, 
29. 

Lloyd,  Abigail,  d.  of  Edward, 

29,  31- 

Lloyd,  Edward,  not  the  “Founder 
of  Lloyd’s, ”1-2;  early  history  and 
Coffee  House  in  Tower  Street, 

12-15;  particular  as  to  spelling 
of  his  name,  13,  27;  moves  to 

Lombard  Street,  15-19;  pub¬ 

lishes  Lloyd's  News,  21-5;  snubs 
a  scaremonger,  25-6;  vouches  for 
customers,  26;  private  life  and 

parochial  activities,  27-32; 
death,  33;  mentioned,  34,  67, 
88,  108,  301,  330.  See  also, 

“Lloyd’s  Coffee  House.” 
Lloyd,  Edward,  s.  of  above,  12. 
Lloyd, Elinor, d.ofEdward,  12,31. 
Lloyd,  Elizabeth,  w.  of  Edward, 

29>  31- 
Lloyd,  Handy,  d.  of  Edward,  29, 

3U  32,  67-8. 

Lloyd,  Hugh,  s.  of  Edward,  15,  INDEX 

31- 

Lloyd,  John,  i4n.2. 
Lloyd,  Martha,  w.  of  Edward,  3 1 , 

32- 

Lloyd,  Mary,  d.  of  Edward,  15, 

29.  3L  32. 
Lloyd’s,  origins  of,  1-3,  1 1 ,  88, 

108.  See  also,  “Lloyd’s  Coffee 
House,”  “New  Lloyd’s  Coffee 

House.” 
1771-1793:  founding  of,  109-19; 
policy  settled  at,  125,  126-7, 13L 

135,  147-9;  and  American  War, 
153-8;  Weskett’s  account  of, 
158-62;  slow  development  of, i65-75- 

1793-1815  :  effect  of  French 
Wars  on,  176,  192-3,  194-6;  and 

war  problems,  180-2;  prominent 
men  at,  196-202;  relations  with 
Admiralty,  203-7,  231-5;  war 
funds  at,  207-12,  225,  226-31; 
development  of,  213-16,  217-18, 

220-5;  repute  and  influence  of, 

219-20,  225,  231,  237-9;  fire  in" 
surance  at,  219;  and  lifeboats, 

225-6;  controversy  with  Post 
Office,  235-7. 
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predominance  
of, 

240-1;  opposes  new  company, 

242-4,  258-60;  state  of  under¬ 
writing  at,  245-56;  dissensions 
at,  and  reorganisation  0^261-74. 
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development  
and  ac¬ 

tivities  

of,  

275-9,  

282-8;  

and American  

War,  

279-80;  

quarrel 
with  

Admiralty,  

280-2;  

and  

pol¬ icy  
duty,  

288-93,  

328;  

and  
use  

of 
slips,  

290-2;  

further  

reorganisa¬ 

tion  

of,  
294-302;  

and  

Register 
Books,  

303-7,  

328-30;  

and  

re¬ peal,  

308-14;  

and  

Companies, 

315-17,  340-1;  depression  and 
friction  at,  319-26;  revival  of, 

333;  premises  burned,  334-6;  at 
South  Sea  House,  337-8;  pro- 

11  H 



INDEX 
gress  of,  338-40;  return  to  Royal 

Exchange,  341-3;  reforms  in 
membership,  345-7. 

1845-70:  progress  of,  348-56; 
further  reforms  at,  356-61; 
underwriters  predominant  in, 

359-61;  and  shipping,  361-2; 
failures  at,  363-5;  guarantees 

and  deposits  at,  365-7;  and  in¬ 
surance  questions,  368-77. 

1870-1927:  incorporation  of, 
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progress  of,  382-7;  and 

Lutine  

salvage,  

387-9;  

attack  
on, 

389-91;  

and  
Salvage  

Association, 392-3 »  395"8;  ,in  Great  War> 

400-19;  composition  and  charac¬ 

ter  of,  420-2,  427;  methods  of 
business  at,  422-4, 430- 1 ,437-40; 

security  afforde-d  by,  423-8, 

435-6;  large  scale  underwriting 

at,  428-30;  non-marine  business 

at,  431-5,  441-4;  the  future  of, 

445-5°- 
Agency  Committee,  353,  380, 

383- Annual  Subscribers,  differen¬ 

tiated  from  Members,  345-6, 

421;  359,  36°,  361- 
Associates,  421 . 

Audit,  the,  424-6,  433. 
By-Laws,  of  1811,  271-3;  a- 
gainst  underwriting  in  partner¬ 
ship,  317;  inadequacy  of,  373-4, 

376-7,  379;  under  Lloyd’s  Act, 
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272.  

See  

also,  

“Anger- 

stein,  

J.  
J.,”  

“Baring,  

Thos.,” 

“Bell,  

W
m
.
,
”
 
 

“Boulton,  

Sid¬ ney,”  

“Curling,  

Geo.,”  

“Gos- 

chen,  

Rt..Hon.  

G.  
J.,”  

“Hayley, 

A
l
d
.
G
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o
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M
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n
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G.,” “Marryatt,  

Joseph,”  

“Mierop, 

M.  K.  van,”  “Robinson,  G.  R.,” 
“Shaw,  Benj.,”  “Thompson, 

Aid.  Wm.,”  “Watson,  Sir 

Brook.” 

Coffee  Rooms  (public),  area, 

1 19,  217m;  hours  of  closing,  173; 

news  posted  in,  224-5.  Ace  also, 

“  Captain’s  Room.” 
Committee,  original  112;  in¬ 

formality  and  restricted  func¬ 
tions  of,  166-7,  W0.  I74"5. 

268-9,  363 ;  war  stimulates  devel¬ 

opment  of,  212;  to  submit  An¬ 
nual  Report,  213-14;  attack  on, 
and  resignation  of,  261-7;  first 

By-Laws  concerning,  271-2; 

new  status  of,  275-6;  remunera¬ 
tion  of,  270-1,  276-7,  322-4, 

356;  exact  guarantees  at  discre¬ 
tion,  365;  limited  powers  of, 

373-4.  376-7.  378;  under  Lloyd’s Act,  380- 1 ;  powers  and  functions 
of,  421,  422-3,  435-6,  440. 
Committee  of  Correspond¬ 
ence,  272. 

Committee  of  Treasury,  228, 

272,  273. 

Committees,  Special,  and  Sub¬ 
committees,  on  policy  (1779 

and  1811),  149,  1 5 1 ;  on  illicit 

trade  (1786),  174;  on  averages 

(1802),  237;  to  oppose  repeal 

(1810),  243,  249,  258;  on  intelli¬ 
gence  (1811),  263-6,  267;  on  or¬ 
ganisation  (1811),  266-70;  on 
property  in  French  ports  (1814), 

276;  on  management  (1823), 

296-9;  on  Mastership  (1828-9), 
300;  to  oppose  repeal  (1824), 

310,  312-14;  on  By-Laws  (1833), 

324-5,  329;  on  Register  Books 

{1833), 329  >onLl°yd’s  List 33i;onpremises(i838),335-6;on 
Agencies  (1845  and  1851),  353; 
on  York- Antwerp  Rules  (1878), 
371;  on  Venezuelan  (1870),  378; 
on  By-Laws  (1870),  379. 
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General  Meetings,  right  to 

requisition,  118;  infrequency  of, 

(I774'93)>1 66-7;  regular,  21 3- 14; 
powers  of,  268-9,  272. 
Managing  Member  for  Cor¬ 

respondence,  277,  354. 

Masters,  position  of,  1 17-19; 

powers  and  duties  of,  167-70, 
203,  206,  213,  264,  269;  increase 

of  subscription  to,  172-3;  com¬ 

plaints  of,  270;  anomalous  posi¬ 

tion  of,  294-5;  profits  of,  296; 
made  subordinate  to  Secretary, 

297-8;  partnership  dissolved, 

299-300;  abolished,  300-2.  See 

also,  “Bennett,  John,”  “Ben¬ 

nett,  John,  jun.,”  “Bolton, 
John,”  “Fielding,  Thos.,” 

“Grey,  Smith,”  “Spencer  Jos.,” 

“Tayler,  Thos.,”  “Trebilcock, 
Ed.,”  “White,  Thos.” 
Member  in  Attendance,  354. 

Members,  distinguished  from 

Annual  Subscribers,  345-7; 

rights  and  obligations  of,  420-4, 

427-8,  435-6;  subscription  of, 

346,  359-60,  423;  numbers  of, 

356,  361,  36m. 1,  427. 

Merchants’  Room,  instituted, 

343;  abolished,  359. 
Non-Underwriting  Members, 

359-60,361,42!. 
Secretary,  first  appointment  of, 

221-2;  By-Law  concerning,  272; 
powers  increased,  297.  See  also 

“Bennett,  John,  jun.,”  “Dob¬ 

son,  Wm. ,”  “Halsted,  Capt. 

G.  A.,”  “Hozier,  Sir  Henry,” 

“Inglefield,  Sir  Edward,”  “Ste¬ 

phenson,  B.  C.” Shipping  Intelligence,  in 

early  days,  74-5,  121-2,  203; 

203m,  216,  220-1,  222-3;  devel¬ 

oped  by  Bennett,  jun.,  223-4, 
shared  with  public,  224-5;  in¬ 

quiry  into,  263-6,  269;  to  Com¬ 

panies,  316,  340-1;  later  devel¬ 

opments  of,  339-40,  350-3,  index 

384-7.  See  also,  “  Convoy 
Lists,”  “Lloyd’s  List.” 
Statistical  Committee,  352. 

Subscribers,  printed  list  of 

(1800),  3,  118;  original,  109-11; 
privileges  and  liabilities  of,  118, 

120-2,  170,  172-3;  qualification 
and  election  of,  214-15,  271; 

number  of,  216,  218,  320,  338. 

Subscribers’  Rooms,  area  of, 

1 19,  174,  217m;  privacy  of,  120, 
170-1;  additions  to,  171-2,  217, 

277-8;  hours  of  closing,  173, 

334ml ;  overcrowding  of,  214, 
218,  tickets  for  admission  to, 

215-16;  ventilation  in,  278, 

Christmas  closing  of,  321;  in 

South  Sea  House,  338,  in  third 

Royal  Exchange,  341-3.  A^also, 

“Underwriting  Room.” 
Substitutes,  regulations  as  to, 

214-16,  271;  numbers  of,  216, 
361m;  definition  of,  422. 
Superintendent  of  the  Rooms, 

354- 

Trust  Deed,  273,  275-6,  336-7, 

377,  382,  and  Appendix 
 “B.” Underwriting  Members,  first 

separately  distinguished,  357-8, 

359-60;  Agents  and  Names, 

421-4.  See  also,  “Members.” 
Underwriting  Room,  Satur¬ 

day  early  closing  of,  355-6;  over¬ 
crowding,  ventilation,  and  noise 
of  chimes,  358. 

Lloyd’s  Acts,  379-82,  434-5  and 

Appendix  “C.” 
Lloyd’s  Agents,  institution  of, 

238,  270,  279;  instructions  to, 
282-4;  growth  of,  283-5,  353, 

383-4;  and  signals,  286;  Special 

Agencies,  353-4;  and  Salvage Association,  398. 

Lloyd’s  Average  Department, 

439- 

Lloyd’s  Benevolent  Fund,  322. 
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INDEX  Lloyd’s  Brokers’ Association,  440. 
Lloyd’s  Calendar ,  396. 
Lloyd’s  Captains’  Register,  352-3. 
Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  Tower 
Street,  n-13,  15. 

Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  Lombard 
Street,  opening  of,  15,  18-19; 

site  and  character  of,  15-18;  as  a 
news  and  business  centre,  19, 

21-7;  not  identified  with  under¬ 

writing,  27,  34,  55-6;  foundling 
child  at,  30;  becomes  headquar¬ 
ters  of  underwriting,  62,  64-6, 

71,  78;  frequented  by  ship- 

brokers,  70-1;  the  “Red  Room” 

at,  71;  “ Lloyd’s  List”  published 
from,  70-5;  shipping  intelligence 

at,  7 5,  77-9.  83-4;  Register  So¬ 
ciety  at,  84-5,  87;  high  status  of, 
88;  gaming  insurances  at,  90-1, 

93-6,  1 18;  secession  from,  96- 

104;  rivalry  with  New  Lloyd’s, 
and  decline  of,  104-8,  109,  122-4 
charitable  subscriptions  at, 

207-8;  Masters  of,  See  “Baker, 
Richd.,”  “Baker,  Richd.,  jun.,” 
“Jemson,  Thos.,”  “Lawrence, 
Thos.,”  “Lloyd,  Ed.,”  “New¬ 
ton,  Wm.,”  “Sheppard,  Sami.,” 
“Saunders,  Sami.” 

Lloyd’s  Evening  Post,  84, 123,124. 
Lloyd’s  Fire  and  Non-Marine 
Underwriters’  Assn.,  440. 

Lloyd’s  Form  of  Salvage  Agree¬ 
ment,  395-8. 

Lloyd’s  List,  founded,  70,  71, 
72-3;  contents  of,  73-7;  war  news 
in,  78-80;  rivalry  with  New 

Lloyd’s  List,  105-8,  124-5;  cen¬ 
sored,  235-6;  becomes  a  daily 
paper,  330-2;  later  history  of, 
330-3;  Index  to,  339,  352,  354; 
attacked  by  Danson,  390;  men- 
tioned,  83,  84,  87,  88,  91,  168, 
183-4;  I86,  294,  296,  303,  336. 

Lloyd’s  Medals, 333, 333n.3,  425. 
Lloyd’s  News,  22-5. 

Lloyd’s  Patriotic  Fund,  225, 
227-31,  418. 

Lloyd’s  Policy.  See  “Policy  of 

Marine  Insurance.” 
Lloyd’s  Policy  Signing  Office, 

437-9- 

Lloyd’s  Register  of  Shipping, 

328-30.  357.  362,  390,  392.  See 

also,  “Register  Books.” 
Lloyd’s  Registry  of  Shipping 

(1760),  84-5,  88.  See  also,  “Re¬ 

gister  Books.” Lloyd’s  Signal  Stations,  384-7. 
Lloyd’s  Underwriters’ Assn.,  440. 
Lloyd’s,  Society  of  (1681),  13-14. Lombard  Street,  customs  of,  36, 

37.  !36-7.  US-9- London,  in  17th  century,  3-7. 
London  Assurance  Corporation, 

origins  of,  48-63;  and  under¬ 
writing,  66-7,  240,  245-6,  254; 
and  enemy  property,  80;  and 

policy,  133,  134,  145-7,  150;  and 
Lloyd’s,  174,241,316,335,340; 
privileges  attacked  and  repealed, 

241-2,  259,  307-14;  and  Salvage Association,  392. 

London  Group  of  War  Risk Assns.,  404. 

London  Tavern,  Lloyd’s  at,  335, 

337- 

London  Union  Insurance  Society, 

255n- 
Lowrey,  Sir  Joseph,  394-5,  397, 

399- 

Lubbock,  Alfred,  366. 

Lubbock,  Sir  John.  See  “Ave¬ 

bury.” 

Luscombe,  Sir  John,  425,  434. 
Lushington,  Dr.,  259,  312. 
Lutine,  H.M.S.,  387-9. 

MABEY,  H.,  301. 
Macaulay,  Zachary,  197. 

Mackinnon,  Percy  G.,  Ch.  of 
Lloyd’s,  446. 

MacQuin,  Mr.,  275. 
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Mahan,  Admiral,  183. 
Mahon,  Lord,  244. 

Manning,  William,  243-4,  246, 
256,  259,  311. 

Mansfield,  Lord,  81,  142,  164. 
Marine  Insurance  Co.,  392,  430. 
Marryat,  Capt.  Fredk.,  R.N., 

243,  286. 

Marryat,  Joseph,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s, 
on  qualifications  of  under¬ 

writers,  196;  defends  Lloyd’s, 
243,  244,  248,  250,  253,  256-7, 

258-9;  his  part  in  reorganisation 
of  1811,  266,  268,  273;  as  Chair¬ 

man,  275-7, 279, 280-1 ;  284, 285; 
on  use  of  slips,  290-1;  death  and 
services,  293;  mentioned,  151, 

306,  308,  310,  320,  382. 

Marryat,  Joseph,  jun.,  293. 

Marshall,  John,  305-7. 

Marten,  F.  W.,  and  large-scale 

underwriting,  428-30. 
Mashbourne,  Elizabeth.  See 

“Lloyd.” 
Mavor,  John,  229. 
Mercantile  Marine  Act  (1850), 

360. 
Mercers’  Company,  114,  116, 
171-2. 

Mercers’  Hall  Marine  Company, 

44-9. Merchants  Insurers  Bill,  43,  52. 
Merchant  Shipping  Act  (1854), 

362- Merry  weather,  William,  82. 

Micawber,  Mr.,  317-18. 
Mierop ,  Martin  Kuyck  van ,  Ch .  of 

Lloyd’s,  111-12,  n6n.,  122, 
125. 

Milan  Decrees,  177,  180-1,  189, 
247. 

Milbank,  Capt.  John  J.,  394. 

Mills  Frigate,  85,  125,  148-9. 
Mines  Royal  Mineral  and  Battery 

Works,  47-9,  54,  57,  62. 
Missing  Ships  Agreement,  412. 

Missing  Vessels  Book,  352. 

Moiling,  Fredk.,  247. 
Montefiore,  Sir  Moses,  309. 
Mortimer,  Thomas,  93-5,  97. 
Moustaches,  354-5. 
Moxon,  M.  H.,  332. 

Murray.  See  “Mansfield.” Muskett,  Alfred,  354-5. 

NAPOLEON  Bonaparte,  his  ob¬ 
ject  in  Berlin  Decrees,  179,  189; 

policy  on,  219. 
Natusch,  Fredk.,  315. 

Navigation  Acts,  180,349,360-1. 
Nelson,  Admiral  Lord,  200,  21 1. 

Newcastle,  underwriting  at,  241. 

New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House, 
Pope’s  Head  Alley,  rivalry  with 

Old  Lloyd’s,  88,  97-108;  char¬ 

acter  of,  109;  Lloyd’s  founded  at, 
109-19;  building  burned,  120; 
charitable  subscriptions  at,  208. 

New  Lloyd’s  Coffee  House,  Royal 

Exchange.  See  “Lloyd’s.” 
New  Lloyd's  Evening  Post,  1230.2. 

New  Lloyd's  List,  99-107,  121, 
124-5,  33°- 

Newton,  Handy.  See  “Lloyd.” Newton,  William,  Master  L.C.H., 

32-3,67,70. 
Norman,  C.  B.,  his  figures  of  war 

losses,  182-3. 

Notaries,  Faculty  of,  35-6. 
North,  Roger,  on  insurers,  253. 

Northey,  Sir  Edward,  45-6,  50, 

58. 

North  of  England  Protecting  and 
Indemnity  Assn.,  404. 

ODDY,  William,  209. 

Onslow,  Lord,  45-49,  57,  58-9, 

62.  See  also,  “Mines  Royal,” 

“Royal  Exchange  Assurance.” 
Overall’s  fire  insurance,  63. 
Owen,  Sir  Douglas,  on  policy, 

130,  132. 

INDEX 
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INDEX  PAICE,  Joseph,  52. 
Palmer,  Sir  Roundell,  378. 

Patriotic  Fund  at  Lloyd’s.  See 
“Lloyd’s  Patriotic  Fund.” 

Peel,  Sir  Robert,  308,  342. 
Pelham,  Henry,  60. 

Pepys,  Samuel,  10,  19,  40. 
Phoenix  Fire  Office,  41. 
Piracy,  281-2,  349. 
Pitt,  Rt.  Hon.  William,  115,  192, 
200-1 . 

Policy  of  marine  insurance,  early 

forms  of,  135-41;  early  printed 

forms  of,  141-2;  Memorandum 

added  to,  143-7;  attempted  in¬ 
novations  in,  147-8;  revised  by 

Lloyd’s,  125,  126-7,  131,  135, 
147-9;  Act  for  insertion  of  name 
of  assured  in,  173-4. 

Lloyd’s  Form  of,  126-9;  in_ 
consistencies  and  omissions,  126, 

129-30;  reasons  for  adhering  to, 

130,  151-2;  the  S.G.  in,  132-5, 
150;  made  compulsory,  133,150; 

settled (1779),  147-9;  subsequent 
additions  to,  151-2,369-70,414- 

15;  Lloyd’s  stamp  on,  381-2. Corporation  Forms  of,  133, 

J34>  H5-7,  150. 
Provisions  of:  Abatements  in 

early  policies, 40, 53,  144,  i6in.i; 
Arbitration  Clauses ,  37,  150; 
Cargo  Clauses ,  All  Risks,  152; 
Cargo  Clauses  ( F.P.A. ),  152; 
F.C.  and  S.  Clause,  130,  151, 

414;  Frustration  Clause,  130, 

151,  414-15;  “ Lost  or  not  Lost,” 
peculiar  to  English  policies,  140; 
Memorandum,  84,  143-7,  I5°; 
Perils  Clause,  136,  138-41;  Pro¬ 
tection  and  Indemnity,  369;  Run¬ 
ning  Down  Clause,  368-9;  Sue 
and  Labour  Clause,  136,  140; 
Time  Clauses,  152;  Value  Clause, 

I4I,  142,  150;  Waiver  Clause, 

See  also,  “Slaves,” 
“War  Risks.” 

Policies  cited:  Bristol  Policy 

(1789),  149-50;  Duke  of  Bedford 
(1746),  144,  150,  i6in.i;  Dutch 
policy  (1638),  141-2;  Eli  (1559), 

35;  Florentine  (1523),  135-6; 

French  (1566),  139-40;  French, 

(1658),  141;  Golden  Fleece  (1681) , 

142,  43m.;  Guipuzcoa  (on 
slaves,  1794),  218-19;  Jaymes  of 
Ipswyche  (1563),  139;  Johanna 
(1808),  180;  Mary  Rose  (1559), 

138;  St.  Anns  (“G”  policy, 
1:783),  133-4;  St.  John  Baptist 
(1563),  138;  Sancta  Crux  (1555), 
37;  Sancta  Maria  (1548),  138; 
Santa  Maria  (1547),  138; 

“ Symboleographie”  (1598),  140; Three  Brothers  (1657),  141; 

Tiger  (1614),  140-1. 

Policy  Duty.  See  “Stamp 

Duties.” 

Pontacks,  16. 

Popham,  Sir  Home,  229-30. 
Port  Letters,  23,  203,  222-3,  224> 
264,  269. 

Post  Office,  and  Lloyd's  List,*]y$, 
222-3,  34°i  controversy  with, 

235-7.  See  also,  “ General  Ship¬ 

ping  and  Commercial  List.” Premiums,  custom  as  to  collec¬ 
tion  of,  65, 161, 250;  weekly  pay¬ 
ment  of,  in  Great  War,  402; 
trust  fund  for,  423-6,  433.  See 

also,  “Wars.” 
RAM,  Stephen,  49,  58. 

Ransoming  of  prizes,  153-4. 
Ratcliffe,  fire  at,  208. 
Readshaw,  Joshua,  112,  116,  173, 
210. 

Recapture,  salvage  on,  238,  279. 

“Red  Book.”  See  “Register 

Books.” 

“Red  Room,”  at  L.C.H.,  71. 
Register  Books,  early,  84-7;  ri¬ 

valry  of  “Green”  and  “Red” 
Books,  303-5,  328-9;  movement 
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for  fusion,  305-7;  merged  in 

Lloyd’s  Register,  329. 
Reid,  Thomas,  193,  229,  249, 
256,  291,  409. 

Reinsurances,  prohibited  (1746), 

92-3;  prevalent  (1781),  164. 
Robertson,  Alex.,  312. 

Robinson,  Rt.  Hon.  Fredk.,  312. 

Robinson,  G.  R.,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s, 

327»  333. 35!-2. 
Robinson,  John,  323,  329. 
Room,  The,  early  use  of  term, 

245- 

Rosee,  Pasqua,  8. 
Ross  v.  Goschen,  378. 

Rothschild,  Nathan,  308,  315. 

Rowcroft,  Thomas,  242-3,  263-4, 
266,  268,  273. 

Rowland,  John,  336. 

Royal  Exchange,  underwriting  at, 

9-10,  40,  56;  Lloyd’s  moves  to, 
1 14-16, 1 19-20;  burned, 334; re¬ 

opened,  341-3. 
Royal  Exchange  Assurance  Cor¬ 

poration,  origins  of,  44-63;  and 

underwriting,  66-7,  240,  245-6, 

254;  and  policy,  133,  134,  145-7, 

150;  and  Lloyd’s,  174,  241,  276, 
316,  340;  privileges  attacked  and 

repealed,  241-2,  259,  307-14; 
and  Salvage  Association,  392. 

Royal  George  Fund,  208. 

Royal  Mail  Steam  Packet  Co., 

392- Rucker,  J.  D.,  247-8. 
Russell,  Col.  John,  40. 

Russian  seizures  (1799),  192. 

Ryder,  Sir  Dudley,  81,  160, 
i6in.i. 

SADDLERS’  Hall  fire  insce.,  63. 
Sale  by  Candle,  19-20. 
Salvage  Acts,  287,  362. 

Salvage  Association,  370,  372, 

384,391,392-9,439. 
Sanday  v.  British  and  Foreign 

Marine  Insurance  Co.,  414-15. 

Saumarez,  Admiral,  224,  261-2,  INDEX 

26311.1 . 
Saunders,  Samuel,  Master, 

L.C.H.,  82-4,  88-9. 
Scotch  Commercial  Insurance 
Co.,  315. 

Scott,  SirWilliam.  SeG'Stowell.” 
Sea  Policy  Office,  290-1. 
Secretan,  Fredk.,  315. 

S.G.,  in  Lloyd’s  policy,  132-5, 

150. Shales’s  Insurance,  49,  52,  57-8. 

Shaw,  Benjamin,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s, 
268,  273,  293,  306,  309,  311, 

3I5> 320. Shedden,  George,  250, 266m,  276, 

310.  311- Shedden,  Robert,  192,  229. 

Shepheard,  Capt.  Lewis,  R.N., 224. 

Sheppard,  Elizabeth.  See  “Jem- 

son.” 

Sheppard,  Handy.  See  “Lloyd.” 
Sheppard,  Martha,  72m 

Sheppard,  Rebecca,  72,  72m 

Sheppard,  Samuel,  Master, 

L.C.H.,  29-30,  67-8,  70. 
Sheppard,  Thomas,  72m 

Shipowners,  liability  of,  287-8, 

368-9. Shipowners,  Society  of,  235, 

287-8,  305. 

Shipping  Gazette,  331-3. 

Ships,  re-naming  of,  201;  wilful 
destruction  of,  237,  238. 

Shipwrecks,  Select  Committee  on, 

362- 

Signals,  coastal,  234;  night,  234-5, 

286,  386;  Brackenbury’s,  286; 
Marryat’s,  286;  International 

Code  of,  362.  -SW?  also,  “Lloyd’s 

Signal  Stations.” Sivedale,  Elizabeth,  32. 

Sivedale,  Mary.  See  “Lloyd.” Sivedale,  Thomas,  29,  32. 

Slaves,  insurance  of,  218-19. 

Slips,  use  of,  prohibited,  289-90; 
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INDEX  struggle  over  use  of,  290-3; 
sanctity  of,  373-4;  and  policies, 

437-8- 
Smith,  William,  47. 

Smyrna  Fleet,  disaster  to,  42-3 , 52 . 

Snodgrass,  Gabriel,  329-30. 
South  Devon  Insurance  Co.,  315. 

South  Sea  Bubble,  44,  56,  58-9, 

63,  90-1,  244. 

South  Sea  House,  Lloyd’s  at, 

337-42. Spencer,  Joseph,  Master  in  Sub¬ 

scribers’  Room,  300-1. 
Stamp  Duties,  on  marine  insur¬ 

ance,  237,  288-93,  319-20,  328, 

333 >  349- 
State  Insurance  Scheme,  403-4, 

406-7,  409-11. 
Staniforth,  John,  266n.,  276,  315. 
Steele,  Sir  Richard,  on  L.C.H., 
26-7. 

Stephenson,  Benj.  Chas.,  Secre¬ 

tary  of  Lloyd’s,  375. 
Stowell,  Lord,  238. 

Sturge,  A.  L.,  Ch.  of  Lloyd’s,  446 
Submarines,  losses  from,  407-8, 

410-n. 
Sunderland  Joint  Stock  Marine 
Premium  Insce.  Co.,  325. 

Sutherland,  Sir  Arthur,  413. 
Swift,  Jonathan,  on  South  Sea 
Bubble,  59. 

TAYLER,  Thomas,  Master  of 

Lloyd’s,  1 17,  125,  167;  character 
and  services  of,  169-70;  letters  to 
Admiralty,  203,  2030.;  death, 

213;  mentioned,  i68n.,  172, 
2o8n.2,  222-3,  294,  299. 

Telegraph,  semaphore,  340. 

Telegraph,  electric,  350-1. 
Thompson,  Andrew,  114. 

Thompson,  Alderman  William, 

Ch.  of  Lloyd’s,  320-1;  opposes 
repeal,  310-12;  attacked  and  re¬ 

signs,  325-6;  mentioned,  323, 

327- 

Thompson,  Sir  William,  45-6, 

47,  50,  58- Thoresby  and  James,  173-4. 
Thornton,  Richard,  197,  322, 

358. 

Throckmorton,  J.  F.,  253. 
Times  Memorial,  343-5. 

Tonningen,  contraband  trade 

through,  180-1. 
Townson,  John,  112. 

Traitorous  Correspondence  Act, 

178-9- 

Trebilcock,  Edward,  Master  of 

Lloyd’s,  213. Trent  affair,  348. 

Trinity  House,  286-7. 
Truxton,  Capt.  Thos.,  U.S.N., 182. 

Tussingham,  John,  29. 

UNDERWRITERS,  rise  of  pro¬ 

fessional,  55-6,  64-6,  195-6,  215; 

Weskett’s  attack  on,  159-62;  be¬ 

come  predominant  at  Lloyd’s, 

345-7,  357-8,  359-61.  Nee  also, 

“Insurance, Marine, ’’“Lloyd’s.” 
Underwriting.  Nee  “Insurance, 

Marine.” 

United  Company  of  Insurers,  47. 

Unity ,  brig,  21 1,  238. 

VAN  Mierop.  See  “Mierop, 

van.” 

Vaux,  Edward,  304. 

Vaux,  Jasper,  263,  266m,  271, 

276. 
Venezuelan,  s.s.,  378. 
Victoria,  Queen,  341,  355. 

WAGER  policies.  See  “Insur¬ 

ances,  Gaming.” 
Waldegrave,  Admiral,  206-7. 
Waller, Charles,  Manager, L.C.H., 

89-90,  98-103. 
Walls,  Andrew,  380. 

Walpole,  Sir  Robert,  78-9,  92. 

Walter,  John,  155-6. 
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Walton,  Charles,  366. 
Walton,  Pearson,  290. 

Walton,  Sir  William,  369,  397-8. 
War  Risks,  excluded  from  policy, 

129-30,  i5i>4°2-3>414-15;  spe¬ 
cial  clauses  for,  177,  180-1.  See 

also,  “State  Insurance  Scheme,” 
“Wars.” 

Wars,  with  France  (1689-98), 

42-3;  with  Spain  (1718-20),  53, 

54,  78;  of  the  Austrian  Succes¬ 

sion,  78-81;  Seven  Years,  157; 
Crimean,  348;  American  Civil, 

348-9;  Spanish- American,  400, 
Russo-Japanese,  181. 
Of  American  Independence: 

effect  on  Lloyd’s,  153-8,  195-6; 
shipping  losses  in,  156-7. 
Revolutionary  and  Napoleo¬ 

nic:  attack  on  commerce  in, 

176-82;  contraband  traffic  in, 

180-1;  shipping  losses  in,  182-7, 

and  Appendix  “A”;  premiums 
in,  187-92;  underwriting  crises 

of,  192-3 , 262;  growth  of  Lloyd’s 
stimulated  by,  194-6,  203-7, 

212-16,  217,  220-5,  239;  trade 

protection  in,  203-7,  231-5, 

279-80;  war  funds  in,  207-12, 

227-31;  censorship  of  news  in, 

235-6- 
European  (1914-18):  financial 

effects  of,  400-2;  underwriting 

in,  403-14;  premiums  in,  405-6, 

409-12;  effects  of,  on  the  policy, 4
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frauds  arising  from, 
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;

 

 

Lloyd’s  roll  of  honour 

in,  417;  war  funds  in,  418-19.  INDEX 

See  also,  “British  Capture,” 
“Convoy,”  “Enemy  Property.” 

War  Risk  Association  Ltd.,  404. 

Warren,  Peter,  225,  256,  260. 
Warriner,  Mr.,  301. 

Watson,  Sir  Brook,  Bart.,  Ch.  of 

Lloyd’s,  on  original  Committee, 
1 12,  n6n.,  in  chair  at  General 

Meetings,  172,  197;  career  of, 

201-2;  as  Chairman,  202-3,  213, 

215,  216;  and  Patriotic  Fund, 

227;  death,  235n.2;  mentioned, 

174,  239,  274,  382. 
Wellington,  Duke  of,  341. 

Weskett,  John,  on  revision  of 

policy,  147-9;  on  state  of  insur¬ 
ance  market,  158-62. 

West  India  Dock  Co.,  238. 

White,  Arthur,  426. 
White,  F.  A.,  430. 

White,  Thomas,  Master  of 

Lloyd’s,  209-10,  213,  221,  223, 

232,  235-6. Whitmore,  John,  112,  n6n. 

Whitmore,  William,  266m 

Whyte,  John,  139. 

Wilkes,  John,  policies  on,  96. 
Wilkinson,  John,  112,  116. 
Williams,  S.,  249. 

Wolverine ,  H.M.S.,  231. 

Wood,  George,  264. 
Woolnoth,  Sarah,  30. 

Wreck  and  Salvage  Acts,  362. 

YORK/Antwerp  Rules,  371. 
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